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LETTERS
Sirs:

Would it be possible for you to please

send the enclosed sum of $25.00 to Arthur

Wagner, Shiptitter on Midway, whom you

mentioned in your article "Father Nep-
tune" in the December issue? I am sure he

will accept it through you as a Christmas

present or as support for his bird asylum.

I have often gone through the same
worry bringing up orphan birds. That's

why I wanted to send Mr. Wagner a

greeting and wish him good luck. . . .

(Name withheld by request)

On behalf of Shipfitter Arthur J. Wag-
ner who, not knowing the donor's name
cannot thank her, and who even in mili-

tary service was only following a more
basic human inclination, N.-vtural History

Magazine expresses warm appreciation

for a gift that was generated by the sort

of impulse which some people think is

more powerful, in the long story of human
hope, than the atomic bomb.

—

Ed.

Sirs:

... It seems to be the general opinion

that the undue amount of rain or bad

weather we have had could be blamed

on atmospheric conditions caused by

bombings and other explosions of the

war. I had believed it mere advertising

when local fairs or circuses "sent up

something" to guarantee fair weather. Is

it possible for man to affect his climate?

Kent, Wash.
Mrs. Bill L.anc.aster.

The following answer is offered by

F. W. Reichelderfer, Chief of the U. S.

Weather Bureau

:

A special study of this question made
at the time of the first World War led

to the conclusion that no effect on weather

had been produced by the war. It has

often been suggested in the past that

great battles cause rain, but a critical ex-

amination of records shows that this im-

pression is unjustified, and those occa-

sions on which rain has fallen after a

series of explosions have been found to

be mere coincidences. The experiment of

attempting to induce rainfall by explo-

sion has actually been tried on a number
of occasions, but it has not succeeded.

These results are all in accordance %vith

what we should expect from our knowl-

edge of the physical processes by which
rain is produced. Weather conditions are

the result of the interactions of the great

streams of air from different regions that

are continually flowing over the earth.

They would have taken place in the

same way even though no wars or other

special conditions brought about by the

activity of man had occurred. Irregular

fluctuations in prevailing weather condi-

tions are continually experienced in all

localities; and it must be kept in mind
that at any particular time the weather is

quite likely to be unusual somewhere.
It is exceedingly difficult to realize the

tremendous scale on which atmospheric

phenomena take place. The physical proc-

esses by which weather is produced are

on so gigantic a scale and involve forces

and energy of such inconceivably great

magnitudes as, in general, to make it

impossible for them to be appreciably

modified or influenced by any of the

activities of man.

Sirs:

Concerning the feeding habits of toads,

the letter you published from Mr. Charles

S. Putnam and the comments of Curator

Charles M. Bogert, recall some pertinent,

though rather casual, observations of my
own.

In 1927 I was living for a time at a

hydro-electric power station on the Para-

guassu river in the State of Bahia,

Brazil, The terrace, which was our sit-

ting room in the evening, was not

> An early AiTFMPi to control the

weather (1880) The de\ ice consisted

of a balloon that would lift explo-

sives into the !)k\, where tht^ could

be set off electriealK through the

mooring wire Meteorologists todav

doubt the practicality of an\ such

methods

'' A FANIASTIC SCHLME to turn the

Sahara into a fertile garden was de-

picted in 1882 It depended upon a

large "rain generating machine atop

the pvramid of Cheops

screened, and every conceivable variety

of flying insect swarmed about the lights

when they were turned on, particularly

a large black beetle, called by the Bra-

zilians "bisouro," which seemed nearly

hemispherical and was about five-eighths

inch in diameter.

The cloud of insects promptly attracted

the toads, which climbed the five or six

steps from the ground to the terrace level,

Contimtcd on page 46

1 —^T t '-:!T rvy^^^^g^S-tri, % .r' '»
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I HE news is a lot better for every one

who's been waiting for a telephone.

We've put in more than 500,000

telephones in three months—and
they're going in faster every day.

But there are places where vre have

complicated switchboards to install

— even places where we must build

new buildings for the new switch-

boards. In those places it will take

more time.

We're working hard on that job and

aiming to give everybody quicker

and better service than ever before.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
There's Good Music on The Telephone Hou ery Monday evening over NBC
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"TORNILLO"I or Screw Bean
MOTHER Nature might be ac-

cused of "laughing up her

sleeve" when she produced

the Screw Bean, for it is indeed a

"joke plant."

So called because of its curious,

slender, spirally-twisted pods, the

screw bean belongs to the same family

as the mesquite, the Mimosa family.

It is scientifically called Prosopis pu-

bescens. Other names by which it is

known are Curly Mesquite and Tor-

nillo.

The screw bean grows in suitable

localities from western Texas to

southern Utah, and westward to Cali-

fornia. Like many other native desert

plants it is armed with long, sharp

thorns, capable of inflicting painful

wounds.

In early spring the plant presents

a very pretty appearance, being clothed

in tender green foliage and numerous

clusters of very fragrant, greenish-

yellow flowers. At maturity it is a

shrub or small tree of lo to 20 or even

30 feet high. The wood, while not as

hard as mesquite, makes good fuel,

and the branches are useful in build-

ing fences and huts.

The curious bean, or pod, makes

from a dozen to twenty turns as it

matures, forming—when ripe—a nar-

row straight spiral, one to two inches

in length. However, it can be drawn

out in the manner of a coiled spring,

and it then often measures more than

a foot in length.

Like the mesquite bean, the screw

bean is rich in sugar content, and

when boiled in water it yields a fair

grade of molasses. The Indians and

Mexicans use the beans for food pur-

poses, grinding the entire pod,—seeds,

husk and all,—into a sort of flour.

This is used in making bread, or the

flour may be soaked in water and used

for making a very pleasing and .nutri-

tious drink. The Indians of the South-

west have long used the bark, particu-

larly that of the roots, as a poultice

for the treatment of wounds. The
sweet pods are relished by many ani-

mals, both wild and domestic.

This desert plant has the ability to

send its roots to great depths to reach

the water level, as does the mesquite,

§? By Jewell Casey

The spiral of each "bean" can be pulled out

like a coiled spring to a length of a foot or more

which is reported to penetrate the

ground to a depth of 60 feet. The
roots are usually far greater than the

top and are put to some of the same

uses as the wood itself.

Prosopis cinerescens, another species

of the screw bean, is a low-growing,

shrubby plant, which has the peculiar

habit of blooming and bearing fruit

when only a few inches high.
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WINTER SCARCITY

By John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

IX
Europe and parts of Asia this

winter, many millions of people

will be hungry and thousands

will die of starvation.

Winter in the northern woods often

brings these times of starvation even

to the animals best suited to survive

there. During several favorable years

the moose may increase, populations

may be built up higher than can be

sustained by the available food sup-

ply. If, on top of this, a severe winter

should come, with snow six to eight

feet deep, many moose starve to

death.

The moose, largest and most un-

gainly member of the deer family, is

adapted to life in the northern woods,

with its long, powerful legs and high

forequarters. It is found from Nova
Scotia and New England to Alaska

and, in the Old World (where it is

known as the elk) across Siberia to

Norway and northern Germany, liv-

ing in the spruce-fir and mixed forests.

During the summer there is usually

abundant food for moose, which are

chiefly browsing animals, feeding on

the leaves and twigs of many hard-

wood trees. A moose will seize a

branch near the base and run its

mouth along it, stripping oli the

leaves. Branches too high for this

may be torn down by the great pendu-

lous upper lip and stripped. Grass is

also eaten. When it is short, the

moose may kneel or straddle with its

front legs like a giraffe, but the legs

are so long and the neck is relatively

so short that grazing is an effort.

Moose often wade out into ponds and

lakes to dive for water-lily stems and

roots and other pond weeds. In marshy

places and around lakes, the animal

feeds on sedges, rushes, and many her-

baceous plants. Here the moose sinks

deeply into the mud and thus can

easily reach even low plants.

But during the present season,

most of this food is no longer avail-

able. The leaves have fallen, ice

covers the ponds and lakes, and the

snow buries the frost-killed plants.

Now the needles and twigs of the

balsam fir form an important part of

the moose's diet, together with the

bare twigs and bark of birch, willow,

aspen, and maple. The coarse, sili-

ceous horsetail, pea vine, and wild

grapevine are also relished. With the

coming of cold weather moose find a

sheltered place where these foods are

most abundant and settle down there.

Usually a bull, one or several cows,

and their young of two seasons form

the wintering band. Several young

bulls may team up for the season, but

an old bull may live in solitude.

As the snow deepens they wander

around feeding, forming intersecting

and well-packed trails throughout

the lOO acres or so of their forage

ground, which is known as a moose-

yard. The good footing on the packed

trails gives moose an advantage

against wolves, which otherwise

might find them easy victims, help-

less in the deep snow.

In very severe winters the food in

a mooseyard may be used up, while

the snow is too deep to travel far

from it. The larger moose are able,

by making special effort, to reach

higher branches and bark, but the

smaller, younger animals unable to

secure any of this may starve.

Something like this, but caused by

overpopulation rather than winter,

happened on Isle Royale, in northern

Michigan. This was an ideal place

for moose, covered as it was with

trees and plants on which they fed,

and lacking enemies. Eighteen years

after the first small band of moose

reached the island they had increased

to several thousand, and they had eaten

almost all the food within reach. Then
in the winter hundreds of moose

starved to death or were so weakened

by hunger they succumbed to disease

and cold. If the government had not

intervened to save them, the whole

herd of moose on that island might

have died off, having destroyed their

food supply.

5



DINOSAURS • ATOMIC BOMB • VOLCANOES

PACIFIC INSECTS • PHEASANTS

The DINOSAUR BOOK
. . by Edwin H. Colbert

The American Museum of Natural

History, $2.50

156 pages, 66 illustrations and charts

COLBERT'S book is a fine piece of

work. It tells in clear, connected fash-

ion the story of the dinosaurs and their

relatives—tells it simply but without loss

of scientiiic accuracy, with a wealth of

good illustrations and useful diagrams.

As a conscientious reviewer, I have at-

tempted to find something to criticize as

well as praise, but about the only fault

I find is that the title, The Dinosaur

Book, is too narrow. The dinosaurs re-

ceive proper attention, but the scope of

the treatment is much wider, embracing

the whole story of the fossil reptiles and

their kin.

Early chapters set the stage by telling

of the history of scientific work on these

fossil forms, the way that dinosaurs and

other reptiles are collected and prepared,

and the geologic background of the Age
of Reptiles. The evolutionary story begins

with an account of the first land animals

—the amphibians—, followed by chapters

on the ancestral reptiles which sprang

from them, the early diverging line that

led toward the mammals, and the reptilian

predecessors of the dinosaurs. Three chap-

ters which form the core of the book

parade these great reptiles before us;

later sections give an account of other

reptilian groups and the fossil ancestors

of the birds. For reference there is a brief

synoptic classification and, in the index,

a useful guide to the pronunciation of the

scientific names used.

The illustrations—about 40 pages of

them—are excellent. They include a num-
ber of good photographs and reproduc-

tions of some of Charles R. Knight's fine

restorations. Most, however, are the able

work of John C. Germann. These include

a dozen new restorations of fossil reptiles,

obviously executed with scrupulous scien-

tific accuracy as well as artistic skill.

I wish that I had had this book at hand
when, as a youth, I wandered among the

fossil exhibits at the American Museum,
admiring the lengthy Brontosaurus skele-

ton, towering Tyrannosaurus, and the rest

of the array of curious reptiles large and
small. I wanted to know something of the

story of these strange creatures, but there

wasn't much in the way of printed matter

to help me out. A book like Colbert's was
what I needed—and didn't have. Today
the inquiring laynan or youthful student

plays in better luck.

Alfred S. Romer.

Insects of the pacific
WORLD
-..--.--- by C. H. Curran

The Macmillan Co., $3.75

317 pages, 97 drawings

THIS is the eighth volume of the Pacific

World Series issued under the auspices

of The American Committee for Interna-

tional Wild Life Protection, and as in the

production of each of the previous vol-

umes, the work was done by a competent

scientist. Dr. Charles Howard Curran,

Associate Curator, Department of Insects

and Spiders, American Museum of Natu-

ral History, certainly wasn't handed the

easiest task in this series when the insects

of the Pacific area were thrust upon him.

It's true that insects are important but

they are also practically innumerable. Dr.

Curran didn't attempt to catalogue and

describe all the genera and species of in-

sects in the Pacific World for two good
reasons, to wit: (a) He doesn't know all

the genera and species and neither does

anybody else in the wide world; (b) if

he did know them and list them for pub-

lication on the thinnest of paper, the re-

sultant volume could be lifted only by a

derrick. It is rumored that there are about

six million species of insects in the world
(about one-tenth classified to date) and
our returning service men from the Pacific

area probably are willing to bet that most

of them—particularly the nasty ones

—

were on every island they visited.

Faced with the problem of presenting

an insect survey of a field so wide and so

rich in Diptera, Lepidoptera, Orthoptera,

Coleoptera, etc.. Dr. Curran simplified it by

going no further, in his general plan, than

scientific descriptions in as plain language

as possible of the various families of in-

sects to be found in the Pacific area. The
author often describes certain common or

important genera or species, as in the case

of disease-bearing mosquitoes and flies,

but the best he could do on the whole was
to keep insect life of the Pacific World a

family matter in this volume. Any reader

who is at all interested in natural history

will find Dr. Curran's book not only

definitely readable but genuinely enter-

taining. The author, in his scientific en-

thusiasm for his subject, is not one to

hide the light of even a glowworm under

a bushel. And insects lead fantastic lives,

anyway. Dr. Curran has done them—and
himself—full justice in this book. It is

indexed and there are 97 drawings to

illustrate the text. It's a fine insect book

for laymen, and I know it is for laymen

or I never would have dared to open it.

John Kier.an.

Pueblo crafts
- by Ruth UnderhiU

United States Indian Service, joff

1+7 pages, 102 illustrations

AN authoritative and informative book-

let on the basketry, weaving, pottery,

music, painting, and other arts and crafts

of the Pueblo Indian tribes of New Mexico

and Arizona.

The RING-NECKED PHEAS-

ANT AND ITS MANAGE-
MENT IN NORTH AMERICA

Edited by W. L. McAtee

The American Wildlife Institute, $3.50

320 pages, 12 figures

FOR over 250 years, Old World pheas-

ants have been introduced into the

United States. The early attempts to es-

tablish them were unsuccessful, but later

ones were more fortunate and the subse-

quent years have found a great spread of

these birds across the northern states and

southern Canada with little interruption

from coast to coast. Protected at first, they

are now listed as game birds in many
states, and their propagation for shoot-

ing purposes as well as more recently for

sale as meat, has become an extensive

business. More than 2000 breeders are

said to be licensed in North America at

the present time.

These birds have never become truly

domesticated like the barnyard fowl but

always retain their wildness. Consequently

their rearing presents problems different

from those of the poultry yard, while their

management in the field is subject to vary-

ing conditions in different parts of the

country. The present volume, prepared by

some seventeen different authors and the

editor, discusses the management of the

pheasant from a geographical point of

view. The situations in eight different

regions are treated in detail by the vari-

ous authors, who have had considerable

practical experience in the different parts

of the country. These accounts contain a

wide variety of information on the life

history, behavior, food, ecological prefer-

ences, enemies, hunting practices and regu-

lations, and similar topics as well as

recommendations for successful rearing

of the birds and their encouragement in

the wild. There is also a special chapter

on propagation, one on the classification

and distribution of the members of the

genus Phasianus, and a historical intro-

duction; and the volume is indexed and

provided with a working bibliography.
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
The color photograph on this issue of

Natural History shows an Indian on

Lake Patzcuaro, Mexico, using one of

the large "dragonfly" nets of the region.

This picturesque lake is almost 200 miles

due west of Mexico City in the State of

Michoacan. These views and the Koda-
chrome on the cover were taken by Dr.

Saul B. Arenson, of the University of

Cincinnati. "The 'dragonflv' nets," he

writes, "are oval in shape and are out-

lined by a bamboo pole. Straight poles

are used to raise and lower the nets.

When the schools of small white fish

'run,' they are 'stampeded' into the nets

and hoisted to the boat. I have also been

informed that the nets are used at night,

with a flashlight in the water to attract

the fish. The Indians living on the many
islands in the lake are Tarascans."

Those persons interested in the Ring-

necked Pheasant from any aspect will

profit by reading the accounts in this

symposium, while anyone thinking of

taking up pheasant rearing as a business,

sideline, or mere hobby will find here a

mine of valuable information on the sub-

^^"-
J. T. ZiMMER.

Atomic energy for
military purposes

- - - - b\' Henry DeWolf Smyth

Princeton University Press, Paper, $1.25,

Cloth, $2.00

264 pages

THIS is the official report on the devel-

opment of the atomic bomb under the

auspices of the United States Government,

1940-1945. The author is Chairman, De-

VOUR NEW BOOKS

partment of Physics in Princeton Uni-

versity, and Consultant, Manhattan Dis-

trict, U. S. Engineers. The report was
written at the request of Major General

L. R. Groves, who was in complete charge

of all Army activities relating to the

Atomic Bomb Project. In the Foreword,

General Groves says, "All pertinent scien-

tific information which can be released to

the public at this time without violating

the needs of national security is contained

in this volume."

And there is much information here,

beginning with a brief survey of nuclear

physics and proceeding with a carefully

written history of the development of the

atomic bomb. The book contains lucid ex-

planations of all the scientific theories and

problems involved, as well as a full ac-

count of the organization of governmen-
tal, industrial, and scientific agencies and
personnel in this, the most gigantic scien-

tific project ever undertaken in the history

of the world. After reading this book, one

is overwhelmed with the realization that

the project was successfully accomplished.

Although this volume has been referred

to as the technical report, the author

rightly claims that it is not "a technical

treatise for experts." Anyone who has

had elementary training in physics and

chemistry can follow the story, for it is

admirably clear. A large public will be

grateful for Professor Smyth's book, vfhich

goes farther into the scientific aspects

than the authorized popular report, en-

titled The Story of the Atomic Bomb,

by William L. Laurence. It is needless to

say that both of these will be widely read

and with much profit.

The last few pages of Professor Smyth's

book are devoted to eye-witness accounts

by General Groves and others of the

Nevp Mexico test,—an enthralling story.

Cly'de Fisher.

Continued on page 43
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*^»v^5 ^ Cultivated Rice

By Clark Wissler
curator Emeritus of Anthropology,

The American Museum of Natural History

RECENTLY two articles appeared

in this Magazine stressing

the importance of wheat and

corn in the development of civiliza-

tion. We now look at rice, the chief

crop in the third great cereal area of

the world. When the New World was

discovered, corn characterized one

such area as shown on the accompany-

ing map. In the Old World we find

two fairly distinct areas, a central

area dominated by wheat, and a

southeastern area devoted to rice.

\Vheat seems to have been first do-

mesticated in Asia Minor, a dry up-

land country, whereas rice originated

in a tropical, rainy, marshy countrj'.

The cultivation of each spread abroad

rapidly about as far as its growing

habits permitted.

The area devoted to the cultivation

of rice is evidence of its importance to

man. The number of people who de-

AS A WG
Photo from U. S. Dcpt. of Agr
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One half of the people of the world consider rice their chief food.

To examine its role in human life is to travel far back along the

corridors of history

pend upon it for food is even more

impressive. Almost everywhere in

Southeast Asia, rice ranks as the main

food. Because of the density of popu-

lation in that part of the world, it is

estimated that one half of the human
race lives upon rice. The other half

of the world's people occupy a much
greater area, but for the most part

they are bread eaters (wheat, barley,

rye, and corn).

When we think of rice, we think of

China, but in India rice plays an even

larger role. British India alone, with

a population of about 300 million,

produces annually about 600 million

bushels of rice. We have no good

statistics for China with its 400 mil-

lion people, but it is estimated that

she produces less rice than India.

Hence, it would be a mistake to rate

China as a whole as being fully de-

pendent upon rice, though rice is the

chief food in the southern provinces.

In a region like the Philippines, na-

tive life is largely organized around

the production of rice. Its importance

is shown by the special rituals that

accompany almost every phase of its

cultivation and processing. It is the

only food recognized by such cere-

monies in the Philippines. As A. L.

Kroeber expresses it in his well-known

book,* "The native point of view is

clearly that if the success of the rice

is assured by the necessary magical

and ceremonial means, other crops

will automatically take care of them-

selves. When plant food is offered to

the spirits in any connection, it is al-

*The Peoples of the Philippines, page 86.
(Handbook 8, The American Museum of Nat-
ural History.)

R.LD FOOD

most invariably rice. In short, the

Filipino not only eats rice, but thinks

in terms of rice, and if his civilization

is to be described in a single phrase it

can only be termed a rice culture."

We have noted that there is still

some difficulty in identifying the wild

ancestors of wheat and corn, but cul-

tivated rice seems definitely to have

come from a single species, Oryza

sativa, native to the East Indies. All

rices grown are regarded as varieties

of this species, and they are surpris-

ingly numerous. According to some

writers, about a thousand varieties of

cultivated rice are known in India

alone, all of which are special strains,

adapted to local differences in soil,

temperature, and rainfall. In the main,

however, a tropical or at least a sub-

tropical climate is required. The
plants are annuals and reach a height

of two to five feet, with panicles

(seed heads) roughly resembling oats.

The original wild species required

low ground that was flooded at least

part of the year. The cultivated varie-

ties known as "hill," "upland," or

"dryland" rice can be nursed through

the growing season without flooding,

but the yield is less and the grains

smaller than in the aquatic varieties.

RICE AS A WORLD FOOD



A Cultivation of rice apparently came later in history than wheat. But wild rice

was probably eaten in the East Indies long before the plant was domesticated. The

only implements the first rice-growers used seem to have been digging sticks and

wooden spades. Only after the cultivation of rice spread to the Asiatic mainland

and contact was made with people who grew wheat and millet were the plow and

draft animals adopted. "Dryland" rice, as distinct from that grown in flooded

fields, was probably developed through watching wheat farmers at work

y When the field is dry and the rice mature, knives

or sickles are used to harvest it. A scene in Bali

Photo bv Lionel G

Methods of rice farming

One of the regions often chosen to

best exemplify aquatic rice-growing

is the Malabar coast of southwest

India. This coast receives torrential

rains in May, June, and July, fol-

lowed by a period of moderately

heavy rains in October. The dry sea-

son is from December to March. The

n, from Frederic Lewis



A.M.N.H. photo

A After plowing, the wet rice field is smoothed

by means of a "scraper": a scene in Bali

lowlands of the coastal belt vary from

30 to 50 miles wide and are thickly

populated by rice-growers. There are

1000 to 2000 inhabitants to the square

mile. Originally these lowlands were

covered with dense deciduous forests,

which were later cleared for rice

growing. All the land that can be

flooded by impounding rainfall and

river water is devoted to rice. Sixty

to 120 days are required for a crop,

depending upon local conditions. Har-

vest time is usually in September.

Before the rains begin, a simple

pointed plow is used to scratch up the

surface of the ground. Water buf-

faloes are preferred to oxen and are

yoked to the plow either singly or in

pairs. Cattle dung is spread over the

plowed surface, which after the first

rains is plowed once more, and the

earth is finally smoothed by dragging

a log back and forth.

When all is ready, the banks, or

dikes, surrounding the field (paddy)

are repaired. If the timing has been

correct, the rains now begin, and as

soon as the ground softens up, the

rice seed is sown broadcast, sometimes

trampled into the mud, sometimes not.

The plants begin to grow in the

water-covered soil. At intervals dur-

ing the growing season, men and

women wade into the rice paddy to

pull out the intruding weeds. Finally,

the water is drained from the paddy

A Transplanting rice. Sometimes the seed is sown broad-

cast, sometimes it is trampled into the mud. Here the young
plants are being replanted, near Baguio in the Philippine

Islands

f Multiple scarecrow: an arrangement of lines extending

to all portions of the field and jerked as needed from a central

tower. This device is used frequently in Hawaii. Constant

vigilance is necessary to save the rice crop from birds

Sn'da Studio photo
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A A Japanese rice garden

<Treadin(. rice in the Philip-

pines: the aboriginal method of

threshing the world's staple food

grains

(Fetmo Jacobs photo, from Three Lions)

> Heavy wooden pestles

are sometimes used in hull-

ing rice in the Philippines

^ This view in a Chinese shop

in the town of Pishan shows a

method of hulling rice that has

been in use for centuries

RICE AS A WORLD FOOD

to permit the gruund to harden. When
the rice is mature,' the heads are cut

from the stalks with various kinds of

knives or sickles. Immediately there-

after, millet, pulse, or sesame is sown.

Water buffaloes, a few cattle, and

sheep and goats are herded upon the

wastelands and are fed in part upon

rice straw, chaff, and other crop foods,

such as millet, oil cake, etc.

Turning from the Malabar coast-

dwellers to Asiatic and insular rice-

growers in general, we find that

wherever the growing period is short,

rice may be sprouted and grown for a

time in flooded beds and then trans-

planted by hand to flooded rice fields.

This naturally adds to the labor of

rice production.

When the rice grains begin to ma-

ture, the fields are raided by seed-

eating birds, often in such numbers

as to leave but a small harvest. A
common method of keeping the birds

away is to stretch a number of strings

across each paddy, with streamers or

pennants attached to them. These

ilap about when the cord to which they

are fastened is jerked vigorously. Small

platforms or towers are erected so as

to enable a single watcher to guard

four plots. This is no small task, be-

cause the flock, when disturbed,

merely takes wing to descend at an-

other location.

Processing the crop

Threshing rice involves two opera-

tions. As in oats, a hull or husk firmly

encloses each grain, and this must be

removed by rubbing or gently beating

the grain in a mortar or upon a mat.

The most primitive way is to tread

barefoot upon the unhulled grain.

The next step is to separate the de-

tached hulls, or chaff, from the grain

by winnowing. The usual way is to

scoop the trampled mass into a shal-

low basket and toss it into the air

above a mat or sheet. The heavy grain

falls straight down, while the chafE is

floated to one side by the gentlest of

air currents.

For the most part the hulled grains

of rice are not white but are covered

with a coat of brown, which can be

removed by rubbing or beating, a

process called "polishing." However,

many native rice-growers dispense

with this procedure and eat "brown

rice" instead. The food value of rice

is decreased by polishing, yet custom

regards white rice as preferable.

In the Philippines, as in many other

parts of the rice area, hillsides are

13



A Beating rice to separate the kernels from the husks, in the Philippines

utilized by the construction of ter-

races, or walled-in shelves, extending

horizontally one above the other.

These are flooded with water in the

rainy season. The magnitude of these

terraces, covering the landscape from

valley to hilltop like a gigantic series

of hanging gardens, is impressive. The
prodigious task of keeping them in

order means that the owners make

rice-growing their chief concern.

Hand labor prevails, with the simplest

mechanical appliances, — little more

than digging sticks, crude wooden

shovels, and the bare hands. The plow,

first developed by wheat farmers,

seems to have been introduced by the

Spanish conquerors of the Islands.

Since 1500 a.d. the cultivation of

rice has been introduced into many
tropical and semitropical areas, such

as southern Europe and North Africa,

and parts of west Africa, southern

United States, certain localities in

Mexico, Central and South America,

and many Pacific Islands, including

14

Hawaii. The annual production of

rice in the United States is about 70

million bushels, or about one-fourth

the barley crop. This amounts to about

one-half bushel per capita, but since

.
—

,
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Fenno Jacobs, from ! hrrc Lh>ns

cooked rice expands 30o'/6 in bulk,

the amount is of some importance.

North American wild rice

Our story would not be complete

without some account of wild rice in

America. This is a different genus of

^ After the rice is hulled, it must be winnowed.

The kernels fall to earth and the chaff floats away
Alfred T. Palmer photo, from Black Star



The labor of tending hillside rice terraces

like these and of keeping the dikes in repair

can easily be imagined : a scene in Ifugao Sub-

province, Luzon, in the Philippines, where

human life revolves about the growing of rice

Theodore Rooscz'clt, Jr. Collection, A.M.N .H.

rice, Zizania aquatica and Z. inilicea.

Aquatica grows in single stems, five

to ten feet tall, with panicles about

two feet long. The glumes (husks)

are about an inch long, containing

long slender grains, of a dark slate

color when ripe. The plants can adapt

themselves to quiet water, two to

eight feet in depth, preferably the

margins of ponds, lakes, or flood plains

of rivers with mud bottoms. Early in

June the shoots appear above the

water. They mature about August ist,

and the grain is ready for gathering

in September. The early French ex-

plorers speak of this wild rice as wild

oats, Indian oats, etc.

The plant is an annual and seeds

itself, since the ripe grains are heavy

and sink to the bottom when they

fall. The main habitat of Z. aquatica

is the part of the United States and

southern Canada east of the looth

meridian west, an area roughly east

of a line passing through Pierre, South

Dakota, Dodge City, Kansas, and

Abilene, Texas. The Indians who
made the most use of wild rice were

those of eastern Canada around the

Great Lakes and Winnepeg drainage

areas, tribes speaking Algonkin and

Siouan.

A similar Asiatic species, Z. lati-

folio, has been observed in Siberia,

Japan, Formosa, and part of eastern

China. Although Z. aquatica is re-

ported from the West Indies, it is not

known in South America.

None of the North American In-

dians seem to have sown wild rice

until after contact with white people.

Since 1800, some of them are known
to have stocked lakes and ponds when
necessary, but once the plant was in-

troduced, it needed no cultivation.

The only attention the early In-

dians gave the crop was to tie the rice

heads in bunches to protect the crop

from birds and to prevent the wind

from shattering out the grains. For

this, they made twine of basswood

Wild rice, native to North America, was an

important source of food to many Indians. It

flourished without cultivation in the margins of

lakes and on the muddy floodplains of rivers

and was harvested in September. (Potomac

'**^^'^)
Fish and Wildlife Service photo
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bark fiber. Each woman, or family,

used a slightly different tie and ac-

cordingly claimed ownership of the

ripening rice.

The rice was gathered from canoes,

poled or paddled among the rice

stalks, the bunches of heads being bent

over and the grain beaten off into the

boat, as shown in one of the illus-

trations. The earliest accounts of rice

gathering (1689) mention tying the

heads but make it clear that much of

the rice harvested was not tied but

merely bent over the edge of the

canoe, as shown in the drawing by

Eastman. When a canoe was filled, it

returned to camp, where the load was

spread upon drying-frames.

The grains had then to be hulled

by treading or beating. According to

tribal custom, there were varying

stages in these processes, since the

drying frames might be smoked, the

grains parched in a kettle, etc. The
wild rice you purchase from your

grocer has a smoky flavor if prepared

in the Indian way.

Note that the main procedures in

preparing wild rice closely parallel

those for cultivated rice in the Old

World. The two important differences

are that in Asia rice is not tied in

bunches to protect it from birds as

was wild rice in America, and it is

not smoked. On the other hand the

American grain is not polished. In

both areas the laborious processes are

harvesting, hulling, and winnowing

the grain. Like the Asiatics, the In-

dians almost never ground their rice

but ate it boiled, usually with meat

of some sort and frequently sweetened

liberally with maple sugar. The In-

dians did not plant and weed their

crops, but the labor of making twine

and tying their rice was by no means

a light task. Gathering the basswood

bark and preparing the twine by hand

occupied the spare time of the family

during the winter months. We have

estimated that from two to six miles

of twine were needed by each family,

the number of bunches tied ranging

from 400 to 1600.

A world view of man's
plant foods

The plant foods of man are em-

braced under a few main classes, as

(A) cereals, (B) root crops, (C)
fruits, and (D) vegetables. The ce-

reals, or grains, head the list : wheat,

barley, rice, rye, oats, the millets, and

maize. All are the seeds of grasses.

It appears that the period during

16

which man merely gathered the wild

foods that nature offered at the time

and place, without cultivating the

plants, was by far the longest span of

time in human e.xistence. During this

long primitive period man overran all

the habitable parts of the earth and

met up with almost every variety and

species of seed-bearing plants. The
opportunity for experiment was almost

boundless. In turn, the habitats of these

grasses were spotty and highly local-

ized. By trial and error, man probably

came to recognize the most important

species of seed-bearing plants in his

habitat and sought to devise more and

more convenient ways of gathering,

processing, and cooking them.

Even from the first he seems to

have been a gourmet, putting himself

to a bewildering routine of trouble

and toil to improve the raw products

offered by nature. His fellow crea-

tures were content to take seeds as

they found them, but not he, as in

the words of the most ancient of

sages, "He prefers to earn his bread

by the sweat of his brow." Even the

way of the savage is the hard way.

Hours and hours of patient toil are

given to the preparation of what is

eaten in a few minutes.

Fortunately for us, not all peoples

of the earth became civilized at once.

The understanding of our subject is

made possible by comparing the ways

of the nonagricultural peoples with

the civilized. Thus in the United

States we can still observe Indians

gathering seeds as they did centuries

ago, particularly in the semidesert

lands of Arizona, Utah, Nevada, and

southern California. The Paiute

tribes, armed with simple ingenious

basketry devices, strip seeds from

many species of wild grasses, winnow

out the chaff, and store the tiny seeds

for grinding into meal and eventually

baking in cakes, or more frequently

for thickening soups. Seeds of more

than 50 species were gathered by the

Paiutes alone, which about exhaust

the list of local wild grasses. Civilized

men and women will not bother them-

selves over such small returns for the

labor involved.

In a large part of semiarid Aus-

tralia, where there is sparse vegeta-

tion and grasses, it is not surprising

that the natives recognize the food

value of even the smallest seeds. They

carefully gather and conserve them,

grinding them between stones and

making cakes with the meal. It should

not be overlooked that arid lands also

bear numerous root plants whose

bulbs are dug out with digging sticks.

This is true in Australia as well as in

the habitat of the Paiute Indians.

Thus the popular contemptuous name

"Digger Indians" is said to have been

applied to many tribes west of the

Rocky Mountains because they were

so often seen digging in the ground

for food. Some Australian explorers

have written that the ground around

a native encampment was so upturned

as to suggest that a drove of pigs

had been rooting up the place. Even

Captain Lewis (of the Lewis and

Clark Expedition) found the Nez
Perce Indian women who were

camped along the Columbia River so

busy pounding roots that the noise

reminded him of a nail factory.

But we are now concerned with

cereals or seed grasses. We have rea-

son to suspect that a long period of

experimentation with wild seeds was

necessary before success was achieved

in producing the world's three great

staple foods— bread, (wheat, barley,

and rye), hominy (maize, hulled by

boiling in wood ashes), and a bowl

of boiled rice. Partly because of the

large role that grasses have played in

providing food for man, the semiarid

lands are more often thought of as

the place where agriculture began.

Many root crops seem to stem from

forest flora, but not all of them do.

Tree-crops are chiefly of forest origin,

but man probably planted grains be-

fore he planted anything so slow-

growing as a tree. Plants of aquatic

origin, including rice, tend to have

forest homelands, but grains of the

millet-wheat group seem to have been

native to uplands tending toward

aridity. Further, their cultivation ap-

pears to have been more ancient than

rice. It is therefore most probable

that the cereals and civilization de-

veloped in favorable spots in a semi-

arid environment and that the devel-

opment of rice was stimulated by the

successful exploitation of wheat. These

assumptions are at least consistent

with the locations of the earliest

known civilized towns of any size.

Civilizations are not conceivable with-

out relatively dense populations, which

in turn depend upon agriculture.

The archaeology of agriculture

The archaeology of plant foods,

wild and domesticated, is only be-

ginning to unfold, but the world is

awakening to its importance and there

is promise of new knowledge, like the
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> Chippewa Indian in boat, tying wild rice.

To protect the rice from birds and wind, the

Indians laboriously tied the heads in bunches.

Ducks of every variety, geese, and birds of all

sizes and kinds found millions of acres cov-

ered with this pleasant food, while the In-

dians could gather but a small quantity,

according to Mrs. Eastman, who described

the aboriginal scene in 1853

< The binding twine was threaded through rings attached to the jacket the

woman wore when tying wild rice. From two to six miles of twine are esti-

mated to have been needed by each family for tying one season's wild rice.

Customarily the twine was made by shredding out long slender ribbons of

basswood bark fiber and tying them together (From the Chippewa Indians)

an Ethnology

>• A NARROW BED of wild rice

tied in bunches or sheaves

^ When the wild rice was ripe for harvest,

the grain was beaten into canoes as shown in

this drawing by General Seth Eastman, dating

from the middle of the last century. To quote

from Mrs. Eastman, the girls from an In-

dian village made quite a frolic of it

Eastman's Aboriginal Portfolio

jf--/'-
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•<The processing of wild rice in

America was in many ways similar

to that of cultivated rice in the

Orient. Here we see a Chippewa In-

dian treading rice in the familiar

manner to remove the husks, but

with two railings to take some of

the weight off his feet

Courtesy of the
Bureau of American Ethnology

^ Wild rice from the coun-

try of the Ojibway Indians:

above, threshed but not

hulled; below, hulled and

ready for storing or cooking

A M .V H ph„to

twilight before a glorious dawn.

Within another decade or two those

who survive us will write a thrilling

account of this new chapter in the

science of man. Even now scraps of

information are worth citing. We re-

call one of the latest contributions to

the knowledge of plant foods of early

man. Most of you have heard of that

famous cave in China in which were

found the remains of Peking Man.
Embedded in the debris of that cave

were masses of cracked shells of seeds

which botanists have identified as

hackberry (genus Celtis). A modern
form, Celtis occidentalis var. crassi-

folia, still grows in western United

States, especially in semiarid districts.

Similar hackberry seeds are found in

deposits of the Pleistocene or Ice Age
in South Dakota and in north China.

The mere presence of the cracked seed

shells in the cave does not prove that

they were eaten by man. Rodents

could have carried them into the cave.

However, Ralph W. Chaney of the

University of California sought to

solve this problem in a scientific way.

He offered modern hackberry seeds to

rodents and monkeys of several differ-

ent species. Most of the rodents ig-

nored them, but the few that ate them

merely gnawed small holes into the

shells to extract the kernels, whereas

the shells in Pekin Man's cave were

crushed to fragments. The monkeys

chewed the seeds and spat out the

shell fragments, which were similar

to those in the cave, but there is no

archaeological evidence that monkeys

lived in the vicinity of the cave when
Peking Man was there. Since even

modern Indians in western United

States eat hackberry seeds. Professor

Chaney gathered information from

them. He found that their method

was to crush the seeds between stones

to secure the kernels and that the re-

semblance of these fragments to those

from the cave approached identity.

We do not know whether Peking

Man chewed the seeds or crushed

them between stones, but since he

used simple stone tools, it seems fair

to assume that he gathered hackberry

seeds and carried them home to crack

at his leisure.

Diggings by archaeologists almost

everywhere have brought to light the

charred remains of grasses and seeds,

and botanists have usually been able

to identify them. In the previous ar-

ticles on wheat and maize we have

mentioned such findings. In the sub-

merged remains of Swiss lake dwell-
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All of the world's modern production of wheat, corn, and rice has grown

out of the primiti\e occupation of collecting grass seed. Today we can still

see this elementary activity among the naked, hungry Australian "blacks," as

shown in these drawings. For thousands of years, primitive women have thus

gathered food—a seed or two here, another there—at great cost in toil and

patience and with a return so trifling as to transcend belief

ings were found charred and natural

remains of many cultivated plants,

including wheat, barley, rye, oats,

millet, Celtic peas, and carrots. By

such finds it has been possible to dis-

tinguish between the horizons of agri-

cultural and nonagricultural peoples.

In the New World we now find

special published articles on the pre-

history of cotton, beans, peanuts, sun-

flower seeds, gourds and squashes, to-

bacco, maize, etc., each a fascinating

chapter in the unwritten history of

the world. One conclusion to be drawn

from such data for the United States

is that other kinds of agriculture

were practiced in Kentucky, Tennes-

see, Missouri, and Arkansas long be-

fore maize was introduced into that

region. In fact, the last crops to appear

were maize and tobacco. Long before

they were grown, sunflowers, squashes.

gourds, and seed plants were a part of

the agricultural economy of the tribes.

A recent publication by George F.

Carter* tells how the new data re-

sulting from preserved seeds and frag-

ments of the Cucurbita (gourds,

squash, pumpkin, etc.) suggest that

their cultivation in southeastern

United States long preceded maize in

the same area and that they found

their way in pre-maize times into New
Mexico and Arizona. In general, this

new information fully justifies the

belief that agriculture in the New
World was developed independently

and without influence from the Old.

Our younger readers can look for-

ward confidently to the time when a

much more complete story of man s

achievements with plant foods can

be written.

"Plant Geography and Culture History i

American Southwest, Viking Press, 1945.

^ A SEED-GATHERING BASKET AND BEATER from the Paiute Indians of

Nevada. The basket is shaped so that the edge can be held low and the

grass stalks bent over it and shaken by the beater. Again, the beater

may be used to catch falling seeds and transfer them to the basket

A.M.N.H. photo

^ Iliawra women in

Australia collecting grass

seed from ants' nests

e-.X**»»---|ut-#wi

f Treading the grass

seed to husk it

'',''i

Winnowing the husked grass seed

The simple but exacting routine of

converting grass seeds to food is

everywhere the same: (A) find the

ripening seed, (B) strip the grain

from the stem, (C) hull it by tread-

ing, (D) winnow out the chafif, (E)

pulverize the seeds, (F) combine

with water to form a paste, (G)
bake or toast on a fire
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" Transplanting " animals sounds simple enough,

but moving Rocky Mountain goats provided

much excitement and hard work for nature lovers

in Washington, Idaho, and Montana

By Dale White
TRANSPLANTING is a term only

too familiar to gardeners. But

transplanting as applied to

mountain goats meant plenty of ex-

citement and hard work to nature

lovers in Washington, Idaho, and

Montana.

It was a case of too many moun-

tains and too few goats. Prolonged

inbreeding and a scarcity of forage

were slowly but surely erasing this

picturesque animal from the roster of

American wildlife. The chance that

the goat might seek to save himself

by moving to other mountain ranges

and mingling with other herds was

practically nil for two reasons: it has

taken centuries for the mountain goat

to filter southward from his natural

habitat in remote British Columbia,

and he has a definite aversion to the

lowland plains and valleys he must

cross in order to reach the icy alpine

sedge of neighboring rocky heights.

Thanks to some conservation-

minded men who were willing to tackle

something new and adventuresome

in their efforts to transplant Rocky
Mountain goats (as well as the nearly

extinct Rocky Mountain sheep), the

goats not only have a better chance

of survival but have been brought

within closer sight of hikers, candid

camera fans, and vacationists. Hunt-

ing is extremely limited.

Although the transplanting proj-

ects in the three states are conducted

along similar lines, the one instituted

by the Rod and Gun Club of Big

Timber, Montana, with the help of

the state fish and game commission is

the most extensive. The crop of cal-

luses that Bob Cooney and his crew

displayed for months was ample evi-

dence that the job was a tough one.

As director of the state wildlife res-

toration division, Cooney had the

task of figuring out how the job might

best be accomplished.

On a rocky, wind-swept plateau in

the Deep Creek Canyon area south

of Glacier National Park, sturdy pine

posts were snaked out of the adjoin-

ing timber, set in the frozen ground,

and enclosed with nonclimbable wire

to form the capturing pen. The gates

constructed at each end were left

open, and the trap was baited with

block salt. When the crew returned

after a week's absence, it was clear

that the goats had found the salt and

wandered freely in and out of the

pen ; therefore the men wired shut one

gate and set a tripping device on the

other so that it could be closed from a

distance of 300 yards.

A second week passed and the crew

returned, only to find not a sign of

a goat in the vicinity. This meant a

long silent wait behind the slight ele-

vation that allowed the crew to

watch the trails leading to the pen

without being seen. It was a raw,

blustery day and the rocky, frozen

ground offered little comfort. A chill

north wind blowing down off the

glaciers detracted from the crew's

abounding joy in the beautiful scen-

ery about them.

Late in the afternoon, however,

several goats were spotted moving

toward the pen. Being goats, they

stubbornly refused to walk right into

the enclosure but grazed annoyingly

outside. The boys watched in agonized

and chilly suspense. Finally two large

goats went all the way in- They both

appeared to be males, so the gate

could not be closed until more stock

of varying age and sex appeared.

Just about dusk a mature nanny and

her yearling kid appeared and, after

the usual delay, sauntered in.

The gate was dropped.

At first the four goats huddled to-

gether at the back of the pen ; then

they experimented with running

around and butting, although not in-

juring themselves. The next morn-

ing four crates were hauled up the

steep mountainside leading to the

level plateau, by means of a mule team

hitched to a two - wheeled trailer.

The crates were placed inside the pen,

one end flush with the back of the

enclosure. Now all the boys had to do

was to get the goats into the crates.

A Two of the crated animals are being transported

downhill by pack horse. Their heads have to be tied

to prevent their slashing the pack animal or the crew

> These picturesque animals faced near extinction un-

til conservation-minded individuals thought of trans-

planting a limited number into desirable new areas
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Roping mountain goats from a

lofty and insecure perch atop a wire

fence requires considerable dexterit\'

and tenacity: the dexterity for rop-

ing, the tenacity for sticking to the

perch without being yanked to the

ground by 170 pounds of bucking,

plunging goat. The roping was done

from abo\e since the sharp horns were

an unknown factor well-worth avoid-

ing.

When the first goat was roped,

Cooney dropped into the pen and

passed the free end of the rope through

the crate and out of the pen. Then

it took two men to pull the goat into

the crate. By dint of much hard

labor and considerable agility, the

remaining three crates were filled

and mounted in the trailer for the

downhill trek. The gate was opened

and the tripping device set again,

since more goats were needed for the

Hrst year's plant.

Easing the trailer down-mountain

called for more co-operation between

the mules and men, but finally the

crates were transferred to a pickup

truck and the 335-mile trip started

to the point of release in the Sweet

Grass Canyon of the Crazy Moun-
tains Range. The goats weren't too

obstreperous but stamped and pawed

the bottoms of the crates in defiance

rather than fear, whenever spectators

gathered around. Crowds gathered

each time the truck stopped, and the

goats viewed the humans with match-

ing curiosity. Although cautioned re-

peatedly, several onlookers managed

Transplanting
ROCKY MOUNTAIN

GOATS

to pet the yearling through the crate,

only to be rewarded by the rivet-like

buffeting of his short, sharp horns.

The desired scientific information

was obtained by easing the goats out

of the crates, approaching them from

behind, and throwing them so they

could be ear-tagged ; they were then

suspended in a sling for weighing,

measuring, and examination. Al-

though a good number of Big Timber
citizens turned out to help with this

supposedly strenuous duty, it was

easily done. By now the unpredictable

goats were playing 'possum so convinc-

ingly that the crew wondered if the

transplanting had been too much of

a shock and caused the goats to go

into a quick decline.

When they were carried 25 yards up

on the side of the foothills and freed,

the goats played dead for some time.

They slowly raised their heads, looked

about cautiously, and then streaked

away. Ten days later eight additional

goats were transplanted. The only

variance in procedure was that the

crew now had the goats' measure

and were willing to rope them on

toot, and X.\\e\ found it easier to trans-

TRANSPLANTING ROCKY MOUNTAIN GOATS



port the crated animals down-hill on

pack horses. In the same manner, suc-

cessful transplantings were made in

two other Montana areas widely

separated but capable of supporting

this animal, and also in neighboring

Idaho and Washington. The projects

will continue with yearly surveys for

winter survival and increase.

The natural range of the mountain

goat within the United States appar-

ently has changed little from that of

historic times. Captain James Cook
gave the earliest recorded intimation

that such an animal might exist when
he mentioned having seen native spun-

wool garments on his visit to the

Alaskan territory in 1778. Lewis and

Clark refer to it in their journals, and

scattered accounts were brought in

by fur traders; but until about 1880,

the white Rocky Mountain goat was

more a myth than an actuality.

It is a known fact that natives of

the north country gathered the wool

from bushes or from dead goats and

spun it into blankets and rugs that

vie with the Navajo articles in de-

sign. The fleecy undercoat is snow-

white, as fine as merino wool, and

three to four inches long. The horns,

eflective daggers in head-to-head com-

bat, average nine inches and are

valued as curios when inlaid and

carved into spoons.

The fur traders left the goat alone.

Possibly his escape from near extinc-

tion is due to his frequenting higher

altitudes seldom invaded by the rapa-

cious trappers of the past century. His

worst enemy is the snowslide or ava-

lanche. Eagles prey on the young kids,

so the nannies keep their ofTspring

close to them and near overhanging

rock ledges until they are large enough

to ward off such attacks. A kid born

in captivity was observed to get to its

feet ten minutes after birth. It jumped

and climbed over its mother in the

next ten minutes and nursed soon

after. In the natural state, the kids

are unusually strong and amazingly

active on the rocks.

This goat ranges on rough rocky

terrain near and often above the tim-

ber line. He knows well the location

of dry caves, since exposure to a

drenching rain will waterlog his coat

and subject him to pneumonia. The
most extreme cold appears not to

bother him in the least.

It seems impossible that this spry

bit of quicksilver, which can balance

above a sheer chasm on a rock the

size of a dinner plate, could find
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A After the goat was roped, it still took two men to pull him into

the crate

^ Two BILLIES, a nanny, and a kid. This is part of the

group captured in the mountains south of Glacier Park

and used to start new herds in other parts of Montana

enough to eat on the deserted, snow-

blown summits of the mountains. The
animal can paw through deep snow
for forage if he has to, but prefers

to climb to higher areas where the

strong winds blow the snow off the

ground. He likes aspen and birch,

lichens and grass, and feeds early and
late in the day, chewing his cud be-

tween-times and often sitting on his

haunches like a dog. In the spring he

seeks the mineral salt licks and in-

dulges in rowdy dust baths. He sheds

late in June, great shreds of the white

wool hanging loose until pulled away
on snaring bushes. He has been known
to engage a bear in combat, killing the

huge beast by piercing the heart with

his horns before the bear could break

his back with one savage blow.

The Harney Peak in the Black

Hills of South Dakota, highest point

east of the Rocky Mountains, boasts

a considerable sized herd acquired

quite by accident. In 1924 six goats

were brought to the Black Hills to

be included in a North American big

game exhibit at Custer State Park.

The goats escaped shortly to the

Harney Peak area, where they pros-

pered and multiplied in a Ponderosa

pine belt considerably lower than their

usual habitat.

Woodsmen will tell you that the

meat of a full-grown billy is tough

and strong, while that of a kid is

very sweet and tender. An oldtime

ranger admitted that no amount of

cooking would ever tenderize a billy-

steak and that the only way you can

eat it (which you wouldn't do unless

facing starvation) is to cut it in half-

inch chunks and swallow quickly be-

fore it swells into an indigestible mess.

Outdoor enthusiasts and photogra-

phers like this snow-white animal be-

cause he is picturesque and a natural

part of mountainous country. He is

easily seen and not at all furtive. He
doesn't try to hide, because he doesn't

have to. The perilous crags and rocky

inclines keep him at a safe but pic-

torial distance as he delights and as-

tounds those who watch him scramble

up almost perpendicular inclines,

jump over chasms, and pose uncon-

cernedly on some needle-point crag.

Show-off and clown though he is,

the Rocky Mountain goat deserves to

be protected. Any animal whose antics

and appearance so thrill nature lovers

should be given greater distribution

and encouraged to be less of a rarity

and more of an accepted attraction in

the mountains of the West.
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BARRACUDA-
Tiger - of- the - Sea

By Myron Gordon
Assistant Curator of Fishes,

Ne-w York Aquarium,

New York Zoological Society

THE white shark, or man-eater,

has been accused of attacking

man, but often the real culprit

is the great barracuda. Without mini-

mizing the ability of the white shark,

one of the largest and most powerful

fishes in the sea, expert ichthyologists

agree that the barracuda, the tiger-of-

the-sea, is the most dangerous of all

marine fishes.

In the West Indies, the colored

boy's fear of the great barracuda and

his contempt for the shark are de-

scribed by Frank Bullen, who saw a

group of eight Jamaican natives dive

into deep, clear water to recover a

heavy iron chain that had fallen from

the dock. As they swam and worked

in the transparent sea, the Negroes

cared no more for the shark than they

did for a herring. But when someone

spied a barracuda and yelled "Couter!

Couter!" they became completely de-

moralized, swam frantically to the

ropes that were flung out to them, and

struggled with all their might in a

panic-stricken rush to get out of the

water.

On June I, 1924, Anthony Sjal-

kiewicz, a carpenter's mate third

class in the United States Navy, to-

gether with a group of his friends who
were trying to cool off, went swim-

ming in waters off the sun-scorched

Coco Sola Naval Base on the Atlantic

side of the Panama Canal Zone.

Fifty yards off shore, just when his

right leg was flexed for a kick, some-

thing from behind grabbed him. The
other sailors had gone back to shore,

and Sjalkiewicz realized from the

commotion about him that some large

fish was alongside. At first he was

aware of no pain, but he soon felt

the sting of the bite, and then he knew

that he was badly hurt. He screamed

for help, but before those on the beach

knew what the shouting was about,

he managed to struggle close to shore.

BARRACUDA TIGER-OF-TH E-SEA

Encountered in all tropical and subtropical oceans,

this underwater "Jack the Ripper " will attack

with terrific speed almost any kind of sea creature

> The head of a 4-foot bar-

racuda, showing the power-

ful jaws and lancelike teeth

which do their work as

neatly as a guillotine

Photo by Myron Gordon
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He was rushed to the Colon Hospital,

where his wounds were washed,

drains inserted, and the terrible

gashes stitched together by the staff

doctors.

The Sjalkiewicz case soon was the

talk of the hospital staff, and the dis-

cussion centered around the nature

of the beast that was capable of inflict-

ing so injurious a cut. The peculiari-

ties of the gashes were studied, and

Captain Bronson ordered photographs

to be taken for the records of the

United States Navy. Three likely

suspects were mentioned : the shark,

the barracuda, and the crocodile, all

of which were known to be in the

vicinity—but the crocodile was soon

ruled out.

The case of the mysterious attack

was not solved by a doctor of medi-

cine but by a doctor of science, a man
who happened to be a patient himself

at the Colon Hospital. Dr. Charles

M. Breder, Jr., then Research Asso-

ciate of the New York Aquarium and

the American Museum of Natural

History, had come down with malaria

while in Panama's Darien Jungle.

He obtained permission from the

superintendent of the hospital to see

the victim and to study the gashes.

He pointed out that the deep gashes

were straight and clear-cut, not widely

curved or jagged. The shape of the

wound and the manner in which it

was made, he explained, called for

a straight jaw and long and lancelike

teeth capable of a shearing effect.

These the barracuda alone has.

Later, in a report to the American

Medical Association, Dr. Breder,

with the aid of a barracuda specialist.

Dr. Eugene Willis Gudger, who had

spent several years studying the vora-

cious fish at Dry Tortugas, Florida,

reviewed the Coco Sola incident and

analyzed in detail the various types

of injuries that each of the three sea

beasts might inflict on man.

If a person were bitten by a shark,

the lacerations inflicted would be less

penetrating but more jagged in out-

line, because the shark's teeth are like

sharp pyamids—not stiletto-like. Each

would be curved in outline, and the

crescent left by the jaws would be

quite wide. Finally, the shark if it
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strikes its prey once, will strike it

again and again. A lo-foot white

shark {Carcharodon carcharias)

weighs over looo pounds, and ,one

30 feet long was reported to have

swallowed a fair-size young seal at

one gulp. No—it would be foolish to

minimize the powers of this species

of shark, but fortunately they are

never numerous at any one place.

The barracuda's power of vision is

keen. Anyone who has seen its large,

wicked, staring, black pupil senses

the fish's evil eye. It is attracted- to

its victims by any unusual activities

on their part. A swimmer splashing at

the surface is particularly likely to

draw its attention. A fish hooked on

a line, swerving from side to side,

fighting to shake itself free, is practi-

cally jumping out of the frying pan

into the jaws of a barracuda. I have

gone fishing for yellowtails and gray

snappers with hook and line, and in-

variably, at least once a day, after

getting a bite and hauling in the line,

I'd pull in nothing but a quivering

head. We knew then that barracudas

were around—no other fish could

have done such a neat, straight-as-a-

guillotine job. But barracudas have

their weak moments too, and it was

easy to tempt and hook them with

tile same fish-head they had missed a

few minutes before.

Knowing the barracuda's insatiable

curiosity about anything that has a

peculiar glint or movement, the

Maoris of New Zealand have worked
out a scheme for catching them easilj'.

Frank Bullen saw them fasten a. fish-

ing line to a ten-foot pole and at the

free end of the line attach a piece of

smooth red pine, four inches long,

one inch wide, and a half-inch thick.

When the pine board is wet, it be-

comes brilliantly crimson. The final

touch to this contraption is a two-

inch sharp, up-bent spike that is

driven through one end of the bright

board. Two fishermen work together;

one sails the boat briskly, the other

handles the trailing lure. The barra-

cuda snaps at the bait, and the Maori
simultaneously swings it aloft and

drops it into the boat, while his

sailing partner lets the peak halyards

fall. The fish is freed easily from the

barbless hook, and the game is re-

peated. Florida reefers splash rags in

the water to attract barracudas, and

then catch them by using a flashing

trolling spoon.

The meat of the barracuda is re-

puted by some West Indian natives

to be poisonous, and the sickness re-

sulting from eating it, which some

claim is often fatal, is known as

ciguatera. Just the same, barracudas

are caught in great numbers for food.

At the Dry Tortugas Carnegie Lab-

oratory for Marine Biology, our

sailors, mechanics, general helpers,

and caretakers—all of them Florida

reefers—always had a string of large

barracudas on the dock, hanging in the

brilliant sun to dry. They said it

made excellent jerked-beef. L. L.

Mowbray of the Bermuda Aquarium
claims that if the fish is dressed just

as soon as it is killed, there is no

danger of poisoning. Like many tropi-

cal species, the toxins are not in the

muscle meat but in either the sexual

organs, liver, spleen, or in all of them.

In the early days, carelessness and the

lack of refrigeration accounted for

many of the cases of ciguatera. A
number of quaint tests were devised

to test the wholesomeness of the fish,

which when fresh is declared excel-

lent in flavor. Cuba's greatest ichthy-

ologist. Dr. Felipe Poey, suggested

about 100 years ago: "One may eat

it with full security if one in advance

tries it on a cat." There has been no
improvement on this test today, even

in the most up-to-date laboratories.

The French authority on venomous

^ A BABY BARRACUDA, about two inches long. Barracudas only half an inch long have been
found in the surface waters far from shore, but the breeding habits are not fully known

Photo by Myr

m
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fishes, A. H. A. Dumeril, offers an-

other test: "When a silver spoon or

coin, placed in the vessel in which the

fish is being cooked, does not become

blackened, the flesh may be eaten

without fear,"—but this has not been

confirmed.

The barracuda is found in all trop-

ical and subtropical waters around

the world. Aristotle knew and de-

scribed it in his Historia Animalium;

he named it Sphyraena, and sphyra

meant a pick-hammer to the Greeks.

Along the Mediterranean the Ital-

ians, French, and Spaniards call it

spet or spetto, alluding to the sharp-

pointed head. Australians call their

toothy species the dingo. Many years

after Aristotle, Johann Walbaum in

1792 gave it the specific name bar-

racuda; and this has many popular

variations, such as barraconta, par-

racoota, picuda, and becuna, and of

course the Jamaican's couter. In the

Florida keys the favorite name, other

than barracuda, is the tiger-of-the-

sea; and it certainly is that. This tor-

pedo-shaped fish has been known to

reach a length of eight feet and a

weight of slightly over lOO pounds.

L. L. Mowbray says, "While it is

cruising, its movements are slow, and

its habits of hiding under floating ob-

jects reminds one of a submarine lurk-

ing in the steamer lanes ready to

strike down a passer-by. It will at-

tack with terrific speed almost any

kind of a sea creature, its own species

included, no matter what the size,

and with one snap it can sever the

body of an unbelievably large fish."

Like its counterpart of the jungles,

the tiger-of-the-sea may be trained to

docility. Mowbray tells of a captive

barracuda in the old Miami Aqua-

rium: "One of the aquarists would

pet the barracuda, much as a child

would stroke the back of a cat, and

the fish would, in a seemingly gentle

way, take food from his hand." But

hundreds of tigers have been taken and

trained to the few tigers-of-the-sea one

sees in all the aquaria of the world.

They just don't like being man-

handled. They have to be the kings of

their domain, or they perish.

Dr. Gudger, when he was gath-

ering notes at the Loggerhead Key

for his monograph "Sphyraena bar-

racuda" saw below the laboratory

wharf a four-foot barracuda herding

a school of gray snappers, yellowtails.

grunts, parrot fishes, angelfishes, sur-

geon fishes, cock-eyed pilots, and oth-

ers. "Not one of them," he remarked,

BARRACUDA TIGER-OF-THE-SEA

niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii

A Many barracudas have only one large canine tooth instead of two

in the lower jaw. These teeth fit into the indentation in the upper jaw

"dared make a break for liberty."

The school scattered only after Dr.

Gudger had chased the terror of the

sea away. This habit of herding its

prey, he says, may be the barracuda's

method of keeping a ready supply of

food, or else, "being thoroughly sav-

age and bloodthirsty, it enjoys the

game." The barracuda standing guard

over a herd of fish will "nearly al-

ways be found to have its broad

forked tail slowly waving from side

to side, vibrating very like the tail of

a cat watching a rat hole."

Several years later at the same place

I saw a somewhat similar perform-

ance of "herding," but this time some

of the actors were different. A school

of many thousands of two-inch sil-

versides (Menidia) were swimming

in dense formations like a huge flock

of pigeons circling around their loft.

There were so many small fish that

they seemed to be more like a lot of

narrow steel filings arranged about

a propulsion magnet. In this instance

the magnetic force was a two-foot

needlefish {Strongylura) and each

time it moved ever so slightly to

bridge the gap between itself and the

multitudinous items of its prey, the

whole silverside congregation adjusted

itself with perfect timing and sense

of distance to recreate the status quo.
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Photo by Myron Gordon

A Florida reefers, working at the Dry Tortugas customarily dried many
barracudas for food. If the fish is dressed as soon as it is killed and if

certain organs are discarded, there seems to be no danger in eating it

At first this sort of behavior seemed

aimless, but gradually the silverside

herd was crowded closer and closer

to shallower water. Finally they were

forced into water so shallow that

their fins emerged, and then even the

gentle surf threw them upon the dry

sand. They jumped back frantically,

but they had lost that fine delicate

sense of timing; some were injured,

all were easy pickings for the needle-

fish. And then as if out of nowhere
a barracuda appeared, and the role

of the needlefish was reversed—it was
being hunted. Unlike the silversides,

the long greenish-blue needlefish made

a dash for safety. It threw itself full

out of the water like a javelin over the

head of the barracuda, and disap-

peared.

One morning at the Loggerhead

Key docks, just as I was about to

take my pre-breakfast dive into the

translucent sea, I saw a lurking cou-

ter. He wasn't hunting any fish (none

were about) ; he seemed to be wait-

ing for me. I ran back to the land

and kept running along the quiet

sands to our swimming beach about

50 yards away. That couter kept pac-

ing me, never losing me from his

sight. It was uncanny. I tried hook-

ing him, but he was too smart and

swam away.

The breeding habits of barracudas

are still unknown, but it is suspected

that their fertilized eggs are pelagic,

floating freely with the currents.

Many of the young, some only half

an inch long, have been found in the

surface plankton, far from shore.

The great barracuda probably

spawns in very early spring in the

region of the Florida keys, for many
young from one to two inches long

have been taken in June. We had

little trouble in getting one or two

of the baby couters with every haul

of our 20-foot seine in waters only

four feet deep along the shore off

Bird Key Reef. The tiny fish were

exceedingly delicate and required a

steady stream of fresh sea water to

keep them alive. All the ones we ob-

tained had two small teeth at the
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front of their pointed lower jaw.

These teeth grow into a pair of fangs,

which get so big that the upper jaw

is deeply indented to receive them.

Many of the bigger fish have but one

huge canine a little off-center—the

other having been lost, discarded, or

broken away. In one of the big bar-

racudas we got, one of the two sen-

tinel fangs was loose and about to

fall out. These teeth are reinforced

with others of almost equal length,

running the length of both the pow-

erful, traplike jaws. Besides this pali-

sade of formidable teeth, barracudas

have two additional rows of many

smaller, sawlike teeth. The big row

grasps the victim and the little rows

slice it up—as vi'icked and efficient

a dentary system as has ever been de-

vised for the purpose. Be sure to

avoid getting in the barracuda's way.

Even when dead it is dangerous ; the

razor-sharp fangs of one ripped my
hand as I was arranging the skull for

the picture you see. No wonder the

Australians call their toothy barra-

cuda the dingo after their wild dog.

One day I met the great barracuda

face to face in his own domain, fifteen

feet below the surface of the sea. Our

meeting was of short duration—just

long enough for me to make my get-

away. Equipped with a diving helmet

and an iron cane, I was half walk-

ing, half bouncing along in the color-

ful underwater garden of the Dry

Tortugas of Florida, the home of

brilliant, unearthly creatures. A con-

stant flow of air was being pumped

into my diving helmet. Low rum-

bling sounds from the air pump, trans-

mitted along the length of the rubber

tube, came down to me from the boat

above. I was aware of gurgling noises

as huge air bubbles formed about the

lower edge of my helmet and escaped

under my chin. The bubbles rose to

the surface of the blue water, like

clusters of wobbling, silvery toy bal-

loons rising to the hazy sky.

I remembered climbing part way
down the ladder over the side of the

laboratory boat and having the heavy,

glass-fronted helmet eased over my
head. I remembered the sharp, cut-

ting pain as the edge of the helmet

came to rest over my shoulders. I felt

awkwardly heavy until I had low-

^ An aquarium barracuda, two feet two inches

long, which had doubled its length in ten months

N. y. Zoological Society photograph by Sa
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ered myself below the water ; then

I was no longer aware of the weight

of the helmet. I hesitated a second,

then let go of the ladder.

Above water I would never have

attempted a nine-foot drop to land.

Below water, just as I let go, I had

a fleeting sensation of terror as I

drifted downward. There was no jolt

when my feet touched the bottom. 1

found that I was still a bit top-heavy

and had to twist my body in order to

land upright. I dreaded the idea of

landing on my back on some of those

spiny sea urchins that studded the

white coral floor. I had seen them,

and speared them, from our glass-

bottomed boat, but this was my very

first trip into their world.

A dull, heavy feeling oppressed my

ears; I remembered Dr. W. H. Long-

ley's advice and swallowed air a

couple of times, and it disap-

peared. I knew that Dr. Longley,

the laboratory's director was only 20

or 30 feet away in a boat, super-

vising my first excursion, but all I

was aware of at the moment was the

sensation of being utterly alone in

a strange new liquid world. Actually

the dangers to a person in good health

walking along the ocean bottom of

the Dry Tortugas at a depth of 15

feet are slight. If the air supply

should fail, one could easily remove

the helmet, jump to the surface, and

swim to the waiting boat.

I soon got into the swing of the

game. The air came rhythmically in

time with the see-saw action of the

hand pump in the boat. Faintly, as

in a poor telephone connection, I could

hear the grinding and squeaking of

the pump, and the air sraelled of old

rubber; but soon all these sensations

vanished as the vision of a new world

opened beneath the sea.

I was dressed as if I were strolling

on the beach instead of below its wa-

terline. I had on an old cotton shirt

and white duck trousers, and heavy

rubber-soled sneakers. These clothes

were desirable to avoid scuffing the

skin on the living coral formations

which, though fluffy-looking, are as

rough and effective as spinning grind-

stones.

My five-foot iron cane, which had

been very heavy above water, was

now exceedingly light. With it I

speared and exposed the soft parts of

a sea urchin to attract the fishes in

the neighborhood. They flocked to the

kill with amazing swiftness—like

turkey buzzards to a dead animal. A
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huge mass of living corals appeared

in the foreground, and I approached

it with my bobbing gait. Distances

under water are deceiving. I reached

out my cane several times to touch

the corals but each time was surprised

to find I was not anywhere near. Even-

tually, closeup, I saw the community

life of a coral homestead,—the tiny

stone-building coral animals them-

selves, the many varieties of marine

worms with highly colored tentacle-

like feelers, and fishes of many hues.

The fishes did not seem to alter their

everyday activities in the slightest be-

cause of my presence, and for the mo-

ment I had the feeling I was seeing

all this on a motion picture screen.

Each species seemed to have a peculiar

rhythmic way of swimming ; some

glided, some wagged their tails vig-

orously, some bobbed up and down,

and others moved steadily and grace-

fully as if propelled by invisible fins.

Small slippery dicks {Halichaeres)

approached unconcernedly and in gal-

loping strokes cruised between my
legs. Many others passed by me—far

too many for me to remember at the

moment when the scene was con-

stantly changing and veiled in a film

of unreality.

Suddenly an old terrestrial sensa-

tion returned to me, and I felt that

someone was watching me from be-

hind. I turned around as quickly as

I could, and there—about twenty feet

away and floating high over my head

like a personified fishy dirigible—was

a huge barracuda. It was pointed in

my direction, and I could feel its evil

eye upon me. Remember, this was my
first trip down. What would you

have done? That's right! I got out

of there just as fast as I could. I fol-

lowed that black rubber hose as

though it were a white line on a foggy

mountain road. When I saw the belly

of the boat 15 feet overhead, I

crouched and leaped for the dangling

ladder. In my excitement I became

befuddled and misjudged the distance.

I finally made it. Dr. Longley and

his assistants knew what was up and

were laughing.

"He wouldn't hurt you," the di-

rector said. "Why, I've been going

down in these waters for 20 years,

and a barracuda hasn't nipped me
yet. All you have to do is point your

cane at them if they get too inquisi-

tive."

I nodded, saying, "I'll remember

the next time I go down" ; and I did.

Much later I saw a movie of un-

derwater life, and it seemed that my
experiences were re-enacted, except

for the behavior of the barracuda and

the cameraman. After some fine shots

of the colorful coral community,

showing sea fans, gorgonians, and the

tropical jewel fishes, a huge barracuda

was seen in the background. It came

closer and closer to the camera's lens

until it filled the entire field, yet the

photographer stood his ground. I

have never heard of a barracuda in-

juring a diver and this seems to be

in keeping with the habit of the fish

to strike at moving, splashing objects

at or near the surface.

The ferocity of the West Indian

tiger-of-the-sea was vividly described

by the early French and English ex-

plorers to the New World, but they

also ascribed to the barracuda pow-

ers which it does not possess. In 1665

the Sieur de Rochefort claimed that

the fish's "teeth have so much venom
that its smallest bite becomes mortal

if one does not have recourse at that

very instant to some powerful rem-

edy in order to abate and turn aside

the force of this poison." Actually,

any toxic quality that the barracuda

possesses may be caused by putrefac-

tion after its death. And Sir Hans

Sloan asserted in 1707 that the bar-

racuda "feeds on Blacks, Dogs and

Horses, rather than on White men
when it comes at them in the water,"

implying erroneously that the fish

discriminates between men and beasts,

and man and man. The French his-

torian, R. P. Labat said in 1.742 that

it is common knowledge, or as he

quaintly put it "public notoriety that

these same fish more often attack an

Englishman than a Frenchman." He
explained this fantastic notion by sug-

gesting naively, that the Frenchman

is a more delicate person, while the

rugged Englishman, being a heartier

meat-eater, produces "an exhalation

of corpuscles whose odor is more pen-

etrating, which scatter farther, and

which strike more upon the organs

of these animals." This, of course, is

a statement based on prejudice rather

than on fact, and J. R. Norman, late

fishery expert of the British Museum
of Natural History was right when

he pooh-poohed these biased notions

as nationalistic propaganda.

The barracuda is innocent of many
of the early historians' charges. Mod-
ern naturalists know and respect the

barracuda's true powers; they say to

you : "Whoever you are, do not go

swimming with the barracuda."
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Lesser

Bush Babies
Tiny cousins of the monkeys provide com-

panionship at a Forest Station on the Gold Coast

Photographs by the author

By G. S. Cansdale
Gold Coast Forest Service

WE had almost given up hope

of getting a lesser bush baby

when Belinda arrived from a

Forest Station about lOO miles away.

She had been caught in the thick bush

and brought in to a colleague of mine

by a member of his field staff. It was

explained that she had escaped dur-

ing the night and had later been dis-

covered up under the eaves of the

house. She had been persuaded to

drop into a tarpaulin spread below,

and then had had this journey of

about 100 miles by lorry and train

to Accra, the capital of the Gold

Coast, where we were stationed. She

looked rather pathetic and frightened

when she arrived but cheered up at

the sight of some grasshoppers and

moths, taking and eating all she was

offered.

A KoBiNA, perhaps the tamest

and most friendly of the bush

baby pets, was brought in as a

tiny youngster and reared by

hand

> Typical "high forest" of East-

ern Ashanti, from which Kobina

came. The District Commissioner's

house can be seen in the fore-

ground. A Forest Reserve, cover-

ing the distant hill, is the home of

the bongo and the giant forest hog



A roomy cage, some 5 feet by 4

feet by 3 feet, with a sleeping box

and plenty of long perches, was soon

ready. As we put her in it, we saw

how lucky we were, for she was very

obviously an expectant mother. The
larger species of bush baby, sometimes

called the Moholi galago, has often

been observed in captivity and has

bred there. In fact, it is kept as a

pet in England as well as in East and

South Africa. But we could find out

nothing about the smaller kind. (I

later learned that the London Zoo
had once had the species but found it

very difficult to keep.) It was obvi-

ous from the literature, hovi^ever, that

galago mothers are temperamental

and apt to eat their young if dis-

turbed, so we took great pains to per-

suade Belinda to settle down. She

did so very quickly and within ten

days was jumping onto the hand, in-

side her cage, to take insects.

This was not quite my first expe-

rience with this delightful little crea-

ture, for I knew it well as a common
inhabitant of the tropical forest

whose call was to be heard all and

every night during my frequent pe-

riods in camp. In 1938 a tiny young-

ster had been brought to me and suc-

cessfully reared on powdered milk and

biscuit crumbs soaked in it. I called

him Kobina, the Ashanti name for

a boy born on Tuesday, the day he

arrived. He grew up to be a most

charming pet, but when he was about

six months old my work changed and

I had such a roving existence that

I passed him on to some friends who
were very glad to have him. My wife

had been promised that when she

joined me in West Africa she should

have one ; but this proved a difficult

promise to keep, for although these

tiny lemurs are common and are found

over a large area, they are very hard

to catch. So Belinda was indeed wel-

come.

The pictures give a fair idea of

the size and appearance of this ani-

mal, which is small enough to curl

up easily in the hand. The head and

body of an adult are about four

inches long, and the tail six or seven.

Bush babies are lemurs and, being

Primates, belong in the same natural

order as the apes and monkeys. The
lesser, or Demidoff's, bush baby is

among the very smallest of the order.

The enormous eyes are perhaps its

most marked feature. The iris is pale

brown, and when at night the round

pupils dilate until the irises almost
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A Jacko, about three months old and very nearly full-grown.

The lesser bush baby is small enough to curl up easily in the hand

disappear, the eyes reflect light bril-

liantly with an orange-yellow glow.

The animal can turn its large, sen-

sitive ears through a wide angle and

can fold them right back. Hands and

feet both have well developed digits

with tiny nails, except for the second

digit on the foot, which has a claw.

The bush baby can grip strongly with

the whole hand or foot but has no

individual control over the digits.

Belinda was of the dark color vari-

ety. Her head and body were mainly

a mousy gray-brown, almost fawn

beneath. A whitish stripe ran down

the nose, and the tail had a rather

darker tinge.

Belinda was offered a variety of

leaves and grass for bedding, all of

which she ignored. Then one morn-

ing after she had been with us just

a fortnight we found she had given

birth to a single male on the bare

wooden floor of her sleeping box. Its

eyes were wide open, and its head

seemed even bigger in proportion than

its mother's. It was able to move

freely and when only 24 hours old

ran at least two feet across the box,

to the consternation of Belinda, who

was always very jealous for its safety.

Her method of carrying it was very

interesting. She would pick it up in

her mouth with a firm grip around

the middle of the body so that it

hung level, not by the skin of the

neck as cats and dogs do. She could

freely jump two or three feet while

carrying the youngster, and this went

on until it was about half grown.

Then it began to resist her efforts,

and she gave up. In the first few

weeks we had to approach the cage

quietly, for at the least alarm she

would pick it up and run around

with it.

Most accounts of the breeding

habits of the larger kind say that one

or two may make up a litter. They

mention also that the young travel

clinging to the upper or underside of

their mother. (I have since learned

from a keeper at the London Zoo

that the mother also carries the baby

in the mouth as just described.) But

Belinda's infant seemed quite unable

to cling to her. It often sat on her

while at rest but fell off when she

moved, so we wondered whether the

smaller kind ever had twins and, if

so, just how they would be carried

around. This is really getting ahead

of our story, but Belinda was good

enough to have twins for her third

litter, and we were able to note that

while she carried one in her mouth,

the other, at a day old, could cling

to the root of her tail and be carried

along. Far from being allowed to

help, the father was plainly told to

get out ; in fact, she dragged him to

the opposite end of the box by the

scruff of his neck.

Jacko, the first youngster, grew up

to be quite tame, though he definitely

preferred the safety and seclusion of

his large cage for the most part. At
breakfast he would come out and sit

or sleep contentedly under my wife's

table napkin or in my pocket, but at

the least alarm or disturbance he

would make his way back home.

When Jacko was a few months

old, another adult was brought in, a
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male of the pale color variety, whom

we called Blondin. He was of a light

straw color generally, very pale be-

neath, and like the others, he had a

rather darker tail and a whitish stripe

down his pointed nose. By this time

Jacko had been weaned, so he was

put in a cage by himself, while Blon-

din shared a large cage with Belinda.

We never saw Blondin take any inter-

est in Belinda, but in due time she

became the mother of Bimbo, a female

intermediate in color between the

dark and light parents. Later on, as

already described, she had twins, but

unfortunately I came away on leave

when they were only a few days old,

so I cannot report on their later de-

velopment and behavior.

The lesser bush baby

—

galago demi-

dovii demidovii Fischer, to give it

its full scientific name—is found in

the forests of West Africa from

Senegal down to the Niger. Other

races of demidovii are found in the

Cameroons and the Congo and even

as far away as the Tanganyika High-

A Walking along a stick upside down, Jacko shows some-

thing of his ability to turn his head 180° in either direction

lands. It is an animal of the high, or

closed, forest and not of the open

savanna forest (orchard bush or park-

land) found over such large areas of

^ On the alert in the garden. Jacko, with his ears fully spread and forward

Africa, which is the home of the

larger kind, Galago senegalensis and

its many subspecies. In my experience

the lesser bush baby keeps mostly to

the smaller trees and shrubs rather

than to the higher trees. As the size

of the eyes suggests, it is normally

nocturnal, but I have very occasionally

seen one on the move in the forest

during the day.

Its call is one of the most familiar

night sounds in the tropical forest, a

chatter surprisingly loud for the small

size of the animal and having a def-

inite tonal pattern. It starts softly

and slowly and then quickly rises in

pitch, volume, and tempo, roughly as

shown in this diagram:

The call lasts for about four sec-

onds, and it is normally repeated once

after an interval of five to ten sec-

onds. When we had two adult males

in cages some distance apart, one

would always answer the other's call,

and the round would finish with a

reply from the first.

Several other quite distinct calls

were also made. The loudest was a

very definite alarm note, a continu-

ous high-pitched kek - kek - kek - kek,

which -went on while the danger was

present and sometimes for long after.

This signal was normally reserved

for cats, dogs, and snakes, and it was
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ABlondin, a male of the

the shy one and would

so definite and genuine that my wife

or I always went out to the veranda,

where they had their cages, to see

what the trouble was. Once 1 had

some small Royal Pythons ready to be

shipped to England. Somebody was

careless in closing the box, and one

escaped. It was given up as lost, but

some nights later the bush babies pro-

tested very loudly when it crawled

across the garden in the brilliant

moonlight, and I was able to catch it.

Another alarm was milder and

was sometimes made without obvious

cause, a single note chk followed by

a soft voiced oooo. Jacko sometimes

made this oooo by itself, though it did

not seem to have any definite signif-

icance. Then the youngster had his

call for help, a plaintive, rather

shrill, sreet, sreet, at which Belinda

?>6

pale color variety. He was
never pose for a picture

would at once come out, pick him up,

and carry him home. As she ap-

proached she made a very soft answer-

ing chatter, almost a purr, and Jacko

sometimes made the same sort of note

as he returned to the others in the

cage after he had been out for a spell.

Perhaps their most astonishing at-

tribute is their agility. The elongated

ankles and wrists give bush babies, in

effect, an extra principal segment to

each limb, and they thus have an

amazing ability to jump and cling.

Jacko's hind legs measured a full five

inches, and at times he sat with them
stretched out straight in front of him,

in a position sometimes favored by

chimps in captivity. During the day,

unless they are alarmed, they are

rather sleepy and move in a leisurely

way, but for most of the night they

are like quicksilver. An adult can

easily manage a horizontal standing

jump of six feet, and even youngsters

of two or three weeks can manage

two feet. Before taking a long jump

they seem almost to take the range

by moving the head up and down

once or twice. They are very accu-

rate, only falling if the landing place

fails to give the expected hold. In one

of the pictures Jacko has a small bare

patch on his head; this was first

thought to be the result of a fall but

was actually caused by his taking a

long jump near the top of the cage

and hitting the roof because he had

not taken the trajectory into account.

The hair soon grew again.

Their zeal for jumping makes

photography difficult. This was espe-

cially true with Jacko, who would

»ry to jump onto the camera as it

came within range, even if it meant

taking off from a difficult angle and

turning in the air to land facing the

other way. The neck is very flexible

and allows the head to turn through

a full i8o° each way. Bush babies,

especially young ones, utilize this abil-

ity liberally, turning the head first

one way and then the other to inspect

some novelty.

When waking up in the early eve-

ning they enjoy stretching themselves

luxuriously along the perches, putting

one foreleg and then the other right

out in front, then extending the hind

legs straight out behind. Jacko and

Bimbo also held out their legs like

this to be tickled. They very occasion-

ally hang vertically, head downward,

to stretch. This is a regular exercise

of their larger cousins, who hang in

this position for minutes at a time.

The two varieties differ materially

in their movements on the ground.

Demidovii is an inhabitant of the

dense forest, where the ground is

covered with several layers of trees

and shrubs which it need never leave.

In captivity, one occasionally came to

the ground, though it never seemed

happy there, and when it did, it

moved on all fours, rather as it would
on a horizontal branch. Senegalensis,

on the other hand, holds itself up-

right on the ground, with the forelegs

bunched up in front, and moves in

great leaps of as much as ten feet,

somewhat like a kangaroo. This

method of movement is obviously one

often used for getting from tree to

tree in the open savanna forest, where

the trees are generally well separated.

Its general position at all times, for
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feeding, resting, and so on, is mucli

more upright than that of the lesser

bush baby.

People often do not realize that

many of the smaller mammals are

very fond of insects and that quite

the most popular thing to take on a

visit to the zoo is a box of meal

worms, grasshoppers, or stick insects.

In West Africa there are two small

genera, the dormice and the bush ba-

bies, each with two species in the

Gold Coast, which are largely car-

nivorous, though most of their rela-

tives are mainly vegetarians. Both

kinds also take other foods, but it is

most probable that their staple food

is insects, together with eggs, small

birds, and animals. In captivity the

lesser bush baby will eat a large vari-

ety of insects, and our tame ones were

given enough to form an appreciable

part of their diet.

For some time they were fed mostly

on the giant cricket, collected by the

garden boy in crop defense. This in-

sect is nearly two inches long and as

fat as one's forefinger, with hefty

back legs and powerful mandibles

that could almost sever a bush baby's

leg, but Belinda was expert at dealing

with one. She would pounce on it

suddenly but very carefully with botli

liands and immediately paralyze it

with two or three crushing bites in the

head. Then she would pull it to

pieces and eat it, joint by joint. The

same method was used with all strong

and hard-bodied insects such as locusts,

praying mantids, and beetles. The
bush babies were very fond of moths

and would get wildly excited if one

flew near the cage at night. They ate

most kinds regardless of size, but cer-

tain kinds, mostly bright - colored

ones, were always refused. Althougli

a good mother in some ways, Belinda

never offered her young ones any tit-

bits. In fact, until they were big

enough to hold their own, she would

greedily snatch from them any insects

they picked up or were given. They

also took such fruit as bananas,

avocado pears (of which they were

inordinately fond), oranges, and pa-

payas, although none of these would

normally be obtainable in their native

haunts. They never touched water

but drank fruit juice and milk every

day. They are very clean creatures

and spend a lot of time licking them-

selves and one another.

Finally I must say something about

the very different personalities of our

four pets. Belinda was a very bold

mother but was always shy and averse

to being haiulh-d. Jacko was really

tame in tlic daxtiiue and welcomed

attention, but at night he could not

be touched. For a long time he was

very jealous of his half-sister Bimbo,

and if he saw her near his cage he

would fly into a rage and try to snatch

at her through the wire. Later, how-

ever, they became great friends. VVe

had several small squirrels living free

about the house and garden, and in

the evening, before retiring to their

sleeping places, two of them liked to

go into Jacko's cage to look for tit-

bits. Jacko was rather scared of their

boisterous movements and would

gaze at them open-mouthed ; but if

they came too close, he would raise

> Bimbo, full-grown. Female

bush babies are slightly larger

than the males. The long ankle

and wrist are plainly seen here,

also the pointed nose which is

so characteristic of Demidoff's

bush baby

'^ Bimbo, Jacko's half sister,

at about two months, when her

coat was very light, with a dis-

tinct touch of yellow in it. It

darkened a little as she grew up

himself up to his full heigiit and bring

his hands down hard on them from

above his head. The two older bush

babies merely ran away from the squir-

rels, but Bimbo also beat them if they

took liberties. She took after her father

Blondin and was rather shy, not al-

ways wanting to come out of the

cage. She was always sensitive, and

one had carefully to avoid frighten-

ing her. Strangely enough, she was

much tamer at night and loved to run

up and down an arm put inside the

cage. Poor Blondin was just too

scared for words when anybody was

about, but on his own he could stand

up for liimself and snatch a grass-

hopper from any of the others.
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A A Black-tailed Python of In-

dia: a species closely related to the

Borneo pythons described here. The
small pit near the nostril is one of a

pair of heat receptors used to locate

warm-blooded prey in the dark. Some
pythons have as many as a dozen on
each side. This species exceeds 20

feet in length

> Swallowed by a snake: a

125-pound wild boar taken

from the digestive tract of a

24-foot python in the Philip-

pine Islands

Adventu
THE largest species of serpent in

the world inhabits the East In-

dies. It is the Regal Python,

known to science asPython reticulatus,

and to the Malays, who share its hab-

itat, as Ular Sawa. Ular is their name

for snake, and Sawa means a python.

Pythons ceased to be a mere name

to me and assumed a semblance of

reality even before I started for the

East Indies in 1912. 1 had the pleasure

of meeting a Norwegian explorer, the

late Dr. Carl Lumholtz, who was also

planning an expedition to Borneo, and

in the course of our conversation he

told me there would be times when I

would have difficulty in obtaining fresh

meat for food. At such times, he said,

if I could get a python I would find

its flesh very good, though best of all,

he thought, was the liver. This had

been his experience, gained years be-

fore, when he had visited the tropical

part of North Queensland, Australia.

As will be seen later, I found that the

Dyaks who inhabit the interior of

Borneo make a practice of eating the

flesh of the python and appear to

like it.

In Borneo I met white men whom I

questioned about pythons, but few of

them had any first-hand knowledge.

One told me that pythons occasionally

crawled into his henhouse at night,

and after devouring some of his valued

fowls, they would be so distended as

to be unable to crawl out again be-

tween the bars. They would then be

discovered and killed in the morning.

I also met people who said a python

was a good thing to have about the

house to keep the rats in check. They
of course referred to small or young
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:s in Python Country
pythons, not over five or ten feet long.

The first python I saw in its native

habitat was sunning itself on a hori-

zontal branch of a tree overhanging a

river. I was sitting amidships in a dug-

out canoe at the time. The Malay boy

who was sitting in the bow said,

"Sawa," reached out with his paddle,

and touched the branch, whereupon

the python gracefully slid off and dis-

appeared in the dark water.

After shifting about in Borneo,

from river to river and from reef to

reef, and never getting more than a

degree or two north or south of the

equator, I crossed the Strait of Macas-

sar in my little schooner and sailed

along the north coast of Celebes.

Stopping near a mining camp at a

place where there was a good harbor,

I left the schooner and went inland a

short distance to camp on the moun-

tains, which were covered with virgin

jungle. The white men at the mine

told me of a huge python one of their

natives had killed a few days before

my arrival, and showed me a very

poor photograph of it taken after it

had been killed and dragged to camp.

Though the print was dull, you could

see a man standing on the huge body,

which was about a foot thick. The
civil engineer told me it was just ten

meters (33 feet) long. I asked him if

he had paced off its length, but he

said, no, he had measured it with a

surveying tape. No part of the animal

was preserved. It had been rainy

weather when it was killed and on ac-

count of the dampness not even the

skin was kept. I visited the place

where the carcass had been cast aside.

There was only the odor, and a few

little pieces of bone left. Wild pigs,

kites, monitors, and maggots were the

jungle scavengers that had disposed of

it. I greatly regretted not having ar-

rived at this place a little sooner, as I

very much wanted a large python and

this was the largest one I had heard of.

Much to my surprise, I was told a

day or two later that another python

of about the same size had been seen

not far from the place where the first

one had been killed, which was quite

>The python has more vertebrae than any

other animal, so far as is known. This reticulated

python, 22 feet 9 inches long, had over 400

By Harry C. Raven

Late Associate Curator of Comparative Anatomy,
American Museum of Natural History

In search of the world's largest

snakes in the jungles of Borneo

A.M.N.H. phota
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A A 20 FOOi example of the kind of python described in this article

near my camp. The mine officials

kindly gave orders to the coolies, who

were making survey and prospect

trails through the jungle, to report to

me immediately if they happened to

see it again.

One morning several days later a

Javanese coolie, almost breathless, ar-

rived in camp to say he had just seen

the great python. I picked up my shot-

gun and some shells loaded with buck-

shot and followed him down a little

valley beside a stream that flowed

through the heavy forest. He hurried

along ahead of me for about half a

mile, then stopped, and, as he looked

at the narrow path, remarked in

Malay that the python had gone. I

could see the place where the snake

had been on the path and told my
companion we would follow its trail

and kill it. He said that he had to go

to work immediately or his boss

would be very angry, and besides he

was afraid of snakes.

I could not persuade him to stay, so

as he went off I began cautiously to

follow the trail. I had not gone more

than a few yards before I realized

that I was really on the trail of a

giant. I was amazed at the apparent

weight of the animal. Where it had

moved sideways and pressed against

little bushes they were bent flat, and

where it had gone over a piece of dead

wood, this was broken and pressed

into the ground. Every moment I ex-

pected to see the fore part of the huge

body rise up with gaping jaws, ready

to strike at me, but nevertheless, I

followed the trail for about 50 yards

between rocks and over roots of trees,

through twisted masses of lianas and

rattans, where I occasionally had to

use my machete.

Then the python had turned toward

the stream, scraping the moss off the

root of a tree as it had slid into the

water. It had gone on downstream,

snniptimp« sliflin<r over rocks where I

could easily see its marks, or over sand

and grave! that looked n^ if a huge

sack of grain had been dragged over

them. Here, because the banks in some

places were so high and steep, over-

grown with ferns and begonias, and

because in others the stream flowed

under the bank and the projecting

roots of great trees, I could no longer

follow the trail and had to return to

camp, down on my luck for having

missed another giant python.

My friend, Mr. Lingard, of Bor-

neo, a nephew of Conrad's Lord Jim,

once told me of an experience he had

had with some Punan Dyaks and a

python. The Dyaks were serving as

Mr. Lingard's paddlers on a trip up

one of Borneo's beautiful rivers to the

interior. He was reminded of this

python incident while warning me

against Punans as paddlers, for, said

he, they never pay attention to their

paddling but are always on the look-

out for food of one kind or another.

They stop paddling to try to catch

fish in a circular throw net, or to

gather wild fruit from trees along

the bank, or again to see what their

dogs, which they have released on

the riverbank, hold at bay and are

barking at. The dogs might be bark-

ing at a porcupine, or some sort of

civet hiding in a hole in an old log

or under the roots of a tree; they

might have treed a wildcat, of which

there are many species in Borneo, or

a clouded leopard. However, it was

more likely to be a wild boar, which

they could hold at bay in its muddy
wallowing place or between the but-

tress-like roots of some forest giant.

After being worried by some such

delays, Mr. Lingard was hoping his

paddlers would not see anything more

to distract them as they paddled

along, a few^ feet from the bank,

when suddenly one of them in the

middle of the canoe dropped his pad-

dle, and with an exclamation leaned

over the side and grabbed something.

It was the tail of a python which had

just been sliding off the bank into the

water.

In the commotion that followed,

the dugout was nearly overturned.

The Dyaks kept their heads, how-

W, Henry Sheak photo

The end of a hunger strike. Six men held the

huge snake while the celebrated reptile expert, the

late Dr. Ditmars, administered force feeding



ever, although all of them, even the

one pulling at the serpent's tail, were

shouting like maniacs. Several had

dropped their paddles and taken out

their two-foot, machete-like knives,

when out of the water darted the

python's head. With a single blow

one of them nearly severed it. They

then got hold of the great body and

made fast to it with rattans. All

stopped paddling, and the canoe, tied

to the huge, wriggling, bleeding

python, drifted downstream. As the

natives watched the dead body writh-

ing in the water, they discovered that

their victim had recently fed upon

some large animal, for they could

see the bulge in its sides. It was but a

short distance to a bend in the river,

where, owing to the low water, a

large gravel shoal was exposed. There

they encamped for the night and pre-

pared their evening meal. Mr. Lin-

gard said he was disgusted with those

Dyaks, for they not only roasted and

ate the python, which was about 20

feet in length, but also ate the two

half-grown wild pigs they took from

its stomach.

About a year and a half after my
conversation with Mr. Lingard,

which, by the way, took place in his

quarters in the rear of a little

Chinese shop in northeastern Borneo,

I was encamped near some Dyak
clearings on the upper Karangan

River. Most of the Dyaks had finished

planting their season's crop of rice

and were preparing to go after wild

honey. The preparation consisted of

making bark vessels in which to put

honeycomb, making torches, or rather

smudges, of certain split and dried

lianas tied round with rattan, and

preparing rice in various ways to take

along for food. On honey-gathering

expeditions, which are regarded as

great festivities, the Dyaks would usu-

ally go off in family groups, and camp

by a stream or river, half or quarter

of a mile from the trees harboring

the hives. These magnificent white-

barked trees, that usually tower over

the rest of the forest, are greatly-

prized possessions, each Dyak family

having its own particular ones, which

are handed down from generation

to generation. The men climb up at

night and slit open the hives to get

the honey and young bees, while the

women and childen belovi^ make a

smudge with bark and the liana

fagots. Sometimes there are dozens of

hives in one enormous tree. The
Dyaks may work at getting the honey

all night, having, of course, to be

very careful in climbing about in the

dark. The children wait below and

scramble for any pieces of honeycomb

they hear drop, and all in all they

have a very good time. At the ap-

proach of dawn they hurry away to

their camp to avoid being attacked by

the bees they have robbed.

During the day, on these excur-

sions, the Dyaks sleep and lie about

on their rattan mats, talking and eat-

ing honey and larval bees, which are

delicious either raw or cooked with

honey. They have other food too,

such as nice nut-flavored rice, sweet

potatoes, bananas, and various fruits

from the jungle. On a picnic of this

kind they are more apt to have meat

than at any other time, for some of

the men and boys are sure to tire of

lying about the camp and wander off

to hunt wild pigs and sambar deer.

It was while hunting pigs one day,

that a Dyak boy I knew had a very

narrow escape from a python. His

dogs, which had been in hot pursuit

of a wild boar, had at last apparently

got it at bay, and he ran through the

forest in the direction from which the

barking came. In so doing he nat-

urally followed the trails made by

wild pigs, beside which the pythons

await their prey. As he ran down a

little gully a python struck at him.

Fortunately he was crouching low, so

it did not get hold with its teeth but

hit him with its neck. The boy was

bowled over but scrambled on and

escaped. He returned to camp so

severely frightened that he had fever

for several days afterward. The fever

was malaria, which manifests itself

in most of the Malay's and. Dyaks of

this part of Borneo, though only when

their bodies are weakened in some

way, as by fatigue or injury. In this

case it was mental shock. At first he

would not go into the jungle at all

and for several days moped about the

clearings, spending most of his time

in his parents' hut. Later I saw him

gathering rattans in company with

some of the men of the village. This

seemed to me to be a stage in his re-

covery ; he would go into the jungle

but not alone. At about this time I

moved on to another camp, and did

not see the boy again. It is probably

such experiences as this youth had, or

the association with people who have

been subjected to such experiences,

that tend to make the Dyaks and

Malays, who live in the jungles, al-

ways go armed.

x\DVENTURES IN PYTHON COUNTRY

I have never definitely known of a

person being killed by a python. Of

course the Malays tell many stories

of people who have been eaten by

pythons, and there is no reason to be-

lieve a large python could not swal-

low a small man, such as a Malay.

The second year I was in Borneo, I

had with me a very good Banjerese

Malay, who had lived on the east

coast of Borneo for a number of years.

He had frequently been on excursions

into the jungle to gather rattan. On
one of these excursions, he told me,

he, and three or four companions,

spent several weeks gathering rattans

in one locality. They had only the

one camp during their whole stay, but

they wandered to a distance of a mile

or more in every direction; conse-

quently they knew the country well,

especially as this was not their first

visit to the place. Finally they fin-

ished gathering rattan and prepared

to return home to their kampong. On
the morning they were to start for

home, one of them remembered that

he had one more bundle of rattan to

bring down to the boat. Therefore he

told the others to put everything

aboard, while he went for it. They

made ready to depart, but the man

who had gone for his rattan did not

come. They called, but he did not

answer. After waiting a little while,

one of them went to look for him.

The searcher brought the bundle of

rattan and said there were no signs of

their companion having been to it.

They then thought he might perhaps

have been taken sick and gone back

to the camp site. He was not there,

and they called and hunted through-

out the day until late afternoon. The

lost man knew the country better than

any of the others. He had been hunt-

ing over it every day for weeks. It

was impossible to believe he had

simply lost his way in going half a

mile over country he knew so well.

If he had had occasion to go near the

river, they would have supposed him

caught by a crocodile, but there had

been no such occasion. Toward sunset

they paddled down to the coast where

they met some "Orang Laut" or sea-

faring Malays. With them, they re-

turned the following day and searched

but found not the slightest clew as

to what had become of their com-

panion. They concluded he had been

caught by a "hantu" (ghost), or

"Sawa" (python). That is the secret

of the jungle and, "Allah sadja yeng

tahu" (God only knows).
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How the Burmans solve the sugar prob-

lem— with sugar made from toddy

palms that resembles maple sugar

By Barnum Brown
Curator Emeritus of Fossil Reptiles,

imerican Museum of Natural History

THE sugar of commerce is the

crystallized juice of sugar cane

or sugar beets grown chiefly in

the West Indies, United States, East

Indies, and Central Europe.

During these days of post-war

shortages of foods essential to the

health and welfare of communities,

with consequent rationing of supplies,

there is one area of large size that sup-

plies its own sugar needs in an inter-

esting and unusual manner, besides

producing considerable sugar for ex-

port.

A Temporary home of the sugar workers. Palm trees not

only provide sugar, but also building materials for their huts

<The sap gatherer

makes his morning
rounds. He is followed

by his wife, who car-

ries away the sap in

chatties suspended
from the ends of a pole

carried across her

shoulder

> Barefooted, and with a collect-

ing jar slung from his girdle, the

climber nears the top of a tall

palm tree

>-COMING DOWN
with a load of jag-

gery, the gatherer

leans out with two

heavy jars suspended

from his waist



In the semiarid sections of upper

Burma, along the tributaries of the

Irrawaddy River, there are groves

and scattered groups of palms, some-

times filling small valleys and extend-

ing far up the rolling hillsides. They

are the toddy palms {Caryota urens)

which in general appearance resemble

the palmettos of Florida, although

taller, some reaching a height of 80 or

100 feet.

During several months, until the

beginning of the rainy season, the Bur-

mans make sugar from these trees.

Most of the native families use it in

preference to imported cane sugar, and

in peace times export a million dollars

worth annually to India. In quality

and flavor it closely resembles our

American maple sugar.

Sap is taken only from the female

trees, which are not allowed to bear

their miniature coconut-like fruit dur-

ing the sugar season, the dry period

from January to April. To accomplish

this the flower stalks of near-by male

trees are cut off or tied up, so that

their pollen cannot be dispersed. Then
the flower stalks, usually two or three

clusters on each of the female trees,

are carefully tied in long rolls so that

they cannot open, and the end is cut

oft', allowing the sap that would nor-

mally form nuts to trickle out drop

by drop. An earthen jar is suspended

under each flower stalk to catch the

drip. Finally a bamboo ladder, begin-

ning about 20 feet from the ground

and reaching to the flower stalks, is

firmly secured to the tree.

The fresh juice is mildly sweetish

and rather insipid, but if allowed to

stand six or eight hours its character

changes rapidly. When fermentation

begins, the flavor changes from hour

to hour, and at some stages it is a de-

licious beverage. The Burmese are

very fond of the fermented toddy

juice, which is a mild intoxicant.

The sap gatherer visits each tree

morning and evening, carrying a light

movable ladder 20 feet in length,

which reaches to the permanent lad-

der. Naked, save for a loincloth, he

climbs sometimes to 100 feet on this

frail affair, with a large sheath knife

at his side and one or two collecting

jars slung from his girdle. The drip

jars are emptied into these, and a thin

slice is cut from the end of the flower

stalk at each visit, so that it bleeds

freely when the drip jars are again

tied in place. It looks simple to watch

a nimble, barefooted Burman climb

one of these tall trees swaying in the

wind, but when I essayed the climb I

soon found that shoes were not suitable

for the ladders and my courage ebbed

on a tall tree.

Someone follows the climber through

the grove, usually with two large

earthen chatties suspended from the

ends of a pole carried across the shoul-

der, in which the jaggery, or sap, is

carried to the boiling place.

If the grove is large, a palm-leaf

hut is made with a long trench run-

ning down the center where the sap

is boiled down over a slow fire. Five

or six large earthen pots stand over

the trench, and the new sap is poured

into the pot at the upper end. Usually

an old experienced woman attends to

the boiling, and at intervals she dips

the sap from one jar to another until

it is finally boiled down to the point

of crystallization over the hottest part

of the fire. At this time the sap is

dipped into another receptacle and

allowed to cool, whereupon it is

molded by hand into small round

balls.

Under the most favorable condi-

ricins two gallons of sap will produce

:i i^ound of sugar, the quantity de-

pending chiefly upon the skill of the

jicrson who makes it. The sugar made
liming the first part of the season is

always better than that made imme-

diately before the rains, and at best it

is equal to maple sugar.

YOUR NEW BOOKS
Contini<ed from page 7

Rocks and rivers of
AMERICA

by Ellis W. Shuler

The Jaques Cattell Press, $4.00

300 pages, 105 illustrations

IN its essentials this book is an introduc-

tion to the geologic subscience of

gcomorphology. In a sense, therefore, the

title is misleading, for while the principle

illustrations are taken from the American

scene, and the origin of certain notable

landscape areas is briefly explained, the

emphasis of the work is upon the geologic

processes involved, not upon the indi-

vidual histories of our rocks and rivers.

Nevertheless the book contains a vast

amount of information on the origin of

the landscape. In fact, as one reads it he

is apt to feel that there is an effort to

impart too much information within the

confines of a book of this size. Too many
important processes have had to be dis-

missed with a single sentence or para-

graph, with the result that the explana-

tions are at times too sketchy to be at all

adequate, or even truly explanatory. To
this reviewer at least, it would have been

better to have deleted certain extraneous

materials, such as the two paragraphs

on gem minerals, the appendix chapters

on "The Landscape in Art," and "Photo-

graphing the Landscape," and similar ele-

ments relatively unimportant to the story

before us. The author could have used

the pages thus gained for a more com-

plete explanation of fundamental prin-

ciples.

It must not be concluded, however, that

this book does not have a place in the

growing list of works designed to present

the story of geology in terms intelligible

t'- the lay reader. There has been a great

need for a work that will make available

to the average observer the enthralling

story the geologist reads in the landscapes

that grace our countryside. This book is

a contribution toward that goal, but to

this reviewer at least, it does not succeed

in fully attaining it.
H. E. VOKES.

THE IROQUOIS
- - - by Frank Gouldsmith Speck

Cranbrook Institute of Science, $1.00

94. pages, 60 illustrations

ANON-TECHNICAL discussion of the

Iroquois Indians, their social and

economic organization, mode of life, arts

and crafts, and ceremonial properties.

Volcanoes declare
WAR

by T. A. Jaggar

Paradise of the Pacific, $3.75

166 pages, 182 maps and illustrations

THE dearth of recent volcano litera-

ture makes a new book by the coun-

try's leading vulcanologist a welcome

addition. Dr. Jaggar begins with some of
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REINHOLD BOOKS
for reading and reference

•

ATOMIC
ENERGY
IN WAR AND PEACE
By GESSNER G. HAWLEY,
Chief Technical Editor, Reinhold

Publishing Corp.

and SIGMUND W. LEIFSON,
Professor of Physics, University of
Nevada

Here, stripped of all unnecessary detail,

is an unquestionably reliable, accurate

survey of atomic energy, written so that

the layman can read it with both plea-

sure and profit. Based in part on the

famous Smyth report, it discusses the na-

ture and uses of this revolutionary

natural force—its discovery, the condi-

tions of its release, its possible future

applications. It is a logically coordinated

survey of the most remarkable scientific

achievement in history, and discusses its

eventual opening up of new frontiers in

industry, science, and in everyday life.

Just published. $2.50

CITIES of LATIN AMERICA
By FRANCIS VIOLICH

A timely, thought-provoking book for

all forward-looking people. The author

presents with exceptional discernment, a

vivid portrait of the cultural heritage of

the colorful cities studied—their plan-

ning problems—their hope for future

betterment. $3.50

The TECHNIQUE
of the TERRAIN

By H. A. MUSHAM
All those interested in the natural won-
ders of this world will want this fas-

cinating book which opens up a new
understanding of the countryside. It

clearly and simply explains how to

record terrain correctly: the use of re-

lief, contours, indications of distance

and directions, and aerial photography.

53.85

At your bookstore or direct

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORP.
330 West 42nd Street - New York 18. N. Y.
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the latest Hawaiian developments and

then recounts his own experiences and
those of others at various volcanoes of the

Pacific.

His discussion of American volcanoes

points out far more clearly than any other

book the potentialities of the volcanoes of

our Cascade Range, usually classified as

dead by the same careless speakers who
call Mt. Lassen a live volcano. Dr. Jag-

gar's classification of these as more re-

cently and less recently active is far more
accurate. The description of the Mexican
and Central American volcanoes com-

pletes the geographical wanderings, but

the inaccuracy in the Paricutin account,

compiled from hearsay information, leaves

one uneasy regarding other accounts not

based on the author's own observations.

The concluding section is an interesting

discussion of the latest volcano theories,

with various authorities quoted at length.

The author's years in Hawaii make him

prone to think largely in terms of vol-

canoes drowned in sea water. While the

sea may supply chlorine to the volcanoes

he has studied, it is hard to accept an

abundance of sea water hundreds of miles

inland at Paricutin, where ammonium
chloride is the principle accompaniment
of the abundant water vapor. His wonder
at the failure of those who have studied

Paricutin to mention sulphurous fumes is

countered by our wonder whether the

term, as he applies it, is not more often a

loose layman's name for any acrid, ob-

noxious fumes.

The book is essential to anyone who
wants to know the latest in vulcanology,

but its popular title and appearance might

indicate a volume more for the layman
than it is. The sentences at times are long

and complex. The bibliography is not ex-

tensive and does not even include all the

author's own works quoted. The illustra-

tions are good, and include a striking day-

light color photograph of incandescent lava

fountains in Mauna Loa that is the most

spectacular volcano picture we have seen.

F. H. POUGH.

Trees, shrubs, and
vines for the north-
eastern united states
---...--by George Graves

Oxford University Press, $3.00

267 pages

THIS attractive, well-organized book is

a useful standard reference for any-

one who is faced with the decision of

what to plant and how to care for it. The
plant lover with an undeveloped property

to landscape or with a home surrounded

by vegetation selected at random, will

find this volume a very helpful guide to

the better varieties.

Some twenty years ago this reviewer

planted his bare suburban property with

shrubs bought by the bundle from a local

nurseryman. The varieties were recom-

mended as cheap and rapid growers. They
lived up to that recommendation, but

ever since there has been a continual cam-
paign of digging up these nondescripts to

replace them with better varieties dis-

I

covered through experience. The reader of

this present book can eliminate such years

of trial and error.

Most of the volume deals with an al-

phabetical arrangement of plant genera

and their most significant species and va-

rieties. The outstanding characteristics of

each are given, covering habit of growth,

tolerance of shade, nature of foliage,

color of flower, attractiveness to birds,

place to be planted, and so forth. Most of

the information the average person needs

to make a selection can be found in these

paragraphs. However, one important item

is omitted, namely, whether the plant pre-

fers an acid, neutral, or alkaline soil, a

factor of very considerable importance

in the case of some groups.

The work is well illustrated with good

half-tones which give the reader an ex-

cellent idea of the species concerned.

There are tabular lists of the trees, shrubs,

and vines, and the book concludes with a

chapter on how to shop for them. The au-

thor warns against too implicit faith in

catalogue descriptions, remarking that

"the author of a catalogue is human . .
."

How true that is. But the gullibility of the

catalogue user rises with the sap each

spring, and this is part of the fun of the

game. .,^ H. E. Anthony.

Spin a silver dollar
.-----. by Alberta Hannum

The Viking Press, $3.75

173 pages, 12 color illustrations

THE author's friends, a young couple

from the East, took over a trading

post at Wide Ruins in the Navajo Indian

Reservation in northern Arizona, and

managed it for four years. One of their

first acquaintances was Beatien Yazz, a

shy and silent Navajo boy of eight, whom
they found scratching a picture on a rock,

using a pointed stone for a stylus. The
book is the story of Sally and Bill Lippin-

cott's four-year-long adventure with the

Indians around the trading post. The cen-

tral thread that holds the narrative together

is the life and development of the young
native artist, nicknamed "Little No Shirt."

The book is illustrated with a dozen full-

page paintings in color by the boy, who
has surprising native ability.

The author's first writing about these

people was a recent article in Collier's, en-

titled "Little No Shirt." In the book this

story is developed further, and much more
of the life of the Indians is included. The
Navajo's methods of trading are delight-

fully described; an outstanding trait is

that he cannot be hurried or pressed into

buying or selling. A particularly interest-

ing chapter is the one concerning a Sing

or ceremony to cure snake-bite. There
is a good understanding of Indian psy-

cholog)' throughout the book, and the au-

thor has unusual facility in writing.

A piece of writing closely akin to this

was the author's chapter on "The Moun-
tain People" in Roderick Peattie's recent

anthology. The Great Smokies and lite

Blue Ridge.

Spin A Silver Dollar is a moving story

well told. It brings to the reader the feel

and the spell of the desert country, and the

aromatic smell of the sage brush creeps in.

Te At.a.
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Insects in the House
SPIDER BEETLES

By C.H. CURRAN
Associate Curator, Department of Insects and
Spiders, American Museum of Natural History

SPIDER BEETLES, particularly those

that are smooth and polished, are the

most curious of all the insects to be found

in the house. The beetle collector knows

them as Gibbium psylloides. They are

often termed "bathtub beetles," because

it is in the bathtub that they are most

commonly seen. The insects derive their

common name from the fact that they

look very much like small spiders as they

crawl about. They also have the habit

—

when disturbed — of folding their legs

close to the body and feigning death, just

as many spiders do. They are wingless,

and the wing covers are firmly joined to-

food is not known, but they are to be

found in the dust and lint that collects

at the edges of rugs and carpets. It is

doubtful that they do much if any dam-
age under these conditions, but there are

times when they may be a real pest. Very
rarely they occur in large numbers on

seaweed used for insulation, and they

will attack a variety of foodstuffs, such

as baby foods, certain kinds of meal, and

dog biscuits. Closely related species of

the genus Ptinus may sometimes be found

on similar foodstuffs, and one is a serious

pest in flour mills in the Midwest.

The larvae are easily recognized when
found in foodstuffs. They look like hairy

little white grubs, and the fact that they

are curved, with tail and head in close

proximity, will serve to distinguish them

LETTERS Continued from page 1

SPIDER BEETLE, en-

larged The body of

the insect actually av-

erages less than l/s

inch in length.

Drazving by Dorothe

gether so that the upper surface of the

beetle is quite smooth, thus adding to their

spider-like appearance.

We are often asked why these beetles

are seen in bathrooms. The answer is that

they are most easily noticed when crawl-

ing on a white surface. The reason they

seem to prefer the bathtub is that they

are unable to crawl up the smooth sides

if they are so unfortunate as to fall into it.

Actually these beetles are much more

common in homes than their rather rare

appearance might indicate. Their exact

46

from other insect larvae found in food or

carpets.

As a general rule there is no need for

control measures. However, when these

insects are abundant in carpets or other

fabrics, a soaking spray with any good

fly spray will take care of them. Treat-

ment in wall insulation is the work of a

specialist. When they occur in foodstuffs,

they may be destroyed (and prevented

from spreading to other materials) by

placing the material in the oven and
heating it to 175° or higher.

and we soon had from two or three to

a dozen of these animals occupying stra-

tegic positions about the tile floor. Woe
to any luckless insect which crawled too

near! It simply vanished, and I was
hardly able to detect any motion of the

toad.

The beetles seemed to be regarded as

choice tidbits, but—and this is the point

to my story-—I never saw a toad take a

motionless beetle. The beetles did not

seem to be equipped with radar, and at

short intervals one would strike the side

of the house with a bullet-like impact

and fall to the floor as though stunned.

So long as it remained motionless the

toad ignored it, but let the beetle roll

over onto his feet and start to crawl, and

he was snapped up instanter.

One evening the Plant Superintendent

brought out a ping-pong ball and bounced

it on the tile floor. It bounced or rolled

within reach of a toad, and he endeav-

ored to grasp it. It was too large for his

mouth, and he succeeding only in giving

it an additional impulse so that it rolled

in front of another toad, which in turn

tried to pick it up. In a short time we
had a fair imitation of a soccer football

game. This performance vvas repeated on

many subsequent evenings. If the ball

was motionless no toad would pay any

attention to it.

One evening in the dusk one of the men
succeeded in striking a flying bat, which
fell to the floor apparently dead. A toad

sitting near by ignored it. But the bat

was only stunned and presently began to

move. Instantly the toad grabbed it.
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and we could hear its dying squeals. I

don't think the toad ate any part of the

bat, for he left the carcass on our veran-

dah floor.

I do not know the species to which

these toads belong nor can 1 give a de-

scription that would mean anything.

They are far larger than any similar

animal I have ever seen in a temperate

climate, but I should not care to hazard

a guess as to dimensions or weight. The
Brazilian name is "sapo," which is about

as inclusive as the English word "toad."

Ch.^rles W. Comstock.

Jackson Heights, L. I., New York.

Sirs:

VVe had a most unusual and very beau-

tiful Armistice Day visitor—a completely

white bird. It was not as large as a robin

or wood thrush but somewhat similar in

build, with a chunky body and longish

tail. It was very active as it scratched

and pecked at the seeds of crabgrass in

the lawn quite near the house. Working
with a flock of English sparrows, it paid

no attention to them or they to it.

"Albino," I thought at first, but its eyes

were like little black beads. It was very

sleek, snowy white, and without a single

dark feather. . . .

Have you any idea what it could have
''^*'"'

(Mrs.) John M. Cole.

New Rochelle, N. Y.

The following comments are offered

by Dr. John T. Zimmer, Curator of the

Department of Birds, the American
Museum of Natural History:

The bird observed by Mrs. Cole was
probably a Fox Sparrow and, in spite of

its dark eyes, an albino. In one type of

albinism the eyes as well as the bill and
feet have their normal color. Since the

Fox Sparrow's bill and feet are not very
dark normally, their lack of any change
in color could easily have escaped notice.

It has been asserted that the white
plumage assumed in winter by certain

birds, like the ptarmigans, is a form of

the same sort of albinism shown by the

present Fox Sparrow. This probably is

correct. In complete albinism the bill, feet

and eyes, as well as other parts of the

skin and its derivative structures are

without pigmentation. The eyes, however.
may appear pink owing to the red of

the blood showing through the translucent

layers; and structural color as distinct

from pigmentation, may be visible.

In feathers these structural colors are
of two special kinds. Microscopic air

tubes in certain cells underlining the sur-

face give a characteristic blue color

which, in combination with certain pig-

ments, results in violet, purple, or green.

A system of thin, transparent plates that

reflect interfering light rays from more
than one surface (as in a soap bubble)
produces a wide variety of iridescent

hues such as are found in the glittering

plumage of the hummingbirds. The glit-

tering colors are lost in albinos, but the

"blue structure" may be present, greatly

weakened by the absence of the back-
ground of pigment. Albinos with this

"blue structure" are sometimes very
beautiful with the blue color showing as

LETTERS

a delicate tint against the white feathers.

The most common sort of albinism in

birds affects only certain feathers and is

due to some injury or temporary defect

in the skin where the feather pigment is

produced. Thus abnormal white feathers

may grow in the tail or wing or in white

patches irregularly placed on the head or

body. Birds thus affected sometimes re-

cover in time and resume normal plumage
at a subsequent molt.

Sometimes only one group of pigment is

lacking while another remains, so that

a tone of brown may be lightened by the

absence of black, or an olive hue may be

made grayish by the absence of yellow. In

various ways, therefore, albinos are in-

teresting aside from being uncommon
enough to attract attention whenever
they are encountered.

Sirs:

In the Safeway Stores 'Weekly Magazine
there was an article by one W. W.
"Wheatly "Winged Wanderers," starting

out: "Indians hunting in the fertile

Yanaoca River Valley in Peru, recently

unveiled a mystery of great interest to

bird lovers in North America. . . . Until

these numbered leg bands were received

by the U. S. Fish and Wild Life Service,

the swifts' winter home was a secret

known only to the birds themselves."

I wonder if you could tell us more
about this.

F. C. Bentley.
Springfield, Mo.

The following summary of events is

offered by Dr. John T. Zimmer, Curator
of Birds, the American Museum of Nat-
ural History:
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I have not seen the article by Mr.

W. W. Wheatley, but the information

quoted by Mr. Bentley is, in the main,

correct. Ornithologists have long awaited

definite information as to the winter

quarters of the Chimney Swift, and every

collection from tropical America was ex-

amined eagerly upon its receipt to see if

a wintering individual had at last been

found. The species had been seen as far

south as Panama, and it was presumed

that the wintering grounds must be some-

where in the vast Amazonian region, but

there was no proof of it. Then, in 1943,

evidence began to appear.

In late March, 1943, Mr. E. Thomas
Gilliard, of the Department of Birds of

the American Museum, saw a flock of

what he believed to be Chimney Swifts

at Manaus, Brazil, but no specimens could

be obtained. Early in 1944, a specimen col-

lected thirteen years before at Santa Rosa,

Colombia, was sent to the Museum for

identification. This was the first example

known to have been taken anywhere in

South America, but, judging by the date,

it was probably a migrating individual

on its way northward and not in the heart

of the winter range.

In May, 1944, the U. S. Fish and Wild-

life Service in Washington, D. C, Te-

ceived from the American Embassy in

Lima, Peru, thirteen numbered leg-bands

recovered from birds killed by Indians

some six months previously on the Rio

Yanayacu, in northern Peru. The bands

were those which had been placed on

Chimney Swifts in various places in the

United States from 1936 to 1940, inclusive.

That is how it was found out where

the Chimney Swift spends the winter and

part of the route it follows on its way to

this country. The full extent of the win-

ter range and the course of travel have

yet to be determined. Accounts of the three

discoveries were published in The Auk*

Sirs;

I subscribe to your magazine and enjoy

it very much. There are several cotton-

wood trees near my home, and I have

noticed that on the stems of some of the

leaves there is a round ball. It seems to

be a swelling or an enlarged portion on

the stem and it appears every year when
the leaves drop off in the fall. The bulb

soon bursts open and inside it are many
tiny winged insects that resemble gnats.

No one seems to know what they are and

why they are there. I would appreciate

it very much if you could tell me.

Carter, Mississippi
Nicholas Davis.

The growth noted by Mr. Davis on his

Cottonwood trees was almost certainly a

•Vol. 61 (1944), pages 134-144, and 604-
609; Vol. 62 (1945), page 145.

A LARGE PURPLE FRINGED ORCHID, one of the most delicate and beau-

tiful of our native species. The plant was found and photographed in

northeastern Maine, by Henry Tamar

gall. Galls are produced by insects of

several different orders and also by mites.

From Mr. Davis's statement that the

swelling or enlarged portion of the stem

housed "many tiny winged insects that re-

semble gnats," I would think that the galls

in question may have owed their origin

to some gall midge of the genus Cecido-

myia, which has been reported to be pres-

ent on certain members of the poplar

group. On the other hand, aphids or plant

lice of the genus Pemphigus are gall-

makers on Cottonwood trees and poplars.

The different species of Pemphigus are

seemingly partial to particular areas of

the leaf. Thus Pemphigus populicaulis

makes a gall of somewhat globular shape,

Vi to 5^2 inch in diameter, at the base of

the leaf, while Pemphigus populi-trans-

versus produces an oval, rather elongated

gall on the petiole. The gall of Pemphigus

populi-<venae, on the other hand, occurs

on the midrib of the leaf and is light red.

It is not always easy to determine the

tenants of a gall unless a microscope is

available, and then there is the further

difficulty that the occupants are not always

members of the same species that brought

the gall into being. For sometimes para-

sites prey upon and replace the original

occupants, while in other cases inquilines

(or unbidden guests) share with the host

species the food abundance that the gall

provides. Herbert F. Schwarz,

Acting Chairman and Research Asso-

ciate, Department of Insects and Spiders.

The American Museum of Natural History

New York, N. Y.

NOTICE—Readers are encour-

aged to submit their own
photographs of natural history

subjects. Those selected for

publication on this page will be

paid for at $1.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-

turn postage must be included.
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L T T R
Sins;

I am gt>iiig to propound a question

which 1 am sure has come to the .minds

of man)' people wlio ha\e read the article

"Bombs from Interstellar Space" b\

Hobart E. Stocking, which appeared in

the January- 1944 number of Natukal
History Magazine. \Vould a re-examina-

tion of all tlie evidence and circumstances

associated with the Siberian Meteorite

disclose tlie release of atomic energy as

we know it today? This was indeed a

gigantic explosion, and the accoimts of

the atomic explosion gi\'en by eye wit-

nesses in New Mexico and elsewhere

would seem to indicate similarities. It

seems to me tliat it would be diflBcult to

account for the release of such an enor-

mous quantity of energy in any other

'"*""«'^
• • • F. C. HOLTZ.

Springfield, Illinois.

The question wliether or not the me-

teor craters near the Stony Tunguska

Riyer in Siberia were caused by the re-

lease of atomic energy is a natural one

in view of recent deyelopments. The same

question has recently been asked about

the craters on tlie Moon, and it might

vyell be extended to include all the

known meteor craters on tlie surface of

the earth.

The greatest fall of meteorites in his-

toric times was the Siberian fall, which

occurred on June 30, 1908. The craters

produced by this fall were first yisited

by Professor L. Kulik, who has made, in

all, four expeditions to the vicinity. He
reports a group of craters ranging in size

from 30 to 150 feet in diameter. Although

he found no meteoric material, he con-

sidered them typical meteor craters.

There seems to be no more reason to

belie\e that the Siberian Craters were
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caused 1)\ tlie release of atomic energy

than that Meteor Crater in Arizona,

whicli is the largest one known in tlie

world, was produced in this way. Tlie

energy of onward motion of the mass of

meteoric material is abundantly sufficient

to account for the formation of the crater

in any case. Upon striking the earth, the

energy of onward motion of the meteor-

ite or meteorites would instantly be

transformed into heat. The water in the

soil would be suddenly changed to steam.

At the relatively low speed of 10 miles

per second, according to the calculations

of Professor F. R. Moulton, the energy

released by a large mass would be suffi-

cient to \aporize both the material of

the meteorite and the material encoun-

tcrid. And the imir. .rilr uniild r.iiiA

with it a large mass of greatly condensed,

and consequently heated, air. The result

ol the fall would be a violent explosion,

and it is the explosion that apparently

has much more to do with the formation

of a meteor crater than the splashing

effect of the impact.

It seems unnecessary to call on the

release of atomic energy to account for

the Siberian or any other meteor craters.

And then it will be recalled that the so-

called crater formed at the time of die

New Mexico experiment with the atomic

bomb was a huge pressure dent in the

ground, lacking the elevated rim char-

acteristic of meteor craters.

Civ hi: Fishi;ii.

Sirs:

I wonder if many observers have seen

a three-toed sloth swimming the back-

stroke, as shown in this snapshot of one

doing it in the Berbice River in British

Guiana.

On its back in the water, a sloth cranes

its head around to survey the course and

swims an overarm backstroke, using form

that could not be criticized in tlie Olym-

pic Games. It gives one a shock to see

the animal go through this series of

actions that is always associated witli

human performers; it could not be much
more surprising to see it smoking a pipe.

A sloth normally will not swim in

this position, I suppose; but when placed

in the water on its back, it will make no

effort to right itself, and will swim indefi-

nitely without turning over. Its progress

is as fast or faster than when swimming

on its stomach.

I wonder if any other animal is so con-

structed as to be capable of diis feat.

Robert G. Worman.

South Britain, Conn.

The many beautiful photographs in

each issue of Natdbal History undoubt-

edly account for tlie special attractiveness

of the magazine to young and old . . .

It is a natural urge for the "woodland

walker" and "field trip enthusiast" to

try to capture some of the beauty he

sees. Too many, however, express this

urge by vigorously seizing any colorful

plant or weed they chance to come upon.

Then at tlie end of tlie trip, if not before,

tiiev throw away the wilted "mess."

The finer and more artistic tramper

soon considers photography as an ideal

Continued on page 94
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The delicious fruits of die prickly-

pear cactus are eaten by the Indians of

many tribes in both North and Soutli

America, and are often called Indian

figs. In Latin America, and in the west-

ern United States, the fruits of some

species are commonly called tunas.

Not only are the fruits pear-shaped, but

so is each section of the flattened, jointed

stem—a two-fold reason for the last half

of the name "prickly-pear." The first

half of the name is due to the fact that

most species of the plant are spiny or

prickly. The fruits have cushions of very

fine barbed bristles, quite evident in this

photograph. One soon learns to avoid

them. It is interesting to observe how
skillfully and rapidly the Mexican Indian

women can peel these fruits without

allowing the bristles to touch their hands.

The flattened, pear-shaped sections of

the stem of the cactus are commonly

mistaken for leaves, but since fruits never

grow upon the leaves of any plants, it

is evident that they are not leaves. In

fact, the leaves are very small, scale-like,

and soon fall off. These small leaves, in

the axils of which the spines grow, are

seen only on the younger branches or

sections of the stem. The flowers of the

prickly-pear cactus are large and brightly

colored—yellow, red, or purple, depend-

ing upon the species. The plant shown is

Opuntia Engelmannii.

One or more species are the host-plants

of the famous cochineal insect that fur-

nishes a brilliant scarlet dye, and the

pigment carmine. ^^^^ pj^^^_
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TREES THAT PAY DUES
One of the most unusual associations in the world is the

Louisiana Live Oak Society, whose members are all trees

By Dolores Butterfield Jeffords

THE founder of tliis society of trees

was Dr. Edwin L. Stephens, President

of tlie Southwestern Louisiana Institute,

at Lafayette. Each member must have a

human sponsor, and must be a hundred

years old or more. If the exact age of tlie

tree is not known, a girtli of 17 feet, four

feet above tlie roots, is claimed by experts

to establish its age conservatively at more

than a hundred years.

Members pay dues of 25 acorns a year.

These acorns are planted in die live oak

nursery at Southwestern Louisiana Insti-

tute, and tlie seedlings are later distrib-

uted.

The sponsor, or "attorney," of a mem-
ber of the society vouches for the history

and age of tlie tree, collects and remits

its dues, and guarantees its preservation.

An interesting provision of the society's

constitution states that, "Members shall

not be whitewashed. Violation of this law

shall be punished by expulsion—and tlie

Bureau of New Orleans Xeais photo

> "Councilor Oak"
on the lawn of the

Garner Tullius Place

is the 2nd Vice-

President of the

Biloxi Live Oak So-

ciety, a related or-

ganization. Years ago

the Indians held pow-

wows here and
roasted so many oys-

ters under the tree

that they almost de-

stroyed it

attorneys for such members shall be dis-

barred from practice."

Dr. Stephens, during his lifetime, was

the only sponsor. At his death, however,

his interesting hobby, intended to stimu-

late appreciation of Louisiana's beautiful

live oaks and insure their care, was taken

up by otliers, and tlie societ)''s member-

ship now numbers hundreds of venerable

trees. Indeed, the Live Oak Society has

been extended to Mississippi and Texas,

and a jimior branch has been formed for

the preservation and enhancement of trees

that have not quite reached the century

mark.

The "president" of the Live Oak So-

ciety is the Locke Breairx Oak at Hahn-
\ille, on die Levee Road, near New Or-

leans. This great oak is 75 feet high, 35

feet in girdi, and has a spread of 166 feet.

Some of the other famous members are

the Jean Lafitte Oak on Fleming Planta-

< The President of the Society, the Locke
Breaux Oak at Hahnville near New
Orleans, is the world's largest live oak tree

I'hoto by DeBrueys, from Bureau of New Orleans News

..' --^ ')* ^ i
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tion, the Cleveland Oak at Avery Island-

so named because it was greatly admired

hv President Cle\'eland—, and the Mary-

land Oak at New Roads, in whose shade

James Ryder Randall wrote the immortal

lines of "Maryland, my Maryland."

Less happv are the somber legends that

surround the Duelling Oaks of New Or-

leans. These trees are more famous as a

group tlian indi% iduaUy. Now standing in

Cit}' Park, tliev were once outside the city

—and many "affairs of honor" were con-

ducted under their widespread limbs,

when Louisiana was a French province

and these old li%'e oaks were the favorite

duelhng place of the fiery young bloods

of Nou\'elle Orleans.

Most historic of all, perhaps, are tlie

Versailles Oaks, a gro\'e of 79 magnificent

trees which originally formed an a\'enue

leading to the beautiful Versailles Planta-

tion residence. This gro^•e was the scene

of the Battle of New Orleans and of An-
drew Jackson's great \ictory in 1815.

Steps are novs? being taken to have these

grounds reser\ed as a national park—a fit-

ting memorial to the men who fought and
died to win that xdctory.

< Cathedral of
Oaks. The Versailles

Oaks, perhaps the

most historic of all

the members of the

Society, originally led

to the manor house of

the Versailles Planta-

tion. The grove was
the scene of the Bat-

tle of New Orleans

in 1815

YOUR NEW BOOKS

THE TALKING BIRD • DUCKS

SCIENCE IN THE NETHERLANDS

Science and scientists
in the netherlands
INDIES

Edited by Pieter Honig

and Franz Verdoorn

Board for the Netherlands Indies,

Surinam and Curasao, $4.00

491 pages, 134 figs, and maps.

'TpHIS is an impressive collection of

^ contributions on scientific research

in the Netherlands Indies and its history

and organization. A good number of

them were specially written for the pres-

ent volume. Others are reprints of im-

portant articles which had already been

pubhshed elsewhere, many among them
having been specially translated from

the Dutch. Among die reprints are also

chapters from such nineteenth century

classics, as Wallace's Malay Archipelago

and Forbes' Wanderings in the Eastern

Archipelago, or of more recent books, as

Fairchild's Garden Islands of the Great

East and The World Is My Garden.

There are articles on geology, vulcan-

ology, soil research, and climatology.

Botany is especially well represented.

Several of the articles in this field deal

with the magnificent botanical garden

and laboratory at Buitenzorg in Java. The
subject of an article on "Wallace's Line

in the Light of Recent Zoogeographic

Studies" by Ernst Mayr of the American

Museimi of Natural History is of impor-

tance no less from the point of view of

geography and geology than from that of

zoology. Various contributions deal with

the mineral resources of the East Indies,

with forestry and agriculture, including

research on such commercially important

plant products as tea, tobacco, cinchona,

and rubber; others with fisheries or with

the raising of hvestock. Several articles

report on medical research, including

among others research on the beri-beri

problem, which ultimately played such

a great role in the recognition of tlie

importance of vitamins. Although in gen-

eral the humanities proper have been ex-

cluded, se\'eral articles belong in this

field, such as Brock's "Diversity and

Unity in Southeast Asia," which deals

with the anthropogeographic aspects of

the region and opens up new economic

and poHtical prospects, and the revievi'er's

contribution on "Prehistoric Research in

the Netherlands Indies." Franz Weiden-

reich of the American Museum of Natural

Historv has contributed a highly interest-

ing stud\' of "The Puzzle Pithecanthropus,"

T!

which is based on tlie latest discoveries,

made just before the beginning of the

war. This is the most up-to-date and

authoritative treatise on the much dis-

cussed problem of the so-called "Java

ape man."

The volume is richly illustrated and

in its entirety gives a good and over-

all picture of the results achieved in

most of the natural sciences relating to

the Netherlands Indies. It bears testi-

mony to die magnificent endeavors of

the Netherlands Indies Government to

promote scientific research by Dutch as

well as by foreign scholars.

Robert von Heine-Geldern.

Raffles, the bird who
THINKS he is a PERSON

- - by Zetta and Carveth Wells

G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, $2.00

130 pages, 16 photographs

^HE Malay grackle, celebrated for

its ability to mimic the human voice,

is best known as the "talking mynah."

Almost every Zoo has one or more my-
nahs. Years ago in Washington a noted

mynah was coached to greet a Congres-

sional Committee, and did not fail to

recite its query: "How about the appro-

priation?"

Now another mynah has achieved na-

tional prominence, as a radio star. It

says the right thing at the right moment,

and has a vocabulary of rmusual variety.

Zetta and Caraveth Wells brought it from

Malaya at an early age, and their skillful

training and care have been richly re-

warded. They named it in honor of the

founder of the city of Singapore.

Lowell Thomas's remark that Raffles

thinks he is a person need not be dis-

puted. Such a bird becomes so attached

to its human foster parent as to forget its

avian connections. Yet Mrs. Wells exag-

gerates when she claims that Raffles

always knows what he is talking about.

If his remarks and his music are so ap-

propriate, the explanation is doubtless to

be formd in his expert response to a

great many cues or signals. For this

training Mrs. Wells deserves admiration.

Raffles is exceedingly sensitive to ex-

cessive heat and cold. His transconti-

nental travels have required devoted

chaperoning; his diet is as carefully

super\ised as that of a cliild. Besides per-

forming on stage, and for the screen and

the microphone, this a\aan star has aided
Continued on page 95
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THE END OF THE GREAT

Northern Sea Cow
But for a series of unexpected circumstances this

remarkable creature, which disappeared within 27 years

after it was discovered, might have become nothing

more than another legend of the sea

By George G. Goodwin

THE END OF THE GREAT NORTHERN SEA COW

Associate Ctirator, Department of Mammals,
American Museum of Natural Hxstory

AMANUSCRIPT found by F. A.

Colder in the Archives of the

Russian Academy of Sciences at

Leningrad discloses the human side

of a dramatic voyage that led to the

discovery of Bering Island. From

naval officers' log books, it is true,

we have the dry facts of the voyage,

but this journal tells the inside story

and describes a fantastic and mys-

terious creature that lived there—

a

creature so strange that it seemed

reminiscent of prehistoric times and

ill-fitted to cope with the progres-

sive animals of this modem age.

This remarkable discovery oc-

curred more than 200 years ago and

purely by chance. A storm-battered

vessel drifted aimlessly on a surg-

ing sea near the 55th parallel in

the North Pacific. The shrouds of

her masts were tattered and torn

by the violence of many storms. Her

oSicers and the remnants of her

crew, feeble and helpless from pri-

vation and disease, were too weak

to furl a sail. Destruction seemed

inevitable even for those who might

survive the ravages of hunger and

scurvy. The fateful voyage of the

"St. Peter," which had left Kam-

chatka in May, 1741, on a mission to

57



discover a passage across the North

Pacific to America, was fast draw-

ing to a close. When all hope of sur-

vival seemed gone, a cry of "Land!"

brought renewed strength to the

dispairing crew. Even though he

was ravaged with fever, the Com-
mander, Captain Vitus Bering, a

stalwart Dane, dragged himself on

deck to see the promised land.

As the doomed vessel drove on-

ward, hope again dwindled in tlie

hearts of the vahant crew, for be-

tween them and the safe harbor

breakers roared over a chain of fatal

reefs that could but spell destruc-

tion for them and theii- craft. Mus-
tering all the sbength of the able

few, two great anchors were heaved

overboard but all to no avail. No
cable could hold the vessel in that

turbulent sea.

The end of the good ship, how-

ever, was not to be just yet. By some

merciful power, a huge swell lifted

her high at the crucial moment and

she rode gallantly over the reef and

into a calm and sheltered harbor.

Immediate danger now over, all ef-

fort was made to get the sick and

dying ashore and to procure fresh

food and water. The tragic end of

the Commander, in whose honor

the island was named, came shortly

after he was carried ashore, and the

vessel itself was later hurled high

and dry on the beach by a great sea.

It was a strange island paradise

tliat these mariners had chanced to

find, unspoiled by white man or

native. The wild creatiu-es that hved
in harmony on its shores did not

know the meaning of fear and met
the visitors with bewildering ex-

pectation; but not for long were

they left in doubt of man's uncon-

quered desire to kill.

Strangely enough the first of the

islanders to meet the sailors was a

band of little blue foxes—close rela-

tives of the Arctic White Fox, which

had, no doubt, arrived there in

much the same manner as the ship-

wrecked crew of the "St. Peter," but

on drift ice. There was found no

other form of true land animal on

the island. These foxes, having no

enemies, had increased to a number

beyond the capacity of the island

to support, and they now welcomed
the newcomers as a possible source

of sustenance. Unhesitatingly, they

followed the sailors around, crowd-

ing into their tents and dugouts,

and mischievously steahng all edi-

ble things they could carry away.

They impudently watched every-

thing that went on, and when a

cache of food was raised in the air

out of their reach, they cunningly

undermined the posts so that it

would fall down; then with incred-

ible skill and speed they fled with

the spoils. If they failed to bring a

cache to earth in this manner, they

would shinny up the poles and

make short work of the store. Every

morning the blue foxes could be

seen patrolling the shores among
the sea hons and fur seals lying on

the beach, sniffing those that were

>• The northern sea cow, drawn in company with a fur seal and a

sea lion: one of the only three representations of the great animal

drawn under the direction of someone who saw it. This is from Waxel's

chart of the voyage of Vitus Bering's ship, "St. Peter"

age of
erlficf

"El^rffl-Jbradt&y- Jtl.
J'

THIS IS WHERE
Bermg's men saw

,

the ^irst" American
depicted opposite

Bird Island,
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asleep to see whether or not there

were any dead among them. They

knew that it was not unusual for

some of tlie baby sea lions to be

crushed bv their parents during tlie

night.

It was not long, howe\er, before

their appetites wore out their wel-

come with the sailors and no

amount of chastisement or torture

could discourage or drive them

away. A constant war ensued, but

at fast as one batch of foxes was

mercilessly killed another moved in

to take its place. So bold did they

become that they even attempted

to tear a man's shoes from his feet.

Small wonder that the foxes

haunted tlie white man's camp and

coveted his store of food, for they

had been dependent on the morsels

of food cast up by the sea and the

few sea birds they could stalk.

Unfortunately the foxes served

no practical purpose except as a

garbage disposal corps. As food,

their flesh was unpalatable. But the

sea otter, present in large numbers,

proved excellent eating. These ot-

ters hved singly and in pairs and

herds, but just how many were

seen together the manuscript does

not state. Between November 6,

1741, and August, 1742, over 700

sea otters were killed and eaten on

the island. These playful creatures

hauled out on the rocks or open

beaches to rest and sleep, or romped

on the shore Hke children. Occa-

sionally they extended their excur-

sions half a mile or more from the

water's edge. At first these animals,

when asleep, fell easy prey to the

sailors, who quietly stole in between

them and the sea and then clubbed

them as they tried to escape. The
sea otters soon learned to distrust

the invaders and kept constant

watch, rarely settling down to rest

without first surveying the beach

in all directions for possible danger.

Some that had apparently dozed off

were seen to jump up with a sud-

den start and look anxiously around

^ The "First American" in his skin boat, as seen by the men of

Bering's expedition in the vicinity of Bird Island, in the Shumagins.

The craft is basically similar to an Eskimo kayak, which was used also

by the Aleuts and the Kodiak Islanders

\ikoj Opisanie Zemli Kamtchatki

5s;i^^^^^^s3SSS.:^gs^Sss«!^?s^^

as if they had just remembered the

presence of danger. Where a herd

came ashore to rest, it became their

custom to post a sentinel to keep

watch. They seemed almost human
in their habits and were pleasing to

watch. Usually a family would con-

gregate together, the male, female,

half-grown young, and the nursing

babies. The mother's love for her

young was so strong that she un-

hesitatingly exposed herself to cer-

tain death rather than desert her

offspring. In flight, the parents car-

ried their young in their mouths,

herding the older ones before them.

If they had the luck to escape into

the sea, they lost no time in mock-

ing their pursuers in a very amus-

ing manner, bouncing up and downa

in the water and throwing the

babies in the air and catching them

in their arms. They had a most fas-

cinating manner of shading their

eyes with a front paw as if to scru-

tinize more closely the men on

shore. When a young sea otter was

taken from its mother, she cried bit-

terly hke a child, and if it was not

returned she grieved so much that

within a few days she became sick

and feeble.

For more than six months the sea

otter served almost exclusively as

food for the shipwrecked crew. (It

is interesting to note here that the

sea otter has now completely

changed its mode of hfe. No longer

does it trust its fabulously priced

pelt on land but spends its entire

life offshore and even sleeps float-

ing on its back in a bed of floating

kelp, with arms folded over its

heart.) Fur seals and sea Hons and

true seals were there in abundance,

but they had learned all too quickly

the danger of man and kept at a

safe distance from him. Only an oc-

casional individual was captured,

and they could not be considered a

staple article of food. Some new
and easy source of food for the crew

had to be secured or the work of

building a boat for their escape

from the island would be greatly

curtailed.

Efforts were now made to capture

a strangely fashioned creature that

was browsing on the abundant sea-

weed growing along the shores of
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the island, especially where the

streams emptied into the ocean.

The manuscript does not tell us

what they thought of this strange

form of animal Hfe when it was first

seen. Their amazement must have

been truly great, however, when the

first specimen was examined and

found to be neither seal, porpoise,

nor whale. Luckily, Commander
Bering was accompanied on this

fatal voyage by a German scientist,

George Wilhelm Steller, the first

and only trained natiuralist that ever

had an opportunity to study this

amazing creature aHve and in its

natural surroundings. Steller care-

fully recorded his observations on

its habits and gave a detailed de-

scription of its external and internal

structure. Even at that, some of us

now might well doubt that this was
not the product of a fevered imagi-

nation were it not for the fact that

Dr. Leonhard Stejneger collected

skeletons of the animal on Bering

Island in 1883 for the Smithsonian

Institution. A skull from Stejneger's

collection came to the American

Museum of Natural History, where

it can be seen today, exhibited on

the third floor along with a small

restoration of the animal in hfe.

We know now that this animal

belonged to the order Sirenia, and

to the family of sea cows. It was a

not too distant relative of the warm
water Florida manatee and the

African dugong and has been given

the name of Northern or Steller sea

cow. Its mysterious origin is a ques-

tion that no one so far has been able

to solve. Was it a lone survivor from

an age when the Arctic basked in

tropical sunshine and palm trees

flovuished in northern latitudes? Or

did it belong to some great land

mass that has long since disap-

peared below the surface of the sea?

This much we do know, that never

in the time of modem man has it

existed anywhere except at this one

tiny isolated spot, Bering Island,

and then only in the shallow shore

water and bays. It neither crawled

ashore like the seals nor extended

its acyvities to the deep sea. That

it did not extend its range to other

parts of the North Pacific is easily

explained. Those ferocious tigers of
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the sea, the killer whales, would

have made short work of such a de-

fenseless creature were it to venture

too far from the protective shallow

shore waters.

Unfortunately, the Northern sea

cow was completely exterminated

within 27 years after it was first dis-

covered. The only clear, firsthand

information that we have about this

animal is found in Steller's account.

A drawdng of the sea cow made un-

der his direction was lost, but

Waxel, a member of the navigation

crew, shows a crude representation

of the creature on his chart of the

voyage.

From the skeletons now in the

Smithsonian Institution we can fig-

ure that a full-grown animal had a

length of 25 or 30 feet. This deduc-

tion corresponds closely with Stel-

ler's account, which gives the meas-

urements of the largest specimen

as four or five fathoms (24 to 30

feet) and their estimated weight as

200 Russian poods, or nearly four

tons. Steller's description and meas-

urements, while acurate in detail,

leave a rather vague idea as to the

general appearance of the animal.

Apparently he never actually saw a

Florida manatee or an African dug-

ong and had no mental conception

of these animals to use for compari-

son. He said it was like no other

animal but had its own pecuHar ap-

pearance. He described it as having

forward parts hke a seal and a rear

half much like a fish. The skull, he

said, resembled that of a horse;

but the head in the flesh was more

like a buffalo's, especially the hps.

In place of teeth, which were lack-

ing altogether, there were two

strong homy plates, one of which

was set in the palate and the other

in the lower jaw in opposition to it.

These obhquely furrowed plates

served to grind up the seaweed on

which the animal fed. The hps were

armed with many stiong brisdes

about the thickness of chicken

quills. For an animal of this size the

eyes were small—according to Stel-

ler, no bigger than sheep's eyes.

There was nothing more than a

small hole for an ear, which could

scarcely be detected in the grooves

and wrinkles of the hide—no tiace

of an external ear. The head was at-

tached to the body by a short, thick

neck. There were no hind legs, and

the extiaordinary front paws con-

sisted of only two joints, with no

fingers or nails. The extremity of

each had the appearance of being

amputated and was covered with

coarse calloused skin and shaped

much like a horse's hoof, doubled

under in a hook. These clubfeet

were of no assistance to the animals

when swimming. They served to

pull the huge body along in shallow

water when the creature was graz-

ing and were also used to knock

seaweed from the rocks. The back

of the animal, Steller says, was

formed hke that of an ox, vdth me-

dian crest or backbone, on either

side of which was a flat or hollow

space along the back; the flanks

were rounded. The belly, he says,

was rounded hke a frog's and at all

times stuffed full of seaweed. The

tail became gradually thinner to-

ward the flukes, which consisted

wholly of fat and gristle, and were

horizontal and forked Uke those of

a whale or porpoise. The hide itself

was pecuHar. According to Steller,

it was blackish-brown and had an

outer covering about an inch thick

resembhng the bark of a tree, full

of grooves, vmnkles, and holes, es-

pecially about the head. This warty

surface apparentiy took the place of

hair in other animals and consisted

of perpendicular fibers clustered in

the form of bulbs that fitted to-

gether into delicate cavities in the

skin underneath, giving an appear-

ance much Hke the svu^ace of a

thimble. The outer sldn was easily

broken loose and served to cushion

the animal when it came in contact

with the rocks.

Steller's notes on the habits of this

sea cow perhaps give us a better

conception of the beast than his

description of its appearance and

are given here as translated by F.

A. Colder:

"These animals, like cattle, live in herds

at sea, males and females going together

and driving the young before them about

the shore. They are occupied with noth-

ing else but their food. The back and half

the body are always seen out of the

water. They eat in the same manner as

the land animals, with a slow forward
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With the exception of a very crude sketch in Pallas'

Zoograplna Rosso-Asiatica, this is the only other repre-

sentation of the Northern sea cow made under the direc-

tion of someone who had seen the animal. It was

probably drawn by Plenisner and was included in the

Waxel Tsarkoye Selo manuscript, subsequently published

by Biichner. Bones of the animal and eyewitness accounts

of it complete our knowledge of the extinct monster

movement. They tear the seaweed from

the rocks with their feet and chew it

without cessation. However, the struc-

ture of tlie stomach taught me that they

do not ruminate, as I had at first supposed.

During tlie eating they move the head

and neck like an ox, and after the lapse

of a few minutes they lift the head out

of the water and draw fresh air with a

rasping and snorting sound after the man-

ner of horses. When the tide falls they

go away from the land to sea but with

the rising tide go back again to the shore,

often so near that we could strike and

reach them with poles from shore. They

are not afraid of man in the least, nor do

they seem to hear very poorly. Signs of

a wonderful inteUigence I could not ob-

serve, but indeed an uncommon love for

one another, which even extended so far

that, when one of them was hooked, all

the others were intent upon saving him.

Some tried to prevent the wounded com-

rade from being drawn on the beach by

forming a closed circle around him; some

attempted to upset the yawl; others laid

themselves over the rope or tried to pull

the harpoon out of his body, in which in-

deed they succeeded several times. We
also noticed, not without astonishment,

that a male came two days in succession

to its female which was lying dead on the

beach, as if he would inform himself

about her condition. Nevertheless, no

matter how many of them were wounded

or killed, they always remained in one

place.

"Their mating takes place in Jime,

after protracted preludes. The female

flees slowly before the male with contin-

ual turns about, but the male pursues her

without cessation. When these animals

want to take a rest on the water they

turn on their backs in a quiet place in a

bay and allow themselves to drift on the

water like logs.

"These animals are found at all seasons

of tlie year everywhere around the island

in the greatest numbers, so tliat the whole

population of the eastern coast of Kam-
chatka would always be able to keep it-

self more than abundantly supplied from

them with fat and meat."

Steller's manuscript does not give

any closer estimate of the nmnber

of sea cows at Bering Island or the

size of the herds than that they

were there in great nmnbers. Stej-

neger, v^'ho in later years visited the

island and was familiar with the

natural conditions there, figured

that 1500 individuals would per-

haps be too high an estimate. He
said that it must be remembered

that the Northern sea cow was a

very large, bulky animal, 20 to 30

feet in length, and that it lived

chiefly near the mouths of the rivu-

lets, feeding on the seaweeds, espe-

cially Lampellaris. There are no

more tlian 15 such places on the

island; and if each of these were

regularly visited by an average of

100 individuals, one would easily

be impressed by their abundance,

especially if they were divided into

herds of from 10 to 20 individuals.

This story of the animals seen on

Bering's last voyage would hardly

be complete without some reference

to the strangest and most fantastic

of them all.

The precise manner in which

Steller portrayed his observations

inspires confidence in his work, but

there is one section in the manu-

THE END OF THE GREAT NORTHERN SEA COW

script that, to say the least, is defi-

nitely puzzling. During the early

part of this voyage Steller records

seeing what he calls an unusual

and unknown animal. For the lack

of a better comparison he likens it

to Gesner's Simia marina danica or

sea monkey. He describes it as

about 2 Russian eUs (56 inches)

in length, with a head Kke a dog,

pointed erect ears, large eyes, and

a long, hairy body, reddish in color.

The tail, he said, was divided into

two fins, like a shark's, the upper

half being twice the size of the

lower. It had long whiskers like a

Chinaman and no fore limbs.

This so-called sea monkey fol-

lowed the vessel for two hours,

playfully bouncing in the water

( sometimes in an erect position like

a man) and diving swiftly under

the bow of the ship. At times it fol-

lowed so closely that it could be

reached with a pole. Eventually

it went ofiE to sea but reappeared

again on several occasions. The

general assumption would be tliat

this was a sea otter or a sea lion,

but it must be remembered that

Steller was too famiUar with these

animals to fail to recognize them.

Furthermore, he had plenty of

oppoiixinities to examine the curi-

ous creature at close range. Need-

less to say, there is no animal either

Uving or extinct known to science

that comes anywhere near Steller's

description.
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^ The grass looks soft and downy here,

but each tip is sharper than a needle

Bij Charles P. Mountford

All photographs by the author

Drawings by Museum Illustrators' Corps

Tiny animal communities live their varied

lives in the Australian desert, unnoticed

save by those who trouble to read their
_^

diary in the sand

I
HAVE traveled almost 2000 miles

on camel-back through the des-

erts of Central Australia, and most

of the country I traversed was dot-

ted with clumps of the unusual

grass known as spinifex. From the

back of a camel I had a new view

of the ground, a bird's-eye view.

But were it not for the interesting

things I saw in the spinifex and on

the sand, the journeys would have

been most monotonous.

Spinifex, or to give it the scien-

tific name, Triodia, covers the sandy

desert and rough hillsides alike. It

grows in circular clumps that

propagate outward, just Hke the

Fairy-ring Mushroom, familiar to

many. One of the outer branches

will bend downward, take root, and

start a fresh plant. This process

goes on until you sometimes see a

complete ring of grass with an area

of clear ground in the centre. I was

always on the lookout for the com-

plete spinifex ring, but in all my
journeyings I saw only two. It was

< The back of a camel offered a fine

view of the myriad grass clumps that

sheltered Australia's desert dwellers

^ A spinifex ring beginning to form. The plant grows
outward by bending down and taking root. The center dies



like searching for a four-leafed

clover.

Every leaf of a spinifex bush is

armed with a point sharper tlian

the finest needle—so sharp, indeed,

that it could penetrate even my
heavy clothing. The natives would

not walk on a bush consciously,

and that is a tribute to its prickli-

ness, for the sole of an aboriginal's

foot is as tough as the tread of a

motor tire. Nor would the camel

string travel in a sti^aight Hne across

it, but would leisurely wind its way

in and out among the bushes.

E\'eryone and everything, e.xcept

the tiny creatures who made it

their home, had as little as possible

to do with this unfriendly desert

dweller.

And as the spinifex passed under

my feet, day after day, week after

week, I learned to recognize the

tracks made by these small crea-

tures. I saw also that in each bush,

separated from the ne.xt by a space

of clear sand, hved famihes of mice,

lizards, small marsupials, and

insects. They were self-contained

communities, each intent on its own
affairs and seldom, if ever, trou-

bhng about anyone else.

One day, as I idly watched from

the back of my camel, I was struck

by the resemblance between these

little homes and those of a subur-

ban area. Each had its ov^oi in-

mates; each was separate from the

next. So I called them "Spinifex

ToviTis."

> Each spinifex town is self-contained and

is concerned chiefly with its own affairs

^ An almost complete spinifex ring

In the cold mornings I would

sometimes walk to gain a closer

knowledge of the goings-on of

these little people of Spinifex

Town. It was a pleasant pastime.

Here I was moving in a world

apart, a world of tiny creatures.

The tracks they left in the fine sand,

as yet undisturbed by the day's

breezes, told me so much of their

movements that, although I did not

know the inhabitants of the desert

community, I knew much about

their doings, their habits, and their

personalities.

First there were the mice, our
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^ One rarely sees a complete ring like this one
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REPTILES

"^ A REPTILIAN ROMANCE, or

"a-walking we will go"; the tracks

of two goannas (Varamis gouldii)

^ A "sleepy lizard" {Trachy-

saurus rugosus) passed this way

m,^di^

BIRDS

Father emu, second largest living bird, and
his chicks, went out for a morning walk here.

Male emu incubates the eggs and tends chicks

4$^^'

i-!^v

A Crow tracks among the tran-

sient ripple marks



* Where a pipit {Antbus aits-

traits) landed and walked away
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A Tool PRIMS of a mudlark (Grallina cyanoleuca)

f There was one little bird that

never revealed his identity, but he

was very much of a busybody

A The trail of the Australian

Bustard (Eupodotis australis) ^'S'^
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little domestic mice, who seldom

went straight from one home to

another. They would creep along

the outside of a bunch of spinifex

and then, with a quick rush, would
break across the open space to seek

shelter in a neighbor's house. The
tiny marsupial mouse was almost

as wary, but he often ventured far-

ther afield. Occasionally I saw
where one had made an explora-

tory journey into the larger spaces

for some titbit, or to meet a friend.

As the day became wanner, the

li?ards started to wander about.

They were the sleep-a-beds and
never rose before the dew was off

the grass. The little ones were as

shy as the mice but much faster in

their movements. They made swift

journeys from one place to another,

pausing now and again in the

shadow of stick or a clump of grass

to watch for intniders. They were

so small and so light that their

tracks were barely visible.

The sleepy lizards and goannas,

on the other hand, moved deliber-

ately from place to place, unhur-

ried and unafraid, for who, except

the eagle and man, could attack

these giants of Spinifex Town?
The personality of the birds, too,

showed in their footmarks. The
bombastic gait of the crow, that

black robber of the "outback," was
reflected in his swaggering tracks.

The wild turkey (alas almost ex-

tinct now, where white man and

foxes roam), pursued his way in a

straight hne, like the gentleman he

is, unmolested and unafraid.

There was one Uttle bird—I never

found out who he was—who was
such a busybody! I could trace

where he rushed here, stopped,

changed his mind, then tore ofi

somewhere else. He hardly ever

reached his destination before

something diverted his attention,

sending him off again in another

direction. He must have been a

very busy bird, and a tired one

before the end of the day.

The rabbit was everywhere. The
characteristic groups of httle circu-

lar marks (three and one) showed
his wanderings. How this little ani-

mal, who belongs to the greener

places of the world, gathers food
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MAMMALS
^ Three-and-one: the tracks of a

European rabbit moving along slowh
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< A LARGE BEETLE, or

perhaps a scorpion,

changes his home

y

'*

jL^a/

> Meanderings of the

ant lions, which will

someday be lacewing

flies. They construct

funnel-shaped holes in

the dust, bury them-

selves in the bottom,

and live on ants that

fall into the trap

^ A DOMESTIC CAT that had gone wild

^ The DOMESTIC mice would skirt one

spinifex town and then make a dash to

the shelter of a neighbor's house

'^
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and water in this inhospitable coun-

try, where surface waters are non-

existent and rainstorms rare, was

always a puzzle to me.

Then there were the insects,

spiders, and all sorts of creeping

things, who left evidence of their

movements on the sandy page. I

imagine they were a stupid crowd

and that they must have often

fallen prey to some watchful bird.

Tracks here, tracks there, tracks

on all sides of me, made by httle

creatures that knew not man, for

seldom does that supreme egoist

of creation come their way. Yet

each, living in his own sphere, was

as much the work of the Creator

as the visitor who watches their

tracks and learns their ways from

the back of a camel.

Now I have returned to the city,

to the roar of traffic and other man-

made noises. The quiet of the

desert is but a memory. But when

I see men scurrying about, seldom,

if ever, troubling about anything

but their own immediate business,

my mind goes back to the peaceful

sandhills, their httle inhabitants,

and the tracks so lightly made, so

easily erased.

MARSUPIALS
-ir- - ,

•<Tail and feet: the

autograph of one of

the smaller kangaroo-

like marsupials, slowly

pushing itself along

with its "fifth leg"

ri...^

^ The euro, or Hill

Kangaroo (Macropus

robustus) left this

trail. Large hind feet,

small front ones, and

tail are discernible

^
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Irapdoor spiders By Orthello L. Wallis
Corporal, United Slates Marine Corps Reserve

Photos by Lee Passmore

door. Knowing that the soil sliould not be

too moist even in the rainy season, I did

n«t bother with the walk supporting tl>e

rice paddies, for they were always very

* wet.
" On tlie third day, when I was about

; ready to give up the search, I happened
t to recall that the other nests had been

situated in a shady spot.

Following that cue, I soon found trap-

door spider nests right in my front )'ard,

only fifteen feet from my foxhole shelter.

They were shaded by cycads, those prim-

itive, tropical plants intermediate in ap-

pearance between tree ferns and paltns.

The first nest I found here was evi-

dendy that of a mature female, because

it was siuToimded by a half dozen tiny

one.s presumably built by her offspring,

I carefully removed the nests from the

earth so that I could study them better.

The tube of the large one had a diameter

smaller than a dime, and its length was
only two and a half inches. As for the

spiderling nests, the trap door was only

about twice the size of a pinheadl The
tube was not more than seven-sixteenths

of an inch long.

These "baby" nests, although mania-

ture, were no less perfectly constraeted.

Ever}' detail—the lid, the hinge, and the

tube,—was as skillfully built.

The Okinawan spiders built their nests

nearly straight into the side of the baak

instead of digging them vertically into

tlie earth as do the California spiders.

These Oriental nests were sing3e-door

homes concealed by a tight-fitting, cork-

type lid. The tubes did not branch- The
inhabitants feed on small insects aud

catch their prey by springing fortii from

the trap door upon the unsuspecting crea-

tures, and dragging dnem back into their

nests to devour them.

Against "unwanted guests" the spider

protects itself by securely holding down
the trap door widi its cLaws. When i tried

to lift the lids of several nests, the occu-

pants held on determinedly for a lew

moments. They soon gave up, however,

and darted dovvm into the darkness of

their homes,

AD of the nests were located fa»' within

the cracks of tlie wali where they could

sur\'ive even during the rainy months,

which begin in April or May. During this

season, while the diit is soft, the adult

spider enlarges and repairs the tube in

preparation for the next litter of spider-

lings. A couple of tlie nests I dug up
still had the ring of silk in die tube which

had been used to seal the lid during the

period of hibernation and baby-raising.

I mailed three mature and five 'Tjaby"

nests, together with two live Immature

spiders, to my home in Julian, California.

Considering the 7000-mile journey, the

nests came through with relatively little

damage, but the spiders perished.

A The young spiderliogs constructed miniature

trap doors only about twice the diameter of a pin-

head, yet no less perfectly built than their parents'.

Every detail—lid, hinge, and tube—shows skillful

workmanship

. The nest of the mature Okinawan spider had a trap door and

tube smaller than a dime in diameter. The photograph shows the

entrance enlarged about four times
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TRAPDOOR
SPIDER ?

Bif Walker Van Riper i^^.

Curator of Spiders,
Colorado Museum of Natural History

All photographs bij the autJu

^ A BEETLE has' been placed near the door built by the

trapdoor spider. When the spider opens the door, con-

tact will be made with the wires visible at upper right

and the super-speed flash will be set off, taking the pic-

ture. The actual width of the door is 11/4 inches

ONE of the accounts of the

common trapdoor spider of

southern California (Bothriocyrtum

californiciim ) states that it can hold

its door closed against a pull as great

as ten pounds. This estimate has al-

ways seemed excessive to me, and

as one of the spiders I had under

observation was a vigorous "holder-

downer," I decided to try measur-

ing and recording the force.

The high speed photographic

flash developed by Professor H. E.

Edgerton of Massachusetts Institute

of Technology is a remarkable in-

strument for taking extremely rapid

pictures of small creatures at close

range. It was with this sort of ap-

paratus that I was able to take the

photographs reproduced here. They
show not only the measurement of

the spider's strength but also its ac-

tions in emerging from its trap door,

seizing a beetle, and disappearing

with it underground. Exposiu-es as

short as 1/30,000 second are pos-

sible with the high speed flash. The
light has high actinic value, so that,

when used close to the subject, the

lens may be stopped down to f:22

or f :32, thus giving the greatest pos-

sible depth of focus. The high speed

flash I used was a homemade pre-

war affair that involved an outlay

of a little over $50.00.

Two wires that can be seen in

the first picture were arranged to

make a contact and set off the light

the instant the spider opened the

trap door the right amount. Since

^ The spider within its lair is just opening the trap door



AHere the super-speed camera catches the

spider in the act of seizing the beetle

the spider is mainly nocturnal in

habit, the problem was simple. The

shutter of the camera could remain

open any reasonable length of time

without spoiling the film, and the

flash could be regulated to occur

at any desired instant. The spider,

a female, really took her own por-

trait.

The next to the last photograph

shows her pulling the door shut

against the resistance offered by a

sliver of wood. It can be seen that

she grasps the door around its cir-

cumference with the tarsal claws,

evidently wedging her body and

cephalothorax across the passage-

way to furnish anchorage. To mea-

sure her strength, I drilled two

holes' in the door -and threaded-

through them a loop of string. The
fine wires making the switch were

fixed so that the camera and flash

would be set off when the door was

Ufted about an eighth of an inch,

this being just before the moment
at which ex-perience indicated the

spider would let go. Then the door

was lifted with the spring scales

and the pull recorded.

A force of fourteen ounces was

indicated,—nothing like the reputed

ten pounds, but a good strong pull,

just the same. As the spider weighs

about one-tenth of an ounce, the

force is 140 times the spider's ov^nn

weight. For a 150-pound man, the

equivalent would be 21,000 pounds,

or over 10 tons!

A If the trap door is lifted with a sliver of wood,

the spider comes up to pull it down

^ The pull exerted by the spider measures 14 ounces,

the equivalent of a 150-pound man pulling 10 tons
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John Muir and other conservation-minded individuals worked hard to pre-

serve at least part of the wilderness for the people. It is up to the public to

see to it that the national parks are not destroyed by commercial interests

'helonss to the People
By Catherine and Dick Freeman

cI
LIMB the mountains and get

their good tidings. Nature's

peace will flow into you as

sunshine flows into trees. The winds

will blow their own freshness unto

you, and the storms their energj', and

care will drop from you like autumn

leaves." These words of John Muir,

the great conservationist, are as true

today as yesterday. Tired and war-

weary people may now, in the words

of Muir, find that "going to the

mountains is going home: that wilder-

ness is a necessity."

In 1868 John Muir came to Cali-

fornia by way of Panama, and almost

immediately set out on foot to the

great Yosemite Valley of which he

had heard. Here he made his home

for the next five years, gaining

strength, energy, and unending joy

from his close association with na-

ture. To his careful and painstaking

studies we owe our knowledge of the

part that glaciers played in carving

out the great U-shaped valleys, such

as Yosemite. The mountains were to

Muir a great book, whose pages he

was driven on to read by a consuming

desire. He was equally at home on

the great glaciers, in their deep cre-

vasses, and on the soft cover under

the giant Sequoias.

Up to the time of John Muir very

little had been thought of the neces-

sity of preserving the wilderness

areas. There had been so much wil-

derness that fear of losing it had been

far from most people's minds. As a

result, logging operations and ex-

tensive herding of cattle, and espe-

cially sheep, were beginning to take

> Looking southwest from the summit

of Mt. Conness toward Ragged Peak

(center), with Young Lake at its foot

< Mount Watkins. casts its reflection in the

cool waters of Mirror Lake, in Yosemite Valley

their toll, and to people like John

Muir the possibilities of these unre-

strained activities were most alarm-

ing. His whole soul burned with an

unquenchable fire to fight for and

save his beloved mountains.

In 1889 he met Robert Underwood

Johnson, associate editor of Century/

Magazine, and talked with him of the

tragedy of destruction in the vast

Sierra and the desperate need for sav-

ing it. Johnson was much moved and

proposed that he and Muir work to-

gether ior federal control of the

Yosemite area. In August and Sep-

tember of 1890 two articles by John

Muir appeared in the Century, and

in spite of much opposition and cal-

umny, the National Park plan was

successful. Not only was Yosemite



<A TWISTED AND GNARLED OLD JUNIPER,

on the north slope of Ragged Peak, that

finally gave up in its battle against nature

and the elements

^ (Left, below) Yosemite Falls. The

upper falls make a drop of 1430 feet. When
the falls are low the wind sometimes flings

light columns of water into fantastic shapes

and occasionally blows the entire fall back

over the cliff

^ One of Muir's favorite trails led

past Nevada Fall in Yosemite Valley.

When the Merced River runs high, a fall

of water unequalled in grandeur can be

witnessed. Muir called it "the whitest of

all the falls in the valley, and altogether

one of the most wonderful in the world"



rs'ational Park establislied, but Gen-

eral Grant and Sequoia as well.

But Muir knew that the establish-

ment of the parks was but the first

step in preservation. As he himself

said, "No sooner were the boundaries

of Yosemite National Park estab-

lished, than interested parties began

to try to break through them." A
cavalry patrol was sent in by the Fed-

eral Government to protect tlie area,

and constant vigilance was required

to prevent poachers from bringing in

their herds to the old feeding grounds.

Thus John Muir did much to curb

commercial exploitation of lands that

the people of the United States want

to preserve because of their recrea-

tional and educational value. But he

knew also that the public, if it wished

to retain what had been gained thus

far, must never lose interest in these

wilderness areas.

Less than a month after Theodore

Roosevelt became President of the

United States he sent for the facts

concerning forest preservation from

John Muir; and in 1903 he came to

Yosemite to visit Muir and to camp
with him beneath the stars and forest

giants of Wawona. On the second

morning, back of Glacier Point, they

awoke to find a fall of snow four

inches deep. On the last night, in-

stead of attending a large banquet

prepared in Yosemite Valley for him,

Roosevelt went out again with Muir
to sleep in the shadow of mighty El

Capitan.

That Muir succeeded in convinc-

ing the President of the great need

for forest preservation was shown by

the fact that following his visit five

new National Parks were established, as

well as ten National Monuments.

Some time prior to this, Muir had

gained a small group of earnest as-

sistants in his work for conservation.

A few ardent lovers of the wilder-

ness had gotten together in San Fran-

cisco, and on June 4, 1892, had in-

corporated as the Sierra Club of Cal-

ifornia, with John Muir as president.

Up to this time, Muir had fought

with his back against the granite

walls of the Sierra. Now he was to

have dependable aid. Written into

the bylaws of the club were the prin-

ciples for which he stood. The pur-

poses to which the club dedicated it-

self were: "to explore, enjoy, and

"render- accesstbie the mountain re-

gions of the Pacific Coast; to pub-

lish authentic information concerning

them,—enlisting the support and co-

operation of the people and the gov-

ernment in preserving the forests and

other natural features of the Sierra

Nevada Mountains."

In the very first year of its life,

the club began to prove Muir's con-

fidence in it by taking action against

the Caminetti Bill, which proposed

reducing the boundaries of Yosemite

National Park. The club also pro-

tested the illegal cutting of timber

in the National Parks and fought long

and constantly to have Yosemite Val-

ley ceded back to the National Gov-
ernment and included within the

park boundaries. The final acceptance

of this bill was assured by Theodore

Roosevelt's signature upon it June
II, 1906. At another time, the fa-

mous Devil's Post Pile was saved by

the efforts of the club from being

dynamited into blocks to be used as

a dam across the San Joaquin River.

With the advice and help of the

club many trails in the high moun-
tains have been built, especially not-

able being the John Muir Trail,

which traverses the length of the

Sierra from Tuolumne Meadows to

Mount Whitney.

Every summer in peace times many
ardent devotees turn to the high

mountains to spend several weeks in

the heart of the mighty Sierra, hik-

ing, fishing, studying the wildlife,

painting and sketching, or just en-

joying a trip on foot through the

vast primeval forests of the great

Sierra hinterlands. Following the

John Muir Trail and its many
branches, these people gain new
strength and vision for their work.

To the man who said, "I care to live

only to entice people to look at na-

ture's loveliness," this pilgrimage of

recent years could give only the great-

est delight.

Lasting protection

When John Muir was preaching

that the wilderness belongs to the

people, he did not mean merely the

few hundred yards that are visible

on each side of the roadway. Yet to-

day this is the only place where large

timber is found in some areas that
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A Members of the Sierra Club

listening to a lecture by John
Muir, kneeling at left. (From a

picture taken in the early 1900's

by Clarence King)

have been stripped of their forests.

Those who might think that National

Parks just grow and need no watch-

ing should reahze that Yosemite Na-

tional Park has been cut by nearly

a third, and that many billion feet

of lumber have been cut from lands

that were all or nearly ail within the
_

original limits of the park. In 1930,

largely through the generosity of

John D. Rockefeller, Jr., who put

up about a million and a half dollars

to be matched by funds from the Na-

tional Government, a tract of about

1 2,OCX) acres was added along the

Royal Arches, North Dome,

Washington Column. The second of

the two cabins occupied by Muir

while in Yosemite was located near

the base of these granite arches

•<The cow parsnip is one of the

Yosemite Valley's best loved flowers.

Half Dome, called "old Tissiack" by

John Muir, forms the backdrop

> A SPRAY of azalea

blossoms in the Yo-

semite Valley area

western boundary of Yosemite Na-

tional Park. In 1940 another pur-

chase of 8,000 acres completed the

inclusion in the park of probably the

finest stand of sugar pine forest re-

maining in the State of California.

This eliminates a large number of

privately owned holdings within the

park, which have been the principal

cause of lumbering within park areas.

These two purchases were achieved

only after long and bitter fights by

such men as Stephen T. Mather, Sec-

retary Harold L. Ickes, and others

who were aware of what is going on



in the wilderness areas. It remains

the responsibility of the public at

large to know the facts. Those who
are interested in its commercial in-

terests do.

Today we may all go by good roads

to these wonderful areas called Na-

tional Parks. Especially in these post-

war times will these "fountains of

lite" give new strength, hope, and

health to those who seek their fresh-

ness and beauty.

In the early days of Yosemite, be-

fore National Park times, wild an-

imals kept far away from the haunts

of man. Guns were commonly car-

ried, and a wild animal was shot on

sight. All kinds of animal traps weie

A Sierra Club hikers, resting

above timber line after a 2000-foot

climb out of the canyon below, on

their way to the top of Mount
Conness

KSTsrs^s'?"'' '^"'7 "•

" •;' "^ " — -'—

> El Capitan% Yosemite's mighty mon-
olith, is a 3000-foot wall of shining

granite. It was near here that Theodore

Roosevelt camped out with John Muir



A John Muir was described by Alex McAdie as "a great advocate for

the preservation of the wild and beautiful," who "gave the best that

was in him to the service of men" (Copied from a photo by Clarence

King)

common and were found on the floor

of the valley as late as 1906. In fact,

it is said that it took several j-ears

after this for the animals to realize

that they were safe in the valley.

Then they began reappearing, to be-

come a constant source of amusement

for the visitors who, indeed, have

done far too much to spoil and make

beggars of them.

In the Yosemite and other Na-

tional Parks in peace times all can

wander the forest trails with well-

informed rangers, who help everyone

to know better the animals, plants,

and geology of the region. These men
are all experts in their own line, and

do much to make a trip to our Na-

tional Parks enjoyable. At the mu-

seums established by the Park Ser-

vice at all points of interest in the

reserves, can be seen specimens of

plants, animals, and rocks, together

with historical sketches and photo-

graphs.

In some of the parks, notably Yel-

low'stone, are special inducements to

encourage visitors to travel the forest

trails. Pamphlets are published and

given to the public telling of places

of particular interest and explaining

how to get to them. Wayside infor-

mation boards describe the local at-

tractions, as, for example, a colony

of beavers that the visitor can watch

at their work in a stream. It is to be

hoped that such features can be of-

fered more extensively in Yosemite

and other parks.

In these ways the purposes of the

National Park system are well car-

ried out. Stephen T. Mather, who
gave much of himself to further

park objectives, states these purposes

clearly: "It is the destiny of the na-

tional parks, if wisely controlled, to

become the public laboratories of na-

ture study for the nation. We may
expect that year by year these parks

will become a more precious posses-

sion of the people, holding them to

further discovery of America and

making them still prouder of its re-

sources, esthetic as well as material."

In the effort to become acquainted

with nature, it is of course always

possible that people will "civilize" the

wilderness. With man, naturally,

come hotels, lodgings, stores, camps,

places of entertainment, and other

< Middle Young Lake with its

boulder-strewn shores, against a

background of the Sierra Nevada



like arrangements tor comfort and

pleasure. The fundamental rule for

the protection of nature is, of course,

to let nature alone. It is necessary, if

man is to enjoy the great out-of-doors,

to modify this concept, in as far as

is reasonable, but the danger always

remains. Man's encroachments on na-

ture must be held within reason, or

he will defeat his own desires. For

these splendid purposes, National

Parks were established, and their ex-

istence can be justified only on such

a basis. If we fail to make the most

of this grand heritage that nature has

left us, nature will take away by her

own careful processes what it has

taken so much effort and so many

years to gain.

This difficulty would in part be

solved if visitors to the parks would

spread out and not over-visit one par-

ticular spot, such as Yosemite Valley.

There are vast hinterlands in the up-

per mountains, such as 'iuolumne

Meadows and above. The hardier

souls could find much joy in putting

a pack on their backs and tracking

into the virgin wilderness away from

automobile roads.

If one does not wish to carry a

pack, a mule or burro can be pro-

cured, and the trip made in compara-

tive ease—if you can handle the

burro. This gentle art can be learned,

of course, and traveling in this way
does insure much greater ease to the

hiker. Or if one goes in a group, a

packer may be hired to take the lug-

gage. In any case it is glorious to get

back into the unspoiled areas where

no tin cans, papers, and other evi-

dences of a careless population greet

the eye. If the animals there are not

as tame, the beauty of the natural

flower gardens and the quiet of the

vast distances more than make up for

it. There one can make his bed under

a dome sprinkled with stars and know
that his sleep will not be disturbed

until dawn breaks with the songs of

birds amidst the murmurs of a moun-

tain stream. Treading the paths of

the primeval wilderness brings a new
energy to meet the problems of daily

life and lifts one out of the petty as-

pects of routine into a broader and

better concept of life.

Following the devastation of this

war it is to be hoped that mankind,

and Americans in particular, will

throw off the load of materialism and

sordid worldliness and seek beauty

and new hope in the vast cathedrals

of nature.

"Ho, come to the Sierra forests,"

calls John Muir. "The King is wait-

ing for you—King Sequoia ! There

is life and health in his very looks,

in the air he breathes, in the birds he

keeps, . . . Come to the woods for

here is rest."

^ Pack trains like this may be seen in the spring, summer, and early fall almost any-

where along the trails in the high Sierra hauling the equipment of camping enthusiasts
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IT
is true that a scorpion has no

backbone, but if you should

have the misfortune to step on one

while wandering about without

your shoes, you would be willing to

believe that an animal does not

need a vertebral column in order

to fight back. A friend of mine who
operates a large cattle ranch in the

foothills of the Santa Catalina

Mountains near Tucson, Arizona,

had just such an experience one

night last summer. While crossing

his living room floor, barefooted,

he suddenly felt a shai-p pain in his

foot. Quickly switching on the

lights, he discovered that a scor-

pion some two inches in length

had, as he put it, "nailed him." The

creature lay dead upon the floor,

but it had succeeded in repaying its

slayer before pressure of the man's

foot had taken its life.

To the rancher's surprise there

was no mark to show where he had

been stung, and no swelhng came

at the point of contact. He went to

bed but found it impossible to

sleep. He arose a number of times

during the night and was alarmed

to learn that the poison had af-

fected his optic nerves so that it

was difficult to see any object dis-

tinctly. He also experienced dis-

tressing pains in the region of the

chest. From the symptoms, it was

certain that he had been stung by

one of the two most harmful kinds

of scorpions known in America. Re-

gardless of a restless and uncom-

fortable night, he somehow man-

aged to carry on his strenuous work

the next day, riding far out on the

range and actually roping several

calves.

In three days he felt nearly nor-

mal, and the scorpion sting, though

still a bit annoying, did not cause

him any further marked trouble.

"It's a strange thing," he said, "but

nobody seems to know very much

about scorpions. Once in a while

someone gets stung or sees one and

kills it, but still we don't know

about 'em. There are different

kinds, too, and I guess they Uve in

a good many states."

Some persons who have had en-

counters with the dangerous species

of scorpions have not been as for-

tunate as the rancher. More than

40 authentically recorded deaths

have been reported in Arizona in

the last ten years. In all instances,

children have been the victims.

Many adults have been hospital-

ized. Regardless of this, scorpions

have never been known to go out of

their way to injure a human. They

journey about at night in search of

food, mostly spiders and insects.

The scorpion seizes its prey with

its lobster-hke pincers and either

subdues it through the "squeeze"

system or poisons it by means of

3. Encounter between a Giant Hairy Scorpion and a taran-

tula. The scorpion arches its back and brings its stinging

apparatus into readiness as the tarantula approaches

Both have moved to a new area, and the tarantula is again

drawing near. The scorpion holds firm with its rear legs

and raises its weapon. It has struck the spider once
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PIONS
By William H. Carr

Photographs by Marvin H. Fbost unless otherwise credited

Intimate facts about creatures that ha%e

been shunned since Biblical times

the needle-sharp stinger or spine

at the \'ery tip of its body.

The business end of scorpions

may be operated either in self-pro-

tection or in offensive action, with

lightning-hke rapidity or slowly and

deliberately as the occasion de-

mands. The curved spine projecting

from a bulbous base, is brought up
over the scorpion's back to strike,

unerringly, any insect or other prey

held firmly in the pincers. It is not

correct to say that the puncturing

device is located on the end of the

"tail," because the alimentary canal

continues right to the base of the

poison-injecting apparatus. In ef-

fect, scorpions have no tails. The
venom is developed in tsvo glands

just below the stinger. Thanks to

the fact that the long, thin, stinger-

tipped section of the body is jointed

in more or less ball-and-socket

fashion, the scorpion is able to turn

its weapon in practically any direc-

tion and thus strike within a wide

radius.

Scorpions are not insects. Among
other difierences they possess eight

legs while true insects have only

six. They are close relatives of the

spiders, belonging to the same

scientific "class." They breathe by
means of small, whitish lung sacs,

which you can see if you care to

examine tlie under surface of the

scorpion. Incidentally, when one of

these creatures is turned upon its

back it rights itself within a split

second.

The ferocity of scorpions has

been very much exaggerated, as

has been that of most animals pos-

sessing poison in any degree. The
creature's principal effort, when-

ever approached, is to run ofl: and

hide as speedily as possible, waving

its efficient pincers in an effort to

ascertain the nature of its aggres-

sor. In fact, it sometimes fails to use

its poison attachment even when
cornered. It is wise to shake off a

scorpion that may accidentally fall

or otherwise land upon one's per-

son. If one's hand is brought down
upon it or if it is too loidely brushed

aside, it is very apt to retahate,

with unfortunate results.

I once observed a scorpion that

had grasped the leg of an exploring

tarantula. When the large spider

endeavored to pull away, the

smaller creature released its grip,

not once employing its stinger dur-

ing the encounter. Scorpions pos-

sess from 2 to 12 eyes, yet their

sight is so poor that about all they

are able to distinguish is the differ-

ence between light and dark. The
pincers are used as "feelers." Scor-

pions traveHng about, undisturbed,

remind one of a blind person grop-

ing in the dark with arms out-

stretched to avoid and identify

objects in the path.

C The tarantula now closes in. It has been struck several

times by the scorpion, apparently with no ill effect. Note

the piece of spider "hair" remaining on the stinger

The tarantula tried to bite the scorpion but caused no

damage. Neither creature showed signs of injury after the

encounter, and both were alive more than three months later

THE TRUTH ABOUT SCORPIONS



>• One of the two worst

kinds of scorpions found in

the United States: Centrii-

roides sculpturatus, Ewing.

This scorpion is about two

inches long

The other of our two most dangerous scorpions,

male and female: Cetitruroides gertscbi. The 40 or

more other scorpions are considerably less poisonous

Plvoto by Herbert L. Stahnke

^ Newborn scorpions clinging to the mother's back. Popular super-

stition has it that young scorpions feed upon the tissues of the

mother, but this is not so. The sting of this scorpion, Vejovis spmi-

gerus Wood, is said to be no more dangerous than that of a wasp

Photo bv Herbert L. Stalllike

^ Not a cactus plant but the

jointed hind portion of a

Giant Hairy Scorpion, show-

ing the stinger projecting

from its bulbous base

In order to sense the nature of

its surroundings and objects over

which it may pass, the scorpion

also uses small, comb-edged pro-

jections, located upon the lower

surface of its body. This auxiliary

tactile equipment is kept in con-

stant motion as the creature pro-

gresses over the ground.

Scorpions exist the world around

in warmer climates. More than 600

species are known. In our owm
country they are found particularly

in the southern states from coast

to coast. Various kinds are found

in 30 of our states, ranging in size

from less than an inch to some eight

inches in length. In general, the

northern limit of scorpions in the

United States roughly follows the

southernmost advance of the ice

sheet during the last glacial period.

None have thus far been reported

from New England.

Of the more than 40 known spe-

cies of scorpions in the United

States only two are of any serious

danger to mankind. These two

varieties have caused numerous

fatalities among children, since tlie

early days when the first pioneers

entered the regions of cactus and

thorn, for the particularly venomous

species live in Arizona, California,

and possibly Texas. They are

known, scientifically (and jaw-

breakingly) as Centruroides sculp-

turatus and Centruroides gertschi.

No acceptable popular name has

been adopted for these danger-

ous scorpions. As one scientist

remarked, "They just never will be

popular anyway!"



Both varieties are rather innocent

in appearance, in sti'iking contrast

to some of the larger, more start-

hng-looking types. They are slen-

der and grow to a length of about

two inches. The one known as

gertschi possesses black stiipes

running down its straw-colored or

yellowish back, while sculpturatus

lacks this patterned decoration.

Both scorpions may be darker in

ground color depending upon age

or other natural causes of discolora-

tion. Their identification is not easy

for the la)Tnan.

Unfortunately they live in close

proximity to man, hiding in the

daytime beneath boards, stones,

bricks, rags, or ixibbish, especially

where a bit of dampness exists. The
creatures have been known to seek

the protection of sheets and blan-

kets upon beds, a highly unwel-

come trait. It is well to remember

that scorpions that burrow in the

sand are not of the lethal kind.

Dr. Herbert L. Stahnke, a special-

ist in poisonous animal research in

the State College at Tempe, Ari-

zona, has devoted many years to

''^:-,^i
A A TYPICAL EXPLORATORY POSE: the Giant Hairy Scorpion,

Hadrurus ar'izoneitsts Ewing, approaching the top of a rock,

with pincers reaching forward. Scorpions have poor eyesight

* Head-on view, showing the mouth

parts of the Giant Hairy Scorpion,

located between the two pincers



the study of scorpions, with the aim

of learning their behavior and dis-

covering means of combatting their

poison. He points out that the sting

of the two dangerous species of

scorpions may cause death in from

45 minutes to eleven hours, and the

suffering meanwhile is considera-

ble. The venom of sculptiirattis and

gertschi produces a reaction upon

the nerves, an effect that is general

in character. The stings of the

more innocuous types, on the con-

trary, result in local inflammation

and swelling, somewhat hke a wasp

or bee sting. With tliis fact in mind

it is well to recall that the more

harmful injection of poison does

not result in swelUng or discolora-

tion in the area first affected.

Recoveries among children are

numerous, and fatahties among
adults are extremely rare. Dr.

Stahnke advocates an ice water

treatment for the Hmbs, or crushed

ice packing for body stings, the

idea being to localize the venom

as much as possible. It is also

advised that a tourniquet or

stricture be applied immediately

to prevent circulation for a brief

time and isolate the venom. The

tourniquet should be released

within five minutes and not

replaced. Under no condition

should hot packs be used. Patients

who have had the latter treatment

have survived in spite of it—not

because of it. Heat causes the

poison to spread rapidly, whereas

cold delays it. Children should

have medical aid at once, the ice

or ice water treatments being con-

tinued meanwhile, despite any

inconvenience or discomfort caused

by the cold.

The Mexican Department of

Public Health developed a serum

to offset the harm caused by the

venom of scorpions. Dr. Stahnke

secured a small amount of this life-

saving Hquid in 1935 and found it

quite effective. However, he learned

that there were too many legal

difficulties surrounding the trans-

portation of the serum across the

Mexican border. Furthennore, it

could not be secured in any appre-

ciable quantity. Consequently, he

commenced research of his own to

produce an American serum to

combat the damage to nerve tis-

sues caused by scorpion venom.

Although the work is still in the

experimental stage, Dr. Stahnke is

confident that the date of the man-

ufacture of new serum is not far

off. The Arizona State Legislature

was requested to furnish funds to

further this research. Two mothers,

whose children had been killed by

scorpion stings, appeared before

the lawmakers to testify concerning

the need of an adequate seium to

prevent similar tragedies. Substan-

tial appropriations were forthcom-

ing, and the scientists are hard at

work.

In an effort to become better

acquainted with scorpions I have

kept some five different species in

roomy glass cases in my home.

Their marvelous adaptation to their

pecuhar mode of existence is cer-

tainly noteworthy. One large indi-

vidual proved especially tractable

and repeatedly demonstrated his

abifity to act in public. He was

about four inches in length and

belonged to the less harmful group

of scorpions. When touched with a

wire or otherwise molested, he

would seldom strike with his poison

barb. Instead, he would try to side-

step the object, crabHke, or else

back away. While walking about

he constantly waved his pincers

and kept his stinger raised, arched

and ready, with his body well

off the ground. At times, when

attempting to avoid the offending

wire, he would behave like a sedate

performer of the stately minuet.

His abiUty to dig was amusing

as well as interesting. If a dog had

eight legs, it would dig as this

scorpion did. Using its pincers as

a support in front and its hindmost

pair of legs as a rear anchor, the

creature would work in spurts,

very rapidly, employing its forward

legs, scooping up the sand at a

great rate, and throwing it at least

ten inches out between its hind

legs. Finally a small mound of sand

would accumulate, whereupon the

scorpion would back up and Uter-

ally kick the pile out of the way

so it would not impede further dig-

ging operations. Speed and energy

were the watchword as the noc-

turnal animal struggled to bury

itself. Occasionally it would stop

to clean its pincers, using its front

legs in the process. Our scorpion

was as smooth and glistening as

could be—truly well-groomed. No
doubt frequent burrowing in the

sand would favor the creature's

shining appearance. In addition,

scorpions are known to use secre-

tions from their mouths to aid in

keeping their bodies clean.

Whenever the scorpion did bring

its weapon into play, it would

strike with such rapidity that one's

eye could not follow the movement.

The hind end would dart forward,

bringing the barb into contact with

the wire or stick, so swiftly that the

action seemed over before it had

started. After the creature had

had an exciting bout with the long-

stemmed tweezers that were used

for handling it, it would relax and

rest. At this time the stinger would

be permitted to droop over to one

side as the scorpion settled down
upon the floor of the cage.

The life history of scorpions is

imperfectly known, but much has

been learned about their way of

reproduction. Eggs are developed

within the mother's body and hatch

very quickly after they have been

deposited. The female hovers over

them meanwhile, maintaining ac-

tual contact until the thin mem-
branes open, sometimes a matter

of seconds, and the young cHmb
upon her.

Contrary to popular behef, young

scorpions do not feed upon their

mother's body. They are endowed

with a "yolkHke" substance tliat

supphes nourishment until they are

able to fend for themselves. The

strong plates upon the mother's

back are much too resistant to be

pierced by the relatively dehcate

mouth parts of her young. Bob
Ripley, in his "Beheve It or Not"

column, once declared that the

female scorpion was "the finest

example of maternal sacrifice. She

feeds her young with her own
body." This, however, is not tlie

case. No, the mother carries on

quite well after the offspring have

departed, unless overtaken by some
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A A HIGHLY ENLARGED photograph of

the mouth of the Giant Hairy Scorpion

Photo by kichard L. Cassell =1X0
,^=

> If the hind part of this Giant Hairy Scorpion were

straightened out, the creature would measure about four

inches in length. Some scorpions in the United States are

approximately eight inches long, others less than an inch

^/

< Small, comblike projections on the undersur-

face of the scorpion help it to sense the nature

of the ground over which it is passing and are

kept constantly in motion. Just behind these,

the two rows of whitish lung sacs can be seen
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misfortune. The infants cast off

their first skin or outer covering

while they are still upon the

mother's back, and this causes her

to appear quite disheveled in the

region where the young are, or

have been, ensconced. No doubt

this has caused some observers to

believe tliat harm has come to her

through the activities of her young.

When departure takes place the

little scorpions wander off by them-

selves and are fully able to become

self-supporting.

Another fable has it that scor-

pions, when hard pressed, will

sometimes commit hara-kiri by

stinging themselves. There is one

main fallacy in this conclusion, and

that is that the creature's poison

has not been observed to have any

fatal effect upon it. It is quite pos-

sible that, when engaged in active

combat or otherwise excited and

striking viciously, the scorpion may
accidentally receive a jab from its

own barb.

My interest in the animal with

the poison sting ultimately led me
to visit Dr. Stahnke, who, in con-

nection with his work as a leading

authority on scorpions, is host to

some 500 of his subjects. Many
kinds of scorpions in bottles, jars,

open-topped glass boxes, and test

tubes are to be seen on the shelves

and tables in the speciahst's labo-

ratory. The more harmful varieties

are "milked" of their poison to pro-

vide a "venom bank," used in the

production of serum. Dr. Stahnke

has the distinction of having been

the first to name twelve species of

scorpions, and he is classifying sev-

eral other unnamed kinds at pres-

ent. Like all true enthusiasts and

students, he proved very willing

to share his knowledge, providing

me with some previously little-

known infonnation for this account.

Among other rare experiences. Dr.

Stahnke has witnessed the mating

of scorpions and the birth of the

young.

He presented me with a fine,

healthy pair of one of the two

most harmful species of scorpions,

the sculpturatus variety. The even-

ing before, when I was helping a

friend attack termites in a ravaged

library, I had come upon another

kind of scorpion in the wainscoting

of the room. We had torn away the

wood in an effort to expose the

offending termites and, in the midst

of our operations, the small scor-

pion appeared from inside the wall,

only to be placed quickly in a bot-

tle. We gave this specimen to Dr.

Stahnke in exchange for his gfft,

and it proved to be a rather uncom-

mon type, not of the excessively

poisonous variety.

A large scorpion, kept previously

for my own study, proved to be of

the type known as the "Giant hairy

scorpion." While its appearance

was fierce, its sting was no more

dangerous than that of a hornet.

The much smaller sculpturatus did

not appear half as dangerous, yet

its sting was many times more vhu-

lent. While being transferred from

one container to another, this dan-

gerous scorpion proved exceedingly

active, scrambling about and dart-

ing from one point to another in

an effort to escape. When a damp
cloth was placed in the jar these

scorpions would cUng to its under-

surface in an upside-down position.

Frequently I observed that sculp-

turatus curled the end of its body

in such a manner that its poison

spine actually touched its own

body.

Despite the fact that scorpions

have been despised and whole-

heartedly shunned, they neverthe-

less have the singular distinction

of having been selected to desig-

nate one of the great constellations

of stars and to represent one of tlie

signs of the zodiac, the symbol for

the month of October. There are

several references to scorpions in

the Bible. They were named as one

of the terrors of the wilderness of

Sinai, where they still exist. More

than ten species are known in

Palestine. They were also believed

to be a symbol of desolation and

were depicted as divine scourges.

Indeed, they sometimes were a

tribulation in certain areas, yet it

is amazing how few persons have

taken the trouble to observe their

ways.

A man with whom I come in

almost daily contact has lived in a

section of Arizona where scorpions

are especially prevalent. His child

had actually been stung twice by

the most objectionable type of

scorpion and had nearly suc-

cumbed, yet his knowledge of the

animal was surprisingly scanty, and

the information he did possess was

a combination of folklore and

faulty observation. He had beheved

that scoi-pions stung with their

pincers and also that they dehber-

ately sought out humans to sting.

Dr. Stahnke has labored long and

hard to inform persons about scor-

pions but is quick to say that a

great deal remains to be done to

provide the pubUc with essential

natural history information. It is

almost as important to quell unnec-

essary fear as to engender a healthy

respect for the creatures. It seems

a pity that people's enjoyment

of the out-of-doors is impaired

through needless worry about the

imagined dangers of animals large

and small. Only through intelligent

efforts can thousands who are

uneasy in the open learn to be at

home in the woods and deserts and

gain an uninhibited appreciation of

some of America's outstanding

scenic marvels.

It should be a comfort to many
that in the vast majority of our

states scorpions are not of the viru-

lent kind. By the same token, peo-

ple who hve in the restricted areas

where sculpturatus and gertschi

occur are grateful for knowledge of

protection against, and treatment

of, scorpion stings. Dr. Stahnke has

learned, incidentally, that the

newly-discovered chemical repel-

lent "DDT" can be used veiy suc-

cessfully in ridding dwelhngs of

scorpions. He cautions against

turning over boards and stones in

infested regions and states tliat no

one, "who uses his head" and

observes a modicum of caution

where caution is advisable, need

fear scorpions during an outing

anywhere in America. However, he

does believe that being forewarned

is a good preventive particularly

where dangerous varieties of scor-

pions exist, for, as the Bible tells

us, in Revelations 9:3, "the scor-

pions of the earth have power."
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WHITE-FOOT'S HOARD

Bij John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

ONE summer several years ago

someone brought me an old

beer can. It had been opened with

a can opener which cut a triangular

hole approximately an inch long

and shghtly less wide, and it was

filled almost to capacity with black

cherry stones. Each of the cherry

pits was empty, and the small holes,

through which the meat had been

removed, showed tiny grooves that

had been made by the gnawing

teeth of a white-footed mouse.

This handsome wild creature had

apparently found the can an ideal

storehouse. The smallness of the

opening kept out any larger ani-

mals that might have wanted to rob

the mouse, and the weatherproof

tin preserved the pits from mois-

ture and from the moulds that grow

in moist places' and spoil pits and

nuts.

The white-footed mouse stores

up many kinds of food for the win-

ter, during which many supphes on

which the mice depend in more

clement times are no longer to be

found. A pair of these animals was

discovered in a nest, in the hoUow
trunk of a beech tree. In the space

white-foot's hoard

around the nest were about two

gallons of beechnuts, most of them

husked. Another family of white-

footed mice laid up several quarts

of cleaned clover seed in a stump

located in a field of red clover. The

white-foot, hke many of its rela-

tives, feeds on "meat" of various

sorts, so it sometimes gathers the

pupae of moths and stores them.

These provide fresh animal food for

the season when the mouse cannot

otherwise obtain insects. While

sometimes containing only one kind

of food, these caches more often

hold a mixture of edible seeds of

many weeds, berries, and grasses,

as well as pits and nuts. The seeds

are usually cleaned and husked to

remove unnecessary moisture and

to speed the curing. The industiy

of the white-footed mice is quite

astonishing. Once Dr. W. T. Horna-

day found a nest in a hollow log,

the home of five white-foots, near

which was packed more than a pint

of cleaned seed, probably from

one of the mustards. Next morning

it was found that the mice had

transferred every grain of seed and

every bit of nest material to a place

under the seat of his buggy. He
again removed nest and seed-pile

and put them on the ground, but

the mice once more carried the

entire store back to the buggy seat

and rebuilt their nest there. The

mice could hardly have rested dur-

ing those two nights.

The white-footed mice have

convenient pockets, one in each

cheek, which aid in carrying seeds

and other foods. These are thin-

walled sacs opening inside the

mouth, very different from those

of pocket gophers, pocket mice,

and kangaroo rats, which open out-

side of the mouth and are fur-Uned.

Chipmunks, ground squirrels, and

many of the Old World monkeys

have these internal cheek pouches.

Other kinds of our native mice

store food for the cold vdnter sea-

son. In the northern parts of the

Great Plains a race of the common
meadow mouse, or vole, is noted

for its hoarding habits. In autrunn

the shaggy, short-tailed voles

gather the ground nuts, fruits of

the wild bean, tubers of the arti-

choke sunflower and the white

rootstocks of the wild morning

glory. A peck or more of these are

often stored in a vole's burrow.

This thrifty habit is quite remark-

able, since most other kinds of

meadow mice store Httle or no food

for the winter, finding enough of

their food under the snow. Know-
ing of these stores, the Indians of

the Plains used to hunt for food

caches of the meadow mice and

depended on them for an important

part of their winter supplies.
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THE TWINZA
^ A BURMAN DIGGER is lowered into

a shallow well where there is no

gas. The mirror on the right is used

to reflect light down to the worker

All photographs by Lilian Brown

<A DIGGER emerges from a

shallow well covered with oil

f The helmet of the native's "diving suit" is sometimes made from

a gasoline can. The air tube is looped over the digger's body, and

air is pumped to him by the men on the right



OIL WELLS
By Barnum Brown

Curator Emeritus of Fossil Reptiles,
American Museum of Natural History

In the chief oil center of Burma,

modern gushers and little hand-

dug wells operate side by side

HALFWAY up tlie Iriawadch-

River in the semideseit sec-

tion of Burma lies the chief oil cen-

ter of that country. Its maximum
peak of production is past but it

still a\erages around 14,000 barrels

of oil dailv.

It is a well-known axiom that

wherever sheep can be grown profit-

ably, there you will find Scotsmen.

It is Hkewise true that wherever oil

is produced, there you will find

Americans, usually operating the

field although in British territory

Americans cannot own oil lands.

And so it is at Yenangyaung (the

creek of bad-smelling waters).

Americans operate the field, and

1200 derricks in two great clusters

stand hke forests of huge trees,

many of them only 60 feet apart

with legs overlapping.

In the native village, Buddhist

pagodas dominate the hilltops and

bamboo houses straggle along ir-

regular streets, but the scene in the

adjacent oil field is a lively one.

Autos tear along the road; derricks

are enveloped in a haze of smoke;

the smell of oil is in the air; and the

throb of engines never ceases. It is a

typical oil center that might just as

well be Burke Burnett or any other

familiar home field were it not for

the primitive hand-dug wells, which
are one of the unique sights of

Burma.

The Burmans discovered this field

long ago, because there were places

where the oil seeped out along the

creek; and they had long known
uses for oil. They burn it in rude

lamps at their pwes, or theatrical

performances, grease bullock carts

with it, and soak the woodwork of

their houses with it as a protection

against "termites" ( white ants )

.

In a library in Pekin there is said

to be a diary of a Chinaman who
visited Yenangyaung in the latter

part of the thirteenth century in

which he speaks of the oil industry

there. Authentic records show that

two tracts, Twingon and Beme,
now the center of production, were
worked by the Burmans at the end

of the eighteenth century.

During the Burmese regime, the

king granted to 24 heads of families

the right in perpetuity to dig for

oil. These famiHes were known
as Twinzaijos

(
twinza meaning "one

who obtains a livehhood by posses-

sing an oil well"), and the heredi-

tary ownership was passed on from

male to male or from female to fe-

male. Thirty cubits, or about 45

feet, was the estabhshed distance

between two adjacent wells, but

later this distance was fixed at 60

feet. After the British Government

annexed upper Burma in 1885, they

recognized the rights of the Bur-

mans, and the sale of such small

tracts to competing companies has

resulted in wells being so close to-

gether that frequently the legs of

derricks overlap.

The Burman laboriously digs his

oil well with crude tools and boards

it up as the well is deepened. He
descends 200 or 300 feet to the up-

permost oil sand, but in some parts

of the field the wells reach a depth

of 400 feet. It takes him nearly two

years to complete a 400-foot well—

a depth that a modern driller would

"^ Burmese girls lowering a digger into a well

* Digger in "diving suit" descending into a deep well. One
pulley is used for the man, the other for the oil and materials



attain in less than a week. A rude

frame witli pulleys is erected over

the hole and the digger is lowered

on a rope by eight or ten coohe

women. Formerly where a well was

250 feet deep, a man, practically

nude, would be lowered, and it

would requii-e a quarter of a minute

for him to reach bottom. He would

dig frantically for half a minute in

an atmosphere of gas. Then it would

be necessary to haul him to the sur-

face, and it would take half an hour

for him to recover sufficiently to

make another descent. lie could

not make more than 20 descents in

a day.

Since 1896, the natives have used

an abbreviated diving suit witlr a

headpiece made of a gasoline or

kerosene can, to which an air tube

is attached. Air is supphed to the

man by two pumpers, usually mem-
bers of the family. In this way,

the man can stay at the bottom

of the well an hour or more,

even at a depth of 400 feet. Light

is reflected down to the worker

by a mirror resting at the top of the

hole.

In this field, there are few sand-

stones or hard calcareous sub-

stances. When they do encounter

hard rock, the Burmans have an in-

genious way of breaking it. A cone-

shaped mass of iron weighing about

150 pounds is suspended by a thin

rope over the mouth of the hole.

This iron is shifted until over the re-

quired spot, and the rope is cut.

When it strikes bottom, the impact

can be felt on the surface for a con-

siderable distance. In a well 250

Coolies pulling oil up from a deep well. If the digger works

rapidly, a can of oil can be brought to the surface every seven minutes

Cans of oil from a hand-dug well being loaded onto a bullock cart



feet deep, the force of the impact

would be 19,200 pounds, and one

or two impacts are usually sufficient

to break up tlie hardest rocks. Each
time the weight is dropped, a man
has to go down and attach a rope

to it. Then he is drawn up, and

afterwards the weight is brought

to the surface.

In Yenangyaung there are about

60 of these twinza wells still operat-

ing, and the best of them produces

from one to four barrels of oil per

day. When they are producing, a

man stays at the bottom of the hole

and dips the oil into five-gallon

cans, and if he works rapidly, a can

is delivered at the surface every

seven minutes. The oil is poured

into a large settling jar or barrel

and from this it is dipped into five-

gallon cans and sold to the large

oil companies. Diggers are paid

two rupees, (approximately 65

cents) a day for six hours' work.

The air pumpers receive three ru-

'' A CAN OF OIL reaches the surface. The mass of iron in the fore-

ground can be dropped into the well to break layers of hard rock

pees a day, and tlie coolies eight

annas (about sixteen cents).

Scattered among the gushers and

right under the noses of the big

throbbing engines, there will be a

httle hand-dug well whose owner

refuses to give it up, though he

hasn't enough money to improve it

and wouldn't if he could. Still, many
a modern gusher that has been

spouting oil is now on the wane,

having had, in the words of the

adage, "a short Hfe and a merry

one," while the primitive hand-dug

well still produces its two barrels

of oil a day and probably will for

many days to come.

^ A FOREST OF DERRICKS in the

Yenangyaung oil field of Burma

f The old and the new. A hand-dug well surrounded

by modern gushers in the chief oil center of the Far East



Photographing
Difficult problems in portraiture were solved by an

unusual invention constructed out of pipe fittings

Bij William H. Carr
rholographs by Marvin H. Front

<The versatile camera stand,

built by Marvin H. Frost out of

half-inch pipe, proved very useful

for photographing various small

creatures. The tilt board may be

adjusted by means of the sliding

rod underneath, and the camera

can be slid forward or backward on

its bar. A ball-and-socket tripod

mount completes the mechanism

\

> The camera, on its specially de-

signed stand, was focused on a

predetermined spot, and the scor-

pion was then coaxed by means of

a camel's hair brush into position.

Marvin H. Frost controls the shut-

ter while William H. Carr man-

ages the scorpion. The equipment

is in the home of Mr. Carr at

Tucson, Arizona. Mr. Carr was

formerly director of Bear Moun-
tain Trailside Museums and an

Associate Curator of the American

Museum of Natural History
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SCORPIONS
PIIOTOGHAPIIIXG scorpions is not

i\ai.tl\ a task for one whose nerves

are in bad shape. Scorpions are endowed

with an exceedingly potent and expertly

wielded weapon and do not welcome un-

dne familiaritw In addition, tliey are able

to dash about with amazing speed.

When Mar\in Frost and I decided to

experiment with the li\ing creatures in

an effort to make photographs for Nat-

un.\L History Magazine, we knew that

the first step w-as to secure an indixidual

scorpion that would "stay put" long

enough for us to capture him upon film.

In our rather extended quest for a model

we finalK' came upon "Pete," the largest

and most tractable of aU the specimens

\\e were able to obtain.

It may seem strange to pro\ide a fa-

miliar name for a scorpion, but when

one has spent man\' hours of the days

and nights working widi any animal,

large or small, a comradeship of sorts is

bound to dexelop, and Pete was no ex-

ception. He was kept in my home, and I

enjoyed a splendid opportunity to ob-

ser\e his wa\s. On one occasion, while

we photographed at night with ultra-

\iolet Hght, of weak intensity, Pete ac-

tualh^ remained in the desired pose, with-

out the slightest moxement, for an

eighteen-minute exposure. There are not

manv wild models that will "sit still" for

so long a period, especially witli their

tails raised in the air! Howe\er, I am

getting ahead of my story.

Mr. Frost had made man\- pictures of

iiisecls ant! lower animal lorms and was

ilctermincil to accomplish an outstanding

job with I'ele. We built a plate glass box

to permit pliotography through a trans-

parent medium without reflections or

distortions. We designed the box for use

from abo\e too. Then it was decided

that an ordinary camera tripod would

not oiler the needed stability or maneu-

\erability, so Mr. Frost constructed a

sturdx' camera shelf upon a framework

of half-inch iron pipe, which was also

equipped to hold flood lights. In addi-

tion, a method was de\ised whereby it

was possible to mount the camera firml\

,

\et turn, elexate, or lower it quickly. To

accomplish this we used a steel bar,

fastened to a hinged, tilting board, and

proxided with a sliding metal clamp

upon which a tripod head was fitted.

This made it possible to secure the cam-

era to the clamp and shift it backward

and forward or up and down instantly,

without the time-consuming manipula-

tion of tripod legs.

The swinging end of the tilt board

was held at the desired angle by a mo\-

able rod. The mount through which this

device passed was bolted to a cross piece

of pipe beneadi the top shelf. The slid-

ing rod supported the free end or bottom

of the hinged board, and it was only

necessary to slip the shaft backwards or

forwards, in its stationary mount, to the

required position. A set-screw clamped

it in place. The entire apparatus was not

at all complicated and greatly facilitated

accuracy and ease in focusing.

My principal contribution was to

work with die scorpion, to encourage

him to pose in \-arious interesting ways

and remain motionless in tlie face of hot

photographic lights placed close at hand.

^ All set for a partial overhead shot, with lights attached on each

side of the camera. Glass plates permit full control of illumination

I was also entrusted with the detail of

shouting "Ready!" when the subject as-

sumed the desired attitude. A system

was employed involving the use of a

camel's hair paint brush as a gentle

"persuader" to direct tlie scorpion'.s

moNcments. A small piece of glass was
also used to assist in "herding" tlie Ari-

zona desert resident as he cavorted about

upon the bottom of the photographic

cage.

First w^e would select the spot upon
the sand or paper, as the case might be,

where the camera was accurately fo-

cused. Inasmuch as the pictures were all

close-ups, the field of focus was not

large and it was necessary to have the

scorpion in the exact place before an

exposure could be made. This frequently

resulted in a great deal of careful ac-

tivity with die camel's hair brush while

I attempted to move the creature into

the absolutely precise position without

arousing it too much.

While Pete was often an accommodat-
ing actor, there were periods when his

ability to side-step die paint brush was
amazing. Then too, he would sometimes

be seized with a sudden desire to rush

about in a determined effort to escape.

He would struggle against the brush,

attempting to push it aside with his

strong pincers. Occasionally he would

be "all set" in the right pose and then,

the moment tiie lights were switched on,

he would scramble off and I would have

die fun of rounding him up, over and

over again. E^'en when we confined him

in a small space, with the extra piece of

glass, he would contrive to move. When-
ever a rest period was called, we needed

it as badh' as did the scorpion.

As time went on Pete accepted cap-

tivity very well and seemed to be re-

signed to posing. When Mr. Frost pho-

tographed him through the glass, instead

of from above, the creature behaved in

exemplary fashion—for a scorpion! It

was sometimes a temptation to reach

down and grasp Pete with one's hand,

in order to place him in the required

position, for familiarity often breeds a

certain amount of carelessness, but the

temptation was resisted in the face of the

prominent stinger waved about on high.

Our scorpion was not of tlie exceedingly

poisonous variety; nevertheless we main-

tained our respect for him throughout

the experience.

Mr. Frost used a Speed Graphic cam-

era with extension bellows, a Goerz

Dogmar, f: 4. .5 lens, with a compound

shutter, and Ansco Isopan cut film. Two

Number 2 daylight photoflood lights

provided close-up illumination, and the

exposures were one-tendi of a second.

The photographer had the patience of

Job and die enthusiasm of a boy. More

than that, as one spectator put it, "He

knew what he was doing!" And that is

how the scorpion photographs were

made. Incidentally, Pete is still with me.
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way of really capturing the beauty of

nature. Then comes the problem of

selecting tlie best type of camera. So here

is where I hope tliat the question and

answer section of Natural History will

come to the rescue.

What are the most suitable cameras

for tlie various types of work in this

field of photography, and is there such a

thing as a good all-around natural history

Insects in the House
THE CLUSTER FLY

By C. H. CtTRRAN
Associate Curator,

Department of Insects and Spiders.
American Museum of Natural History

IF on warm days in winter a loud buzz-

ing is heard within the walls of the

hotise, it may be caused by the cluster

fly, Pollenia rudis. A few of the insects

may find their way into the room. But it

is only when they hibernate in the attic

that they are likely to become a nuisance.

These flies are large and therefore have

more difficulty in finding an entrance to

a building tlian the elm leaf beetle, which

will be discussed in a coming issue. Clus-

ter flies are hardy creatures and return to

the open during the first warm days of

spring.

In attics tliey may be killed by liberal

use of a fly spray. Entry into the house

can be prevented by sealing all openings.

The larvae of the cluster fly are para-

sitic on earthworms. Therefore it is not

feasible to destroy them at that stage.

Fine yellow hairs on the thorax will help you recognize the

cluster fly. Here the insect is shown six or seven times actual size

camera, handy in size and rugged in

construction? j^^^^ ^ Stewart, Jr.

Trenton, N.
J.

There is really no universal camera for

natural history photography.

Probably the best general type is the

camera with a ground glass focusing

screen, taking a fihn S'i" by 4)i" or 4"

by 5", witli a double extension bellows.

Cameras in this category are the Speed

Graphic, Ideal, and Linhof. This type is

often used by photographer-naturalists

bcause good 8" by 10" prints for pub-

lication are readily obtainable from nega-

tives of the sizes mentioned. While the

film costs somewhat more, tliis sort of

camera is very valuable because it is

easily focused over a wide range from

infinity to close-up work for life-size

images. An adapter to permit use of

•35mm. film makes them "mini-cameras"

with long focus lenses. The addition of

a supplementary lens ( Portra or Proxar),

such as is slipped over the regular lens

of a roU fikn camera for close-ups, will

afford an opportunity to make greater

magnification than natural size.

Another excellent combination for

close-up photography is the Leica witli

sliding copy attachment or the Speed-o-

copy extension tubes. These are used on

a tripod to ensure accurate composition

and focus. The main advantage is that

nearly every type of subject can be repro-

duced as seen on the ground glass at

whatever magnification desired.

For color photography, kodachrome

film can be procured to fit any of the

cameras mentioned.

Of course, a person can make excellent

natural history pictures with any roll

film camera provided he uses supple-

mentary lenses for closer than the shortest

distances marked on the camera's focus-

ing scale. Accurate measurement from

lens to subject is then necessary, how-

ever, and composition is a major diffi-

culty, because no means is provided for

viewing the included area.

For information about the developing

and printing of negatives, we refer you

to your library where you should find

many excellent books on the subject.

Motion pictures of birds are best made
witli a long focus lens from a blind. To
amplify this subject would require the

writing of a book. Patience is the most

important factor in this sort of work.

To produce the type of illustrations

seen in publications or in lectures requires

plenty of time, a knowledge of photo-

graphic equipment gained through expe-

rience, and, most important, a strong

If readers of NATURAL HISTORY
have specific questions regarding

photography in the realm of natu-

ral history or science, we shall be

glad to try to answer them.—ED.
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desire to accomplish something better

than has already been done.

Thane L. Bierwert,

Acting Chief, Division of Photography.

The American Museum of Natural

... ... ... History.

Sins:

I have a question for your question

and answer department. Is it possible

for an eartliquake to affect a setting of

eggs? Neighbors blamed the failure of

eggs to hatch on a slight tremor we had

this spring. A local turkey rancher

claimed he lost a great deal of money

due to tlie tremor affecting his eggs. I

cannot concei\'e any reason for diese

statements, because eggs are turned dur-

ing the setting period anyhow.

( Mrs. ) Bill L.inc.vster.

Kent, Washington

It has been shown that the hatchability

of chicken eggs is greatly reduced by

repeated shocks. In one experiment 155

eggs were placed in an incubator and

the table on which it rested was struck

with a 1-pound weight at the rate of

52 blows per minute for one minute out

of every 15. When this procedure was

continued for 8 hours ( from tlie fourth

to the twelfth hours of incubation) only

one of the 155 eggs hatched. The cause

of embryonic mortahty appeared to in-

volve failure of the circulatory system and

absence of normal development of the

brain. I doubt that the minor earthquake

which Mrs. Lancaster describes would

have exerted as serious an effect as that

produced artificially in this experiment;

and in any event the disturbance prob-

ably did not continue for 8 hours.

There is, however, an alternative ex-

planation which rests upon the assump-

tion that the eggs were being incubated

by the turkey hens. It is well known that

some birds desert their nests and eggs

when disturbed. In at least a few species

Continued on page 96
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YOUR NEW BOOKS
Continued from page 5^

in selling war bonds and has toured serv-

ice camps and veterans' hospitals. His

antics were particularly helpful to men-
tal patients. He has been honored at

so many fashionable parties tliat this

book includes a veritable Who's Who of

the entertainment world. But he has also

earned die approval of some very prom-
inent naturahsts, so we may all wish

him long hfe and continued prosperity.

James P. Chapin.

Brazil, orchid of the
TROPICS

- by Mulford and Racine Foster

Jaques Cattell Press, $3.00

314 pages, 182 illustrations

TpHE FOSTERS made two expedi-
-•- tions to Brazil in pursuit of new and

rare plants. They were particularly inter-

ested in gathering epiphytes, which are

plants that grow on other plants but are

not parasites. The moisture they receive

from the air is responsible for their

growth, and they are often called air

plants. Anyone who has traveled beyond
the largest cities of Brazil will feel in

accord with tlie Fosters' description of

the inescapable tribulations they expe-
rienced. The difficulty and tedium of

preserving herbarium specimens of these

often succulent-leaved plants in a region

where the humidity is high, together wath
the general hardships in traveling, has
meant that collections of Brazihan flora

are still very incomplete. The Fosters

in a limited time have reaped remark-
able results, and for people wdth the

same persistence and enthusiasm an un-
hmited number of species still await
discovery.

Collections were made in a few scat-

tered localities in Baia, Espirito Santo,

Minas Geraes, Rio de Janeiro, Sab Paulo,

Parana, and Matto Grosso. So much time

was spent in travel that it was impracti-

cal to cover more territory in the time

allotted. With only a day or two in any
one place it is amazing how much was
accomplished and what extensive col-

lections were made. Many other areas

could be equally productive, as for in-

stance the dry northern area.

The reviewer feels that a concentrated

study of one state with a wide range of

climates, such as Minas Geraes, would
have been equally productive botanically

and far more valuable as a scientific rec-

ord. Few botanists restrict themselves to

the "dead dry stuff stored away in dark

closets of a museum," despite what the

Fosters seem to think.

Many of the pictures are marred by
unskillful retouching and would have

been better omitted. The book is inter-

esting and presents a true picture of a

plant collectors' hardships and rewards in

working in such an unexplored country.

F. H. Pouch.

DUCKS CAME BACK.

YOUR NEW BOOKS

The
The Story of "Ducks Unlimited"

- - - - by S. Kip Farrington, Jr.

Coward McCann, Inc., $5.00

138 pages, 81 illustrations

'TpHE serious decrease in the number
-* of waterfowl in North America in

1936 induced certain interested sports-

men to formulate plans for an intensified

campaign to restore these birds to safer

numbers. Thus the association known as

"Ducks Unlimited" was incorporated as

a non-profit organization in January,

1937, to be followed a little later by
"Ducks Unlimited (Canada)." The pres-

ent volume is largely a history of the

parent organization and its northern ad-

junct, widi emphasis on the methods
pursued and the results accomplished.

The general plan has been on a vast

scale. With the co-operation of local resi-

dents and the governments of Canada
and the United States, preserves have
been estabhshed, dams have been con-

structed to restore desiccated marshland,

legislation has been passed to overcome
certain unfavorable local practices (such

as the burning of hay meadows during

duck-nesting seasons), and supervision

of the areas has been estabhshed. The
result, for which the author holds "Ducks
Unlimited" to be mainly responsible, has

been a positive increase in the duck pop-
ulation, estimated as having, in 1944,

reached nearly three times the 1936 figure

in four of the Canadian provinces for

which the records are given.

Support for the project comes from

the membership and from various gun
clubs and individuals interested in the

success of the operations. Although a

large part of the work is done in Canada,

the sportsmen of the United States have

a vital interest in it since their shooting

will, to a large extent, depend on the

birds raised in the northern country.

Mr. Farrington discusses other inter-

esting topics such as the flyways followed

by the migrating waterfowl, post-breeding

northward movements, banding returns,

and predator control. Of special interest

to hunters are detailed descriptions of

shooting grounds and conditions in the

various parts of the country. There are

many interesting photographs of ducks

and geese and portraits of many of the

persons who have been active in the work
of the association. The colored frontis-

piece and the chapter headings, by Lynn
Bogue Hunt, add an artistic touch to

the book, which is one tliat should appeal

to the duck-hunters of the United States

and Canada. A Canadian edition of the

volume is stated to be of identical date.

J.
T. ZlMMER.
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emotional upset of tlie parents results in

complete loss of broodiness, with the re-

sult tliat the eggs are not incubated and

never hatch.

Mr. Nelson Marshall has described

mass nest desertion by large colonies of

common terns on Star\e Island in west-

ern Lake Erie. Time and again hundreds

of terns joined in communal e\ening

flights and failed to return to tlieir

clutches until morning. In some instances

desertion was pennanent. Nelson was

unable to determine the cause of the

general exodus, but it seems possible that

the flights were set off by some disturb-

ing stimulus. If tliis was tlie case, tlie

precipitating cause must have been

severe, for under ordinary conditions the

tern continues to incubate even though

some of the eggs are stolen or broken.

In his informadve Book of the Pigeon,

Mr. C. A. Naether points out that, al-

though our common pigeon is not easily

induced to leave its eggs, certain foreign

doves and pigeons are. When one at-

tempts to inspect their filled nests, the

latter birds often leave for good and

refuse to resume their parental responsi-

bilities.

In the case of the wild turkey, nest

desertion is not uncommon. Mr. A. Starker

Leopold recendy spent four years study-

ing the behavior of wild and hybrid tur-

keys in the Ozarks of Missouri. He found

that wild turkey mothers often failed to

return after tlieir nests had been discov-

ered by human beings or disturbed by

animal foes. Hybrid turkeys derived

from a cross between domestic and wild

parents do not forsake their eggs as read-

ily as the pure wild ones.

The foregoing observations suggest

the possibility that in the situation Mrs.

Lancaster describes, the failure of tlie

eggs to develop may have been due to

desertion of tlie nest by the adult tur-

keys. It is conceivable tliat e\'en a mild

earthquake might prove disturbing to

the female and permanently interrupt

her tendency to incubate. This interpre-

tation is entirely speculative, of course,

but it would be interesting to know

whether die turkey rancher noticed a

high proportion of nest desertions imme-

diately after the tremor. p ^ g

NOTICE—Readers are encouraged to

submit their own photographs of natu-

ral history subjects. Those selected for

publication on this page will be paid

for at $1.00 each, with full credit to

the photographer. Return postage must
be included.

Sn^s:

The enclosed snapshot may be of inter-

est to readers, particularly those who

believe snakes do not cross water.

This rattler was nonchalantly making

his way across the Myakka River in

Florida directly behind my boat one day

when I had but one exposure left in the

camera.

EXPERIENCE THAT COUNTS
Most of our wiuipraent has been going to the Govern-

ment tor war use—our third war service durinc our

fifty-four years of outfitting experience. Its selection

proved reputation and duality. We can now supply

certain items for expeditions or exploration

Writ8'D'e'pt"""NH-2 what your needs .--

reply promptly as to what Is available.

David T. Abercrombie Co.
sit Broadway New Tork City

CONST.^NCE SeDLON.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Sirs:

During a recent voyage along the

west coast of South America this vessel

encountered an unusually large school

of sperm whales. They seemed to be, as

far as we could determine, in some sort

of mass migration. At tlie suggestion of

the ship's Captain, who has sailed this

coast for many years and has seen noth-

ing diat could compare with this, I shall

describe what we observed.

On tlie morning of August 28, 1945,

we were northbound off Aguja Cape,

Peru. Shortly before 9:00 a.m. individ-

ual groups of from two to six sperm

whales were seen dotting the ^•isible

svu-face of tlie ocean. They were all

travehng south. A short while later -die

number of groups increased until the

entire ocean, to all visible limits of the

horizon, seemed spotted with them. The

sum total was a school of gigantic pro-

portions—all headed south. It took tlie

vessel nearly an hour to travel through

tlie main body of the school, and tlie

ship was proceeding north at full speed.

Several times a collision widi a whale

was narrowly averted, as they apparently

held little fear of die ship and as often

as not would stay on the surface rather

than sound. This afforded close inspec-

tion and positive identification of the

whales.

During die remainder of the morning

small groups or single straggling whales

were seen, die last of tliem being sighted

shortly after noon. It is impossible to

estimate the number of whales in the

school, because the east and west limits

could not be ascertained. However, ap-

proximately 400 to 600 whales were to

be seen at one time from the center of

the school and it can safely be assumed

that the entire school consisted of well

over 1,000 whales.

I hope that this information may be

of interest to you. I might add that

among all the professional seamen aboard,

no one had ever seen a similar sight.

William D. Boyer. Third Officer,

Grace Line S. S. "Daulton Mann"

The following comments are given by

George G. Goodwin, of the American

Museum's Department of Mammals:

In this day and age 1,000 monsters like

the sperm whale, massed in one great

school, are indeed a phenomenon worthy

of record. In recent years 30 or 40 would

be considered an exceptionally large

school of them. What numbers might

have congregated in primitive times is

not known, but I would assume that

they would reach the astounding figure

given in this letter by Officer William D.

Boyer.

The curtailment of the whahng indus-

try during the recent war could hardly

account directly for a school of this mag-
nitude, considering the sperm whale's

slow rate of propagation. The sperm

whale usually gi\-es birth to only one

young at a time, which averages about

thirteen feet in length at birth and is

suckled by the mother for at least the

first six montlis. The adult reaches a

length of 6.5 feet. Eight or nine years

seems to be generally accepted as the

normal life span of a sperm whale.

Before the whaling industry with its

modern equipment had reduced the

whale population to a dangerously low

figure, Thomas Beale stated in his Nat-

ural History of the Sperm Whale (1839)

that he had seen one school of as many
as five or six hundred. The log books

of whaling vessels, so far as I can learn,

give no such stupendous figures. C. H.

Townsend in a summary of log-book

records of American whaling ships shows

diat between 1761 and 1920, 36,908

sperm whales were captured in all oceans

—more tlian double all other species

added togedier for the same period. As

many as 155 individuals were taken by
one ship in a three-year cruise. Most of

diese sperm whales were taken in the

North Atlantic, but a considerable per-

centage were captured on tlie whaling

grounds off the Coast of Peru.

The deepest parts of the ocean are

the principal feeding grounds of this

whale. It cruises in search of squid and

octopus, devouring about a ton each

day. Like most other Cetaceans, it loves

company and usually tra\els in schools,

aldiough sohtary old males are not an

unusual occurrence. Four knots is con-

sidered the normal cruising rate of tlie

sperm whale, but it can triple diis speed

when necessary.

{NATURAL HISTORY Magazine

would welcome information from others

who have observed unusually large

schools of whales.—Ed.}
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„n«lll"""" SWISS FLOWER CARDS IN COLOR
About 150 different flowers

50 each

post cards

f and books
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HOW TO LANDSCAPE YOUR
GROUNDS $2.75

FIELD BOOK OF AMERICAN WILD
FLOWERS S3.50

by F. Schuyler Mathews

This handy and helpful book is again in

print. A popular, dependable, and con-

venient guide to the wild flowers and

shrubs east of the Mississippi, arranged

by families, with color keys.

GARDEN PLANNING AND
BUILDING $2.75

by H. Stuart Ortloff and Henry B.

Raymore

A popular presentation of the essential

principles of landscape design, with direc-

tions for translating the design into actual

construction.

HARDY CHRYSANTHEMUMS $2.50

by Alex Gumming

Here are a few of the subjects covered:

the selection of varieties for different

purposes, soils and fertilizers, priming

and disbudding, winter protection, propa-

gation, hybridizing, growing under glass

and under cloth, uses for landscape ef-

fects, and the control of insect pests and

diseases.

GARDEN FLOWERS IN COLOR $2.49

by Daniel J. Foley

Here is the only book showing the impor-

tant garden flowers in accurately colored

photographs—350 of them. In many cases

several varieties of the same flowers are

included—also typical gardens at various

blooming seasons. A special illustrated

section tells about soils, fertilizers, and
various cultural practices.

ANNUAL FLOWERS (From Seed Packet

to Bouquet) $2.75

by Dorothy H. Jenkins

The adaptability of annual flowers to the

garden and to the home is the theme of

this book, and it is written for anyone
who has ever been fascinated by a seed

catalog.

PERENNIALS PREFERRED $2.75

by Helen Van Pelt Wilson

The ABC's of growing perennials are pre-

sented for the layman. Soil and fertiliz-

ing, moisture and mulch, pests—such

problems face every gardener, and the

author tells how to overcome these diffi-

culties.

THE WORLD OF PLANT LIFE $3.95

by C. J. Hylander

This is probably the most comprehensive

book on plants that has yet been written

for the general reader. Mr. Hylander clas-

sifies and discusses every common type of

plant now extant in this country, native

and naturalized—he tells of their distri-

bution, habits, uses, and their various

imique and specialized structures which

enable them to exist in specific environ-

ments.

by Loyal R. Johnson

It you want a book on landscape garden-

ing, here is one in a class by itself. It

has practical planting plans with keys

for all sections of the country, and is pre-

pared by eight well-known landscape

architects.

AMERICAN BOTANY 1873-1892 $3.75

(.Decades of Transition)

by Andrew Denny Rodgers III

Stimulated by the developing philosophi-

cal phases in botany, arising from sound
systematic investigations, North American
botanists attacked with renewed zeal the

explorations of their continent. This bo-

tanical exploration is extensively treated

by Mr. Rodgers, finishing the work of

Parry and dealing with such other famous

explorers as Palmer, Pringle, Macoun,

Rushy, Greene, and Britlon. This great

period of North American botany (1873-

1892) dominated by one man—Gray

—

and his associates, produced some of the

ablest botanists this continent has known.

FLOWER FAMILY ALBUM $2.50

by Helen Field Fischer and Gretchen

Harshbarger

Here are 458 clear-cut portraits of flowers,

vegetables, and weeds arranged in family

groups and drawn to scale. Black and

white.

The Book Shop
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
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LETT R

1 was dfi'ply iiiipicssfd this iiiuiiiing al

reading Dorothy Thompson on peace

and die atomic bomb, and I wondered

whether in connection widi the terrible

spectacle which is to take place in the

Marshall Islands, there was any protest

against the destruction of sea life that

must take place. To bomb the desert was

one thing, but so to disturb ocean life is

quite anodier. I am writing in tlie hope

that you can tell me whether diese great

scientists who are helping our present

mania for destruction may not be checked

by odier scientists, not of deadi but of

life? I ha\'e no hope diat indignant talk

will accomplish anything. Eyery religious

prophet has been on the side of life and

peace, and war has grown increasingly

terrible. I am just one of hundreds of

thousands whom die Natural History Mu-
seum has taught to love the life of die

animal world. Might not an appeal for

that life, a scientific appeal, preyent the

continuance of this bomb display?

M.\RY White OyiNGTON.

New York, N. Y.

We are reliably informed that it

is part of the purpose of tlie experi-

ment with the atomic bomb in

Bikini Atoll to find out what pos-

sible damage it might do to the

Hfe of the ocean. The site was

chosen with a view to minimum
risk. A great number of scientists

who are concerned not with death

but with life have been called in

to go out and make their observa-

tions, and we can be sure that they

will be most critical of the results

if any danger of widespread dam-

age is even faintly indicated. In the

group are included some of the

country's best oceanographers and

marine biologists.—Ed.

Sms:

In the January issue I read die article

"Rice as a World Food" with particular

interest because my husband ser\ed for

three years as Rice Physiologist for the

state of Texas, and I myself collected and

identified rice-field weeds for Texas A.

and M. College and the experiment station.

While rice culture in this country is

neither as picturesque nor as primitiye as

that of the Far East, there is a great deal

that is interesting about it.

Rice seeding in parts of the South in

earlier times was often accompUshed by

enclosing each grain in a ball of clay so

that the seeds would drop to the bottom

of the flooded fields. Today rice is planted

LETTERS

ill I'exas by drill machines and in Cali-

fornia often by airplane! A far cry from

the primitive metliods of the Orient and

our own earlier experiments.

Weeding must still be done by hand,

since rice cannot be cultivated by ma-
chine. It is advisable to have a thorough

weeding program not only because un-

wanted plants compete with the rice or

e\en crowd it out, but because the pres-

ence of weed seeds greatly lowers the

\ alue of the grain going to the mill. One
common weed has seeds of a size similar

to rice and hence cannot be entirely

screened out. These seeds resemble die

droppings of mice or rats and, when
found in a package of rice, usually mean
that some disgruntled customer returns

the package and demands his money
back.

Birds are another menace to the rice

grower, and he sometimes resorts to sev-

eral mediods of defeating them. In Texas

the 'Tilackbird" or "rice bird" is one of

die worst offenders. Another bird that has

taken to rice fields to the despair of die

grower is the mud hen. A blackish bird,

big of foot and narrow of body, it is shy

but persistent. If disturbed it threads

its way through the rice stems and be-

comes lost to sight. The mud hen is un-

welcome company because it builds

its nest by tangling and weaving the rice

stems into a protective mat on which to

lay its eggs.

In a country where newcomers like to

talk about the swarms of mosquitoes as

if they were stampeding elephants, it is

surprising that the flooded rice fields con-

tribute little or nothing to this Brobding-

nagian population. The reason lies in the

tiny fish and minnows that frequent the

rivers from which the irrigating water is

pumped. These minnows are pumped
along with the water into the rice fields

and feed on the mosquito lar\'ae.

Mrs. Noe Higinbotham.

South Bend, Indiana

Sms:

... I ha\e eaten many barracudas both

in Aruba and Martinique and am still

alive. But what I would like to know is

why they would not eat me. Dr. Myron

Gordon says they attack things on the

surface when diey are moving. It hap-

pened this way:

In Aruba we had a lagoon in which we
went swimming. It was rather safe from

shark and barracuda except in February

and August, when flying fish were plenti-

ful. We always thought that it was the

season of egg-laying for all fishes there

and that the preying shark and 'cudas

came for the good hunting. One afternoon

in Februar\' I went swimming with two

iellovvs, and suddenly we saw, quite

near by, a school of flying fish coming

toward us. As a joke, whenever we saw
flying fish, we would say, "Barracudas."

We happened to be quite far from shore

but on a small sand bank. To see better

we got on our feet and the water came
a little below our waists. Quicker than it

takes to tell, there were six barracudas

around us, swimming hke lightning. We
judged them to be six feet long but prob-

ably exaggerated in our fright. One made
straight for my legs. I was frantic, and

splashed and splashed for dear Hfe. When
the 'cuda was about 3 feet from me, he

suddenly turned and went.

One of die fellows was so scared he

said, "That was the longest ten minutes

I have ever spent!"

I answered, "You are crazy; it was not

ten minutes but about five seconds in

all."

We saw no more of them that day.

Why do you suppose we were a dis-

appointment to diem? Were they after

those flying fish?

( I have always wanted to say a word
about the articles of John Eric Hill with

the drawings by G. Frederick Mason.

I always read tiieni first; diey are super.)

Mrs. a. Desbriere Irwin.

Madisonville, Louisville

Mrs. Irwin's question is probably hke

the familiar one that anglers often ask.

"Why," they want to know (after fol-

lowing every rule of die sport in using

the proper hook and line, the right bait,

and die approved approach), "do some

fish refuse to rise to the lure?" About all

we can say is that we rejoice with Mrs.

Irwin that she is ahve to tell the tale.

Myron Gordon.

Sirs:

I have just read witii interest Dr. Myron
Gordon's article entitled "Barracuda,

Tiger-of-the-Sea." I note what you say

about barracudas caught in Florida waters

generally being considered inedible; and,

as a matter of fact, my guides have gen-
Continued on page 100
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VburTelephone uses wires and radio

jVlaybe you've thought of the

Bell Telephone System as using

only wires. It uses and pioneers

in radio too.

Through radio voice-ways it

reaches across the seas to the

world's telephones. At home,

radio waves carry your calls

across water barriers.

Radio links provide mobile

telephone service for vessels ply-

ing inland waters and for ships

at sea. Before long, such a ser-

vice will also be available for

motor vehicles.

Work is moving right ahead

on an experimental radio relay

system to carry Long Distance

calls and television programs

between New York and Boston.

A similar system is planned

between the cities of Chicago

and Milwaukee.

In every case the Bell System

uses the kind of transmission,

wire or radio, that gives best

service at lowest cost.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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THE COVER THIS MONTH

The beautiful cattleya orchid shown on

oui cover tliis montli is the new variety

Green Gold raised by Harold Patterson

& Sons, Bergenfield, N.
J.

This striking

plant is the result of the hybridizing skill

of
J.

P. Mossman, Orchid Glen, Tappan,

N. Y. The color photograph is by F. W.

Cassebeer of New York City.

Green Gold was first flowered in 1938

from seed sowti in 1933 and was obtained

from a cross of C. Thebes with C. Prin-

cess Royal Alba. It is an excellent example

of the improvement that can be achieved

in orchids by careful plant breeding in

only 3 or 4 generations from collected

wild species. Prominent in its inheritance

is the species C. Dowiana, a yellow orchid

with a gold-veined purplish lip whose

native habitat is Colombia and Costa

Rica. Also in its ancestry is the species

C. Labiata from Brazil, a flower with the

conventional bitoned purple orchid color.

Hybrid orchids with clear yellow petals

and immarked rich purple lips like Green

Gold are in great demand not only for

their beauty but also because of their

relative scarcity.
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LETTERS
Continued from page 97

erally thrown them away and, certainly,

have always preferred other fish for

eating.

Much to my surprise, I have found, how-

ever, on frequent trips to the Pacific Coast

during the war, that barracuda was served

in all the restaurants and is considered

quite a delicacy. I have never caught any

barracudas in the Pacific and am won-

dering if it is a different breed of fish.

Please let me know.
j^ g p^^^^^.^^

New York, N. Y.

The Pacific barracuda is Sphyraena

argentea (the silver one), and we are

happy to have Mr. Pruitt's confirmation

that it is "quite a delicacy."

The article in Natural History was

concerned, for the most part, with the

great barracuda, which bears the scientific

name of Sphyraena barracuda. This is the

largest and most dangerous of tlie group.

There is a smaller barracuda around New
York and southern New England, par-

ticularly in the summer. This is Sphyraena

horealis (the northern one), but it never

gets much larger than a foot long. It is

not at all rare. Farther south, another

small species, Sphyraena gimchancho is

common about die West Indies.

Perhaps the notion that barracudas pro-

duce a poison known as ciguatera to the

Cubans, is a provincial taboo dating from

some coincidental association of a barra-

cuda platter with some unhappy gastro-

nomic results. As far as is known, none

of these barracudas really appear to be

poisonous when properly cleaned and

promptly prepared. ^^^^^ Gordon.

Sirs:

The article, "The Aleutians-Island

Necklace of the North" (Natual His-

tory', December, 1945), with the excel-

lent photographs tliat accompany it, is of

the greatest interest to all concerned with

geologic studies in the Aleutians. Mr.

Freiday is to be congratulated on the

work that he has accomplished in tlie time

available to him after the performance

of his official duties.

The paucity of library facilities available

to Mr. Freiday at his official station doubt-

less accounts for his lack of awareness of

some of die earlier geologic work done

in the Aleutian Islands and on volcanoes

elsewhere. Aniakchak, for instance, is gen-

erally regarded as a caldera, radier than

a crater, and is not the largest known

caldera, being far exceeded in size by

the Valles caldera, of New Mexico, with

diameters of 16 and 18 miles, and by a

number of Japanese calderas.i

Akutan and Makushin volcanoes are

quite well known. A short description of

Akutan appeared in 1935,- but Mr. Frei-

day's mention of the sulphur mine thereon

is the first that has come to my attention.

The sulphur deposits in the crater of

Akun volcano, near Akutan, were mined

some years ago, and have been known

for many years.

The existence of Uving glaciers on

Makushin was apparently first recognized

by George Davidson, who made the first

recorded ascent of the volcano in 1867,

and described the ascent in Appalachia,

vol. 4 (1884), pp. 1-11. . . .

The presence of glaciers on Mt. Vsevi-

dof and on Mr. Freiday's "Glacier Peak"

was apparently first recognized by Robert

1 A communication to Natural History from
E. B. Powers, of San Diego, Cal., suggests

Ngorongoro, in Tanganyika Territory, as being
the largest. Readers interested in pursuing the

subject further will find an exhaustive review in

"Calderas and their Origin," by Howel Williams,
in the University of California Publications,

Bulletin Department of Geological Sciences, vol.

25, No. 6 (1941), pp. 239-346.
= Finch, R. H., "Akutan volcano": Zeits. f.

Vulk., vol. 16 (1935), pp. 155-160.

> A Joshua tree in the Joshua National Forest

^ A SINGLE Joshua tree bud



Dunn ( The ()i/(/iig Mci<^(i:.iiu\ March,

1908, pp. 660-671).

To Mr. Dunn, again, belongs the credit

for the first published description ol the

great caldera in tlie northern part of

Umnak Island, which he named Okniok

Crater {The Outing Magazine, Feb.,

1908, pp. 540-550).

Detailed maps of Okniok caldera (pre-

pared by the Corps of Engineers, U. S.

Army, since Mr. Freiday's article was

written ) show that the highest points on

the rim of the caldera are more than 3500

feet high, and the outlet of the floor has

an altitude of about 1100 feet.

Odier geologists who ha\e visited the

caldera are extremely doubtful as to

whetlier any considerable portion of the

floor has ever been filled by glacial ice.

No evidence of glacial erosion was found

on the walls of the outlet gap of tlie

caldera. Robert R. Coats,

Geologist.

( Published by permission of the Director,

United States Geological Survey.

)

Washington, D. C.

Sirs:

I read the following statement in a

newspaper

:

"Question: Please describe the method

u^ed by a fox to rid himself of fleas.

"Answer: Taking in his mouth a tuft of

wool or a piece of wood, the fox slowly

submerges himself, tail first in a pond.

The fleas are driven forward onto the

piece of wool or wood, which is then set

adrift by the fox."

It sounds more foolish than incredible

and I am curious to know what you would

ha\e to say about it. . . .

Margaret N. Morrison.

West Hartford, Conn.

Dr. John Eric Hill of the American

Museum's Department of Mammals makes

the following comment

:

The story of the fox getting rid of fleas

is an old one and is quoted in a number

of natural histories. I do not believe it,

but would find an absolute disproof diffi-

cult.

Fleas would surely stay close to the

skin, where there would be enough air

imprisoned by the fur to prevent wetting

for some time. It takes a lot of submerg-

ing to wet a fox to the skin. Most aquatic

animals with fur have fleas. Sea-otter,

otter, beaver, and muskrat all have fleas

in spite of tlieir living in the water so

much of the time.

On the negative side, no competent ob-

server to my knowledge has claimed to

have observed this action. It is usually

quoted as if it were general knowledge,

yet specific instances where people have

claimed to see it are rare. This is the

usual case in false folk-lore, to which

category I am quite sure diis story belongs.

Perhaps someone vvidi a flea-bitten dog

would be .scientifically-minded enough to

by to get rid of its fleas in this way and

as evidence would preserve the fleas that

flee to the piece of fleece.

I want to express to you in writing my
deep enjoyment and appreciation of all

your issues of Natural History.

Most recently, the article on Scorpions,

wiUi which I have had in past years some

personal acquaintance, seemed to me a

classic—direct, simple, authoritative. And
not least, tlie inclusion of how-it-was-done

should prove an inspiration to many who
are directly or indirectly in a position to

study and record "Nature in her visible

forms." Doing so is not a simple matter, but

one requiring skill and infinite patience.

Again I congratulate you.

(Signed) "Interested."

h,\s the wisent survived the

Second World War?
Sirs:

... It is truly amazing liow, in spite

of all the shortages and restrictions, you

have maintained the high standards of

both content and appearance in Natural
History throughout the wartime years.

I have enjoyed each and every issue. Es-

pecially outstanding in my opinion have

been your series on "Strategic Minerals"

and "Strategic Plants," Dr. Murphy's

Choco articles, and Dr. Wissler's on the

beginnings of civilization, as well as Dr.

Mayr's article on the Birds of Paradise . . .

I would greatly appreciate it if the staff

of the museum could tell me what is the

present status of the European Bison. I

know that World War I almost destroyed

the species, and am wondering how
M'orld War II has affected it . . .

Robert L. Kendig.

Brvn Athyn, Penna.

The following answer is offered by

George G. Goodwin, Associate Curator

in the American Museum's Department of

Mammals:
Mr. Kendig is correct in saying that

Europe's largest and once most famous

big game animal, which in medieval times

haunted the great forests of Germany,

Poland, and Russia, was all but extermi-

nated during World War I. Except for

a few pampered and park-bred animals,

this great European bison, the so-called

wisent (pronounced WEE-zent), was

doomed to annihilation with the retreat

of the German troops from the Russian

frontier in 1918.

In general appearance, the closest fiv-

ing animal to the wisent is the wood
buffalo of western Canada. Professor

Rowen of the University of Edmonton

has even intimated that tlie wood buffalo

of Canada might be more closely related

to the wisent of Europe dian to our own
plains bison. It is significant that both

the wood buffalo and the wisent are forest

animals. Fiuthermore, the latitudinal

range in each case is on the same parallel.

The German military authorities in

World War I can be credited with having

made every effort to preserve tlie wisent

during their advance and occupation of

the Bjcloviesk Forest. But the 185 ani-

mals that survived the actual period of

hostilities were slaughtered by poachers

and hunters when German protection

was removed. The climax of this regret-

table tragedy can be dated February 19,

1921, when Bartoleus Szpakowicz shot

and killed a wisent diat was the last wild

bison in Poland and probably the last in

all continental Europe.

The Forest of Bjcloviesk is the remnant

of what was known to the Romans as the

Hercynian Forest, and the animal was

still abundant when they invaded this

region. Julius Caesar was so impressed

with the animal tliat he took care to men-
tion it in his "Commentaries." After the

fall of the Roman Empire the number of

wisent diminished rapidly. Konrad Ges-

ner, die Swiss naturalist, states that in

1555 tlie wisent was still found in east-

ern Prussia, Poland, and Hungary. Two
centuries later, however, the wisent was

considered a rare animal in Europe.

Frederick the Great did much to preserve

it during his life and assigned game
wardens to protect it. The peak of abun-

dance in later years seems to have been

in 1853, when the number in the Forest

increased to more than 1500.

Meanwhile, news of a wisent herd in

Caucasia reached Europe. A Caucasian

officer, with troops brought to stop the

Polish rebelhon during the middle of the

last century, recognized a wisent in the

museum at Lublin. He informed the au-

thorities that he knew this animal from

his native mountains, and an investiga-

tion proved his assumption correct.

At the outbreak of World War I, 770

wild European bison lived in the great

Lithuanian Forest of Bjcloviesk, near

Gradno, and were under the protection of

the existing Russian government. The

herd in northwestern Caucasia, in tlie

Kuban region, numbered between 650

and 700, making a total of about 1400

wild European bison. The Caucasian herd

was slaughtered to the last animal during

die Russian Revolution. When world con-

ditions were once more restored to nor-

mal, it was found that scarcely 50 Euro-

pean bison remained. These were scat-

tered through zoological gardens and

parks. The International Society for the

Conservation of the Wisent was then es-

tablished. The task of saving the wisent

was entrusted to two brothers, Lutz and

Heinrich Heck, directors of the Zoologi-

CoMtinucd on page 14S

NOTICE—Readers are encouraged to

submit their own photographs of natu-
ral history subjects. Those selected for

publication on these pages will be paid
for at $1.00 each, with full credit to

the photographer. Return postage must
be included.
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YOUR NEW BOOKS
SHELLS • JOHN MUIR •

HORSES • TIBET •

QUEST FOR GOLD

ASTRONOMY

Fishes and shells of
the pacific world
------ John T. Nichols and

Paul Bartsch

The MacmiOan Co., $2.50

The Infantry Journal

192 pages, 83 figures

A FEW years ago, the words "Pacific

^^^ Ocean" brought to the minds of

many people a large double-page map in

an atlas, exhibiting huge e.xpanses of

ocean, sprinkled here and there, at wide

intervals, with pepperings of tiny and in-

significant dots.

Since tlie war, however, millions of

young men and women have come back
from the South Seas with indelible im-

pressions of vast, tossing wastes of Pacific

waters, while the former "dots" have re-

solved themselves into mountain-domi-

nated bodies of land or far-flung, low-

lying coral archipelagoes, in both cases,

surrounded or associated with hving bar-

riers of surf-washed coral reefs.

The men have brought back with them
vivid memories of the strange, gaudily

colored reef-fishes and the beautiful shells

with which the lagoons abound. They
have also returned with numerous ques-

tions, "What was this fish?" "What is this

shell, and what are the habits of the Hv-

ing animal?"

It is remarkable to note how many of

these questions have been answered in

this interesting and well-planned book
by Nichols and Bartsch. The authors, out

of thousands of species, have selected

those most likely to have been noticed

and those of special interest for various

reasons, and have given brief, but clear

and lucid descriptions of their appearance,

habits, and unusual pecuUarities.

In this way, they have covered sharks,

rays, the brilliantly colored parrot-fishes,

wrasses, and butterfly fishes, as weU as

the little demoiselles. They have included

the more grotesque gobies, scorpion fishes,

and frog-fishes. Then they dealt vrith

habits and distribution, and they have not

omitted the species of economic value.

In similar fashion, the most outstand-

ing and conspicuous shells of the region

are covered and described as well as could

be done within the limitations of space.

The book is well illustrated with draw-

ings and photographs which show the es-

sential characters of the forms described.

It is a pity that tliis book could not

• have been issued while our men were

stiU in service, not only to satisfy their

natural curiosity about the life with which

the coral lagoons abound, but because,

at diat time, much of the information

could have been turned to their practical

advantage as well.

Roy Waldo Miner.

Son of the wilderness
The Life of John Muir

----- by Linnie Marsh WoHe

AUred A. Knopf, $3.50

364 pages, 46 iUust.

'"p^HIS is tlie biography of a man who
-*- played a prominent part in many

fields. He was an ardent field naturalist, a

lover of nature, an explorer, an able ex-

ponent of the glacial theory, a pioneer in

conservation, an inventor, and a man of

letters. Mrs. Wolfe has written an inti-

mate accoimt of this genius, and her style

has all the conviction of an eye-witness.

Biography, to this reviewer, can be deadly

dull, but in this instance he was pleasantly

surprised to find that the author had

entered so completely into tlie personal

characteristics of her subject that the

story read almost as told by Muir himself.

A biographer has to be daring to set

forth incidents and tlioughts as if known

by actual observation; too often a style

which attempts to brighten tlie pages in

tliis fashion treads close upon fiction. This

author documents her volume so thor-

oughly, often quoting Muir directly, that

the reader gains an impression of realism

with no strain upon his credulity. It is to

be expected that the biographer will de-

vote most of the space to increasing the

stature of her hero, but then natrue did

cast Muir in an heroic role and the public

will be most interested in the very quali-

ties which made him great. Nevertheless,

we are told, although near the end of the

book, that Muir had some of the very

human attributes he should have had to

escape being legendary.

In a brief review such as this, one can-

not outline the contents of the book. It

is sufficient to inform the prospective

reader that the biographer has performed

her task well, that Muir Uved a very fuU

life, doing things that are of importance

to us all, that his associations were of his-

torical interest and significance, and to

furtlier state that while Muir occupies tlie

center of the stage tlie Lmelight strikes

upon tlie contemporary scene as well, and

this adds interest to the book.

H. E. Anthony.

Thunder gods gold
.. ...-by Barry Storm

Southwest Pubhshing Co., $2.75

116 pages, 19 illust.

'TPHIS is a tale of lost mines, cryptic

-*- maps, treachery and murder, revolv-

ing around the quest for gold in the

Superstition Mountains of southern Ari-

zona.

In these mountains, home of the Thun-

der Gods of the Apache Indians, Pedro

Peralta discovered fabulously rich ore in

1846. He returned in 1847 with 68 men
to mine the deposit, after furnishing his

two brothers in Mexico with rough maps

locating the discovery site. The Apaches,

outraged at the violation of their sacred

land, massacred the party and carefully

covered all but one of the nine small tun-

nels which they had driven. The uncov-

ered tunnel was considered so inaccessible

that it was not likely ever to be rediscov-

ered. But it was found, in 1871, by two

prospectors who had been given one of

the Peralta maps. Through the simple

expedient of murdering these prospectors,

the mine came into the possession of Walz

and Wiser, German immigrants; Walz im-

mediately murdered Wiser and had sole

possession. For years Walz brought out

burro-loads of ore assaying more tlian

$10,000 a ton. Despite many efforts to

trail him he kept his location a secret,

and with his death tlie mine became the

much sought-after "Lost Dutchman

Mine." Again and again, as years passed,

rich ore was found in the area, and one

of the poorer Peralta mines was located

in 1940, but murder and misadventure

has dogged the seekers of this fortune,

and the bonanza ores are stiU being

sought.

Witliin this book we have the story of

this varied history, told by a man who
has been one of die more persistent seek-

ers. The work is documented with ter-

minal "Notes of Authenticity," with

numerous photographs, and with reproduc-

tions of maps left by past seekers. It is

an adventure tale and a saga of the

southwestern desert land, diat, in its ap-
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peal to the universal lure of adventure

and treasure tro\'e, should be widely

appreciated.
j^ ^ ^^^^

Light horses
--by Cecil F. Rooks

Ziff-Da\'is Publishing Co., $2.00

159 pages, lOS illust.

T tORSE lovers, especially tliose who
•* -* are beginners in horsemanship, will

find in this book a valuable store of infor-

mation on riding and driving horses. All

tlie common breeds in America are de-

scribed and compared and their special

\'alues gi\'en. There are good descriptions

of the gaits of a riding horse, each illus-

trated.

Equipment for riding and driving is

discussed, as well as the proper manner

to hold tlie reins and riding form. A sec-

tion is devoted to training saddle and

driving horses, learning to jump, teaching

special gaits, and overcoming bad habits.

In Iowa, where Mr. Rooks lives, a number
of riders go for a three-day, hundred-

mile trail ride each fall. Conditioning a

horse for competition in these rides is im-

portant, as most horses ( and riders ) from

the city are too soft to cover the distance

without hardening exercises. The winner

of several rides is quoted at length as to

his methods of preparing his mount for

the trail.

Grooming is necessary to keep a horse

in good condition; it also reveals any in-

juries or swellings diat may develop.

Proper shoeing and trimming of the hoof

helps colts develop proper foot-structure

and may be used to correct wrong func-

tioning. Other subjects discussed are the

ailments of horses and the points one

should consider in buying a horse.

The author is well qualified to write

on the care and training of horses, hav-

ing worked with them since early child-

hood. He is now Field Representative of

the Iowa Horse and Mule Breeders Asso-

ciation, Associate Editor of Midwestern

Horseman Magazine, and he frequently

serves as judge at horseshows.

J.
E. Hill.

Guide to southern
TREES

by Elwood S. Harrar and

J.
George Harrar

Whittlesey House, $4.50

712 pages, 73 plates

T tERE is a guide to the trees of the
-•- -* southwestern United States that

wiU be welcomed by many naturalists

whose homes are south of the Mason and

Dixon's Line, or who may have the privi-

lege of visiting this interesting region.

More than 350 species are described, and

Continued on page 147
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THE GREAT SIERRA

Snow Survey
Bi/ C. Frank Brockman

All photographs by California State De-
partment of Public Works, Div. of Water

Resources, unless otherwise credited

THREE figures, ciouched
against the force of the driv-

ing wind, plodded wearily across a

snow-blanketed meadow, their skis

hissing through the thin crust with

every step. At intervals, the lead

man would drop behind, and to the

next in line would fall the labori-

ous task of breaking trail. All day

soggy gray clouds had obscured

the lofty pinnacles round about,

but now they began to lose their

burden and the first snowflakes

whipped out of the gloom of the

ebbing day to sting the faces of the

travelers. Doggedly they pushed

forward toward the dim outline of

a timbered slope on the far side of

the meadow, toward the sanctuary

of a small cabin, completely buried

beneath the drifted snow. Rest,

relaxation, a warm fire, and food

would be a welcome respite from

the long day of fatiguing travel-

especially in the prospect of a

gathering storm.

These men were not pleasure

skiers; they were snow surveyors,

and their work in this winter wil-

derness, far from the customary

routes of travel, was of vital im-

< Hard going in deep snow. Occa-

sionally snow surveyors must ski long

distances under such conditions. Each

year 150 men travel a total of 4500 miles

THE GREAT SIERRA. SNOW SURVEY

portance to thousands of people in

the valleys below. Their journey

would produce one segment of the

information that would determine

the amount of water stored in the

lieavy snowpack high in the Sierra

Nevada. With this information,

farmers in the San Joaquin and

Sacramento Valleys could plan

their activities intelligently for the

coming dry season. Power com-

panies would be able to make esti-

mates of the potential electricity

that their turbines would generate.

Mining, manufacturing, and a wide

variety of similar industries would

be served. If a heavy snowpack

indicated an exceptionally' heavy

run-off with the possibility of

floods, storage reservoirs could be

held at low levels as long as much

snow remained high in the moun-

High in the Sierra Nevada,

snow surveyors on skis forecast

the livelihood of thousands of

people in the San Joaquin and

Sacramento Valleys

tains. The heavy run-ofl could then

be absorbed as it developed and

floods could be prevented along the

lower reaches of the streams. Or if

a light snowpack warned of a

scarcity of water during the com-

ing summer, plans could be made
for its careful conservation and

distribution.

As rain rarely falls in these re-

gions from June to October, all

water used during that period must

be supplied from the precipitation

of the preceding winter, held over

by natural agencies or by artificial

control. The rugged Sierra Nevada,

extending north and south in Cali-

fornia for over 400 miles, intercepts

the moisture - laden winds that

sweep in from the Pacific during

the winter. Here at high altitudes

are vast watersheds, upon which

precipitation in winter falls en-

tirely in the form of snow and

accumulates to great depths, cov-

ering an area of about 17,000

square miles. Cold prevents the

snowpack from melting until the

valleys far below are firmly in the

embrace of summer. Even then,

it melts slowly enough so that the

natural run-off provides a plentiful

supply of water until well into the

dry season. If this water is then

carefully controlled and regulated

by reservoirs, a dependable year-

round supply is assured.

105



A Snow survey cabin almost covered by

deep snow. A shovel secured high in the

gable enables the men to gain entrance

A One of numerous reservoirs fed by Sierra Nevada snows: Don Pedro

Dam, which supplies water for the Turlock and Modesto Irrigation Districts.

Snow measured at Dana Meadows at the end of March is water in the dam by

June or July

A Arriving at the snow course, aluminum
tubes are joined together for taking samples

>• Ready to take a snow sample. Slots

along the side of the tube show the depth

of the snow



Much of the economy of Cali-

fornia therefore depends upon snow,

and the evaluation of the Sierra

snowpack is a serious business.

The average person usually ap-

preciates the value of man-made

dams and reservoirs, but he is sel-

dom fully aware of the immense

volume of water that is stored in

the winter snows of high mountains.

On April 1, 1938, for example, Mr.

Fred Paget, who is in charge of

the snow survey work for the Cali-

fornia State Division of Water Re-

sources, reported that eight times

as much water was held in storage

in the Sierra snowpack as in the

surrounding man-made reservoirs.

For many years, various Cali-

fornia water-using agencies, aware

of the importance of the Sierra

snowpack, conducted individual

surveys on watersheds on their own
initiative. In 1930, however, the

snow survey work was organized

on a consolidated over-all basis. It

operates under the direction and

leadership of the Division of Water

eworMi^o^f coarse
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A Map of a typical snow course—Dana Meadows,

Yosemite National Park (9700 ft.). Some courses are

at higher elevations. Maps like this are made for all

snow courses. Samples are taken at 50- or 100-foot

intervals

A The tube is thrust through the snow to

the ground and withdrawn with the sample

inside. The weight of the sample will in-

dicate the amount of water in the snow

> To DETERMINE the water content of the

snow sample, the tube, with its snow core,

is weighed on scales that indicate the

equivalent directly in inches of water



Resources of the Califoniia Depart-

ment of Public Works. From Janu-

ary to the first week in May, the

SieiTa snowpack is subjected to

careful, standardized investigation.

Progress surveys are made each

month throughout this period, but

the main information is gathered

during the last week in March,

when the winter storms are about

over. At that time, a small army of

about 150 snow surveyors are out

in the "high country." Twenty-four

principal watersheds on both sides

of the Sierra are studied. From the

headwaters of the Sacramento sys-

tem on the north to the lower

reaches of the Kern on the south,

the snowpack is examined for depth

and water content at regular in-

tervals and at key locations. In the

central ofiBce in Sacramento the re-

sults are analyzed and scrutinized

for possible errors. Computations

are then made which permit pre-

diction of the amount of run-off

from April to the latter part of

July. Finally, this information is

pubUshed and made available to all

co-operating agencies.

One naturally asks how measure-

ments that are sufficiently accurate

can be made. Casual reports of

snow depths are not sufficient, since

depth alone does not tell the entire

story. Snow, when it first falls at

high altitudes, usually has a density

approximating 10 per cent; that is,

10 inches of snow will yield one

inch of water. After several days

the new-fallen snow settles and

packs to a density of 25 per cent,

so that only four inches may be

required to produce one inch of

water. As the snow continues to

fall and increase in depth during

the winter, its density becomes still

greater, and its crystalline structure

is slightly modified by melting at

the surface and absorption of free

water by the lower layers. A maxi-

mum density of about 57 per cent

is sometimes reached before the

end of winter. Beyond that point,

the water is generally no longer re-

tained in the snowpack and runs

off from the bottom.

The general method is simple,

but the work of gathering and com-

piling the data requires careful

attention to a multitude of details.

Places of measurement, known as

"snow courses," must be laid out

and permanently established. Trails

through difficult and often danger-

ous terrain must be clearly marked

so that they can be followed under

adverse weather conditions. Shelter

cabins must be established at strate-

gic locations and stocked in ad-

vance with food, fuel, and bedding.

In addition, protection must be

provided from marauding bears, as

well as from individuals not familiar

with the code of mountain ethics.

Finally, the men who make the sur-

veys must be of strong physique,

familiar with the territory, accus-

tomed to winter travel in the

mountains, and capable of taking

care of themselves in the emergen-

cies that occasionally arise.

The men generally travel in

groups of two or three — never

alone—, for the routes are often

hazardous, and even slight mis-

calculations or injuries may be dan-

gerous or even fatal. For this rea-

son, "Fancy Dan" skiers who enjoy

taking chances are never used for

these missions. In this remote

mountain wilderness, the plan is to

be safe rather than sorry. Most of

the men who remain in the back

country all winter are employees of

the power companies, together with

caretakers of mountain resorts and

others whose duties keep them in

touch with the wilderness. Rangers

of the United States Forest Service

and the National Park Service

make a great many of the snow
surveys in California. Most of the

high mountain areas are either Na-

tional Forests or National Parks,

and the rangers make the snow-

measuring work a part of their

regular winter patrols.

The instruments used for mak-

ing the tests are a tribute to those

who have devised them. Often the

measurements must be made un-

der difficult conditions—in freezing

cold or in blinding blizzards— , and

if the equipment were not simple

and efficient, the results would

suffer.

Sample localities are selected that

are typical of each region from

which inforaiation is desired. The

"snow course" is established in an

open area, sheltered if possible

A The pencil indicates the height ^

the snow core has risen in the tube.

Snow is visible through the slot

> Measurements taken at the

snow courses are recorded in this

manner. "Dirt" or "Grass" means
that the tube went completely

through the snow to the ground
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trom dii\ing winds, and a map of

the area is prepared to guide the

snow surveyors in their work. With-

in this area, two Hnes are laid out

in the form of a rough cross, and

the extremities are marked with

conspicuous red and yellow signs.

The points at which snow samples

are to be taken are then located at

more or less regidar intervals along

the lines between the signs. The

number of sample points depends

upon the conditions at the site. In

some cases, five or six will do.

Some courses require thirt)' or

more. The average is around 20.

The average from all the sampling

points evens out the slight differ-

ences caused by uneven ground

and drifting snow, and it represents

a verv accurate figure of the water

content of the snow blanket in any

particular area.

In sampling the snow at each of

the designated points on a given

course, the surveyors use a tube of

steel or aluminum approximately

two inches in diameter. This tube

consists of a number of pieces, each

30 inches long, which can be

> Close-up of scales with tube being

weighed for computation of water

content

coupled together readily, so that

snow deptlis of 15 feet or more can

conveniently be measured. The tube

is driven perpendicularly into the

snowpack to the ground, and the

length of the core of snow inside

is easily seen through a slot and

is measured against a scale marked

on the outside of the tube. Any

dirt brought up by the cutter is

carefully removed, and the water

content of the sample is then de-

termined by weighing the tube

with its core of snow on scales that

indicate the equivalent amount of

water in inches.

This system, is the result of ex-

periments originally conducted by

Dr.
J.

E. Church on Mount Rose

near Lake Tahoe about 40 years

ago. Dr. Church was Professor of

Classics at the University of Neva-

da, but he possessed a lively inter-

est in the outdoors. From this in-

terest developed a curiosity as to

how the water content of the snow

on near-by mountains could be de-

termined. He is now on the staff of

the Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion of the University of Nevada

as a meteorologist and is President

of the Section on Hydrology of the

American Geophysical Union and

also of the International Commis-

sion of Snow. The value of his

work, originally begun as a hobby,

was soon recognized. Today, it

serves as a basis for snow surveys

carried on, not only in California

where it has been highly developed,

but also in Nevada, Utah, New
Mexico, Colorado, Oregon, and

parts of Canada, Austraha, South

America, India, and Russia.

Photo courtesy of Lassen Volcani National Park
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A Practical knowledge of sap collect-

ing has been traditional since colonial

days, but we are just learning nature's

secret of what makes the sap flow

In this dizzy-looking picture, you

look down on two barrels. In the left-hand

one stands a tree cut off and set in water,

without removing any of its branches. On
the right are three eight-foot sections, two

right-side up, and one inverted. In the

foreground is a horizontal eight-foot sec-

tion. All four trees, though rootless, pro-

duced sap. Clark Stevens is examining one

of the sap buckets on the horizontal log,

as Russell Eggert makes notes



Strange as it may seem, you need only the trunk of the tree, without

roots or branches, to get maple syrup, but the weather must be right

WHEN spring comes to New
England—when the days

are warm and bright, and the nights

still freezing—the old New Eng-

lander will sniff the air apprecia-

tively and say, "Sap weather." If

you question him, he will tell you

other things, too: that sap does not

flow when the east wind blows;

that only the uninitiated ask a man
how many maple trees he has.

Those well-versed in maple lore

always ask how many buckets he

hangs.

But when you ask what it is that

makes maple sap flow, the old New
Englander will probably say it is

just nature's way. This unquestion-

ing acceptance of the fact may sat-

isfy the layman, but the scientist

wants to know more than that. Even

the scientists, however, have been

puzzled about sap flow, and have

had a number of explanations to

offer.

A year or two ago, Clark Stevens,

forester, and Russell Eggert, horti-

culturist, both at the University of

New Hampshire, began a series of

experiments designed to test the

various theories. The experiments

themselves were ingenious, and the

results were a surprise even to the

Photo P'isual Service, Cniv. U(-

of New Hampshire ;]

experimenters themselves. If their

new theory proves valid, you will

not need a maple tree at all to get

sap enough for your own use—all

you will need will be an eight-foot

maple log, freshly-cut, a barrel of

water, and certain weather condi-

tions. Of course, you won't get as

much as you would from a whole

tree, but during the so-called "sap

weather" you will get a good supply

of the best quality sap.

One of the oldest theories about

the flow of maple sap was that it

was the result of root pressure—the

roots forced the sap up into the

tree, and when weather conditions

were favorable it flowed out

through the sap spout. To test this,

a tree was cut down, placed in a

barrel of water, and tapped. Sap

flowed from it as well as it did from

the near-by trees that had been left

undisturbed for comparison. There-

fore root pressure as a cause was

eliminated.

A second common theory was

that the evaporation of moisttire

from the leaves and twigs during

the summer exerted a pull which

brought sap up through tiny tubes

in the trunk of the tree, and that the

same pull might be felt in winter

even though leaves were absent.

To test this, a maple was stripped

of all its branches, and the scars

were sealed over with grafting

wax. But the sap flowed just as it

did in the normal trees. Therefore,

the idea of twigs and branches

being responsible for sap flow was

thrown out.

Various other tests were tried.

One tree had both root and crown

removed. The exposed wounds

were sealed with grafting wax and

the tree put in a barrel of water;

again sap flowed normally. Then

the tree was turned upside down

and placed in water—but the sap

continued to flow just as it did from

the other trees. Then trees were

cut in eight-foot sections and tried

upright in water, upside down, and

even horizontally with an inner

tube of water tied to one end.

When moisture was available, sap

flowed in every position at the same

times it flowed from the control

trees, although not in the same

quantity. But sap did not flow from

a whole tree or from the eight-foot

sections of a tree cut and placed on

a rock.

The general conclusions are that

position makes no difference as long

A Changing temperature proved

to be the secret. Here is the electrical

apparatus used to measure the tem-

perature at various points in the trees

The wired clothespins connect the /V
*

'-^

instrument with the tree through a - ~ >
switchboard, as in a telephone office

< Clark Stevens is shown here 30 feet in the air,

putting a spouit in an inverted tree. The center tree

is right-side up, but has had the top and branches

taken off. Both are in a barrel of water

A This horizontal eight-foot section is tapped

in three places. The water supply is in the inner

tube fastened over the farther end. "Sap weather"

was all that was necessary to make this remnant of

a tree produce sap



A Roots were not necessary

^ Leaves and branches were not necessary

^ Even upside down, a maple trunk

without roots or branches produced
sap when the weather was right

as the tree is placed in water-

neither root pressure nor the lifting

power that might be ascribed to

buds, twigs, or branches is neces-

sary for sap How. A tree could be

upright or upside down, but as

long as it could absorb water, the

sap would flow just as it did in the

normal trees. In fact, eight-foot

sections of the trunk behaved just

as the whole tree did, and the sap

from all parts of the experiment

was as sweet as that from the other

trees.

With the older theories pretty

well exploded, Stevens and Eggert

began a series of experiments on

the temperature of trees. They

measured the temperature inside

the trees and found that when the

temperature drops below freezing,

the outer part of the tree just under

the bark, knowTi as the cambium,

freezes quickly, following the tem-

perature of the air very closely.

Deeper in the wood, the tempera-

ture does not change so rapidly.

Sometimes the inner part of the

tree would not freeze until mid-

night, whereas the o^ter part had

frozen early in the evening. At

other times when the temperature

drop was very rapid, the inner part

of the tiee would freeze sooner.

During the interval between the

time when the air went below 32° F.

and the center of the tree reached

that temperature, the tree was

absorbing water. In the trees that

were placed in barrels of water, it

was possible to see the water dis-

appear, for within a few hours a

noticeable air space would form

Ijeneath the first thin coat of ice

that formed on the water.

Apparently as the outer part of

the wood freezes, a tension is set

up in the cells, by which water is

drawn from the interior of the tree

to the outside, and from the bottom

to the top. As it gets colder, the

freezing penetrates to the heart of

the tree and down the trunk until

the tree is completely frozen. If the

drop in temperature is sudden, not

so much water is absorbed; if the

drop is slow, the amount is greater.

In order to test this, a tree was

split at sunrise, and the wood was

found to be full of small ice crys-

tals. Then, later, as soon as the air

began to warm up and the sun hit

the top of the tree, the temperature

in the cambium went up rapidly,

even faster than that of the air. On
the sunny side of the tree the tem-

perature went as much as 20^

higher. The ice crystals melted,

and the sap ran out of any con-

venient opening. If there is no

opening in the bark, this freezing

and thawing process probably goes

on all winter until the tree is no

longer able to absorb moisture.

If this theory continues to hold—

and neither Stevens nor Eggert has

any doubt about it, although they

are carrying on additional experi-

ments to test it under all condi-

tions—, it oflfers a number of inter-

esting angles for speculation. If

sap flow is dependent on the tem-

perature of the air, that is, on the

recurrent freezing and thawing of

the tree, then there is no reason to

believe that trees must be tapped

only in the spring. What isn't known

yet, is whether sap in October will

make sugar of as good a quality as

that made in the spring. Investiga-

tions in Vermont indicate that the

sap might contain a form of sugar

other than the sucrose we get in

the spring. But we do know that at

any time during the vear when
weather conditions are favorable,

the maple owner could hang his

buckets and sap would run.

Furthermore, if neither roots nor

branches are needed, the man who
wants to clear out a maple grove

could cut a tree in the fall, put the

trunk into a well-covered barrel

full of water in the dooryard, and

get maple sap all season.

So, after many years, science has

proved that the New Englander

was right when he spoke of "sap

weather" and selected freezing

nights and warm sunny days to

hang his buckets. But now we
know that "sap weather" is actualh'

the cause of the flow of sap, and

not just the accompaniment. With-

out these weather conditions there

would be no maple syrup, for the

trees would not be full of melting

ice crystals in the morning, and not

enough water would be drawn into

the trees to cause any flow of sap.
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SEAL NAVIGATION

By John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

AT this season the Alaska fur

J'\_ seals, or sea bears, begin

their journey northward to their

land home, the Pribilof Islands.

These islands are two small pin-

pricks on our maps, lost in the mid-

dle of Bering Sea. The seals may
start thousands of miles away from

them in the Pacific Ocean, and

during most of their journey they

are far from sight of land, yet they

swim unerringly to their destina-

tion. It is as wonderful as if a man
on a life raft, with no instruments

or knowledge of the stars, were to

sail from San Francisco to Hawaii.

We do not know how the seals

find their way through the pathless

waters. Do they have an instinct of

direction? Do they follow fishes?

Axe they guided by ocean currents?

This last seems most probable, but

it is not a simple explanation. A
cold current runs southward almost

directly past the Pribilofs but is

interrupted for almost 500 miles

bv the warm Japan Current running

from west to east, before the line

of flow is again parallel to the

seals' route.

All winter the fur seals rove the

open sea in small groups. Some, the

old bulls, or seacatch, winter in the

Gulf of Alaska. 500 to 1000 miles

southeast of the Pribilofs. The
bachelors, or holluschuckie, travel

farther south, and the females and

young animals go as far as the

waters ofiF Santa Barbara, Cahfor-

nia, 3000 miles airline from their

land home. All winter they remain

at sea. They sleep easily in the

water, "rocked in the cradle of the

deep" more literally than any sailor.

With the approach of spring,

the fur seals start for home. The
bulls reach the island early in May.

Hauling out onto the rocky beach,

they claim a plot of ground and

fight off rivals for it. The females

and young seals start for home
about the same time, but have

much farther to go. Each cow
three years or older is pregnant

and near the end of her term.

Whatever it may be that guides

them, the cows are urged forward

by the need of a home for their

unborn pups. They are not known
to land anywhere except on the

Pribilofs and are said to maintain

a true course. Most of them reach

the tiny specks of land in June.

The bachelors arrive about the

same time, but the young females

who have never borne pups do not

reach the islands before July or

even late in August.

Often a cow appears to seek

some particular part of the rookery,

perhaps the spot that was her home
last year. As soon as she reaches

shore, however, the nearest bull

goes dowu to meet her, clucking

to her as if coaxing. If he can get

between her and the sea, he

changes his manner and with a

harsh growl drives her to his

harem.

Within a few days or even hours

after their arrival, each of the

older cows is dehvered of a single

pup. Mating takes place a short

time later. After that, the female

is allowed to come and go as she

pleases. She goes out to sea, often

cruising hundreds of miles from

the islands, feeding voraciously and

remaining in the water until diges-

tion is completed. Then she re-

turns to nurse her pup. Almost as

marvelous as her powers of navi-

gation is her abihty to find her ovvm

baby among the thousands of

youngsters that throng the breed-
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KINISHBA-The Brown House

of long ago The story of a warless people who lived in Arizona be-

fore the time of Columbus: A romance in archaeology

THE brown walls of Kinishba,

which have given this ancient

building its Apache name, are mel-

low from more than 900 summers

under the Arizona sun. Built of na-

tive rocks from the White River

Valley, they are eminently of the

earth, even though they tower to a

height of three stories. How they

rose from ruins to stand again in a

measure of their former dignity is a

fascinating story of archaeological

exploration.

Dr. Byron Cummings, dean of

Southwest archaeology, must in-

evitably take the limehght, and

through him must come the inter-

pretation of the Hfe and culture of

the peope who once made this their

home. He came here first in 1931,

at 70 years of age, and began to
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By Joyce and Josef Muench
All photographs by Josef Muench

put into execution the plan for the

excavation and restoration of this

large community house, which rep-

resents the Great Pueblo Culture at

its height.

Adolph Bandeher was the first

white inan to record seeing Kin-

ishba, in April, 1883. It was then

only a mound marking the burial

ground of the community. "It

stands," he wrote, "on both sides of

a deep ravine, in the bed of which

white pines are growing . .
." There-

after the ruin was practically undis-

turbed except by soldiers from Ft.

Apache, three miles east, who spent

their holidays hunting for pots.

Miss Ann Chatham, a teacher at the

Indian school on the Ft. Apache

Indian Reservation called Dr. Cum-
mings' attention to it, and he went

there with some students from

his Department of Archaeology at

the University of Arizona, in

Tucson.

What they saw then would have

been vastly discouraging to less in-

spired people, for sage, squaw bush,

rabbit brush, sheep scale, and

yuccas had taken over the land for

their own. The outhnes of the build-

ings were only vague. They decided

to restore what was designated as

Group 1 on the east side of the

ravine, which was not the largest

section but was considered repre-

sentative and was more accessible.

From this first beginning until 1939

the work went on, bringing from the

reluctant earth the shape of the

past.

Now, in 1946, Dr. Cummings still
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<Cnv OF LONT, AGO. Between a.d. 1050 aiul 1350

the great communal dwelling of Kinishba hummed
with life. Since then, abandoned, it fell into ruins

until its excavation and restoration was begun
in 1931

Utah
I

i___ I Colorado

Arizona .'GALLUP ^

SANTA F£

PHOENIX^ ^KINISHBA

TUCSON
/ New Mexico

/

^ Pendant of turquoise, probably worn as a chest

piece by a prehistoric priest during ceremonies. The
tiny rectangles of turquoise and the central piece of

abalone shell were "mosaicked" on a thick bivalve

shell in a bedding of juniper resin and fine clay

A Restorer of Kinishba: Dr. Byron Cummings, formerly

of the University of Arizona, in front of the Kinishba Mu-
seum, holding a beautiful polychrome water olla found in

the ruins

spends his summers here on the

45 fenced acres that are included

in the Ft. Apache Reservation. Tlie

ruin is maintained and protected

by the Indian Service. Next to the

massive restored buildings is a mu-

seum, wiiii living quarters in the

rear, and a windmill, garage, and

newly erected "guest house" of

four rooms. Beyond the flag that

catches every breeze rises the pile

of brovwi masonry, low at one end

where the walls are excavated but

unrestored, and gradually higher

as the eye travels to the two-story

levels surrounding the great patio.

The background is complete except

for the ancient people who were

once so busy here. They no longer

pass in and out of the low doorways

to cultivate their fields or meet in

reUgious ceremonies. But Dr. Cum-
mings makes even the vanished in-

habitants take on a tenuous reality

as he talks of how they lived and

labored before Columbus had

touched the shores of America.

It is known that men lived in this

White River Valley from some un-

known time before Christ. First

they made pithouses, which were

dug into the earth and roofed over

with branches, perhaps filled in

vdth mud. Gradually stones came
into use, and a house was con-

structed on top of the ground, us-

ing native rocks and pillars of wood
from trees that grew conveniently

in arroyos. Eventually someone

started building a house on one

side or the other of this particular

arroyo, which originally contained

a stream that has since dwindled

away. This first community was
added to and then apparently de-

serted. Later another was built

over it, upon a layer of refuse and

fill denoting the passage of time.

The earlier foundation was ex-

plored archaeologically and then

filled in, leaving the later buildings

to look as they did in the final pe-

riod of occupation. The "city" was

mostly constructed between about

A.D. 1050 and 1350, during the Great

Pueblo Period of the Southwest,

and it is with the people of this time

that we concern ourselves.

Visitors are always curious as to

the size of the aborigines who lived

in the tiny rooms and were content

with low doorways that make our

backs ache as we stoop, straighten.
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< A LARGE PATIO, in which villagers sitting

on the steplike roofs, could participate in re-

ligious ceremonies. The ancient walls, restored

to something of their former glory, are under

the protection of the Indian Service, on the

Fort Apache Reservation

< Excavated wall
OF KiNiSHBA, show-

ing the original

structure of the ma-

sonry

^A STONE TABLET, one of the largest

with painting on it to come out of the

ruins of the Southwest. The headdress

of the "dancing priest" symbolizes

clouds and lightning, his mask the face

of the sun. In each hand is a lightning

wand. Size: 3 feet by 16 inches

and stoop again. These people were
no dwarfs; various burials prove

this. They were simply an outdoor

people, using the rooms for storage,

and for shelter in inclement

weather. For the same reason they

needed no "furniture." Like the

Navajo or Apache of today, who
has not yet succumbed to the use

of our metal stoves, they built small

fires and roasted their com in the

ashes. They raised squash and knew
the food value of many of the wild

plants. They probably ate the fruit

of Yucca bassata (the banana yuc-

ca ) and used the fiber for a number
of purposes. It is found in the san-

dals that were tossed aside after

hard wear and was used as binding

for axes and hammers as well as in

the joining of timbers. It could be

made into brushes, and the sharp

spines were serviceable as drills.

Ii6

Religion bound the community
together and influenced every phase

of life. The pictures on the pottery

and on the bones of animals hunted,

and even the shape of some of the

rooms can be connected with the

religious beliefs of the people. In

so many of the Southwest ruins the

most striking feature of the build-

ings, at least to the average lay-

man, is the round kiva, the under-

ground chamber where each clan

carried on ceremonies. Here at

Kinishba there is only one under-

ground chamber, and it is rectangu-

lar. It has been restored, and a lad-

der permits the visitor to climb

down through the roof into its dark

interior.

Dr. Cummings says that this room

was evidently unused for a long

time before the ruins were aban-

doned and had been half filled with

debris by the later dwellers. We
cannot know surely whether this

was because the settlement was

abandoned by the people who re-

garded such rooms as necessary or

because the legends of man's emer-

gence from the underworld (still

current among the Hopis
)
gradually

were forgotten. But for whatever

reason, the ceremonies apparently

had come out of the dark, closed

chambers and were carried on in

the roomy patio, where a low

earthen bench adjoining the walls

gave room for the whole commu-
nity. The first floor hving rooms

opened onto this courtyard, and the

people in the upper chambers,

which were in terrace formation,

could sit on their porches (which

were the roofs of the lower story)

to participate. An unmistakable

altar stands in the patio, and in
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< Hammers and axes found
in the ruins and used during

the iuight of the Great Pueblo

Period, from about a.d. 1050
CO 1350. They are all of diorite

and had handles, probably of

young oak, ash, or water birch

A TURKEY BOWL, at

least 600 years old and

probably older: an
original Kinishba cre-

ation, artfixlly deco-

rated in polychrome

many rooms were found articles of

religious import that must have

been used by the priests. The Hopis

suggest darkly that in the falling

away from early behefs may lie the

reason for the final downfall of

Kinishba and its eventual desertion.

Another Sodom and Gomorrah!

If the artifacts, so painstakingly

recovered and restored, could be

safely placed where they were

found, the picture of this early peo-

ple would be far more realistic. But

it would manifestly be unwise to

risk these beautiful and irreplace-

able things. In one room, for in-

stance, examples of fine pottery

were found. They were not com-

plete and may have been "samples"

gathered by an ambitious artist who
wished to increase her own stock

of designs. It may have been the

same woman who made some of

the most beautiful vessels now to

be seen in the museum. The history

of the art can be traced by a study

of the water ollas, bowls, and jars.

The refinement of materials and the

use of decorations came gradually.

In the heyday of Kinishba, religi-

ous ideas were clearly depicted on

the clay, with an impressive knowl-

edge of balance and design. One
polychrome water jar is, in Dr.

Cummings' opinion, as fine as any-

thing that has come out of the

Southwest. It is 14 inches in diame-

ter and 1132 inches high, and is made
of a fine paste, well fired.

Tools have been found in abun-

dance. The stone metates on which

corn was ground were too heavy

to take away when the natives left.

Hammers and axes that meant

many hours of painstaking labor

were found in many rooms. They

were made of granite and diorite,

and could be used to break rocks

for buildings or to cut timbers for

roofs and supports. Many of these

old wooden supports are left stand-

ing and some are still buried under

the buildings of our modern Kin-

ishba. Our modern phrase, "Time
is of the essence," was entirely for-

eign to their way of thinking. Per-

haps they welcomed tasks that

would fill in the long hours of in-

clement weather, or of the wintry

seasons when cultivation of their

fields was impossible, hunting diffi-

cult, and all of their time "leisure."

These people made numerous
ornaments, some of which would be
well received on the shelves of a

modern jewelry store. Two particu-

larly beautiful pendants are be-

lieved to have adorned the garment

of some high priest. The largest of
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A Ancient water ollas from Kinishba, show-

ing the high degree of artistry that had been

reached by the prehistoric people. Left-hand jar

is typical of east-central Arizona

> Prehistoric fetish : a strange

ing" carved in soapstone by some forgotten

artist, who drilled a hole through the neck

so the charm could be worn as a pendant

these is now at the Arizona Mu-
seum; and the smaller one is at the

Kinishba Museum and is shown in

one of the photographs. It was made

by setting many small pieces of

tmquoise on the surface of a small

bivalve shell by means of pine or

juniper resin mixed with clay, with

a central rectangle of abalone shell.

A hole, drilled near the hinge of

the shell enabled the wearer to hang

it around his neck.

The beads were works of art, too.

Several strings, found in each case

in a child's grave, represent the skill

and everlasting patience of some

artisan. There are 17,110 tiny beads

of shale and pipestone, so small that

it takes about 50 to measure an

inch. They were shaped by use of

sand and water on stone, and are

remarkably symmetrical and uni-

Ii8

form. It takes the finest cambric

needle on the market today to

string them, and it was puzzling to

know how these people could have

found a drill fine enough to pierce

them. Certainly no stone could

serve. Experimentation proved that

a yucca point hardened in fire might

have been used. One cannot accuse

these people of lacking the finer

feeHngs, in view of the maternal de-

votion that prompted the creation

of so exquisite an ornament for a

beloved child.

Many other objects that were evi-

dently meant for ceremonial pur-

poses were designed to last forever.

Such is the large stone tablet that

measures 36 inches by 16, and Jz

inch thick. It depicts on its flat sur-

face the formalized picture of a

priest with a headdress of clouds

and the face of the sun on his mask.

Above either hand is the symbol of

lightning. The jawbones of deer and

antelope were decorated with de-

signs that may have been intended

to help gain control of the spirits

of the animals about to be hunted.

It is interesting to note here that

tlie weapons weie all evidently for

use only in hunting and not for

warfare with other men. Entirely

missing in this prehistoric picture

is any sign of the necessity for de-

fense of the community or of the

desire for offensive battle.

All in all, the scene at Kinishba,

the Brown House, leads us gently

back to a period where life was

leisurely and cahn. There was work

to be done; hfe was always a strug-

gle, but it was no mad rush. There

was time for the good things of life,
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^ Deer and ante-
lope JAWBONES were

found, painted with

symbols of the sun and

the four directions, and

probably used cere-

monially to obtain

power over the spirits

of the animals about to

be hunted

^ A 15-INCH BOWL from long

ago, found at Kinishba but char-

acteristic also of other parts of

Arizona

A The EXCAVATIONS have yielded over 17,000 tiny beads, each carefully

fashioned and drilled. They are made from catlinite and dark slate, and

average 50 to the inch

A Sandals that trod the deserts of Arizona centuries be-

fore the first white man. They are made mostly from yucca

fiber, a plant that served the vanished people in many ways

for the gathering of food, and for

worship at a common altar. Pos-

sessions were few and were ac-

qtiired by labor and one's own skill.

Did the last survivors of the

placid pueblo way of life turn for

one last look, as they gathered up

their bundles to start for some other

distant spot? The peace of the val-

ley must surely have pulled at their

heart strings. It had been a good

life, in a beautiful land. The handi-

craft that they left in those low

rooms would, hundreds of years

later, puzzle those who found

it. The ancient people left no

names, for they wrote nothing

down. We may never know what

kinds of sounds went into their

language and what beautiful

ceremonies took place in that

patio. But they left enough for

such tireless individuals as Byron

Ciunmings to be able to reconstruct

some of the faded history of Kin-

ishba, enough to know that there

were no jails here, no bitter feuds

that left stone axes imbedded in

enemy skulls. These early Ameri-

cans may have loved this free land

even as we do and counted them-

selves blessed to have lived here.

The fertile soil of the White River

Valley is tilled now by the Apaches.

They live in shelters of logs and

branches, covered vdth canvas.

They look upon the ruins as a

haunted place. But some of the

men have worked faithfully on the

restoration, and Dr. Cummings tells

us that there are few on the reserva-

tion who have not visited the mu-
seum.

He has been able to add to the

KINISHBA—THE BROWN HOUSE OF LONG AGO

exhibits various pieces of modern

handicraft made by the Indians.

More colorful than the ancient

things, they include bright bead-

work and baskets, purses and head-

bands. But looking at their brown

faces, weather-beaten and inscrut-

able, we know that it was another

people that Hved here and left.

They were agriculturahsts, settled

and much more advanced in their

culture than the modem natives of

the region. From the latter, who
come to get water at the faucets

fed by the white man's windmill,

we can get no answers to our ques-

tions about the dwellers of Kin-

ishba. When the last survivor of

Kinishba took his family from the

shade of the browTi walls, he left

forever, and with him went a way
of life.
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from the wilderness to your garden
By Henry K. Svenson

Curator of the Herbarium, Brooklyn Botatiic Garden

Color photographs by Frederick W. Cassebeer. Drawings by Richard Crist

Drawings of iris by Louise Mansfield

GARDENERS, both amateur

and professional, have at

least one thing in common, and

that is an interest in the historical

background of the plants they are

growing.

As E. D. Merrill, Director of the

Arnold Arboretum, has said, "the

advances which we have made in

plants and animals are as nothing

compared with the work of our

prehistoric ancestors in taming

these." Yet the story of our com-

monest garden flowers is largely

veiled in mystery, perhaps because

these flowers are the ones that have

grown up with the civilization of

man, himself. Their history is often

lost in the horticultural processes of

the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies. Even the records of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centu-

ries are often obscure or wanting,

for the important change is often

not recognized until long after it

has taken place.

What a surprise these plants

bring us! We have attempted to

show in Kodachrome some of the

modem examples, and as nearly

as possible the wild types or earlv

cultivated types from which these

modem forms may have come. The

history of cultivated fruits and

flowers marches along with the his-

tory of civilization, and we can

reach back only as far as histor\'

will allow us.

Consider the tulip. Its develop-

ment has been recounted in detail

by A. D. Hall in his remarkable

work on the genus Tulipa ( 1940 )

.

He mentions a letter from Busbecq,

the famous Flemish diplomat,

archaeologist, and naturalist, who
traveled to Turkey on a diplomatic

mission in 1585. "Having delaved at

Adrianople one day," Busbecq

writes, "we were going on toward

Constantinople . . . and as we were

passing through the district an

abundance of flowers was every-

where offered to us—narcissus, hya-

cinths, and those which the Turks

Scientific breeding and natural selection through

the ages have produced our gardens— panoramas

of fragrant and graceful flowers
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^ Tulips were apparently first cultivated by the"

Turks from wild Asiatic species that were larger

than the one illustrated at left, T. Clusiana. At
lower left is shown the handsome cultivated variety

known as "Belle Jaune." Large tulips in a wide
variety of colors are available today

A Cultivated carnations {at top) are much
larger than wild ones (below). Carnations were
seen bv Europeans in Tunis in 1270, and were
brought to Europe by ihe Crusaders. The carnation

early won !;nor for its supposed healing properties.

It became a favorite adornment in portraits, and
bv 1671 at least 81 varieties had been named



> One of the primitive anemones (A. julgens) from

which our modern ones have been bred. Cultivated anem-

ones were imported from Constantinople to Europe as early

as 1587

^ Centuries of effort in plant breeding go
into the modern seed package which produces

spectacular anemones like those shown below

<This primitive red

GERANIUM gives an idea

of the wild prototype.

Wild geraniums are
known in America and

Europe, but the dry re-

gions of South Africa

gave us the two direct

ancestors, which were

known in England by

1714

> Much of the early im-

provement in the gera-

nium through cross-fer-

tilization was effected b}'

two amateurs, Edmund
Foster and the Rev. Garth
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A Cultivated dahlias, like the "Coralette"

above, show great beauty and variability.

Mexico was the country of their origin. The

Indians had already been cultivating them a long

time when the Spaniards introduced them to

Europe more than a century ago

(Center below) A beardless iris known as

"Gayoso," one of the numerous varieties developed

from the wild iris of Japan {his Kaempjeri). Their

full history is obscure. The first plants flowered in

Europe in 1857

A The wild Japanese iris. About

100 other species of wild iris are

known; this one has been developed

almost as much as the Common Eu-

ropean iris

FLOWERS FROM THE WILDERNESS TO YOUR GARDEN

A The flower breeder's ability to in-

crease size and beauty is well shown by

this cultivated red-bordered Japanese

iris, named Akafukurin, in comparison

with its wild ancestor opposite
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Our Louisiana iris

has recently produced

flowers of spectacular

beauty. An outstanding

American iris, /. julva

{above}, was crossed

\^

•with l.Joliosa {above} to

produce Dorothea K.
Williamson { center},

which yielded the five

seedlings below



call Tulipan," much to our won-

derment, because of the time of

year, it being almost the middle of

\\iiitcr . . . Scent in tulips is either

uantiiig or very slight; they are

admired for the variety and beauty

of their flowers. The Turks culti-

\ ate flowers with extreme zeal, and

though they are a careful people,

do not hesitate to pay a consider-

able sum for an exceptional flower."

Busbecq sent back tulips by way
of Vienna, so it is seen that this

first definite recorded account of

the tulip was of a plant already

long under cultivation. Busbecq is

said to have been responsible also

for the introduction of the horse

chestnut and the lilac into Europe.

Clusius, in his well-known History

of Plants says that he got tulips

from Busbecq in 1573.

Early Italian pictures show no

indication of the tulip before the

middle of the sixteenth century,

though wild flowers are often beau-

tifully depicted, nor does the tulip

appear in Persian art earlier than

the sixteenth century. But one reads

in the recently published eighth

volume of Chronica Botanica, in

which there is an interesting por-

trait of Busbecq, "One should not

lose sight of the fact that Busbecq's

mission to Constantinople was not

the first, and that there had been

many contacts, commercial and

diplomatic, between Turkey and

Central and Western Europe,

mostly via Venice, in spite of the

wars. From the period 1520-1566 it

is known that there was an exten-

sive export trade in seeds and

bulbs of oriental ornamental plants

into the Low Countries, and so the

tulip may also have come in this

way." Gesner first saw tuHp flowers

at Augsburg, in 1559, and since

these were reported to have been

grown from seed, they may have

been earher than Busbecq's intro-

duction. These references empha-

size the fact that our knowledge of

the origin of many cultivated plants

is bound up with our better under-

standing of the early sixteenth cen-

tury contacts between Europe and

western Asia.

These tulips were presumably all

of the group known as Tulipa Ges-

itcridiiii althoiigli Tiilipa Chisiana,

a wild species of eastern origin and

known as the Persian tulip, was

familiar to early botanists. The lat-

ter is very much like our illustration

of a wild tulip on page 121 with

red outer sepals. This gives us an

idea of how one of the wild species

looked. The cultivated tulip
(
T.

Gesneriana) could not do this, for

it was a reddish tulip with yellow

center and is not known in the

plants, but probably due to virus

disease the progeny after an indefi-

nite period "break" to produce the

variegated forms which the plant

breeder seeks. "Cottage tulips" are

so called because they were first

found in old cottage gardens. "Dar-

win tulips" are a distinct race, with

a wide range of colors but no yel-

lows. "Parrot tulips" have curiously

striped flowers, and have been

grown since 1665, but their origin

Louisiana Iris Carnation

Anemone
and Tulip

fJapanese Iris V

Dahli

Geranium

WHERE THEY CAME FROM

wild state. But the appearance of

the ancestral wild tulip can be sur-

mised from the simple reddish

tulips with which we are all famil-

iar, though even these were the

product of long cultivation. Over a

hundred species of tuhp are now
known, chiefly as a result of the

Russian exploration of Turkestan

and other parts of Central Asia, and

some of these wild tulips are now
among the most handsome adorn-

ments of our gardens. The culti-

vated forms of Tulipa Gesneriana

have been crossed and recrossed,

and cultivated by selection both

from seeds and bulbs. They vary

in a few years of cultivation so that

their direct parentage becomes un-

recognizable. Seeds require seven

years to flower; the best plants are

selected and known as "breeder

tulips." They are single-colored

is not known. During the height of

the tuHp craze (readers will

remember The Black Tulip, a novel

by Alexandre Dumas) a single

tulip of the variety Semper Augus-

tus was sold for over $1,000. Now,
much more beautiful tulips can be

bought for an insignificant fraction

of that sum.

The anemone, like the tulip, had

undergone extensive cultivation by

the Turks, and the two species.

Anemone coronaria the "Poppy

Anemone," ( with finely cut leaves )

,

and Anemone hortensis, (with

coarser leaves), were already in

cultivation by Gerard in 1597. To
complicate matters, there is a third

kind. Anemone fulgens, which is

often considered as only a variety

of A. hortensis, of which a rather

primitive form is shown in our illus-

tration. Gerard explains that the
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name "Anemone," literally "wind

flower," was used in Pliny's day, in

the belief that this flower would

never open by itself but only when
the wind blows. There is some

question as to whether the name

does not rather have some mytho-

logical signficance, but at any rate

the history of the anemone is

closely intertwined with that of

the tulip.

Gerard mentions that plants

with small jagged leaves and dou-

ble flowers were called Galipoli

lale. It is interesting to note that

"lale was also the Turkish name for

the tulip. The term "tuhpa," which

referred to a "turban," was in some

way confused by Busbecq and

other early visitors to Constantino-

ple. Clusius describes many lands

of anemone. He speaks of buying

anemones from Constantinople in

1587. To quote him, "A tenth kind

of Anemone I have from Constan-

tinople, by the generosity of Dr.

Heusenstein, which was conspicu-

ous in his garden in April 1587, of

which he gave me a fragment in

the succeeding July, and finally

among the broad-leaved anemones

which have a purple flower, Joannes

Boisot has sent seeds in the year

1598." Clusius notes also, "That

Nature not less produces colors in

the flowers of these plants than in

TuHps and Iris."

Already in the seventeenth cen-

tury, these anemones had achieved

a complexity that defied classifica-

tion. Linnaeus in his sumptuous

account of CUffort's Carden ( 1737

)

mentions that the tuberous-rooted

anemones vary "in color and fulness

of flowers in a thousand ways," and

quotes his predecessor Morison:

"To assign all .these as varieties,

according to the largeness and

smallness of flowers and their di-

verse colors, is an infinite labor;

for Nature displays her variation in

this species, as much as in Tuhp,

Narcissus, Ranunculus, Dianthus,

and many other species ... so that

to know them, since new varieties

arise from time to time in the sow-

ing of seeds, is to roll the rock of

Sisiphus." Sisiphus, it may be re-

called, was the son of Aeolus, and

his punishment in the infernal
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regions was to roll uphill a stone

which kept constantly rolling back.

Ane7none coronaria differs from

Anemone hortensis in having

rounded petals and finely cut

leaves. It grows abundantly in the

Holy Land, and by some it is

thought to have been the original

"lily of Solomon."

Carnation

Oldest, or at least best-known

historically, is the plant we call the

"carnation." It and the very recent

Louisiana iris are the only ones in

our present list of which we have a

direct history. As Kronfeld (1913)

says in his account of the carnation

—an account remarkable for its

treatment of the field of art as well

as horticulture—"it is a child of

the sunny Mediterranean, where it

grows naturally on stony ground,

exposed to the blazing sunUght,

often hanging from old walls, and

with few, always reddish single

flowers." Our illustration was

drawn from a plant with slightly

double flowers, and therefore per-

haps from one of the semiwild

forms scattered through western

Europe by the agency of man. At

what time the carnation came to

England is unknown; perhaps it is

as old as the Norman invasion.

Dianthus ( "Flower of the Gods"

)

perhaps due to the brilliant color

of several of the Mediterranean

species, was used for wreaths in

ancient times. Dianthus caryophyl-

lus, the carnation, has always been

associated with the odor of the

clove
(
Caryophyllus of the Greeks )

,

which was known to western Eu-

rope at a very early date through

the activities of the Arabian and

Greek merchants and their Far-

Eastern caravans. Although Saint

Hildegard (1098-1179) knew the

clove, she had no record of the

carnation in her garden.

The French name of the carna-

tion is oeillet or "Httle eye," because

in one of Ovid's stories, Diana,

meeting up with a shepherd during

a hunting trip, literally knocked his

eye out. Suffering from remorse,

she had the eye converted into the

flower we know as the carnation,

and it is said that one can see the

replica of the human eye in the

center of the flower.

It is thought that the carnation

came as a cultivated plant from

Mediterranean North Africa. At

least in 1270, the unfortunate

troops of Louis IX of France ob-

tained in Tunis a hquor flavored by

the flowers of the carnation, mem-
orable in a pestilence-ridden land.

The plant was already being grown

in North Africa for this purpose.

The king thought that this plant,

with a smell similar to that of the

costly oriental cloves, must of neces-

sity be of great medicinal value.

It was transported through Europe

by the Crusaders and soon was

greatly prized for its wonderful

healing juice. Thus the story of the

carnation begins with its proper-

ties as a medicine, and the beautiful

color of the flowers added to its

popularity. It was thought to be

good for almost every kind of dis-

ease. Kronfeld cites a costly recipe

for heart trouble for the Duchess

Eleonora Maria in 1710: "First take

one or two citrons, according to size,

and cut them up finely, then take

rosemary, borage, and yellow vio-

lets, as much of one as of the

other, and put them in a glass; pour

a good muscatel, or any other

strong wine on it, and let it brew

for I or 2 days; then the carnation

julep is made as follows: take a

pint of water, mix a pound of sugar

with it, and let it dissolve; then put

in six ounces of beautiful red car-

nations cut up; then place it in a

stone crock, then take the juice

from two lemons, let it seethe

twice, and put it into a glass

to which 3 grains of musk or amber

are well grated and stirred in.

When a person is weak a little is

taken; also spread on a scarlet

cloth and placed over the heart.

Those who cannot stand the musk

or amber can leave it out."

The carnation became known as

the "Flower of the Renaissance,"

and vwth the revival of the arts of

Greece and Rome, it was cultivated

by the wealthy in their gardens. It

is a prominent feature in the paint-

ings of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries. Up to the middle of the

fifteenth century it was certainly
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a rare flower in northern Europe,

for only a rare flower would have

received such care from both the

gardener and tlie artist. In early

pictures of gardens, the carnation

is always shown growing in pots

with the stems supported by trellis-

like structures. In many portraits the

subject holds a carnation, particu-

larly in Italian pictures, but also

in England as early as 1463, in

a representation of King Edward
IV.

Carnations were grown both

from seeds and from cuttings. By
1542 Fuchsius already knew red,

white, and varicolored carnations,

some double-flowered. Bock ( 1546

)

writes: "The Grassflower we find

both wild and tame, single and

double, and of numerous colors:

some are white, some almost black

or blood-red; furthermore, one

finds them with mixed colors, as

red and white, often with many
variations; one finds also flowers

with red spots, and sometimes flow-

ers of different color on the same

stalk." And Gesner noted that the

flowers may be of many colors and

sizes and that "they are not accus-

tomed to be grown from seeds, but

from 'surcuH' (cuttings)." Darwin

found the carnation a good exam-

ple of variations and thought that

many of the forms were due to bud-

variations.

By 1671, Reichenbach had listed

81 named varieties of the carnation,

and such names as "The Admiral of

Holland," "The Vice-Admiral," "The

White Swan," and "The Little

Princess," show that the naming of

flowers for celebrities and pseudo-

celebrities had started long ago.

The greatest single step in the

history of the carnation was the

development of the everblooming

greenhouse type in Lyons, France,

in 1835. Dalmais, a gardener on an

estate, produced a fine carnation

by hybridization. The descendants

proved constant, and by 1842 he

had 15 or 20 fine carnations. In

1845 he made a new sovdng, and

from these have come the elegant

varieties now cultivated every-

where, with flowers appearing

successively on the stalks. Lille, a

gardener in Lyons, began selhng

seeds, and soon this type of carna-

tion became widespread.

Two of the cultivated plants we
have been discussing originated in

Asia, the third in the Mediterra-

nean region. In the case of the

geranium, we move to South Africa.

Species of geranium are known in

Europe and we have a "wild gera-

nium" as a common plant of eastern

United States. The geraniums of

South Africa became known very

early as Pelargonium and as L. H.

Bailey says in his Cyclopedia of

Horticulture, "The person who
wishes to study the contempora-

neous evolution of plants may find

his heart's desire in Pelargonium.

With great mmibers of species and

many of them variable and confus-

ing in a wild state, with plant

breeding in many places and con-

tinued through two centuries, and

with a large special literature, the

genus offers exceptional advantages

and perplexities to the student.

Most of the species came into culti-

vation by the Enghsh and Dutch."

As early as 1714, the two original

species, from which the ordinary

garden geraniimi has been derived,

were knoviTi in England, having

come from dry bushy places in

South Africa. These two geraniums

were known as Pelargonium zonale

and Pelargonium inquinans. These

plants were known to Linnaeus in

1753 chiefly from earher descrip-

tions and the drawings of Dillenius,

a predecessor of Linnaeus, show

that the garden geraniums had

aheady varied greatly. So compU-

cated has the history become that

Bailey has introduced the new
name "Pelargonium hortorum" for

our red household geraniums, an

admission that their history is so

snarled up as to be practically inex-

tricable. We have shown in the

illustration on page 122, one of the

primitive red geraniums. As Bailey

states, "it had been greatly mod-

ified by domestication by 1753,"

and "there is no accepted portrait

of the original form of the plant."

By the middle of the nineteenth

century, much of the change in the

plant, as we now see it, had been

accomplished, and in the Garden-

er's Chronicle for 1841 we read,
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"The great improvements that have

been achieved within a few years

in the properties of this flower, and

the splendid varieties we now pos-

sess, bear triumphant evidence of

the advantages to be derived from

judicious cross-fertihzation. The

long narrow flimsy petals of the

old varieties . . . have been suc-

ceeded by the beautiful compact

flowers of the present day, with

broad stout petals.

"In these improvements we are

chiefly indebted to the zeal and

perseverance of two amateurs-

Edmund Foster and the Rev. Mr.

Garth—whose love of Floriculture

has induced them to devote their

time and attention to the delight-

ful occupation of effecting such

further improvement as this flower

is still susceptible of. The success

of these gentlemen has called forth

numerous competitors in the same

field; and every year many new
varieties are introduced for public

patronage. It is therefore necessary

for purchasers to exercise some dis-

crimination in the selection of such

kinds only as wdll stand the test of

floral criticism."

The interest in geraniums has to

a large extent subsided. It reached

its height in the early part of the

nineteenth century, and centered

largely about the show or green-

house geraniums, for the common
or bedding plants had not yet

reached great popularity.

For a knowledge of the history

of the dahha, we are indebted to

the account by Dr. George T.

Moore, Director of the Missouri

Botanical Garden, in his Bulletin

(1929). It seems that the dahha

has been known for over 300 years,

for the plant was well illustrated

by Hernandez, in 1615. Hernandez

was physician for Phihp II of

Spain, and after visiting Mexico

he described a plant "with flower

stalks nine inches long, and pale

red, star-shaped flowers." But it is

quite evident that the plant had

been under cultivation by the

native Mexicans for a long time,

since plants differed from one an-

other in size and color of flower.

Some were "white, others yellow,

others purple or yellow tinged
Continued on page 146
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MINERAL
MASQUERADE

An unusual series of photographs of

objects that resemble things they are not

Cranhrook Institute of Science Photos, from Three Lions

Photo by Haney Croz<

>• Alert Fox Terrier: garnets

in mica. Red garnets make his

nose and eyes

^ Seal Pup: Chalcedony stalactite



^ Conceited Pup: agate geode

flwlo by If. P. Harris. J

A Frankfurter in Bun: mudstone concretion

< Tracer Bullet Pattern: rutile crystals in quartz, from Brazil
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A A Lady of Agate steps into the garden from her pa-

vilion : an agate geode from Oregon

A A Dog in IVIichigan Copper, too tired to shake a fly from his nose

> Woodpecker Alighting: agate

Photo by Harvey Croze

Photo by W. P. Harris, Jr.
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AFRICAN
1^

A The feet of the chameleon are especially well adapted

for grasping branches. On windy days this lizard may
wrap his prehensile tail firmly about the branch as an

added precaution against falling. This hornless cha-

meleon is green with orange spots (Chameleo dilepis

Idjuiensis
)

When one of the few creatures

on earth with three horns has a

lightning-like tongue as long as

its body and can change color,

is it any wonder the African na-

tive holds it in superstitious awe?

CHAMELEONS
By Arthur Loveridge
Cu rator of Reptiles and Amphibians at

Harvard's Museum of CotnparHve Zoology

WHEN living in Kenya Col-

ony, on my daily ride from

Parklands to the Nairobi Museum,

I used to encounter horned cham-

eleons crossing the road. Naturally

I picked them up and carried them

on with me. Having no suitable

cage in which to keep them, I pro-

vided accommodation by fastening

a branch of eucalyptus gum to each

one of half a dozen electric lights

hanging from the ceilings of the

office and the exhibition hall. When
in position, the lowest twigs were

about five feet from the floor, a

height sufficient to deter a chame-

leon from jumping down. To at-

tract flies I tied a piece of noisome

meat to every branch. Then on each

bough I released one or two of the

somewhat sedentary reptiles.

Two chameleons were all that

would be tolerated. Every time I

attempted to introduce a third, the

newcomer was attacked by the

original pair who, open-mouthed

and with unwonted haste, came

striding down to meet him. On
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reaching the stranger the defend-

ers halted, swaying their bodies

from side to side. Usually this was

sufficient to induce the late arrival

to cast himself to the ground, but

if he failed to do so he was prompt-

ly attacked.

The methods of attack varied.

One chameleon ingeniously applied

his chin to the almost vertical

branch. In this position his entire

amiament was directed down-

ward. Then with bayonets fixed,

so to speak, he would descend upon

the foe, prodding and pushing him

backward and downward till the

newcomer fell to the floor. At times,

however, the stranger would suc-

ceed in seizing one of the defend-

er's horns in his forefoot, and a

tussle would ensue. One reptile

grabbed the other's foreleg and pro-

ceeded to butt the foe with his own
armored head. Another chameleon

mounted his adversary's back and,

digging in his claws, continued to

attack from this vantage point. So

determined was his grip tliat I had

the greatest difficulty in separating

the combatants. Invariably they bit

each other hard.

An angry chameleon can give a

starthngly unpleasant nip, but gen-

erally the crowns of its teeth are

too blunt to break the skin of a

human hand. Yet I well remember

the concern displayed by a young

Dutchman when I picked up a

common chameleon (
Chameleo

dilepis dilepis) from a shrub grow-

ing on the plains at the foot of the

Usambaras. Horrified at my rash

act, he implored me to put it down,

saying that he knew of a woman
who had died from a chameleon

bite! "They are poisonous," said he,

"for if you put oil from a pipe stem

in their mouths, chameleons die.

Harmless reptiles are unaffected by

the nicotine, so you can tell a poi-

sonous snake from a harmless one

by this means." Asking him where

he had learned such nonsense, I

popped my little finger into the

chameleon's gaping mouth. The

reptile clamped its jaws shut and

chewed vigorously for a few sec-

onds. The teeth marks were plainly

visible on the uninjiured skin when

I removed my finger. Was my
friend's faith shaken by this dem-

onstration? Not in the least, he sim-
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ply said that the chameleon v^as

evidently a young one; actualh- it

was two-thirds grown.

Though sometimes detected on

bushes, most of the common cham-

eleons I found were crossing paths

or ascending the vertical trunks of

rough-barked trees. When mo-

lested, the reptile assumes a men-

acing attitude to frighten the dis-

turber of its peace. The flaps on

either side of the head behind the

casque are raised like the ears of

a charging elephant. Simultane-

ously the mouth gapes widely to

reveal its red interior, and the

throat is dilated until the orange-

colored interstitial skin shows up

between the rows of black scales.

Then the chameleon, hissing loudly,

makes a forward lunge with such

startling suddenness that one in-

stinctively recoils though cognizant

of the creature's absolute harmless-

ness.

Usually the display is accompan-

ied by inflation of the body, for

which the unusual lungs are well

adapted. Instead of being simple

bags, they continue downward and

backward in long finger-like sacs,

so that their inflation causes the

entire body to assume proportions

much larger than the normal. One

foot, and fifteen inches, respec-

ti\ch' art" the maximum over-all

lengths of the biggest male and

female examples of the common
East African chameleon I have

measured. In each instance the tail

took up approximately half of the

length; even so the measurements

are exceptionally large.

But a chameleon's chief defense,

and the one that has caught popu-

lar fancy, is its passive practice of

camouflage. Through their ability

to change color so as to conform

more or less to their surroundings

they have become world-famous.

Many people, however, entertain an

exaggerated conception of their

powers in this respect, for there is

considerable variation between dif-

ferent species as to the rapidity with

which such changes are accom-

plished. Some kinds change scarce-

ly at all or very slowly. Nor is color

change confined to matching en-

vironment. When annoyed, or

frightened, a chameleon will turn

brown or black, and its colors are

aflected by sunshine, darkness,

cold, heat, health, and other factors.

As most nature lovers know,

these African chameleons are quite

unrelated to the dainty little anoles

miscalled "chameleons" in the

United States. Anoles are confined

to the Western Hemisphere where

they occur in great variety in the

West Indies as well as in Central

and South America. One might add

that in North America countless

anoles (Anolis carolinensis) are

annually condemned to a lingering

death from starvation by parents

who perpetuate the trade through

purchasing these attractive little

lizards to gratify their children.

Except for sharing with chame-

leons the ability to make rapid

color changes, anoles may be dis-

missed by saying that they differ

from the true chameleons by lack-

ing all the peculiar characteristics

that make the African reptiles so

interesting. In general neither

anoles nor chameleons do well in

captivity if removed from the cli-

matic conditions to which they have

become adapted.

The outer scarf skin of African

chameleons is colorless and semi-

transparent. It is not unusual to

come upon a chameleon in the proc-

ess of discarding this cuticle. Rag-

ged fragments, like scraps of tissue

paper, which may still adhere to it,

often give the reptile a ridiculous

appearance. Below this layer is one

in which some iridescent cells are

embedded; and below this again

are many cells containing granules,

chiefly crystals of a strong refrac-

^ The chameleon's club-shaped tongue is siifficient

to distinguish it from all other lizards. When it is pro-

jected at the prey, the tongue is about the length and

shape of a very slender pencil except for its swollen tip

A.M.N.H. photo



tive type. According to Hans Ga-

dow, they give rise to the white in

a chameleon's appearance by dif-

fuse reflection of direct hght. Other

cells contain oil drops that impart

a yellow appearance. By diffraction

of light through these different lay-

ers, assisted by the action of the

iridescent cells, light areas may be

changed to green. Beneath the epi-

dermis and yellow layer is a white

one, and below this again a series of

chromatophores, or pigment-bearing

cells, whose fine branches extend

outward through the white and yel-

low layers to the epidermis. When
the appropriate stimulus is pro-

vided, particles of pigment—red,

brown, and black—move toward

the surface. When the branches

contract, they are forced back into

the larger basal portions of the

chromatophores, causing the rep-

tile to appear pallid. If, under ner-

vous stimulation, the pigments are

all rushed to the surface, the cham-

eleon will appear dark or even

black. In a way, the process may be

compared to the involuntary flush-

ing or blanching of the human face

upon the receipt of good or bad

news, though in that case the re-

sult is due to an increase or decrease

of blood near the surface of the

skin.

In their wild state chameleons

perform a useful role by destroying

insect pests. Among the Usambara

Mountains of eastern Tanganyika

Territory, which we visited in

search of chameleons, we met a

planter, who, appreciating their

usefulness in keeping dowTi beetles,

had set out to install a chameleon

on each of his coffee trees. To
achieve this purpose he offered a

trifling reward to his laborers for

bringing in any chameleons they

might find. This was not so simple

a matter as might be supposed for

most natives hold the Uzards in

awe, some are actually terrified by

them. "See," they say, "it has an

evil eye."

There certainly is something un-

canny about a chameleon's eyes.

The large globular eyeballs, cov-

ered by the eyelid except for a tiny

aperture in the center, are capable

of moving and seeing independ-
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ently. This is by way of compen-

sation for the reptile's inability to

turn its head, for the backward pro-

longations of the boxlike skull re-

strict its movements by coming in

contact with the spine. Consequent-

ly if someone should approach a

chameleon from the side or rear

when the reptile's eyes were focused

forward on a fly it was stalking,

one eye would be left to watch the

insect while the other orbit slowly

rotated to observe the potential

enemy approaching from behind.

Owing to this and other attri-

butes, chameleons figure promi-

nently in African folklore, where

they are blamed for the introduc-

tion of natural death into the world.

One of the stories I heard invites

attention to the chameleon's hesi-

tant gait. For the reptile's progress,

like that of a praying mantis, bears

sufficient resemblance to a swaying

leaf to render the greenish animal

less conspicuous.

Once upon a time an elephant,

meeting a chameleon, addressed

the reptile as follows: "Why do you

imitate my walk, hesitating over

each step? There is no need for

you to examine the ground before

treading on it as I must do, for

you are neither so heavy nor so

powerful."

"On the contrary," answered the

chameleon, "I am both bigger and

stronger than you, though I choose

to conceal the fact."

The elephant, frankly incredu-

lous, challenged the chameleon to

furnish proof, so the impudent little

reptile suggested that they have a

trial of strength the next day if the

pachyderm would name a meeting

place.

No sooner had they parted than

the chameleon set out for the ren-

dezvous and there dug a deep hole.

Then with twigs and leaves he

carefully roofed it over until it

looked no different from the sur-

rounding ground, yet so flimsy was

the covering that it would collapse

beneath the shghtest strain.

When the elephant arrived, the

chameleon suggested that the big

fellow stamp on the ground with

suflBcient force to bury himself in

the resulting hole. The elephant

protested that he could do no such

thing, and questioned the chame-

leon's ability to do so either. "Noth-

ing simpler, see here," exclaimed

the chameleon as, springing on the

prepared spot, he disappeared from

view. This unexpected exhibition

of strength by a creature he had al-

ways regarded as feeble, so alarmed

the elephant that he rushed away.

In his reckless flight he broke a tusk.

To this day, say the Africans, ele-

phants fear chameleons and warn

other animals not to be deceived

by appearances for in reality cha-

meleons are the most powerful of

creatures!

When I told this story to Salimu,

he smiled and capped it with a

Kami tale: Once upon a time the

chameleon challenged a lion to

have a race. They hned up for the

start, but as the lion sprang for-

ward the reptile grabbed at the

tuft of hair on the tip of his tail.

The hon bounded along, with the

chameleon chnging on for dear Ufe.

As the hon reached the wiiming

post he sank down to rest, where-

upon the kangawingo, as the Kami

call the chameleon, cried out. "Look

where you are lying, or you wall

crush me." On hearing the chame-

leon's voice the astonished hon was

dispirited, and exclaimed: "What!

Can you really outrun me?" "Of

course I can," replied the cunning

reptile. "As a matter of fact I have

been waiting here for you to arrive."

There was a purpose in Salimu's

story for it emphasized the chnging

abihty of a chameleon. This Uzard

hves almost entirely in bushes or

trees, and its feet are especially

adapted for grasping. Each fore-

foot has the first three fingers op-

posed to the two outer ones; on the

hind foot this arrangement is

reversed and the two inner toes

are opposed to the three outer,

making for a firmer grip. On windy

days to make doubly sure, a cham-

eleon wraps its prehensile tail

firmly about the branch. Unhke the

brittle tail of many hzards, which

will grow again if broken off, that

of a chameleon is permanent and

quite muscular.

A good example of the grasping

powers of these reptiles was dis-
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played by one of the commonest
kind (C. d. dilepis). Supposing that

the animal could not possibly es-

cape, I had released it on the spa-

cious second-story balcony of a

smooth stone house. The chame-

leon promptly proved me wrong

by departing via the telephone

wire. Just before dark I saw it cling-

ing to the swaying wire in a high

wind. The chameleon had already

traveled a distance of 80 feet from

the balcony and was 20 feet above

the ground. The following morn-

ing it finished the remaining ten

feet and descended a slender iron

pole. I might add that I measured

the 90 feet very carefully, lest my
enthusiasm for the performance

lead me to exaggerate the distance.

If further proof of a chameleon's

arboreal habits is required, it will

be found in the compressed shape

of the entire animal. This renders

a chameleon moving along a branch

less conspicuous to enemies below.

Strangest of all its peculiarities

is the chameleon's club-shaped

tongue, which alone is sufficient to

distinguish the creature from any

other lizard. Normally the tongue

lies contracted in the mouth, but

when its owner wishes to capture

some insect, the soft tip is pressed

against the roof of the mouth till

covered by the sticky secretions of

certain glands. Then, with a sud-

denness that must be seen to be ap-

preciated, the tongue, which is as

long as the chameleon's head and

body together, is projected at the

prey and withdrawn with the hap-

less insect adhering to it. At the

moment of projection the tongue,

except for its swollen tip, is about

the length and shape of a very

slender pencil. It is throwTi forward

somewhat in the manner that a wa-

termelon seed can be shot from be-

tween the fingers. Circular muscles

contract around a slippery tapering

bone in the tongue, shooting it for-

ward, as blood surges simultane-

ously into the blood vessels giving

added support. Curiously enough

the whole operation is slowed up if

the insect is too near, then the cap-

ture more nearly resembles a lick-

ing-up process.

Centuries ago some Africans,

AFRICAN CHAMELEONS

I A. I.avcridge photo

A Well suited to its arboreal habits is the compressed shape of

the chameleon which renders the lizard moving along the branch
less conspicuous to enemies below (C. bilaeniatus ellioti)

V Fearing their "evil

eye," this native girl

brought 50 horned cha-

meleons into camp with-

out touching a single one

"ilaiy V. Loveridge photo

A Jackson's cha-

meleon. A Kikuyu

youth as proof of

his valor and devo-

tion, will cut off

one or more horns

and present them to

the lady of his

choice

* A NEWLY BORN Chameleo bitaeniatus bitaeniatus. This is one

of the few species that give birth to young instead of laying eggs

BHan A, Loveridge photo



catching a glimpse of the darting

white tongue and noting the un-

canny disappearance of the prey,

spread the rumor that "chameleons

spit poison." I have seen tangible

results of this superstition in the

battered corpses of chameleons

lying beside native paths. It is easy

to envisage the harmless reptile

hesitating as, with averted eyes,

some brawny giant clubs it to

death with the same \'irtuous

thoughtlessness displayed else-

where by suburbanites who annihi-

late harmless, slug-eating brown

snakes.

These groundless fears have been

made a test for courage by the

Kikuvu tribe, in whose country is

found a three-horned chameleon

(C jacksonii) of fearsome appear-

ance. The horns may be as much as

one-and-a-half inches in length, the

foremost one projecting from the

snout, and another from each eye-

brow. The Kikuyu youth who
wishes to demonstrate his devotion

to the lady of his choice, draws a

sharp knife from his belt and,

probably sweating with fear, slices

off one or more horns. As proof of

his valor he presents them to the

lady, who threads the trophies on

her necklace for her girl friends

to admire. Again and again I have

found Jackson's chameleons with

truncated horns in process of re-

generation, a tiny flexible point

sprouting from the truncated

stump.

It is scarcely necessary to say

that chameleons do not raise horns

just to oblige Kikuyu gallants. As

the biggest horns are grown by

male chameleons, those of the

females being smaller or almost

absent, it was long supposed that

the horns were a strictly mascuhne

exuberance. That they have a more

practical use is easily testified by

anyone who has seen them in use

as fighting weapons as described in

the opening paragraphs of this

article.

The common East African cha-

meleon is so fond of small grass-

hoppers that at times it forgets to

masticate them thoroughly before

swallowing. One day I found a cha-

meleon hanging by a single foot
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from a branch. It had disgorged

three sizeable grasshoppers, one of

which was still kicking feebly. The
spiny legs of the insects appeared

capable of doing considerable dam-

age, and I assumed that their vigor-

ous kicking in the chameleon's

stomach had killed the reptile. But

as 1 reached for the seemingly de-

funct chameleon, it grasped a

branch and, pulling itself up,

marched off in a dignified manner!

Captive chameleons were keen on

beetles and flies, eager for wood
lice or sourbugs, for which they

would almost run. They were very

fond of slugs, but hadn't much hk-

ing for snails. Meal worms they

despised. I have noticed with other

species that they readily tire of

meal worms. In short, chameleons

like variety in their food and should

have it if they are to keep healthy.

During a drought when insects weie

unobtainable, I fed fine shreds of

meat (bulbul flesh) to a chameleon.

The reptile took them readily

enough, but apparently they did

not agree with it, for they were sub-

sequently disgorged.

I once thought that chameleons

only drank by taking dew drops

from the foliage with their tongues.

However, during a spell of excep-

tionally hot weather I found they

would descend from their branches

one after another to drink deeply

from a bowl of water placed in

their cage.

This common chameleon appears

as much at home on high plateaus

as in the lowland savanna and

coastal plain, where the Swahili call

it kinyonga. Most montane species

are restricted to a single isolated

mountain or group of mountains.

East Africa, with nearly 40 different

kinds of chameleons, has more than

any other single area, not excepting

Madagascar. Outside of Africa and

Madagascar only an odd species

or two occur in southern Spain,

Arabia, India, and Ceylon.

One group with half a dozen spe-

cies in East Africa is known as

dwarf chameleons (Brookesia, for-

merly Rhampholeon) . These rep-

tiles upset many of our notions of

what a chameleon should look like.

To begin with they average about

two inches in total length, though

one kind may attain four inches.

They never turn green, but are

somberly garbed in brown and

black. One {Brookesia kerstenii

kerstenii) that I found at the foot

of the Usambaras was holding on

to a flake of bark, with its side

pressed closely against the tree

trunk. Every peculiar angle of the

tiny reptile's head and body seemed

to suggest that this was just another

sliver of bark, and its coloring con-

tributed to the illusion, causing the

httle lizard to merge into the back-

ground.

But the real role of the dwarf cha-

meleon is to resemble a dead leaf,

much as their larger relatives simu-

late a hving one. To this end their

nonprehensile tails are short and

look like the stalk of a leaf. A three-

quarters of an inch tail is quite

long for the male of one species

(B. brevicaudata) , and as that of

the female is relatively shorter, one

is able to distinguish between the

sexes.

I once found two female Iwivi,

as the Kami call them, beneath

large stones on the banks of a

stream skirting the forest-edge, a

curious situation for a chameleon.

One of them may well have retired

to the spot to lay the half-dozen

eggs she held. But this was not the

reason for the younger one being

there. Perhaps it had gone there in

search of a cool place in which to

await the breaking of the rains, for

at the time—October 30th-the

weather was very hot.

Only a few days before, in the

course of one of our marches in the

mountains, Salimu picked up the

smallest livivi 1 had ever seen. It

walked comfortably into the half-

inch opening of Ramazan's flute.

Salimu confined it there by plug-

ging the aperture with some wool.

After handing the flute to the lead-

ing porter, Salimu and I pushed

on ahead to select a camping place.

Ramazan, knowing nothing of the

chameleon, removed the plug and

played lustily on the flute as he

brought up the tail end of the

safari. The loss to science was onlv

learned when he marched tootling

into camp!
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BIRD
PETS

in

NORTH
CHINA
By Mabel Irene Huggins

AND George D. Wilder

-#^*^

> An airing for the Chinese pet bird

is as essential as a walk for the Amer-

ican dog

>' Owners take their pet birds, on

sticks or in cages, when they go on

shopping excursions, and it attracts

no more attention than having a pet

dog on a leash in an American city

Photo by Mabel I. Huggins

Photo by Mabel L Huggins

A visit to the market in Peking is an educa-

tion in the bird life of a land where feath-

ered songsters and acrobats are more cherished

as pets than anywhere else in the world

DO YOU have a "golden wing"

or a "mistletoe bird" or a

"pewter beak" or an "elegant whisk-

ers bird" or "a stupid old woman"?
Probably not—but you might have

if yon lived in northeastern China

where these are but a few of the

bird pets.

Birds are more generally loved

in China than anywhere else in the

\vorld. For many centuries it has

been the custom to keep pet buds,

but exactly when the first cages

were made and when the first birds

were kept in captivity we do not

know. If a record that appears in

one of the Chinese encyclopedias

is true, the practice was already in

vogue in the time of Mencius (373-

288 B.C., when the Duke of Ch'i is

BIRD PETS IN NORTH CHINA

said to have sent Ch'un-yii K'un

with a caged osprey as a present to

the King of Ch'u. Alas! as K'un

was starting on his journey, having

only left the gate of his own city,

the bird escaped and flew away,—

but the emissary went right on and

pieseuted the empty cage to the

King of Ch'u.

Today Chinese soldiers keep pet

quails for quail-fights, a custom

that has been preceded by many
centuries of quail-caging. From the

second century B.C. comes the

statement, "If you try to put the

Phoenix into a quail's cage, the cage

will not hold it, even if the PhoenLx

closes its w^ings."

In the third century Fu Hsien

(a.d. 239-294) wrote a poem about
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Photo hy Mabel I. Muggins

A A PROSPECTIVE PET OWNER Studies the birds

for sale on a pushcart in a Peking market

a turtle dove. In the preface to the

poem he said, "I planted a catalpa

near my dwelling, and before long

it developed into a grove. In leisure

time, I sometimes strolled there and

beheld a turtledove which sang de-

lightfully. I caught it and fed it

until it became tame. When by

chance it left the cage and seemed

irrecoverably lost, it would invaria-

bly fly back, hovering in the air

as though it were unwilling to part

from us. Hence I write this prose

poem."

In the same period another poet,

Tso Ssu, wrote:

Flap, iJap, the captive bird in the

cage

Beating its wings against the four

corners. 1

And in the next century the famous

T'ao Ch'ien recognized that:

The caged bird longs for the flut-

tering of high leaves.

-

' Reprinted from Translations from the Chinese,
by Arthur Waley, by permission of and special

arrangement with Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
- Reprinted from Once More Fields and Gar-

dens, by Amy Lowell and Florence Ayscough, by
permission of their publishers, the Houghton
Mifflin Company.

^ Birds have been prized as pets for centuries in China, as shown
by this Ming dynasty painting of a herdboy fording a stream on a

water buffalo with his bird on a stick. l4th or 15th century

Courtesy, Freer Gallery of Art, Washington^ D. C.

Four hundred years later Po

Chu-i (a.d. 772-846), upon losing

a slave girl, compared her to a

caged bird that feels no debt of

loyalty to its master. This same

poet left some lines from which we
learn that the people of his day

taught birds to tallc:

Sent as a present from Annani—

A red cockatoo.

Colored like the peach-tree blossom.

Speaking vi'ith the speech of men.

And they did to it what is always

done

To the learned and eloquent.

They took a cage with stout bars

And shut it up Inside.'

We do not have to depend en-

tirely upon writers for our knowl-

edge of the keeping of pet birds in

China. Painters, also, have had a

share in leaving information on

this subject. Take, for example, the

delightful handscroU "Spring Morn-

ing in the Palace," which is one of

the treasured possessions of the

University Museum at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. In one portion

of the painting are three Sung-

dynasty Palace Ladies accompan-

ied by three children. Of particular

interest is the little girl who is be-

ing carried in the sedan-chair, for

in her right hand she holds her pet

^ Reprinted from Translations from the Chinese,
by Arthur Waley, by permission of and special

arrangement with Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.



bird. Of equal interest is the woman
at tlie extreme right upon whose
arm we see two parrots. Obviously

these pets are extremely tame, for

there is no indication of tethering

nor is there a cage in sight. In fact,

they appear as well-cared-for as

their owners, and almost as free.

In a later era, the Ming dynasty

(a.d 1368-1644), singing birds were

still popular with the imperial

household. Large numbers of im-

prisoned songsters must have been

kept, for in the western part of tlie

Imperial City in Peking was a spe-

cial building for housing them. It

was known as the Hall of a Hun-
dred Birds, a name which impHed

that nearly all existing varieties

were in this aviary.

During the Ch'ien Lung reign

(a.d. 1736-1795), craftsmen spared

no pains in the making of cages

that were really works of art. Lac-

quered wood or bamboo, ebony,

tortoise shell, and ivory were uti-

lized for the luxurious cages that

were demanded by famiUes of

wealth and high station. In the pro-

duction of the numerous cage ac-

cessories, the ivory carver exercised

his utmost skill and artistic ability.

Exquisite bits of porcelain were

also made on purpose to serve as

waterpots or as small flower holders

to be placed on the outside of the

cages. Hanging cages were given

an additional touch of beauty by

the finely wrought metal hooks

from which they were suspended.

Even today there are Chinese

crafsmen who, because they carry

on the traditions and ideals of

those earher days, are justly fa-

mous for the fine workmanship that

they put into bamboo cages.

But there are no cages, no matter

how elegant, that can merit as

much attention as is due the twen-

tieth-century bird pets of China.

These birds are carried out to take

the air while their owners stroll

> A LARGE BIRD such as a cockatoo, parrot, vul-

ture, eagle, or goose might be tethered by one

foot, but a small bird was usually tethered by a

thread loosely placed around its neck. Food and
water dishes were placed at the ends of this

white cockatoo's swinging perch, depicted in a

painting of Ming-Ch'ing period

Courtesy, Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, D. C.
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Courtesy. Walker

A A CROUCHING BOY holding a bird here forms the design for a pillow,

carved by an eighteenth century craftsman in greenish-white jade

^ This toy-peddler also carries with him pet birds. An album paint-

ing of the Ch'ing dynasty

Courtesy, Freer Gallery of Art, Was

along the sunny southern exposures

of city walls or loiter in protected

nooks. Many of these birds are not

caged, but are tethered with strings

around their necks and are perched

upon sticks. Such birds are so tame

that they remain undisturbed even

when their masters carry them

through the bustle of busy streets

or into the hurry and jostle of

crowded markets.

Chinese birds are valued for a

\ ariety of qualifications, one of the

chief being their singing ability.

Especially prized is the Ruby-

throat, its name being descriptive of

its most noticeable feature. On its

throat is a rich flame-red spot,

which is framed by a fine, clean-

cut line of black in the mature bird.

As a foil for this mark of outstand-

ing beauty it has olive-brown upper

parts, with breast and sides of gray

and light brown. Its scientific name.

Calliope calliope Pallas, is a compli-

mentary allusion to the sweet-

voiced Greek muse, and is in no

wav empty flatters', because the

Ruby-throat's low warble is un-

usually musical. In evening and

morning, and even during the

night, it sings in a ti-uly night-

ingale manner. The Ruby-throat is

one of the birds that mav frequently

be seen perched upon a stick in the

hands of its owner.

A better songster is the Mongo-

lian Lark, Melanoconjpha mongo-

lica Pallas, which is seen everywhere

in cages. When it has its freedom, it

sings as it soars, its song being

long-drawn-out and beautiful. In

a cage it becomes a captive opera

star, standing on its platform and

fluttering its wings while it per-

fomis its repertoire, which includes

the imitation of otlier birds as well

as cats. It is superior as a cage-bird

because it is friendlv, full of fun,

and willing to bring the songs of the

high Mongol prairies down into the

noise and dust of the cities on the

plain. It is said that the Chinese

are the only people for whom soar-

ing larks sing in captivity- This has

been accomplished through the in-

vention of a circular platfonn of

e.xactlv the right size, which en-

ables the bird to flutter its wings

without striking eitlier the platform

or the bottom of the cage.



Another good singer is David's

Babbler, Pterorhinus chvidi davidi

Swinhoe, an attractive all-bro\\'n

bird, which makes a capti\'ating

pet. With a puffing out of its feath-

ers and a rhythmical mo\ing of its

head from side to side, it gives out

a pleasantly sweet song.

Although its song is more gentle

and infrequent than those just men-

tioned, the Siskin, Spinas spinus

Linne, ranks high in popularit)'.

This little bird is carried around in

a cage about as often as on a stick.

If measured by numbers caught

and kept, the Siskin's popidarity is

ri\aled h\ that of the Eastern Great

Reed Warbler, Acrocephalus ariin-

dinaceits orientalis Temminck and

Schlegel, often called the "reed

winder." This bird has a habit of

bringing a few reed stalks together

and winding grass around them to

form a crotch for its nest. When the

reeds are high enough to give

green cover, the Great Reed War-

bler proceeds to raise two or three

broods. Shortly after the arrival of

the "reed winders" the fami bovs

> The craftsman who fashioned this lark-

cage used water-buffalo horn for the "wires"

and tortoise shell for the wide ornamental

band around the base. The intricately carved

food and water container and the feet of the

cage show the ivory worker's skill. An ex-

ample from the Ch'ien Lung period (a.d.

1736-1795), in the collection of the Cooper

Union Museum for the Arts of Decoration

Eljay Photo Service

•<This lifelike quail was carved

from white jade during the Ch'ien

Lung period (a.d. 1736-1795)
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and professional bird men begin to

trap them. If one is willing to wade,

it is easy to find the nests and snare

the older birds. Therefore, this

plain brown bird, which is quickly

tamed, is about the cheapest and

most common bird pet in the streets

of Peking. The harshness of its loud

and persistent song is rasping to the

ear in the streets, but out in tlae

open it is toned down by the vast-

ness of the reed beds and the vault

of heaven. Its song is often blended

with the famous "reap-your-wheat-

and-plant-your-rice" cries of the

mating Indian Cuckoos, Cuculus

micropterus micropterus Gould, as

they search for the Warblers' nests

in which to deposit an egg. There

are two other species of Reed War-

bler, smaller editions, which have

much more mellow voices than the

Great Reed Warbler; and as pets

they are nearly as common.

The Thick-billed Warbler, Phrag-

maticola aedon Pallas, the "tree

winder," is also frequently caught

and tamed. Its beautiful song is

phrased like that of our Wood
Thrush.

In Ghina, just as elsewhere,

markings of a striking nature and

beautiful colorings are undoubt-

edly a factor in making birds desir-

able. Beside the Ruby-throat and

the Siskin, which quaUfy because

of beauty as well as song, there is

the pretty httle Chinese Greenfinch,

Chloris sinica sinica Linne, appro-

priately named "golden wing."

Two of the buntings that are

particularly liked as pets are the

Yellow-throated
(
Emberiza elegans

sibirica Sushkin) and the Yellow-

browed {Emberiza chrysophrys

Pallas). The former is distin-

guished by a broad black band be-

low its yellow throat. A white eye-

brow on its black head and a small

black and yellow crest, raised when
startled, are other noticeable fea-

tures. The Yellow-browed Bunting

has what its name implies, a broad

yellow eyebrow-stripe clearly out-

lined against its cheeks and crown

of black.

The rare Japanese Waxwing

(
Bombycilla japonica Siebold )

,

known as the "mistletoe bird" be-

cause of its fondness for mistletoe
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berries, and the common Eastern

Waxwing (Bombycilla garrulus

centralasiae Poljakow) have silky

plumage in exquisite tones of fawn,

cinnamon, and brown with black

velvet markings, and tailtips of

brilliant yellow. This latter Wax-

wing, or "peace bird" makes not

only a handsome pet but a clever

one as well. With training, it be-

comes adept at catching pellets

of food or beads thrown up for it.

The quiet ways of this bird make

it naturally suited to the perching

stick, and that is where it is seen

most often.

The Eastern Bearded Tit (Panu-

rus biarmicus russicus Brehm),

prized partly for its rarity, deserves

mention because of its unsurpassed

chann of manners in the cage. The

well-groomed beauty of its soft silky

feathers in blended shades of

brown, pink, and buflF, vies with

that of the Waxwing. The jet-black,

pointed side-whiskers of the male

account for his Chinese name, "ele-

gant whiskers bird."

Equally descriptive, though of

manners rather than markings, is

"stupid old woman," the name of

the Oriental Bullfinch (Pyrrhula

pyrrhula griseiventris Lafresnaye).

This friendly, contented, rather

stohd finch makes a decorative,

though rare, pet. Its gray body, with

underparts washed in rose-red, is

set off by the glossy black of its

face, crown, wings, and tail.

The ability to learn tricks is of

considerable consequence in the

roster of pet-bird quahfications.

The Eastern Waxwing is not the

only bird that is talented in this

way. Perhaps the best-loved trick-

ster is the Far Eastern Hawk-finch

(
Coccothraustes coccothraustes

japonicus Temminck and Schlegel),

called "pewter beak" on account of

its huge gray bill. And the Lesser

Black-tailed Grosbeak (
Eophona

migratoria migratoria Hartert), in

spite of a clumsy Enghsh name, is

nimble at tricks. To the Chinese,

this common grosbeak is the "wax

bill." Another "wax bill," but much

more rare, is the Chinese Masked

Grosbeak, Eophona personata mag-

nirostris Hartert. The male, bri-

gand-like, wears a "mask" of black.

extending over his crown and

around his chin. His sleek, ashy-

gray body, like that of the common
grosbeak, is further enhanced by

shiny black wings and tail quills.

Thus both of these grosbeaks would

be entitled to places as bird pets

if judged by their attractive ap-

pearance alone, but in addition

they are skillful at tricks.

Chinese boys take great dehght

in teaching hawfinches and gros-

beaks to catch and retrieve glass

beads thrown high into the air.

Flag-carrying is another of their

accomplishments. These placid

birds become so tame that they

are often allowed to go en-

tirely free and to fly onto house-

tops or into trees, and are readily

summoned back to their owners'

hands by some familiar call or whis-

tle.

One of the most beautiful of the

flag- and bead-performers is the

Mealy Redpoll (Acanthis linaria

linaria Linne),which has a crown

of shining ruby-red and a throat

and breast washed with pink. This

little bird is naturally restless,

lively, and not the least bit shy.

The Brambling (Fringilla monti-

fringilla Linne) is another small

bird that easily learns to fetch and

carry.

In a class by itself is the tiny

Chinese Penduhne Titmouse (JRe-

miza pendulina consobrina Swdn-

hoe) which, whether captive or

free, goes through not only an

amazing variety of unrehearsed

acrobatic feats but also a series of

repeated gymnastic exercises.

These, when done in a cage, make

it a most amusing pet. A near rela-

tive is the North China Tit (Parus

major artatus Thayer and Bangs),

which the Chinese call the tzu tzu

hei'r. "That's what it says," re-

marked a Chinese friend of mine.

Its bright, cheery caU is one of the

most common ones to be heard in

the trees of Peking. This popular

pet is seen in cages and on sticks in

numbers almost equaling the Reed

Warblers.

Another bird, prized for its indi-

viduality, is the North China Crow-

tit (Suthora webbiana fulvicauda

Campbell), which the Chinese have
Continued on page 145
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The Potato Chip Tree
By Jewell Casey

THE preth- little tree or shrub known

scientificallv as Pfelea trifoliata has

many peculiarities and many names.

In some regions it is known as the

Rattlesnake Tree, because of the rattling

noise of the dried paper-like seed co\'er-

ings when stirred bv a fall breeze, and

some gi\e it the epitiiet of Skunk Bush, or

Polecat Tree, because of die unpleasant

odor of its crushed leaves. But perhaps

the common name of Potato Chip Tree

is most appropriate, inasmuch as the ripe

seeds look ver\- similar to bits of potato

chips.

It reminded the early French colonists

of hops, and tliey found that the leaves

and seeds, when properly cured, could be

used very satisfactorily in making yeast

for bread and beer, so to them it was

known as Hop Tree. They used the tree

in other ways, as well, making die bark

of the roots into tonics and using the hard,

heavy, close-grained wood for many pur-

poses.

Some people think it resembles tlie ash

and call it Dwarf or Wafer Ash, and

One look tells why this tree has been

nicknamed. Its ripened seeds, after having

been thoroughly "cooked" by the summer's

sun, closely resemble golden brown potato

chips

A When seen in spring or early summer,

the fruit of the Potato Chip Tree, forming

compact clusters of thin, flat, circular, deli-

cate green wafers, are suggestive of the

petals of some exotic flower

THE POTATO CHIP TREE

youngsters call it Pistol Cap Tree, pre-

tending that the seeds are "caps" for toy

guns.

Regardless of which name is used, it is

an interesting plant. It is not infrequently

seen in the soudiwestern part of die

United States, where it grows as a small

tree or shrub eidier in sunny or shady

locations, along creek bottoms and upon

dry hills. However, it will grow more

rapidly and become much larger if given

some shade, plenty of water, and good

drainage. It is said to do well under cul-

tivation in areas as far north as New
England, and it can be had from nurseries

from Massachusetts and California. Be-

cause of its quick growdi, it is considered

desirable for screening purposes. If prop-

erly pruned and permitted to grow, it will

reach a height of more than 20 feet and

will make a very lovely shade tree.

In early spring the potato chip tree

produces small greenish-yellow, spicy-

scented flowers, in clusters of from 25 to

100, at the extreme tips of the Umbs. The

fruits, which contain a single seed each,

are flat, paper-thin, and circular-winged.

When dry they rustle pleasingly in the

wind. After all leaves are gone in the fall

the "potato chips" are more noticeable,

remaining upon the plant until late winter.

The potato chip tree may be started by

planting die seed, but the quickest way

is to transplant die young plants, which

may be moved successfully from the

woods, or obtained from a nursery.
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The Strange Leap

of the

Lesser Bustard

Introducing the Florican, an odd bird, which is

becoming extinct because of his eccentric habits

^

By Dillon Ripley

ONE of the most striking birds

of India is the Florican, or

Lesser Indian Bustard. It is called

Lesser because there are two other

species of bustard in the country,

as well as the Great Indian Bustard,

a huge creature as big as a domes-

tic turkey. The Florican is a daintily

marked and graceful bird about

the size of a Leghorn fowl, with

black head and body and buffy-

colored wings, finely mottled and

speckled with white and black.

From behind the ears of the male

bird spring two tufts of narrow rib-

bon-hke black feathers, making a

most distinctive crest.

On any morning in the late sum-

mer or fall in western India a walk

in the barley or millet fields will

repay you with a sight of these

birds. Each male has his own terri-

tory, usually in the middle of a ten-

acre field. Here from morning to

night he performs his dance, hardly

stopping to eat and drink. The dis-

play is very curious. At varying

intervals, sometimes three minutes,

sometimes longer, the Florican

leaps into the air. At the apex of his

spring, seemingly about five feet

in the air, he beats vigorously with

his wings, holding himself steady.

The wings clap together rather like

a pigeon's on the take-off. Suddenly,

as he still holds himself in the air,

the Florican throws his head back

onto his back and utters a loud

hoarse rattle of about five notes.
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This is the summit of his effort, and

he then sinks back to the ground,

only to repeat the process a few

minutes later.

What is the use of all this? It

seems like such a strange and rather

pointless display. The simplest ex-

planation is that since the males

stay rather strictly in their own

territory while the females wander,

they have to perform in some such

way so that the females will know

where they are. Apparently the best

they can do is to jump and show

themselves above the long grass.

While I was in India recently I

had a chance to visit Prince Dhar-

makumarsinhji of Bhavnagar, the

brother of the Maharajah of that

western Indian state. It was Sep-

tember, and the Floricans were in

full swing. The Prince is a very keen

aviculturist, falconer, and amateur

ornithologist; and one of his par-

ticular interests is the Florican,

which is now getting to be a rare

bird owing to its habits of self-ad-

vertisement. One of the mysteries

of the Florican is its curious habit

of short local migration. The mi-

gration is very irregular, not sea-

sonal, and may skip several years.

The Prince was banding the local

males in order to find out whether

they would resume the same terri-

tory during the following season.

Early morning in India is the best

time, because the air is cool, the

light delicate, not fiercely bright,

and there is a fresh dewy feeling

A "In a small worn place among the

millet shoots we found the dancing ground

of the Florican or Lesser Indian Bustard

(Sypheotides indica), and proceeded to set

up our dummy male as a lure"

"^ Close-up of the dummy mounted male

bird with the horsehair snares being laid

A The bird is trapped. Prince Dharmaku-

marsinhji holds the rightful owner of the

territory who has rushed up to drive his

rival away and been snared in the process

'' The Florican rests quite peace-

fully in the hands of the groom



about everything. We drove out

into the fields of young millet be-

fore the sun was really up. Painted

spur fowl—small colorful partridges

—were singing from the top of every

ha\'stack. Peacocks dodged away
from the car, and a jackal ran be-

hind a hedge.

We finally found a Florican. It

was easy enough. Standing in tlie

center of a group of several fields,

you simply wait until one of them

jumps up. The rattling noise carries

for several hundred yards. We
walked up to the spot and easily

found a small worn place among
the young millet shoots. The

Prince's groom had brought a

stufiFed male Florican, mounted on

a pointed stick. We stuck this into

the earth. Then rapidly and with

great de.xterity tlie groom encircled

tlie mounted bird with a series of

horsehair nooses. Thereupon we re-

,

tired to watch developments from

behind a havstack on a slight rise

in the land.

We did not have to wait long.

The owner of the territory had re-

treated into a neighboring field,

where he had made a couple of

desultory jumps. I had the feeling

tliat he was just doing it to keep an

eye on us. At first we saw nothing,

but soon the bird gave a jump from

the edge of his own field, and we
knew he was moving back. Another

jump and he was much nearer. He

had not actually flown at all since

we had first flushed him, contenting

himself with running through the

grass like a pheasant. Another few

minutes and we saw him, head

high, standing peering about, per-

haps 50 yards from the dummy bird.

Suddenly he seemed to see it, for

he came gliding rather like a snake

with head held low, outstretched

before him. The next thing we saw,

the outraged owner had set upon

the mounted male and was pro-

ceeding to peck at its head as hard

and as fast as he could. This lasted

about a minute; then he appeared

to get into difficulties. The snares

had caught him. In no time the

fight was out of him and he was

rearing back trying to get away.

We ran up, caught him, and untied

the snares. The bird lay quite calmly

in the groom's hand while Prince

Dharmakumarsinhji fastened a

bronze band about its leg with a

pair of phers. Then he gave it a

toss and it sailed off into the next

field.

We picked up our battered dum-
my and went off after more Flori-

cans. In the course of a few days

the Prince had banded more than

20 of tliese birds, the population

of a good many square miles around

Bhavnagar, the capital of the State.

In a year or two we may have a

partial answer about the movements
of the mysterious Florican.

'' A BRONZE BAND is placed on the Florican's

leg in order to record his future movements

^
BIRD PETS OF NORTH CHINA

Continued jr&m Imge 142

named the "love-bird" for the same
reason that we apply the name to

the parakeet. It is charming for its

saucy, gnomish appearance and
for its gentle, loving ways. Its sharp,

mouselike eyes and heavy hooked

beak give it a quaint, quizzical ex-

pression. While free, flocks of

Crow-tits frequent the brush-cov-

ered hills or dry, winter reed-beds,

where they are easily entrapped;

consequently, they are often found

in dealers' cages. Perched side by
side, they appear to accept captiv-

ity philosophically and seem to

seek mutual consolation while they

snuggle closely together.

In China, birds of all kinds are

unprotected by the laws of the land,

so great numbers are snared and
trapped and taken to markets in big

cities. Peking affords one of the best

places for seeing and studying all

sorts of cage-birds, especially

through the autumn and winter. In

regular shops are found such im-

ported birds as canaries, parrots,

Java sparrows, and parakeets, but

in the markets may be seen the na-

tive, local birds or those that have

been caught while migrating. Hun-
dreds of bird-filled cages are set

out, row after row, on the hard-

beaten ground in the portion of the

market given over to the bird-

sellers. Pushcart loads of cages are

also in evidence.

Of the 300 most frequently seen

varieties of birds in northeastern

China, 50 or more are used as pets

and cage-birds, so the markets af-

ford considerable choice to the pro-

spective pet owner. Particularly

plentiful are the various kinds of tits

and buntings and rose finches—all

twitteiy little birds which enliven

the whole vicinity with their calls.

It is recognized, at least by the

Buddhists, that birds should have

their freedom, so, in order to lay

up merit, many people buy birds to

release them. The rose finch is one

of the many varieties of small birds

on the market for this purpose.

However, this meritorious releasing

of birds does not seem to decrease

to any noticeable extent the ancient

and still prevalent custom of keep-

ing bird pets.
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FLOWERS FROM THE WILDER-
NESS TO YOUR GARDEN

Continued from page 127

with purple, and there were a great

many other kinds, in some cases

with double or multiple sets of ray

flowers, either forming circles or in

compact masses."

The next we hear of the dahlia

is in 1787, when de Menonville, on

a trip to America to get cochineal

insects, found tall dahlias growing

in gardens in Mexico. Shortly after-

ward, seeds were sent to Madrid,

to the husband of the Marchioness

of Bute, an ambassador from Eng-

land to the Court of Spain. And

the single-flowered scarlet Dahlia

coccinea was pictured by Curtis'

Botanical Magazine in 1803. Cava-

nilles, who described the two spe-

cies Dahlia pinnata and Dahlia

coccinea (from which the forms

with rounded heads are de-

scended), was director of the

botanical garden at Madrid. A
third, the cactus dahlia, was sent

to Europe from Mexico in 1863,

and called Dahlia Jtiarezii, in honor

of a president of Mexico. All the

varieties of cactus dahlia were de-

veloped from a single root; but it

was not until 1916 that the ancestaal

wild type was discovered—in Gua-

temala.

The ease with which the dahUa

could be grown by amateurs from

seeds or roots made it an exceed-

ingly popular plant in Europe, and

in 1836 over 3,000 double-flowered

varieties were listed, with prices

ranging from five to 21 shilHngs

for a single plant—a situation that

reminds one of the tuhp craze in

Europe in the preceding century.

From 1860 on tlie dahlia's popular-

ity declined, but it still remained a

flower of great interest. Its ability

to "throw sports" was one of the

things that kept growers experi-

menting, for one could not predict

what might come in the next gen-

eration. "From one variety within

six years there were obtained:

black, pink and maroon striped;

pink; and white—all four of which

were fixed and received new

names." The "pompom" type of

dahlia dates from 1808; the single-

flowered bedding types have been

known since about 1850.

Turning now to the last plant

of our list, we find that there are

about a hundred species of Iris in

the world, all found in temperate

regions. Through centuries of

patient skill, the wild iris {Iris

Kaempferi) of Japan has yielded

numerous beautiful varieties, one

of which is illustrated here. The

history of these plants is obscure,

for very few records have been

left, but it is known that the first

plants flowered in Europe in 1857.

Cultivation of the Japanese iris has

greatly increased in this country in

recent years.

Of outstanding interest is the

Louisiana iris, which suddenly ap-

peared in a gi-eat number of colors

in swamps of the Mississippi Delta.

Dr.
J.

K. Small, of the New York

Botanical Garden, in notes accom-

panying the beautiful illustrations

of iris in Addisonia, mentions a day

of both bad and good fortune. "On

April 10, 1925, we were at the ferry

landing about dawn, ready to cross

still available
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Lake Fontchartrain, only to learn

that the ferry engine had broken

down. There we were compelled to

fight mosquitoes until the ferry

boat was repaired." But here Dr.

Small found some of the peculiar

irises, and "farther in toward New
Orleans many beautiful irises came

into view in the swamps. Various

irises of red, white and blue were

prominent and other colors were

in evidence. Three distinct groups

of the genus proved to be there

represented, and new species with

flowers of shades of color never

before recorded in American irises

were more numerous than imagi-

nation would ever have suggested."

Many of these irises were de-

scribed by Dr. Small as distinct

species. But Dr. George M. Reed,

of the Brooklyn Botanic Garden,

working on hybrids of the reddish-

flowered Iris fulva, produced many

of the same plants that Dr. Small

had seen growing wild. (See illus-

tration on page 124.) As R. C. Fos-

ter says (1937), "Presumably if

more numerous F- progeny were

raised and back-crosses to the orig-

inal species were made, coupled

with crosses between the seed-

lings, the riot of color forms now

existing in Louisiana could be

duphcated in a controlled experi-

ment." And Viosca, in a careful

study of the environment of the

Louisiana iris ( in Home Gardening,

April-May, 1941) believes that

there are three optimum conditions

operating for the hybridization of

these plants in nature: 1 ) very favor-

able contacts between the two (or

perhaps three ) species of iris in the

regions just above tidewater; 2)

cutting of drainage channels, which

has caused more water than usual

and increased abundance of iris; 3)

in some places the presence of cat-

tle, which have cut out competing

plants.

This Louisiana iris then, is a

plant of which we seem to know

the true origin, and its history is re-

cent. The hybrid, Dorothea K.

Williamson, is already a well-known

garden plant. In the years to come,

with constant selection, may we not

achieve forms as strikingly beauti-

ful as in any other cultivated plants?
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YOUR NEW BOOKS
Coiiliniicd from page 103

while tlie book contains more than 700
pages, it is of pocket size and is hardly

more than an inch thick. The illustrations

consist of excellent line-drawings and the

descriptions are simple and clear. The
keys to the various groups of trees are

dichotomous, that is, each step consisting

of two mutually e.\clusi\'e characters or

combinations of characters,—the kind of

ke\s approved by tliis reviewer.

Each h'ee is described witli reference

to general appearance or habit — leaves,

flowers, fruit, twigs, bark, habitat, range

or distribution, and importance.

The senior autlior is Professor of Wood
Technology in Duke University, while

die junior author is Director of Agricul-

ture in Mexico, Rockefeller Foundation,

formerly Professor of Biology in the Vir-

ginia Polytechnique Institute.

The making of single words of such

names as pricklyash, mountainlaurel, her-

culesclub, and baldcypress is at variance

vvitli the dictionaries. While redcedar and

whitecedar are single words, the names
red spruce, black spruce, white pine, and

movmtain maple each consists of two
words.

All in all the book is an excellent and

attractive guide to the trees of the re-

gion treated. ^^^^ p^^^^^

Patterns of culture
- by Ruth Benedict

Penguin Books, Inc., 25^

TTTHEN Patterns of Culture first ap-

' ' peared a little over 10 years ago,

it immediately became one of those books

widi an obvious future. It is good to see

it reprinted now in a cheap edition ac-

cessible to everyone—now especially, be-

cause never have we needed more the

fundamental understanding of the nature

of culture and its profound effects upon

our behavior and our attitudes that Dr.

Benedict so cogently and so gracefully

sets fordi in this volume.

Culture, as Dr. Benedict explains, rep-

resents one particular choice in the range

of possibihties. No culture embraces them

all. This leads to a relativity in cultural

values which it is imperative to accept,

but it should not be permitted to warp

our judgments.

Culture, moreover, is more than a cata-

logue of its ingredients. The way in

which these elements are integrated and

function confers a pattern or a configura-

tion upon diem tliat distinguishes one

from another and also reacts upon the

cultural components themselves, infusing

them with a value and a tension thev

would not have in a mere chaotic ag-

glomeration of traits. To iEustrate these

pattemings Dr. Benedict describes at

some length three contrasting cultures:

the temperate Zuni which she calls Ap-

YOXm NEW BOOKS
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pollonian, the braggart and dionysiac

Kwakiutl, and the suspicious and double-

dealing Dobu.

Having illustrated the tendency of cul-

ture to acquire its own orientation, she

dien deals with its impact on the indi-

vidual. And in a concluding section she

suggestively discusses tlie nature of psy-

chic maladjustment in terms of culture.

Books dealing widi abstract concepts

of cultirre and exploring their theoretical

ramifications are rarely readable by more

than a few experts. Here, however, is one

diat requires no more than intelligence.

It's worth reading. ^^^^^ ^ Shapiro.

The birth AxNd death
of the sun
.---.-- by George Gamow

Penguin Books, Inc., 25(^

219 pages, 76 illust.

/^UR sun is a star, and every star is a

^-^ sun, and here is a modem book

on the evolution of stars with especial

reference to our sun. The author was for-

merly a student of Niels Bohr, and is now
Professor of Theoretical Physics in George

Washington University. Professor Gamow
is one of die outstanding writers of sci-

ence for the non-specialist. In the facility

for making astronomy clear and at the

same time fascinating for the layman, he

easily ranks with Sir James Jeans and

Harlow Shapley. The book is dedicated to

one of tlie world's most brilliant astrono-

mers, one of the leading students of die

sun, Henry Norris Russell.

One of the most interesting parts of

the book is the discusson of origin and

conservation of the sun's energy. In 1938,

Professor Hans Betlie of Cornell Uni-

versity set forth in a technical paper a new

theory of the heat of the sun and odier
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Stars, for which he received the award

of the New York Academy of Sciences.

This theory has now been generally ac-

cepted by astronomers, and Professor

Gamow is the first scientist to treat this

intricate subject adequately in a popular

book.

It is only since the atom has been split,

only since we have found that the atom

is not the fundamental particle of matter,

only since Professor Einstein has shown

that matter and energy are intercon\ert-

ible, that scientists have been able to

attack die problem with understanding.

According to the Bethe theory, the origin

of the sun's heat is due to die release of

atomic energy or subatomic energy, as

Professor Gamow calls it. The whole

process may be described as "the trans-

formation of hydrogen into helium as

induced by high temperatures and aided

by the catalytic action of carbon and

nitrogen." To make this simple and clear,

as Professor Gamow has done, was an

achievement.
^^^^^^ p^^^^^^
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tal gardens at Berlin and Munich. The
existing purebred bison were not exactly

an Ideal nucleus for breeding, for in

spite of their huge size and great strengtli,

they were not really robust and healthy.

During the initial stages of the Society

the animals suffered further setbacks

through disease, so that by 1930 no more

than 60 wisent remained, and more than

half of them were bulls. Despite all ef-

forts by tlie Society, the bison did not

show any real improvement. After 20

years they had barely doubled in num-
ber, which was discouraging in view of

tlie normal rate at which cattle breed. As

a safeguard against complete extinction,

American bison cows were bred widi

pure-blood wisent bulls. It was argued

that bison-wisent were better than no

wisent at all.

Whetlier or not all tlie money and ef-

fort spent to perpetuate the animal on the

continent has been in vain has not yet

been determined. Fortunately diere are

still a few zoological animals in neutral

countries. The small herd that was near

Visegrad in Hungary may not have been

annihilated in World War II, and the

chances are that the animals at Lansoe,

Sweden, had a better chance to survive.

The brightest prospect is the herd at

Woburn Abbey, England. Before the re-

cent war, the Duke of Bedford's herd

there was the largest in existence. It in-

cluded 20 pure-blood wisent and 19

cross-breeds. But like the American bison,

the wisent as a wild animal has gone with

the times, never to return.

* * * ,

Sirs:

A friend of mine had two missionaries

as guests for dinner the other night. Dur-

ing the after-dinner discussion the woman,

who has spent most of her life in Africa,

told of an incident which I find difficult

to beUeve.

She told of riding along a dirt road in

a whippet touring car tliat was traveling

fuU speed, between 35 and 40 miles an

hour, and having a mamba racing along

beside the car in an effort to get ahead of

the car in order that it could strike the

driver of the vehicle. This race lasted for

several minutes as tlie occupants of tlie

car sat frozen with fear; but finally, the

car began to draw away from the snake,

and he abandoned tlie chase.

My hobby is snakes, and I have never

encountered a snake in my experiences

that could not be outdistanced by a slow

*™* • •
•

R. S. Hamilton,

Instructor of Biology,

Boulder Public Schools.

Boulder, Colorado

The following comments are offered by

Mr. C. M. Bogert of the American Mu-

seum's Department of Reptiles and

Amphibians

:

Although a speed of 30 miles an hour

has been attributed to the mamba in a

popular summary of speed in animals

published in England, I do not believe

it for an instant. I have talked witli sev-

eral trained observers who are acquainted

with the black mamba in the field, and

whereas all of them agree that the snake

is one of die swiftest, not one of them be-

lieves that the snake can exceed ten miles

per hour at the most. Dr. Raymond B.

Cowles, who hved for years in Natal, be-

lieves that the mamba is about as rapid

in its movements as the North American

red racer. A maximum speed of less than

four miles an hour is all that has been

ascribed to this snake in the only scientific

investigation that has been made, but the

author (Dr. Walter Mosauer) was will-

ing to believe that the snake could ex-

ceed this speed somewhat if conditions

were just right and the snake were

frightened.

All sorts of fantastic speeds have been

estimated ( and sometimes published ) for

various animals, but few will stand up
under inxestigation. It is exceedingly difii-

cult to time animals accurately, and

guesses concerning the speeds attained

are virtually worthless in the majority of

instances. Some of die snakes tliat appear

to be capable of rapid movement are not

able to pass a man walking when they

are liberated in open country, even though

the terrain is sufficiently rough to permit

the snake to crawl efficiently. If small

trees, rocks, or chaparral are present, the

same snake can easily outdistance a man
because of the advantage inherent in the

snake's slender body.

Returning to the mamba story, there

are other features tliat lack the ring of

authenticity. The black mamba, the larger

of three distinct species in Africa, is

known to attack man, but there are no

authenticated reports of its doing so un-

less it is cornered or provoked. More-

over, it is extrerriely doubtful that a

mamba would attack a car, much less

realize that a man was in it. Many ani-

mals, including Kzards and snakes, can be

approached in a car without being fright-

ened; there are many indications that rep-

tiles and mammals do not recognize a

car as an animate object. The black

mamba is not likely to be an exception.

Finally, no reptile is capable of sustained

rapid movement. Even the lizards of the

open desert, possibly the fastest reptiles

in existence, with speeds that may exceed

20 miles an hour, are capable of only

short dashes. When liberated in the open

on such terrain as that found on the bot-

toms of dry lakes where no burrows or

crevices enable them to seek shelter, they

easily leave man behind them. But with

a little persistence, a man can eventually

catch up wath the reptile, which lacks

any ready reserve of energy. All in all I

would not say that there were any grounds

for believing tliat a mamba attained a

speed of 35 miles an hour and managed

to continue at this rate for several minutes.
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earth sciences

A piece of crystallized gold from Nevada County, California

—

AMJ^.H. Photo

GEOLOGY AND ENGINEERING $4.50

by Robert F. Legget, M.Eng.

This book deals with the application of

Geology to the art of Ijigineering. It is

of special service to practicing engineers

and a useful text for students.

•

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY $4.50

by Marland P. Billings

In this textbook by an associate professor

of geology at Harvard University, em-
phasis has been placed on principles,

methods, and techniques.

•
MINERALS OF NEW YORK CITY AND
ENVIRONS $2.50

by James G. Manchester
Key to local minerals, including New
Jersey. Numerous iUustrations.

•
GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH MIN-
ERALS $2.50

by George L. English
One of the best introductions to the study
of minerals, simply written and well pre-
sented, with many illustrations.

MINERALS $3.00

Their Identification, Use, and How
to Collect Them

by Herbert S. Zim and BUizabeth K.

Cooper

A complete handbook of geologic and
economic facts, plus instructiona on how
and where to collect minerals; 80 illus-

trations.
•

HANDBOOK FOR PROSPECTORS
AND OPERATORS OF SMALL
MINES $4.00

by M. W. Von Bemewitz

Much practical information concerning
materials to be used, transportation

methods, where to look for minerals, how
to identify them, etc.

THE ROCK BOOK $6.00

by Carroll Lane Fenton

Clear text in popular style tells about
rocks and minerals. The color plates,

though not numerous, are excellent.

exploring through

the printed page

STRATEGIC MINERAL SUPPLIES $5.00

by G. A. Roush

Their uses and availability.

•

FIELD BOOK OF COMMON ROCKS
AND MINERALS $3.75

by Frederick B. Loomis

For the identification of rocks and min-

erals of the United States and the inter-

pretation of their origin. Pocket size.

•

DANA'S SYSTEM OF MINER-
ALOGY SIO.OO

by E. S. Dana and W. E. Ford

Most important reference in mineralogy.

•

DANA'S MANUAL OF MINER-
ALOGY. 15th edition S4.00

by E. S. Dana, revised by Cornelius

Hurlbut

Acknowledged as a standard guide for

mineralogy students, geologists, and min-

ing engineers. Illustrated.

e

DANA'S TEXTBOOK OF MINER-
ALOGY S5.50

by E. S. Dana

Most up-to-date book on mineralogy

suitable for refence by advanced students.

TEXTBOOK OF GEOLOGY. Part 1 S3.75

Physical Geology

by Longwell, Knopf and Flint

•

TEXTBOOK OF GEOLOGY", Part 2 $4.00

Historical Geology

by Schuchert and Dunbar

One of the most widely read and ac-

cepted textbooks; lucidly written and
well illustrated.

•

KEMP'S HANDBOOK OF ROCKS S3.00

by James F. Kemp
Revised and edited by Frank Grout

The geology of the sedimentary and
iineous rocks.

The Book Shop
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

77th STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST, NEW YORK 24, N. Y.
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Sras:

I was particularly interested in John
Eric Hill's article (February, 1946) on

tlie friendly White-foot Mouse, because

we have seen so many of them at a log

cabin which I erected about 33 years

ago on the summit of Martin's Mountain,

about ten miles east of Cumberland, Md.
An encounter I witnessed between a

three-foot black snake, or racer (Coluber

c. constrictor), was rather interesting.

I was driving along one of our moun-
tain roads with three of my friends when
we saw tlie snake some distance ahead,

and when we drew closer we discovered

that it had grasped the mouse by its

side. The snake was trying to work tlie

mouse around so as to engulf it head-first,

while the mouse was trying to get its

teeth into the snake's jaw.

Finally the snake loosened his grip

and attempted to grab the mouse's head,

and that is where he made his one mis-

take. The mouse was a fraction of a

second faster tlian the snake and fastened

its teeth through the snake's lower jaw.

No bulldog could have done a better job

of holding on. The snake went through

all kinds of contortions in the effort to

shake the mouse loose, and after about

Eve minutes succeeded. The snake then

immediately shot off through the brush

Uke a black streak.

Did the mouse run away? He did not.

The Httle warrior, much mussed but full

of fight, walked backward and forward

a distance of about a foot, looking

toward where the snake had gone, and

every move seemed to say, "Come out

and fight, you big brute."

Cumberland, Md.

Sms:

D. P. LeFevbe.

Perhaps your readers may be interested

in this photograph of a tree. Some of

them may have observed the same kind

of ring and wondered how it may have

been produced. Hundreds of other trees

have the same kind of mark on them,

the mark always being parallel to the

ground. This particular tree is located

in the "bottomland" area of the Patu-xent

Research Refuge, Bowie, Md. There is

usually qmte a guessing game when peo-

ple see these rings for the first time.

The explanation is apparently that the

NOTICE—Readers are encouraged

to submit their own photographs of

natural history subjects. Those se-

lected for publication on these pages

will be paid for at $1.00 each, with

full credit to the photographer. Re-

turn postage must be included.

LETTERS

rings are caused by flooding of the low-

lands. When the water freezes and sub-

sequently tliaws, the ice adhering to the

bark forces die loose bark to detach itself,

thus leaving a lighter ring around the

trunk. Paul E. Iluck.

Bowie, Md.

Sms:

Have you any information on the

pecuhar habit exhibited by certain birds

of grasping an ant in their beak and

rubbing it vigorously on their feathers?

Do any birds in eastern United States

do this?
jQjj^ ^ Stewart, Jr.

Trenton, N.
J.

The following comments are offered by

John T. Zimmer of the American Mu-

seum's Department of Birds:

The curious behavior of birds tiiat is

called anting has been recognized only

fairly recently as a definite activity of

rather vddespread distribution. It has

been recorded in 40 or more species of

birds belonging to fourteen different

families, about half of which are North

American, the others European and Asi-

atic. The probabihty is great that it is

even more widely practiced than we have

yet discovered.

Not all observers agree as to the exact

procedure followed by the birds, and it

is probable that it is not always uniform.

The simplest behavior appears to be

shown when a bird settles itself on an

ant hiU and allows the ants to crawl

through its plumage and carry away any

parasites they may encounter. This was

recorded as early as 1876, but it may be

doubted if it can be classed as anting

in the sense now used. A simple dust bath
Continued on page 152
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WHO OWNS THE BELL SYSTEM?

It belongs to people in all

walks of life in cities, towns and

villages throughout America.

The money comes from the

savings of the many.

For only the many—that is,

hundreds of thousands of small

investors— have the money to

own such a big business.

More than half of its

700,000 stockholders are

women.

About one stockholder in

thirteen is a telephone em-
ployee.

The average number of

shares held per stockholder is

30. More than 210,000 stock-

holders own five shares or less.

No one owns as much as

one-half of one per cent of

its stock.

About one person in every

200 in the United States is a

part owner of the Bell System.
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LETTERS Continued from page 149

in an ant hill may be anting of a rudi-

mentary sort, since the dust presumably
is somewhat impregnated with formic

acid—one of the factors that seems to

play a definite role in the fuU procedure.

True anting is practiced when the bird

picks up ants in its bill and rubs them,
either crushed or whole, on the under
side of the wing and tail feathers, rarely

on any other part of the plumage. The
ant may afterward be eaten or not; its

final disposal appears to be purely in-

cidental.

Some curious theories have been ad-

vanced to explain the procedure. Some
less accurate observers have thought that

the bird merely places the ants among
its feathers where they would attach

themselves by their mandibles and pro-

vide a supply of food for the bird on a

forthcoming journey. This explanation

has little to recommend it. The most cred-

ible theory is that the formic acid of the

ants has an insecticidal effect on the

bird's ectoparasites, although why it

should be apphed almost exclusively to

the viTngs and tail is not apparent. In

this connection it may be noted that

there are recorded instances of birds us-

ing other aromatic materials in the same
way, including lemon and orange peel,

vinegar, beer, and cigar stumps!

The action of anting sometimes appears

to have a sHghtly stimulating or intoxi-

cating effect on the birds, part of which

may be due to the ants that are eaten but

some of which may result from external

irritation. No laboratory studies have yet

been made, so far as I know, to discover

the physiological or otlier bases underly-

ing this interesting problem. A number
of field observations will be found re-

corded in the Auk, volumes 55 to 62,

1938-1945.

A. "Receptive Attitude:" springtime appetites graphically por-

trayed in an unusual photograph of a robin's nest taken by Ralph

E. Gustafson

Sirs:

After reading Natural History for

seven months may I express my appre-

ciation of your magazine.

I like tlie illustrated article entitled

"The Wilderness Belongs to the People."

Here's hoping for continued success.

Norwich, Conn.
Carlton Chester.

ON YOUR RADIO

CORRECTION

The Iris known as Gayoso, described

on page 123 of the March Natural His-

tory, is a variety of the European Bearded

Iris, rather than one of the Japanese

Beardless Irises.

If readers of NATURAL HISTORY
have specific questions regarding

photography in the realm of natu-

ral history or science, we shall be

glad to try to answer them.—ED.

"Dance Horizons," a new weekly radio

series of the American Museum of Natu-

ral History, arranged by Hazel Lockwood
Muller, wiU have as guest speakers and

musicians many of the talented artists

who appear on the Museum's free pro-

grams "Arovmd the World with Dance

and Song." These half-hour programs wall

be broadcast over WNYC every Monday
at 4:30 P.M.

April 1—Indian Songs and Dances, with

Grace and Reginald Laubin

April 8—Russian Folk Dance Music, with

Radishev Group and Ukranian

Chorus

April 15—"Christopher Columbus," with

Edwin Strawbridge Players

April 22—Dance Music of Bali and Java,

with Hadassah

April 29—Dance Rhythms of Africa and

West Indies, with Pearl Primus,

Norman Coker, and Alphonse

Cimber

"People Make Music," a series con-

ducted by Dr. Louise K. Myers at

6:30 P.M. every Saturday over WNYC
(830 on your dial).

April 6—African Music in the New
World

April 13—What Makes It Soimd Oriental:

Chinese Music

April 20-What Makes It Sound Oriental:

Indian and Arabian Music

April 27—In the Far Islands of the Far

East

"Science for the Seven Million" specu-

lates on natural science in the postwar

world. Juhus Postal conducts this pro-

gram of news about museum events,

meetings and nature study on Wednes-

days at 3:30 P.M. over WNYC.
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V^HINA-TIBET-ASSAM
- by Lt. Col. F. M. Bailey CLE.

(A Joumey-1911)

Published by Jonathan Cape, London,
1945. Price 10 s 6 d

176 pages, 8 illust., 2 maps

[N a modest, straightforward, and some-

what chronological style. Col. Bailey

gives an micolored story of a very re-

markable and most difficult journey of

exploration taken some years ago tlirough

one of the most remote and untraveled

sections of country left in tlie world.

Here, in and around eastern Tibet, where
many savage and superstitious tribes often

look upon strangers as evil beings who
are much less trouble dead than alive,

he made his precarious way, surveying

and mapping new country.

With a considerable background from

previous e.\periences and exploration in

and around Tibet, which he first visited

as a lieutenant with the famous Young-

husband Lhasa Expedition of 1904,

and speaking Tibetian and Chinese flu-

ently, he herein writes with authority

and much understanding about one of his

remarkable journeys of real exploration

while on leave from the Indian Army
during the early spring and summer of

1911.

Leaving Chungking, he headed west-

ward with only one native servant to ex-

plore the headwaters of the Menkong,

Yangtze, and Salween Rivers and to solve

some of the geographical questions con-

cerning them. He lived off the country

and often traveled without tent or shel-

ter in order to reduce the impedimenta

of otherwise necessary baggage. He made
his way toward the high reaches of the

borderlands of Tibet and Szechwan and

then generally southwestward through

Assam to India.

With a very good working knowledge

of zoology, he describes for us many
valuable specimens that he observed and

collected. He also recorded his observa-

tions of the little known flora. Particu-

larly interesting were his experiences with

the strange, cowlike mountain antelope

called the taldn, which he encountered in

a herd of 200 animals on one occasion.

He saw many different varieties of

rare and beautiful pheasants in their natu-

ral habitat. The birds were often so

plentiful that he shot them for food.

Particularly interested in butterflies, he

discovered and collected many new-

species, several of which now carry his

name.

While going through uncharted coun-

YOUR NEW BOOKS

try, peopled witli decidedly unfriendly

tribes, it was often necessary to follow

along the precipitous walls of deep gorges.

He made many valuable and accurate

geographical records and maps of these

routes.

The most important part of his journey

was made in altitudes from seven to

seventeen diousand feet, and one realizes

that the auUior had remarkable fortitude

in die face of dangers and the trying

discomforts of the trail.

For those interested in learning some-

thing of this very fittle known heart of

Asia and its primitive tribes, this book is

most interesting reading. The fact that

Colonel Bailey received for his scientific

findings the Gold Medal of the Royal

Geographical Society and the Livingston

Gold Medal of the Royal Scottish Geo-
graphical Society shows the value of his

tireless work while on this truly remark-

able journey.
James L. Clark.

Atomic artillery and
the atomic bomb
-----..- by

J.
K. Robertson

D. Van Nostrand & Company

TT was inevitable that the dramatic dis-

closure by the U. S. Army of the suc-

cess tliat crowned the mystery-shrouded

efforts of tliousands of workers for sev-

eral years, would simultaneously unleash

upon tlie hterate world a flood of popular

explanations of the innermost secrets of

atomic structure. This is not a wholly

undesirable consequence, for few scien-

tists have been less successful than the

nuclear physicists ( in their extremely

modest efforts, to be sure) in explaining

their work, their achievements, and their

goals.

The re-issue of this book starts with a

clear explanation of the known facts of

physical chemistry and then goes into

electrons, cathode rays, isotopes, radio-

activity, photons, mesotrons, neutrons,

and cosmic rays. Atomic bombardment
and the explanation of how radioactivity

isotopes are created lays the groundwork

for the atomic bomb explanations.

PLANNING AN EXPEDITION?
You can save time and expenao by havtnE a slnele,
reliable headquarters for outfitting. We know the
outfitting business from 54 years' experience. Our
equipment has proved itself worthy. Write us, telling
your needs, and we'll reply promptly. Address
BepL NH-4,

David T. Abercrombie Co.

The early part of the work is simple

and rational. The reader will imderstand

the nature, working, and accomplishments

of cathode ray tubes, the Mass-spectro-

graph, and the cyclotron. Later on, the

chapters on bombardment and radioac-

tive disintegration tend to become more
involved, and Professor Robertson be-

gins to sound more like a physicist. The
book is good groimdwork for the reading

of tlie Smyth report, but the latter work
will remain a classic in scientific litera-

ture as a clear and logical (if slightly re-

dundant) explanation of the events which
led up to the successful attainment of

tlie goal of the Manhattan Project. The
atom bomb chapters added to this book
cannot take the place of the Smyth re-

port, but the introductory material here

will lead to a better imderstanding of

that work, which will go down in history

as a science classic, the first announce-

ment of a scientific accomplishment that

must change our thinking and our inter-

national behavior if man is to survive.

F. H. POUGH.

The road of life and
DEATH
-....--... by Paul Radin

Pantheon Books, Inc., $4.50

345 pages

'TpHIS volume, which is number five of

-*- the BoUingen Series of the Old Do-

minion Foundation, bears the subtitle,

"A Ritual Drama of the American In-

dians." The foreword is by Mark Van
Doren. The author, a well-known ethnolo-

gist, here gives us an account of the

Winnebago Indians whom he has studied

since 1908. Some years ago he edited

Crashing Thunder, The Autobiography

of an American Indian, also a Winnebago

study. Dr. Radin is the author of The

Indians of South America in the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History Series.

Keyised Lapidary Handbook
by 3. HARRY HOWARD

Successor to the author's HANDBOOK FOR
THE AMATEUR LAPIDARY. Completely
rewritten. Much enlarged—225 pages. About
70 illustrations. Modern techniques. Much
new material never published before. Excel-

lent cloth binding. Good index.

Price $3.00 postpaid
Published May 1

Order from your book dealer, or your lapidary

supply house, or the author.

J. HARRY HOWARD
504 Crescent Avenue, Greenville, S. C.
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The Road of Life and Death was the

most sacred ritual of the Winnebago In-

dians down to tlie early years of the

present century. When tlieir numbers

were decimated by tlieir earlier inter-

tribal wars and their way of life was up-

set by the encroachments of the white

man, they gradually came to have less

confidence in the efficacy of this secret

Medicine Rite. Out of this unrest came a

need for a new religion to take its place.

The Peyote cult, introduced from the

soutli, was soon accepted by many of the

tribe.

Dr. Radin came among tlie Winnebago
Indians in time to learn about tlie sacred

ritual of the Medicine Rite, which reaches

far back into Winnebago culture. It would

probably have been impossible to secure

this information at any odier time. His

informant was Jasper Blowsnake, an older

brotlier of Crashing Thunder. Dr. Radin

has translated the complete Medicine

Rite into Enghsh in this book. The theme

of the Medicine Rite is that the deity,

Eardimaker, grants "die possibility of

transcending death, by means of succes-

sive reincarnations," on the condition that

man "agrees to face hfe and its vicissi-

tudes in accordance widi a specific ethi-

cal code."

Everyone interested in the religious

fife of the Indian, and in the history of

rehgion will be attracted to tlie seeking,

on the part of these primitive people, for

a full and happy life on eartii, and a re-

turn to it after death. Te Ata.

RoCKHOUNDS AND
ARIZONA MINERALS

by A. L. Flagg

Whispering Winds Press, Phoenix,

Arizona

$2.00. 82 pages, 2 color illustrations

'TpHE growth of the hobby of mineral

and rock collecting to its present pro-

portions has been marked by the appear-

ance of several popular books tliat try

to help the tyro in the identification of his

finds. Very few of these have revealed

in the way this book does the spirit of

the enthusiast, the lover of minerals who
wishes to impart his enthusiasm as well

as his knowledge to those less experienced.

A. L. Flagg has been a miner and a

mineral collector for many years, and he
shows his appreciation of the beauty of

minerals and of the outdoors in the text

of this small book. He points out diat

minerals should be properly labeled, care-

fully liandled, unselfishly displayed, and

generously bestowed on others; that min-

eral collecting can be a hobby which will

enlarge one's whole life. It leads to educa-

tion in many subjects, for geology is die

broadest of all sciences, including chemis-

try, physics, biology, astronomy, geography,

and niatiiematics, the specialized branches

of which provide fifetimes of work for

scientists. The smattering of knowledge
of tile different fields gained through tiie

intelligent pursuit of this hobby makes it

the richest of all in fundamental scien-

tific training. Nor is there any Mniit, be-

yond the mental capacity and incfina-

tion of die hobbyist, to his investigations

in any specialized branch tiiat he may
select.

Tliis little book, with its guides to col-

lecting, its instructions on where to go,

and its suggestions of what to look for,

has an appeal extending far beyond the

boundaries of the state of Arizona, for

minerals, hke good collecting manners
and good collectors, are universal.

The two color plates, tiie sketches at

the chapter heads, and the make-up of

the book make it by far the most pleasing

mineral book of recent times. The author

and tiie publisher are to be commended;
one can only wish it were tiiree times as

big and three times as useful.

F. H. POUGH.

Astronomy
by Russell, Dugan and

Stewart

Ginn and Company, $3.00

Vol. I, Revised Edition

470 pages, 183 figures

'"pHE revision of our leading advanced
-*• textbook of Astronomy will be wel-

comed by everyone interested in the sub-

DINOSAUR
TRACKS

for YOUR
DOOR STEP
GARDEN WALK
MUSEUM
COLLECTORS
TERRACE
FIREPLACE

$8.50—$35.00 each

Data furnished upon
request

C. S. NASH
South Hadle^, Mass.
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ject,—especially by students and teachers.

After 19 years. Volume I, on the solar

system, has been brought up to date,

by Professors Russell and Stewart. Al-

most the whole of tiie original contribu-

tion of Professor Dugan, who died in

1940, has been retained, and he is still

equally to be regarded as an author of

the book.

The changes and developments in our

knowledge of the solar system, as re-

corded in the literature from 1926 to

1945, have been carefully incorporated

in the new text. As stated in the preface,

practically all of tiiis work has been done

by Professor Russell, who is universally

regarded as one of the most brilliant

astronomers of the world. Not all of our

great scientists have taken time to pre-

pare textbooks. Students of astronomy

are especially fortunate that they have a

textbook in which every statement has

been checked by a great astronomer of

well-balanced judgment.

Since 1926, Pluto, a new planet, has

been discovered, and two new moons of

Jupiter. Carbon dioxide has been discov-

ered in the atmosphere of Venus, and am-

monia and methane in the atmospheres of

tiie four large outer planets. The distance

to tiie Sun has been more accurately de-

termined by H. Spencer Jones, Astrono-

mer Royal, and this has changed appreci-

ably the yardstick, tiie astronomical unit.

In the last paragraph of tiie book, we

find tiie statement that the history of our

solar system is stiU very obscure.

Astronomers will now look forward to

a thorough revision of Volume II, Astro-

physics and Stellar Astronomy, which was

partially revised in 1938.

Clyde Fisher.

Insect dietary
by Charles T. Brues

Harvard University Press, $5.00

466 pages, 22 plates, 68 figures

""HE pre\'iously unsynthesized and

widespread literature dealing wath

the food habits and dietary characteris-

tics of insects is presented here in a lucid

and stimulating manner that has both

popular and technical appeal.

Professional biologists will find this

book especially valuable for the lists of

relevant publications given at the end

of each chapter, and many a biologist

will be stimulated into making inquiries

into this subject and will find the as-

sembled knowledge of great value in
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studies of systeniatics, genetics, physi-

ology, morphology, phylogeny, and many
other fields. This well - organized book

is the first standard reference in tliis

subject.

The reader is confronted at onee by the

abundance of insects in comparison witli

other organisms, and tlie fact that aside

from the microscopic Protozoa the only

otlier animals that in any way approach

insects in numbers of individuals are the

earthworms and the marine crustaceans

representing tlie group Copepoda. The
number of living species of insects that

have thus far been described by ento-

mologists far exceeds tliat of all other

living animals. It is estimated that 520,000

species ha\e been described and that

tlie total number of living insects prob-

ably reaches the almost inibelievable fig-

ure of 10,000,000 species.

The great diversity of food habits and

the utilization of unusual materials for

food by insects is discussed in detail.

Such materials as horn, beeswax, cork,

pepper, cured tobacco, and otlier mate-

rials are tlie exclusive choice of certain

species. The amount of food consumed

by insects, especially vegetarian ones, is

enormous and is tiie reason for their great

economic importance to agriculture. It i.s

estimated that 10 adult grasshoppers per

square metre in a one-acre field would

destroy 607 pounds of grass during their

development.

The importance of certain insects to

the food supply of man, either directly

or indirectly as food for our various food

animals, especially fishes and birds, is

presented to show that not all insects are

injurious to man. The diversified prob-

lems involved in the wholesale applica-

tion of the insecticide DDT in our insect

control programs are presented.

The work is illustrated with a number

of fine photographs and drawings that

add considerably to tlie text.

Mont A. Cazier.

Begonias and how to
grow them
- - - by Bessie Raymond Buxton

Oxford University Press, $2.25

163 pages, 39 illustrations

'TpHE general impression after reading
-* this book is a mingling of satisfaction

and despair. The satisfaction is derived

from a good book written by a competent

author entliralled by her subject. One is

impressed by Mrs. Buxton's painstaking

disinterment of the history of the many

species of begonias and of the production

of hybrids. The despair concerns the con-

fusion in the nomenclature of many of

the species.

An amateur gardner feels ill at ease

discussing such a relatively specialized

work. He almost wishes that he were a

devotee of begonia culture so tliat he

might fully appreciate Mrs. Buxton's

INSECTS IN THE HOUSE

Insects in the House
"MEASURING WORMS "

Bl/ C. H. CURRAN

A LTHOUGH they are not com-

J~\^ monly associated with Hfe in-

doors, the caterpillars of several

geometrid moths sometimes are suf-

ficiently numei'ous in spring and

summer to become household pests.

They may be blown from trees and

will then roam in search of a fresh

supply of food. But more often they

are objectionable because they

drop from trees by means of a

silken thread and land on people.

They are commonly known as

inchworms, measuring worms, or

cankerworms. When very numerous

they may completely defoliate trees

during spring and early summer.

They were moderately bad in 1945,

but if they follow the usual pattern,

they will be extremely numerous in

the New York area this year. Next

year they will be practically absent,

although some pockets of resistance

may remain. Their disappearance

in 1947 will be due to the fact that

their parasites will have caught up

with them and because there will

be high mortality from starvation

caused by an insufficient food sup-

ply. In the meantime, the use of

poison sprays will help to control

them.

work. This amateur appfied to the book

a simple, if not quite fair test—unfair

because the work is written chiefly to aid

persons in growing the plants. He tried

to identify die eleven sorts of begonias

growing in die windows of his home. He
met success with five varieties; the others

await further study.

It is uncertain whether modern genet-

icists will recognize those aberrant leaves

that at times appear among the normal

leaves of hybrid plants (page 8) as re-

versions to original wild types; such

phenomena are susceptible of different

explanations—including new chromosomal

combinations, polyploidy, etc. And did

B. nepalensis really come from Africa

Continued on page 196
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By William H. Carr

Alt photograplis by U. S. Forest Scnicc

HE United States Forest Ser- exploited regions of the world,

_!_ vice people have a word for

it; so have cattlemen, conservation-

ists, and residents of thousands of

square miles in all our western

states. The word is CHANGE. It is

a progressive change, accelerated in

some regions and slow in others,

but insidious in all. It affects every

American citizen. The land itself is

shpping away from millions of

acres of our publicly owned terri-

tory. The vital topsoil itself is going,

washing down the canyons, val-

leys, arroyos, streams, and rivers

over hundreds of miles of territory

from north to south. It is going as

the water goes, not clear water any

more, not reaching the sub-soil

through seepage and absorption as

it once did, not traveling slowly,

but rushing over the surface—choco-

late or red or yellow water carry-

ing away the fundamental soil.

As one grizzled old-timer up in

the Arizona Mountains remarked,

"I don't know where the dirt goes

to, but it sure isn't here any more."

He pointed to a discouraged, rocky

piece of land near by and said, "I

used to have 30 head of cattle there,

but the grass is all washed away.

It's gittin' worse all 'round. Guess

rU have to move."

The answer to his problem was

at hand. On the hillside above, six

thin cows were attempting to gather

some nourishment from the over-

grazed countryside. That was the

answer.

The change has been continuous

for many years. It is caused prin-

cipally by too many cattle and sheep

ranging relentlessly up and down
over forest and mesa, on mountain-

side, plain, and desert, in stream

bed and on arid slope ahke, brows-

ing and moving, eating up the grass.

Soil, thousands of years in the mak-

ing, is disappearing because the

grass is vanishing; roots no longer

bind the earth's loose surface. Rains

are carrying it away.

The onslaught continues as it

once went on in sections of China,

Africa, and Spain, and other over-
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where grass, trees, and shrubs ulti-

mately disappeared forever, leaving

sandy wastes. Grazing animals are

now attacking magnificent scenic

regions of our own land—a quiet

but relentless attack by tooth and

lip. The disastrous results become

more noticeable as years go by.

Despite the obvious depletion of

soil on oiu- ranges, there is agitation

to increase the use of existing graz-

ing areas, not to decrease them.

This seems incredible, but it is true.

I journeyed more than a thousand

miles to see the soil on its way to

the rivers, from heights of 9000

feet to low desert areas where the

story, with variations, was the same.

Cattle and sheep were everywhere.

The 232-million-acre Tonto National

Forest and adjacent ranges in cen-

tral Arizona provided me with my
clearest view of the problem. For

days I walked and rode through

different types of terrain, from the

forested fir and pine regions of

higher mountains, through the

chaparral, and down to semidesert

shrub and grassland.

My guide had traveled the region

for a lifetime. I became familiar

with such comments as "There used

to be bears here years ago," or,

"There were always quail on that

mountain, but you don't see 'em

any more." So it went as we drove

through places with names to re-

member—Bloody Basin, Deadman's

Mesa, Maverick Butte, Shirttail

Springs, Graveyard Canyon, and

numerous others.

I spent much time, literally on

my knees, closely examining rem-

nants of existing grasses in differ-

ent sections, observing the all-im-

portant relation of root systems to

soil binding, noticing how little

clumps of grass and shrub in heavily

overgrazed spots held the last top-

soil where rains had washed away

the intervening earth. Most impres-

sive of all were areas that had been

fenced by the United States Forest

Service for study purposes. Some

of the fences had been in place for

as much as 20 years, others for 5

years or less. The conti'ast between

grazed and ungrazed land, in all

instances, was amazing.

In adjoining areas where cattle

and sheep were able to feed, the

ground was often actually bare,

covered with loose stones, with only

occasional mounds where long-suf-

fering plants still hung on. Palat-

able shrubs were rounded and

stunted, their projecting branches

having been pruned year after year,

until many had succumbed and per-

mitted the earth, once held by their

root systems, to give way under the

impact of heavy rains.

Fenced areas always presented

a striking difference. In some places,

grass was knee-high and edible

shrubs were coming back quickly.

In otliers, where hungry cattle had

previously almost completely de-

stroyed the plant life, there was a

slow but noticeable growth after

ten years of protection. The return

of vegetation was not rapid in all

regions by any means. Meanwhile,

the wild animals naturally had suf-

fered for lack of cover and food.

In far too many areas it was a case
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j^s THE Grass goes...

Overgrazing by cattle and sheep



THE BIKTII
OF A CANYON

A Torrential rains have '<' Rich, valuable earth vanishes

started washing away soil no before the eye as weather cuts deeper
longer anchored by grass roots into this once-fertile meadow

"^" ' '

'
^^'\y.

^A SHAMEFUL EXAMPLE OF killing the land resources: a 15-

year-old arroyo cutting a great gash across the surface of the earth

,4 -i

;r , "f^j^'j^-

mains of the land for tlie benefit of

all.

To illustrate how the permit sys-

tem works on our federal ranges:

about 103 stockmen pay the Gov-

ernment a nominal fee for the

privilege of grazing some 30,000

head of cattle in designated areas

in the Tonto National Forest. The
highest peiTnit is for 1631 head, the

lowest for 5. The cattle are scattered

through every conceivable type of

terrain within the area, sometimes

in regions that would seem to be

inaccessible even to mountain goats.

All of the animals are there due

to provisions under which the For-

est Service was established in this

region in 1906. Grazing here has

been in effect for more than 80

years, with and without any at-

tempt at range improvement.

According to the Forest Super-

visor of the Tonto area, the land

was not so critically bad 40 years

ago, when it became incorporated

in the National Forests. Overbrows-

ing has weakened the plants and

reduced their density so that here

and elsewhere the more palatable

species are fighting a losing battle

over thousands of square miles of

range country where grazing con-

tinues. The supervisor, Lee Kirby,

has been with the Forest Service

for nearly 40 years, and he is a

* Browsed to a hedge. This level lau

has lost four to nine inches of topsoil within

the lifetime of the plants shown here

' .-i^ -•'Z"/^'



true crusader for the preservation

of the land through common sense

and scientific co-operation with

nature. He has lost friends of long

standing in his effort to manage
properly the multiple resources of

the region. He receives the strong

backing of his superiors and is a

fearless person who steps in where

many would hesitate. Kirby says

that some of his opponents are as

sincere in theii- opinions as he is,

while others frankly state that the

future is of no consequence to them

and that the next generation will

have to look out for itself.

In several instances I talked with

cattle owners and found that, while

they agree that "sometliing is hap-

pening to the range," they express

the opinon tliat tliere is "nothing

that a good rain would not cor-

rect." Others remarked that as long

as the cattle were fat all was

well, regardless of the devastation

caused. The truth is tliat on some

of the lands today, rains do almost

as much harm as good, through

soil removal. Not all of the cattle

are "fat," either. Several stockmen,

who have seen the hght, voluntarily

placed their range areas "at rest,"

removing the animals and giving

the region a chance to recuperate.

These men, unfortunately, are ex-
•

ceptions to the nile.

Tiic mountainous and desert re-

gion of the Tonto is the principal

watershed for the Salt River and the

huge Roosevelt Reservoir, which

supphes tliousands of domestic and

agricultural users. Silt is filling tlie

reservoir. One of the glib replies

has been that as the reservoir fills

up, the dam can be increased irj

height! This reasoning is typical of

tlie failure to examine the prob-

lem realistically. If grass and other

plants upon the watershed were

permitted to grow, thus holding the

soil in place, the silt problem would

in a large measure be brought un-

der control.

In numberless instances I saw

where grass and shrubs had some-

how taken root and had stopped

the formation of ditches and gul-

Ues. Just outside a fenced section,

one would often see an open wash

that had gullied deeply and was

removing considerable quantities

of the topsoil, while inside the

fenced area, healthy plants had ar-

rested the ditching. Many of these

deep ditches were in open forest

glades, far up in the mountains, as

well as in the lower regions, and a

number were of recent occurrence.

According to Forest Service of-

ficials, conservative grazing in some

areas wdll actually benefit the coun-

try, provided that it is properly

managed. But overgrazing should

certainly be stopped, particularly

in regions where harm is being

done. The Forest Service does all

it can to encourage the natural

growth of cattle food and the proper

management of the range. But

when the grass goes, the shepherd

and herder must give the misused

land a chance.

The policies of the Forest Service

also include recreational aspects of

the land, wildlife problems, and re-

lated scientific research. An out-

standing contribution to the pubUc

is rendered by an institution tucked

away in a deep mountain canyon

in the heart of the Tonto. Officially

known as the Sierra Ancha Experi-

mental Forest, it is concerned with

the study of the surface of the land,

the water that flows over and

through it, and the plants and ani-

mals that live upon it. The leading

objective of the experimenters re-

lates to the vitally needed rehabili-

tation of a still magnificent country

that is fast losing its vigor. Results

of the work are of a far-reaching

significance the country over. Much
of the future welfare of our people,

both physical and economic, de-

pends upon the successful applica-

tion of principles and procedures

discovered and made known at this

pioneer scientific establishment and

OYEUGRAZI^'O
^ The roots that anchor the shrubs have given

way, and most of the precious loam has been

channeled down innumerable hillside gullies
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A Admirable results: re-seeding and nine years of protec-

tion produced this rich growth on originally overgrazed land

A Not so admirable results:

if the area outside the fence

at other kindred organizations

throughout the United States.

Perhaps the best way to tell of

the work of this station is to go

back to a summer day in 1939,

seven years after the program had

been initiated. It was about mid-

afternoon. Dark gray clouds had

given way to black, and the sun

no longer warmed the recesses of

the canyon. An increasingly strong

wind whipped through the tree-

tops, and soon sharp drops of rain

spattered the dusty oak leaves.

From all indications, exceptionally

heavy weather was in the making.

Very shortly there was no doubt

about it. The downpour actually

started at about 4 o'clock and

proved to be one of the most tor-

rential storms on record. Water

cascaded in blinding sheets, pour-

ing off mountain surfaces in rivers.

More than 5 inches of rain fell in

less than 2 hours.

On neighboring mountain slopes

and mesas were a number of sturd-

ily built contrivances, designed to

record events of all sorts that might

occur during any weather disturb-

ance. Some of these were placed

within fenced areas, others in the

open. The instruments certainly re-

i6o

ceived a test that afternoon. There

were mechanical recording devices

to measure the minute-by-minute

depth of rainfall, the amount of run-

off and absorption, and—perhaps
most important of all—the quantity

and type of soil that was washed

away. Some of the measuring appli-

ances were located where grass and

shrub growth was good, others

where the ground-cover was poor,

and still others where there was

practically no plant growiii.

The swiftly travehng water was

directed into concrete runways,

where it found its way into receiv-

ing buckets or deep trays, built to

measure the quantity of surface and

subsurface nm-off. The trays would

fill and then tip over, and automatic

instruments recorded each move-

ment. The receptacles filled with

amazing rapidity as the water

surged in. Sensitive registering pens,

pressed constantly upon slowly

moving, paper-covered cyhnders,

received the actual impulse of the

trays as they crashed rapidly up

and down. The roar of water rose

and fell as the storm varied in in-

tensity. Thunder rolled along the

mountain crests and fairly shook

the instruments.

With the water came soil and

other debris. There was machinery

to measure the amount of this ma-

terial too, for a chief objective of

the researchers was to study this

priceless substance from the ground

siuface. Mud and rocks, loosened

by the currents, came flowing and

tumbhng into the recorders until

it seemed the instruments must

certainly be overtaxed and cease

to operate. The bedraggled men
walked and rode from one battery

of machines to another, from the

ones on steep slopes to those situ-

ated on more moderate incUnes,

watching anxiously lest any me-

chanical breakdown cause the loss

of information vital to future plans

to lessen erosion. Even a very brief

failure of one of the many devices

would mar the ultimate result.

The most telling story had to do

with local differences in the type

and quantity of soil in the receiv-

ing basins. On areas disturbed by

cattle, the measuring apparatus

often showed as much as 85 per

cent more loss of soil than in places

where grass grew luxuriantly. In

one area the flood, unimpeded by

any protective plant growth, ac-

tually cut a completely new channel
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were grazed a few years longer,

it would be beyond recovery

A Note the startling contrast between the outside and inside area, here

observed at close range by Lee Kirby, Supervisor of Tonto National Forest

3 feet deep and 6 feet wide during

that one storm. Entire trees were

washed away. The onrushing tide

searched out their root systems and

toppled them over. Boulders weigh-

ing tons were released from their

age-old beds to plunge down, car-

rying all before them. Fortunately

none of these massive rocks struck

the buildings housing the record-

ing machinery.

Fenced and protected areas

showed practically no damage in

comparison with the raw and ruined

ground where too much grazing

had removed the cover.

This unraveHng of the earth's

surface is not a nice thing to watch.

Between dashes to the scattered in-

struments the scientists stood be-

neath the shelter of buildings and

observed the destruction in prog-

ress. The late C. K. Cooperrider,

senior range examiner of the South-

western Forest and Range Experi-

ment Station and one of the prin-

cipal founders of Sierra Ancha Ex-

perimental Forest, was one of those

present. He later stated that the

total amount of damage caused by

the rain on overgrazed areas was

appaUing. He had accompHshed

much toward a detailed under-

AS THE GRASS GOES

standing of the results of misuse of

the land before he was forced to

leave the scene of his endeavors

forever. He it was who braved the

dovvTipour and led the group to ex-

amine the instruments throughout

the 13,000-acre region devoted to

the experiments.

Raymond Price, present director

of the Southwestern Forest and

Range Experiment Station for the

Department of Agriculture, is the

chief of this work in the entire re-

gion. He is a typical zealot and de-

votes all of his strength and time to

this activity. In direct control of

Sierra Ancha is Dr. William P.

Martin, who is another sincere

worker for soil protection and wise

watershed management. These men
and their associates hold posts of

great responsibility and importance,

for it is their duty to furnish in-

formation that shall be the basis of

management for federal, state, and

private forest, range, and water-

shed land.

There is room for reasonable

grazing, but when the point is

reached where more forage is be-

ing eaten than can be replenished,

corrective measures should be taken

regardless of whose toes are tem-

porarilv stepped on in the process.

Either this should be the poUcy or

else the laws should be changed.

Far too much damage has been

done to our national resources by

legahzed acquisitiveness. It is time

the deterioration of the land be

halted.

One of the sad things, as Super-

visor Kirby points out, is that the

destruction is often so gradual that

it is scarcely noticed until too late.

Experienced and trained range

technicians are necessary to dis-

cover these changes in time and

work out remedies. America de-

pends upon much of this western

range for its beefsteaks and lamb

chops. If a relatively few citizens

are to be permitted to destroy

the goose that has laid so many
golden eggs for so many years,

surely the majority should have

something to say as well as the

minority.

Unless cattle and sheep raisers

look to the future it is really a ques-

tion as to how long their region

can compete with other parts of

the world. Immediate steps, based

On scientific research, must be taken

to protect, preserve, and bring back

the land. Otherwise the useful

i6i
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A This tablelAiNU, rising 1000 feet from the Laii)oii lloui, Luuld be icaLhcd b) eaiile

only by a narrow neck of land, which was fenced to study recovery possibilities

.M

A Overgrazed top land on

the mesa—1935

f Ten years of protection and the soil

was bound by healthy grasses

ranges will have vanished. They
are vanishing today.

The Sierra Ancha Experimental

Forest stands as a landmark in the

wilderness to direct the attention

of those who would better the land

in which they live. Today, many
years after the memorable storm,

the station continues to function,

still compiling infoiTnation of many
types and of increased usefulness.

Eastern communities have a large

stake in the proceedings, yet the

vast majority of the citizens who
pay the taxes are totally unaware

that any problem exists.

Cattle flourished in the West in

days gone by, and men died with

tlieir boots on in the struggle over

possession of grass and more grass.

Those of us who are interested in

the well-being of our "last frontier"

would do well to acquaint our-

selves with the facts and the solu-

tions science offers. It is a human
problem as well as one in vwldlife

and plant conservation. Individual

rights undeniably have to be con-

sidered. It is a matter of hard, prac-

tical reasoning—not sentiment. In

the Old World it is a very ancient

struggle and it has been fought to

its logical conclusion: either work-

able and adequate regulations of

grazing privileges have been

evolved, or the range has been lost.

Certainly the user of water, the

recreationist, and the lover of the

out-of-doors deserve consideration

too. The present generation of com-

mercial operators of our ranges will

prosper to a limited extent, but it

should be recalled that a great war

has just been fought and won to

protect coming generations from

want and privation. Young people

of today and tomorrow are going

to pay for that war. They fought

hard for the preservation of our

country as a whole; should they not

have tlie assurance that vast areas

of that same land will be maintained

in a productive state? After men's

efforts have so long been turned

lo the development of destructive

devices of unbelievable magnitude,

is it not time for the public to give

recognition and individual thought

to a detennined effort to re-create

and rehabilitate the land?



BIRDS vs PLANES

CAA photo, U. S. Depi. of Comm, . ,

A Damage to the leading edge of an airplane wing

caused by collision with a vulture: a view from the

China-Burma frontier, where plane accidents of this sort

have been frequent. Adjustment of plane routes and alti-

tudes to avoid migratory birds has been recommended

W r^tinghouse photo

A Experiments in the de\<jIopment of a bird-proof windshield

for planes. This compressed air cannon 20 feet long was used

to simulate the impact of a flying bird on test windshields of

various types. An improved glass withstood collision with a

15-pound bird at a speed of 200 miles an hour or more

When air lanes cross the migratory

routes of birds, death rides the skyways

Bij Frank W. Lane

FROM the earliest days of hu-

man flight there have been

occasional collisions between birds

and airplanes. The oldest reference

I have been able to trace dates

from about 1910. A man was flying

at Long Beach, California when a

seagull hit his machine and became

wedged between the fin and the

rudder, which became immovable.

The plane crashed and the pilot

was killed.

A number of collisions were

recorded during World War I, but

it was not until World War II,

when vastly more airplanes were

flown than ever before, that the

problem assumed serious propor-

tions. Today birds are a world-wide

hazard to flying. I have records of

birds proving a danger to aircraft

in the Arctic, Antarctic, in the

BIRDS VS. PLANES

Pacific islands, the Americas, Africa,

India, Europe, and at sea.

The total number of airplanes

damaged or totally destroyed

through collisions with birds will

never be known. It is almost cer-

tain that a number, perhaps a high

proportion, of unsolved air disas-

ters have been caused in this way.

In 1944, U. S. airline pilots were

reporting collisions with birds at

the rate of two a week. It is known
that during the migration seasons

the rate is higher. When the acci-

dents to military aircraft through-

out the world are added to these

figures for American civil airHnes,

it is obvious that the bird-versus-

airplane problem has today reached

serious proportions. In fact. Time

reported in 1944 that the bird-

bumping problem was becoming

so troublesome that airlines rated

the Civil Aeronautics Administra-

tion's windshield-strengthening ex-

periments the most urgent research

project.

While the larger birds are the

greatest danger, quite small birds

can cause appreciable damage. A
sparrow hit the windshield of a

big Army observation plane and

crashed right through, causing the

pilot to make an emergency land-

ing on a highway.

When colhsions occur with flocks

of large birds, serious damage to

both birds and occupants may re-

sult. During a bombing mission

from England in September, 1942,

some of the machines ran into a

large flock of wildfowl. The dam-

age caused was so serious that sev-

eral of the aircraft had to return

to their base, their bombing mis-

sion unaccompHshed.

But it is not necessary for air-

planes to coUide with flocks of
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birds to be severely damaged. A
wild duck that crashed into the

cockpit of a RCAF flying boat hit

the pilot in the face, stunned him,

and caused the machine to crash-

dive into the sea.

The hedge-hopping technique

adopted by our pilots during one

phase of the operations against

Occupied Europe was responsible

for a sudden increase in bird-versus-

airplane encounters. When the

crew of one bomber entered the

interrogation room after a raid, all

had feathers in their caps. The
decorations came from a covey of

partridge that had struck the air-

craft over France.

Sea birds have proved a nuisance,

if not a definite menace to aircraft-

carriers. They perch on these ready-

made islands and sometimes peck

at the fabric on the wings of the

waiting aircraft. Holes are thus

made and the airworthiness of the

machines may be affected.

During World War I some French

pilots would take off with a bag of

bricks in the cockpit. Their idea

was to try to throw one of the

bricks into their opponent's propel-

ler. Two German aircraft were

CAA photo, U. S. Dept. of Commerce

said to have been brought down
by accurately heaved bricks. The
casualties among ground person-

nel from bricks that missed their

objective is not stated.

An even more novel suggestion

for air-fighting emanated from

France early in the same war. This

was that eagles should be employed

to attack enemy aircraft! In fact,

six eagles were said to have been

specially trained for the purpose.

They were first accustomed to the

noise of propellers and guns. Then
pieces of meat were hung on

model balloons in an attempt to

get eagles to rush at them—as it

was hoped they would rush at

enemy aircraft.

< Equipment used at the Indianapolis Ex-

perimental Station included this "bird gun."

The muzzle projects through the wall at left.

The load-breech is seen through the window

^ Standard windshield after a 4-pound

chicken had been shot through it at the

CAA Experimental Station in Indian-

apolis. High-speed movies helped to study

the reactions of various windshields to

collision

CA 4 photo, U S Dept of Commerce



An aeronautical journal in Paris

commented on the eagle expeii-

ment as follows:

"There is no iiirpliiiu', and abo\ e all,

no dirigible, which could withstand such

an attack. Given the rapidity of an

eagle's flight, and the strength of its

beak and claws, there can be no douljt

that a company of properly trained

eagles could annihilate, in a few sec-

onds, the most powerfully equipped

aerial fleet.'"

The French officers who trained

the eagles did not subscribe to this

view. Apparently their idea was

that it the birds could be trained

to distract enemy pilots, the ma-

chines might be brought down
through loss of control.

It appears that of all birds eagles

are the most prone to attack air-

craft and the most dangerous a

flier can encounter. In this connec-

tion it should be remembered that

eagles weigh up to fifteen pounds

and in a stoop may touch 200 miles

an hour.

The danger from eagles and other

large birds was officially recog-

nized by the British Air Ministry

in 1934. A warning notice about

them, issued to all pilots in the

Near and Middle East, said:

"Only one rule can be given for the

general guidance of pilots. Since the

birds referred to invariably dive when
alarmed, attempts to avoid them should

be made not by endeavoring to pass

beneath tliem, but by changing course."

All the reported attacks of eagles

on airplanes may not, of course,

have been deliberate. A number,

perhaps the majority, may have

been the result of panic. But there

are some instances that appear to

have been deliberate attacks.

The most remarkable instance of

eagles attacking an airplane is re-

ported by
J.
Wentworth Day. The

machine was a three-motored all-

steel passenger airplane owned by

Prince George Bibesco. When it

was flying near Allahabad two

eagles stooped on it. "The first flew

straight into the middle engine

while the second dived from 10,000

feet and went through the steel

wing hke a stone, ripping a great

hole."

Eagles are not the only birds

BIRDS VS. PLANES

Photo by pc-rwission of Controller of H. M. Stationery Office. Crozcn Copyiic.lit

A Windshield tests in the British Isles used a section of a

plane mounted on tracks and propelled by rockets, visible at rear

that have been reported to make

deliberate attacks upon airplanes.

Sir Hugh Gladstone, writing of

World War I, says:

"Jackdaws were observed, in a Frencli

town, to leave their homes in the steeples

and throw themselves upon airplanes,

clinging to them and attacking them with

their beaks as if to drive away these

gigantic and unknown birds of prey."

It seems to be the general opin

ion of pilots today that birds are

very little disturbed by aircraft

when both are in flight and when

the birds are not being harassed

in any way. If an airplane ap-

proaches them closely, they usually

wheel leisurely out of the way.

There have been several reports of

birds Hying alongside the pilot and

peering into the cockpit of planes

Hying at lower speeds.

It is interesting to note that bal-

loons appear to create far more

consternation among birds than

airplanes do. One balloonist said

that most birds seem to go mad
when the silent shadow of a bal-

loon falls on them. Pigeons fly

wildly to and fro in swarms, and

* One rook at 234 miles per hour rendered the starboard wind-

shield opaque; two at the same speed penetrated the port windshield

P/i-oto by permission of Controller of 11. U \tatintei\ Office Croun Copyright



fowls cackle and make for the

nearest cover.

The main peace-time menace to

ail-planes is during the migration

seasons. The danger is especially

acute where commercial airways

cross the centuries' old flyways used

by the birds. As most migrating

birds fly at night (they eat and

rest during the day ) , bird and pilot

are less apt to see each other in

time to avoid collisions.

Pat Curtin, an experienced pilot

of American Airlines who is espe-

cially interested in this problem,

makes the following suggestions

for lessening the risk during the

migration seasons:

"If, for one migration season, all the

airlines asked their pilots to report all

migratory flights of birds and include

the altitude tliey were observed at, the

area they were over, estimated wind

direction at that altitude, and the ap-

proximate direction the birds were headed

at tlie time, it might be possible to learn

enough about the habits of tlie birds to

reduce the number of bird strikes on

aircraft by more tlian half."

Radio-location, or radar, may be

developed as a means to lessen the

number of bird-versus-airplane ac-

cidents. Experiments were being

carried out last year in England

with a view to fitting a colHsion-

warning device, using radar equip-

ment, to the instrimient panels of

airplanes. Another suggested use

for radar is as an aid in plotting

the migration habits of birds. The

results may help the airlines to re-

route some of their airplanes dur-

ing the migration season to avoid

colliding with the main stream of

migrating birds.

Although airplanes may be struck

on almost any part, the windshield

appears to be the place where col-

lisions occur most frequently. This

is, of course, the most vulnerable

place, because the pilot is imme-

diately behind it. Aeronautical engi-

neers have therefore devoted a

good deal of time, effort, and in-

genuity to the construction of bird-

proof windshields for aircraft.

The Bureau of Standards, the

National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics, and the Civil Aero-

nautics Administration in the

United States have been chiefly re-

sponsible for this work. Toward
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the end of World War II tlie Min-

istry of Aircraft Production in

England conducted its own investi-

gations on the subject. I had the

privilege of playing a minor part

in the Ministry's investigations by

supplying information on the speed,

weight, and height of flight of birds

likely to be encountered by pilots

flying over and around the British

Isles.

From the point of view of the

investigators a bird was a "liquid

object in a fragile container" which

annihilated itself at high speed

against the glass. In the earlier ex-

periments a standard bird was as-

sumed to weigh about four pounds

and to collide with the windshield

at a relative speed of 270 miles an

hour—200 for the airplane and 70

for the bird. Such an impact would

mean that about 10,000 foot-pounds

of energy would have to be dis-

sipated by the windshield. If a

bird weighing 20 pounds, such as

a swan, crashed against it at the

same speed, there would be a pres-

sure of over 100 pounds to the

square inch on an average commer-

cial aircraft's windshield, which

means that a total energy of ap-

proximately 50,000 foot - pounds

would be expended against the

windshield. It is not surprising that

the windshields in use when the

experiments started were frequently

shattered by birds.

The investigators were faced with

the initial difficulty of simulating

the actual conditions. Objects of

various weights were first made up

to take the place of birds. These

"birds" were propelled from a two-

inch air cannon or from a five-inch

AA gun at various windshields.

The more recent tests, carried

out at the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company's

plant at East Pittsburgh, have all

been made with chickens and tur-

keys weighing from three to seven-

teen pounds. The birds were pain-

lessly electrocuted immediately

before the tests and then put into

light cloth bags. It was considered

that for test purposes a seventeen-

pound turkey could take the place

of a twenty-pound swan (with the

exception of condors, swans are tlie

heaviest encountered ) , as the wings

of the swan would extend beyond

the boundaries of the windshield.

A compressed-air gun was used

to project the bird carcasses at the

test windshield. Two interchange-

able barrels, five and eight inches

in diameter and 20 feet long were

used. The speed of projection could

be varied between 50 and 450 miles

an hour. The dynamics of the im-

pact between the carcasses and the

windshields were studied by the

use of a 35-mm. high-speed cine-

matograph camera taking 1500 pic-

tures a second. Various electrically

operated gauges and oscillographs

gave additional data on the tests.

These experiments with actual

birds showed that the conventional

quarter-inch safety glass windshield

collapsed under the impact of a

four-pound bird projected at a

velocity of 75 miles an hour, which

is less tlian the normal landing

speed of modern commercial air-

craft. Even when the windshield

was not penetrated, its transpar-

ency, and therefore the pilot's vi-

sion, was impaired through the

shattering of the glass face. And
large quantities of very dangerous

glass splinters were thrown off the

rear face of the shield at a speed

of about 350 miles an hour.

After a number of tests with vari-

ous types of experimental wind-

shields were made, it was found

that one made of laminated glass-

vinyl with extended plastic edges

and other strengthening devices,

having a total thickness of about

three-quarters of an inch, would

resist the impact of four - pound

carcasses projected at 300 miles an

hour or a fifteen-pound carcass at

200 miles an hour.

Other measures that have been

considered include the installation

of two separate panes of glass, one

behind the other, and the use of

smaller panes in the windshield

with more strength per unit. Fur-

ther consideration has indicated,

however, that within limits a larger

pane, being more resilient, is more

bird-proof. A metal grating which

can be dropped over the windshield

and a protecting shield for the pilot

to cut up the birds before they

crash into him have also been con-

sidered.
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THE Vanishing Sharp-TAIL

By Will O'Gaka

With photographs by the author

IN
the dimness of tlie night's end

we heard the first resonant yec-

ownk that signified the beginning

of the sharp-tailed grouse's mating

dance. It was answered immediately

by several other cocks and followed

by a pattering as they vigorously

stomped. Their vibrating tail feath-

ers made a chcking sound like that

of a dozen old-time moving picture

machines in operation.

Peeking out through slits in the

burlap blind, we could make out in

the semi-darkness half a dozen male

birds, ghostly in the mist that hung

over the frosted ground. It was ten

minutes past five, and the bare pop-

ples across the meadow gHstened

in the last cold rays of the moon.

THE VANISHING SHARP-TAIL

For although it was April, spring

comes late in central Wisconsin's

marshlands.

Soon the age-old springtime mat-

ing performance was in full swing.

The cocks spread their wings out

rigidly in a downward arc, with

every primary feather extended.

An early-morning

trip to Wisconsin's frosty

marshlands gives one a "grand-

stand seat" to one of nature's

most interesting mating

performances

The tail, normally down, was now

turned straight up, revealing the

snow-white under coloring. Above

their eyes a bright yellow half-

moon of skin, normally unexpanded,

was visible.

With head outstretched, they

traveled across the knoll. Then

ceasing to move forward, they con-

tinued to stomp stiif-leggedly so

rapidly that the eye could barely

follow the movement. Again they

went ahead, their pattering feet

providing a movement that gave

the impression of a boat sailing

across a grassy sea.

This saihng and the cHcking of

the tail feathers was accompanied

by a low, melodious note like tlie

"pung" of a cork being pulled frou

a barrel at the other end of a cel-

lar. In order to make the sound,
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the grouse drew in his head and

shot it forward, partially deflating

the expanded boomsack. Unlike the

other noises of the sharp-tail, it

was audible for only a few feet.

As it grew lighter, we frequently

saw a dancer pause, beak down,

wings outspread. On either side of

the throat a purple patch of skin

swelled from beneath the feathers

until it was the size of a small

apple. (Although the feathers make

it look Uke two boomsacks, there

is only one.) When the bird de-

flated the sack, we heard the boom-

ing that served to call the hens to

the grounds. On qmet spring morn-

ings the practiced ear can detect this

call up to a distance of two miles.

It is of two types. Sid Gordon,

one of Wisconsin's outstanding nat-

urahsts, says that one is like the

nasal groan of a man who has re-

ceived two quick and hearty

punches in the stomach, and that

it should be wTitten as unh . . . tinnh.

It is most often given with the head

down. The second type is a sharper

gobble sound, also nasal—an/i . .

wook.

The spirit of spring

On early spring days, the marsh

hawk swoops with graceful power

and seeks to charm his lady. The

red-wdnged blackbird estabhshes

by right of might a singing spot in

which to woo his mate. Most ani-

mals, in fact, have some special

display to attract the opposite sex.

But to me, the energetic and noisy

pre-breakfast dancing party of this

Ijrown bird of the brushlands is

unequaled among all of them.

It is the seemingly indifferent

hen that controls the unison of the

annual extravaganza. Upon her

arrival, a sporadic and indifferent

exhibition changes into a frenzy of

co-ordinated activity.

When we first began to watch

the grouse several years ago, there

were many birds at each dancing

ground. But now the environment

of the prairie grouse is vanishing,

and his numbers are sadly depleted.

Where once 30 or more birds came

to the grounds each morning, we
now find a half dozen males and a

female or two. Formerly the hens

would arrive with the pack. Now
their arrival is usually later. And,

like men, the sharp-tail males don't

display half the enthusiasm, nor

are their efforts synchronized, with-

out the female.

The dance begins in late winter

and ends in June, with a peak of

activity in May. It begins in the

dull gray before dawn and lasts,

depending upon the duration of

subdued light, for more than three

hours. Frequently the birds per-

form in the late afternoon. And al-

though many persons may discount

the memory of birds, the sharp-

tails always find the same spots

each year. In one meadow near

Babcock the grouse has been danc-

ing each spring for at least 42 years,

according to long-time residents.

<A SHARP-TAILED GROUSE filling his boom-

sack with air, preparatory to booming

^ Booming completed, the bird moves

away. The raised head feathers indicate fear

or anger, probably resulting from the move-

ment and noise in the observer's blind, only

three feet away. Sharp-tailed grouse show

keen hearing
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This is within an area once

known as the finest chicken hunting

ground in North America. Babcock
hes a little north of the middle of

ancient Glacial Lake Wisconsin.

Geologists say that once a great

lake covered the central part, in

some places 70 feet deep. And it

was where this prehistoric lake

once lay that pioneer residents,

through a combination of logging,

farming, and xNddespread burning

of the land, produced an ideal

habitat for extraordinary popula-

tions of prairie chicken and sharp-

tailed grouse.

Early settlers found the great

swamp of central Wisconsin an

area of peat bog marshes ( the rem-

nant of the 300,000-acre lake),

interspersed with sand\' "islands"

and ridges. The upland was

dominated by pine and oak. Blue

joint and wire grass waved over

great marshes; tamarack and spruce

swamps were common. There

were some grouse, and passenger

pigeons favored the territory as a

nesting ground.

Timber cutting produced greater

openings for the grouse. Farmlands

provided quantities of fall and win-

ter food such as buckwheat and

corn, and a profusion of smartweed

and ragweed, all of which are

relished by the birds. Widespread

fires kept the brushland from re-

verting to tamarack, spruce swamps,

and upland woods. The fires also

produced, on some peat areas, a

reversion from grass to weed-type

vegetation that was an ideal cover

and food supply. And they forced

out the predatory enemies of the

birds—pine snakes, skunks, brush

wolves, foxes, and hawks.

In this sterilized, vermin-free

environment the prairie grouse

flourished as nowhere else on earth.

Early in the mating season each

cock bird estabhshes a portion of

the traditional grounds as a dancing

spot of his own. This is done with

fighting and considerable bluflBng

of the other fellow, for the sharp-

tail is quite a threatener. On these

personal areas, the owner performs

so often in one particular run that

the grass is beaten down along it.

At the end of each runway he will

have a rounded stopping spot,

where he often will meet with his

neighbor and face him in a bel-

ligerent fashion. The two birds

cackle and sham-peck at each other,

then subside about a foot apart

and glare at each other for some
minutes. It is mostly bluflF and sel-

dom comes to serious action. They
coo at each other softly, like mourn-

ing doves. When the birds do fight,

feathers fly. Amid an angry squawk-

ing and cackling, they strike and

jump as fiercely as any game cocks.

When it is over, neither is badly

hurt, and the battlers resume their

glaring crouch, or stalk off to dance

again.

When sunrise begins to turn the

gray world to washed-out brown,

the activity of the birds reaches

> Just talking it over but ready to fight. It is

surprising to hear the birds coo at each other in

this apparently threatening position

'- '"'vj jtir'.-l-e.Vv'':v4!^-** ^^-^i

A The section of Wisconsin occupied in prehistoric times by

Glacial Lake Wisconsin provided a home for the country's

most extraordinary populations of prairie chicken and sharp-

tailed grouse during the pioneer days of logging and farming

> The blind from which the author observ'ed the mating dis-

play of the birds. They showed no fear of the structure and

would even boom and dance momentarily on top of it
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•<The pattern of dancing feet in

the fresh snow of March. At the left

end of the trail are two spots where the

bird danced without moving forward

*'' A GROUP of dancing birds, photo-

graphed five miles west of Babcock,

Wisconsin, in an area where sharp-tails

have been known to congregate for

42 years

^ On damp or misty mornings, sharp-

tails occasionally boom from the top of

a small oak, where the sound seems to

carry farther

J0

a peak. This is the time for pic-

txires. Or, perhaps, to make another

vain search for the monitor that

regulates the unison of their start-

ing and stopping the dance. Often

we have thought that it is the hen,

who wandered about the dancing

grounds, pecking indifferently but

surely and gracefully at small black

spiders and gnats crawHng in tlie

grass.

The casual behavior of tlie polyg-

amous female on the dancing

grounds is puzzling. It must be

said that she demands a lot of

wooing. She walks about leisurely.

If pursued, she ghdes away. You

feel sure that it is a pose, and that

out of the corner of her eye she is

casting amorous glances at some

likely-looking fellow, — perhaps at

an exuberant one, who, with an

excited squawk, forsakes his danc-

ing to jump and fly a few feet into

the air, fluttering to the ground to

begin dancing again vigorously.

She may stop her wandering to

draw up to full and motionless

height, while a male comes near to

give his most earnest performance.

I shall never forget one morning

when a misty fog hung heavy over

the grassy knoll. The birds were
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just visible, and because no hens

were present, the show was spo-

radic. Out of the damp obscurity a

lone hen aUghted in the center of

the ground in front of the blind.

Immediately, a group of six cocks

gathered about her. Each made for

himself a little dancing ring in

the larger circle about the silent

and motionless female.

The noise rose to a jumbled din.

Private dancing areas were forgot-

ten. Tails were cHcking and feet

were pounding hke the first rush of

rain on dry^ oak leaves. There was

a continuous excited booming that

ceased abruptly as aU performers

posed rigidly with wings out-

spread; then, after a short pause,

tliey began again, in unison.

The hen moved off a few feet in

a shthering gHde, and the circle of

grouse moved with her. 'S^Tien one

moved too close, another rushed in

to knock him down. Instead of

fighting, they resumed their places

in the circle.

The mist seemed to shut out the

rest of the living world, leaving

only this small mathematically per-

fect chcle of eager sharp-tails,

whose sense of fair play kept them

all at an equal distance. There was

a wild beauty that impressed me
deeply, and their absorption made

me think of predators that might

lurk in tlie fog-hidden fringes of

their grounds while they seemed

obUvious to danger.

One morning a maish hawk
preened its feathers on a near-by

haycock. The grouse apparently

paid no attention. Presently the

hawk flew up and made a circle

over the dancers. Directly over

two of the birds he swooped sud-

denly and struck at one. The in-

tended victim ran a httle to one

side and escaped the open claws.

The hawk swept on and resumed

his preening and watching on the

haycock. The pack was motionless

for a time in puzzled, frozen si-

lence. When they began again, the

hawk remained—an ignored but

dangerous audience.

Usually at a sign of danger there

is a short chirrup tliat is almost
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A After hatching, the little sharp-tails and
the hen leave the nest almost immediately

Sometimes a prairie chicken uses

the sharp-tail's booming ground, and
at rare intervals one sees a bird that

shows mixed parentage like this one

simultaneous wdth the rushing beat

of wings as the sharp-tails take off

in several directions. If tlie morn-

ing is not too far spent, they will

return again to the dancing ground.

Since this show is sexual in char-

acter, one might suppose that

mating would take place at the

traditional meeting spot. This is

rarely the case. Some assume that

it takes place when the birds leave

the grounds in pairs. Such details

are still largely unrecorded. In the

last sis years I have seen it but

once each year.

Upon different occasions the

sharp-tail and the prairie chicken

have been seen using the same

booming grounds. This is probably

the beginning of the romance that

produces the rare hybrid of these

two birds that is sometimes brought

down by the hunter.

When this ancient lake bed coun-

try' was predominantly vast open

sweeps, the prairie chicken was the

most numerous bird, according to

hunters. They by far outnumbered

the sharp-tail, and the partridge or

ruffed grouse was restricted to

river bottoms and other wooded
areas. In the last 30 years, however,

a reversal of populations has taken

place. The partridge is now the

leading grouse. The prairie has all

but disappeared, and the sharp-

tail is following him. The causes

are not far to seek.

First came a so-called agricul-

tural drainage or ditcliing program

that dried tlie marshes and chang(;d

the grass types. The second factor

was the abandonment of farms, as

a result of the drainage tax. Fires

favored the sharp-tail, which there-

fore prospered briefly. Now young
forests have come, and with them
more i-uffed grouse.

Mter the sun ceases to redden

the morning, the vigor of the per-

fomiance decreases and becomes

desultory. The birds crouch and

face their sparring partners more
and more. Shortly after seven

o'clock, depending upon the bright-

ness of the day and the lateness of

the season, the birds rise and sail

away. Their flight is a characteris-

tic three or four powerful strokes,

followed by coasting on arched

wings. And then they are gone, low

over the leafless brush.

Stiffly we crawl out of the blind,

our minds still full of images of the

hearty fellows' booming, stomping,

fighting, leaping, and bluffing, with

purple boomsack expanding, tails

upturned. Driving homeward to

breakfast, Sid mentions how much
the grotesque cavorting of these

birds resembles the ceremonial

dances of the Cree Indians, whose
grouseUke posturing and feathered

decorations attracted the attention

of Ernest Thompson Seton in 1890.

Then a grouse flies up from a

willow thicket beside a road, and

I remind Sid that in a week or two

we should search for a nesting hen.

Perhaps in the sweetfern of a sandy

"island," beneath a bushy oak, or

maybe in a patch of wiregrass or

bluejoint.

The days of abundant sharp-

tail are gone. For two years the

hunting season has been closed for
^

prairie grouse. They are at a low ' ,'

ebb in a recurrent 11-year cycle.

Their dwindling numbers may
again be reduced by the sports-

man's shotgun. As we travel

through the growing young forest,

we reaHze that, although they may
hold their own elsewhere west-

ward from Lake Micliigan across

the northern part of tlie United

States, here in Wisconsin we can

think of them only as "the vanish-

ing sharp-tan."
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Is The Sunflower
By Charles B. Heiser, Jr.
Botany Dctartrncnt, University of California

The natural history of one of our largest flowers

—the mystery of its origin, and the story of how,

under man's persistent cultivation, it has become

not only a favorite beauty but also increasingly

important as a source of food

IN parts of the Great Plains region of the United

States, mile after mile of roadside in late sum-

mer is bordered by the golden crowns of sunflowers,

and in many a garden throughout the country rows

of tall plants with bright yellow heads may be

found. Once again the sunflower is coming into its

own in this country.

The exact circumstances under which man first

domesticated the sunflower are not known, but we

do not run into quite the same difficulties that are

encountered in the history of corn, whose wild

ancestors have not been identified. The sunflower

in cultivation—frequently called the Russian Mam-
moth—differs greatly from its wild ancestors. Five

to fifteen feet are common heights, and one sun-

flower has been reported with a height of 30 feet.

< Close-up of a giant. The sun-

flower, a native American prod-

uct, was cultivated by the Indians

as a source of food even before

the arrival of Columbus inAmerica

Photo by Eisenmeier from
Free Lance Photographers Guild

> In the sixteenth century,

the sunflower was exported to

Europe, where it remained largely

a curiosity until the Russians be-

gan to cultivate it in the early

part of the nineteenth century.

Today the Soviet Union is the

world's greatest producer of sun-

flowers

GOLD IS THE SUNFLOWER

Photo fci Packard fiom Black Star

A One of the biggest in the State: a sun-

flower cultivated in Maine. These yellow

blossoms measured more than a foot across
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A Sunflower seeds of the Mam-
moth Russiafi striped-seeded variety.

About 50% of the seed is protein,

making it a valuable new foodstuff.

In many European countries the seeds

are eaten much as we eat peanuts

> As LONG AS the sunflower seed is

not ripe, it bears on its tip a blossom

that gives it an outline like that of

a short broad dagger

***S*T5''SS»WS».*&-*;
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These tall sunflowers gcnerallv bear

only one head of flowers, which

may be two feet wide. Even more
important, the seed is about half an

inch in length, \\'hereas tlie seed

from the wild plant is seldom e\"en

half that size.

In spite of these diflerences and

Others that can be noted in culti-

vated sunflowers aroinid the world,

they all came from wild "American

stock."

In many sites of prehistoric In-

dians in Kentucky and the Ozarks,

sunflower seeds and portions of

sunflower heads have been found,

and from seeds found in tlie latter

place it would appear tliat the

plants raised by the Ozark Bluff

Dwellers before Columbus discov-

ered America are little inferior to

modem Russian plants. From the

excrement found in the mounds

and chft' dwellings of the Indians

we know that they were using these

seeds for food.

For almost as long as we have

record the Hopi of Arizona have

been growing the purple-seeded va-

riety. What is very important to us

is that the Hopi still grow these

sunflowers, probably little changed

from ancient times. The seeds are

not only esteemed as food by the

Hopi, but—more important to the

Indians—they yield a pmple dye

that is very valuable in coloring

their basketry. In addition to this,

the sunflowers seem to have had a

place in ceremonials. Many refer-

ences are found indicating that the

Indians wore the flowers in their

hair during the various rehgious

dances and festivals.

Before these facts were kno\vn,

Peru or Mexico had been regarded

as the place where the sunflower

was first domesticated. One tlieory

advanced was that the Peruvians,

long before the Incas, developed

the cultivated sunflower by feed-

ing the plants with guano, the rich

fertihzer found in certain areas of

South .\merica. Another tlieory

was that the early inhabitants of

Mexico brought the \vild sunflower

into cultivation by spacing the

plants closely and thus causing

them to produce one large head as

we find in our cultivated sun-

flowers.

GOLD IS THE SUNFLOA^'ER

Today, with more facts at hand,

it seems much more likely that

temperate North America was the

place of origin of the large-seeded

\ariety. It has been argued that

the prehistoric Indians of the

Southwest developed the wild

plant into the cultivated one, and

that it was tlien carried eastward,

tribe by tribe. However, it is quite

possible that the cultivation may
have started in the Mississippi re-

gion and then traveled to the

Southwest.

/;:.?p by Dr. Ovv !i-,.m Black Si

A Before they are completely mature: a pic-

mre showing the individual seeds as seen from above

V A CROSS section through the sunflower reveals an unusual picture of the indi-j

vidual fruits lined up like tall, slender jars. They are still capped with little calyxes
|

Plioto by Dr. Crox from Black Star
I



Sunflower pollen, highly magnified.

Intensive experiments in breeding are be-

ing performed in the Soviet Union, Great

Britain, and the Americas

Photos by Dr. Cray from Black Star

^ The first sprout of a sunflower, greatly

enlarged. Two leaves, still bonneted by the

empty shell of the sunflower seed, have

formed on a stalk rising from the soil



Exactly how these prehistoric

Indians developed the large-seeded

sunflower we can only surmise.

Quite possibly when an exceed-

ingly large sunflower suddenly oc-

curred among the wild plants, the

imaginative Indians credited the

amazing phenomenon to the su-

pernatural and from that time on

cultivated the large sunflower.

Or, they may have followed purely

practical considerations in devel-

oping the flower in the direction of

increased size.

Whate\'er may have been the

origin of the cultivated plant, we
find the early explorers of the ^Vest

reporting that the wild sunflower

was a verv important plant to the

Indians. Frequenth' the sunflowers

were culti\ated among the com
plants or, more often, just allowed

to grow where they came up. The
seeds of both wild and cultivated

sunflowers were used for food.

Later, in the sixteenth centur)',

the sunflower was taken from

.America to Europe, where it re-

mained merely a curiosity for a

number of years, until the Rus-

sians began to cultivate it in the

early part of the 19th century. Its

ride to prominence in that country

is as fascinating as its early history.

The Holy Orthodox Church of

Russia observed strict regulations

governing diet during the 40 days

of Lent and the 40 days preceding

Christmas. Not only meat but

many other fatty foods were on the

restricted list. However, the oily

sunflower seed, which was un-

known at the time the rules were

laid down, was not on the Hst. For

this reason its rise to popularity

in Russia was very rapid, as the

seed easily supplied the lack of

fats and oils in the people's diet

without going against the letter of

the law.

Today we still value the sun-

flower highly for its oil, which is

comparable to the best vegetable

oils. About 22 to 32 per cent of the

seed is oil, and about 50 per cent

is protein, which makes it an ex-

cellent food. This oil can be used

as a salad dressing, for cooking,

for canning fish, in paints, and as

oil cake for stock feed.

GOLD IS THE SUNFLOWER

The plant has many lesser uses.

It has become an important fodder

plant in regions where the growing

season is too short for corn. The

stalks have been used extensively

as fuel in the Soviet Union, and

many tons of high-grade fertilizer

are extracted from the ashes yearly.

The leaves have been used as a

tobacco substitute in Germany.

The fibers of the stem yield a sub-

stitute for silk, and a high-grade

paper has been made from them.

In the Soviet Union and many

other European countries, and to

a lesser extent in this country, the

seeds have been eaten much as

we eat peanuts. The seed coat is

broken off with the fingernails or

teeth. The seed has a nutlike flavor

that is very pleasant after one has

become accustomed to it.

The "Russian Mammoth" striped-

seeded variety is the most popular

sunflower, but many other varieties

are known, some with dark, others

with white seeds. These seeds are

planted and cultivated much like

corn. In fact, in many respects the

origin, history, and uses of the sun-

flower bear a strong resemblance

to corn. There are some difficulties

in hai-vesting the sunflower crop,

but these can easily be solved wdth

modifications of the implements

used for corn. Sunflowers grow

rapidly even in poor soil and are

in most caseg more resistant to

drought and frost than corn is.

According to recent tests they seem

to be highly susceptible to certain

insect and fimgus diseases in this

country, although this has not been

true in Europe.

The Soviet Union is foremost

among the world's producers of

sunflowers, partly because of the

exigencies arising out of rehgious

customs, partly because of impor-

tant work on the cultivation of new
breeds done by Soviet scientists.

Some of the Balkan countries also

cultivate sunflowers widely. Eng-

lish scientists, particularly since

the start of the war, have developed

new varieties, and in the United

States the outlook for surrflowers

as a new crop also appears prom-

ising.

Argentina and Canada have been

important producers of sunflowers

in this hemisphere. In the United

States, cultivation has been par-

ticularly strong in southeastern

Missouri, IlHnois, and portions of

California. Ninety-five per cent of

our production of seeds comes

from these three states. Record

crops were harvested in 1928-29,

when about 16 million pounds of

seed were produced each year. In

spite of this, we have annually im-

ported large amounts—over 37 mil-

hon pounds in 1935. Our biggest

demand for the seed in this coun-

try has been as an ingredient of

poultry feeds, and many a farmer

cultivates a row of sunflowers each

year for his chickens. A United

States Department of Agriculture

pubhcation in 1939 advised that it

would be easy to overproduce sun-

flower seed, the market being lim-

ited; it now appears more likely

that there would be a market for

whatever sunflower seeds were

raised. It is too early to predict the

economic future of this "new" crop

which dates back to prehistoric

times. It is safe to say that it can-

not compete with corn, but there

should be need for both, particu-

larly as a result of the new experi-

ments on sunflowers that are being

carried on in widely separated

parts of the world.

In addition to its economic uses,

we find the sunflower valued for

its beauty alone. It is the State

Flower of Kansas; and towns and

at least one county in the South are

named after it. Many beautiful

and different sunflowers are listed

in the seed catalogues today, foi-ms

that have all come from the wild

type of the Great Plains. The his-

tory of one of these is worth re-

telling.

Professor T. D. A. Cockerell of

the University of Colorado and his

wife had seen miUions of sunflow-

ers during their hfe, so it was not

without surprise that they bhnked

at what met their eyes in the sum-

mer of 1910. Near theii- house by

the roadside where sunflowers

grew wild, Mrs. Cockerell saw what

she thought was a red butterfly on

one of the plants. She stood watch-

ing it, fascinated, expecting it to

fly away. When it did not, she in-

vestigated and found that it was
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not a red butterfly but a single red

sunflower growing among dozens

of yellow ones, something quite

new for horticulture.

The Cockerells could not leave

the plant where it was near the

road, so they carefully dug it up
and transplanted it to their garden.

Not only was this discovery of in-

terest to science, but the variety

would prove valuable to flower

fanciers if they could succeed in

growing and obtaining seeds from

it. Here, however, difficulties pre-

sented themselves. Dr. Cockerell

knew that sunflowers were cross-

pollinated and that he would have

to cross the red sunflower with a

yellow one to get it to set seed.

Fortunately, Dr. Cockerell knew
the principles of genetics and

botany. The first seeds from this

wonderful mutant were sold to

Sutton & Son of Reading, England.

Today we have not only red sun-

flowers but wine - colored and
streaked red and gold ones, all due

to the patience and foresight of

Dr. and Mrs. Cockerell.

When she was in Russia in 1932,

Mrs. Cockerell saw some of the red

sunflowers growing in a pubhc
park near the Black Sea. Naturally

she was interested in knowing
where they had obtained her red

sunflower. The director of the park

seemed surprised. "This is the red

sunflower of the Red Army," he

informed her.

Although most people appreciate

the beauty of the flower, they do

not generally realize how compli-

cated the make-up of the flower is.

For one thing, what is commonly
thought of as the flower is in reaUty

a number of flowers gathered into

a head. The outer petals are all

individual blossoms and serve as

landing fields for insects that come
to the plant for nectar. The inner

flowers making up the yellow or

purple disk are then pollinated by
the bees or other insects walking

over them in their attempts to get

the nectar or pollen. Thus Nature

has provided a very efficient means
of pollinating several flowers with

the effort that would ordinarily be
involved in pollinating only one.

Daisies, chrysanthemums, dahlias,

and asters are only a few of the
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many plants with the same "com-

posite" flower structure. One sun-

flower, the huge double variety,

looks very much like a chrysanthe-

mum to one who is not familiar

with both plants.

There are many other kinds of

sunflowers besides the common
one. About 100 different species

are recognized by the botanist,

most of which are perennial. Tlie

common annual one we have been

discussing was named Helianthtis

annuus by Linnaeus. Helianthus

literally means sunflower, from the

Greek "helios," meaning sun, • and

"anthos," meaning flower. As to

whether the sunflower actually fol-

lows the sun, there is still some

debate. Scientific tests have shown

that at least in certain stages, the

sunflower does follow the sun, the

head turning to the east in tlie

morning and to the west in the

afternoon.

The 99 or so other sunflowers are

mostly of little economic impor-

tance, except perhaps as weeds and

in a few cases for ornamental pur-

poses. There is one exception, the

Jerusalem artichoke, which is not

from Jerusalem nor is it an arti-

choke. This plant produces an

edible tuber resembling the potato

and is grown in manv countries for

that reason. The Soviet Union has

been one of the foremost countries

to experiment with and develop

this plant, but again the American

Indian was the first to recognize

it. This sunflower, hke all the

others, originally came from the

western hemisphere, and there is

evidence that the Indians were

using it for food long before the

coming of the white man.

So it seems that sunflowers, along

with quinine bark, rubber, corn,

potatoes, beans, and many other

plants, were the wealth that the

Americas gave to Europe, rather

than the gold for which the early

explorers searched.

Perhaps we can now well agree

with Algernon Swinburne when he

wrote

:

A kingly flower of knights, a

sunflower,

That shone against the sunUght

hke the sun.

^ The sunflower is valued for its beauty as well as

its economic uses. It is the State Flower of Kansas and

has had at least two towns in the South named after it
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ABOUT 50 miles north of Mex-

ico City, on the high central

plateau, he the remains of a mys-

terious city—a city once so mighty

that its fame spread beyond the

edge of civilization, even among

the barbarous tribes hving in the

far corners of Middle America. So

splendid was it that its memoiy

hngered on for many centuries

after the actual settlement had

been abandoned. Its name became

a symbol of grandeur and magnifi-

cence, fraught with magic power

to set men's hearts afire.

Tula! The Mayan rulers of north-

ern Yucatan claimed it as a home-

land, and the inhabitants of other

now long-dead cities in the depths

> The uppermost section of a war-

rior column, which helped to sup-

port the roof of the Moon Temple.

The great cylinder to the right is a

section of a feathered serpent column

TULA—CITY OF BUKEED GODS

I HULA
City of

Buried Gods
Visitors to Mexico can now see the fab-

ulous capital ofthe Toltecs—the cultural

enter of a legendary people recently

rought to light by scientific excavating

^
photographs by the author
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of the jungle traced their origin to

it. The exact time and place of its

existence were forgotten, but leg-

ends of it became mingled with

those of gods and heroes, taking

on a supernatural quality.

It is not difficult to visit this mys-

terious dream city, for it is located

a mere two-hours' train ride from

the Capital. The modern Tula, at

which you ahght, is a rambling,

nondescript little town, not essen-

tially different from any other

small Mexican pueblo. In order to

reach the Tula of the past, you

must turn to the east, follow a

dusty road across a swaying sus-

pension bridge hung frighteningly

between high cHffs, and clamber

up a steep path edged with rock

walls and gigantic cactus plants

until you come to a gently rolling

plateau.

There he the remains of the city

which, some ten centuries ago, was
the capital of the mysterious Tol-

tecs, a people once considered as

mytfiical as the centaur or the uni-

corn, but whose existence and im-

portance now seem proved beyond

a doubt. Yet, although much has

been brought to hght by modem
excavations, a great deal about the

Toltec civihzation is still unknown
or puzzHng and very likely will

always remain so.

Just when the Toltecs reached

this locahty is one of the many
secrets that surround these mys-

terious people. They probably

came from the northwest and con-

quered a group of more primitive

inhabitants somewhere around the

year 1000. According to the Anales

de Cuauhtitlan, they founded the

city in 873, and left in 1064, but

other manuscripts place the date

of their arrival somewhat later.

Eventually, however, they in

turn were forced out by a new in-

vasion, that of the warhke and bar-

barous Aztecs, who compelled the

Toltecs to leave the fine capital

city which they had built for them-

selves with so much skill and such

unsparing labor. Thereupon, the

bulk of the population moved to

Cholula (called by them Tullam

CholluUam), and this became their

new capital.

A Fifty miles from Mexico City you cross this sway-

ing suspension bridge and surmount the plateau be-

yond to see the majestic ruins of Tula, the recently

unearthed capital of the mighty Toltecs

The Toltecs were a compara-

tively peaceful and cultured peo-

ple, governed by priest-kings rep-

resenting their god Quetzalcoatl,

some of whom bore his name, to

the confusion of later historians.

According to one chronicle, the

god himself founded the city of

Tula and became the first ruler.

Also according to the legend, it

was he who made the laws and in-

troduced the arts of weaving, jew-

elry making, and stone carving.

The last king, in whose reign oc-

curred the fall of Tula, was called

Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl.

The civilization of the Toltecs

radiated very widely, for various

colonies were estabhshed during

the time of Tula's ascendancy. Ac-

cording to the books of Chilam

Balam, even Yucatan was invaded

by them, a fact which seems proved

by the t)pically Toltec architec-

tural and sculptural innovations-

such as serpent columns, tiger

friezes, caryatids, and butterfly

chest ornaments—made in Chichen

Itza during the so-called Mexican

Period.

A Half of one of the square columns

that formerly supported the roof of the

temple atop the Moon Pyramid. The
carving depicts a warrior in ceremonial

costume. The tenon on top served to

hold the next section in place
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A Only a few years ago Tula's spectacular Moon Pyramid was but

a grass-covered mound. The V-shaped cut reaching into the center of

the pyramid has been cleared out by modern archaeologists, but it was

originally made by the Aztec conquerers of the city when destroying

one of the most magnificent temples in all Mexico, which stood on top.

The stone tiger (foreground) overlooks one of the ball courts

\



> This circular belt buckle from the back

of one of the great warrior figures is about three

feet in diameter. Such a disc with a human head

in the center probably represents the sun

^ At least four of these heroic figures, each 15

feet high, were among the supports of the Moon
Temple. Two unassembled sections of a similar

figure are shown beside it. The butterfly chest orna-

ment is characteristic of Toltec art



and silxiT tliat their \ t>r\ palaces

were composed ot it. They were

marvelous lapidaries, skilled in the

smelting of silver and the cutting

ot precious gems, especially tlie

green, jadelike stone known as

chaJcltilniitl. It was said that they

had peculiar powers of discovering

mineral deposits by standing on a

hilltop just as the sun was rising

and noting any small clouds of

\apor that emanated from the

ground.

The Toltec period was looked

back upon as a golden age. In those

days, people said, tlie ears of corn

were so large that they had to be

carried in the arms like cordwood;

squash were a fathom in circum-

ference, and stalks of the wild

amaranth were so tall and stiong

that they could be cUmbed Uke

trees. Forests teemed with game
and many-colored birds, and food

was so abundant that nobody ever

thought of eating the small ears of

com, but burned them for fire-

wood.

Cotton in the fields was of all

colors—red, yellow, purple, green,

blue, gray, brown, and orange—so

that beautiful fabrics could be

woven without dyeing the yarn.

The walls of houses were covered,

some with chalchihiiitl, others with

silver, red and white shells, tur-

quoise, and rich feathers.

Gods hved in the mountains in

those days, and the Toltecs them-

selves were regarded as more or

less supernatural beings—marvel-

ous magicians, highly skilled in

sorcery and divination. As to their

god Quetzalcoatl, originally the di-

\'inity of knowledge, the Aztecs

took him over, and—since all

knowledge seemed to them some-

what magical—made him the god
of sorcery. Eventually he was even

made the patron of thieves, and an

image of him was carried when a

person went to rob a house, in the

behef that it could cast a spell on

the inhabitants and cause them to

fall into a deep sleep.

So firmly convinced were the

Aztecs of the superiority of the

people they had conquered that

they were eager to intermarry with

them, and those families which

TULA—CITY OF BURIED GODS

could boast of Toltec blood en-

joyed considerable social prestige.

Even the Aztec kings frequently

chose Toltec women as brides; in-

deed, the first ruler to ascend the

throne after they reached the Val-

ley of Mexico was the son of a

Toltec princess.

For centuries after the Spanish

Conquest, the previous existence

of Tula was accepted as a matter

of fact. Early European historians

in the New World credulously

copied down everything they

learned about it from Indian leg-

ends and chronicles. Much of what

they recorded was so obviously

fantastic that later, more critical-

minded scholars began to doubt it

all, and some even relegated the

Toltecs to the status of mere leg-

endaiy figures.

The ruins at Tula were left al-

most unnoticed for a long time.

They were smaller and apparently

less spectacular than many others;

and even those archaeologists who
admitted the probable former ex-

istence of the Toltecs assumed that

their capital had not been at Tula

but at the evidently much more

important site known as Teotihua-

can, and that the names of the two

places had somehow become inter-

changed.

Consequently, it was not until

1940 that serious archaeological

exploration was finally begun. But

the discoveries made in this and

subsequent years were so revealing

that even the least credulous were

forced to admit that this had, in-

deed, been the capital of tlie

mighty Toltecs. Excavations are

still going on at the present time,

and although a large proportion of

the ruins still remain covered with

the dust of centuries, much has al-

ready been learned about the life,

culture, and historical importance

of this ancient metropolis.

The Toltecs built well, so well,

indeed, that their sculpture and

masomy astonished their less skill-

ful neighbors. Like most of the

earlv inhabitants of America, they

chose a dramatic site for their cap-

ital—a sun-drenched hilltop over-

looking a fertile green valley. They

planned the city carefully, with

pyramids and temples, ball courts,

and dwelling places for the priests

and rulers, all made of stone

blocks, carefully hewed to shape

and firmly fitted together, and

beautified with many carvings and

much magnificent statuary.

As in most of the early centers

of population in Middle America,

these principal structures seem to

have been grouped together to

form a focus of public Ufe, a gath-

ering place for civic and religious

ceremonials and festivals, sports

and spectacles. The main edifices

were once surrounded by the less

substantial homes of the common
people, which were built of wood
or adobe and have now completely

disappeared.

Today the structure of most in-

terest at Tula is the so-called Mon-
ticulo de la Luna, or Moon Pyra-

mid. Much of its original form can

be seen because of the complete

excavations of the Mexican Gov-

ernment archaeologists, and it is

hard to believe that several years

ago it was only a grass-covered

mound like another unexcavated

but larger pyramid near by.

The Moon Pyramid is built in

the tiered formation so frequently

seen in Mexico. Like all other Mex-

ican pyramids, it also has a flat

area on top, but only a fragment

remains of the broad stairway that

once led up to it on one side. Noth-

ing remains in place of the temple

that formerly surmounted the pyr-

amid, but we know that it was one

of the most magnificent temples of

all Mexico. This we know because

many fragments of the giant coJ

umns and pillars that supported its

roof were found inside the pyra-

mid and along one of its sides.

Tula did not decay and fall nat-

urally into ruin. It was a city con-

quered and sacked by the invading

Aztecs, who not only took away

the smaU and easily carried ob-

jects, but systematically stripped

the buildings of most of their fac-

ing stones and sculptures. It is in-

deed fortunate that portions of the

Moon temple were so large and

heavy that they could not con-

veniently be broken up and car-

ried off. The Aztecs tried but did
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A Enclosing the Moon Pyramid on

the north is a high wall beautifully

carved in low relief. The surfaces are

decorated by a frieze of serpent figures

devouring dead human beings

A A SERPENT devouring a skull is featured in this wall decoration

not entirely succeed. They cut a

great ramplike trench into the

body of the pyramid, tumbled the

heavy sculptures into it, and left

them there. They succeeded in

dragging others away, but enough

remain for us to partially recon-

struct, in our mind's eye at least,

the proportions and style of the

temple.

The great sculptures from the

temple, which have now been

gathered together to the north of

the pyramid, merit special atten-

tion. They form a number of great

columns, each in four sections and

held in place by skillfully made
tenons fitting into holes in the sec-

tions above. All columns were fif-

teen feet high, and they supported

the roof of a temple that could

hardly be rivaled in its barbaric

splendor.

There were at least four square

pillars with relief carvings on theii"

sides depicting warriors in cere-

monial costumes, who carried a

curved sword and darts in one hand

and an atlatl or throwing stick in

the other. Alternating with these

warrior figures were patterns rep-

resenting bundles of arrows.
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Even more striking than the

square columns are the colossal

caryatids in the form of richly

dressed warrior figures, each again

made up of four sections tenoned

together. Weapons are held in the

hands and there is an ornament in

the form of a styHzed butterfly on

the chest. The belt bears a large

disc-shaped ornament at the back,

in the center of which is a human
head.

There are also sections from sev-

eral round columns that can be

identified as having represented a

gigantic plumed serpent. Although

none are complete, these columns

were undoubtedly of the same

form as the well-known serpent

columns at Chichen Itza in Yuca-

tan, with the moutli of the serpent

extending outward from the base

and with its tail directed upwards

to fonn the support of the lintel

over the doorway of the temple.

It is true that we can only im-

agine how these colossal supports

were grouped to sustain the lofty

and undoubtedly elaborately deco-

rated roof, but it must have been

a truly awe-inspiring room.

Various smaller sculptures have

also been found, and a particu-

larly fine series of rehef carvings

exists on the lowest tier of the pyr-

amid's eastern face. These latter

consist of a frieze of walking tigers

and a number of panels of eagles

and vultures eating human hearts.

There are also several panels rep-

resenting a himian head held in

the mouth of a plumed serpent,

probably representing the god,

Quetzalcoatl. Located on this same

side of the pyramid are the foun-

dations of a number of rooms sur-

rounding a small courtyard, prob-

ably used by the priests in charge

of the temple ceremonies.

Enclosing the pyramid on the

north side is a high wall beauti-

fully decorated on both sides with

carvings in low relief and with a

scroU-Uke ornamental crest. The
principal frieze consists of a series

of undulating serpents devouring

dead human beings, represented

by skulls in the serpents' mouths.

It is supposed that this motif sym-

bolizes the planet Venus, one of

the attributes of Quetzalcoatl, tlie

chief god of the Toltecs.

West of the pyramid, there is a

ball court, and to the north is a
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A Figures nearly identical to others on buildings at Chichen Itza, over 500 miles

away in Yucatan: a portion of a frieze on the east side of the Moon Pyramid

second, a smaller one, the latter in

the best state of preservation. After

the Aztecs conquered the city, they

removed most of the stone from

its walls for their own use, but the

floor plan, in the form of a double

"T" sunk in the soHd rock, is stiU

well preserved. From the form of

the court, it seems to have been

used for the game later known as

tlachtli, or some very similar one.

Tlachtli was a very widespread

diversion, combining certain fea-

tures of basketball, handball, and

soccer. The ball had to be stnrck

with the knees, hips, or chest, and

points were made either by caus-

ing the opponents to miss on the

attempt to return it or by perform-

ing the extremely difficult feat of

sending the ball through the open-

ing in a stone ring placed perpen-

dicular to the wall at a height of

eight or ten feet. It was a very

hvely game, and—in Yucatan, at

least—was made additionally excit-

ing by the custom of allowing the

winners to strip the losers of their

jewels, ornaments, and even their

clothing, if they could be caught

before they were able to escape

from the court.

In the period of Tula's greatness,

the ball courts were evidently well

adorned with sculptvure. On a plat-

foi-m erected at the south side of

the smaller one stands a tiger with

a knotted cord around its neck (a

typically Toltec symbol) and a

hole for a standard in its back.

Near by, were discovered a stand-

ard-bearer in the form of a human
figure, and a beautifully carved

image of a ball player brandishing

a club and wearing a great head-

dress of quetzal and eagle feath-

ers, a nose-bar, gloves, and knee

protectors.

These finds already uncovered

at Tula have been sufficient to

verify not only the existence of the

Toltecs, but also to justify their

legendary fame as skilled sculptors

and builders. Yet, the excavating

is far from finished, indeed, the

greater portion of the architectural

constructions are still covered with

the accumulated dust of ages.

Within these grassy mounds may
be the remains of temples such as

those mentioned by Shagun, who
wrote that one group was com-

posed of four buildings, the east-

em ornamented with gold, the

northern with red jasper and red

sheUs, the western with turquoise,

and the southern with silver and

white shells. He described still an-

other temple as decorated inside

entirely with feathers, the walls

being covered respectively with

yellow, red, blue, and white—the

colors of the four world directions.

There is much about this fasci-

nating and mysterious metropolis

that we shall never know, for no

Toltec manuscripts exist today, and

the only vestiges of the written

language of Tula's ancient inhabi-

tants are a few glyphs, neai-ly all

of unknown meaning, which seem

to resemble those of the Zapotecs.

Most of the statues and columns

that have been unearthed are not

yet reassembled. Like figures out

of some Indian version of the Judg-

ment Day, the sections He scattered

about on that high, sunHt plateau,

waiting to be put together again.

Only then will they take on once

more something of the appearance

they must have had in the time of

the greatness of Tula, once the

splendid metropolis of the Toltecs,

now only a mysterious dream city

of the past.

TULA—CITY OF BURIED GODS



REACHING
FOR THE

MOON
Our fastest planes would take less time

to reach the moon than it took our

grandparents to cross the Atlantic. Will

atomic propulsion permit you to leave

the earth one day and be on the moon

the next? Or would you rather watch

the first lunar exploration through your

"electron telescope?"

By Edwin D. Neff

^LTHOUGH the astronomers

2\_ haven't reported it, the moon
is closer to the earth today.

Rocket ships, radio directed, are

real. Atomic power is terribly real.

Radio waves, as proven by the

Army's radar contact with the

moon, can penetrate the ionosphere,

that region of awful mystery be-

yond the earth's stratosphere. Can
we not imagine space ships, pow-

ered by the atom, guided by radio

waves, carrying men to the moon?
So far, post-Nagasaki discussion

of peaceable uses for atomic power

has been concerned with earthly

tasks: moving trains, supplying in-

dustrial energy, and the like. But

the one big fact about atomic

energy so far seems to have oc-

curred to only a few. If atomic

energy can be harnessed as a pro-

pellant, it is the first energy dis-

covered by man great enough to

lift him and his machines off this

planet and send him hurtling

through outer space for sustained

flight.

Lack of power and means of

accurate navigation have previously

been die two main causes of fail-

ure in space flight of rockets. To-
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day scientists whose names spell

authority see in atomic power the

means to conquer space. Henry
Norris Russell of Princeton, for

example, has asked George Gamow,
the distinguished theoretical physi-

cist, to plead in the latter's forth-

coming book that uranium be saved

for interstellar flight, rather than

be wasted for eardily tasks before

we know what atomic power is all

about.

Atomic power may offer man his

first real chance to burst the earth

chains and soar to another celes-

tial body.

Already one astronomer, a pro-

fessor at Ohio University, suppos-

ing the moon will be man's first

target, is wondering whether a

method cannot be devised for

plumbing whatever supply of urani-

um that satellite may have. As
everyone knows, uranium is a metal

with a price on its head down here.

Of course, no one can measure

the amount of uranium on the

moon. The usual spectrum analyses

are useless, for moonhght is but

reflected sunHght. The possibility

of uranium there must be postu-

lated on the theory that the moon
was spun from the earth's crust,

and in the earth's crust is its urani-

um supply. This theory of the

moon's origin belongs to Sir George
H. Darwin, son of the evolutionist.

He believed that a few billion

* The giant eye of Palomar: An imaginative drawing by Russell W.
Porter showing the 200-inch telescope. At its largest practical magnification

it will bring the moon within an apparent distance of about 24 miles from

the earth p^^^ ^^^ qj^^^ qj^^^ ^f Palamar by David Woodbury
(Dodd Mead and Co ) otiginal drawing property of California Institute of Technology



A Craters on the moon as they would appear if photographed with an

ordinary camera from a distance of approximately 1000 miles. The photo-

graph was taken at reasonable magnification with the great 100-inch Hooker

Telescope at Mount Wilson Observatory.

years ago the moon was flung into

space from the earth — that it had

been a part of the earth occupying

the space now covered by the

Pacific Ocean. The earth's much
more rapid rotation then, plus the

disturbances of the solar tides, were

responsible for the birth of the

moon, according to this theory. It

has not been proved, but after a

good bit of debate it still re-

mains a possible explanation.

REACHING FOR THE MOON

The adventurous spirit of man

can find in the prospect of moon-

flight, romance enough to stop his

breath. A poet wrote:

Reason has moons,

But moons not hers are mirrored in

her sea.

Confounding tlie astronomers,

But oh, delighting me!

In this spirit let's try to imagine

what visiting the moon would be

like. Astronomers already know

enough to make what follows fic-

tion only in the sense that it has

not actually taken place.

Your trip would be in a sealed,

air-conditioned space ship, and

your hangar on the moon, carried

with you, would be a sealed, air-

conditioned, pre-fabricated "quon-

set" type. Both ship and hangar

would of course be pressurized to

compensate for lack of atmosphere

up there, and you would have to

wear a pressurized diver's suit,

electrically heated for night wear.

Once beyond earth, your pilot

would have to be on the lookout

for runaway meteors, those gor-
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^ The moon is 2160 miles in diameter

and if cut in half would cover a rela-

tively small part of the Pacific Ocean,

from which, according to one theory,

it is supposed to have originated

height, interspersed with vast cra-

ters, perhaps volcanic, perhaps

caused by the impact of meteors

dropped like marbles into thick

mud, and great lunar plains, be-

lieved by ancient astronomers to

be oceans of water. But these we
find dry, as astronomers on earth

already know. There is no water,

or only a trace, on the moon. It i.s

a dead world; frightening, fascinat-

ing.

Behold the lunar sky. If you ar-

rived during the lunar day (which

lasts two weeks
)
you would yet find

geous celestial junk wagons, be-

cause collision with a pebble-size

meteor might leave no survivors.

But there is less chance of this than

a trainwreck on earth. Your trip

would be warm with sunlight, and

atomic power would get you to the

moon in a few days, perhaps hours.

Your pressurized ship will prevent

your "exploding" once you are be-

Drawings by Museum Illustrators Corps

yond earth's atmosphere. And once

beyond that atmosphere, the blue

sky of earth changes to black.

When you glide into a lunar val-

ley and your ship is slowed by

power-brakes to a gentle landing,

you will be in fairyland.

It is a land of sharp and bitter

contrasts, with magnificent lunar

mountains rising to 25,000 feet in

Sounds would be inaudible on the

moon, because there is no atmos-

phere to carry them to the ear

With gravity one-sixth as strong

on the moon, a cleanly hit

baseball might travel 3000 feet

^

> The earth as seen

from the moon. Many
are surprised to know
that the earth's clouds

would probably pre-

vent the continental

outlines from being

any more distinct than

shown in this paint-

ing. The airless lunar

landscape is character-

ized by harsh contrasts

between sunlight and

shade
An oil painting by

Hozfard Russell Butler.
Photo by H. S. Rice

WEATHER



the sky black; sun and stars are seen

simultaneously. A great many moi-e

stars are visible to us here than on

earth, for there is no atmosphere

to hide their fires. The stars seen

from here never twinkle, because

there are no shifting currents of

air of different density to cause the

refraction effect. Their light is

brighter tlian our stars and steady

as an electric bulb. Black sky,

bright stars, bright sun.

If you arrive at night—during tlie

dark of tlie moon—, you will prob-

ably circle the satellite to its far-

ther side, disappearing from the

sight of astronomers who, with im-

proved telescopes, may be follow-

ing the speck that is your space

ship. Then you will look down
upon a land that the eyes of man
have never before beheld — the

opposite face of the moon.

There is no cooling cloak of air

to shield the moon from the ter-

rible heat of the sun, and it may
be 214 degrees Fahrenheit durins

the lunar noonday, but a frigid 243

degrees below zero at midnight.

And what shadows! Without atmos-

phere, there is no diffusion of light,

that is why the sky is black; why
the earth's sky is blue. Let's look at

a moon mountain in the raking

light of afternoon. Its crests are

bright, its valleys India ink.

You see only what is directly hit

by light. No sepia effects, no shad-

ings. Something like a photographic

negative. And as long as the moon
day lasts there will be clear sun-

Hght. No rain, nor fog, nor mist,

nor snow, nor sleet, nor hail. No
changes of weather. The tempera-

ture changes are always pre-

dictable.

No sound either, or odors. No
atmosphere to carry tliem. A silent

world. A dead world. If we are to

speak to our fellow passengers and

be heard, we must use hearing aids

like those used by the deaf, car-

rying sound vibrations direct to the

ear bones. A world of contrasts.

Light and dark. Cold and heat,

but always silence. And there are

no lovely sunsets here as on earth,

for the sunset colors are atmos-

phere-produced. Night comes sud-

denly on the moon, and like the

day, lasts two weeks.

Here is another surprise. If we
are equipped to leave our pressur-

ized cabin and move about, we
seem young again. Our movements
are almost effortless. We can jump
six times as high on the moon with

our earth-trained muscles, for the

pull of gravity is just one-sixth that

of the earth. A baseball diamond
might have to be six times as large

as on earth, and a home run would
mean a sprint of better than a quar-

ter of a mile. The ball itself, cleanly

hit, might travel 3000 feet. Imag-
ine the records set during a track

and field meet on the moon!
But now the loveHest sight of all

—mother earth hanging in the lunar

sky. If we are on the side of the

moon facing the earth (41 per cent

is invisible from the earth), our

planet will remain fixed in the skv,

lit by the sunlight. We are used to

thinking of the crescent moon; now
we must think of the crescent

earth, for it passes through the

same cycle of phases as the moon

does when seen from the earth.

But how much bigger and brighter

it is. If we see a "full earth" during

the lunar night, it appears about

13.4 times as large as our full moon,

and since the earth has about six

times the reflecting power of the

moon, the full "earthlight" will be

about 80 times as bright to us on

the moon.

Because of the earth's atmos-

phere, we see the outlines of con-

tinents dimly, but Africa, for in-

stance, might be recognizable. And
perhaps the observatory on the

Cape of Good Hope is peering nt

us; we are homesick, and descend

to earth, avoiding the Dark Con-

tinent for LaGuardia Field.

Perhaps no one can say when all

this will take place. But a some-

what piquant light is shed on the

long way we have come toward

that day by the quaint suggestions

of earUer reachers for the moon.

One John Wilkins, writing in the

seventeenth century, thought men
might get there on the backs of

giant birds, but also suggested

that a machine might do the trick.

Francis Godwin, another seven-

teenth-century writer, thought the

bird idea so silly he made his hero,

Gonzales, experiment with wild

swans until he discovered that ex-

actly 25 would be needed to bear

the weight of a man. Gonzales,

swan-borne reached the moon in 11

days!

Old John Wilkins' idea of visiting

the moon prompted other contem-

poraries to consider hot-air bal-

loons, giant shngshots to catapauit

men over the 238,857-mile stretch,

and even large bottles of morning

dew!

But if nature conspires to keep

man on earth for another genera-

tion or two, there is still a certainty

that you will get the most intimate

possible view of the moon short

of an actual visit. The new 200-

inch reflector being completed for

the observatory at Mt. Palomar,

near San Diego, California, vsdII

bring the moon to within 24 miles

of the earth at its largest practical

magnification. It will be about the

same as viewing the Chalk Cliffs

of Dover across the English Chan-
nel from Calais.
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THE FIRST IN A SERIES ON THE
FLOWERS OF THE FOUR SEASONS

The PEONY
^ "Everybody says, 'It is the Peony Season.'

And together we follow the crowd

To buy flowers."

—

Po Chut (A.D. 772-846), translated by Helen Wiley Diitton

and used uith her permission

The King of the Flowers, also called

the Flower of Wealth, symbolizes

spring and feminine beauty and is

emblematic of love and aflfection

Bij Mabel Irene Huggixs

THE lipstick case of one of

our much-advertised cosmetic

brands is decorated \\'ith four flow-

ers—the peony, lotus, chrysanthe-

mum, and mei-hua or "plum flower."

To the majority' of Americans who
use this make of hpstick, these

flowers bespeak onlv a touch of

beauty-, but to the Chinese they are

an expression of a year-round lan-

guage of symboHsm, for they are

nothing less than the ssu chi hua,

hterallv the "four season flowers."

The tree peony, commonly

known as the Kins; of the Flowers,

>The King of Flow-

ers and the Queen of

Birds (the Chinese
phoenix) form the mo-

tif of this embroidery

pattern. Cut-outs Uke

this are pasted onto

cloth and covered with

skillfully executed
stitches

Drawing by
Margaret Whitfield
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Chinese Symbol of Spring
is the s\Tiibol of spring. Its populaj:

Chinese name, mu - tan. does not

seem to have been mentioned be-

fore the sixth century of the Chris-

tian Era, although its herbaceous

coxisin, the shao yao [Paeonia alhi-

flora (P. Chinensis)], was referred

to as early as about 300 b.c._. in

the Book of Odes. In that ancient

classic we find this reference:

"So the gentlemen and ladies

Make sport together.

Presenting one another with

small peonies."

For long centuries, the tree

peonv has been held in favor by

Chinese gardeners. It is Icnown to

Western science as Paeonia suffrv-

ticosa Andr. (P. moutan Sims) and

"* Texttle DEsiGiS"s usually show the flow-

ers in dieir natural forms: peony on cut-

velvet

A Peonies and rwo phoenis

birds provide the omamenta-
tioQ for this blue and brown
chalcedony vase ( 18th-19th

Centurv)

is the only woody cultivated peony.

.\ccording to botanists and explor-

ers, it is native to China. Man\-

varieties are grown in western,

northern, and northwestern China

and in Manchuria. -\t an early date

these show\- flowers became estab-

hshed in gardens. In 111 B.C. Em-
peror \Vu Ti founded, a botanical

garden at Ch'ang-an, modem Sian;

the capital of that day. It is pos-

sible that he introduced the peony

into his imperial garden along with

other plants.

We know- with certaintv that in

the eighth centurv the tree peonies

of the imperial garden were suffi-

cientlv important to be the center

of attraction at gay parties given

bv Emperor Hsiian Tsung (a.d.

712 - 756 ) . It was at such a func-

tion of revelrv that the poet Li Po

(a-d. 701-762) was called upon,

though alreadv inebriated, to use

his inspired brush-pen. Sobered Ov

the cold water dashed into his face,

he produced three poems in adula-

tion of the famous beaut\". Lady

Yang Kuei-fei. at the Imperial Feast

of the Peony.

In the following centurv" the gen-

eral pubHc could purchase peonies.

if we are to judge from the record

of Po Chii-i (aj). 772-S46). In

one of his poems he tells that in

the spring, peonv plants were avail-

able in the flower markets at prices

ransiins; from ""five bits of silk" to

"'a hundred pieces of damask," de-

pending on the nmnber of flowers.

Such prices were prohibitive to

manv, but even the tax-worried

farmers of that time could at least

ijaze at the beautiful dark red blos-

soms and sigh over the fact that

the cost of a single plant was

enough to pav the taxes on ten

humble homes.

In an eleventh-centurv treatise

on tree peonies, Ou-vang Hsiu

(A.D. 1007-1072) enumerates more

than oO cultivated varieties. At the

same time wild ones were in great

abtmdance, for another w^ork of
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f Moss-green jade box with peony scrollwork. In-

tricately carved peonies and a pair of long-tailed birds

decorate the lid, at left (Ch'ien Lung period, a.d.

1736-1795)
Courtesy, Seattle Art Museum

the period says tliat in certain parts

of tlie province of Shensi, the tree

peony was so common that the peo-

ple used it for firewood.

The success that attended Chi-

nese gardeners in their cultivation

of peonies is indicated in a four-

teenth-centuiy story that tells of

a Sung-dynasty flower grower who

had tree peony plants ten feet tall

bearing flowers "as big as plates."

His peonies "were not of the com-

mon variety, such as the 'Spring on

the Jade Terrace,' but of the five

rarest breeds. They were: the Yel-

low Terrace, Green Butterfhes,

Watermelon Red, Dancing Blue

Lion, and Red Lion Head."* Mod-

ern Chinese florists stiU give names

of a similar nature to present-day

varieties of peonies.

Methods of peony culture men-

tioned in T'ang- and Sung-dynasty

literature have become traditional.

It was, and still is, customary to

protect the plants from the sun by

canopies of straw matting or cloth.

Protection from wind is afforded by

wattle fences or walls of rock or

brick. A favorite location for peony

plants was on the terrace, where

they have been grown down to re-

cent years at the Summer Palace

near Peiping. According to Western

horticulturists, the proper time for

transplanting peonies is the au-

tumn, but in China the roots are

balled in mud and placed on sale

at the markets right in the midst

of the flowering season, an eighth-

century method which has persisted

into the twentieth century.

Another name for the tree peony

* From Wang, Traditional Chinese Tales,

by permission of Columbia University Press.
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is the Lo-yang hua, an allusion to

its legendary banishment to Lo-

yang, one of the ancient capitals

of China. An old story gives an

account of the impetuous whim of

Empress Wu, who reigned from

A.D. 684 - 705. One day in midwin-

ter she issued a command that on

the following morning all the plants

and shrubs in the imperial garden

should be decked out in their

spring-time array of flowers. The
next morning when the empress

walked through her garden, she

discovered that the peony alone

had disobeyed her unreasonable

decree. Angered at the peony's in-

subordination, she banished it to

Lo-yang, whence, people now sa\',

the best tree peonies come.

Amongst the Chinese proverbs

that have originated in the mel-

low wisdom of an old civilization,

there is this one: "Although the

peony flower is good, it must have

green leaves to bring out its beau-

ty." With this type of indirectness

it is easy to say that a leader may
be good but he cannot be suc-

cessful without the backing of his

people. This same proverb has

equal suitability for a wide variety

of connotations; in each the peony

lends its beauty to practical com-

mon sense.

The Chinese are an eminently

practical people, so we may rightly

expect that the "flowers of the four

seasons" are put to some uses in a

commonplace, everyday manner.

Both the tree and herbaceous

peonies are used medicinally. For

one sort of medicine, the roots of

the herbaceous peony are dug up

in the second and eighth months

and dried in the sun. The phar-

macopoeia of the West may lack

this drug, but before we scorn its

efficacy as a specific for blood dis-

orders and worms, we might do

well to recall that our pioneer fore-

fathers in the Midwest used to pour

baptismal water over peony bushes

as a charm against convulsions!

The "flowers of the four seasons

'

are especially interesting in their

application to the arts and crafts

of China. Each member of the

flowery quartet has had a prom-

inent part not only in inspiring

Chinese poets and painters, but

also in providing motifs for those

Chinese craftsmen who have pro-

duced porcelains, textiles, embroi-

deries, and objects of jade, ivory,

lacquer, wood, and metal.

In paintings the four flowers are

rarely combined in the same pic-

ture. A few exceptions exist, but

they do not represent the usual

practice. This rule does not hold,

however, for porcelains, particu-

larly those of the Ch'ing dynasty,

dming which floral designs were

employed with the greatest lavish-

ness. On vases, plates, and bowls

of this period the "flowers of the

four seasons" are commonly found

in juxtaposition. The same is true

of textiles. Lovely silk and velvet

brocades, k'o ssu (silk tapestry),

and embroideries often show the

"four season flowers" in their most

beautiful natural forms.

There are other combinations

that should be noted. The peony
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is traditionally portrayed with long-

tailed birds—the phoenix, cock, or

pheasant. When the peony is asso-

ciated with the phoenix, the King

of the Flowers and the Queen of the

Birds are represented, — a favorite

pair which are to be seen in paint-

ings and embroideries and jade.

On porcelains the peony and the

cock have nearly outrivaled the

peony-phoenix combination.

The peony is frequently shown

in the hand of Ma Ku, a Taoist

goddess of longevity, and thus ex-

presses a desire for long life ac-

companied by riches. This flower

is considered the symbol not only

of spring but also of feminine

beauty, and in addition to that, it

is emblematic of love and affection.

Sometimes the peony is called the

Flower of Wealth, a name that car-

ries further symbolic significance.

The craftsman of Peiping have

fashioned in wood a particularly sig-

nificant apphcation of the "flowers

of the four seasons." Street gate-

ways to Peiping residences are

constructed with projecting beams,

upon the ends of which are some-

times carved, and gilded, the four

characters, ssu chi p'ing-an, or

"peaceful four seasons." In other

words these four characters say,

"To those who live within this

courtyard, may there be peace

through the whole year." Often in

place of these characters there are

beautiful carved and painted bas-

reliefs of the "flowers of the four

seasons." Their message is the

same, a prayer not alone for China

but for the whole world: "Through-

out the fotrr seasons, may there be

peace."

* "Although die peony flower is good, it must

have green leaves to bring out its beauty." A
Ting ware porcelain plate which illustrates this

principle (Sung dynasty, A.D. 960-1280)

Collection of Tlie William Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art, Kansas City, M



HOUSING

By John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

EVERYONE is interested in

housing today, and many are

suffering from the lack of proper

living quarters. People are living

in strange places, like Quonset huts,

or crowding in with relatives. Ani-

mals, too, have need of homes, and

sometimes they find them in strange

places. On the chaparral-covered

coastal hills of CaUfornia and in

the valleys where Hve oak, poison

oak, and willows grow in profusion,

the dusky-footed wood rats build

large "houses" of sticks that serve

as homes not only for these rodents,

but for many different kinds of

animals.

The houses made by these rats

are roughly cone-shaped, about as

high as they are broad at the base,

and they may be more than six

feet in these dimensions. They are

usually built around tlie foot of a

tree or in a dense growth of bushes,

but some are built above the
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ground, in a tree or in a tangle of

vines. In addition to the sticks and

twigs of which they are chiefly

composed, dead leaves, grass, pieces

of bark, moss, and even earth may
be added to fill up chinks. The
pack rats will carry almost any-

thing that is movable to the nest

—paper, bones, tin cans, feathers,

even old shoes and golf balls. The
newly added materials are usually

loose and somewhat haphazard,

but weather and gravity settle them
into place.

Deep inside the house, in a

rounded chamber, the wood rat

makes a nest of shredded grass and

bark, often with some feathers, in

which it sleeps and rests. Females

keep their young in this nest. In

an adjoining chamber the wood
rats store acorns, seeds, and green

plant material, while a place near-

by serves as an "excretorium."

One of these houses provides a

home for a number of other animals

besides the wood rat owner. A wren
may build its nest in the upper
parts, while lower down may live

several parasitic white-footed mice.

the largest of their tribe in the

United States. Rough-scaled fence

lizards roam over the rat house and

bask in the sunshine on it, while

alhgator lizards commonly live in

the pile. When the house is built

on the ground, salamanders of sev-

eral species may make their homes

in the base, among the rotting wood
and leaves. Commonest of these is

the worai salamander, with long,

slender body and tail, and dwarfed

legs. Besides these vertebrates, a

whole host of spiders, mites, beetles,

sow bugs, thousand-legged worms,

and snails are found in or on the

wood rat houses.

For the most part, relations be-

tween these animals and the 'land-

lord" are good, but the parasitic

mice undoubtedly pilfer from the

wood rat's stores, and the Hzards

feed on insect and invertebrate

fellow-lodgers when they can catch

them. Perhaps least desirable of

the tenants in this congested hous-

ing situation are the cone-nosed

bugs, who suck blood from the

wood rat and other mammals and
may inoculate them with disease.
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friendly enemies

By LE^^^s E. Potts

ONE morning, earl\- lust April, I

heard a great commotion coming

from under tlie hood that covers the track

and wheels above some sliding doors at

my home. The ground in front of tlie

doors was httered witli sticks, straw,

string, featliers, and scraps of clotli, and
it sounded as tliough tliere were dozens

of birds defending tliemselves against

some killer or band of kiUers in the hood.

I stopped and had watched for perhaps

five minutes, when, to my surprise, only

two birds emerged from the open end,

the onlv entrance or e.\it.

The first one was a European Starling,

the ne.xt an Enghsh Sparrow, and to my
surprise the sparrow wasn't chasing the

starling. The starling was dragging the

sparrow out, and when tlie starling

reached the edge of tlie door, he dropped

the sparrow, who fell limply to the

ground. For fully a minute the sparrow

appeared to be finished, then he moved,

waddled around in a circle a few times,

jumped to his feet, and started after the

starling, who went into the hole. The
sparrow brought out the other bird and

proceeded to give him an awful beating.

Evidently fighting inside this hood was

an advantage to the starling, as the spar-

row certainly gave him plenty to worry

about on the outside. Immediately tire

sparrow started to take the string, straw,

etc., back into the hole above the doors.

He worked for possibly five minutes,

then flew to the hmb of a near-by tree

and sat there as if waiting to see what

would happen next. Quick as a flash the

> After more than a month of hos-

tilities, the sparrow and the starling

proved they were not irreconcilable

enemies. They built their nests in one

unit like a double house, as shown

in this photograph, which was taken

after the nests had been placed in a

wire basket to facilitate handling

starling appeared and started to drag

out the same material.

At intervals of about one minute, the

sparrow would leave his perch on the

near-by tree and fly straight for the hole

while the starling was inside, but each

time when he reached tlie entrance he

would hover in tlie air for a few seconds,

then fly back to tlie tree. He seemed l(i

be trying to catch the starhng as he

emerged from the hole, handicapped with

a load of nesting material, which would

give him a few extra points at die start

of the next round. The sparrow finally

gained his objective, gave the starling

anotlier good, sound flogging; and the

starling left as soon as possible, flying in

a straight line as far as I could see. Then
tlie sparrow again started to rebuild the

nest. That same evening tlie battle w.is

on again inside the hood above the doors.

In a few moments out came both birds,

the sparrow, in die lead, flying straight

to the same perch on the tree. The
starling started to carry the nesting ma-

terial into tlie hole, though he refused

to pick up any feathers that day or any

other day that I watched. Yet his por-

tion of the nest was hned with feathers,

too, as can be seen in the photograph.

This tit-for-tat sequence continued un-

til about the middle of May. Then the

animosity appeared to be subsiding, and

the squabbles were less frequent. About

that time the starling was seldom seen.

The sparrow spent a great deal of time

on his favorite perch in the tree. Later

on, the starling perched above the doors

quite often, and then, after a few days,

the sparrow and starling frequently sat

on top of the doors about a foot apart.

Sometimes one would go inside tlie hood,

sometimes the other, sometimes both,

the sparrow always first. Evidently they

had called off tiie feud.

Now I became very curious and peeked

inside; the sparrow was on the nest.

The next day, I looked again, and out

came the starhng, flying almost straight

into my eye. The sparrow was sitting on

the nest at the far end; the starling was

using the part near the open end of the

hood. In the starhng nest was one egg.

A few days later each nest held two

eggs. On June second there were five

eggs in each.

At this point, I collected the nests,

or rather nest, as it was built together

like a double house—each bird having

his own side. This would seem to be

one of the most uncommon, unprece-

dented incidents of bird lore, since the

general belief is that diese two birds

are irreconcilable enemies.

Photograph by the author
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Treatment for

Ivy and Sumac Poisoning

D^

By WiLLARD G. Van Name
jURING the coming spring and sum-

mer, thousands of people will get

more or less severely poisoned by poison

ivy and sumac, and it is unfortunate that

there is such a widespread lack of knowl-

edge about a surprisingly simple method

of treating such poisoning. It is not only

beneficial in retarding the spreading of

the eruption and hastening recovery, but

is the only one that gives immediate and

more or less lasting rehef to the intoler-

able and incessant itching (which scratch-

ing only makes worse ) that makes even a

light case of poisoning a nuisance and a

severe case a period of prolonged misery

that only those who have experienced it

can begin to realize.

This treatment is by the apphcation of

a moderate degree of heat. In more or

less severe cases is usually best effected

by immersing or batliing the affected

parts for a few minutes in water hot

enough to be slightly uncomfortable at

first. Usually repeated brief immersions

in water a httle too hot for a long con-

tinued immersion to be tolerable wiU be

most effective.

Water that is merely lukewarm or

comfortably warm will not do the slight-

est good and may merely aggravate the

itching, but somewhat hotter water will

bring rehef vnth a rapidity and, in most

cases, a completeness that is astonishing

and deUghtful to tlie sufferer, and usu-

ally lasts for some time, often several

hours. If and when the itching retruns, it

is only necessary to repeat the treatment.

The patient himself will generally be

the best judge of the exact temperature

needed, wliich will vary in different

cases. Normal care must of course be used

to avoid scalding or burning the skin.

If running hot water is available, holding

the affected part imder a faucet, or a

hot shower bath may be convenient

methods. In the case of children or those

afraid to try water hot enough, start with

quite warm water and raise the tempera-

ture gradually by pouring in hotter water.

Now it will be asked why, if heat is

the effective factor, is not dry heat also

applicable. It is; and this is important to

know, for hot water in quantity is not

always promptly and easily obtainable.

For many hght cases tlie only treatment

required is to hold the poisoned surface

for a few minutes near some source of

heat such as a stove, an electric bulb, or

a hot radiator, or simply hold a Lghted

cigarette half an inch, more or less, from

the skin and move it slowly back and

forth until the poisoned area has been

covered.

This heat treatment in one form or an-

other has been used with good effect by

many people for a great many years, and

why it is entirely unknown to the ma-

jority of people, not only in the cities but

in the country districts, and to practi-

cally all medical practitioners ( includ-

ing army doctors, though many soldiers

in training and in maneuvers in the east-

em United States get terribly poisoned)

is a mystery;—possibly it is because it is

so simple that people either scoff at it

and refuse to try it, or forget it before an

occasion comes to test it. It is not men-

tioned in first aid manuals, in Boy Scout

handbooks, in books on camping and out-

door hfe, nor is there a word about it in

a special pamphlet on poison ivy issued

by one of our large eastern imiversities.

The remedies that such works usually

recommend are the time-honored solu-

tions such as Epsom salts, permanganate

of potash, acetate of lead, calamine lo-

tion, etc. Most people susceptible to ivy

poison have tried these in vain many
times. They have too httle penetrating

power to reach the seat of the poisoning,

and they do little to reheve the itching,

but heat can and does penetrate.

If the heat treatment were better known

and understood, an immense amount of

severe suffering would be avoided. It is

especially important that those in charge

of summer camps for city children should

know of it and how to use it. Informa-

tion from readers concerning their own

experience with the treatment will be

appreciated.

YOUR NEW BOOKS
Continued from page 155

(page 15)? Begonia aconitifolia is mis-

spelled twice in captions between pages

52 and 53.

The many kinds of begonias today are

classified according to the character of

their roots into bulbous, tuberous, rhi-

zomatous (with creeping stems), and

fibrous types. They bear distinct, separate

male and female flowers. Almost all like

a cool, moist atmosphere, a condition not

easily achieved in our houses in winter-

though Mrs. Bxix-ton advises firmly "open

a door or a window . . . between ten

o'clock in the morning and three o'clock

in the afternoon . . . Try to give two

hours of fresh air each day."

In the chapter devoted to soil-mixture

the author sets forth almost as many and

the CHRONICA BOTANICA Co.

International Plant Science Publishers

Catalogues sent on request

Waltham -:- Massachusetts

conflicting opinions by eminent begonia

growers as there are recipes for Christ-

mas puddings in cook books.

There are also chapters on seeds, cut-

tings, diseases, and begonia shows. An
index provides some short cuts to facts.

The illustrations comprise excellent half

tones of growing plants and a number of

line cuts of distinctive leaves.

G. H. H. Tate.

Stars
- - by William Alphonso MurriU

Pubhshed by the autJior, University of

Florida, Gainesville, Florida

41 pages, paper covers, $2.00

TN the preface, Dr. Murrill states that he
•'• wrote this pocket guide several years

ago while he was teaching nature study

to Girl Scouts, and he has dedicated the

booklet to the Girl Scouts.

The first nine chapters are an imagina-

tive story based upon astronomical myth-

ology, each chapter preceded by a well-

selected poetical quotation.

The second part of the book, consisting

of ten chapters, is a simple and brief

treatment of astronomy, and the third

part is devoted to the constellations. No
plates or figures are used in the book, but

references are given to helpful books on

astronomy.

Unfortunately the author uses the term

hght-year as though it were synonymous

witli parsec; and he has not brought his

text up to date on the dimensions of the

Milky Way Gala.\y, on the magnitude of

the largest stars measured with the inter-

ferometer, and on data concerning the

largest telescopes now in use, but these

matters are not of prime importance in

a book of this kind. ^^^^ ^^^^^^

LANGUAGE
IS POWER

... Forge ahead, win special

assignments, promotion, bet-

ter job in global peace time
opportunities through ability

to speak a foreign language.

MASTER A NEW LANGUAGE
quickly, easily, correctly by

LI N G UA P H ONE
The world-famous Linguaphone Conversational
Method brings voices of native teachers INTO
YOUR OWN HOME. You learn the new lon-

guoge by LISTENING. It's amazingly simple;

thousands have succeeded. ^ 29 LANGUAGES

Send for Free book. Call for Free demonstration

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE
64 RCA BIdg., New York 20 • Circle 7-0830
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A prehistoric man as interpreted by Charles R. Knight

EARLY MAN $5.00

Edited by George Grant MacCurdy
36 world-famous scientists combine to

give the latest findings on the origin and
life of man's ancestors.

APES, MEN AND MORONS
Ernest A. Hooton

An inquiry into the future of

sapiens."

$3.00

"homo

S5.00EVOLUTION:
The Modern Synthesis

Julian Huxley
A re-examination of the Darwinian theory

in the light of the latest discoveries.

•
THE CONDITION OF MAN $5.00

Lewis Mumford
Uniting, within a single picture, the his-

toric knowledge, scientific discipline,

philosophic insight and esthetic percep-

tion necessary for the coming age of re-

newal whose outlines the author makes
bold to draw.

GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY $4.50

Edited by Franz Boas
An excellent general introduction to the
many phases of anthropology.

•
THE GOLDEN BOUGH S1.49
James G. Frazer

A wealth of invaluable material on magic,
customs, and social practices of primitive
peoples. _

THE HUMAN BODY $1.79

Logan Clendenning. M.D.
Third edition, revised and enlarged.

•
FROM THE MICROBE TO MAN $2.00

J. V. Wells
A condensed outline on how we came to

be as we are and where we are going.

Written for the layman.

•
MANKIND SO FAR $3.00

William Howells
Man's history; Past, present and probable

MAN
through the ages

future, impressively written by a noted

anthropologist. ^

MEET YOUR ANCESTORS $3.00

Roy Chapman Andrews
A biography of primitive Man. A thrill-

ing scientific adventure in accord with

the latest and most authoritative research.

MEN OF THE OLD STONE AGE $5.00

Henry Fairfield Osborn
Their environment, life, and art—illus-

trated. ^
MIND OF PRIMITIVE MAN $3.00

Franz Boas
A study of the primitive mind, its evolu-

tion and the forces influencing it. Revised
edition. _

OURSELVES UNBORN $3.00

George W. Corner
An embryologist's essay on man, based on
the lectures which Dr. Corner delivered

at Yale University, and including much
additional material.

YOU AND HEREDITY $3.00

Amram Scheinfeld

An absorbing account of all that sci-

ence has discovered in recent years about

human heredity. Of great interest from

the social standpoint.

•

THE SCIENCE OF MAN IN THE
WORLD CRISIS $4.00

Edited by Ralph Linton

This collaboration is the work of a group

of experts: Ralph Linton, Wilton Marion
Krogman, H. L. Shapiro, Otto Klineberg,

Clyde Kluckhohn and William H. Kelly,

Abram Kardiner, George Peter Murdock,
Melville J. Herskovits, A. Irving Hallo-

well, Howard A. Myerhoff, Karl Sax,

Julian H. Steward, Raymond Kennedy,
Louis Wirth, Felix M. Keesing, Manuel
Gamio, Carl C. Taylor, John Dollard,

Paul F. Lazarsfeld, and Genevieve Knup-
fer and Grayson Kirk.

•

TEMPO AND MODE IN EVOLUTION
$3.50

George Gaylord Simpson
A unique study of evolution which syn-

thesizes the data of paleontology and

genetics as applied to this important

subject. _

TWILIGHT OF MAN $3.00

Ernest A. Hooton
How man made himself out of an ape

by the use of tools, and how his addic-

tion to mechanical gadgets bids fair to

remake him into an ape. Important

theories presented by a leading anthro-

pologist.

THE
The Book Shop
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Sirs:

Photographing animal and bird heads

is a hobby of mine, and I like to think

of the accompanying two photographs as

portraits. One shows a Bald Eagle, our

national emblem; the other, a nordiern

neighbor, the Canada lynx. Bodi were

taken with a telephoto lens in the inter-

est of safety, and although both subjects

were caged, I was in their cages with

them. Of course, a quick exit was

planned, if needed. Pre\iously a Great

Horned Owl had fallen on mv head in

a cage, hence the caution.

Maiden, Mass.
Lauhence Lowry.

Continued on page 200

> Bald Eagle

^ Canada Lynx

NOTICE—Readers are encouraged to submit their

own photographs of natural history subjects. Those

selected for publication on these pages will be paid

for at Sl.OO each, with full credit to the photog-

rapher. Return postage must be included.

ON YOUR RADIO
Science for tlie Seven MiUion

Conducted by Julius Postal

3:30 P.M. Wednesdays WNYC (830)

Dance Horii^ons

Conducted by

Hazel Lockwood Muller

4:30 to 5:00 P.M. Mondays WNYC (830)

May 6—Czechoslovakian Folkways and Folk Music

May 13—Dance Sound Effects, witli La Meri

If readers of NATURAL HISTORY have specific

questions regarding photography in the realm of

natural history or science, we shall be glad to try

to answer them.—ED.
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We are working on new cable

for the thousands of telephones

the pubHc wants. The war put

us behind — in buildings, switch-

boards, telephones and other

equipment — but we are begin-

ning to catch up now.

Catching up on two million tele-

phones and putting in two million

miles of Long Distance circuits is

a big job but we are hurrying it

with all possible speed. We shall

not let up until you can again

have all the service you want.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
The American Egrets on our cover

were photographed in full color by Helen

Cruickshank near the headvifaters of East

River, deep in the mangrove 'glades of

Florida. Here there is a great rookery

where thousands of birds gather to nest.

An Audubon Warden anchors his boat

near by and remains on guard during the

nesting season.

Watching the activity in the nests close

to her blind in the middle of the rookery

was as exciting to Mrs. Cruickshank as a

three-ring circus. A big aUigator often

kept her company as he sunned himself

near the blind where she was busy mak-

ing notes on the behavior of the Louisiana

Herons, Snowy Egrets, and White Ibises

about her. When the egrets were nearly

full grown, she took time out from her

note-taking to capture in this Kodachrome

view the beauty of their white plumage

against the blue sky as they stood up to

greet their parents.—Ed.
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LETTERS
Contintted from page 197

Sins:

When driving tlirough Sarasota, Flor-

ida, last winter, I noticed some excite-

ment on the beach south of tlie GuU
View Inn. Approaching closer I found

tliat the beach was littered with millions

of "Fighting Conchs." There had been

only a scattered few of these shells in the

past 20 years or longer.

I know many of tlie people in Sarasota,

and no one seemed to know where such

tremendous quantities of conchs had come

from. Noticing like this had ever been

seen before.

Certainly tliis conch has little intelli-

gence. It only kicks itself along using

the sharp bony projection of its foot,

landing wherever it happens to; but here

tliey came ashore by tlie cartload.

It seems that from tlie latter part of

November tlirough tlie first part of Janu-

ary windy weather prevailed. The tides,

which were quite high but not extremely

so, scattered diese shells well up on the

beach.

A month later most of tlie shells I

found were dead and clean, but some

had dug in and still contained living

animals.

Where have tliese animals been hid-

ing aU this time? ^ ^ ^^^^^
Newark, N. Y.

No doubt tliese tliousands of conchs

were individuals living in die rather near

vicinity (that is, witliin a very few hun-

dred yards) of tlie shore where they got

stranded. Scattered over so large an area,

their abundance would not seem extraor-

dinary. Apparently some unfavorable con-

^ A CLOSE-UP of the "fighting conch,"

a rather pretty shell about 3 inches long

FIGHTING CONCHS

A One of nature's strange cycles of plenty: fantastic numbers of

"Fighting Conchs" on the beach at Sarasota, Florida, where only

a scattered few could be seen during the past 20 years or more

dition, perhaps deficient food supply due

to overpopulation, led to a slow mass

migration. These creatures cannot travel

far in any one day, but tliose that came

close to die shore had to stop tliere, while

others kept on coming and diis presum-

ably resulted in a large accumulation

along the water's edge and dangerously

close to it.

Then some unusual wind and tide con-

dition might have left many of tliem so

stranded that they could not get back into

the water before exposure to the sun and

air resulted in dieir death.

>-The shells were
gathered by the cartload

The conchs, in spite of their heavy

shells, are quite active, predaceous crea-

tures, and have a proboscis armed with

small but sharp teedi. This particular

species seems to be one of die more active

ones, and will often put up a fight if

incautiously handled. Its popular name.

Fighting Conch, may however have been

due to its Latin name, Strombus pugilis,

given to it by Linnaeus.

WrLLABD G. Van Name.

The American Museum of

Natural History, New York, N. Y.
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Sirs:

Your March number has just reached

me, and, as usual, I gave it preference,

reading it from co\er to co\er.

Your article about tlie African Ciiame-

leon held added interest for me because

of a small incident that occurred earlv

last October—on a day when I had no
film for my Kodak, worse luck!—riglit

here in Nortliem Arizona, where I li\e.

I was sitting on tlie ground outside

my trailer, when I saw a ver)' small, ver\'

slender Utile hzard come up on the stone

border right by my hand. Its tiny bod\',

no larger than my little finger, was of the

same tint as tlie la\a rock on which it

sat, but its long, tlireadUke tail was of a

lovely shade of skv blue. All in all, the

tiny reptile must have measured some-

thing short of four inches, the tail taking

the longer half.

I sat quite stiU, and finaUv the hzard

got off the rock and squatted on tlie

gray soil. Fascinated, I saw its color

change to gray, though the tail remained

blue. I had seen many sizes and varieties

of lizards during my many years in Peru,

South America, but never before had I

seen one that changed color.

Apparently sm:e diat I meant no harm,

the lizard moved up to the stone border

and peered underneath it. Suddenly, widi

a motion almost too swift to follow, he

darted under a large rock. From the op-

posite side, almost against mv knee, came

a terrified centipede of die dwarf variety

so common to this region. The lizard was

upon the creature in an instant; and as

the hapless centipede turned to defend

itself, its whole ugly head went pop into

the lizard's wide-open mouth.

From then on, gulp after gulp, the

franticallv wTiggling bodv of die centi-

pede, its legs threshing wildly, began

to disappear slowly but remorselessly

down the lizard's throat. What held me
spellbound was the fact that the body

of the centipede was considerably larger

than that of the lizard into whose insides

it was gradually vanishing.

FinaUv the end of the centipede went

down. The Uzard stood in the warm sun-

shine, visibly swoUen. I killed a large

buzzing flv and placed it gentlv near him.

The Uzard eved it, went around it, but

the fly did not move, and the Uzard was

not interested. Instead, he saw a large

moth aUght on the soil near the stems

of some nasturtirmis. Another of his

lightning movements, and the body of

the moth disappeared into his mouth.

The lizard climbed onto a lava rock and

squatted contentedly in the sun, his face

uplifted.

I did not see this lizard again until the

spring. No doubt he was storing up pro-

visions for his period of hibernation. The

local people caUed this a chameleon, but

except for his changes of color, lie looked

to me like anv other lizard.

Is this species in anv way related to

Continued on page 244
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The peoples of
iMALAYSL\

b)' Fay-Cooper Cole

D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1945,

$4.00

344 pages, 37 iUustrations

pROFESSOR COLE wrote this book,

' he informs us, to provide a background

of native Ufe and history for those inter-

ested in the Malaysian world. This is a

world that includes tlie southeastern por-

tion of Asia and the adjacent islands of

the East Indies and the PhiUppines; it

contains some 80 million people divided

into innumerable local groups. Since the

sixteenth century it has been for West-

erners a region S)Tionymous with romance,

adventure, and glamor. The verj- names

of its harbors and its districts—Padang,

Soerabaya, Macassar—carr\' to us the scent

of spices and the mystery of an exotic

Ufe. It has also been the scene of a com-

pHcated sequence of population move-

ment. From the mainland have come a

succession of migrations, die most recent

being the proto-Mala)' and tlie Malay,

who are now the dominant people ob-

scuring die traces of earlier populations

and cultures, except for a few isolated

groups. Historic invaders from the Indian

peninsula, Chinese traders, Moslems, and

Europeans have followed the Malay and

brought further cultural complexities

without, however, fundamentaUy. alter-

ing the basic culture of their predecessors.

The highly varied patterns of cultmre

which this history has produced can, how-

ever, be reduced, Professor Cole assures

us, to a ver\' considerable homogeneitv'

by stripping off the veneer of Indian and

Chinese influence, which is after all only

sldn deep. The underlying vOlage struc-

ture thus revealed has a wide communit)-

throughout the area and is closely tied in

with \-arious mainland cultures which by

this afBnitv' suggest the origins of die in-

sular Malay.

As specimen cultures the author pre-

sents and describes the life and customs

of the Pygmies and the Sakai (examples

of pre-Malav survivals), in addition to

diverse groups in the Philippines, Borneo,

BaU, Java, Sumatra, Nias and the Malay

Peninsula itself. From these sources it

becomes possible to envision the nati\"e

Ufe of Malavsia in its diversib,- and in its

similarities.
jj^ ^^ Shapiro.

A LABORATORY AND FIELD
MANUAL OF ORNITHOLOGY

- - by Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr.

Burgess Publishing Co., Minneapolis,

Minnesota, .SS.-SO

248 pages, 20 plates, and other illus-

trations.

A /I ERELY knowing birds by name is

but a smaU beginning in their

study, and fortunately many coUeges and
universities now offer courses in orni-

thology. Doctor Pettingill, gifted teacher

at Carleton CoUege, has provided this

excellent manual for his students, to

guide tiiem whedier studying a feather

microscopically, learning the classifica-

tion of birds, or observing the domestic

affairs of hiunmingbirds.

The many chapters on bird biologv'

are accompanied by black-and-white il-

lustrations and maps and outline draw-
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ings to be filled in by tlie student. This

is a thorough piece of work. The bibli-

ographies are well chosen, and stimulating

questions are interspersed in the text.

Equipment and necessary reference

collections are listed at the outset, so it

will not be supposed that this is merely

another excursion-book. Under competent

direction it will open a wide door into the

world of birds, and serve as guide during

a long and intensive course of study.

James P. Chapin.

Upstream and down
by Howard T. Walden II

The Macmillan Co., $3.00

367 pages, 14 drawings

TV /T ANY of us now have our first op-

^^^ portunity to read Mr. Walden's vol-

ume on the art and philosophy of trout

fishing. The first edition, published several

years ago, was hmited and brought $10

per copy.

The autlior is a modest angler, who
does not claim to be an expert in the

various ways of landing trout. However,

his chapter on Metliods, as well as every

other chapter in the book, clearly indi-

cates he is no no\ice in taking the brook

trout, brown or rainbow.

The book cannot be classified as a

technical one on the art of angling, and

was not written for the man who is in

a hurry. Instead, it is for the man who

likes to spend an evening or two re-

calling the experiences he has had along

various trout waters. Mr. Walden's book

is full of philosophy which will carry tiie

reader, if he is a fisherman, back to his

youtli when he first dangled a worm

for a brook trout, dirough spring and

summer seasons, and up to the thrill of

landing a big one and the satisfaction of

releasing him.

It will bring back a picture of your

favorite pool on a hot, quiet June eve-

ning just as the rise is beginning and

trout are dimpling the water, greedy for

the hatch tliat has just come on.

Perhaps the most exciting chapter in

the volume is the first one, "The Spark

Is Kindled," for in it the author recap-

tures some of youth's magic—to use his

own word for the time when our percep-

tions were keener.

The book is enhanced by Milton C.

Weiler's beautiful pencil drawings.

Ted Tbueblood.

Man-eaters of kumaon
. by Jim Corbett

Oxford University Press, $2.00

233 pages, 6 illustrations

A /[AJOR CORBETT has written an
^^^ imusual and revealing book upon

a subject of interest to a wide class of

readers. The man-eaters are tigers that

have made man their habitual prey, and

in India the average countryman is poorly

equipped to protect himseU against such

a powerful animal. A single tiger has

held large communities in a state of per-

petual terror, and the number of lives

lost to an individual animal has run into

three figures. The author recounts his

experiences in hunting down some of

these notorious killers, and his simple,

unassuming style will impress the reader

with its autlienticity.

The gruesome details of the tiger's

power over these simple people will

doubtless shock some readers. They are

appalling. Major Corbett has an exten-

sive knowledge of tigers, based upon per-

sonal observation and experience. He

has respect and even fondness for the

rank-and-file tigers that leave man alone,

but he is the nemesis of those that trans-

gress the code. It requires high personal

courage to seek out these killers, to play

hide and seek as it were, with hunter

and hunted alternating the roles.

Major Corbett went after his tigers

the hard way. He usually hunted alone

and often under circumstances that fa-

vored the animal. In this contest of wits

the one who made an error of judgment

or indulged in a careless moment lost his

life. The man had numerous critical en-

counters, and on one occasion met the

tiger wearing a smile in anticipation.

However, when the smoke cleared, the

smile was not "on the face of the tiger,"

his is so unusual a book,
so far outside the usual range of our choices,

you must be patient while I try to give you

a fair notion of it. It describes the hunting of

man-eating tigers (and occasionally leopards)

that terrorized the hill villages of Northern

India. It is no narrative of killing beasts for

pride or prowess; it was, literally, a question

of The Village or The Tiger. It is a story of

murder (by the tiger), of detective skill and

courage (of the solitary hunter), but also of

natural history, of the life of primitive peo-

ples, of marvelous scenic beauty, and an uncon-

scious revelation of rare human character. In the

details of tracking, we have all the thrill of the

best detective story," savs Christopher iMorlev in

the Book-of-the-Month Club News.

AN - lATERS €^W

by Jim Corbett An April Selection of the Book-of-the-AIonth Club Illustrated • S2.00

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
114 Fifth Avenue, New York 11 At all bookstores
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thus confuting an old tradition of Niger.

With no intention of decrying the

judgment of tlie Major or overlooking

his eminent success, die reader may occa-

sionally mar\el at some of the casual

preparations, such as carrying only three

cartridges on a critical day, firing all, and

finding the tiger still alive at close quar-

ters. This time he needed luck.

H. E. Anthony.

Snakes of the north-
eastern UNITED STATES

by Clifford H. Pope

New York Zoological Society, 50 cents

52 pages, 33 figures

'T'HIS httle brochure contains a great

* amount of information on the 23 dif-

ferent snakes known to occur in "New
England, New Jersey, eastern New York

and e.xtreme eastern Pennsylvania." A
brief general discussion is presented of

the more important and interesting bio-

logical aspects of the snakes inhabiting

the area treated. This is followed by a

simplified "key" for identification, a de-

tailed account of species, and a summary

of snake venom and snake-bite treatment.

A short bibliography of a few useful

popular books is appended.

Thirty-three figures, two in color, illus-

trate die te,\t. It is disappointing to see a

few of the all-too-familiar old photo-

graphs of dead snakes in unnatural poses.

However, Mr. Pope has done a com-

mendable job in making the text both

interesting and informative despite tlie

handicaps of limited space and necessary

simplification. Residents of the nortiieast

will find that this pamphlet contains a

useful and concise treatment of their

native snakes.
j ^ Oliver.

Three mile bend
by Kerry Wood

The Ryerson Press, 229 Queen West,

Toronto

THERE is a place within walking dis-

tance of every city, town, village, and

hamlet where wild things grow and un-

tamed creatures meet. It may be only

a clump of trees on a hilltop or a shady

nook bv a chattering brook. It matters
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little where it is, but here can be found

the story of wildlife for those who choose

to read it. Three Mile Bend is just such

a place, and Kerry Wood gives his ver-

sion on the drama of wildlife played there.

The Bend is downstream from Red

Deer, Alberta, within walking distance

of the town, yet far enough away from

human habitation to make it a reason-

ably safe rendezvous for the creatm-es

of wildwood. The author has presented

his plea for the conservation of wildlife

in a new and amusing manner. It is in all

a happy book, full of laughs and romance.

In portraying the human side of native

wildlife, Kerry Wood has perhaps used

the author's prerogative to die extreme,

but in so doing gained a point that could

scarcely be presented in any other

manner.

The crowning feature of the entire

book is that it is centered around the

common and small creatures that are

more or less familiar to every one of us.

It makes a deU or a strip of woodland

a world of beauty and a place of adven-

ture and enchantment. Mr. Wood brings

out tlie charm of it all and reports what-

ever he has learned on the ways and

manner of each wild thing. He fills the

air with wings making music and brings

to light a host of wild creatures that live

on the ground and hide in the trees. If

each individual were capable of thought

and speech, Kerry Wood gives his inter-

pretation of what diey would talk about-

and believe it or not, diere would be

nothing complimentary about die human

race. q q Goodwin.

Outdoors with a
camera in canada

by Dan McCov/an

The Macmillan Co., $2.50

102 pages, 47 illustrations

IF you enjoy good reading and illustra-

tions to go with it, here is a nice little

volume to satisfy you. The presentation

is excellent and die method is to be

recommended for subsequent pictorial

publications. Each picture with a descrip-

tive text occupies a double spread, thus

forming a complete unit. The author has

Continued on page 243
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UPSTREAM & DOWN by Howard T.WaldenJI

"Charming and persuasive propaganda

for trout fishing with wet or dry fly."

—The Chicago Sun.

Written by a flycaster of superb skill, this easy ram-

bling account of fishing adventures reflects the rich ex.

perience of one who has fished endless streams and

pools in search of Salvelinus Fontinalis. Price 13.00.

THE MACMILL.4N CO.. • 60 Fifth Ave., New York 11.
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Vhotograpbs by Edwin Way Teale

By Roy L. Abbott

«<"r IKE a hen harrier beating

J_^ the bush for game," as

Thoreau aptly phrased it, the big

dragonfly had from early morning

been making high, circling sweeps

over his domain—the long, cattail-

fringed pond. Up one side and

across its far end, out around that

weedy point, down the length of

a fallen tree, and back along tlie

wooded side of the pond—over a

•<The big green dragonfly had

developed from an egg inserted by

his mother in the stem of a cattail

(Harold M, Lambert photo,

from Fredric Lewis)

THE TWO LIVES OF ANAX

Life in the water and life

in the air present diflferent

problenis to Anax Junius.

the green darner

A Ever ready for flight, Anax
could take off on his powerful, am-

ber-tinged wings more suddenly even

than the birds. He made few land-

ings as he scoured the air above the

cattail-fringed pond in search of

midges, mosquitoes, and other

winged prey

sort of beaten but invisible path-

he moved in tireless, shuttHng flight,

his insatiable appetite driving him

ceaselessly. Only once or twice, in

fact, when the swarms of midges

had temporarily subsided, did he

lea\'e this fixed route. Then he mo-

mentarily moved inward off the

water to quest along the tree trunks

for his quarry, going slowly up and

down them, his gleaming head

only a few inches from the bark,
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his wings rustling dryly as if to

flush the resting insects from their

concealment.

The pond was not, in truth, ex-

clusively his domain. He had not

been alone in his hunting. He and

many other kinds of dragonflies

and damsel flies had been flying

together all morning, but at differ-

ent levels. The big fellows, like

himself, flew the highest; the tiny

bluets, lowest; and the others of

various sizes and speeds at differ-

ent levels between, each layer

keeping, as if by agreement, a

rather constant distance between

itself and the next. For the powers

of flight in the dragonflies depend

directly upon their size and the

strength of their vwngs, and those

of hke kind seemingly wash to stick

together.

The life of an adult dragonfly

lasts only a few weeks at most, and

as if aware of this fact, this king

among all the insect-flyers, seems

impelled to spend almost every mo-

ment of dayhght upon the wing.

Some, actually hunt late at night.

Long after the strictly dayfliers

have gone to rest, they may be seen

in relentless pursuit of the early

mosquitoes.

Tyrant of His Reahr.

But for the moment, at least, the

big green darner, Anax Junius, the

central figure of this tale, was mak-

ing one of his few stops of the morn-

ing. Yet, even now, perched on his

six spiny legs atop a high branch

overlooking the pond's mirrored

surface, he appeared, though at

rest, the very embodiment of power

and motion, a lean, ferocious hawk
of the insect world—a miniature

fighter plane on its airstrip ready

for the take-off.

At a distance of a rod or more,

his olive-green body, bulging with

its powerful wing-muscles, distin-

guished him from all the other

dragonflies of the North. A closer

scrutiny would reveal, too, a black

central spot in his forehead, ringed

first with blue and then with yel-

low; and his narrow four-inch

Wings were clear, closely netted,

and tinged with amber. Also, these

wings, airplane-like in both appear-
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ance and structure, were laid

straight out when he was at rest,

unlike those of the damsel flies,

which are commonly held together

above the back. Because of this

horizontal position of his vidngs,

with their cutting edges held

obhquely upward, Anax could

launch himself instantly into the

air by a simple sculling action;

swifter was he even than the birds

in his take-off.

Perched on his high look-out,

Anax, the darner, made no attempt

to move along the twig that sup-

ported him. Indeed, though pos-

sessed of six long legs, he could not

walk a single step. His legs were

fitted for chnging and climbing in-

stead, and, once in the air, they

served for yet other functions—

they became a snare and a lunch

box in one. For Anax captured his

prey on the wing, and no retiarius

of old was more deft with his net

than he. As he swooped close over

their backs, those relatively feeble

fliers, the midges and mosquitoes

—yes, even now and then a moth

or occasionally a lesser member of

his own tribe—were swept into his

deadly snare, the spiny basket

formed by his long reddish legs.

elbowed and held forward. Each

victim was plucked out and de-

voured in flight, its detached legs

and wings traihng in Anax's swift

wake.

Also, as he rested, his immense

head which, save for its keen jaws,

was composed almost entirely of

his two great gleaming compound

eyes, kept turning restlessly, twist-

ing through half a circle while he

flew. He could see above or below,

ahead or behind, with equal ease,

and few creatures great or small

that came within range escaped his

vision.

Some were pursued, but some

were avoided. For, ferocious and

terrible ogre that he was to

lesser creatures in the air, he

had to be ever on the alert for

those that would make a meal of

him. Below him, among the cat-

tails, for example, were the pop-

eyed and wide-mouthed frogs.

which could gobble a dragonfly

easily, wings and aU, even one of

his size. In the air above and among

the trees on the banks, were the

swallows and the kingbirds, and

less open in their hunting of his

kind, the shrikes and cuckoos and

the smaller hawks. Indeed, it was

the way of the kingbird to wait

perched on some vantage point

until a dragonfly became careless,

so to speak, as the result of being

absorbed in courtship or the chase,

and then to swoop down upon the

unwitting victim.

Anax was always hungry. Scores

of midges and mosquitoes and May-
flies had gone into his voracious

stomach that morning, but even

as he rested, his hunger goaded

him. It required an enormous

amount of food to keep his big

thoracic muscles contracting fast

enough to move his wings at some

28 beats to the second and to drive

that streamhned body of his 60

miles an hour, if need be. If his

pond dried up, he would move
miles inland from water, if neces-

sary, to some farmyard, say, where

the fhes and the honeybees would

provide his daily meals; for food

he must have, and in plenty.

nil Day In The Sun

This was Anax, the big darner,

as he clung there to his perch, his

amber wings glinting in the August

sun. But beautiful and perfectly

functioning machine that he now
was, he had been thus for only a

few short weeks. Two months be-

fore, he, or rather the being that

later was to transform into him,

had been shielded from the sun in

the waters of this very pond—an
ugly, crawling creature hiding in

its depths. And a year before that

he had been yet different—a mite of

an egg only 1/25 of an inch long,

thrust by his mother's ovipositor

into a punctured cattail stem. For

unlike other dragonflies (the Rag-

gedy skimmers and the Wind-

sprites, which likewise used the

pond as a hunting ground and a

breeding place), the female Anax

never deposited her eggs freely in

the water to be scattered looselv

over the mud at the bottom. Her
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egg-laying apparatus had lett in

the stem a double row of punctures

as neat as the stitching of a sew-

ing machine—punctures which

housed the egg from which he had

come, along with others that had

produced some scores of his

brothers and sisters.

She had backed down the stem

until entirely submerged before

placing the eggs, but this had been

the only care that she had ever

given her off-spring. Three weeks

after it had been laid, the egg that

was to become the big darner of

this story hatched into a one-

tenth-inch-long, spider-like crea-

ture scarcely more like a dragon-

fly in appearance than a cabbage

worm is hke the white butterfly

that produces it. It had one impor-

tant characteristic, however, in com-

mon with its parent; it, too, was a

dragon—not of the air but of the

water—a ferocious flesh-eater, as

are the young of all dragonflies.

Young dragonflies are called

nymphs or naiads. All are carnivor-

ous and all must live in water, but

they differ greatly in appearance

and behavior. Some are burrowers

in the mud, ploughing through it

by means of their wedge-shaped

heads or lying quietly just below

its surface awaiting their signal

for action—the jarring steps of their

unsuspecting prey just overhead.

Still others are sprawlers who,

masked by a covering of adherent

silt, he in patient ambush until

some victim blunders vdthin range.

So sluggish are they that those

strange creatures, the Bryozoans.

may grow upon their bodies and

thus anchor them in place.

The tiny long-legged nymph that

was to become Anax, the green

darner, was yet different in be-

havior from all these. He was a

climber, an active fellow who spent

his time crawhng among and along

the stems of the cattails and the

waterweeds, his pale green, brown-

streaked body blending perfectly

with his surroundings. He would

hang quietly head dovimward until

some hapless damsel fly nymph or

tiny fish or tadpole came within

reach of his jaws. More often, how-

ever, but still stealthy as a hunting

A Though he had six long legs, he could not walk a step.

This tyrant of the air was a far cry from the jet-propelled

"submarine" from which he had developed a few weeks before

^ The life-span of this miniature fighter plane would be

only a few weeks. His olive-green body, bulging with wing
muscles, made him the personification of power and speed
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cat, he would slide slowly forward

with head low until within half

an inch of his victim before strik-

ing. Then would occur one of the

sti-angest happenings in nature—

a

stroke so swift that the human eye

could not follow it—an out-thrust-

ing and a withdrawal of his terrible

lower lip. There is nothing else like

this among animals.

This lower lip, which is armed

with a pair of grapphng hooks at

its front end, is hinged at about the

middle, and when not in use, is

kept folded back beneath the head,

the hinged joint lying between the

legs. From in front, the nymph's

face presents a masklike, squarish,

bull-dog appearance, giving no hint

of that awful lip which can be shot

forward like a telephone rack to

grasp its victim. The hooks hold

while the jaws consume, and the

fragments fall upon tlie inside of the

lower hp, later to be picked up

and devoured.

Each Anax nymph can eat its

weight of other creatm-es in a

day's time or less; it asks only that

its food be alive and on the move.

Each is a cannibal, as well. Place

a number of various sizes and kinds

of dragonfly nymphs in the same

quarters, and presently only one

or two of the largest are left.

Enemies

But insatiable as was Anax, not

all of his time was spent in the

chase. Part of it was utilized in

keeping away from those who
chased him. For just as his winged

parents in the air above had to be

eternally vigilant, he, too, was com-

pelled to be ever on the look-out

for his enemies—many different

kinds of fishes, and turtles, and the

larger nymphs of his own kin.

Also, he had often to take time out

for the molting process; for as with

all insects, his inextensible armor-

like coat precluded growth beyond

a certain point. When this limit

was reached, molting was inevi-

table, a process that occuned prob-

ably a dozen times during his

aquatic life.

At hatching time he had no sign

of wing buds; these did not appear

until his fourth molt. But each molt

thereafter found him not only with

his wing covers longer but with his

body larger and stronger, his appe-

tite more ravenous, and his tem-

perament more ferocious. He was

building—although, of course, un-

knowingly—to become a real winged

dragon of the upper air!

During his more leisurely wan-

derings through his watery domain

or when silently stalking some vic-

tim, which was often nearly as

large as himself, he used his legs

for locomotion. But when he darted

swiftly but jerkily ahead of some

pursuing foe, an observer might

well have wondered by what

strange means he moved; for then

neither legs nor appendages pro-

pelled him.

That same observer, however,

watching him more closely, might

soon have discovered his strange

method of locomotion. For when-

ever a nymph "takes off" from the

bottom of a pond or darts past some

silt-covered weed, a little cloud of

silt may be seen behind it, just as

silt may be thrown back by water

from the propeller of a motor boat.

A little examination will disclose

that the creature's hind intestine

is enlarged to form a cavity into

which water enters, to be forcibly

ejected by contraction of muscles

in its walls. Anax moved by "jet

propulsion" in its most primitive

form!

But as if tliis alone were not

strange enough, the Anax nymph
made yet another use of his jet-

propulsion apparatus; he breathed

by it, as well. For projecting into

the cavity of this rectal water-

chamber, which filled nearly two-

thirds of his abdomen, were 12

rows of thin gills for taking oxygen

from the water that bathed them.

His equipment for breathing and

locomotion was thus perfectly com-

bined in one: the incoming water

brought him oxygen, the outgoing

water propelled him—carrying, with

it, also, the waste products of his

body.

Thus tlie Anax nymph lived and

had his being in the cattail-fringed

pond. He had been hatched in

June of the preceding year, and

now, nearly eleven months later,

as a result of all his eating and

molting and growing he had come

to the end of his nymphal span, and

a marvelous change was at hand-
one that would transform every

circumstance of his life. He was to

rise from water to air, to shed his

drab, ugly form and to take on a

winged, shimmering, iridescent,

birdlike shape, just as those which

even then were fanning ceaselessly

above his head.

Preparation By Posting

Anax, the nymph, was aware of

none of this, of course; he moved
only in response to internal im-

pulses, one of which caused him

even to leave off his eating, hitherto

his most fundamental urge. For

several days preceding the coming

great drama, he took no food, but

merely clung quietly to the stem

of a reed. But soon, moving again

by inner and mysterious impulse,

he actually chmbed up the stem

until he was entirely above the

water—a thing he had never done

before—, grasping the stem strongly

with sharp claws as if realizing

that a fall during this period of

transformation might be fatal.

And there, for a time, he hung

as if dead. Presently, however,

tremors shook him, and a narrow

cleft appeared in the skin behind

his head, running backward and

forward until it passed between his

wing pads and across his head be-

tween the eyes. Through this rent

something appeared—it was the

back of the emerging adult. Next

came the head, then the legs and

the ciiimpled wings, and the slen-

der abdomen last of all. A dragon-

fly had been bom.

For an hour or two he clung tliere

to his old coat, helpless and soft at

first. But dryness and strength and

color came with tlie sun, and with

food, and presently Anax Junius,

the green darner, snakefeeder,

devil's darning needle, flying adder,

mosquito hawk, or whatever men
chose to call him, took off in shin-

ing beauty on his tireless patrol of

the cattail-fringed pond.
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LOST
Continents

Ever since the days of the Greeks, people

have tried to prove that thriving civiliza-

tions once existed on huge islands that have

since sunk beneath the sea. Here is a scientific

view of the question

By L. SPRAGUE DE Camp

THE name "Atlantis" evokes a

picture of a beautiful world

with a high and colorful culture,

now, alas, gone forever, but still

celebrated in story and controversy.

What about Atlantis, Lemuria, and

other "lost continents?" Is there

"something to it?"

Men have always yearned for a

land of beauty and plenty where

peace and justice reigned. Failing

to make one in fact, they have con-

soled diemselves by imagining

Edens, Utopias, and Golden Ages.

Formerlv they put them in the re-

mote past or in unexplored places.

Now that most of the world has

been explored and human histoiy

is fairly well known, they put them

on other planets or in the future.

One of the most successful crea-

tors of ideal communities was the

Greek philosopher Aristokles the

son of Aj-iston, better known as

Plato. Around 355 B.C. he wrote

two Socratic dialogues, Timaeus

and Critias, in which is set forth

the story of Atlantis. Except for

Plato's tale and the commentaries

on it by his successors, there is not

another word about Atlantis in the

Greco-Roman, Egyptian and Baby-

lonian hterature tliat has come
down to us.

In Timaeus, Critias explains that

he got the story from his grand-

father, who got it from his fatlaer,

who got it from the statesman

Solon, to whom it had been told

by a priest of Sais, in Egypt.

The story is that 9000 years

earUer there had been a great

Athenian empire, organized along

the hnes that Plato had set fortli

in his Republic. The state was ruled

LOST CONTINENTS

by a communistic militarv caste,

and everybody was brave, hand-

some, and virtuous. There had also

been a mighty empire of Atlantis,

an island west of the Pillars of Her-

cules, larger than North Africa and

Asia Minor combined. This power
had tried to conquer the Eastern

Mediterranean but had been de-

feated by the Athenians. Then
a great earthquake devastated

Athens, swallowing the Athenian

army and the whole of Atlantis.

Hence the seas west of Gibraltar

were unnavigable, because of the

shoals which were all that was left

of Atlantis.

The remainder of the dialogue

has to do with the natural sciences.

In the next dialogue, Critias, there

is more about Atlantis. When the

gods divided up the earth, Poseidon

received Atlantis. He begat ten

sons, and divided the land amongst

them. They were to rule it as a con-

federacy of kings, and the eldest,

Atlas, was to be head king. The
land was marvelously productive,

with minerals and elephants. The
descendants of these kings built

the city of Atlantis. It was circular,

about fifteen miles in diameter.

Through the middle ran a canal

connecting the sea with a great

'' Modern legends of lost continents have their roots in early

Greek fantasy. This diagram shows Plato's idea of the capital of the

Empire of Atlantis, supposed to exist on a vanished island west of

Gibraltar. The rings of land surrounding the Acropolis and royal

palace contained parks, temples, barracks, and a race track

Irrigated Plain

Irrigation Canal



rectangular irrigated plain on the

far side. The plain was about 230

by 340 miles. In the center of the

city was the citadel, also circular,

about three miles in diameter,

comprising concentric rings of land

and water. The land rings were in-

terconnected by bridges, and the

water rings by tunnels large

enough for ships. The palaces and

temples were lavishly decorated

with gold, silver, brass, ivory, and

a mysterious oreichalkon, "moun-

tain copper," which "glowed like

fire." There is no word of explo-

sives, searchlights, or airplanes,

with which imaginative modern

Atlantists have credited the Atlan-

teans. The only ship mentioned is

the trireme (Mere), and except for

oreichalkon, Plato described no

technics not known to his own
time.

The kings met every fifth or sixth

year to discuss matters of state,

which they did after sacrificing a

bull with much ceremony. For

many generations the Atlanteans

were virtuous like the Athenians

of that day. But in time they suf-

fered a moral decline and became

ambitious and greedy. Zeus decided

that they needed chastisement. He
called the gods to his palace to dis-

cuss the matter, ".
. . and when he

had assembled them, he spoke

thus: . .
." Here the dialogue ends

in mid-sentence. We never learn

the details of the Atheno-Atlan-

tean war.

Aristotle, Strabo, and Phny as-

sumed that Atlantis was a fiction,

an allegory by which Plato in-

tended to expound his social ideals.

From what we know of Plato, this

would have been quite in charac-

ter. In the later Roman Empire,

critical standards, which had never

been high by modem ideals, de-

clined still further, and people like

Proclus the Neoplatonist began to

take the tale seriously.

After the sixth century fittle more
was heard of Atlantis until the be-

ginning of the European Age of

Exploration in the fifteenth century.

Then rumors of new lands ran riot,

and the Italian and Iberian explor-

ers were often far from exact in

their reports. The maps were cov-

ered with geographical fictions.

The Atlantic in particular was

spotted with nonexistent islands,

sometimes including Atlantis, even

though it was supposed to have

sunk. One ghost that was not ex-

orcized from the maps until the

nineteenth century was an island

supposed to lie about a hundred

miles west of Ireland. It was known
as Brazil or Hi-Brazil. In 1674 a

Captain Nisbet arrived in Scotland

with some "castaways" which he

claimed to have rescued from Hi-

Brazil. He said the island was in-

habited by large black rabbits and

by a magician who had been keep-

ing the castaways captive in his

castle until the gallant captain had

broken the spell that bound them.

Unfortunately there never was any

such island.

The writing of fantasies about

ideal commonwealths flourished at

this time. Sir Francis Bacon wrote

The New Atlantis, which he located

in America. Sir Thomas More

composed his celebrated Utopia

("Nowhere"), and was discon-

certed when people wrote him

seriously urging sending mission-

aries to convert the Utopians to

Christianity. This is an old and

well-developed art; the Hellenistic

writer lamboulos had written

shortly after Plato's time about an

island in the Indian Ocean where

people hved according to the rules

of Stoic philosophy. If Plato's tale

is in this class, it is in lots of good

company.

The discovery of America loosed

a flood of pseudoscientific specula-

tion about the origin of the Amer-

ican Indian, and this has continued

to the present, despite the fact that

the sciences have pretty well estab-

lished that they came from Asia

via Alaska. People who met the

natives for the first time jumped

to the premature conclusion that

they were speaking Welsh and

were the descendants of Prince

Madog and his band, or were prac-

ticing Hebrew reUgious rites and

were the Lost Ten Tribes. As an-

f Maps in the century following Co-

lumbus were sometimes peppered with

islands that did not exist. This section

of Ortelius' World Map of 1570 in-

cludes the fictitious (1) Isle of Brazil,

just west of Ireland, (2) St. Brendan's

Isle, (3) Isle of The Seven Cities, (4)

Green Island, (5) Isle of the Demons,

(6) Vlaenderen, (7) Drogio, and (8)

Emperadada
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A The imagined continent of Mu,
sometimes called Pan or Lemuria by the

occultists, in the central Pacific, where it

is unlikely that any continent ever existed.

Another "lost continent" proposed by the

Scottish mythologist Lewis Spence linked

the Oriental zone with the Australian and

thus disregarded one of the sharpest faunal

boundaries recognized by scientists

thropology and linguistics hardly

existed, such assertions could not

be disproved. Since then interest

in Atlantis has fluctuated, but more

up than down. Today Atlantism is

a small but durable cult that ena-

bles pubhshers to issue a new At-

lantist book every year or two.

Beyond the cult itself, there is a

fairly wide public who finds the

idea of lost continents romantic

and appealing and has never heard

the scientific side of the story.

Atlantism was stimulated in 1882

by Ignatius Donnejly's AtUintis:

The Antediluvian World. Donnelly

was a Philadelphia lawyer who
moved to Minnesota and led an

active poUtical career there. He had

an active but uncritical mind which

absorbed a vast amount of infor-

mation and misinformation. He
was enthusiastic and expert at argu-

ing from a molehill of fact to a

mountain of surmise. He also wrote

The Great Cryptogram to prove

that Bacon wrote Shakespeare.

Some unkind cryptographer pointed

out that by Donnelly's methods one

could easily prove that Shakespeare

wrote the Forty-sixth Psalm.

Donnelly argued that small

islands have disappeared in erup-

tions, so why not a continent? He
cited many alleged resemblances

between the appearance and cul-

tures of the peoples of the Amer-

icas, Europe, and the Near East,

and insisted that, therefore, the

civilizations of all must have come

from Atlantis. His arguments are

not impressive when scrutinized.

The common origin of Europeans

and American Indians is argued

from the fact that both practiced

marriage and divorce, that both

used spears, and that both believed

in ghosts and flood-legends. Such

argument merely shows that these

people were human beings, for all

these attributes have been found

all over the world, in Asia, Africa,

and Australasia as well as in Europe

and the Americas.

His "proof" of the relationship of

Egyptian and Mayan writing is

to take the phonetic values given

the Mayan characters by Bishop

Diego de Landa, line them along-

side the Egyptian signs, and con-

coct "intermediate forms" to recon-

cile their glaring differences. He
did not know that de Landa's

"Mayan alphabet" was a hoax

played on the bishop by the

Indians, who hated him for having

burned nearly all their native liter-

ature.

Donnelly's linguistic arguments

are of similar worth. He gives a

comparative table of Chinese and

Otomi words, which does not in-

spire confidence when we discover

that his Chinese words for "head,"

"night," "tooth," "man," and "I" are

wrong, or at least not the standard

words in the Chinese National Dia-

lect (Donnelly: ten, siao, tien, na,

nugo; Standard Chinese: tou, ye,

ya, ren, wo ) . In the Otomi language

of Mexico, as in Chinese, the pitch

at which a syllable is pronounced

makes a difference in the meaning.

Some speculators have inferred

herefrom that Otomi is related to

Chinese or Japanese, a surmise that

is not borne out by even a slight

acquaintance with these languages.

Several African languages also have

tonal distinctions.

For all its faults, Donnelly's book

became the New Testament of At-

lantism, as Timaeus and Critias are

its Old Testament. Year after year

Atlantists repeat that Otomi is

archaic Chinese or Japanese.

Modern Atlantism has been in-

corporated into the doctrines of

the occult societies, which have

much more colorful stories, to tell

than did Plato—of Atlanteans with

airplanes and vast magical powers,

and bisexual Lemurians with astral

bodies only. Outside of occultism,

Atlantism is a fairly small cult,

comprising a few writers and their

faithful readers. Even if Plato's

story were true, there would not be

much one could do about the

sunken continent.

In Europe secular Atlantism has

been more ambitious. Clubs like

the Societe d'Etudes Atlanteenes

have been formed. The members

have gone on picnics with Atlan-

tean emblems in their buttonholes,

printed Atlantean stamps, and met
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A According to Lewis Spence, the lost continent of Atlantis was in-

habited by members of the Cro-Magnon race, which is known through

authentic investigations to have inhabited western Europe in the Old
Stone Age. Geologists, however, are unconvinced that there were any

large land masses in the Atlantic during man's period on earth

periodically to read papers. At a

meeting in France in 1927, a heret-

ical faction threw stink-bombs into

a discussion of ancient Corsica.

One can treat the "problem" of

Atlantis in several ways. One can

analyze Plato's story as a piece of

fiction, or search for a real ancient

culture corresponding to Plato's

confederacy. One can investigate

Atlantic islands or land bridges

from the point of view of geology

and biology or, like the occultists,

swallow Plato's tale whole and

expand it by inspired imagination.

We have scientific Atlantists,

pseudoscientific Atlantists, and oc-

cult Atlantists. Of the first, many
seek an ancient culture that could

have inspired Plato, without neces-

sarily implying an Atlantic island

that sank. In 1679, Olof Rudbeck

"found" Atlantis in Sweden, and

since then it has been "found" in

Tunisia, Nigeria, South Africa,

Ceylon, and elsewhere. We are em-

barrassed by a multitude of theo-

ries, many of which might he cor-

^ How GEOLOGISTS believe the world

may have looked about 100 million

years ago, early in the Cretaceous

Period, when Gondwanaland had

probably begun to break up. How-

ever, changes as extensive as the ones

indicated here all occurred long be-

fore man came on the scene. The
large island west of Spain is the near-

est thing to Plato's Atlantis, but most

geologists believe it sank 15 million

years or more before the most primi-

tive man appeared on earth. And even

the very ancient continent of Gond-

wanaland is not a scientific certainty

Aflcy ScUnchcrt, 1916
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rect; but ihev can hardlv all be

tnie at once. The leading localities

contending for the honor of being

the proto-Atlantis are Minoan Crete

and Tartessos.

The resemblances between Crete

and Atlantis include sea power,

imperialism, public works, and the

ceremonial use of bulls. Tartessos,

the Bibhcal Tarshish, was a flour-

ishing cit\-state in southwestern

Spain, the affinities of whose peo-

ple are not known. About 500 b.c.

the Carthaginian admiral Hamilco

went out there with a fleet. He re-

turned with a cock-and-bull storw

adopted by Plato, about impassa-

ble shoals west of the Pillars. This

now looks Hke Carthaginian propa-

ganda to discourage commercial

competition in those parts. There-

after nothing is heard of Tartessos,

and Hamilco is suspected of having

hquidated this particular compet-

itor in the coiuse of his expedition.

Tartessos suggests Atlantis bv its

location, wealth, and mysterious

disappearance. There are resem-

blances between Atlantis and Tar-

tessos on one hand and Scheria, the

land of the Phaeacians in Homer's

Odyssey, on the other. Connections

between real Crete and Tartessos

and literar\' Atlantis and Scheria

are possible; we shall probably

ne\er know to what extent Homer,

or Plato, or both, got their ideas

from Crete, or Tartessos, or both.

.Another approach is that of the

English zoologist H. E. Forrest,

whose The Atlantean Continent

submits a North Atlantic land

bridge taking in Iceland. There

probably has been such a bridge in

geological times. But Forrest wants

his bridge in the Pleistocene period,

which only ended quite recently,

and his arguments, largely based

on distribution of species, turn and

rend him. He rehes on plants,

arthropods, and fresh-water fish,

which are slowly-eyolving organ-

isms, some of which may have been

about what and where they are

since the Mesozoic period, some

60 million years aw.

"^ In about 1875 scientists suggested this ancient land bridge connecting

Aladagascar with Africa and India. A drop of 4000 meters in the relative level

of the sea would produce it. It was offered as an explanation for the distribu-

tion of the lemurs and other reladves of the monkeys, and thus got the name
Lemuria. But authorities do not now consider this lost continent a scientific

For tracing the opening and clos-

ing of land bridges, the distribu-

tion of the large land animals offers

the best evidence, because these

creattures move about rapidly on

land but cannot cross wide

stretches of water by flying or

swimming or floating as seeds or

riding on driftwood. This sort of

evidence and the facts of geology

indicate a definite bridge in the

Pleistocene era connecting Siberia

and Alaska, but none between

Labrador and Europe.

A similar objection is fatal to one

of the two Pacific continents pro-

posed by the Scottish mythologist

Lewis Spence. He has a continent

stretching east-west from the Ha-

waiian Islands to the Malay Archi-

pelago. This ignores one of the

sharpest faunal boundaries on

earth, the fine through Celebes and

Timor that separates the animals

of the Orient from those of the

Austrahan region. As you go from

Borneo to New Guinea you pass in

two short steps from the Indo-

Malayan world of monkeys, cats,

buffaloes, and elephants to the

vastly different Australasian world

of kangaroos and echidnas. The only

placental mammals that have

reached New Guinea are dogs and

pigs which could hav-e been

brought by men and probably

were, small rodents that could have

come by the driftwood ferry, and

bats that could have flovvTi. These

facts indicate that the water-bar-

rier of the Celebes, Banda, and

Timor Seas and their connecting

straits has been where it is for a

long time, probably for more than

50 million years.

Then we have pseudoscientific

Atlantists like Augustus Le Plon-

2;eon, who spent many years among

the Mayan ruins of Yucatan. Dr.

Le Plongeon was an expert in his

wav', but was as ready to fit the

facts to the theory as Donnelly. He
considered the Egv'ptian hiero-

glyphics similar to the Mayan and

claimed to be able to read the lat-

ter, using a modification of Bras-

seur de Bourbourg's modification

of de Landa's alphabet. Sad to say^

people who tried to decipher



AMERICA'S Karesf Pine

Its picturesque silhouette against the southern Cahfornia sky makes a last-

ing impression on those who have visited the Torrey Pine's tiny domain

By Gladys Diesing

A Constant ocean winds sweep along Torrey Pine Mesa in

southern California, helping to give the pines their twisted form
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A Amazingly small range. The Torrey Pine is restricted on the North
American continent to a strip of land about two miles long and eight

miles wide near the northern edge of San Diego. It also grows on Santa
Rosa Island off the California coast and has been planted in San Diego
and New Zealand

A The needles are half a foot

long and grow in clusters of five.

The cone we see above was photo-

graphed while still green and

measured four inches in length.

The larger seeds, which develop

in the cone, are gathered and eaten

raw or roasted

A The trees are usually 20 to 40 feet high but sometimes reach

60 feet. Their light, coarse-grained wood is little in demand
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^'j A The stork family—
M M male, female, and two

M young ones—pose for a

Thejsaga of a much talked about bird—sacred

to some and cherished by nearly all peoples

Bij Ruth Elwonger

WE are used to seeing him

race with screaming ambu-

lances and police escorts. He is the

motif of countless baby showers.

He is the glamour bird of advertis-

ing, and his picture appears on bill-

boards, in streetcars, in newspapers

and magazines. Consequently, al-

most everyone is familiar with the

snowy plumage, the bright red bill

and legs, and the characteristic one-

lagged stance of the White Stork.

In spite of this flourishing life in

the public eye, few people in this

country have ever actually seen

him. In Europe you may see him

raising a family on the rooftop, and

2l6

he winters in South Africa. But in

the United States, the shy Wood
Ibis of our southern coast, a distant

relative, is the only member of the

stork family. The stork has close

relatives in other parts of the world,

although some of these would

hardly be recognized as such. For

instance, there is the Marabou Stork

of tropical Africa, a gaunt gray bird

with a dangling neck pouch and a

bald head and neck, who functions

as the scavenger and street cleaner

of native villages.

The most unusual thing about the

White Stork is the degree to which

—unwisely it would seem—he has

thrown in his lot with man. For

ages longer than recorded history

he has built his nest on a roof, in an

unused chimney, or on a cart wheel

placed on a pole for his conveni-

ence. Sometimes he builds in trees

but seldom far from human habi-

tation. Many peoples have held him

sacred. By nearly all he has been

unmolested and petted. In folk-

lore he is the bringer of good luck

to the household on whose roof he

settles. The story that he is also the

bringer of babies is of uncertain

though recent origin, as legends go.

Most probably, as someone has sug-

gested, tliis idea was simply the

inspiration of some harassed parent.

The stork's high qualities as a

family bird have endeared him to

man. From the moment of his ar-

rival in the spring until the day

his young are ready to leave the

nest the stork concerns himself with
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the repair and upkeep of the nest.

His lo\e for his home seems to be

in direct proportion to its size, for

he continues to add to it even after

it has become enormous. One nest

on a huge wagon wheel in Holland

measured 12 feet across the top

when it was finally blown down in

a windstorm after 52 \ears of con-

tinuous use.

When the birds return to tlie

nortli in March or April, the pair

at once begins to toil on the nest.

Brushwood is brought for the ex-

terior; drv stalks and twigs for the

continuously for a month. When
one of them arrives to take over,

the relieved partner does not fly

away immediatelv to his frog-rich

marsh or swamp to feed, but re-

mains for a time beside the nest,

clappering and preening. At night

the female sits on the nest, and the

male sleeps near by in the familiar

stiltlike postrn-e. Neither bird ever

goes far from the nest. When dan-

ger threatens, the absent mate ap-

pears as if from nowhere. A com-

plication of this idyllic homelife is

the presence of "bachelor birds"

ders for frogs, mice, insects, rep-

tiles, small fish, crabs, and worms.

These are carried in the crop to

the nest and regurgitated in the

center of the circle of voracious

young ones. No matter how hard

the parents work, there is seldom

enough food to completely satisfy

all appetites. Occasionally the last-

hatched young is unable to com-

pete successfully with his older

brothers and sisters and eventually

dies. There may possibly be some

connection between this not infre-

quent occurrence and the last part

interior; and moss, straw, soft grass

—impartially even a clump of horse

dung—for upholstering. One bird

works up tire material that the other

drags home. But so great is the

stork's attachment to his nest that

early in tlie season even the mate

returning to the nest after a brief

absence is apt to be greeted with

defensi\"e postures and behavior.

By the time the first egg is laid,

however, these momentary lapses

of memory no longer occur.

Courtship consists chiefly of the

two birds facing each other witli

heads far back and noisily clapping

together their long red bills. The

stork is without voice or song, but

this clappering, variable only in in-

tensity and tempo, apparently

sei"ves adequately to express inner

feelings, for eventually three to five

white eggs appear in the nest.

It has been the behef of many
people that storks mate for Hfe.

Actually, the perils of the long mi-

gratory journey are so great that

often one of the pair fails to return

to the nesting area. In such a case.

the sur\'ivor must, of course, take a

new mate.

Both birds share equally the ar-

duous task of incubating the eggs

> Strained and awkward
poses such as this are charac-

teristic of the stork's mating

ceremony
Photo by Mofean

THE STORK

who roam the countryside. These

uumated or immature birds of both

sexes, occasionally attempt to drive

the owners away from their nest.

Spectacular stork battles ensue,

which may last all night, or even

all week. The reason is by no means

clear, for this is known to occur

where there is no shortage of nests.

When the young finally hatch,

the parents enter upon three months

of unceasing labor. Feeding goes

on without let-up from earliest

dawn to dark. Until the young are

several weeks old, only one parent

leaves the nest at a time to search

near-bv meadows and stream bor-

of an old belief that storks leave

rent in payment for a nest site—

a

feather the first year, an egg the

second, and a young bird the third.

Natural ups and downs in the

stork population might, if viewed

too narrowly, give an unnecessarily

pessimistic impression of tire bird's

future. Actually the stork was more

abundant in certain sections of

Northern Germany around 1935-

1937 than in any other period in

history. And it has spread gi-eatly

in Russia during the past 50 years.

In other sections, for example

Switzerland, the storks have not

recovered from the low of the cycle
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A Courtship overtures without vocal

accompaniment. Though voiceless, storks

express themselves loudly to each other

by clapping their bills

that occurred about 1905-1925.

The parent on guard during these

first few days not only keeps an

eye out for danger but protects

the young from too much heat by

standing on the sunny side of the

eyrie with wings spread. The inade-

quately garbed chicks accurately

fit themselves into the shadow thus

thrown across the nest.

Not until they are a month old

do the young birds master the art

of balance. Up until that time they

awkwardly hitch themselves about

the nest on their "heels." Facility

in standing seems to develop in

connection with the young birds'

habit from the first of repairing to

the edge of the nest to answer the

call of nature, where, face to the

wind, they teeter precariously.

This habit, incidentally, keeps the

nest clean, but the same cannot be

said of the roof below.

More and more time is spent in

wing exercises, but it is not until

the third month that the wing

feathers are sufficiently developed

to permit real progress toward

flight. Then the young birds soon

gain enough skill to leave the nest

for neighboring marshes and mead-

ows. For several weeks more, how-

ever, they continue to return to the

old homestead to spend the night

and beg food from their parents.

By the end of August—when
flocks of small migrating birds have

already begun to dot the telegraph

wires—the nest is finally deserted

for the year. Soon after, the storks

from all round the area begin to

gather in a brow^ stubble-field.

These annual reunions, at which

each new arrival is greeted with

much clappering, constitute the

celebrated "Councils of the Storks."

Here, according to legend, the date

and hour of departure is set, and

those unfit to travel are killed!

The itinerary of the storks of

Central and Eastern Europe has

been well plotted through the re-

covery of banded birds. The flock

flies southeast over the Balkans,

growing larger as small groups

from other areas join it. It crosses

the Bosporus into Asia Minor and

skirts the eastern Mediterranean,

finally crossing into Egypt by way
of the Isthmus of Suez. The birds

follow the Nile to its headwaters

and pass Lake Victoria and Lake

Tanganyika. By December they

have reached their destination, the

southeastern tip of Africa,—a 6000-

mile journey. Their rate of flight

is about 125 miles a day. Wherever

there is plenty of food—a mouse

plague in the valley of the Danube
or a locust infestation along the

Nile—the flock rests and feeds for

a day or two.

Storks from western Europe and

North Africa doubtless cross the

Sahara on their way south. A few

White Storks are beheved to winter

in Nigeria and Cameroun, but the

vast majority go south of the

equator. Numbers of them reach

the Union of South Africa.

In South Africa the European

White Stork is called the Greater

Locust Bird. Here, free from the

responsibilities of family hfe, he

wanders about in small groups and

fattens on locusts and caterpillars.

But his vacation soon comes to an

end, and by February he sets out

again for the long return trip, un-

less he is one of the few stragglers

who choose to remain in the South.

Northward flight is even more

rapid than that of autumn. It is as

if the storks were in haste to reach

their northern home and raise a

family.

Two thousand years ago people

fell on their knees at the return of

this wanderer, who meant to them

the end of winter's cold and hard-

ship. As late as the eighteenth cen-

tury, watchmen on the town walls

announced the arrival of the first

stork of the year veith a blast of

the trumpet.

< Majestic pinions carry a female stork oflE the nest in the never

ending search for food. The spread is about six feet from tip to tip1
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The

eARRCL-eeLLreD

Tree of Brazil

By Robert W. Schery
Missouri Botanical Garden,

St. Louis. Mo.

THE semiarid world of northeastern

Brazil, known as the sertdo, stands in

marked contrast to the jungle-blanketed

Amazon country or resplendent Rio de

Janeiro. The paucity and scrubbiness of

vegetation there form a striking natirral

background for the Brazilian barriguda,

perhaps tlie most singular floral element

anywhere in that historic and picturesque

region. Local banditry has waxed and

waned, generations have lived and died,

droughts have passed, leaving their trail

of starved cattle, but the imposing barri-

guda has lived on above all the tenacious

struggle for life in the inhospitable

sertdo.

Perhaps the enormous swollen trunk

of the barriguda conserves moisture for

the plant from the rainy seasons—lush

times in the sertao—to help withstand

the tribulations of the dry season and

the periodic, ever-threatening droughts.

In any event, dominating the landscape

and dwarfing the scrubby vegetation, the

barriguda would seem the epitome of

stalwart resistance to time, adverse fate,

and the unceasing attrition of a harsh

environment. In the ebb and flow of such

existence, man and beast may perish and

smaller plants may wither, but the barri-

guda ever stands solemnly by, awaiting

the eventual coming of the rains.

To the botanist the barriguda is Cava-

niUesia arborea Schumann, a tree of the

picturesque and commercially impor-

tant Bombacaceae family. In southern

Brazil the name barriguda likewise refers

to species of Chorisia and sometimes

Ceiba, trees of the same family having

an appearance somewhat similar to the

barriguda of the sertao.

The name barriguda comes from the

Portuguese word barriga, and can be

translated literally "big-bellied" or "bar-

rel-beUied." One of the most popular

dance songs of the Brazilian Carnival of

1944 was Club dos Barrigudos, referring

not to trees but to a hypothetical club of

very obese individuals (the Barrigudos),

which might well be imagined as resem-

bling a desert stand of barrigudas holding

solemn covmcil in the sparsely popu-

lated Bahian caatinga.

These trees are most imposing during

the dry season, when all vegetation loses

its foliage and appears similar to North

American deciduous scrub in winter.

During these dry mondis, roughly corre-

sponding to summer and autumn in the

northern hemisphere, the enormous swol-

len trunks of the barriguda are spectrally

visible through the myriad naked branches

of caatinga brush. Large golden-brown

winged fruits add to the effect—as if the

enormous "ninepin" trunk were insuf-

ficient to attract the notice of a passer-by.

These fruits look like delicately designed

paper ornaments strung from the tips of

the laxly spreading crown branches.

Earlier in the year, perhaps during

April, one may be fortimate enough to

encounter a barriguda in full flower. The

overwhelming magnificence of the massed

pinkish flowers, caught in a sunset against

the dien green caatinga, is sufficient to

transport figuratively one familiar with

the usually stark sertdo into an unreal

world.

The barriguda, fortunately for the tree,

has Uttle or no commercial importance.

The wood is very soft, weak, and light,

and is probably useful only in the making

of paper pulp, an industry imknown to

the sertdo. Were the wood of importance,

the barriguda could hardly exist in such

an area, where wood is at a premium

and where the residents, in their marginal

existence, are anything but conservation-

minded. In southern Brazil, however, the

other types of barriguda have been re-

ported to be of value in the making of

canoes and for a kapok-like floss taken

from the fruit.

A close relative of the barriguda is the

kapok tree itself {Ceiba pentandra),

commercially important for the kapok

fiber obtained from its fruit and used as

a filling for Ufesaving equipment and as

insulating material.

Another close relative is the important

balsa-wood tree (Ochroma), source of

the lightest commercially important wood

known. Thousands of American school

boys are familiar with balsa-wood as the

material from which they fashion their

model airplanes.

But of all the interesting and impor-

tant plants of the Bombacaceae, the bar-

riguda remains the most picturesque be-

cause of its unusual appearance in its

striking environment.

One of the world's strangest

looking trees: a barriguda in

leaf at the beginning of the dry

season in northwestern Bahia

THE BARREL-BELLIED TREE OF BRAZIL

In fruit in mid-dry-season.

The tree's grotesque silhouette

gives a weird aspect to the land-

scape. Their domain is a semi-

arid section of Brazil that con-

trasts strongly with theAmazon
jungle

219
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By Charles P. Mountford
With phologial)hs by the author

THE beauty ol the firmament

has ahvays fascinated me.

Hundreds of nights have I lain un-

der tlie desert skies and marveled

at the glittering worlds above me.

But, although in the early days

my wonder and admiration were

unbounded, they were backed by

little knowledge until tire aborig-

ines told me their stories of the

night sky. True, I could recognize

Oi'ion, the Pleiades, Scorpius, and,

of course, the Southern Cross, but

tlie constellations of Aigo, Delphi-

nus, Eridanus, and many others

were beyond my comprehension.

My knowledge of tlie star groups

still has many gaps in it, far larger

than I like to admit, but the neces-

sity of having to improve my as-

tionomical background in order to

understand the aboriginal stories of

their constellations, has increased

tenfold.

Even now, I do not know enough

to exliaust their fund of stories.

Perhaps, one of these days, an as-

tronomer will visit my brown-

skinned companions and plumb

the depths of their sky legends.

But I have gatliered astronom-

ical stories from all parts of the

sky: stories about the Milky Way;
the planets, Venus and Jupiter,

known as the hunter and his dog,

sometimes the one in front, some-

times the other; Sirius, and many
others. Some are more or less com-

plete, others mere fragments, but

together they are sufficient to in-

dicate the rich field that awaits the

ethno-astronomer.

I know of only one aboriginal

love story, such as fills our litera-

tine to repletion, and that is asso-

ciated with a group of stars in the

tail of Scorpius. The complete leg-

end belongs to the secret initiatory

rituals of the men; the women are

told an entirely fictitious version.

In "dreaming time"—as the abo-

rigines poetically refer to the pe-

riod when the earth and the sky

were being created—there lived a

yoiuig boy and girl who were much
attached to each other. This lad,

in common with all youths of

about sixteen, was banished from

all contact with women for some

years and during that time had to

undergo a painful initiation ritual

that would admit him to tribal

manhood.

When his initiation drew near,

the girl was most distressed, for

she had heard vague stories from

the women about the sufiering that

her playmate would have to en-

dure.

So, when the ceremonies were

reaching their climax, and tlie wo-

men were told to leave, the young

girl broke the strictest of all abo-

riginal laws, crept behind a rock

and, under cover of darkness,

watched the entire proceedings.

Then she saw her playmate and

one of the old men go to a separate

camp to rest. The guardian, tired

out with the long rituals, was soon

asleep, but not so the youth, be-

cause of the pain from the newlv

inflicted wounds.

Distraught over what she had

seen, the pain that her playmate

was suffering, and the thought of

the long time that they would be

separated, the girl planned to take

him away from the old men.

Creeping up close, she attracted

his attention with the cry of a small

animal, then persuaded him by

signs to come with her. But no

sooner were the couple together

than the guardian woke to replen-

ish the fire. The girl, knowing that

death awaited them if they stayed

on earth (for both had committed

an unforgivable sin), took the

youth into her arms and "flew" into

the sky.

The guardian soOn realized that

Beneath the glistening dome of night the natives of the

AustraHan wilderness tell dramatic legends of the people

who live in the heavens

his cliarge had gone. He called his

younger brother, and together they

searched the ground for tracks. In

a short time they knew what had

happened, and looking upward,

saw the fugitives traveling rapidly

across the Milky Way. The broth-

ers attempted to climb into the

southern sky in pursuit. For a

while, their feet kept slipping back

(that is why there are so many
more stars in the southern sky).

However, they finally succeeded

and strode along the Milky Way
with great steps (paired stars

across the sky are now their foot-

prints), until they were close to

the escaping lovers. A boomerang

from the younger brother just

missed the girl, but a throwing

stick wielded by the elder, struck

the boy's head and knocked the

pukati (head-dress) from his head.

Now they are all turned to stars,

the two guardians, the initiate, and

the fooHsh and faithful girl—stars

that tell the story to those who
know, all in an aboriginal constel-

lation around the tail of Scorpius.

The second magnitude star in

the tail of Scorpius ( Shaula ) is the

elder of the guardians; the adja-

cent star, the younger; tlie double

star, the boy and girl, still close

together. The cluster, M7, is the

head-dress knocked from the head

of the youth, whilst the throwing

stick is transformed into another

cluster, probably Gould's 1088.

Some of the adjacent stars repre-

sent the boomerang of the younger

brother and the girl's digging stick,

but which ones I am not certain.

Another sky story that has a

wide distribution belongs to the

constellations of Orion and the

Pleiades. Many nations have sto-

ries about the Pleiades, and the

majority refer to them as "the wo-

men" (we call them the "Seven

Sisters"). Orion, on the other hand,

is usually a man and as often as

not a very undesirable person.

The same idea exists among the

aborigines of the desert; Orion is

to them an evil fellow, Nirunya,

forever chasing; the Kunkarunkara

STORIES OF THE AUSTRALIAN SKY



A A YOUNG BOY AND GIRL who violated the sacred

rules of the tribe and were pursued into the heavens

helped to originate the constellation of Scorpius, ac-

cording to the aborigines of the Australian desert

A The Larger and Smaller Magellanic Clouds are the

home of two brothers—one vengeful, the other kindly

—who judge the dead, according to Australian legend

(the Pleiades). Again and again

the women come to earth to escape

his unwelcome attentions, but al-

ways they are discovered and have

to flee.

Usually, the Kunkarunkara are

too clever for Nirunya, and he is

outwitted. But now and again he

wins, and one of them falls a vic-

tim to his evil designs. A great

many of the topographical features

of the countryside in the Central

Australian deserts were created,

according to aboriginal legend,

during the various encounters be-

tween the Kunkarunkara and the

evil Nirunya.

The aborigines showed me one

place, where, during the early days

of the world, the star women came
to earth to gather food. "Here they

made their camp," the natives told

me, pointing to the hollows in the

rock, where two of the star women
had slept, "and early next morn-

ing, they started to dig for tubers

in the ground. But Nirunya, the

man of Orion, had seen them from

his sky home; and when he thought

they were engrossed with their

tasks, he rushed after them from

the shelter of a mulga tree [Acacia

sp.]. But the women, seeing him

coming, went underground for a

short distance, then burst out and

escaped into the sky."

The marks of the encounter are

there today, the sleeping place, the

pit where the sky women pushed

their way through the ground and,

on a flat rock surface, a hole dug

by them in their search for food.

Even lying against one of these

holes is a block of stone, the trans-

formed carrying dish left behind

by one of the women in her head-

long flight.

Another legend, associated with

the Magellanic Clouds, Achemar,

and Canopus, forms a basis of the

beHef in the reward for good and

punishment for evil. Two sky be-

ings, the Kungara, hve in the Ma-
gellanic Clouds, the larger "cloud"

^ A CURIOUS ROCK FORMATION explained in Australian legend. This

is where one of the women of the Pleiades, fleeing from the evil fellow,

Nirunya (Orion), dug a hole in the ground and left her carry dish

^ This is the hole through which the women
of the Pleiades, after traveling underground,

fled from the earth and escaped into the sky



A The mythical crow people, important in

the spiritual philosophy of the Australian abo-

rigines, occupy this portion of the firmament

being the home of the elder, the

smaller that of the younger. Both

have death-deahng spears, identi-

fied as the stars Alpha and Gamma
Pictoris and Beta and Lambda Hy-

dria, respectively.

When an aborigine is about to

die, the younger of these sky be-

ings takes his spear and goes to

earth to capture the Kuran or spirit

of the dead man as soon as it

leaves the body, so that he can

take it to his fire, the star Acher-

nar, to cook and eat it. But the

elder Kungara, a much kindlier

fellow, whose camp fire is Cano-

pus, will, if the dying man has led

a good life, prevent his brother

from carrying out his evil inten-

tions. If, on the other hand, the

sick man has been evil, untmthful

or malicious, the elder man makes

no effort to prevent the younger

from carrying out his gruesome

plans.

One of the aborigines made a

painting of another constellation

that includes all the stars of Del-

phinus, Lyra, Aquila, and parts of

Cygnus and Hercules. This con-

stellation depicts a family of my-

thical Crow people. (The Austra-

Uan crow is similar to the American

raven.

)

Vega, in Lyra, is the mother

crow, watching her son (Altair in

Aquila) showing off his new dec-

orations, bunches of special feath-

ers on the tip of either wing. These

are the third magnitude star on

one side and the fourth magnitude

star on the other. The father crow,

seated by a waterhole and sur-

rounded by pieces of meat that he

has cooked, forms the constellation

of Delphinus, whilst the remaining

stars in Lyra, Aquila, and the arm

of Hercules, along with Albireo in

Cygnus, are either the footprints

of the family or pieces of cooked

meat.

There are also many stories about

the Moon Man, a gruff bad-tem-

pered, and rather important old

fellow, who trained the youths for

tribal membership when the world

was young, stories of how he ac-

quired the mark across his abdo-

men and how he was finally put

into the sky—so that he could not

trouble the world again.

Another sky legend explains how

the women of the Pleiades allow

the frost to fall from their bodies

during the early winter mornings,

freeze the waterholes, and make

the boys and girls grow to be

healthy men and women.

There are many other delightful

stories about tlie sky people in

every part of the firmament: the

Milky Way, the Coal Sack (that

black patch in the southern sky),

the Southern Cross, the Pointers,

the False Cross in Argo, and many

others.

Many of the mythological beings

that made the world in "creation

times" have been changed into

stars that are not interested in the

world below, but others of the sky

people still wield a power, for good

or for ill, in the affairs of man.

The aboriginal legends of the

stars are not for entertainment.

They are a vital part of the abo-

rigine's culture, and to hear them

told in the quiet of the desert

night, beneath the ghstening dome

of heaven, is a vivid and unforget-

able experience.

The moon man, a grufiE and rather important

old fellow to the natives, was once this circular stone



HAUNTED
by a Ghost Crab

Getting results from the study of crab habits can become quite com-

plicated—especially when the experiment is brought into the home

By LoRus
J.

Milne

With the assistance of

Margery
J.
Milne

Photograph by Edwin Way Teale

IT all began Innocently enough

The weather had been very hot,

and both the laboratory by day and

the apartment at night pressed the

heat upon us as we struggled to

get through the work that had to

be done. By Saturday we were

ready and away in the car. We de-

cided to visit Cape May, where the

beach had been described to us as

"perfectly clean." It sounded like

just the place in which to relax,

swim, and forget the war, physics,

and biology for 24 hours. It might

even be cooler! We could leave all

our cares behind us and find no

new interests to make demands on

future time. All we could possibly

bring home from a really clean

beach would be a sunburn and

perhaps some mosquito bites. It

was an ideal week-end plan, in

theory.

We even had a place to spend the

night. One of our students had ex-

tended an invitation from fond and

unsuspecting parents to stay with

them whenever we could get to

Townsend's Inlet. They greeted us

there with enthusiasm and urged

us to don swim clothes at once and

enjoy the ocean while the sun was

still bright. But in the "perfectly

clean beach" were numbers of

oblique holes two inches in diame-

ter. Into most of them led unusual

animal ti^acks. Without the slightest

warning, our peaceful week-end

tottered and fell. Duties to friends,

resolutions against new problems,

the sun, the sea—all were forgotten.

We had to know what had made the

All pbotogntpbs by Lorus J. Milne except

when otherwise credited

footprints and inhabited those bur-

rows !

Pulling away the damp sand in

large handfuls, it was easy to follow

a tunnel slanting downward for

over a foot, then curving gradually

to extend horizontally. There was

even a second passageway to the

beach surface, a side door so to

speak, communicating with tlie first

part of the main tunnel. Oddly

enough tliere were no tracks from

this opening. It must have been

constructed from within. But where

did the burrow go, and what had

dug it! Out came more sand.

Suddenly sometliing large, pale,

and ghostlike, shot out of the ex-

cavation. Just a few inches in front

of my nose as I knelt on the beach,

stood the evicted owner of the bur-

row, glaring at me with a pair of

brown eyes set on tlie ends of up-

right stalks. Very erect on his eight

bowed legs, the yellowish-gray crab

waved his pincers at a threatening

angle and jiggled his cubical body

up and down several times a second.

His legs, all fringed with golden

hair, cui-ved in graceful arcs so that

the creature rested on tlie backs of

his inturned claws. We froze, and

tlie crab lowered his guard a little,

then dropped his eyes momentarily

while he wiped tliem clean of sand

with his mouthparts. Still no action



Irom us. OS \\t.'nt the crab on tlie

run, sidewise in the best crab tra-

dition.

We had "frozen" to watch the

crab under a cloudless sky on a hot

day, and I was loinning ri\ulets of

perspiration from the digging. We
must not let the animal escape.

After him we went—four and a

half inch crab, five and a half foot

girl, si.x and (ataost) a half foot

man! The creature led us quite a

chase as we ran interference be-

tween him and open holes on the

beach. Finally he turned at bay,

prancing and daring us to come

closer. With my fingers I flicked

some sand at him. The crab jerked

into a new position, exposing his

undersurface to us while he reached

into the air with his pincers, trying

to find an attacker. More loose sand

followed, and b\' the volume of the

barrage the crab was finally oo\

-

crt'd so that oiiU' his waxing nippers

remained uncovered. Since the ani-

mal could not see, it was no great

trick to seize a pincer in each hand,

and lift the crab gently from the

mound. Then down to the water's

edge we went to wash the sand

from him.

At first the crab kept his eyes in

the protecting grooves that ex-

tended across the front top edge of

his body. He struggled, but not

excessively. He tried to catch us

with his nippers but did not have

much chance. One pincer was con-

siderably larger than the other,

with an expanded white pakn to

the imitation hand, and little teeth

along both the opposed surfaces of

the claw.

The captive crab had a pitiful,

frightened appearance. I tried to

make him more comfortable by

supporting his walking legs also,

/

/

r'f-^:-

^ The ghost crab is one of the most gifted

of all the crustaceans, readily adapting him-

self to new and changed conditions. "Ghost"

is an appropriate name for the animal because

he has the abilit)' to appear and disappear at a

moment's nodce. And in keeping with the

habits of a ghost, he is most active at night

^ Early in the morning, the ghost crab may be seen along the

beach, bringing up armfuls of damp sand as he extends his burrow.

Note the backdoor {middle foreground) excavated from inside the

U-shaped tunnel. Later he will level ofif the pile of earth at the front

door, and if the sun is hot or the wind drifting he will plug both

openings with sand brought up from below. He spends his after-

noons inside the burrow



A Well camouflaged. When the sun pours

down on the dry sand, these crabs are a pale

cream color with few markings, but on the

wet beach they change to speckled gray, pur-

ple, and brown (see above) to match their

background

and the animal responded at once.

Up came his elongated eyestalks

from their protective grooves.

Abruptly the crab began blowing

froth, extruding it between his

white mouthparts in a foam of tiny

bubbles, the popping of which was

distinctly audible. Apparently he

had become wetter than he liked

while being rinsed in the sea and

was getting rid of the extra water

by blowing. This seemed a pecuhar

action for a crab, since all of the

ones familiar to us were gill breath-

ers, dependent on an adequate sup-

ply of water and capable of very

little bubbling. How could a crab

blow?

Margery became a crab-holder

while I dug for another to see if

they were all alike. The second crab

was taken prisoner before it was

quite imcovered in its ruined tunnel.

Washed in the sea and alerted by

support of its legs, it wiped its eye-

stalks vdth its mouthparts and pro-

ceded to blow bubbles just as had

the first one. We caught several

more and they were alike except

for size. The smallest straddled

less than two inches, the largest

over nine.

Burdened with booty

There is a definite limit to the
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pellent "dope" and return with a

flashhght to see what activity the

crabs showed after dark. Toward
midnight we risked the mosquitoes

again, and found that either the re-

pellents or the raincoats we wore,

were highly effective. The dry

beach, where the burrows were,

was almost devoid of crabs. But

down on the damp sand where the

high tide washed, numbers of crabs

of all sizes were feeding. They paid

little attention to the flashhght, so

that we were able to walk up

close and watch them. With deli-

cate and precisely controlled move-

ments of their pincers, they ex-

plored the wet beach vdthin a few

^ The female ghost crab has a broad abdomen. Her swimmerets form sup-

ports for the greenish yellow eggs, which have a safe place to develop within

the weli-proteaed bend of the body. The squares are one-half inch on each side

number of strugghng crabs that two

persons can hold at one time. FuUy

bvu-dened, we returned to our

friends' cottage to beg some jars

or other containers. They showed

less surprise than might have been

expected; apparently college pro-

fessors can get away with any land

of peculiar behavior! They pro-

vided us with an assortment of

bottles and cans for our prizes and

then let us leave the menagerie on

the porch. After that we were ready

for swimming.

When the mosquitoes drove us

from the beach in the evening,

crabs were beginning to appear in

the mouths of their burrows. We
decided to dose ourselves wdth re-

inches of the waves, to find and

remove tiny particles. They lifted

these to their mouths, manipulated

them and chewed them thoroughly

before swallowing. Females vdth

greenish-yellow eggs glued within

the protective bend of their bodies,

waded out where the waves came

over them and opened their brood

pouches to wash the developing

young in clean sea water.

Although it was well after mid-

night when we returned to the cot-

tage, it was Saturday and our hosts

were playing cards with other

guests. Before going to bed, we
inspected the captive crabs on the

porch. One container was empty—

a jar wdth a rusty top. The crab
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had forced its way out and was

somewhere, free! Where? With our

flashlight we hunted high and low

on the porch. No crab! Should we

tell our hosts and their non-natu-

ralist guests? We hunted some more

while the card game occupied their

attention. Still no trace of the crab!

Uneasily we decided to go to bed,

to look for it early the next morning

before our hosts were up, trusting

to luck that the crab wouldn't draw

itself to their notice beforehand.

Our few hours of sleep were

haunted by dreams of crabs and

more crabs, the house full of crabs.

Shortly after sunrise we tiptoed to

the porch. There in the middle of

the floor was a crab! Was it THE
crab? Very quietly so as not to

disturb our hosts, we caught it and

looked for another container in

which to cage it. To our amaze-

We bottled tlie crab more securely

and hurried out to the beach where

we laughed until the tears came.

On the beach, crab tracks were

everywhere, and great piles of still

damp sand testified to recent dig-

ging in each burrow. By approach-

ing quietly and waiting without

moving a muscle for five minutes

at a spot, we were able to watch

crabs bringing up loads of earth,

spreading it over the mounds or

actually throwing it from the crest

of the hills. Other crabs were in-

tent on leveling the sand into a

smooth fan-shaped area in front ot

the tunnel mouth, but whenevei

we moved, they hurried to the

openings and disappeared from

sight.

By ten oclock we gathered up

cameras, bottles, and courage to

meet our hosts, and left the beach.

/*«(

We found them chatting with a dis-

tinguished looking neighbor as we
arrived in bathing suits and sun

glasses, arms full of paraphemaUa.

"I want you to meet Dr. Milne and

Dr. Milne,"—the introduction which

always brings first increduhty and

then broad grins. Apparently our

credit was still good! Who then had

caught the crab? For a while after

the neighbor left, no mention was

made of the incident. Finally we
could stand the suspense no longer

and asked for the story. Amid gales

of laughter in which all joined, we
were given an account of the meet-

ing of host and crab—both barefoot!

—and of the chase, the hushed con-

sultations. Should they wake us?

Could they keep from doing so?

All of the household except our

soundly sleeping selves had joined

in the pursuit of one medium-size

crab, rocking with glee as they

shifted furniture and tried to drive

the wary animal into a comer. They

had caught the crab but not until

their sides ached from suppressed

laughter. They lived it over again

as they recounted the incident.

With a bit of the beach

When we returned that night to

our apartment, we wondered where

our restful week-end had gone.

Furthermore, we had our first

vague doubts about the inspiration

that had led us to bring home
one hve crab in a can, for "further

observation." With it came a paper

A The narrow abdomen of the

male ghost crab protects its daspers

—organs modified for fertilizing the

female's eggs

ment, we saw that all our bottles

and cans had been shifted, and that

a new tin had been added. The
explanation was clear. The free

crab must have met our hosts,

been caught and incarcerated in

the new can, and escaped again,

aU while we slept. But whispered

discussion of it there at six in the

morning in our present humor

would not appeal to those who
were still asleep. Our crabs must

surely have us in the doghouse!

'* Ghost crabs vary greatly in size, some being as much as nine inches

across, and the tunnels are built in proportion. Small ghosts usually bur-

row nearer high tide mark, while large crabs may live in the dry dunes



sack, full of clean, drv, beach sand,

a quart of clear sea water, and a

shallow dish containing living food

for the crab—these were nursery

impedimenta. We had in the house

no container suitable for the crab

and decided to leave it in its can

for the night. The crab food-

smaller crustaceans familiar to

many as Hippa—were crowded into

tlie refrigerator along with the salt

water and, incidentally, our own
food supply. We complimented our-

selves on how little beach sand we
had tracked into the apartment,

gently washed our sunburns, and

went wearily to bed.

Almost immediately it seemed

(although the clock said two in

the morning), a terrific bang

brought us out of sound sleep with

a jerk. The crab had rolled its tin

to the edge of tlie table and come

crashing to the floor. Off had come

tlie Ud, and the crab was free. The

sand that had co\'ered it was

sprayed halfway across the room.

We soon caught the crab and re-

turned it to its tin, placing a heaw
book on top of the hd, although

the crab looked even more tired

than we. The sandy floor could

wait until morning. Where now was

the inspiration that had led us to

bring this animal home?

At the laboratory the following

day we obtained a better container,

a glass dish to house tlie crab. But

our friends there wanted to know

why we looked so exhausted-it

wasn't that hot today. Each of us

explained that we had a crab in

the apartment. Not until later did
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we realize that tlie sad expressions

that clouded our friends' faces

were due to theii" thinking, "How
they must have fought with one an-

other last night! A spouse can cer-

tainly be disagreeable at times."

The circular glass dish was placed

on the small desk top. It was a

foot in diameter and four inches

deep. We filled it halfway with

sand dampened with sea water,

then put in the crab and clamped a

cheesecloth cover over the top with

rubber bands. Of course we would

not be able to use the desk for

days. But at least the crab would

be more comfortable. Margery

spent the evening cleaning the

house and finally was satisfied that

all of the sand spread by the crab

the night before had been swept

up and disposed of. We went to

bed early to get a good night's

sleep.

Noisy boarders

The next day dawned with the

rattle of clawed feet on bare hard-

wood floors. The crab was explor-

ing tlie apartment. Sand was every-

where! During tlie night the animal

had churned completely the damp
sand in its dish, throwing much of

it out through tlie meshes of cheese-

cloth. A sizeable hole had been torn

through tlie fabric and through it

had come the crab, shedding sand

at every step. There was a small

pile on the floor, mute evidence of

the crab's faU from the desk top.

And to make matters worse, when
we began pursuit, the crab kept

racing from one radiator to another.

< Ghost crabs have "voices!" A
peep like that of a bird expresses

alarm. A grating or buzzing sound

means a warning and may be heard

when a second crab tries to enter an

occupied burrow. This is produced

by rubbing the row of bumps on the

palm of the large pincer (righthand

arrow) against a sharp ridge (left-

hand arrow)

climbing up into tlie tubing and

( to our chagrin ) becoming covered

with fuzz, which it shed in place

of sand whenever it dashed for a

new hideout. Finally we caught

the crab in a corner and, in spite of

its pugnacity, got hold of its pincers

as it was attempting to crawl up

the wallpaper. Rinsed in our dwin-

dling supply of sea water, the crab

placidly blew bubbles at us again.

This time its dish received a

stronger cloth cover and more fre-

quent inspection. The sand re-

mained in om- rugs.

By night the crab had become

somewhat reconciled to its cage,

and when uncovered, it posed

nicely for some close-up photo-

graphs in the heat of a photoflood

lamp. Indeed, it was only when

the lamp was turned off that the

crab jumped with fright, remind-

ing us that crustaceans have a

strong "off" response in their eyes.

Prior to tliis it had accepted a

drink of cold sea water when a

pipette was brought gently to its

mouthparts and the liquid extruded

drop bv drop. While taking the

water, the crab made little waving

gestures witli its smaller pincer, but

never attempted to seize the pipette.

More exciting, it seized a beetle

stiTiggling in a forceps and, hold-

ing back the wings with its nip-

pers, guided the insect's abdomen

expertly into its moutli, using both

claws with equal skill, sometimes

one at a time, often both together.

Occasionally it used tlie smaller

pincer with great rapidit)', trans-

ferring tiny morsels to the mouth

one after anotlier like a child eat-

ing peanuts from a dish. After ac-

cepting drink and food, the crab

was more enterprising and began a

series of runs to the side of the dish

and over its rim, always finding

there a hrmian pakn to com'ey it
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back to tlie center of the dish. The

crab never made any attempts to

pinch the hand that carried it or to

use its nippers to supplement its

hold. The sharp tips of its eight

walking legs held tightly even when
the crab clung underneath an in-

Nerted hand. It showed no fear but

demonstrated awareness of even

small mo\'ements of a supporting

pabn by compensator^' movements

of its upright eyestalks.

During the day, the crab had

made a burrow in the churned sand

of the dish,—a U-shaped tunnel

\\'ith a good ramp at each end. We
wanted if possible to see the ani-

mal at work digging. So while it

was getting its exercise running out

into our hands we smoothed the

sand in the dish and packed it

down.

Sure enough, the crab presently

stood at one spot and began to dig

its claws into the earth, using the

four legs of the side bearing the

smaller pincer. It pulled sand loose

with these legs and shoved it back

under its bodv, moving forward as

the hole became deeper. It then be-

gan gathering sand in the hollow

of its digging legs and using these

as a basket, leaving the other four

legs to do tlie crawling. Every time

it went into the hole, it first lowered

its entering eye into the protective

groove, leaving the other one up-

right. As the crab went down
obUquely farther and farther, the

removal of sand required two steps.

The first was as just described. In

the second step the crab got be-

hind tlie loose sand and used the

larger pincer and to a small extent

the walking legs on that side as a

bulldozer blade to push the sand

completely out of the burrow. As
the crab warmed up to its work,

the earth flew out of the passage-

way in spurts, and landed inches

away. Now we could see how tlie

sand had been spread over the desk

top the previous night. It was there

all over again!

Fortunately for us the crab had
begun digging at the edge of the

glass dish, so that as the burrow
reached the bottom and progressed

farther horizontally, we could

watch the animal through the trans-

parent walls. The process continued

with only one major change in

method. Originally the sand had
been dug away only from below.

Now the animal braced itself at

various angles and dug a cylindri-

cal burrow, larger than its body.

Sometimes it would be face-up,

sometimes face-down, or even com-

pletely inverted. The claws of the

digging legs could be used in vari-

ous directions on the sand at the

end of the tunnel. They formed the

irregular equivalent of a rotating

sand scoop, and in a very few min-

utes had produced a tunnel several

inches long.

Getting used to it

Night after night we have

watched the crab, given it sea

water, food, and exercise. On a few

occasions it has been too quick for

us and has fallen to the floor, to

lead us a merry chase, with episodes

of pitched battle, before being re-

turned to its dish after a sea water

rinse. Margery sweeps and dusts,

but the apartment gets sandier and

sandier!

The live Hippas we brought from

the beach as food for the crab were

a great success. Each is a plump
inch or more long and lives in a

layer of sand covered by half an

inch of sea water in a shallow dish

in the refrigerator. If dug out and

released, they promptly burv them-

selves tailfirst. If handed to the crab

in place of insects they provide

oversized steaks for the larger crus-

tacean. The crab eats until satiated,

then drops the remains and digs in

for the night, or carries the last

few morsels into its burrow to con-

sume tliem at leisure. We carefully

rinse off rejected pieces of Hippa,

decide whether they are large

enough to be worth saving, and if

so, wrap them carefully in wax
paper and place them in our frozen

food locker, to be thawed out next

night for the crab. Everything but

the sand is down to a system!

One evening when our captive

crab was posing for photographs,

several neighbors dropped in to

bring us some other five animals

they hoped we would find unusual.

They stayed to watch the camera

work, and Margeiy alternated be-

tween being a hostess and being a

crab-tender. It was a hot night un-

der the photofloods and her brief

bathing suit seemed appropriate in

our beachlike living room. We were

somewhat concerned, however,

when our guests wanted to help

out by serving themselves. Limeade

in one bottle and sea water in an-

other were not distinguished too

easily in the refrigerator. Then too,

the crab got away and had to be

caught and rinsed. The sink was full

of ice cubes, and after the crab was

back in its dish, the ice had to be

washed free of saft water. Hospi-

tality had its compUcations!

Much later, while one of us

changed film in the camera and we
rested a moment before getting

ready for bed, the other picked up

a Reader's Digest and read aloud,

"A dull evening, ending with a

walk to tire your muscles, is the best

preparation for sleeping." How can

one spend a dull evening or go for

a walk either, when haunted by a

ghost crab?

Our friends cannot understand

how fond we have become of the

crab. They hsten politely when we
claim that it adapts itself more

quickly to new and changed condi-

tions than do most animals, and

quote Alcock (1902) that these are

"the most gifted members of the

whole crustacean class, and among
arthropods, are inferior to none but

the social insects." For we have

looked up volume after volume in

the hbraries to see what has been

written on the habits of our ghost

crab.

The term "ghost" was applied to

it by someone who knew it in the

hving state. Not only is the creattire

primarily noctural and possessed

of a pale coloring which blends

wonderfully during the day with

> Toward midnight ghost crabs go down to the ocean's edge. Females with
eggs wade out and wash them thoroughly; the others merely moisten their

breathing rhamhpr^ wifh <pa warpr and fppH ..n finv narfirl^..;



dry beach sand, but it has the un-

canny abiHty to appear and disap-

pear without a moment's notice.

You may be resting on a quiet beach

under an umbrella, when suddenly

a ghost crab is 20 feet in front of

you. None was there when you sat

down. You did not see it approach.

Ten seconds later it may be gone,

and unless you watched carefully,

you failed to see it drop into a small

hole leading to its burrow. Or you

may find one as you walk along

quietly, and decide to follow it from

20 feet away. If thf crab finds no

tunnel opening but chances on a Ut-

ile hollow in the loose, dry sand, it

vanishes in a few seconds even as

you watch fascinated. With a few

practiced movements of its legs, it

sinks body and appendages into the

beach until only its two brown
stalked eyes remain above, to watch

you as you pass it by.

As the day progresses, the ghost

crabs retire to their burrows to re-

main there until evening. Although

their tracks in the sand betray their

presence on the beach, the position

of the burrow opening is often con-

cealed by the crab. A plug of earth

is brought up from below, or

formed at the tunnel mouth, ex-

pertly positioned so that the burrow

opening seems nothing more than

another depression in the beach,

such as a footprint made by a larger

^ This crab is very much at home
in the Milne's apartment. In a glass

dish partly filled with damp sand, it

has constructed a short and shallow

U-shaped burrow into which it re-

treats when strangers appear

animal. If there is sufficient wind

to drift the sand a little, all trace of

crabs, tracks, and plugged tunnel

mouths vanish for the day. We were

fooled this way the week-end we
tried to find the northernmost ex-

tension of crab-inhabited beach.

A hundred and forty-four years

ago, a French naturalist, M. Bosc,

observed the ghost crab in great

numbers on the coast of Carolina,

and his account and illustrations

were published in Paris in 1802.

For 80 years no one added much to

our knowledge of the animal, al-

though books dealing with crabs

referred to Ocypoda quadrata and

informed you that it is one of the

most intelligent of all crustaceans.

Then an instructor at Johns Hop-
kins University, Dr. R. P. Cowles,

enjoyed a stay at the laboratory of

the Carnegie Institution of Wash-
ington on Loggerhead Key, in the

•< Interesting pets. Ghost crabs be-

come used to handling, and their in-

telligent behavior provides much
amusement

Tortuga Islands off the southern tip

of Florida. The ghost crab was par-

ticularly abundant there, and he

became interested in its habits. His

very informative report (1908)

mentions that this is primarily a

tropical and subtropical animal, ap-

parently limited in its spread up the

coast by the cold of winter weather.

It has been found on Long Island,

but only the immature stages have

been taken off Martha's Vineyard

and Cape Cod, to which they have

apparently been carried by the Gulf

Stream beyond the temperatures

where they can establish them-

selves.

To the scientific literature we can

add one positive statement. It is

based on long and varied experi-

ence. We have kept caterpillars on

the window sill, moth cocoons on

the draperies, mantis eggs in the

kitchen, firefhes in the bedroom,

and live jellyfish in the refrigerator.

We have had earthworms and grass-

hoppers hatch from our indoor

window box, and burying beetles

nurse their young in a covered pan,

but never did any of these involve

us in as many hectic happenings as

have our ghost crabs. You can share

a tent safely with a horned toad

and keep an open dish of water-

striders on the dinette table, but

you can't keep a ghost crab where

you want it unless you hold its

hands,—both pincers, in fact.



DARKNESS
To All Who Dwell 7here

Bij Frans Blom and Gertrude Duby

An expedition through the orchid bowers of Central

America accents the ideal that no problem in human
misery should be too remote to receive skillful ministration

ON January 15, 1945, a small group of

travelers left the town of Huixtla,

in the State of Chiapas, Mexico, a rail-

road stop on the line that follows the

Pacific coast toward the border between

Mexico and Guatemala. A long and ardu-

ous trail lay ahead of them and, though

they did not know it then, ahead of them

also lay things of rare beauty and in-

credible horror.

The party was composed of Jose Parra,

of Mexico, long recognized as an expert

on the study of disease-carrying insects

of different kinds; Gertrude Duby, re-

cently known as an explorer among the

Lacandon Indians of Mexico; Hector

Arevalo, general handyman, who was

hired as a mule-skinner and whose per-

sonality endeared him to the travelers;

and Frans Blom, who loves to be in the

saddle better than anything else.

After an hour's ride they reached the

foothills of the Sierra Madre, and their

quest had begun. The "Inter-American

It was a beautiful morning when
at last we crossed the railroad track

and climbed toward the continental

divide. We were soft to the saddle

and therefore went slowly. Soon we
were traversing a zone infected by

onchocerciasis. From the pass

known as the "Cumbre del Pan,"

one glimpsed waves beating against

the Pacific shore to the south; to-

ward the north, mountain range

was followed by mountain range,

and very far away lay the Gulf of

Mexico. From this point we
dropped steeply to the town of

Motozintla lying among barren

mountains. We stayed there a few

days and then went on, following

the Cuilco River, which flows

toward the Gulf. Early one day we
reached Nuevo Amatenango and

there made camp.

On the morning we left Nuevo
Amatenango a breeze rustled

among the banana leaves, and the

air was filled with the perfume of

orange blossoms. Our saddle and

pack horses trotted briskly along

the main trail that comes from the

Indian Institute" (Instttuto Indigenista

Inter-Americano), of which Dr. Manuel

Garaio is the director, had sent them out

to study the migration routes of a terrible

affliction that brings total blindness to

its victims.

When Dr. Gamio called Miss Duby
and Mr. Blom to his office and explained

what they were to do, neither had ever

heard of onchocerciasis, and it took them

some time to learn to pronounce the

tongue-twister. They picked up some in-

formation in Mexico City and more in

Huixtla at the fine Mexican Government

Hospital dedicated to the study of this

disease. But it was only when Dr. Rudolf

Nettle of Huixtla brought out his micro-

scope and showed them the thousands of

squirming microfilaria that wiggled

through a minute piece of human skin, some

of which had been on their way to the eyes

of a human being, that they really realized

the true importance of their investigation.

This is the story of their journey.

Pacific coast and carries you into

the heart of that surprisingly beau-

tiful state of Chiapas. We rode

along this trail for about an hour

and then turned away toward the

east, following what looked more

like a goat track than a route of

travel. Our goal was Union Fron-

teriza, a small settlement of Indians.

What we heard about that place

filled us with fear.

Following the narrow valley we
soon began to chmb its northern

slope. As we ascended, the vegeta-

tion changed from the rich foliage

of the tropical rain forest to scrub

oak. Hardy and gnarled oaks

twisted their branches to suit the

prevailing winds. Their growing

pains made the landscape look near-

insane. Their twisted forms were at

times indecent, and in the cup made
by their branches clustered bunches

of orchids. There were not many of

them, but their flaming colors

beckoned our attention. Some were

purple, some were gualda (the

orange of the royal Spanish flag),

some were brick red. Their eve-in-

sulting presence made us see them.

Again the soil changed, and with

it the vegetation and the landscape.

The trail was steep, and we worked

our way wearily. At some places

we had to dismount to ease the bur-

den of our horses. Panting hard and

with hearts throbbing, we came into

a magnificent stand of pine trees.

Tall and glorious trees raised their

heads above us, casting their cool

shadows on our trail. The orchids

faded away, and we joked about

their not liking the fragrance of

the evergreens.

Up and up the trail we continued,

looking uphill all the time. We kept

thinking that now we would get to

the top, but there was always an-

other climb ahead. At lastwe reached

the summit. Winds whispered

caressingly among the pine needles,

and we unstrapped our altimeters

to record the very cold fact that

we had reached the altitude and

climate of 4000 feet.

We stopped for a short rest and

looked down into the next valley.

We could see the white spray of a

mountain torrent very far below

and could hear its rhythmic roar,

sounding like the monotonous whir

of an electric fan, going on for ever

and ever. It was the Tapisala River.

Then somebody said, "Look!

There are the houses of Union

Fronteriza!" And through the maze

of giant pines, we saw a cluster of

houses. That was where we ex-

pected to pass the night.

Where the Affliction

Prevails Epidemically
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The downgrade was even steeper

than the climb. On foot, skidding

and sHpping on tlie deep carpet

of pine needles, we finally landed

—mostly sitting—on the left bank of

the Tapisala River. A couple of

planks made a bridge. Our select

saddle and pack horses resented

having to use that kind of a cross-

ing. What we said to them during

the next half hour would even make
some of Hemingway's dialogues

sound like baby talk.

At last we got across the little

bridge and stopped for a rest and

a cooling drink of clear mountain

water, lo our right and left, above

our heads in the green foliage and

silhouetted against the clear blue

sky, were orchids, orchids, and—
more orchids.

"I've read tall stories," said Blom,

"by explorers who came quickly to

Mexico and Central America and

left even sooner to write a book,

but I don't beheve any of them

ever saw this. Nobody has been to

this valley to describe it, so it must

be a lie, a hallucination, just bunk."

The Blom ramblings were cut

short for a moment when Hector

yelled that one of the horses had

torn itself loose and was feeding

contentedly on a cluster of purple

orchids. When order was restored,

Blom continued, "What's the use of

writing about this? Printed letters

are black scrawls on white paper

and you can't put the purple mag-

nificence of this sea of flowers into

words. You have to see it to believe

it."

Most of the party went to sleep,

for it was the siesta hour, and tlie

horses were getting a rich meal

from the luxuriant grass growdng

at the river's edge. One of Hector's

sleepy eyes opened, and he spotted

a white orchid.

His cry woke the rest of us. We
got it and saw more of the same kind.

We collected them in the hope that

some might blossom in the Cuer-

navaca garden of a friend of ours

next year. We also gathered a lot

of the purple orchids, which were

so thick in the oaks that the ti-ees

looked like flowering bougainvillea.

All of the orchids looked better

than those you see in Fifth Avenue
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windows at $25.00 a flower—and

our horses were eating them! Be-

fore long our hats and tlie headgear

of our horses were decorated with

enough blossoms to make any debu-

tante or chorus girl green with

envy. They smothered the trees

like so many old weeds. And as

we marveled at this exuberance, our

hands moved restlessly around our

heads to chase away tliousands of

annoying gnats, which assaulted

us bloodthirstily.

We did not know it then, but

an hour later our eyes were to see

the people who could not see.

The trail now wound through

plantations of oranges and lemons.

Coffee bushes and bananas stood

close to the road. Rich green corn-

fields were fenced with pineapples,

and sugar cane waved in the wind.

Houses began to appear, and

gardens with papayas, melons, to-

matoes, and tobacco. Here and there

cattle and horses grazed; chickens

and turkeys scratched for food in

the village streets. Few places

could be better endowed by nature

with the things man can eat. It

was a veritable land of milk and

honey, of fruits and other foods.

Our cavalcade rode up to the

cahildo or town hall, and we dis-

mounted. Entering the main room,

the municipal agent greeted us

very kindly, and we handed him

our credentials from the Governor

of the State of Chiapas, Senor Juan

Esponda. The agent began to read,

seemingly with some difficult)'. He
read about half way through the

letter, then suddenly sighed deeply

and stopped abruptly. For a mo-

ment we thought he was unable to

read, but then we reahzed what

the matter was. He was a victim of

the horrible disease called oncho-

cerciasis.

This ghastly disease is caused by

small flies belonging to the genus

Simiilium, commonly known as

black flies. It is transmitted in the

same way that the anopheles mos-

quito transmits malaria. The fly

bites an infected person and carries

the disease to one who is not in-

fected. Specialists believe that at

least three kinds of these flies are

the criminals: S. ochraceum (said

to be the worst), S. metalliciim, and

S. callidum. They bite during the

daytime and five where there is

running water. Coffee bushes grow

between certain altitudes; they need

rich soil, and running water is abso-

lutely necessary for the treatment

of the bean. This is the ideal situa-

tion for the flies, and where there

are coffee plantations in this region

there is danger of onchocerciasis.

The flies may bite wherever the

skin is exposed, as on the feet,

hands, arms, or face. In biting a

victim of the disease, the fly takes

in, with the blood, varying num-

bers of microfilaria of Onchocerca

volvulus. These undergo develop-

ment in the fly, and after six days or

more the fly is able to transmit the

disease by its bite. It injects the

rejuvenated organisms into the

blood stream, where they develop

into adult worms, the females from

one to two inches long, the males

half as much. The males and fe-

males are found together in the

nodules in which the microfilaria

develop and are carried in the

blood stream to all parts of the

body. Some of them settle in the

eyes, where, if they form small

tumors, they may affect the nerve

and cause blindness. Sometimes the

tumors are hidden and cannot be

located. For such cases there is

absolutely no remedv and nothing

will prevent loss of sight.

As stated, we had been sent out

to make a study of the many and

devious roads and trails that oncho-

cerciasis is following from place

to place. We had now come to the

first place on our long journey

where the population was 100% in-

fected with the disease. Nature in

its most exuberant mood had cre-

ated an earthly paradise at Union

Fronteriza, and its people can

scarcely see all this beauty. The

microfilaria of onchocerciasis is

creeping under their skins, and the

life-giving sun tortures their eyes

until the night of blindness comes

upon tlaem.

Taking the letter of introduction

from the municipal agent, we read

it to him, and he immediately in-

stalled us in the vacant school

Continued on page 237
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Animal
Cultivators

By John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

LONG before men invented plows

J and other tools for cultivating

tlie soil, many animals were work-

ing with similar effect.

Animals continually bring deeper

soil to the surface, where it is ex-

posed to weathering. Water then

penetrates the ground through

their burrows and, as a sponge

holds water, the porous earth re-

duces tlie nm-off in wet weatlier.

The increased moistine leads to a

better growth of vegetation, which

in turn enriches the soil. Burrowing

animals commonly make their

homes under rocks and logs. After

each rain tlie rock or log sinks a

little, and the animals living under-

neath must excavate more earth.

This is piled up around the rock or

log and gradually covers it.

Although many other animals

work the soil, moles are the most

conspicuous cultivators throughout

much of the Northern Hemisphere.

When we see the irregularly

rounded ridges of a mole's runway

crossing the lawn or wandering

along the rows of a garden, our re-

action is generally one of enmity.

The mole industriously pushes its

way tlirough the earth, up-rooting

delicate plants and sod. Here and

there it pushes up "fountains" of

earth tliat may cover and smother

plants. Also, moles eat some vege-

table matter: certain bulbs, tubers,

and seeds. However, it is only in

cultivated land that moles are in-

jurious, and even here they usually

pay for their damage by the num-
ber of gmbs they eat.

The common mole is well fitted

for its burrowing life. Its shape is

stieamhned, the head sharply

pointed. The front limbs are short

and powerful, set far forward so

that they look as if they came out

from the sides of the neck, imme-
diately behind the head. The broad

ANIMAL CULTIVATORS

and shovel-like forefeet are armed

with stout, sharp claws.

The mole's methods of digging

are different from those of other

animals and can be studied by put-

ting the animal in a narrow glass

cage packed with earth. The mole

will then dig without paying at-

tention to those who are watching

him, especially in artificial Hght.

Moles make two kinds of tunnels,

the surface runways we see on the

lawns, and deep burrows. When
working only a few inches below

the surface, the mole twists the

front part of its body to one side.

The forefoot underneath pushes

against the floor of the tunnel, while

the opposite foot is brought up

along tlie muzzle and thrust vigor-

ously upward, pushing up the roof

of the runway. From time to time

tlie mole changes its position, ex-

changing one forelimb for the other.

Meanwhile, its sensitive snout is

moving about rapidly as if to lo-

cate food or anything unusual in

the newly exposed earth.

In excavating deep tunnels a foot

or more below the surface, other

methods must be used. The head is

turned to the right. The left front

foot is brought forward, then is

powerfully drawn back, scooping

out some earth. The head is next

bent to the other side and the right

paw scoops out more eartli. At each

stroke the earth is thrown back un-

der the mole's body. The hind feet

are brought forward under the belly

to kick the loose earth backward.

After a pile of earth has accumu-

lated, the mole makes a tight somer-

sault in its burrow. Then it pushes

the pile of earth in front of it along

the tunnel, using first one broad

shovel-paw and then the other,

hitching along on the thi-ee other

limbs. When the vertical tunnel

leading to the surface is reached,

tlie loose earth is pushed into it,

causing an equal amount to be

forced out the top, in the center

of the mole hill, somewhat on the

principle of a sausage-stuffing ma-
chine. The surplus earth falls down
the sides, giving the familiar mole

hill its typical appearance.

In comparison with its size, the

mole moves enormous amounts of

earth. In suitable soil it may dig

at the rate of twelve feet or more
per hour and may keep this up day

and night. One mole is even known
to have made a run of nearly a

hundred yards in a single night

after a rain. Since the common mole

is only about five or six inches long,

not counting the tail, this feat

would compare with that of a man
digging a tunnel, large enough for

him to crawl thi-ough, over half a

mile long. In tests of strength, moles

have also proved extraordinary,

lifting objects more than 30 times

their own weight.
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Big Portraits
of

Tiny Creatures

> This wingless insect of unkempt appearance is a

female "velvet ant." Just as our robin is not a robin but

a thrush, so the velvet ant is not an ant but a wasp. The
scientific name for this species is Dasymutilla gloriosa.

In the enlargement the bizarre beauty of "the glorious

one" is revealed. The hairs are white in the female. The
male, in contrast, has red and black hairs and is winged.

Gloriosa lives in the deserts of our Southwest

By Richard L. Cassell

The broab, blunt beak of this weevil {Eupagoderes sp.)

is a tribal characteristic that distinguishes it from most of

the other members of the weevil family (Curculionidae).

There are about fifteen species in this genus, all found in

the southwestern United States. Not much is known about

their habits. The white pattern is made of small scales. In

repose, the basal segment of the angled antennae rests in

the black grooves on the sides of the head

* This heavy-bodied oil beetle {Cysteodemus armatus

Lee.) is limited to a crawling life on the ground or vege-

tation, because it has no flying wings. The wing covers

or elytra have grown together and are deeply pitted.

The ridges between these pits are frequently decorated

with a beautiful greenish secretion, which is also present

on the thorax. Two species of this genus are known, and

they both occur in the southwestern states

..'V^
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< Enormous, bewhiskered jaws,

which in proportion to size are not

matched by any other arachnid, are

the most striking feature of the sol-

pugid. Although admirably fitted

with stout teeth for sawing and

crushing insect prey, these grotesque

creatures of deserts and arid regions

have no venom and need not be

feared by man. Our species are active

chiefly at night, but some exotic

forms, notorious for their speed and

agility, hunt during the day and are

called sun- or wind-scorpions

f One does not fully envision in

this head-on portrait the well known
Apache cicada of the Southwest be-

cause the great, membranous wings,

lined with bright yellow or orange.

are hidden from view. Appearing in

vast numbers on the mesquite during

the hot summer months, Apache ad-

vertises his desire for a mate with

shrill, monotonous screaming and.

courting with deafening insistence,

gains reward by attentive notice from

his voiceless mate. The jointed beak is

used for sucking juices from the trees

on which the cicadas congregate
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house, empty because no teachers

lia\'e stayed ven' long foi" fear of

the ghastly scourge. From time to

time units of doctors and male

nurses, sent out by the Mexican

Go\'ernment, arrive to take care of

the natives. These men operate and

extract the tumors that show where

the parasites have lodged, and

thereby effect a temporary cure.

But the infected flies are every-

where, and a person operated on

one day may be infected again the

next.

Quickly the news went around

that we had come, and just as

quickly tlie sick, near-blind, and

blind began to gather around our

quarters. It was awful to see. Our

group was not equipped to operate

on the onchocerciasis tumors. The

object of our visit was to inform

ourselves about the daily life of

these suffering people; yet now they

came to us for help. Mothers, with

one babv at their breasts and two

or tliree Uttle ones trailing behind,

came to our door.

"When will you extract our bolas

(trmiors) when will you cut out

my qtiiste (cyst)?"

Don Jose Parra, who for years

has painstakingly studied the life

cvcle of the flies that transmit the

disease and who knows the symp-

toms and manifestations, examined

all comers and soothed them b)'

telling them that a party of doctors

would soon come to their aid. We
made notes of his observations.

Whole families turned up, and all

either had been operated on or

had all the signs of the disease.

Young and strong men shaded their

eyes against the sunlight and old

men tapped their way to our door

with their sticks.

Later we visted the houses, ly-

ing scattered among the gardens.

The last house stood high up on

the slope above the village, com-

manding a magnificent view of the

rich %'aUey and the wooded moun-
tainside. We could see our trail

winding down among the pine

trees.

An old man was busily cleaning

coffee beans, turning a long paddle

around in a large wooden basin.

"Good afternoon!" we said as we
stretched our hands out in greeting.

"Be welcome to my poor house

and be seated," he answered, as he

moved over a couple of long low

seats. His voice was sad, and he

left our hands outstretched in mid-

air, without shaking them in the

way of good Mexican hospitality.

Finally he seemed to look in our

direction, and we saw tliat he was

blind. His eyes were a mottled

brown, and the expression on his

face was that of a man who wishes

to see and cannot. The sound of our

\oices drew his face toward us.

"I cannot see. Many years have

passed in darkness. When the first

holitas came, there was no brigade

of doctors, and our employers on

the coffee plantations did not care

if we suffered. They would not

employ those who had been in-

fected on their plantations. They

could always find more Indians who
were good for work. Now I am no

good, I am useless. Now I can only

sit here and clean a few coffee

beans, the work that every child

can do." His voice wandered away,

and his thoughts seemed to remem-

ber the days, long ago, when he

could see the beauty of his little

house and his little farm and his

children.

"Como estd usted, sefiorita?

(How are you, miss?)." The voice

came from behind us. A husky man
entered to shake hands with Miss

Duby.

"This is my son," said the blind

old man. "He also goes to work on

the coffee plantations eveiy year,

and he also will be blind."

"They have operated on me
many times," the son said. "I have

to go back to the plantation to

make some money, and now my
eyes are not so good. Come out

from hiding, Fedrito, and say good

day to the sefiorita."

A small boy, some three years

old, came out from behind the

door, where he had been watching

the strange visitors. He was shad-

ing his eyes from the bright sun-

light that streamed in through the

open door.

"Show the lady your holitas," said

the father to him, and in a moment
Fedrito parted his hair and placed

his small fingers on an oncho-

cerciasis tumor, as if it were the

most natLU-al thing in the world.

"But, Don Juan, did you not take

your grandchild to be operated

when the medicos came through

here the last time?" asked Miss

Duby.

"He was operated—my Fedrito—

but his hola is new since then."

Now little Fedrito has to wait

for many months until the next

medical brigade returns to Union

Fronteriza, and he must hold up his

hand to shade his eyes, because the

bright sun burns and hurts.

Three generations! The old man
is blind, the son is near-blind, and

the grandson will be blind. Calmly

these people accept the suffering as

a "castigo de Dios." They cannot

fathom why God should punish

them, but they reason that He must

have a reason.

Night was coming on rapidly

when three small girls, the oldest

not more than eight years of age,

appeared at our door. In her young,

clear voice the oldest asked:

"Senores, when will you cut out

our little tumors?" It was pathetic.

It was horrible and utterly depress-

ing, because we knew only too well

that the doctors as yet have no

definite remedy. Eager workers are

trying their best, but if the tumors

are not removed in time there is

no help. Malaria can be treated,

and since the malaria mosquito lays

its eggs in stagnant water the

breeding places can be controlled

with oil. Not so with the oncho-

cerciasis-infected ffy. It lays its eggs

on leaves and grass and rocks close

to running water. How can one im-

munize a mountain torrent or an

irrigation ditch? It may be that the

famed DDT will do it. Experiments

are under way. Meanwhile the

malady is spreading rapidly, car-

ried by man from place to place.

Take the case of Union Fron-

teriza, where nature has provided

so abundantly the things for life.

The village lies far back in the

mountains, and the villagers can-

Contuiued on page 239
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A In calm weather
it was possible to enter

the Big Oven by boat

f The west side of Burnt Island shows a

stepUke terrace or raised beach. This presum-

ably was cut by the sea at a time when the

relative position of the water was higher

<The mouth of the huge sea cave near

the northern tip of Newfoundland was found

to be about 60 feet wide and 40 feet high.

The length of the cave is about 300 feet

Geological Sufvey of Xeuiotttidlatid photos, hy the author

The BIG
a WHALE of

SEA caves of moderate size are not

uncommon. The writer has seen

many of them in the limestone and lava

cliffs of northern Newfomidland and
the Gaspe coast of Quebec. Some have

a height of 15 to 20 feet and have been

eroded into the cliff for a distance of

20 to 30 feet. Much smaller ones are the

rule. It is therefore of interest to have

found an exceptionally large one and to

record its occurrence near the northern

tip of Newfoundland.

During the summer of 1945 the writer

was engaged in mapping the geology of

the Pistolet Bay area at the eastern end

of the Strait of Belle Isle, for the Geo-

logical Survey of Newfoundland. From
the west side of the bay on clear days a

dark spot could be seen on the limestone

cliffs of Burnt Island on the other side

of the bay. This we supposed to be a deep

ravine casting a shadow on the rocks

within. When we moved camp to the

east side of the bay we steered for the

dark spot to get a closer view. While

vet two miles distant it became apparent

that it was a gigantic sea cave. A closer

approach showed that waves ran in out

of sight in the darkness within. As our

boat was heavily laden and the sea far

from calm, we proceeded to the shel-

tered water on the east side of Burnt

Island.

Here we pitched camp on the shore by

the fish flakes (drying racks) of Edward
Evans and his son Louis. Theirs is the

only home on Burnt Island; other in-

habitants of Raleigh live on the east side

of Raleigh Harbour. Most of the island

nortli of the Evans' home is treeless and

has large bare rock exposures. Here

ground water has dissoK'ed out a number

of sinkholes and on the east side of the

island produced ravines along lines of

faults which run in a nortli-south direc-

tion.

In die covirse of our examination of die

rocks a visit to the large sea cave was

made on foot. The Evans had said it was

possible only in winter to enter the Big

Oven, as they call it, \vithout a boat, at

which time the sea is frozen. However,

two members of our party managed to

hug die cliff at die entrance on the north

side so as to reach the limestone shelf

widiin and walk back to the beach half-

way in and thence to the end of the

cave. Coming out they found the footing

more perilous and felt sure they would

slip into die deep water at the entrance.

Somehow diev managed to get out safely.
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By Cecil H. Kindle
Department of Geology, College of the

City of New York

OVEN,
a Sea Cave

but nothing would induce tliem to try it

again.

At last a clear, calm day arrived. Louis

Evans took us in his large fishing boat

to see the Big Oven. Very impressive it

was to sail into this high vaulted cavern.

The water was about 30 feet deep at die

entrance and remained deep till near

the beach. On either side was a wide

shelf which provided an excellent land-

ing from the boat. Pebbles made up the

floor back of tlie beach. The roof of the

cave sloped down gradually at the back

to meet the pebbly floor about 300 feet

from the entrance. The opening of the

cave has a width of about 60 feet. Its

height above water is about 40 feet. The
tidal range here is only about five feet.

Sea caves that compare with the Big

0\'en are found on the small island of

Staffa in the Hebrides oflF the northwest

coast of Scotland. Here waves have at-

tacked lavas, some of which have well-

developed columnar jointing. This joint-

ing has resulted in vertical walls and

greater regularity than is seen in the

dolomitio limestone walls of the Big

Oven; The best known on Staffa is

Fingal's Ca\e, \\'hich has a length of

227 feet. The entrance has a height of

66 feet and a breadth of 42 feet. Mac-
Kinnon's Cave on Staffa has a length of

224 feet with a large square entrance

50 feet high and 48 feet wide. A com-

parison of these figures shows tliat the

Big Oven has a much wider entrance than

the others and is longer. It does not have

as high a roof nor is it as symmetrical in

outline.

The roof in the Big Oven slopes in

the direction of a fault or slip in the

dolomitic limestone. This faulting has

probablv had much to do with the for-

mation of the cave, by providing a weak
zone for wave attack. It is possible that

ground water may have assisted in form-

ing the cave formation by dissolving the

rock. Sinkholes on the island show that

considerable solution has taken place. That

there are cavities at sea level is shown on

the eastern side of the island by a strong

flow of sea water that issues as a stream

through the beach gravel after every

high tide. If the shore in that area

were exposed to strong wave erosion, a

hidden ca\'ity of this sort would in time

be exposed as a sea cave. So it seems

probable that wave action and tlie work

of underground water have both had a

part in producing this giant among sea
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not sell their produce, because the

costs of transportation are prohibi-

tive. There is no road, only a foot

trail. There is everything in Uni6n

Fronteriza except cash. The men
need machetes and other metal

tools; the women need grinding

stones to make the daily tortillas;

all need clothing. Therefore the

men seek work every year on the

coffee plantations, where there is

plenty of opportunity to become
infected with onchocerciasis. They
finish their contracts, receive their

pay, and return home to their fami-

lies and their fields. In their bodies

they carry millions of onchocer-

ciasis microfilaria.

We arranged ourselves for the

night, cooked our supper, and hung
up our hammocks. The Indians

had brought us pineapples, ba-

nanas, and some tasty zapotes, and

our animals were led off to pasture.

But we were unable to sleep, hav-

ing seen so much sadness. Far into

the night we talked.

Where did onchocerciasis come
from? It is believed to have origi-

nated in Africa. It may have crossed

the Atlantic in the bodies of Negro

slaves, or infected flies may have

been imported in bundles of coffee

plants. It was first noted on the

American continent about 30 years

ago, but by then it was already well

estabhshed, and now it is spreading

farther and farther. Every place

where the climate and vegeta-

tion is propitious for the SimuHdae

is dangerous. Winds or man may
carry the fly to new fields. By con-

servative estimates, more than

100,000 people are infected with

onchocerciasis, and every year this

mmiber is increasing.

What can be done? Kill the fly

and its eggs? Isolate the infected

people? But how will one isolate

these Indians, who come and go

over hidden trails known only to

themselves? It will be costly, im-

mensely costly, to combat the

scourge, but how much money is

it not worth to protect the eyesight

of milHons of people?

Earlv the next morning our

horses were brought in for their

breakfast of corn, and with them

came more sick Indians. Many of

them had large goiters, and all of

them had onchocerciasis. They

stood at the doors and windows of

our house, watching the strangers

with curiosity. Those who could

see told the others about our do-

ings. They wanted us to help them.

Imagine a father and mother bring-

ing their sick children, knowing

that if proper help does not come

in time, they will be bhnd within

a few years. Many of these people

know that they themselves are be-

yond help, but they want to save

their children. It was most difficult

for us to get portraits, because all

who could still see either shaded

their eyes against the burning sun-

light or looked toward the ground.

Even the morning sun was too

much for them.

Our visit had become a kind of

village entertainment. The blind

and near-blind sat on our shady

front porch, chatting contentedly

and laughing at one another's

jokes. A small boy came presently

to tell us that he had been operated

on and at present did not have any

tumors. All the children were con-

fident and unafraid, except one

youngster, who howled and lacked.

Senor Parra's mild manner and kind

voice calmed the kid, and he sub-

mitted to examination. His was

the only case of fear. The entire

community understood the danger

that was part of their lives.

We spent the whole day with

these kind people, visiting in their

houses, buying food from them,

and sometimes receiving gifts of

a couple of eggs or some bananas.

The following morning we saddled

our horses to leave. As we rode out

of the village, many men and

women stood at the doors of their

houses waving farewell to us. Down
the trail we rode, through the fields

and the orchid forest.

Dr. Luis Figueroa of the Huixtla Hos-

pital, Dr. Rudolf Nettle, and many other

doctors are searching for a remedy, and

by trial and error are eliminating the un-

usable. As yet they have not found the

answer.
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Uninvited Guests in the House
THE HOUSE CENTIPEDE

By C. H. Cltrran

Associate Curator,
Department of Insects and Spiders,

The American Museum of Natural History

THE House Centipede is not

an insect but, since it is often

looked upon as a household pest, it

is invariably included in textbooks

dealing with insects of the house-

hold. It is a long-legged relative of

the centipedes that are so common
out of doors in rotting wood or in

decaying vegetation. All centipedes

are predaceous, feeding upon in-

sects and other small animals, and
all inject a poison into the victim

when they bite. They use their

poison essentially for anesthetizing

their victims, which they can then

eat at leisure. Their use of it as a

protective weapon is entirely inci-

dental.

The poison of most centipedes is

quite ineffective against man, and
as a general rule there is very little

swelhng, regardless of the size of

the centipede. However, there are

a few kinds that are fairly poison-

ous, and the House Centipede

{Scutigera forceps) may be in-

cluded in this group. There are a

few records of serious bites, in

which the affected part swelled

\'ery considerably and much pain

was experienced. Usually, however,

the bite is no worse than the sting

of a bee.

House Centipedes are actually

beneficial, because they feed on
flies, mosquitoes, bedbugs, roaches,

and other household insects; but

it must be admitted their appear-

ance is rather unattractive. They
are able to crawl with remarkable

speed and thus may evade destruc-

tion. Since they are nocturnal, they

may be seen only at infrequent in-

tervals; indeed their presence may
not even be suspected. If numerous,

and they seldom are, a swatting

campaign to reduce their numbers
is the most practical recourse, but

cleaning up basement and storage

places will help.

"^ As. THE NAME implies, the House
Centipede has approximately 100 legs

(a pair to each of the 50 segments,

more or less), and he can run so fast

that he often escapes destruction
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Mayan writing by Le Plongeon's

code got nothing but gibberish, as

did those who used the "Mayan
alphabet" of de Landa.

From the Troano Codex in the

National Archaeological Museum
of Madrid—one of the few Mayan
manuscripts tliat survived de Lan-

da's burning and one which nobody
but a few gifted pseudosciendfic

Atlantists can read—and from some
pictures on the walls of Chichen-

Itza, Le Plongeon built a romantic

tale. It concerned the rivalry of the

princes Coh and Aac for the hand
of their sister Moo, queen of Atlan-

tis or Mu. Coh won, but was mur-

dered by Aac; and then the conti-

nent sank and Moo fled to Egypt
where, as Isis, she founded the

Egyptian civilization.

In 1912 Paul SchHemann, grand-

son of the great Heinrich SchHe-

mann who dug up Troy, gave the

New York American a sensational

tale of how his grandfather left

secret papers instructing him to

break open an owl-headed vase.

Schliemann did and found therein

archaeological specimens bearing

Phoenician writing that told of

Atlantis. He also claimed to have

read the Troano manuscript and a

Chaldean manuscript from Tibet,

both of which told of the sinking

of the land of Mu. Further revela-

tions were promised but never

came, nor did the vase and its con-

tents ever see the light of public

investigation.

Finally there was James Church-

ward, who in the 1920's and 30's

wrote the Mu books, such as The
Lost Continent of Mu, containing

perhaps the greatest mass of drivel

to be found in modern literature.

Churchward's primary source was
the mysterious "Naacal tablets,"

which he said had been shown and
translated to him by an anonymous
Hindu temple priest. His "authori-

ties" were the discredited SchHe-

mann and Le Plongeon. His "facts"

were mostly wrong, Hke the Otomi-

Japanese identity. His theory was
an enlargement of the Le Plongeon

and Schliemann aberrations. He
had Atlantis in the Atlantic and Mu
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(the occultists' Lemiuia) in the

Pacific.

Chmchward's reasoning proc-

esses were a mar\'el. He claimed a

preternatiual ability to read the

"s\mbols" of various ancient peo-

ples (a fa\orite occult obsession).

Churchward said that the rectan-

gle was M in the Muvian alphabet,

hence tlie symbol for Mu; there-

fore any decorati\'e use of a rectan-

gle was evidence of derivation from

Mu. As the ordinary brick is

entirely bounded by rectangles,

Churchward easily derived every-

bod\- and everything from Mu. He
misquoted Plato and printed non-

sensical footnotes reading, "4. Greek

record." or "6. Various records." He
disbelie\"ed in tlie "monkey tlieories"

of evolution, holding that man was

created fulh' civilized in the Plio-

cene epoch; also that continents

subsided because great gas-filled

chambers under them ( "gas belts"

)

collapsed.

Lemiiria and Gondwanaland

A word about Lemuria: About

1875 the scientists Haeckel and

Blanford suggested that the distri-

bution of lemurs and their relatives

could best be explained by a former

land bridge connecting Africa,

Madagascar, and the East Indies.

P. L. Sclater proposed the name
Lemuria for this land, and the word
came into general use among geol-

ogists. But more recent investiga-

tions show that the vanished conti-

nent of Lemuria is not necessary

to explain the distribution of le-

murs, and in fact fails to do so.

Lemuria was conceived to be part

of a much larger continent, Gond-
wanaland, which was supposed to

have reached three-quarters of the

way around the Southern Hemi-

sphere, with a gap in the Pacific.

Scientificallv, these continents ha\'e

httle to do with Atlantism, and even

Gondwanaland is considered specu-

lative, although it is still widely

accepted.

The Lemuria theory was picked

up by that fascinating thaiuna-

turge, Hehona P. Blavatsky, and in-

corporated into her own gaudy

cosmos along with Atlantis. Accord-

ing to her works and those of her

disciples, the Lemurians were the

Third Root Race: gigantic apelike

men, hermaphroditic and ovipa-

rous, some with four arms and

some with a third eye at the back

of their heads. They interbred with

animals, the offspring being the

ancestors of the apes. Their discov-

erv of sex (of which Mme. Blavat-

sky took a poor view) caused their

downfall. They were succeeded by

the Atlanteans, the Fourth Root

Race and the ancestors of the mod-

ern Mongoloids. Both the Third

and Fourth Races were full of

Cosmic Consciousness. There is

much more, but interested readers

can consult the works of Blavatsk\',

A. P. Sinnett, A. W. Besant, Scott-

Elliott, R. Steiner, T. L. Hanis,
J.

B. Newbrough, and other seekers

after the higher wisdom. It is hardly

worthwhile to argue with them, as

they profess contempt for the meth-

ods of "materialistic" science and

as their "evidence" consists of rec-

ords in secret hbraries in Tibet to

which nobody but occultists have

access.

Some occult Atlantists moved

Lemuria from the Indian Ocean

(where Mme. Blavatsky had the

grace to leave it) to the Central

Pacific (where it is unlikely there

ever was a continent). In 1894 a

novel, A Dweller on Two Planets by

"Phylos the Thibetan" (F. S. Oli-

ver) described, along with the last

davs of Atlantis, an occult brother-

hood Hving on Mt. Shasta, in

northern California. The "Mt.

Shasta Legend" was incorporated

into the occult Atlantis tradition,

and tales are published now and

then of Lemurians in white night-

gowns living on the mountain and

practicing mystic rites, despite the

fact that campers and state forest

officials wander freely over Shasta

without meeting these interesting

persons.

Let's look at Plato's story again.

It is certainly not, as it impUes, a

stenographic record of a real con-

versation that took place three-

quarters of a century before. Putting

imaginary speeches in the mouths

of historical characters was ac-

cepted practice in Plato's day—even

the conscientious Thucydides did

it—, and it has not utterly disap-

peared yet. EUminating things ob-

viously fictional, such as the god

Poseidon, the tale has nothing that

Plato could not have derived from

the knowledge of his time: the de-

feat by Athens of barbarian in-

vaders from the Persian wars, the

city plan of Atlantis from Babylon,

the harbor works from Syracuse,

the Atlantean ceremonial from

Orphism, and the earthquake from

the real tremor that shook Greece

in 373 B.C. The unity and verisimil-

itude of the tale are not beyond

the abilities of a competent story-

teller, especially one of Plato's

intellect.

It is, in fact, hinted that Plato

is writing what we should call a

science-fiction story to illustrate his

political theories. In Timaeus,

Critias says, "And the cit)' with its

citizens which you described to us

vesterday," (i.e. The Republic)

"we will now transport hither into

the realm of fact; for we will as-

sume that the city is that ancient

city of yours, and declare that the

citizens you conceived are in truth

those actual progenitors of ours, of

whom the priest told."

The strange ending of Critias

mav be significant. Perhaps old

Plato lost interest, or perhaps he

had plot trouble. He started out to

show how his Republic would

work in practice, and then brought

in the gods, which involved him in

hopeless logical difficulties about

free will and divine justice. The ruin

of Athens by the quake, necessary

to provide a gap in history between

Plato's fictional Athens and the real

one, did not square with divine

justice. So maybe he puzzled a

while and gave it up.

The conflict with geology

Besides Poseidon there are other

obviously fictional elements: there

is no record of the prehistoric

Athenian empire; if it had existed,

its remains could hardly have been

missed in a country so well-exca-

vated as Greece. Critias is incon-

sistent: in Timaeus he lay awake all

night trying to remember the story;

in Critias he has it at home in man-

uscript. (The "old manuscript" is
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a common literary device, often

used by Poe.) There are good geo-

logical reasons for refusing to be-

lieve that any island of continental

size ever sank out of sight as a

result of one or a few earthquakes.

The material has to go somewhere,

and vast gas-filled chambers deep

in the earth would violate the

known laws of physics. A volcanic

eruption may make drastic changes

over a few square miles, but ap-

preciable continental changes take

place over millions of years. Rela-

tive motion of parts of the earth's

crust during earthquakes (perma-

nent changes, that is ) are measured

in inches or feet; the very severe

San Francisco quake of 1906 pro-

duced relative movements of 22

feet.

The substance of myths

Atlantists who confer Atlantean

origin on the Egyptians and Mayas
infer that Noah's flood and a Mex-

ican flood-legend are both dis-

guised traditions of the sinking of

Atlantis. Now it is one thing to

admit that myths, like all fiction,

have a basis in fact, and quite an-

other to think that one can recon-

struct the fact from the fiction.

Sinclair Lewis's novel It Can't Hap-
pen Here is based on certain facts.

But a future historian, who knew
nothing else about the twentieth

century and tried to reconstruct the

history of the United States from

that novel, might easily conclude

that Windrip the dictator was a

real man but that Franklin Roose-

velt was a myth, hke Osiris. Myths
may and generally do distort real-

ity out of all possibihty of recog-

nition.

Myths are not handed down to

posterity for the simple love of

historical fact—a rare quahty even

in our culture. They are passed on

because they are entertaining, and
so provide a hving for story-tellers,

or because they are useful in an-

swering children's questions, serv-

ing as hbrettos for rites, or keeping

the laity subservient to the priest-

hood.

The cultural arguments for an

Egyptian-Mayan connection con-

centrate on resemblances and
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ignore differences, which are so

profound as to make the resem-

blances look petty and accidental.

The New and Old Worlds had no

food plants in common. It is incred-

ible that if Atlanteans had colon-

ized Mexico and Egypt, they would

have taken wheat to Egypt and

maize to Mexico but not vice versa.

They had no domestic animals in

common but the dog. The Mayans
lacked the plow and the wheel. The

Mayan calendar was drastically

difi^erent from those of the Old

World, being based on a year of

eighteen 20-day months instead of

twelve 30-day months. The Egyp-

tian writing, Atlantists to the con-

trary, has been of no help in decod-

ing Mayan inscriptions. Atlantean

chronology, judging from the excel-

lent Mayan system of dating, is

wrong: the Mayan civilization arose

about the beginning of the Chris-

tian era, when Egypt was thousands

of years old. We must conclude that

the Mayans' forebears arrived un-

burdened by food-plants, animals

other than dogs, writing, or calen-

dars—that is, as savages.

The hnguistic arguments are hke

those by which people "prove" that

the Lost Ten Tribes are the Aztecs

or the Irish or the Burmese. You

find two words in different lan-

guages having a similar sound and

meaning, and conclude that the

two languages are related, under

the mistaken impression that this

is the science of philology.

Coincidence in language

The study of Hnguistic relation-

ships is more comphcated than

that. There are almost sure to be a

few apparent similarities in any

pair of languages. "Ten" is dix in

French and disi in Hottentot;

"search" is examine in English and

eggamen in Tuareg; "time" is hour

in Szechuanese, and so on. The
reason is that most languages have

but 20 to 50 significent sound-units,

and at least several thousand

words. So some pseudocognates are

inevitable by coincidence. To find

linguistic relations, one must con-

sider all the words in certain

classes, such as numbers, colors,

family relationships ("father" etc.).

parts of the body, natural categories

("water" etc.), and so on.

Let's do an experiment along

these lines, which may shed light

on the assertion of Le Plongeon that

Mayan is one-third Greek, and of

Braghine ( who in his Atlantis book
used forgeries of antiques for his

frontispiece ) and others that Otomi
is Old Japanese:

Ototnl

(Tepehua
English Greek Japanese Mayan dialect)

one ein hitotu hun da
two dye futatu ca yojo
three tri mitu ox tiu
four tettares yotu can coojo
five pente itutu ho guitta
six hex mutu uac date
seven hepta nanatu uuc yoto
eight okto yatu uaxac giato
nine ennea kokonotu bolon guito
ten deka t5 lahun detdfa

'

The English-Greek resemblance

is obvious; but the other languages

show no resemblances at all, as far

as this table goes. Adding Chinese,

Hebrew, or Aztec to the table does

not help the Atlantists. This Hst is

not a "disproof," just a sample to

show that the languages in question

are not as similar as has been

claimed. For an analysis of hnguis-

tic relations a much larger hst of

words would be needed, and also a

study of phonology, inflection, and

syntax.

When the American languages

are so studied, these conclusions

appear: Eskimo is related to the

languages of Eastern Siberia, which

is hardly surprising. The American

Indian languages, however, show

a wide diversity among themselves,

and no clear relationship to any

Old World language; some show
grammatical features like those of

the Ural-Altaic languages, like

Turkish, which spread out from

Central Asia.

Some Atlantists say that numer-

ous inscriptions in Old World lan-

guages have been found in the

Americas, though they usually neg-

lect to tell us where these wonders

are to be seen. When these cases of

"Phoenician inscriptions" are inves-

tigated, they turn out to be some-

thing other than what was sup-

posed. Dighton Rock in Massachu-

setts had its scratches attributed to

the Phoenicians, Druids, Hebrews,

Chinese, and Atlanteans, until Prof.

iThe Japanese syllable tu is pronounced tsu^

M as in "put." Mayan x~ English sh. There
is another set of Japanese numerals borrowed
from Chinese: iti, ni, san, etc.
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E. B. Delaware, with black filling-

inateiial and a camera, disclosed

the name of Miguel Cortereal, a

Portuguese explorer who sailed for

Newfoundland in 1502 and never

returned. The Grace Creek Mound
stone from West Virginia was anal-

yzed as Etruscan, Runic, Phoeni-

cian, Old British, Celtiberic, and

Greek, and when finally solved in

1930 proved to read, "Bill Stump's

Stone, October 14, 183S."

Then what is there to the sunken

continents and vanished civihza-

tions? There is sometliing, but we
shan't get it from Plato or from

Donnelly.

It can be agreed that some of

the present land was once water

and vice versa. The difficulty comes

in trying to find what parts of the

globe were dry during a given geo-

logical period, say the Triassic. If

a place has a fossil-bearing Triassic

deposit on the surface, the answer

can be easily determined. But if

there is no such deposit where we
can reach it, or if the area is at the

bottom of the sea, we have to re-

sort to inference to determine what

the place was Uke in the Triassic.

The farther back we go, the more

scanty the evidence becomes and

the more uncertain our inferences.

But the problem is not hopeless.

Much can be learned by studying

the distribution of fossil organisms

and the structure of the earth.

There is some geological evi-

dence that the Azores Islands, sit-

uated about 1000 miles west of

Gibraltar, may be the remains of

an island that was once as large as

Spain. If anybody wants to call it

Atlantis, there seems no good rea-

son to object. But there is little like-

lihood of a prehistoric civihzation

there. Most of the geologists who
think this land mass existed, believe

it had sunk by the end of the Mio-

cene period, some 15 or 20 million

years ago, which was long before

the appearance on earth of the most

primitive men.

As for undiscovered civihzations,

Eirrope has been well picked over,

and sensational discoveries of high

cultures there seem unlikely. The

rise of the Mayans from barbarism

has been fairly well charted. But

LOST CONTINENTS

Asia has hardly been scratched

archaeologically. Within the last

few decades an Indus Valley civili-

zation contemporary with the Sume-

rians has come to light, and further

discoveries are not unlikely. But we

should not expect four-armed her-

maphrodites with astral bodies and

airplanes. They are more likely to

be just people; the men tending

herds and crops, building houses,

and making utensils; women cook-

ing and sewing; kings waging war

and dispensing justice.

The most reasonable way to re-

gard Plato's story of Atlantis would

seem to be as an impressive if abor-

tive attempt at a politico-historical

romance, based on materials of

Plato's own time and possibly also

on traditions of Crete or Tartessos

or both—a romance which has been

kept aUve partly by its hterary

merit, partly by its nostalgic emo-

tional appeal, and partly by Plato's

philosophical reputation. That is

no reason for not enjoying it. We
enjoy Alice in Wonderland, though

it isn't history. And I'm sure Plato

doesn't care.

YOUR NEW BOOKS
Continued from page 203

written some charming, pithy descrip-

tions which are almost poetic at times.

His selection of words is strikingly ap-

propriate for the subjects described. The

material in the book ranges from glaciers

and trilobites to butterflies, purple onions,

bison, aspen, goats, and grouse, a cross-

section of the Northwest.

The style of writing is straightforward

without technical complexities—the kind

that is pleasant to read to someone or to

have read to you. The author's extensive

lecturing has probably helped him to

present his information so direcdy that

it is read and remembered without ef-

fort. The illustrations and the word pic-

tures will bring back fond remem-

brances to anyone who has spent time in

the Rocky Mountains, whether in Canada

or the United States, and will create

a yearning to visit that region in those

who have not been so fortunate.

Mr. McCowan has prepared for each

of his 46 illustrations a very complete

GEMS and CRYSTALS
From world wide sources. Send for illustrated

catalog listing choice crystals, rough and cut

gems, all genuine. Catalog is yours for the

asking. Write today.

V. D. Hnx
Complete Gem and Mineral EUablishmenl

RT. 7-H SALEM. OREGON

stock of pertinent information for such a

limited space. In nearly every instance,

he gives the common and scientific names,

with derivation and meaning when of

interest, a few facts about the behavior

of the animals and their habitat, the fea-

tures that identify them, and some hu-

man interest from his own experiences.

The best photographs are those of the

pasque flower, bighorn sheep, bison, and

goat; these are exceptional in quality.

The reproductions suffer somewhat from

the difficult publishing problems of to-

day, involving the scarcity of the best

paper. In a few instances the pictures are

not as sharp as one would wish to see.

However, all this in no way detracts from

the attractiveness of the book.

Mr. Dan McCowan's little book is one

which can be picked up at any time,

opened to any double page, and read

with enjoyment.

It is interesting to add tliat the author

accompanied King George VI and Queen

Elizabeth during their trip in 1939

through the Rocky and Selkirk Mountains,

in the capacity of field naturalist.

Thane L. Bierwert.
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the chameleon family? And do all hiber-

nating reptiles feed only on living crea-

tures before their long sleep?

Elisa Ward Lindenbebg.

Williams, Arizona.

Mrs. Lindenberg's observation is inter-

esting but somewhat perplexing. The sky-

blue tail indicates witliout much doubt

that the lizard was a juvenile of die many-

lined skink {Eumeces multivirgatus)

.

These somewhat secretive lizards occa-

sionally venture out diuring the day, and

the feeding behavior Mrs. Lindenberg de-

scribes is typical of most American skinks.

However, conspicuous color changes from

dark to light gray are not characteristic

of lizards in tliis group. I have collected

die many-Lined skink in the vicinity of

Flagstaff where, indeed, one fell from

an awning over tlie post-office door and

landed at my feet when I went for my
mail. However, I do not recall any color

change in those removed from cool, damp,

hiding places and exposed to warmth.

On the other hand, diere are diree

small iguanids (relatives of die large

tropical iguana) found around WiUiams,

Arizona, that are subject to radier exten-

sive color changes. One summer between

Mount Bill Williams and the Grand

Canyon I caught a collared lizard {Cro-

taphijtus collaris) that was bright green

above when taken. A quarter of an hour

later a hailstorm had caused the tem-

perature to change abruptly, and die

lizard was virtually black. The little tree

utas ( Uta omata ) in the same region

may change radier abruptly from dark

gray to light gray, die black pigment

cells being contracted by a rise in body

temperature, such as occurs when die

animal basks. If Mrs. Lindenberg had

seen one of diese little utas, her account

could easily be explained. If she saw a

skink, as the blue tail indicates, her ob-

servation of color change may be one

diat seemingly has escaped die notice of

herpetologists.

No close relatives of the Old World

chameleons are known in the Americas.

But tlie ability to change color is found

in many groups of lizards, including

geckos, iguanids, night lizards ( Xantusia )

,

and Old World agamids. Our American

"chameleon" or anole [Anolis carolinensis)

can change from brown to green. The

true chameleons, however, have the great-

est repertoire of change. Some African

chameleons range dirough black, brown,

green, and yellow; others can change

\ery httle.

AU reptiles in cooler climates hibernate,

but their food preferences vary. A few

studies suggest some seasonal variation in

the diet of lizards having more catholic

tastes, but this results partly from sea-

sonal abundance of food. There is no ap-

parent relationship between food prefer-

ence and die approach of hibernation.

C. M. BOCEKT.

The American Museum of

Natural History, New York, N. Y.

^ A LANDSCAPE in Jackson County, Missouri, photographed by Hubert A.

Lowman, as summer thunder clouds rolled away to leave the sky clear for sunset

Sirs:

This photograph of the "West-Maui

Silversword," conies from a distant but

enthusiastic subscriber to your fine maga-

zine. It was taken on Mt. Kukui in the

Hawaiian Islands at an elevation of about

5,000 feet, in a country .where the rain-

fall ranges from 350 to 450 inches a year.

This particular plant (Argyroxiphium

caligini) reaches a height of about three

feet on tlie peat bogs of West Maui.

Its counterpart (A. macrocephalum)

on Mt. Haleakala, East Maui, grows at

elevations of about 7,000 to 10,000 feet

in areas of light rainfall and reaches a

height of perhaps sLx feet.

I doubt that a more beautiful plant

can be found in tlie entire world.

D. T. Fleming.

Lahaina, Maui, T. H.

SiBS:
o o o

... I do not write many letters to

editors, but I diink it is fair to tell you

diat Natural History is, I think, the

best magazine that comes to my home,

and I regard your book reviews as one

of your best departments. . . .

R. Grayson Dasheell.

Richmond, Va.

Junior
Natural History

Magazine

$1.25 a year

(12 issues)

Address: Circulation Department

The
I
American Museum of Natural History

79lh St. and Central Park West
New York 24, N. Y.
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SiHS:

. . . Altliough I rarely have the oppor-

tunity to visit the Museum in person, my
contacts with it through Natukal His-

tory Magazine are most enjoyable, to

say nothing of the educational \'alue ot

that publication.

Witliout hesitation and in all sincerity,

I can say tliat, of all the magazines to

which I subscribe. Natural History is

the last one with which I would part.

While I was o\erseas, my wife continued

my membership and, as I considered the

magazine too saluable to risk shipment

abroad, I have, since returning, spent

many perfect hours reading the articles

I missed during that time. Incidentally,

I have preserved every issue of Natural
History that I have received in the si,\

or seven years of my membership, and

frequenth- refer back to an old issue to

reread an article that I ha\e particularly

enjoyed Harold L, Frier.

Cadillac, Mich.

Sms:

... I am enclosing two photographs

of a large toad found in the coastal strip

of eastern Bahia and Sergipe, Brazil. This

particular animal was photographed near

Estancia, southern Sergipe. These toads

[one of several large Neotropical species

found in South America] are very com-

mon in the area, coming abroad at dusk

in typical toad fashion. It is said that on

occasion they serve to grace the family

table.

St. Louis, Mo.

Robert W. Schery.

Sirs:

I think I have a helpful word or two

to add to your treatment of poison ivy

dermatitis (April, 1946, page 169), gained

from painful personal experience. It has

to do with the method of applying the

hot water. I found that I could allay the

itching by pouring the hot water across

the affected areas, which in my first expe-

riences witli ivy poisoning were quite ex-

tensive, involving my arms, legs, face,

and scattered other places.

My method was to fill a small recep-

tacle, like a foot-tub, with water that was

pretty hot—hotter than I could hold my
hand in. In this I would dissolve a very

little mild soap. Then I would undress,

stand up in the bathtub, place the foot-

tub where I could reach it handily, and

dip up the hot water in a pint cup and

pour it over the affected places. The re-

lief was instantaneous to the spots touched

by the hot water, and I would keep pour-

ing until I had reached them all. I added

the soap with the idea of washing off the

resinous sap of the ivy, and I think it

worked, for I not only controlled the

itching but also the spreading and the

inflammation.

Since this first aggravated attack I have

several times come home from fishing

with the telltale blisters, which I was able

to render innocuous by the appUcation

of silver nitrate in a ten per cent solu-

tion to each blister. To do this I took a

wooden applicator ( small round stick

)

dipped it into the solution and then ap-

plied the stick to the blister, twisting it

around in the blister to break it open and

let the silver nitrate come in contact with

the \irus of the ivy. This treatment left

a small black dot at the site of tlie bhs-

ter, but there was never any itching or

spreading. The black dot of course was

temporary, and the treatment positive.

Dr. Percy M. Williams.

Rutland, Vermont

Sirs:

I most regretfully have to report to

you that your heat method of poison ivy

treatment is a snare and a delusion. I

returned to my desk from a long week-

end in the country . . . and at once

gave your suggestion a thorough try. And
don't for a minute think I didn't have the

water hot enough! During the day at the

office I made use of the electric light

bulb. I grant you a temporary rehef

( after an almost intolerable increase in

the itching during the first few minutes

of application), but while depending on

Continued on page 248

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Readers are reminded that NAT-

URAL HISTORY is not published

during July and August. Those who

expect to be away after September

1, however, and wish to have their

September issue sent to a temporary

summer address are requested to

notify the Membership Secretary.

Please give also the date of ex-

pected return to permanent address.
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
This Green Frog appeared unexpectedly

one day in the Uly pond of Edward S.

Thomas, who is Curator of Natural His-

tory at the Ohio State Museum at Colum-

bus, Ohio. Struck with the pictorial pos-

sibilities, he dashed to the house for the

Exakta camera and Graflex which make

up his "home-made telephoto." The

35 mm. camera was hurriedly attached to

the back of the Graflex. A sprint to the

garage brought a box on which to rest

the outfit. It seemed too much to hope

that the subject would "stay put" during

all these preparations. But he did. In

fact, he posed beautifully for several

"time shots." The exposure was five sec-

onds at F/22.

No frog is quite so ubiquitous around

ponds and reservoirs in eastern North

America as this handsome Green Frog

{Rana clamitans). From Hudson Bay to

northern Florida, from the Atlantic Coast

to eastern Kansas, the Green Frog is

likely to be encountered wherever there

is even a meager supply of permanent

water. A single female deposits as many

as 5000 eggs, usually no earlier than May
in the nortli but as early as April in

Florida. Breeding may take place as late

as August, but it never commences until

the air temperature reaches 65° F. The

tadpole spends the winter under the ice.

Green Frogs evidently become attached

to individual pools. If carried away and

released, tliey will return to the home
pond, passing equallv good sites to do so.
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your method, the eruption spread from

my ankles all over both legs; by which

time I gave up and went back to my old

stand-by, yellow soap, just in time, I be-

heve, to save myself a visit to the hos-

pital. At any rate, the coating of soap

prevented any further spreading except

for one or two tiny spots that were quickly

cured by a good scrub with a brush and

soapsuds for a couple of treatments.

Marion Hale.

New York, N. Y.

Sirs:

Why, oh why, oh why, must you use

such asinine articles as Mr. Willard G.

Van Name's article on "Treatment for

Ivy and Sumac Poisoning?"

It seems to me that before you expose

thousands of children to boiled extremi-

ties, torsos, etc., you should check articles

dealing witli technical information.

Any modem textbook on contact der-

matoses would tell you to first get rid of

the irritant factor, which in the ivy group

is an oil. Heating the oil will not decrease

the irritant factor, but will merely spread

the oil o\er a greater area.

In all respect to the writer, soaking in

hot water ma\ help dissolve oil from the

skin. Heat or cold, as any dierapeutist

will tell you, will decrease the sensitivity

of the nerve endings, but that does not

indicate it is therapeutically of value in

the ivy oil dermatitis.

So, Mr. Editor, if you wiU advise your

reading pubhc to use the following pro-

cedure, more satisfactory results will be

obtained: In an ivy dermatitis, first get

rid of the irritant oil by using an oil

solvent such as benzine, naphtha gas,

ether, etc. Follow this by washing with

plenty of soap and water and rinse thor-

oughly, then treat the irritated skin as

a first or second degree bum, whichever

it is, with any of the standard bum
preparations. . . .

Otto S. Hult, M.D.

Gladstone, Michigan

SiBs:

I have read with much interest, for

many years, the Magazine. I would not

be without it. In the April, 1946, issue is

an article "Treatment for Ivy and Sumac

Poisoning," written by Willard G. Van

Name. He tells of what he has found to

be the quickest and most effective treat-

ment for this type of plant poisoning.

Here, in the edge of the tropics, there are

many plants that are poisonous. We found

ten or twelve years ago that the quickest
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method of eliminating the skin eruptions

caused by contact with poisonous plants,

including poison ivy, was the application

of hot water with a bath rag. I do not

know who suggested it to us, but it is

strange to me that so many people con-

tinue the slow method of using calamine

solutions and household ammonia for

such poisons when, within 24 hours, these

poisons can be completely eliminated by

the use of hot water. g j Kincaid.

Miami, Florida

Sins:

I read the article on the treatment of

Poison Ivy and Poison Sumac and I

thought you might be interested to know

that both of these distressing poisons are

cured in from 24 to 48 hours by rubbing

the afi^ected parts with liberal quantities

of kerosene, about every three hours. . . .

After a couple of applications, the poison

is killed; itching and burning stop al-

most immediately.

If the case is an advanced one, in which

sizeable blisters have already formed . . .

the blister should be burst by pressure.

The liquid is pressed out, and the kero-

sene is used freely about every two

hours. The burning and itching will stop

within a \ery few minutes, and even these

severe cases will be completly cured

within about 48 hours. . . .

Dr. George W. Miller.

Westport, Connecticut

Sirs:

In August, 1939, I decided tliat, since

I had never tried ammonia and alcohol

for poison ivy, I would do so. Equal vol-

umes of strong water of ammonia ( 25%

to 28%) and absolute ethyl alcohol were

mixed and applied. Relief from the itch-

ing was immediate, and healing started

. . . This treatment has never failed. One
good application will nearly always suf-

fice.

Keep the mixture on hand in a glass

bottle tightly corked, as it otherwise

loses its strength.

The mixture is very pungent and irri-

tating to the membranes of the eyes and

nose, and very painful if a drop should

get in the eyes. Apply it freely with a

clean cotton or linen rag . . .

Poison iw sometimes causes small,

hard, itching lumps, not blisters. In such

cases it may be necessary to repeat the

apphcation. Do not rub this solution in

too well, as it may cause a rather heavy

OUTFITTING MADE EASY
Tou can make a big saving in time and expense by
having a single reliable headquarters for outfitting

—

Abercrombie's Camp. Over 54 years* experience In
supplying expeditions for all over the world. Write
us your problems and we'll give you prompt advice.

Address NH-6.

David T. Abercrombie Co.
»I1 Bro.-sdway New Tork City

scab, which does no harm but remains

for some time. Do not rub off such scabs;

let them come off naturally.

Charles Morris Johnsox.

Avalon, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sirs:

I take a quart milk bottle, fill it about

half full of water, put in ten teaspoon-

fuls of carbolic acid, and then fill the

bottle up with water and shake it. Then
I swab and bathe the affected areas with

this solution. It removes the terrible itch-

ing instantly. After a while the itch comes

back and you swab it some more. After

a number of days the poison ivy dries

up and goes away.

For sunburn, I have found that the

most effective thing is a quart of water

and two teaspoons of carbofic acid. This

is not a sun tan oil or anything of that

sort. It instantly takes all the bum and

sting out . . .

Since it is not greasy or shiny, women
like it. Clothing can be put on imme-
diately after applying it . . .

May I add that citronella oil seems to

be ineffective against mosquitoes, but if

you use oil of lavender, the mosquitoes

apparently stay away.

W. Wallace McKaig.

Cumberland, Maryland

Sirs:

Regarding ivy and sumac poisoning, my
daughter is extremely susceptible to it and

has tried all remedies she has heard of,

including epsom salts. Last fall, in des-

peration, she bathed her arms in vinegar

and her sufferings were over. She had

found her cure. . . .

May I congratulate you on Mr. Wil-

ham H. Carr's article, "As the Grass

Goes," in the April Natural History?

Too much cannot be said and published

on tlie conservation of grass and all the

other bountiful gffts of nature. The pho-

tos and similar ones should be shown in

the movies. AU the other articles were

enjoyed as usual, particularly Mr. Neff's

"Reaching for the Moon."

A. C. Renly.

Chestertown, Md.

Sms:

Mr. William H. Carr's article, "As The

Grass Goes," in the April Natural His-

tory presented a true picture of what

has happened on some, not all, of the

National Forests in the West, but made
it appear that the catdemen were largely,

if not wholly, to blame.

In view of the fact mentioned by Mr.

Carr that such forests as the Tonto in

Arizona, and many others, have been

completely under the control of the Fed-

eral Government for more than 40 years,

some of yoiu" readers may have wondered

just why their deterioration was all the

cattleman's fault. Mr. Carr indicates that

Continued on page 294
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Handbook of lizards
by Hobart M. Smith

Conistock Publishing Company, $5.75

557 pages, 135 plates, 136 figures, 41 maps

/^NLY one of them is venomous, some
^—' of them lay eggs, and some of them

gi\e birth to living young. One of them

looks superficially like an earthworm, and

spends virtually all of its life under-

ground. A few of them run on their hind

legs not imhke some of their distant

dinosaurian relatives, and still others are

equipped with adhesive pads on their

toes that enable them to run over smootli

surfaces. The fastest of the lot races o\er

the desert sands with speed exceeding

that of anv other American reptile, and

another one occasionally squirts blood

from the comer of its eye when it is

picked up. Such astonishing attributes

may not be fascinating to everybody, but

they mark the lizards as one of the more

interesting groups of reptiles.

Despite this fact, the amateur naturalist

has neglected the lizards largely because

they were not easily identified. The pub-

lication of this Handbook will remedy

the situation, and it is sure to stimulate

interest in this neglected group of rep-

tiles. Not that it merely enables the stu-

dent to place a name on his specimens.

That is the beginning, to be sure, but

that answers only the first question : What
is it?

Where does it live? What does it do,

and hov\' does it do it? Any inquiring

individual wants these questions an-

swered also, and if he doesn't find all the

information he wants in this Handbook,

at least he will find himself on the right

track. It would be stretching a point to

say, as it does in the blurb, that the

bibliography includes "all the important

literature in the field." A handbook can-

not be an exhaustive treatise, but for the

most part this one will fill any reasonable

needs. The accompanying maps will be

extremely useful even though a few are

inacciu-ate, and in one instance a name

used in the te.xt does not agree with that

on the map. The author is confused in his

statement that the "tongue detects air-

borne odors" since it serves only to carry

odorous particles to the organs of Jacob-

son (in the roof of the Hzard's mouth)

which function as accessory organs of

olfaction, or smell. Other minor errors

have crept in, inevitably, but naturalists

will welcome the Handbook of Lizards

as the first extensive treatment of the 135

species and subspecies found within or

near the borders of the United States.

C. M. BOGERT.

Volcanoes new and old
------ by Satis N. Coleman

John Day Press, $3.75, 222 pp. 97 illust.

'"p^HE sight of Paricutin in eruption,

-* especially in the early days, is inspir-

ing enough to make others less gifted

than Miss Coleman resolve to learn what

man knows about these impressive spec-

tacles. This, the second book on vol-

canoes for popular consumption in the

past few months, admittedly owes its be-

ing to the sudden appearance of the now
three-and-a-half-year-old monster in the

cornfields of Dionisio Pulido, in February,

1943. Both books cover about the same

ground, except that this starts with a re-

cital of the tale which has been widely

accepted about the events of the early

history of Paricutin. The other (Jaggar's

Volcanoes Declare War) is written by a

world famous volcano authority; this by

a successful author of works on music.

Both leave something to be desired.

Where the former is authoritative, it is

diificult to read; this is by a writer who
admits that her experience is limited,

readable as she has made the book. If

Miss Coleman errs, it is largely through

non-critical reading of other writers.

After describing the appearance and

early history of Paricutin, the author goes

on to other volcanoes all over the world,

and tells in an interesting way the high-

lights of their careers. The illustrations

and appearance of the book add much to

its attractiveness. There has been little

a\ailable on the subject of volcanoes in

recent years. By amassing the scattered

accounts and bringing them together to

give a world picture of volcanic activity.

Miss Coleman has made them readily

available to the casual reader. This is a

great service, and justifies the book and

its publication. However, the repeating

of other accounts, vidthout a true ring of

any personal experience, leaves one with

the feehng that the book on volcanoes

still remains to be written. It is amusing

to see a publisher restricting others from

quoting from a book largely made up of

quotations and paraphrases. However, it

is well done; the illustrations are excellent.

and the summary of the world's recent

volcanic history gives a better picture of

the significance of the Paricutin studies,

in contrast to the offerings of the rest of

the world, than a reading of the Paricutin

accounts alone would, p ti p

Carl RUNGIUS. Big Game
Hunter. Fifty Years with Brush and

Rifle.

.... by William
J.

Schaldach

The Countryman Press, West Hartford,

Vermont, $17.50

117 pp. Quarto

'TpHIS is an exceptional book, a well-

•* written biography of a big game
painter, and a high class exanrple of fine

printing.

Carl Rimgius is well-known to a wide

circle of sportsmen, lo\ers of the out-

of-doors, and admirers of the fine arts.

To see a Rungius painting is to become
possessed of a longing to own it. Mr.

Schaldach, the author, is a talented

artist in his own right, and this enables

him to write understandingly of an artist's

career. Furthermore, he has a love of na-

ture and an admiration for his subject

which leads him to write with conviction.

The author presents a conventional biog-

raphy relating the boyhood and early fife

of Rungius, his education and years spent

in Europe, his visits to America, and his

final decision to move to a permanent

home in the States. The artist was well-

schooled in the traditional preparation

for his career, and to this he added greatly

by his frequent trips into wUdemess
areas, studying his animals in their chosen

envirormient, shooting them, measuring

them, and overlooking no opportimity to

add to his direct, personal observations.

He became an unusually gifted big game
hunter, and he paints with fidelity be-

cause he knows his subject so well. His

firsthand knowledge of environments adds

to the reahsm of his art. The animal and

the background belong together, because

that is where Rungius found them.

A substantial part of the text is com-

posed of Rungius' own words. The au-

thor quotes the artist's personal account

of many interesting incidents that arose

when he was hunting and painting in

Wyoming, the Yukon, New Brunswick,

and the Canadian Rockies. These are the

simple, straightforward stories of an un-
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assuming man, but they outline an out-

door experience that any sportsman would

envy.

The book has fine illustrations ranging

from color reproductions of paintings and

black and white etchings and drawings

to half-tones of photographs. This is a

volume to read for enjoyment and ap-

preciation. It is also a continual reference

for sheer admiration of artistry in illustra-

tion and fine book-making.

Hahold E. Anthony.

A fascinating

picture-science story

of the strange

creatures who once

roamed the earth

Written iUid illustrated

by CHARLES R.

KNIGHT

In this entertaining, clear, and
dramatic storv for young
people, Charles Knight brings

alive those fascinating times

when strange and fearsome

creatures inhabited the world.

The author-artist, famous for

his paintings and representa-

tions of prehistoric life, shows
examples not only of early

animals, but of their modern
descendants as well. $2.00

Send for free catdogtie of
Borzoi Books for Young People

ALFRED •
A

• KNOPF
501 Madison Ave., New York 22

BORZOI>^

Electrons in action
-- -by James Stokley

Whittlesey House, $3.00

320 pp., 32 plates, 55 figures

'TpHE secrecy that enshrouded the mar-
*• velous achievements of the physicists

during the war years is beginning now
to be lifted, and through the medium of

such works as tliis, the general public is

invited to a preview of tomorrow. The
accomplishments of the scientists have

suddenly been dramatically thrust into

tlie forefront of world consciousness, but

the world appears regrettably lagging in

its willingness to accept the facts and

guide its future course of action accord-

ingly. The more that books like this are

written and the more widely they are

read, the sooner will thinking people be

prepared to recognize an existing situa-

tion which they must accept and domi-

nate; otherwise technological achievement

may turn like a monster and destroy all

mankind.

Mr. Stokley's book discusses so many
different electronic activities that it can-

not be read in a single sitting lest long

waves and short waves, induction heaters

and electron guns become so garbled that

they give one a case of high frequency in-

digestion. If one wants to know the prin-

ciples of radio, television, the electron

microscope, x-rays, radar, the sources of

the sun's energy, atomic fission bombs,

fluorescence, induction heating, and spot

welding, he will find them explained

here. At the close we find a summary of

the Smytli report, shorn of much of its

redundancy, but retaining the essentials

of tlie process of plutonium manufacture

and utilization.

The illustrations are excellent, and many
of the diagrams are borrowed from most

authentic sources. The photographic

plates, too, add greatly to the clarity of

the text and the appearance of the book.

Mr. Stokley has a background that quali-

fies him to write acciurately on the many
phases of electronic activity, and he has

done a good job of putting together the

only slightly related, infinitely varied uses

of electron movement. As a readily un-

derstandable reference book it can be

highly recommended, though we may
doubt if electrons will ever become the

popular heroes of a "whodunit" minded

public. It is not easy reading, but the

future of man and the world is, perhaps,

worth a httle concentration.

F. H. Pouch.

The land renewed-
The Story of Soil Conservation

by William R. VanDersal and

Edward H. Graham

Oxford University Press, $2.00

109 pages, 60 photographic illustrations,

mostly full page

T F a fraction of the national uproar

'- over the scarcity of nylon hose could

be directed toward desperately needed

propaganda for the preservation of our

vanishing soil, much good would result.

The authors of The Land Renewed have

earnestly and successfully presented a

well-balanced picture of what is happen-

ing to our country through improper land

usage. They indicate that unless steps are

taken to stop soU waste, the future for

our economy is very dark. They also state

that we must arouse a national conscious-

ness, an awareness of the very serious

problem that confronts all of us today as

a result of selfish, unthinking soil ex-

ploitation.

The authors point out that the food we
all eat is only as good as the soil that pro-

duces it, and that we do little to replace

nutritive values removed. Practically all

our clothes and innumerable other items

of human necessity also come directly or

indirectly from the earth. Yet we strip

millions of acres of fertile, irreplaceable

top-soil, watch it muddy our rivers, observe

its departure as heavy rains bear it away,

permit our cattle to destroy the grass that

binds it in place, and generally behave as

though we believed soil to be ine.xhaustible.

DINOSAUR
TRACKS
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"Things we \'aliie most we must work

to keep. So it has been with freedom. So

it is with the soil that provides us all

witli food. Only so long as America uses

it soil witli care and respect can it re-

main a great and powerful nation." With
this thesis the writers of this little book

have proceeded, step by step, to show

the ills and the remedies. Carefully se-

lected photographs, each accompanied by

a full page of pertinent text, carry the

reader from considerations of adequate

land management through proper planting

of farmlands to the safe usage of cattle

ranges. There are excellent accounts of

steps to be taken to pre\ent soil erosion.

This is a valuable primer that should be

thoughtfully read by everyone interested

in the futiu-e welfare of the United States.

William H. Carr.

Astronomy
What Everyone Should Know

- - by John Stuart Allen

The Bobbs-Merrill Company, $2.50

199 pages, 32 photographs, also drawings

'TpHIS very readable and interesting

-'- book is one of the Bobbs-Merrill series

of "What Everyone Should Know" books,

a companion piece to the volumes on

Aviation and Plastics. Dr. Allen, who is

Director of the Division of Higher Edu-

cation of the New York State Education

Department, presents his material in an

admirably clear and untechnical manner.

It is easy to see that Dr. Allen has had

long experience in teaching, for he suc-

ceeds in explaining difficult concepts with

great simplicity.

Dr. Allen's book is decidedly for the

beginner or for those who know just a

little about tlie pleasure in\ol\ed in study-

ing the interesting science of astronomy.

It is well illustrated with drawings and

fine photographs.

Astronomtj: What Everyone Should

Know is divided into seven main sections,

entitled (1) The Sun's Family, (2) Con-

stellations, (3) Telescopes, (4) The

Moon, (5) "Shooting Stars," (6) Real

Stars, and (7) SkyTocketing Through

Space.

This is a \ery pleasant book for the

person who wishes to know enough about

astronomy to be able to talk and think

inteUigently on the subject, and yet who

does not wish to go into any of the ma-

terial exhaustively. The general make-up,

which includes clear and sometimes amus-

ing diagrams, adds much to the book's

popular value.

The chapter on Constellations is di-

vided into seasonal groups, and is illus-

trated by line drawings of the individual

star groups. The section on Real Stars

gives to the beginner a good idea of the

methods used by the astronomer in de-

termining the real nature and characteris-

tics of the stars, as well as interesting and

understandable data concerning the stars

themselves.

This is an excellent book to place in

the hands of anyone who has expressed

an interest in the stars and other heavenly

bodies. Marian Lockwood.

A NATURALIST'S
SCRAPBOOK
------ by Thomas Barbour

Harvard University Press, $3.00

208 pages, 19 plates

(( \ SENTIMENTAL old codger" tlie

-'* author of this book calls himself,

but it was more than sentiment that led

him to build the Museum of Comparative

Zoology into one of the finest research

institutions of its kind. "T.B.," as he was

affectionately known to his colleagues

until his death in January, 1946, decided

to become a naturalist even before he

entered Harvard as an undergraduate in

1902. He was Curator of Reptiles from

1910 until 1927, when he became Director

of the Museum. Never an armchair natu-

ralist, at the age of 22 he took his bride

to the East Indies on their honeymoon,

as he describes in his chapter on the Spice

Isles in this Scrapbook.

Despite his administrative duties he

managed to spend a few months in the

field every year until ill health imposed

restrictions. When his physical condition

made it difficult for him to \'enture into

the field toward the end of his career, he

RARE PHOTOS OF CANADA'S
WILD ANIMALS

Suitable for album use,

OIVfLY $1.00

Size 8x10. $7.00 a set

20 years to photograph . . . Bears, mule deer,

caribou, sheep, sea-lion, etc., included in set.

J. H. MUNRO
1363 Kingsway Vancouver B.C.. Canada

sought his pleasure vicariously by recall-

ing incidents of the past. These he set

down in a series of essays pubhshed in

four books, A Naturalist at Large ( 1943),

That Vanishing Eden; A Naturalist's

Florida (1944), A Naturalist in Cuba

i 1945), and the present Scrapbook. With

the zest characteristic of previous vol-

umes, this one covers a variety of sub-

jects, ranging from his views on research

and exhibits in museums to zoogeography,

and the characteristics of animal popu-

lations on oceanic islands.

Throughout, the book is sprinkled with

anecdotes, concerning not only impor-

tant scientists with whom "T.B." associ-

ated, but with the foibles of museum
curators and administrators. But mostly

the book centers arovmd the Museum of

Comparative Zoology and Dr. Barbour's

efforts to build its collections to represent

the fauna of the world, insofar as limited

storage facilities permitted.

Commenting on the financial handicaps

under which the museum labored. Dr.

Barbour makes the following statement,

with which this reviewer cannot agree:

"This handicap has really been a benefit

to the museum. No one has ever sought

employment here for the sake of salary."

Actually the educational institutions that

maintain the best research staffs pay the

top salaries.
^^ ^_ bqcert.

ON YOUR RADIO
Science for tlie Seven Million spec-

ulates on natural science in the

postwar world. Julius Postal con-

ducts this program of news about

museum events, meetings, and na-

ture study on Wednesdays at

3:30 P.M. over WNYC (830 on

vour dial).

EiJOY THE CHAM
OF OE WILD BIRDS

Audubon feeders keep birds

in full view while feeding.

Feeders with and

without squirrel

guards, hanging or

on stands.

Hand blown Drink-
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ming Birds.

Ask for our folder.
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THREE currents of history

meet at the comer of 13th and

Cherokee Streets in St. Louis, Mis-

souri. South of Cherokee, where

13th does not run through, there is

now an immense shoe factory. On
the northeast corner of the intersec-

tion, there is a large but apparently

rather plain brick house. The north-

west corner is a lot with only one

small structure, which looks like

a one-car garage. Each of these

buildings is more than it seems to

be because each has a historical

significance. The shoe factory was

formerly a brewery: it recalls a

current of history that started in

the Rhineland, more than a century

ago. The house turns its plain side

to the street but when viewed from

the east, within its own spacious

grounds, it is seen to be a stately

mansion with a graceful, pillared

portico: its history traces back

through the De Menils and the

Chouteaus to the pioneer days of

the Mississippi. The apparent ga-

BONES m th

A Paleontologist's Rendezvous with

History and Prehistory in St. Louis

rage is really the entrance to a cave

that rambles beneath the surround-

ing buildings: its history is the most

ancient of all, and in it are buried

animals that lived before man ever

saw tlie site of St. Louis.

Our introduction to this con-

vergence of history at 13th and

Cherokee Streets began with a let-

ter. Lee Hess, a pharmaceutical

manufacturer in St. Louis, wrote

to say that he had found some

bones in the cellar of a brewery.

Would the Museum be interested?

Many such letters come to a cura-

tor's desk. Nine times out of ten,

they do not lead to anything of

value, but we always follow them

up as far as possible because the

tenth letter may be a clue to an im-

portant scientific discovery. We
wrote to Mr. Hess asking him to

send some of the bones so that we
could determine their possible im-

portance.

The bones sent to us had been

^ Extinct peccaries (Platygonus compressus) of the type that once

roamed the pre-St. Louis countryside. A restoration by Charles R. Knight
A.M.N.H. painting and photo



BREWERY
By George Gaylord Simpson'

Curator of Fossil Mammals and Birds,
lie Amcruan Museum of Natural History

considerably broken by the work-

men who found them, but when we
pieced them togetlier in the labora-

toiy we found that they inckided a

skull of an extinct peccary, Platij-

gonus compressus by name. Now,
Platijgonus is not a particularly

rare fossil. Its remains had aheady

been found in many places through-

out the United States. For instance,

22 skulls (12 of them nearly com-

plete) had been collected for the

United States National Museum in

a cave near Cumberland, Maryland,

5 partial skeletons had been found

in a peat bog near Belding, Michi-

gan, and 9 nearly complete skele-

tons had been discovered at Good-

land, Kansas, in the clay-pit of a

brickyard, and sent to the Univers-

ity of Kansas. One of the Kansas

skeletons, obtained from the Uni-

versity by the American Museum
of Natural History, was restored

and mounted in a lifelike pose

and has been exhibited here for

years.

In spite of these and other previ-

ous discoveries, we became quite

e.xcited about the bones from St.

Louis. Platijgonus had never turned

up in a beer cellar before, and ex-

tinct animals are rarely found in

the heart of a great city. How they

came to be there was a mystery

worth solving, and we resolved to

go to St. Louis and try to clear up

the mystery with a httle geological

detective work. I wrote to Mr. Hess

asking whether more bones re-

mained in place and whether we
could come out and investigate the

find. His reply assured us that many
bones remained to be excavated

and cordially invited us to study

the occurrence. In a few days

A Expedition headquarters: the fme old De Menil house,

a historical landmark standing near the entrance to the

natural caves beneath St. Louis' 13th Street and Cherokee

George O. Whitaker, of our fossil

vertebrate laboratory, and I were

off for what turned out to be an un-

expectedly fascinating rendezvous

with history, ancient and recent.

Mr. Hess met us in St. Louis and

drove us immediately to the De
Menil mansion, the historic home
at 3352 South 13th Street. This

house, unoccupied but restored by

Mr. Hess with suflBcient moderniza-

tion for comfort, was our camp
throughout our stay: a camp such

as a bone-digger has seldom en-

joyed in his wildest dreams of

luxury. Before we were through, it

was also our bone laundry, shel-

lackery, and packery. Here we

dropped at once into an atmosphere

of old St. Louis of the pioneer days

before the Civil War. The house

was originally built in the 1840's

by Henri Chatillon, a western guide

and hunter of that period. In 1854

it was purchased by Dr. Nicholas

N. De Menil, and in 1863 he en-

larged it by adding several spa-

cious rooms and the magnificent

portico on the east side, overlook-

ing his large garden and the slope

of Arsenal Hill down to the Mis-

sissippi.

Nicholas De Menil, who had

come to America on a visit (which

proved to be life-long ) in 1833, was

a physician who established the

"George Gaylord Simpson had youth-

ful ambitions to become a man of letters,

but a geology course at the University of

Colorado awakened his interest in bone-

digging and eventually led to his follow-

ing that career. In 1922 he transferred to

Yale, where he completed his undergradu-

ate work in 1923 and received his doc-

torate in 1926. After a year abroad as a

National Research Coimcil fellow, he came

to the American Museum as an assistant

curator in 1927, where he has remained

ever since, except for a period of military

service in 1942-1944. He became Curator

of Fossil Mammals in 1942 and Chairman

of the Department of Geology and Paleon-

tology in 1944. He is a fellow of the

National Academy of Sciences and of the

American Philosophical Society, president

of the Society for the Study of Evolution,

and past president of the Society of Verte-

brate Paleontology. He has written more

than 200 scientific articles and books. In

1934 the field diary he had kept of his

experiences in Patagonia as leader of the

first Scarritt Expedition of 1930-1931

gave fruit in his hvely and fascinating

book, Attendino Marvels.—Ev.
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St. Louis Post-Dispatch flwto

A The author, assisted by George O. Whitaker, also of the

American Museum, digging for prehistoric animal bones

in the cave. For many years the cave was used for the stor-

age of beer and as an entertainment center, without anyone

suspecting that it contained remarkable scientific treasures

first successful chain of drugstores

in St. Louis and became one of the

aristocrats of that growing center.

He married Emily Sophia Chou-

teau, linking his family with the

real pioneers of the region, for she

was the great-granddaughter of

Marie Therese Chouteau, the first

white woman to settle in St. Louis

and still revered as the mother of

that city.

Alexander De Menil, son of

Nicholas, lived in the house

throughout his long life. By the

time he died, Arsenal Hill was no

longer a swanky residential district

but had been overgrown with

smoky factories and surrounded by

slums. His heirs chose not to live

there, and the property finally

254

passed out of the family when they

sold it to Mr. Hess, almost a cen-

tury after the family acquired it.

Like his father, Alexander was a

physician, but he was also inter-

ested in literature and became a

poet of local renown. Among his

voluminous productions is a rather

quaint but forceful defense of his

great-great-grandmother, the fa-

mous Madame Chouteau. (She left

her husband in New Orleans be-

cause of his cruelty to her and

formed an irregular union with

Laclede, who became the founder

of St. Louis; her solution of a mari-

tal problem when divorce was im-

possible was approved by her con-

temporaries, but became a worr\'

to some of her descendants.)

We often thought of these van-

ished occupants as we roamed

through the house or rested on its

spacious balconies and watched

spring come to tlie garden. If, how-

ever, the ghosts of the Chouteaus

and the De Menils roamed through

the house at night, we ne\'er knew

it, for we slept soundlv after our

hours of bone-digging. Ghosts still

more exotic might concei\'ably have

troubled our slumbers. The fasci-

nating hodge-podge accumulated

by Mr. Hess with a \iew to future

exhibition included a reconstruc-

tion of a Damascus palace with its

furnishings. After display at the

St. Louis fair in 1904, these oriental

trappings had been crated and

stored until recently when our host

acquired them and piled them into

the De Menil house. Thus it hap-

pened that our library' included an

Arabic Bible, along with Hedin's

Mij Life as an Explorer, the Catho-

lic Director)', Boccaccio's Decam-

eron, and How to Develop a

Winning Personality. Pending the

availability of more space and the

sorting of all these treasures, our

quarters were furnished in a medley

of styles in charming confusion.

Tubular metal modernistic chairs

jostled a mid-nineteenth century

chaise longiie, over which was

thrown a \'ivid Mexican scrape and

beside which was an old Turkish

tabouret of ebony inlaid with

mother-of-pearl. The introduction

of our prehistoric peccaries struck

no jarring note but seemed only to

complete this remarkable mixture.

History and pre-history

It was, after all, the prehistoric

peccaries that had called us here

and that claimed most of our at-

tention, but even these brought us

into contact with history as well as

with pre-histor\'. Unrest in the

Rhineland well over a centur\' ago

was one of the influences that led to

our journey to St. Louis last March

and to the exhuming of these an-

cient remains. It was in the 1820's

that one Gottfried Duden came to

the Mississippi Valley to spy out

the land for his German neighbors.

Here in St. Lous he found several

ca\'es in the limestone underl)'ing
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SKETCH PLAN OF
CHEROKEE

CAVE

ImpaifobU wolar chonnvl.

the city and he reported that the

site was propitious for breweries.

Before the coming of artificial re-

frigeration, successful brewing on

a large scale required natural re-

positories where the temperature

was constant and low throughout

the year. These caves, which retain

a temperature near 55° regardless

of the weather outside, were ideal

for the pirrpose. Rhineland brewers

migrated to St. Louis and converted

the caves into storerooms for their

lager. It was one of these immi-

grants, Adam Lemp, who cleared

out the cave at 13th and Cherokee

and built his brewery above it.

Toward the end of the nineteenth

century, air-conditioned storehouses

made the caves unnecessary, and

they were abandoned by the

brewers. One or two were converted

into underground beer parlors and

places of amusement: Uhrig's Cave

was such an establishment in the

gay 90's and is nostalgically remem-

bered by St. Louisians. But the

cool, dark dampness of the caves,

so suitable for beer before it is

drunk, seemed to depress the cus-

tomers after they drank the beer.

"Uhrig's Cave" became an open

air theater above the actual cave.

BONES IN THE BREWERY

The cave itself enjoyed only one

more brief flair of fame when a

large distillery was discovered in

it during prohibition. The other

caves were closed, their entrances

walled up or blocked with debris,

and eventually they became vague

memories. The Lemp Brewery went

out of business during prohibition,

its buildings were sold to the In-

ternational Shoe Company, and its

cave, the Cherokee Cave, was for-

gotten until Lee Hess recently con-

ceived the idea of reopening it as

a site of historical and geological

interest.

When we arrived, we took only a

quick glance at the noble De Menil

mansion ("our puptent," Ceorge

called it), and then hurried down
into the cave. A circular, brick-

Hned shaft about 35 feet deep had

been reopened and a spiral iron

staircase installed. At the foot it

opens into a long series of storage

rooms, once full of lager beer but

now dismally empty. The rooms

were formed simply by clearing out

a natural cave, a former under-

ground river channel within the

sohd hmestone, and by dividing it

by masonry walls. The first room at

the bottom of the shaft still bears

traces of its use for private theatri-

cals and parties by a gay blade of

the Lemp family who took it over

when the beer was moved out.

Across one end he constructed arti-

ficial sceneiy made of wire screen

and plaster. The sceneiy represents

a fair imitation of the wall of a

cave; this hiding of a real cave wall

behind an artificial cave wall is

one of the touches that made us

feel at times as if we had stepped

into Alice's Wonderland. There are

still remains of the crude but ser-

viceable floodlights used to illu-

mine this scene.

The cave extends in an easterly

direction for some 200 feet beyond

this "theater." There it is joined

by another channel, coming from

under the former brewery to the

south, also cleared and converted

into storage rooms. At the inter-

section is a concrete-lined pool,

presumably used as a reservoir in

the old brewing days and reputedly

used as a swimming pool in the

later (but now also old) days of

theatricals and parties, although

we thought that a party would have

to be very stimulating, indeed, to

tempt us to plunge into those

Stygian waters!

Where no man has been

This was the end of the cave so

far as the brewery was concerned.

It terminated here with a masonry

wall. To see where it went beyond,

Mr. Hess had the wall broken down

with a hydraulic jack and was dis-

concerted to find that although the

cave does, indeed, continue, it was

almost completely filled by a de-

posit of stiff, wet clay. This made

it impassable for anything much

larger than a rat. He had work-

men dig a narrow passage in the

clay, following the ancient channel

of the cave. Within 20 feet from

the wall it turned to the left, north-

ward, and had, at the time of oiu*

visit, been followed in that direc-

tion for some 200 feet farther, wdth

no sign of ending, or of coming out

to the surface, or of joining another,

adjacent old brewery cave (the

Minnehaha Cave) vwth which Hess

hopes eventually to make a con-

nection. The point where the cave
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turns is almost under the porch of

the De Menil house, where we
used to relax at lunch or in the eve-

ning, 40 or 50 feet straight above

our diggings.

A more talented and imaginative

writer might contrast tliese super-

posed scenes in a sort of allegory.

In the upper world it is spring. The
air is warm and balmy, and the

sun is shining. The grass is green

and sprinkled with violets. Bushes

and trees are in bloom, and in-

numerable birds are setting about

their seasonal loves and labors.

The caretaker's pretty baby girl

toddles about, learning to walk.

The world of life is developing its

future in a scene just old enough

to be leisurely and pleasantly mel-

lowed.

In the lower world there are no

seasons. The motionless air is al-

ways cool but never cold. The hu-

midity is always near 100% and

nothing is ever quite dry. The white

limestone ceihng is dewey as if

perspiring quietly, and water drips

slowly from the tips of the scattered

stalactites. The water is limpid but

it carries in solution minute quan-

tities of lime, the slow, impercept-

ible precipitation of which through

the ages has formed the stalactites,

stalagmites, and cave onyx, all

forms of what has appropriately

been called dripstone. Yellow lights

illumine a scene that has never

knov^m the sun and make temporary

islands of light in a sea of absolute

darkness that has been hghtless for

hundreds of thousands of years.

Smeared from head to foot with

yellow mud, workmen slide along

the narrow passage, digging out

the sticky clay, penetrating still

farther into the mysterious entrails

of the earth where man has never

been before. In spite of this rash

intrusion, the strange scene seems

as ancient and timeless as a tomb.

And it is a tomb, a place of mass

burial, sealed away as a monimient

of the dead past, before the first

Indian ever hunted a deer along the

top of the hill inside which it lies.

A nice /Ind

That filhng of clay is an exasper-

ating and expensive nuisance to
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the men who want to reopen the

old cave channel, but it is a deUght

to the bone-digger. It was in this

clay that the workmen found the

bones that brought us to St. Louis,

and we began finding more bones as

soon as we dug into it for ourselves.

In the week that we were there, we
found too many bones to count,

but we guess that we excavated

between 2,000 and 3,000 of them,

some almost too small to see while

others were large, complete skulls.

As we dug bones, we began our

detective work. What the bones

are is perhaps the least part of the

mystery, and their identification

had to be done back in New York,

anyway, where we could study and

compare the bones at our leisure.

Here the problem was how the

bones came to be here, in the core

of Arsenal Hill under the De Menil

house. Some clues are still missing

and a more fortunate detective

than I may prove someday that I

am wrong, but we did soon find

enough clues for a tentative solu-

tion of the mystery.

As Clue No. 1, there is the cave

itself. By that I mean the long,

branched, channel-like cavity in

the limestone, regardless of the

fact that it is or has been nearly

filled up with clay. It averages 20

to 25 feet wide, with solid Hmestone

walls and ceOing. We do not know
how long it is, where it comes from,

or where it goes to: important miss-

ing clues. We do not even know
how deep it is or what the floor is

like, because as deep as anyone

has yet dug ( 12 to 15 feet in places )

,

the bottom of the clay has not been

reached.

Clue No. 2 is the clay, or rather,

this is a series of clues, because the

clay proves on investigation to be

complex and to include several dis-

tinctive superposed layers. The

lowest layer visible, as far as it has

been excavated, is massive, yellow-

ish gray, and somewhat gritty. We
found no traces of bone in this.

At its top in some places but not

in all is a layer of dripstone (cave

or "Mexican" onyx) from which

rise stalagmites, buried by the

overlying layers of clay. The next

higher clay layer, sometimes ab-

sent but in other places two feet

or more thick, is very smooth and

fine, without grit, and is deposited

in thin, horizontal layers. There are

no bones here, either, except occa-

sionally right at the top where they

probably sank in from above when
the clay was less compact. The top

of this is sharply distinguished from

the overlying bed but it has no

layers of dripstone so far as we saw.

Next higher is a bed of clay quite

variable in thickness but averag-

ing 18 to 20 inches, also fine and

plastic, but without layers and con-

taining many scattered chunks of

limestone and of dripstone. Almost •

all the bones are in this bed of clay,

which we called "the peccary layer.'

Above it there is occasionally, but

not usually, a thin layer of drip-

stone. At the very top is a bed, usu-

ally less than a foot thick, of rela-

tively loose, granular, earthy clay.

In places it fills holes extending

down into the lower layers. A few

very small bones were found in this

bed. In some places where there

is a small unfilled space above this

top layer there are small stalagmites

on it, and where these occur they

are usually set on small plaques of

dripstone.

Our major clues are the bones

themselves, not only because of

what they are but also because of

how they occur. As I have said, al-

most all the bones are in the "pec-

cary layer." You cannot dig long in

any part of that particular stratum

without finding bones, but they do

usually tend to be more common
toward the bottom of the layer.

Even when several are found to-

gether, they are just piled up at

random. No two bones of the same

animal are found together. Most

of the long bones are buried in a

more or less horizontal position,

but some are oriented without re-

gard for the natural bedding of the

deposit and they may even be verti-

cal. Small, sohd individual bones

are usually whole, but the longer

and more fragile bones are usually

broken. We did not find a single

complete rib. A few of the bones

have tooth marks and had been

gnawed before being buried here.

Bones of the extinct peccary are by
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far the most common, but there

are also a few bones and teeth of

other extinct animals and of some

living species in this layer; I will

gi\e the list later.

The rare bones in the highest

layer tend to occur in a few pockets,

scattered but sometimes with the

remains of one individual near each

other. Except for one or two bones

apparently washed out of the pec-

can' layer, there are no extinct ani-

mals in this bed and most of the

bones belong to small, burrowing

rodents.

The story of the cave

Those are die main clues. This

is my proposed solution, so far as

it has vet been carried:

The very first thing that left

traces here happened so long ago

that it is only indirectly involved

in our problem of the bones. This

was the deposition of the limestone,

which occurred in a sea that cov-

ered this site about 300,000,000

years ago. Much later, perhaps only

a million years or so ago ( the event

has not been very exactly dated,

and it took a long time), the cave

was formed. The sea had with-

drawn long since and the region

had been uplifted gently. Water

began to percolate along the cracks

and seams of the limestone and as

it went, it slowly but steadily dis-

solved the rock. Eventually it

formed a large underground chan-

nel which was, and is, the cave. At

^ The geological story of the cave before and after the animals

lived in the region was deciphered from the cross section of the de-

posits that had partly filled it, as described in the article

this stage the cave was free of any

extensive deposits of clay, and it

probably had a subterranean stream

or river at the bottom. This prob-

ably reached the surface some dis-

tance away and eventually flowed

into the Mississippi.

Somehow the exit from the cave

became clogged and the clay and

silt brought in by streams from the

surface, instead of being washed

on through the cave and out again,

began to pile up in the cave. These

sediments eventually filled the cave

up to within a few feet of its ceil-

ing. Then for a long time there was

no particular activity except the

slow dripping of lime-filled water

within the cave, developing drip-

stone deposits here and there on

the top of the silt which now
formed the floor of the cave. This

floor was not even but contained

shallow depressions. The next re-

corded event, which probably oc-

curred during a particular rainy

period of the Ice Age, was the fill-

ing of these depressions with water,

forming within the cave a lake, or

a series of small lakes. Tiny, in-

soluble clay particles were slowly

washed into this standing water

and they accumulated at the bot-

tom, forming the bed of horizontally

banded clay that we found below

the peccary layer.

Now came what is for us the

great event; the deposition of the

bones in the cave. The evidence

shows clearly that these animals did

not live or die in the cave and it

strongly suggests that this was not

the first place in which they were

buried. The animals probably fell

into a sinkhole or fissure somewhere

near the cave, perhaps a hole that

had been an entrance to the cave

but had been sealed off from it by

the older accumulation of clay or

by a fall of rock. The exact spot

has not been found and search for

it would not be very hopeful now

that the whole region has been

built up as part of a great city. The

bones of many animals, hundreds

certainly and perhaps thousands,

piled up in this sinkhole or fissure

and were buried there in mud and

clay that washed in over their

bones. Then the accumulation—
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A In the "field laboratory" in the De Menil house: George
Whitaker and Lee Hess examine the skull of an animal that

lived at least 20,000 years ago, during or shortly after the

Ice Age. Mr. Hess discovered the bones on his property and

invited the American Museum to excavate them

clay, bones, and all—was somehow
washed into the cave. There are

several ways in which this could

have occurred. Perhaps the most

likely is that the sinkhole or fissure

filled up with water above the clay

and bones, that this water found

an outlet into the cave, and that it

suddenly flushed the whole deposit

into the cave and spread it out over

the older clay deposits of the cave.

The nature of the peccary layer in

the cave suggests that it came there

rapidly, perhaps in an hour or two

—one dramatically rapid event in

a sequence where most changes

can only be measured in terms of

thousands or hundreds of thousands

of years.

After this sudden change, things

quieted down again. A little more

clay was washed in from time to

time. Rodents occasionally wan-

dered into the cave, rooted around

a bit in the top clay, and died there.

These later events did not matter
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much so far as our interests go,

until the final event of the reopen-

ing of the cave by man. It is sur-

prising that the discovery of pre-

historic animals here was delayed

until 1946. When the brewery

cleared part of the cave, many
tons of clay were removed and in

this there must have been thou-

sands of bones. So far as is known,

no one paid any attention to them.

Presumably they were carted off

with the clay, dumped somewhere,

and buried again: their third

burial.

The bones that have now been

recovered and saved for scientific

study include all anatomical parts

of numerous individuals of the ex-

tinct peccary, Platygonus compres-

siis. Both sexes and all ages are rep-

resented, from tiny jaws of peccaries

newborn, or perhaps actually not

yet born when they died, to skulls

of big, tough boars. North America

was peccary headquarters for mil-

lions of years. Numerous extinct

kinds have been discovered, and
there are two kinds still living in

South and Central America one of

which, the collared peccary (Ta-

yassu angulatus), ranges as far

north as southern Texas, New Mex-
ico, and Arizona. Peccaries are

sometimes called "wild pigs" and

they do look much like pigs, but

the real relationship is not very

close. They do not belong to the

pig family (Suidae) but to a dis-

tinct family of their own (Tayas-

suidae). True pigs have never

been native to the Western Hemi-
sphere.

The living peccaries are rather

small animals, seldom over 20 inches

high at the shoulder. They usually

run in bands and are inoffensive

vegetarians, although tlieir sharp,

curved tusks give tliem a somewhat
fierce appearance. Some travelers

have told horrendous tales of be-

ing attacked by large bands of pec-

caries, but more reliable observers

report that they will not attack ex-

cept as a last resort when they are

molested. The normal use of the

tusks is to pull up and cut roots for

food. Our extinct peccaries from

Cherokee Cave had the same habit,

because several of the tusks that

we found have grooves worn in

the sides from rubbing against

gritty roots. In fact, these ancient

peccaries must have looked and

acted very much like their surviving

cousins, except that they were about

twice as large.

Other ammah

We had hoped to find remains

of other animals that lived at the

same time as the peccaries, and in

this we were successful, but only

one of our additional discoveries

was particularly striking. Appar-

ently the trap in which tliese ani-

mals were originally buried, the

sinkhole or fissure from which their

remains were flushed into the cave,

was specially adapted for catching

peccaries. Few other animals fell

into it, but we did find scanty re-

mains of a black bear, a raccoon,

and a porcupine, all much like those

still living in the region when white

men arrived there. The unexpected
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disco\ery was an extinct ainiadillo,

related to the recent Texas anna-

dillo but larger. This is an impor-

tant new record, because St. Louis

is much farther north than an)'

other known occurrence of an

armadillo, living or extinct. Recent

annadillos range no farther north-

ward than Texas, and the only com-

parable previous finds of extinct

armadillos were in Florida.

Both the amiadillo and the pec-

cary, also a warmth-loving animal,

suggest that when these animals

h\'ed there tlie climate of tlie region

was milder than at present. They

may have lived just before or just

after tlie last glacial stage of tlie

Ice Age, for these were times of

relative warmth. Aside from this

inference, it is impossible to give

a very close answer to the question

as to how old the bones are. The

difficulty is increased by the fact

tliat the bones were not originally

buried where they are now found.

They may have lain for a long time

in their original tomb before be-

ing washed into the cave. They are

prett\' surely more than 20,000 years

old, and it is not likely that they

are more than 500,000 years old—

the interval gives a good deal of

leeway. In any case, they are very

ancient in terms of human history

but are quite young as fossils go.

Bones almost like new

HeiTnetically sealed in continu-

ously damp clay since shortly after

the animals died, the bones have

been unusually well preserved. The

marrow and other soft animal mat-

ter have decayed and disappeared,

but the hard bone substance has

not changed at all. The bones were

roughly jolted when they were

flushed into the cave and many of

them were broken then, but even

the fragments are strong and fresh

and some of the unbroken bones

look almost as if they were the

remains of last night's pork roast.

This beautiful preservation made
the bone-digger's job much simpler

and quicker than it usually is. It

was not necessary for us to apply

preservatives to the bones imme-

diately on exposure or to encase

them in reinforced plaster before

moving them—procedures usually

necessary with fossil bones. After

carefully exposing them on one

side, they could immediately be

pried out of the clay without dam-

age. The problem of cleaning them

was also unusually simple. No slow

grinding, scraping, and chiseling

to remove the rock in which most

fossil bones are buried. We simply

soaked them in a wash basin for

an hour or two and then scrubbed

off the clay with a stiff brush.

With the help of Mr. Hess and

the gang of workmen he provided,

we developed a mass-production

system in our bone-digging. The

bones were piled up in boxes as

we dug them out, and the full

boxes were then taken up to the

De Menil house, where we had

what we called our bone laundry.

Here, in the old kitchen, they were

set to soak, and when the clay had

^ The same kind of peccary that was found in unprecedented abun-

dance in the cave: a specimen from Kansas on display at the American
Museum

A.M.N.H. Mioto

softened sufficiently, they were

thoroughly scrubbed. The clean,

wet bones were then spread out to

dry on tables in the dining room.

Like fresh bones, they do tend to

crack when dry; the fact that they

had not been dry for thousands of

years is a reason for their excep-

tional preservation. So the next step

in the production hue was to paint

them thoroughly with thin white

shellac and then to dry them again.

The shellac soaks in sufficiently to

seal all the incipient cracks and

foiTUs a transparent protective coat-

ing that will preserve them prac-

tically forever. Then they were

ready for the last step and were

moved on along the line into the

parlor, where they were carefully

wrapped and packed in boxes and

barrels for shipment to New York.

Between the cave and the mansion,

our bone mine, laundry, shellack-

ery, and packery hummed all day

and sometimes far into the night. In

only one week we had what would

ordinarily be a good bag for a

whole collecting season. Not only

that, but nine-tenths of the bones

were all ready for study or exhibi-

tion when we shipped them, requir-

ing none of the usually tedious

additional preparation in the New
York laboratory.

So the mystery of the bones in the

brewery was solved and a goodly

sample of the bones moved on to

the Museum by way of the De
Menil house. De Menils and

Chouteaus; peccary knuckles and

beer; caves and palaces—these were

some of the ingredients in a unique

adventure in bone-digging. It was

a curious mixture, so strange that

at times we were hardly sure

whether we were awake or dream-

ing. But as I write these last lines

a peccary skull looks at me blankly,

reassuring me that the fascinating

medley of history and prehistory

was real.

Modern relatives of the extinct

peccaries described in this article

live in Arizona today. In a com-
ing issue of ISATURAL HIS-
TORY, the story of a search for

information about them tvill be

told by William H. Carr, in "Wild
Pigs of the Desert."—ED.
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THE SECOND IN A SERIES ON THE
FLOWERS OF THE FOUR SEASONS

The LOTUS

''"The BLUSHING LOTUS lifts its fragrance to the air

And casts the reflection of its pink petals upon the water."

—Su Shih (A.D. 1036-1101)

Translated by Helen Wiley Diitton and used with her permission
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Chinese Symbol of Summer

Inseparably connected with Buddhism and sacred

to Taoism, the lotus is not only the symbol of

summer but also the emblem of purity

Bij Mabel Irene Huggins

THROUGHOUT July and Au-

gust, one of the most beauti-

ful sights of Peiping is the lotus in

bloom. Tliis flower, which in North

China is either pink or white, is

held in such esteem that it has be-

come the symbolic flower of sum-

mer and second member of the ssu

chi hua, or "flowers of the four

seasons."

The Chinese call it lien-hua and

speak of the pink ones as "red" or

fen-hung, which means "powdery

red." But according to the color

standards of Westerners, they are

a deep rosy pink. In spite of the

mud and slime from which the

lotus rises, it is characterized by a

fresh and spotless beauty. Hence,

it has also become the emblem of

purity.

The best view of the lotus blos-

soms in the Imperial City is from

the Bridge of the Golden Sea-

Turtle and the Jade Rainbow, the

magnificent marble bridge between

the North and Central Lakes. An-

other fine showing of lotus stretches

along the moat that surrounds the

Forbidden City.

The lotus is inseparably con-

nected with Buddhism. A story

about Buddha says that once when
he leaped from a rock, he was

saved by landing on a lotus blos-

som in the pool below. He is usu-

ally portrayed in an attitude of

meditation and seated on wide-

open lotus petals, as are many other

Buddhist deities.

But Buddhism does not have a

monopoly on the lotus, for it is

sacred also to Taoism. One of the

Eight Taoist Immortals, Ho Hsien-

ku, is known as the patron saint of

housewives. Her emblem is the

lotus, and she is always shown car-

lying either a lotus flower or a

lotus seed-pod. Sometimes, if it is

the latter, the top has been re-

moved, revealing peaches in the

cuplike cavity.

Lotus leaves play a noteworthy

role in the celebration of the Spirit

Festival, which occurs on the fif-

"^ ^ /%v^X

> A LOTUS BLOSSOM in natural

colors forms the body of this

porcelain teapot. A piece of

Stem forms the handle; a seed-

pod, the knob; and a Man-
darin duck's head and breast,

the spout

THE LOTUS—CHINESE SYMBOL OF SUMMER



Margaret Hiiggin

A The lotus in various stages of development

decorates the front of this pewter tea caddy

teenth day of the seventli moon
of the Chinese calendar. This is a

kind of memorial day in honor of

those who have been killed in ac-

tion. In the evening countless lotus

leaves are used as floating candle

holders and placed on lakes or

streams to light the way for the

souls of the dead as they return to

their abode in the spirit world.

The Chinese also raise lotus in

large porcelain or stoneware tubs

which are placed inside their en-

trance gateways or in their inner

^ A SMALL GREENISH-WHITE JADE container used by a Chinese

scholar to hold the water for his ink stone. A frog of emerald

green jade forms the stopper of this water coupe, which is in the

form of a large lotus seed-pod. Eighteenth or nineteenth century

Courtesy. Walker Art Center



The Great

TIDAL WAVE
of 1946

Scientific knowledge of the ocean bottom

is the key to seaquake waves, which every few

years wreak their fury on man and his works

By T. A. Jaggar*
Research Associate in Geophysics,

University of Hawaii

IN terms of violent activity in the

crust of the earth, the year 1946

is a significant one. It has witnessed

a disastrous tidal wave, a gushing

volcano at sea level in the Izu Is-

lands south of Fujiyama, and a big

earthquake and lava flow at Sakura-

jima Volcano 500 miles to the south-

west.

Cataclysms of this sort were once

considered utterly unpredictable

and unrelated to any other known

events. But the late Professor Omori

connected the latter two localities

because of their simultaneous ac-

tivity in 1779 and 1914. The year

THE GREAT TIDAL WAVE OF IQ

I'lwto by Soiiuy McNicol

A Typical effect of the tidal wave on the front street of Hilo, where all

water-front houses were hurled across the avenue on the morning of April first

1946 verifies their relationship.

We have recently seen an earth-

quake in Alaska produce a tidal wave

that spread destruction thousands

of miles from its source. So, whether

or not we can call this "one world"

politically, we must certainly call

"Thomas Augustus Jaggar is a leading

autliority on volcanoes and related phases

of geology, which he has studied for al-

most 50 years. His investigations have

carried him to almost aU of the volcanic

regions of the earth, including several

expeditions to Alaska, where the recent

tidal wa\'e originated. In 1911 he estab-

lished tlie volcano e.xperiment station in

it one world geologically. Perhaps

we should even begin to speak of

"one solar system," because volcanic

cycles have been shown to corre-

spond with periods of greatest sun-

spot activity through a century and

a half of observation at the vol-

Hawaii, and he has devoted much time

to the direction of research projects

emanating from that locality. Today, he

continues his studies as a research asso-

ciate in geophysics at the University of

Hawaii; and in addition to numerous

technical contributions is the autlior of

the recent book, Volcanoes Declare War.

-Ed.
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A Seaquakes capable of producing serious tidal

waves can occur in six regions around the Pacific

canoes Kilauea, Mauna Loa, and

Hualalai. In the 11-year cycles of

Hawaii, 1946 is a culminating year

after the dangerous 1935 enaption

of Mauna Loa, and trouble is looked

for.

The great tidal wave of 1946

originated at about two o'clock in

the morning of April 1, 2200 miles

north of Hawaii and under about

18,000 feet of water. A section of

the sea floor slumped at the foot of

a rock slope 150 miles south of

Pavlof Volcano on the Alaska Penin-

sula. This event in what is known
as the Aleutian Deep and its effect

hours later at the other end of Na-

ture's "telegraph hue" is an old

story. Five minutes .after the sea

bottom went down with a bump,

the elastic jarrings in the crust of

the earth activated Hawaiian seis-

mographs. But the sea wave trav-

eled much more slowly and required

five hours to reach the islands.

The jar occurred when the sea

floor deepened in an east-west di-

rection, perhaps over a distance of

some hundreds of miles. The water,

rushing in to fill the hollow, piled

itself up in a long wave. On neigh-

boring Sanak Island and False Pass

the shore was flooded only ten min-

utes after the shock. Both the Aleu-

tians and Hawaii are old geology

fields to the writer. The Aleutian

Deep, as determined by the sound-

ings of oru Coast and Geodetic Sur-

vey, parallels the Aleutian Islands

from west of Attn at the end of the
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chain and extends in shallower

form even to Yakutat Bay in the

Gulf of Alaska. On the Aleutian

side, the wall of this trench is steep

—as much as 30 degrees in places.

Above this southward facing scarp,

the Aleutian volcanoes rise 30,000

feet above the trough. Mt. McKin-

ley, only 140 miles away, is 40,000

feet above it. On the Pacific side,

the sea-bottom slope is much more

gradual. For this reason, the tidal

wave was projected more strongly

southward.

Apparently the ocean bottom is

a slab which periodically sHps down
against the steep sides of the con-

tinent. The middle Aleutians be-

long geologically with the continent

of North America, a sizable section

of which is only slightly submerged
beneath the waters of Bering Sea

to the north.

^\^len a long section of the Pacific

bottom suddenly drops, we get a

quake and flood wave. That is what

occun-ed off the coast of the Alaska

Peninsula on April 1, 1946. An im-

mense volume of water—a quite in-

compressible „mass of hquid hills

and valleys, a hundred miles from

crest to crest—struck out toward

Austraha. Tides created by the

moon travel at 500 miles an hour

across the Atlantic. The seaquake

imparted a comparable speed to

these waves. No ship was conscious

of them under keel, though vessels

over tlie epicentral fine near Alaska

felt the quake itself as a hard reflex

thud. If a scientist could invent a

ship's instrument to record the pass-

ing of the speeding water crest, he

would save hundreds of Hves, for

there are scores of ships to send

forward warnings. But they knew
nothing. If they had been tied by
slack cables to the bottom, they

might have sent information by

radio, tracing the progress of the

wave.

The sad tale of what happened to

the north shores of Hawaii has been

told by the newspapers and photo-

graphs, and the scientific record

wiU be compiled by the engineers,

the hydrographers, and the seis-

mologists. 'The foolish folk built

In the open sea the tidal wave is perhaps 100 miles from crest to

trough, and it lifts a ship so gradually that no one on board is aware of

it. If the ship were tied to the bottom, there might just be time to radio

a warning that the wave was on its way. But a large floating seadrome,

stabilized by deep counterpoised floats and therefore unaffected by

storm waves, could be anchored by slack cables and equipped with

instruments to announce the passing of the tidal wave

Drawing by Museum Illustrators Corps
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their houses upon the sand, and

the Hoods came, and beat upon

those houses, and they fell, and

great was the fall of them.' In

Tokyo in 1923 the ground moved
sideways two feet, and 200,000

people were burned to ashes. In

Hawaii, people trained to tidal

waves, earthquakes, lava eruptions,

explosive eruptions, and mud floods

faced the ocean on the beach and

were swept away by scores. Why?
Because man knows tlie stars better

than he knows liis own eartli. Let

us look at the record and see what

can be done about it.

There are six places around the

rim of the Pacific where sea-bottom

eartliquakes capable of causing seri-

ous tidal waves can occur periodi-

cally. In the order of their impor-

tance, these are the deep trenches

off the Aleutian Islands, Japan,

Chile, Kamchatka, Me.xico, and the

Solomon Islands. Whether tlrey are

all places where the rock of the sea

bottom tends to scrape downward
against the continental edge is not

known. Each one is backed by a

hne of active volcanoes. It is not

known whether the troughs them-

selves pour up lava.

When a seaquake produces a

tidal wave, the configuration of the

ocean bottom governs its force to

some extent. Seaquake waves from

the Tonga Deep and the Philip-

pines Deep are not known to reach

Hawaii, perhaps because of the ob-

structing island ridges. And Hawaii

itself is a gigantic ridge protecting

the Carolines and the Marshalls. It

must be remembered that we are

not thinking of the islands them-

selves but of the ocean bottom from

which they project, and that in rela-

tion to the underlying rock globe

tlie ocean is a mere film of water.

History

How is the present disaster an

old story? Just 200 years ago, in

1746, the sea bottom off South

America made an uprising of waters

that carried a frigate several miles

inland from a shelving anchorage,

deluged the city of Callao, and

even reached seven miles up the

Rimac River to Lima. The wave

doubtless reached Hawaii, for sub-
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A The S.S. Brigham Victory, with 50 tons of dynamite aboard, was

struck by the tidal wave at the Hilo Sugar Wharf. At 7:00 a.m., people

on the dock yelled that the wave was coming. The water drained from

the harbor, leaving the ship on bottom, then slowly came back

A The wave breaking over the land or breakwater side of the wharf,

as photographed from the deck of the vessel. The man in the center was

drowned. First Mate Edwin B. Eastman, in command of the ship,

ordered the engines started and had her under way at 7:15

A The wharp as the water passed over it, wrecking 800 feet of shed

and washing away aU the boxcars and sugar. The waves continued for

about two hours. By driving alternately full speed ahead and full astern.

First Mate Eastman saved the vessel

26,-



marine quakes off Peru produced

Hilo's tremendous floodwaves in

1868 and 1877. One near Concep-

cion, Chile, in 1837, deluged Hilo

badly.

Recent lighter smashings of the

Hawaiian shore line by water had

their origins in separate points of

the Aleutian trench. One of them,

in 1938, originated soutli of the

Alaska Peninsula like this year's.

Another, in 1929, had its source 500

miles to the west, opposite Amukta
Island.

The flood that a century ago

traveled from Chile to Hilo and

Maui was no different in quality

from that of 1946. The wave came

on November 7, 1837, during un-

usually low tide and calm weather,

and the moon shed a gentle light

upon the whole scene. Richard

Armstrong the missionary, father

of Samual Chapman Armstrong

who founded Hampton Institute

for Negroes in Virginia, tells us the

sea retired 120 feet at Kahului on

the north bay of Maui Island, and

the inhabitants followed it down,

eagerly catching the stranded fish

and shouting with pleasure. Sudden-

ly the sea rose perpendicularly be-

fore them like a precipice and, rush-

iijg upon the beach, buried the as-

sembled multitude, overffowed the

banks, and carried the entire vil-

lage of 26 grass houses with all the

Hawaiians and their effects some

800 feet inland. It threw most of

the wrecked houses, broken canoes,

fowls, beasts, men, women, and

children into a small lake three

miles in circumference, immedi-

ately inland from the village. The
rush of the wave was so sudden

and unexpected that no one fore-

saw it except experienced oldsters

who knew that the outflow would

be followed by an inflow and fled

to high ground.

But it is not easy for mere water

to baffle a native, for he lives in it

haH his Hfe and knows the ocean's

moods. Some swam singlehanded

with the waves; others took tlie

sick or aged and the children on

their backs, and buoyed them up

until the water ceased from the

earth. One took his old mother to

safety but, laying her down on the
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ground, found that she was dead.

Another poor old woman got into

the lake and was drowned.

One man found the water com-

ing into his house and, seizing his

child, ran far enough to escape the

inundation entirely. Arriving at the

summit of a small sand bank, he

looked back and saw the whole

village, inhabitants and all, mov-

ing toward him, some riding on the

tops of their houses, some swim-

ming, all screaming most fright-

fully. After this heaviest and high-

est wave, only two others swept

over the bank; then the water

abated from the earth. At Lahaina

on the opposite side of the island,

the waters rose eight feet.

This wave of 1837 came when

water-front houses at Hilo were

crowded with natives attending a

meeting. At 6:30 p.m. a gigantic

recession of the sea was followed

by a wave roaring to the shore with

noise like thunder, at the rate of

seven knots. It rose 20 feet above

high water mark and fell on the

beach like a waterfall. People were

swamped in the ffood, and houses,

canoes, and fish ponds were de-

stroyed. The wave washed away

the food and clothing of the in-

habitants, along with quantities of

animals, firewood, and timber at

the market place on the strand.

The cries of distress were hor-

rible. The people in the water, un-

able to swim amid the wrecked

houses and pieces of timber, strug-

gled for their lives, and those on

shore wailed for their friends and

relatives. Canoes were not avail-

able, but the whaler, "Cockburn,"

came to the rescue of many who,

stunned and insensible, would

otherwise have been carried out to

sea. In two of the villages 66 houses

were destroyed, and four men, two

women, and five children lost their

lives, while two women and a child

were drowned in other villages.

This ffood was probably just as

severe as the one in April of this

year, although the latter caused

heavier losses, largely as a result

of twentieth century congestion. A
rough estimate for all Hawaii com-

piled a week after the recent dis-

aster totaled 115 killed, 67 missing,

and 500 houses destroyed. The same

localities, Hilo and Kahului, suf-

fered badly in both disasters, for

they have shelving undersea plat-

foiTns and confining embayments

that render them vulnerable. The

wave from Chile had traveled 3500

miles farther than the one from the

Aleutian Deep, and it did not hit

the islands broadside as did the

latter. The 1946 flood struck directly

on the face of the island ridge front-

ing the Aleutians.

The description of 1837 might be

duplicated for the floods of 1868

and 1877, which were generated

by earthquakes off Peru. The 1877

earthquake caused damage on the

coast of South America in the eve-

ning of May 9, and the wave

reached Hilo at four o'clock the

following morning, in the dark be-

fore dawn. At 5:00 a.m. it invaded

the shops on Front Street twelve

feet three inches above ordinary

tide. In Waiakea every house with-

in 100 yards of the beach was swept

away. Five fives were lost, 7 per-

sons were injured, 163 were left

destitute, 17 horses and mules were

drowned. A vessel anchored in 24

feet of water found itself on the

ground. At 7:00 a.m. one complete

rise from low to high measured 14

feet vertically, and the pulsations

continued at about half-hour inter-

vals all day.

Instruments

By means of seismographs and

an automatic tide gauge at Hilo,

the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory

has compared seaquakes and tidal

waves since 1912. When a quake

occurs off Alaska, Mexico, South

America, the Solomon Islands,

Japan, or Kamchatka, the seismo-

graph gives a fairly accurate indi-

cation of direction and distance.

Hours later a tidal wave may be

expected. By correlating the results

over a period of years, it has been

possible to evolve a system whereby

harbor masters can be notified when

a wave may possibly be coming.

There is a popular misunder-

standing about what a tidal wave

can do. Hundreds of seaquake

waves arrive at San Francisco, Los

Angeles, Callao, Queensland, Japan,
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and Hawaii, but most are so small

that the pubhc never hears ot them.

The)' are recorded only by the tide

gauges—floats under wharves writ-

ing continuoush' on chronograph

dnims. When a very exceptional

one draws oflF tlie waters from the

sheh'ing bottom of a confined bay,

the returning surge may cause

disaster, but tills is rare. The same

kind of piling up of the waters may
be produced by persistent hurri-

cane winds, as in the beach floods

at Swatow, Galveston, Mobile, and

Florida.

The water in every bay, like that

in any tub or dish, has its own nor-

mal rhythm of movement. Unfor-

tunately it is apt to go into reso-

nance with an advancing tidal wave

to augment the heaping pendukmi

of the sea swells. In tlie Hilo and

Honolulu basins, the normal periods

are 20 minutes and 15 minutes, re-

specti\ely. On March 6, 1929, the

tide gauges were tracing their

rhythmic ups and downs as usual.

From 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. the water

rose about two feet in a nomial

tide, and by 8 a.m. it had dropped

tlie same amount. But at eight that

evening, the pens in tlie recording

instruments suddenly showed a

downward movement of the water,

followed by nine rhythmic swings

in harmony with the normal short

pulsations. These measured half a

foot at Hilo, much less in Honolulu.

They dwindled away in three hours

and were evidence of an immense

quake that had occurred five hours

earlier near the Aleutians and had

been recorded about five minutes

after it had happened, by tlie seis-

mographs at Hilo, Kilauea Crater,

Kona, and Honolulu. Roughly

speaking, the first tremor takes

about as many minutes to reach the

islands as the tidal wave takes

hours.

This Aleutian earthquake had a

different location from those of

1923 and 1946 and produced a lower

wave. Probably lack of harmony

with the basin periods also made
the effect weaker. Hilo Harbor was

notified, the sampan fleet was an-

chored off shore, waves broke a

stem hue on a steamer at the wharf,

and the surges were noted from

7:4.5 P.M. to 1():()0 P.M. at inter\als

oF fifteen minutes.

Forecast

The seaquake wave of March 2,

1933, successfully demonstrated the

methods of scientific forecasting

that had been under study at the

Hawaiian Volcano Observatoiy.

Shortly after seven o'clock in the

morning (Hawaiian Time) a dis-

tant seaquake occurred at the west-

ern edge of the Tuscarora Deep,

125 miles east of Matsushima,

Japan. Near this place the ocean is

more than 26,000 feet in depth. The
elastic wave through the earth took

ten minutes to reach Hawaii. It

registered on the seismographs at

Kilauea, Kona, and Hilo as a very

big movement for several hours.

The indicated distance was 3,950

miles; the direction, that of Japan.

The hour and date were 2:31 a.m.,

March 3, 1933, Japan Time.

It was immediately apparent to

A. E. Jones, seismologist at Kilauea,

and to R. V. Woods, seismograph

operator for the Hawaiian Volcano

Research Association at Kona, on

the west side of Hawaii, that a tidal

wave might be on its way. About

noon, the Radio News Broadcast an-

nounced the Japanese earthquake

as a disaster, thus confinning the

notion that the wave would come

from that direction. Traveling at

450 miles per hour, such a wave

would take eight and a half hours

to reach Hawaii.

Mr. Jones notified the Hilo Har-

bor Master about 10 a.m. to look for

a wave at about 3:30 that afternoon.

The sampan fleet in the river was

moved out to anchorages in the

harbor. The waves came at 3:36

P.M.—within six minutes of the esti-

mated time. The range of maximum
motion in Hilo, on the east side of

Hawaii, was from two to three feet.

On the western side of Hawaii,

the side toward Japan, Captain

Woods informed the Captain Cook

Coffee Co. and ^Aaierican Factors

at Kailua and at Napoopoo that tlie

wave might come about nine hours

after 7 a.m. The waves came at

the time predicted with great force.

The water first receded, then came

a series of ten-minute swells that

continued for hours. At Napoopoo

the seventh wave was reported the

greatest. There the water receded

S feat below mean tide and rose 9^2

feet above mean tide, a total verti-

cal range of 17/2 feet.

The sea bottom was left bare

over wide tracts in the bays of

Napoopoo, Kailua, Keauhou and

even at Kaalualu at the southeast-

ern end of Hawaii. Walls washed

down, boats were unmoored and

capsized, houses were flooded and

moved, lumber was displaced, ob-

jects were washed out to sea, dam-

age was done to interior furniture,

automobile lorries were flooded so

that the engines were damaged by

sand, and goods were washed off

wharves. At Napoopoo, the people

remembered the events of 1896 and

1923 and removed cargo from the

wharf in expectation of the wave.

At Honolulu the tide gauge made

twenty fluctuations in four hours,

each complete wave averaging

twelve minutes. The waves were

noted at Kauai, at west Oahu, and at

Lahaina, and were somewhat dam-

aging in and around Kawaihae on

the northwest shore of Hawaii. The

eastward-moving train of waves had

struck Midway Island between

11:05 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. and had

begun at Honolulu at 2:40 p.m. It

reached the west side of the island

of Hawaii at 3:20 p.m., and by 3:36

had stiuck Hilo.

This same event caused great

disaster in Iwate Province, Japan,

both from earthquake and tidal

wave. The reported loss was 1,535

fives, 2000 wounded, 7,930 houses,

1,570 boats, and millions of dollars

of property damage at the ports of

Kamaishi, Miyako, Yamoto, and

Omoto.

Statistics

The problem of lessening the loss

from tidal waves is very different

from the mere invention of a seis-

mograph that will ring a bell or

blow a siren. The tide gauges re-

cord several tidal waves a year.

One of major interest appears about

every two years. The nineteenth

century average was one damaging

wave in Hawaii every twelve years;

now that records are more com-
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plete and congestion has increased,

there is one about every five years.

The following incomplete hst shows

the sequence of tidal waves and

their dates in Hawaii, with only July

omitted from the recorded months.

1819 May



By Richardson Wright
Editor-in-chief. House and Garden

ONE spring, after a winter when the temperature had

dropped to zero and hung below for a long spell, we

found our favorite climbing rose—Silver Moon—dead to the

ground, its canes a tangled, brittle jungle. All other climbers

escaped.

This beauty had been sheltered by wall and fence, over

which for many Junes it spread gi-eat discs of white and

gold along far-reaching branches of bright green foliage.

To find the explanation, we began looking up its ancestry,

and when you begin looking up the ancestors of a rose, there's

no telling how far back it will carry you or into what distant

lands, down what alluring aisles of history or into what

chapters of romance.

We found one parent was Wichuraiana, a hardy white

flowering, glossy-foliage, trailing rose that came to the

United States in the 1880's via Brussels from Japan. On the

other side was the tender Cherokee Rose, R. laevigata, also

with dark, glistening foliage and a profusion of white flowers

N-^dth yellow stamens, which hailed from warm regions of

southern China. It was first described by an English botanist

^ Harison's Yellow, hybridized in 1830 by George R. Harison

A Zepherine Drouhin

A search into the family tree of your

favorite rose bush will send you traveling

down romantic corridors of history and
into many distant and fascinating lands

All photographs courtesy of Bobink & Atkins,
except as otherwise credited

A Jeannette, a Gallica hybrid, created by

Descemet in the 1840's, and (below) Green
Mantle, a scented Penzance or Eglantine

brier of 1895



m
^^^^^

Color photograph by Frederick ]V . Casscbcc

A Floribunda is the modern name for large-flowered Polyanthas and is a new classification

for a desirable bedding type of roses. They give recurrent bloom and need very little care

in 1705 and first cultivated in Lon-

don in 1759; then it was brought to

our southeastern states, where it

went native. The French nursery-

man, Frangois Andre Michaux, who

explored our eastern seaboard for

new plants to send back home,

found it there in 1803 and firmly

believed it to be a native of this

country. This was the ancestor fi-om

which Silver Moon inherited its

winter weakness.

Just that one search, and we were

well embarked on the history of

the rose, which eventually sent us

looking up Michaux and his famous
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father, who were figures in early

American horticulture.

Tracing Ancestors

In winter, when rabid rosarians

cannot work outdoors with their

bushes, they while away leisure

hours reading about roses. Among
their milder diversions is tracing

back the ancestry of some of their

pet modern hybrids. Such research

reveals the source of characteristics

—color of leaves, shape of buds,

fewness or abundance of thorns,

mature height and manner of

growth, absence or presence of

fragrance. One rose enthusiast

traced back the hybrid tea Yosemite,

produced in 1934, through no fewer

than 26 ancestors.

Let us try that with Radiance, a

hybrid tea rose anyone can grow

successfully—one that is found in

most gardens. But why "hybrid

tea"? Well, along about 1880 there

appeared a new group of roses to

which that name was given. They

sprang from a cross between Hy-

brid Perpetuals and a Chinese tea-

scented rose. ( We'll try not to make

this read like one of those begat

chapters in the Old Testament.)
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riic ll\l)ri(.l I'crprluals, a lii\ur-

itc type of ruse between 1S37 and

1890, lune a fi\e-\vay mixture of

rose blood in them: the wild roses

I'reneh Provence, Gallica, and the

Damask rose; the hybrid Bourbon;

and hybrid China, or R. inclica.

M. Laffay, a nurseryman near Paris,

was first to produce them. They
were originalh- called Damask Per-

petuals, the perpetual referring to

their reein-rent bloom, which is the

habit of the Damask tribe. Let's

look at these in turn.

The Damask originally hailed

from Syria ( more about her later )

;

the Provence Rose, native of the

south of France, is listed botani-

cally as R. centifolia and generally

called the Cabbage Rose; R. gallica

comes from Itah', Austria, and

Switzerland as well as France,

which gave it its botanical label.

In 1810 there came to England

the original tea-scented Chinese

rose (R. indica odorata), via India

(hence the indica). It was a blush-

colored rose and in England proved

insignificant (it would not ripen

seed), but in France it grew much
better. Fourteen years later a yel-

low type arrived. From these the

French produced many varieties.

Another Chinese rose came to

England as early as 1790, but it

was gi\^en little heed. It went under

various confusing names—R. indica,

R. chinensis, the China Monthly

Rose, the Bengal Rose. On the equa-

torial French island of Bourbon

tills rose and R. tallica were grown

in lifdgcs. Ill ISIO a spoiilaneoLis

crossing between them produced

a rose which, on being sent to

France, became the progenitor of

all the Bourbon roses.

Early in the eighteenth century

there was introduced to India from

central China a monthly Howering

scentless rose, R. cliincnsis, which

came to be called the Bengal Rose.

It brought the everblooming or

monthly habit into rose develop-

ment. A representative of this

family, Old Blush Monthly, is still

grown in our gardens. One of the

first and final to flower, it was

Thomas Moore's "last rose of sum-

mer."

So much for the \arious uncles,

aunts, parents, and grandparents

of the Hybrid Perpetual. Now about

the crossing—who married whom?
Roughly it goes this way:

Damask X Bengal = Hybrid

China

Galhca X Bengal = Bourbon

Bourbon X Damask or Gallica

=: Hybrid Bourbon

Damask X Hybrid China or Hy-

brid Bourbon = Hybrid Per-

petual

Now for the next steps:

Hybrid Perpetual X China Tea

= Hybrid Tea.

Hybrid Perpetual >( Austrian

Brier ( a yellow rose ) furnished the

progenitor of all our yellow Hybrid

Teas. This last cross, made in our

own time, has given us a tremen-

dous range of color—and it has also

weakened the plant, because the

Ansliiaii Brier is prone to black

spot, one of the thead rose diseases.

But let us look again at the an-

cestois of that particularly popular

Hybrid Tea, Radiance. Among the

various tea-scented China roses ap-

peared a \ariety to which was given

the name Madame Bravy. The year

was 1846. "Radiance" traces back

to this ancestor on one hand, and

on the other to a very fragrant, clear

light crimson Hybrid Perpetual of

1863 called Madame Victor Ver-

dier, hybridized by Eugene Verdier.

Each of these ancestors gave

something to the modern Hybrid

Tea rose.

Where do they get the perfume?

Hybrid Teas of our catalogues are

described as being "very fragrant."

The scent came from the Damasks.

Sometimes a "spicy scent" is indi-

cated—that came from the tea rose.

Where do they get the depth of

color? From the Gallicas comes the

deep reddish shade. The source of

the yellow and copper we have

already noted. Where do they get

the form? The original tea rose was

a weak, low plant. Into it was bred

the strength of old and hardier

roses, which gi\'es us the sturdy

Hybrid Tea bush of today.

This meeting up with ancestors

of our popular Hybrid Teas brings

us to the hub of several radiating

roads. If we pursue Messrs. Laffay

and Verdier, it will lead us into the

exciting history of French rose hy-

bridizing in the early years of the

past centiu-y and eventually to Mal-

'*' Rosa Morica, a hybrid species, is ahnost thorn-

less. Its pink flowers are followed by large fruit

f Rose des Peintres, often pictured by old Dutch

painters, is a vigorous Cabbage or Centifolia rose



maison and the Empress Josephine

walking in her rose garden with

Napoleon, who delighted in her en-

joyment of the roses. If we follow

another trail, we will go wandering

off into distant fields of China and

the Near East, and, for that matter,

almost the whole world, in search

of wild species and the men who
brought them back to our lands. If

we take another, we will encounter

a vast company of what today are

called "old roses," which some rose

fanciers are now collecting with

persistent ardor. If we take still an-

other, we will find ourselves in a

melee of beetle-browed botanists

puzzhng over what rose is what

and why.

We shall avoid the botanists who
talk about "prickles" instead of

thorns and hereafter go down other

of those alluring rose roads.

Roses in the Wild

Species, as distinct from hybrids,

are plants growing in their natural

habitat in their original form. But

even this is not an exact definition,

because in some cases the original

form is rarely found. What we do

find are natural hybrids. Over the

centuries one true species has been

fertilized by another true species

far away—by pollen carried on the

wind or bii'ds' wings or the pro-

boscis of distant-flying bees and

bugs.

It is estimated, although no two

authorities agree, that there are

over 100 known species or wild

forms of the rose, and they come

from as widely separated districts

as our western prairies, the reaches

behind the Yangtze gorges, the

Near East, and England. Brought

to civilization, these species are

crossed with roses that we already

have, to give new characteristics

or greater strength.

Within the past few years a rose

hybridizer of Ohio, for instance, in-

troduced into his climbers the

vigorous blood of R. setigera, the

prairie rose, which is found from

Ontario and Wisconsin to Texas

and Florida. Its prickly branches

attain six feet, bearing deep rose-

colored, almost scentless flowers.

From Alaska to Oregon and Utah

grows the species R. nutkana, a

stout five-foot bush with solitary

pink flowers. Coming from Alaska

it is endowed with winter hardi-

ness. This has been used to

strengthen a recent Hybrid Tea

with rose-pink flowers suffused with

)'ellow—Ernie Fyle. From the aus-

tere borderlands of China and

Tibet, Ernest H. ("Chinese") Wil-

son brought home a vigorous, hardy

rose in 1903, which he named
Moyesi, after a missionary who had

given him hospitality. Its flowers

are a rich, lustrous red and its hip

brilliant scarlet. This is one of the

parents of "Dr. Huey," a spectacu-

lar climber bearing clusters of large,

ruffled, maroon-red flowers.

Fruir Great Rose F<inii/ies

Many of the roses we grow in our

gardens trace back to four old roses

or combinations of them. These

are R. centifolia (the hundred-

petaled rose), R. damascena (the

Damask Rose), R. gallica, and R.

alba.

The original species R. centifolia

is a native of the Caucasus, and as

it was also found in the old French

province of Provence, it came to be

called the Provence Rose. It had

been the popular rose of ancient

Rome and is doubtless the hundred-

petaled rose that Pliny mentioned.

Today we call it the Cabbage Rose.

English gardens have been grow-

ing it since 1596. In the early years

of the nineteenth century, before

Hybrid Perpetuals became fashion-

able, many hybrid forms of R. centi-

folia appeared, the catalogues list-

ing no less than 70 varieties; today

they are few indeed. This old rose

flowers in a globular shape, and its

descendants show vestiges of the

same shape, together with varying

shades of pink. They are also usually

heavy in fragrance.

The arrival of the Damask—or
Damascus—Rose on the Continent

and in England is generally attrib-

uted to the ciaisaders returnins; from

^ Delicata, a popular old Rugosa, bears showy
double pale purple-pink flowers in recurrent bloom

^ Old Pink Moss, the father of all mosses,

came to England from Holland in 1596
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A Rosa Mundi, one of the Gallica hybrids, produced by Vibert in 1875,

is the most popular of the striped roses. Not to be confused with York

and Lancaster, which is splotched

its native Syria. It is a stionger and

sprawlier grower than the hundred-

petaled rose; its leaves are pale

green and slightly downy, and its

fragrance is outstanding. Some of

the blood of this rose went into the

make-up of the Hybrid Perpetuals

—they inherited its habit of second

flowering. The old York and Lan-

caster Rose—white petals splotched

pink—is one of its descendants.

Still another is "Madame Hardy,"

one of the most beautiful of white

roses, which M. Hardy, keeper of

the LvLxembourg Gardens, pro-

duced in 1832.

The Damask is the most highly

perfimied of the old roses, and

from it comes most of the perfume

of modem roses. The variety

Kazanhk is used extensively by the

Bulgars for extracting attar.

Although it grows abundantly

in Italy, Austria, and Switzerland,

THE STORY OF THE ROSES

R. gallica is called the French Rose,

because it is a native of France.

Sometimes it is referred to as

Provins Rose, since a French town

of tliat name was the center of an

ancient industry which made a

medicinal, heavily scented conserve

of roses. In the fields about the

town this rose was grown in great

quantities. As R. gallica bears seeds

freely, it produced hundreds of

varieties, among them the red

and white striped Rosa Mundi.

One of the marks of its beauty are

the golden stamens of the single

types.

The fourth of these rose parents,

R. alba, is widely distributed in

Europe and as far east as China.

It is a handsome spreading bush,

growing four to seven feet high.

Its leaves are pale, dull blue-green

and, as the -name implies, the flow-

ers are single, pure white, with

bright yellow stamens, borne abun-

dently.

By no means do these four ex-

haust our rose parents. There is R.

moschata or musk rose, a native of

the Pyrenees and later found in

Northern Africa, Persia, and Ma-

deira, which derives its name from

its musk fragrance, especially no-

ticeable on damp days. There is R.

nutltifiora, which came from the

Far East to England about 1780

but was not used for hybridizing

until the 90's. Much later another

arrived in France. It is one of the

parents of our many-flowered ram-

blers. There is R. rugosa, the hedge

rose of Japan, introduced into

England in 1784 and through hy-

brids in this country somewhat

later. Its characteristics are rough

leaves and recurrent flowering.

There is R. lutea, the Austrian

brier, native of western Asia. Italy,
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and Austria. Early brought to Eng-

land—1586 is the first date—, its

vigorous bushy growth and yellow

flower gave it distinction. It was

one of the parents of Harison's Yel-

low, a rose now cultivated in Amer-

ican gardens for over a century,

having first been hybridized by

George Harison in 1830 in his

New York garden, where Eighth

Avenue and 34th Street are today.

In addition, as we have seen, it

gave us our yellow Hybrid Teas,

hybridized by the French rosarian,

Pernet.

The moss rose, favorite of old-

fashioned gardens, is a forni of the

cabbage rose, being known to bota-

nists as R. centifolia muscosa. It

differs from cabbage roses only in

that it has mossy buds and more

abundant bristles on the stem.

Of the seven roses that Britain

has given the world, the two best

known and most prominent in rose

history are the Scotch rose, R. spi-

nosissima, and the dog rose, R.

canina. The Scotch are the most

spiny of all roses, with bushes grow-

ing from one to four feet high in

a rounded shape and bearing an

abundance of small flowers, gen-

erally white. The dog rose, found

blooming in June along the byways

of Great Britain and Ireland, will

shoot up to nine feet, with flowers

of deep pink and stout prickles

shaped like a dog's teeth.

In 1597, when John Gerard wrote

his Herball of Plants, he recorded

twelve roses being grown in EngHsh
gardens, eight of them wildlings

native to England, Scotland, and

Ireland. In later enlarged editions

up to 1639, we find York and Lan-

caster, still offered by today's nurs-

erymen, and Rosa Mundi, the

striped rose which dates from 1581.

But that was before the age of hy-

bridization. As explorers brought

back wild roses, the numbers in-

creased in English gardens. The
same was true of France and Hol-

land, and, of course, in our gardens

here. In early Colonial gardens the

roses were mainly June bloomers—

gallicas, including Rosa Mundi,

centifolias, and a few damasks and

musk roses, together with native

kinds brought in from the wild.
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Then, as new hybrids appeared or

newly found species and wild hy-

brids were brought to England and

the Continent, some of them drifted

over here in time.

Hiiii/Hrs (if Hd.sr.s

The first batches of new plants

sent back to England and the Con-

tinent from the prolific store of the

Far East were found and dis-

patched by plant-minded men of

the various national East India

Companies.

One of the earliest introductions

was the Macartney rose, R. brac-

teata, brought to England in 1765

as the result of an embassy led by

Lord Macartney to the Emperor of

China. Some of the blood of this

tender rose is found in a lovely mod-

ern white climber. Mermaid, to

which gardeners up north must give

special winter protection. Nineteen

years later ( 1784 ) there was intro-

duced into England that rough R.

riigosa, but for many years no one

realized its possibilities and not

until a hundred years later did its

hybrids begin appearing.

Next was WiUiam Kerr, who in

1807 brought from China a double

wliite rose which was named Banksia

in honor of the wife of Sir Joseph

Banks. Twenty years later a Dr.

Abel found a double yellow variety

growing on the walls of Nankin.

In 1812 the Royal Horticultural

Society sent its first plant explorer

to China, John Potts, and in 1843

the most picturesque of them all,

Robert Fortune, who eluded the

ban preventing foreigners from

penetrating inland by traveling dis-

guised as a Chinese merchant. In

1846 he sent back a new buff tea-

scented rose and in 1850 one with

large double white flowers, a natu-

ral cross between Banksia and

Cherokee, which bears his name.

The true rambler rose, R. multi-

flora, with single white flowers in

large panicles, was sent from Japan

to France in 1862 by an engineer,

M. Coignet. Seeds produced the

polyantha rose, a low-growing type.

Crimson Rambler was the first

popular climber of this parentage.

Long before this, Dutch East

India men, late in the eighteenth

century, had introduced the Bengal

rose into Holland.

Often a rose that was known of

indirectly would elude "discovery."

Thus a Chinese drawing of the yel-

low shrub rose Xanthina permitted

it to be pictured and named in 1820,

but not until 1908 was it introduced

by F. W. Meyer of the United States

Department of Agriculture.

Missionaries with a botanical

bent proved most fruitful collectors

of new plants and seeds. Today, for

example, a yellow shrub rose called

R. hiigonis flourishes in many of our

gardens. Its discoverer was a Welsh

priest, the Rev. Hugh Scallan, who
collected the seeds in his Chinese

missionary travels and sent them to

the British Museum. These were

planted and later identified by bota-

nists. Among one of his shipments

were the hips of a rose which, when

it grew, proved to be something

new. Today it bears his first name

R. hiigonis.

Some of our American wild roses

were introduced into the British

Isles and France, Rosa Virginiana

being especially liked. But one of

the most influential strains came

not from the wilds but from a cul-

tivated garden in Charleston. It was

sent by Philippe Noisette to his na-

tive France.

Philippe Noisette, after being in

the United States four years, dur-

ing which he improved his knowl-

edge under Andre Michaux, reached

Charleston in 1794 and set up as a

nurseiyman there. John Champney,

a local gardner, had raised a rose

from the seed of a musk crossed

with a blush China. From the seed

of this hybrid, Philippe Noisette in

turn produced a rose that was dis-

tributed as Blush Noisette by his

brother Louis in Paris. It was first

sent to France in 1816.

The Blush Noisette that Philippe

sent from Charleston was parent to

a host of roses that figure in many

catalogues. Marechal Niel is par-

ticularly well known.

.litNffjhiuf lit ^^ciliiicii.siiii

One of the great gardens of its

time was that made at Malmaison

under the direction of the Empress

Josephine. She commanded the best
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horticulturists aud botanists in

France, who estabhshod for her a

gieat botanical collection and a

rose garden destined to pki)' a lead-

ing role in the history of the rose.

In the manner of crowned heads

witli unlimited purses, she ordered

to be assembled at Nhilmaison ex-

amples of all roses being grown in

France, England, and Holland. It

is estimated that they totaled about

250 species and \arieties. These

were acquired from \'arious sources.

Many came from tlie environs of

Paris, some from the \'ine Nursery

of Lee & Kennedy near London
(which early grew roses in quan-

tity), and from the Dutch, mainly

from \^an Eedam at Haarlem, who
had been specializing on R. gaUica

hybrids. No hst of what actually

was planted at Malmaison is in ex-

istence. The only way of determin-

ing what grew there is to note from

contemporaiy catalogues and gar-

den plantings the roses known to

be available between 1805 and

1810, the years when the roserie

was being assembled and planted.

While the Dutch were probably

the first to grow new varieties of

roses from seed, Andre DuPont was

the first in France. Before that time

reproduction was by layering, cut-

tings, and natural hybrids. While

grafting was weU known, it was

little apphed to roses. Nor was the

rose at this time a special favorite.

The few amateiurs and professionals

devoted to it lamented tlie public

neglect of the Queen of Flowers.

The attention of gardeners was

overwhelmingly directed to anem-

ones, hyacinths, tulips, and carna-

tions.

DuPont began as an amateur and

was collecting roses besides hybrid-

izing them. His nrrrser)' ran along

what is now the Rue d'Enfer. Here

he made his rose seed beds. In 1813

his collection was bought by the

Government and became the bed

of roses at the Luxembourg, of

which he was director.

Even before DuPont was raising

seedlings, \'ilmorin pere—Phihppe

Victoire L. de Viknorin—had dis-

played a hveh' interest in roses and

assembled a promising collection.

The seed house of Vilmorin, which

THE STORY OF THE ROSES

was founded a century before, still

exists today.

M. Le Comptc Leleiur dc la \'ille-

sur-Arc, superintendent of Malmai-

son, was a rose-fancier of long

standing. In 1811 he added to the

literature on roses by writing a

practical book, De la Cultin-e du

Rosier.

Jacques Philippe Martin Gels,

botanist, was born at \'ersailles in

1740 and died at Montrouge in

1806. It was near Montrouge that

he conducted his famous nursery—

by far the most complete on the

Gontinent—containing a prodigious

number of exotic plants. In 1800 tlie

botanist Ventenat made a catalogue

of this garden, for which Redoute

did the drawings. Gels re-intro-

duced R. damascena into France,

and Thory, who wrote the text for

Redoute's flower prints, named it

R. cdsiana in his honor.

A fifth rose personage who had

a hand in supplying plants to Jose-

phine was Descemet. He was mayor

of St. Denis, where he conducted

a remarkably well managed nursery

for many years. His collection of

roses was extensive and varied. He,

too, went deeply into hybridizing.

In 1815 he was growing 10,000 rose

seedlings, a large number for that

time. When the AlHed Armies

threatened Paris and his nursery,
J.

Piene Vibert hastened to the place,

bought and dug up those precious

plants, and carried them to the

safety of his own nursery at Ghe-

nevieress-sur-Marne. It was early

August, tlie worst possible month

to transplant roses, yet Vibert man-

aged to make the majorit)' of tliem

survive.

Rosarians in those days were so

few and the chance to serve the

empress was such a distinguished

honor, that they must have gladly

shared their plants and their ad-

vice. One was Guerrapain, whose

roserie flourished at Troyes in what

is now Belgium, and who further

estabhshed his reputation by pub-

lishing in 1811 an Almanac des

Roses in which he ga\-e detailed

descriptions of 170 roses and, what

was unusual at the time, their com-

mon names used by professional

gardeners and amateurs. Another

was Parmentier, mayor of Enghein

near Brussels. Two more were

Godefroy and Ledru. Godefroy had

been gardner to Barras, an intimate

of Josephine before she married

Napoleon. His four-acre nursery at

V'ille d'Avray near Sevres had been

started a little after DuPont's and

\'ilmorin's and on the same lines as

Descemet's; his catalogues soon were

listing more than 500 species and

varieties. By 1846, according to the

Annals of the Societe Royale d'Hor-

ticulture de Paris, he was the dean

of rose growers. The other was an

amateur, Ledru, mayor of Fontenay-

aux-Roses, whose property and col-

lection at Ledru-Rollin commanded
attention. Still another source of

rose information and plants for

Josephine's roserie must have been

the chateau of Surcelle, where M.

Menage had begun a rose collection

in 1790, which he and his son main-

tained until 1810.

These gardens were rich in spe-

cies. They had most of the types

from which the ancestors of our

modern roses have descended. From

them and from the Enghsh and

Haarlem nurseries came the greater

part of the 250 kinds of roses at

Malmaison. In time, Josephine's in-

satiable desire to own all the roses

available gave rise to an enthusiasm

for roses that spread over France,

making it the flower par excellence

of that country and France the great

rose-producing nation.

fn//upnt'e ui fhe Wnsf (iarr/pn

Botanists and men and women
of affairs who followed the popular

eighteenth century cult of natmral

science would flock to see any ex-

otic collection, so the curious pubhc

and nurserymen trooped into Mal-

maison to see the roses. Many of

these nursenonen who showed a

Hvely interest in Josepfjine's hobby

were to receive assistance in their

adoption of it from her priw purse.

Because she set the style and they

quickly accepted it, the rose imme-

diately became fashionable. Nurs-

er\Tnen and amateurs all over

France began growing and hybrid-

izing roses.

One of the first was
J.

P. Vibert,

mentioned earHer, who acquired his

Continued on page 293
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By Edwin D. Neff

NOT long ago in the city of

Washington, D. C, a young

girl contracted typhus fever. It was

well past the typhus season, and

the city's Health Department was

curious. Typhus is carried by the

fleas and mites on rats, so the Health

Department knew where to begin

its investigation. The girl recov-

ered, but it shortly appeared that

her recovery was the sole bright

spot in a steadily blackening

picture.

Traps set in her neighborhood,

near the Union Station, quickly

yielded Hve rats for blood sam-

phng. And the blood samples, sent

to the National Institute of Health,

research arm of the U. S. PubHc

Health Service, showed that a

frightening percentage of the rats

were typhus infected.

Then an entomologist, assigned

by U. S. P. H. S. to the city's Health
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When typhus was discovered in our national capital,

health authorities could waste no time. Every city

should recognize the conditions that favor this ancient

scourge and know the latest methods for combating it

Department, discovered that the

rats carried oriental fleas and tropi-

cal rat mites, both carriers of the

typhus germ. Live rats, trapped in

the same neighborhood continued

to show positive blood.

At this point the director of the

Health Department's Bureau of

Sanitation, Lt. Col. WiUiam H.

Gary, Jr., announced to a startled

pubhc that, in the year 1946, per-

sons living in a section of our na-

tional capital were not free from

the threat of typhus. Not long ago,

another case occurred, also caused

by rat fleas.

Two hundred years and more
ago, epidemic typhus was one of

the great scourges of Europe,—

a

disease whose history, as noted by

the celebrated clinician Sir WiUiam
Osier, "is written in the dark pages

that tell of the grievous visitations

of mankind by war, famine and

misery." In its epidemic form it is

transmitted mostly by hce, from

one person to another, apparently

gaining in virulence in the process.

The person stricken suddenly ex-

hibits a rash and a continuous high

fever. The disease is especially dan-

gerous to persons beyond middle

age; more than half of those afflicted

may die.

Flea bite typhus, with which we
are dealing here, fortunately runs

a much milder course. It is caused

by a similar organism but is trans-

mitted from a rat by the bite of a

flea, rather than from person to

person by hce.

Typhus is associated with un-

pretty conditions—rats, trash, and

garbage, and antiquated buildings.

A community that did not nip it in

the bud would be ashamed as well

as frightened. This is the story of

what the capital city did and is

still doing to rid itself of the typhus-

bearing rats. It is also the story of

what any city can do.

When the situation was reaHzed,

Washington began to awaken. But

the nightmare continued. There

were at least as many rats in Wash-

ington as people. Probably more,
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but nobod\- knew how many. Let-

ters began to arrive in newspaper

cit)' rooms and in the municipal

building. All reported rat-ridden

allej-s and buildings and trash

dumps. .All ancient pamphlet, got-

ten out by the Sanitation Bureau,

guessed that rats were costing the

citA' $15,000,000 annually. But tliat

had been several \"ears ago. Again

nobod\' knew what the present pic-

ture really was.

The cit}' learned that its Health

Department had scarcely a dozen

persons a\^ailable for rat-control,

and most of these untrained. There

had been requests for more workers,

more equipment. The requests had

died somewhere in an agony of

foolish economy. Health Officer

George Ruhland then took the one

remaining step. He called in the

U. S. Public Health Service for

complete technical advice.

Dr. John J.
Essex, one of the

Federal health service's most e.x-

pert rat-control and sanitation en-

gineers, was ordered to Washington

from Atlanta, Ga., and then began

a war between twentieth centur\'

science and rats.

The technique of ridding a com-

munit}' of rats—and the threat of

tv'phus—is not that of magical Pied

Pipers who drive out rats overnight

or within a few days or weeks. It is

not a story of a problem solved

and then forgotten.

Rats are still man's worst enemies

in the animal world. They are tough

and smart, and fight like mad to

sur\ive. They carrv' many kinds of

disease besides typhus and destroy

food, clothing, and even leather

goods. The U. S. Fish and Wild-

life Service has pictures of golf

bags, their leather bottoms eaten

to shreds by hungry rats. Civihza-

tion, fatal to most wild animals, is

actually a boon to rats. The cities

provide warm places to nest in

winter, and usually ample food the

year 'round. It is easy food to get.

It is found among uncovered gar-

bage pails, unprotected stores on

pantry shelves, and on trash piles

and city dumps.

jAnd rats are great travelers. They

can bum a ride on almost any ve-

hicle used by man. If they are

driven from one house, they crawl

next door. Driven from a neighbor-

hood, they appear in near-by set-

tlements. Chased from a city, they

show up in the next tovsm where

food is plentiful. They travel by-

truck, train, and ship.

One of the first things Washina;-

ton did under Dr. Essex's advice

was to trap all points where com-

mercial transportation entered the

citv'. The fact that the first human
typhus case and the infected rats

were found in the Union Station

area suggested that the disease had

been carried into Washington by

foreign rats. So freight terminals

docks, railroad stations in suburban

areas, bus and truck terminals were

trapped. Fortunately, none of the

rats were typhus infected. The in-

fection seemed limited to the Union

Station area.

The Health Department now be-

gan an intensive investigation of

this area. Some 300 steel muskrat

traps, provided by U. S. P. H. S.,

were set in a zone comprising 15

city blocks in which the disease

had occurred. At this point in the

program the object was not to

kiU rats but to trap live ones for

study. Additional blood samples

were sent to the National Institute

of Health for the complement-fixa-

tion test for typhus, and the rat

fleas were carefully identified. The
blood samples continued positive,

and more oriental fleas and tropi-

cal rat mites were found on the rats.

On the fifth day after the traps were

first set out, all traps and rats were

riiinnlliiiiiiiiiiiii iiiMiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiinitii iifiiiiiifiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnifliiiiiiii

IN London in April, 1750, a case came
before the Old Bailey Court that

attracted many famous judges and law-

yers. As the doors opened to admit the

prisoner, a Mr. Clark from Newgate
prison, those near him tried to crowd

back, because the foul odor of the

crowded jail still clung to him. A week
after the trial, the Lord Mayor, 3 judges,

8 jurors, and 40 clerks and spectators

had sickened and died of a fever. Eng-
land was in the throes of a t\'phus epi-

demic.

This shocking episode developed as a

consequence of the faOure of the Enghsh

goxemment to put milled edges on its

coins. Before the latter part of the seven-

teenth centurv, English coins were made
by hand. A flat piece of metal was

without milled edges

Led to a Typhus Epidemic

Condensed from HOWARD W. HAGGARD'S The Lame,

The Halt, and The Blind (Harper & Bros., 1932)

Photo of coin, courtesy The Chase National Bank, New York

snipped roughly into shape with shears

and beaten into a coin with a die and

a hammer. Since there were no milled

edges to protect the coins against mu-
tilation, it became a widespread habit

to chp metal off and sell it. In spite of

the severest penalties, the coin became

smaller and had to be replaced at in-

tervals.

Forced to act, the government recalled

all the old coins and undertook to pro-

duce new ones with miUed edges. They
were manufactured by a minting ma-
chine operated by a horse that walked

round and round like that of an ancient

grist mill. But the old coins yielded far

less metal than they had originally con-

tained, and it was necessary to increase

the supply. A tax had to be le\ied.

The tax decided upon was one on

windows—a classic example of legislation

enforced on innocent people to make
up for the cupidity of others.

As so often before and since, two

wrongs did not make a right. A fixed

sum was assessed for each window and

each skyhght, and there followed a pe-

riod in which windows were bricked in

and skyhghts were roofed over. Great

tenements stood with scarcely a window
opening. The English poor were crowded

into rooms where sunhght never came.

In jaUs, the jailer was forced to pay the

tax, because in those days running a

jail was a concession—and a profitable

one.

Lack of fresh air did not cause the

typhus epidemic, because the disease is

transmitted by Hce; but the dirty, damp,

dark rooms were ideal for its spread.

The 1750 session of Old Bailey Court

was one instance where typhus broke

from its squahd hotbed to strike some

of those to whom the window tax had

meant little or nothing.
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A A Maniac pronounces the doom of London

during an eighteenth-century typhus plague

f A German plague-doctor of the eighteenth

century. He wears a nose-guard to protect him

from some of the nauseating odors of his

patients, and he feels their pulse with a stick

to avoid personal contact with them

picked up, after which the entire

area was dusted with the deadly

insect killer, DDT. The next day

the area was again trapped for

live rats to determine the effect of

the DDT on the fleas and other

parasites. Prior to the DDT dust-

ing, most of the rats had typhus-

carrying parasites, and as noted,

a number of the rats themselves

were infected. There was some in-

dication that the DDT had reduced

the rat parasites, but the test could

not be called conclusive. The next

step was to begin wholesale rat-

killing with traps and poisoned

bait.

So far the program had been a

public health study, its purpose to

discover the focal point of the

typhus infection among the rat

population, then eliminate it.

Health Department teams, under

guidance of Dr. Essex, now were

ready to begin killing rats. The

poison bait consisted of small tor-

pedoes encased in colored paper.

There were two types, one with

cereal, the other with a fish base,

but both using red squill as the

poison. Some 6500 torpedoes were

set, and a few clays later only 1100

were left. Since this was a residen-

tial area, with many children and

pets, the deadly 1080 could not be

used. Red squill, deadly to rats, is

harmless to people and most pets.

But 1080 was used in two build-

ings, a warehouse and an old, par-

tially abandoned office building.

Altogether, 455 small paper cups

containing approximately /a ounce

of the 1080 in solution were placed

strategically about the buildings.

The 1080 is actually palatable to

rats. When one rat has drunk the

solution, another, ignoring his com-

rade's fate, will eat the paper cup.

If another rat eats a 1080-poisoned

rat, he too will die. Unfortunately,

any dog or cat dining off such rats

will suffer the same fate, so the

poison must be used with care.

This was the first time 1080 had

been used in Washington, and the

Health Department reported tliat it

cleaned rats out of both buildings.

While the trapping and poison-

ing were going on, sanitary in-

spectors visited premises consid-

ered rat-menaces and ordered the

owners to clean up. Court orders

were issued when the owners failed,

but 85 per cent of those notified

co-operated.

Meanwhile, under Dr. Essex's

suggestion, a public education pro-

gram began. A committee on sani-

tation of the Board of Trade met to

hear Col. Cary and Dr. Essex out-

line the city's rat-control program.

Dr. Essex suggested that school

children were among the best cru-

saders against rat menaces, recall-

ing that when a number of south-

ern cities had taught proper

methods of covering garbage and

trash as well as the rat-proofing of

homes and buildings, parents were

badgered until they cleaned up.

Dr. Essex told the committee the

heart of the rat problem was to

persuade a community to ehminate

rats' food and shelter. Remove food

and shelter, or make them inac-

cessible to rats, and they quickly

travel elsewhere. That, he ex-

plained, is why rat-control is really

a national problem, with all towns,

cities, and states co-operating. A
community cannot conveniently

kill all its rats. But it can remove

the reason rats are there.

When the Union Station area had

been cleaned up, the Health De-

partment consulted the U. S. Fish

and Wildlife Service for permanent

assistance in rat-control, and a rat-

control expert has been assigned to

Washington. The Fish and Wild-

life Service is concerned only with

the economic aspects of rat-control,

while the Public Health Service is

concerned with the health menace

created by rats.

Washington now has a complete,

scientific rat-control program, which

will cost some $75,000 annually. It

provides additional expert sanita-

tion engineers and inspectors. But

so far, it is only on paper. The fate

of the program will depend on Con-

gressional appropriation, which, in

turn, depends upon community

education.

There are still rats in Washing-

ton, but at least the city now knows

what to do about them. It is hoped

Congress will legislate them out

of town.
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TERMITE HIGHWAY

By John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

BUMPER to bumper, the auto-

mobiles move slowly along

the highways that lead to and from

our large cities. As peacetime habits

return and tires cease to be scarce,

these traffic jams will be common
on hohdavs and week ends. To speed

up tra\el numerous express high-

ways are planned, spanning valleys

and cutting or tunneling through

hills and mountains.

Suggestive of such highways are

the structures built by certain ter-

mites or "white ants" in far-off

Malaya. Their roadways are broad

and almost level or gently graded;

they bridge depressions and are sup-

ported by buttresses. The pavement

is clay mixed with gluelike saliva

and excrement, and it is almost as

hard as cement. Along the sides may
be curbing or low wall. Workers, six

or eight abreast, pass to and from

the nest over these termite high-

ways in steady streams, looking

much like cars on a crowded road

and with almost as much order.

Sturdy, big-jawed soldier termites

stand guard along the highway,

their weapons directed toward pos-

sible enemies, such as ants, that

might raid the crowd of workers.

Both workers and soldiers are sight-

less and depend on their sense of

smell and hearing.

The queen and king of this com-

munity, mother and father of their

colony, do not leave the nest. The

queen is much larger than any of

her subjects; her abdomen is swol-

len with a multitude of eggs, giving

her the appearance of a large white

grub and dwarfing her head and

limbs. She can hardly move but

does not need to, for her business in

life is to lay eggs at the rate of sev-

eral hundred each hour. The king

is much smaller than his consort

but larger than the workers. His

function, too, is only reproductive.

These Malayan termites, unlike

most species, go out into the open

to forage for their food. Termites

usually live in darkness and shelter;

many kinds spend their lives in the

ground, coming up under fallen

trees or other wood. They burrow

through the wood, eating away the

inner parts but leaving a whole

outer shell. The temiites that do so

much damage in parts of the United

States often build covered road-

ways across open spaces. Should

they find their way into a basement

they may build such a tunnel up

the cement wall to reach the

wooden beams. The tunnel may be

made of "carton," wood-pulp mixed

with saliva, or of sand or clay simi-

larly cemented, depending on the

kind of termite. Were a section of

the roof to be removed, streams of

termites traveling to and fro would

be seen.

Tunnels are built not only be-

cause termites dislike light and have

many enemies. Their chitinous

armor is thin and does not protect

them from drying up when exposed

to free air, except when the hu-

midity is near saturation. In the

tunnels the air is as moist as in the

nest; they are "all-weather" high-

ways in which tlie usual conditions

are reversed. Foraging termites are

often covered with heavier chitin

than their relatives and are thus

better able to resist evaporation,

and they are restricted to the tropics

where the air is generally moist.
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AND MEN
Introducing a remarkable display of primitive and exotic

art now open to the public at the American Museum of

Natural History, in a new hall of modern design con-

structed especially for temporary exhibits. The exhibit

will be open until September 1

By Margaret Mead
ssociate Curator of Ethnology,

Museum of Natural History

All photos by A.M.N.H.

A (Left) A Bapende elephant mask;
(right) a mask from the same tribe com-
bining human and animal features

THE mask is a man-made de-

vice that illustrates the basic

psychological unity of the human
mind.

Masks are found all over the

world, in so many different forms

and in so many different uses that

it is virtually impossible to think of

mask-making as an invention that

was made only once. Sometimes

masks are used to help man imi-

tate some spirit which he fears and

hopes to control by assuming its

appearance; sometimes to help him

hunt by disguising him as the ani-

mals. Sometimes masks are used

to permit groups of people, too

weak as human beings, to enforce

their will, either as police or bandits,

upon the rest of the community.

m Africa

The People of Africa put masks to many
magical and religious uses. Masks are worn
in the rites of secret societies, in ceremonies

initiating boys and girls to adult life, in war

dances, and by medicine men in making
magic and in curing the sick

> A BIZARRE FIBER MASK
from Baiuba, Kabanda



A LARGE BRASS MASK with headdress, beard, and filed

front teeth. Typical of the Foumban region, Cameroons
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Tibet
As PART of Buddhist ritual, Tibetan temple

dances are held to welcome the new year and

to drive out the bad luck demons of the old

year. These are Mystery Plays, enacted in the

temple courtyard, in which Buddhist monks

and lamas portray gods and demons. These

vivid pageants show the power of lama and

church over demon and human enemies

•<The god of wealth, Nana-tos-ras

Iroquois false face dancers and masks

In the flickering firelight, the Iroquois dancers of the False Face Society

put on terrifying masks like these to drive out the evil spirits believed

to bring disease and misfortune to the village. A remnant of the cere-

mony is performed even today by Onondaga dancers, who suddenly

appear outside the Council House, masked and wearing tattered clothes.

They rattle their clubs and turtle shells against the outside of the house,

while strange grunts and moans come from the frightful masks. As the

dancers reach the entrance, the uproar becomes almost deafening. With
a sudden push, the door is

thrown open and the dancers

enter, creeping and crawling on
all fours and writhing like crip-

ples. The masks represent bodi-

less demons which, if treated

well, will give protection against

the evil forces that beset mankind
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Devil dancing masks from Ceylon

Ceylon

In Ceylon, masks are worn in the tra-

ditional plays and in dances to cure

the sick. The theatrical masks repre-

sent stylized character types. The
Sinhalese believe that disease is

caused by devils, and a devil dancer

wearing a mask is called in to make
a cure. During the ceremony the

drums and music grow wilder and

wilder, and the dance more frenzied.

The dancer faints when the demon
leaves the sick man to enter his body.

The dancer is then carried out as

dead, and the patient is cured

At other times masks are used

merely for dramatic reasons: to

raise the stature of man to greater

heights, to give him godhke or de-

monic qualities, or to place on an

actor's imperfect features a mask of

perfect beauty or perfect ugUness.

Clues for mask-making are taken

from the accidents of deformity,

from harehps, bulging eyes, or

facial paralysis, while the ideaUzed

conceptions of human beauty de-

veloped in masks are reflected back

in face-painting and actors' make-

up.

Whenever masks are used, the

MASKS AND MEN

community is divided into two

groups, maskers and audience, and

an extra dimension is added to the

relationship of the workaday world.

Those who wear the masks are able

to assume new roles, to move with a

hcense or a dignity, a ferocity or a

frozen grace unattainable without

a mask. The wearer of the mask re-

flects the terror or dehght, the won-

der or awe or panic in the eyes of

those who were, until a few mo-

ments ago, his neighbors—perhaps

his wife and children. His audience,

responding not to him but to the

mask he wears, gives him new

clues, and he in turn becomes in

feeling temporarily transformed into

the creature whose image has been

fashioned of wood or straw, of bark

cloth or leather.

Occasionally the modern theater

attempts to raise some scene above

the ephemeral and mundane by the

use of masks for the actors or as

part of the stage set. In doing so we
are able to draw upon our tradi-

tional knowledge of masks through-

out history, to use again the crea-

tures of the imagination of the

primitive and ancient peoples of

the world.
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masks in

the drama

ofJava

Two great epics of India, the Rama-
yana and the Mahabharata, provide

the themes of Javanese dances. The
same stories, characters, costumes,

music, and gestures have fascinated

generations of audiences in the courts

of princes and wherever a group of

traveling players could find a place

for their performance. The type of

mask indicates the kind of character

portrayed—god or demon, elegant

or coarse, good or evil

> Highly colored Javanese

masks of wood

284

North Pacific coast

A STRANGE WORLD of the imagination comes to life

when these Indians dance at night in huge, shadowy
houses palely lit by yellow firelight.

The upper mask, coming from the Tlingit Indians,

is part of a medicine man's equipment. The lower one,

of beaten copper, is from the Haida Indians.

By startling and dramatic tricks, these dancers bring

the audience face to face with their spirit ancestors.

In winter, the secret society dances are the occasion

for a blending of religious excitement and the gaiety

of social life.
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from the

Yaqui Indians

of Nlexico

The so-called Pascola mask, of which this

is an example, is worn on the back of the

head and covers the face only for certain

steps. The solo Pascola dance is like a very

fast and complicated clog. But men also

wear this mask in a dance representing the

hunting of a deer, which is also imper-

sonated by a masked dancer. The deer

duplicates with great skill the actions of

an animal feeding, wandering, sniffing the

air, and taking flight. In interludes of

clowning, the Pascolas burlesque the ac-

tions of the deer dancer with much slap-

stick comedy. The music of drum and flute

accompany these dances. Today, new carni-

vals and processions showing the Chris-

tian influence have largely replaced the

old Indian dances. These employ many
masks and costly costumes, and are social

as well as religious celebrations

Masks are little used at present

in the religious ceremonial of the

western world, but they are still

used to dramatize the hopes and

fears of childhood, as Santa Glaus

masks, and witch and ghost masks

at Halloween. They provide a

framework for escape from the

limitations of social conventions in

the masquerade ball, and a cover

for those who wish to enforce their

will upon the helpless, as worn by

the bandit, or by members of or-

ganizations Uke the Ku Klux Klan.

The arts of mask-making and

masking, hke all the arts, derive

MASKS AND MEN

from human experience, but per-

haps more conspicuously than the

other arts because of the over-

whelming reliance of the mask-

maker upon the human face; they

draw from human experience in the

thousand forms that different civili-

zations have given it, and add to

the complexity and richness of that

experience. Man becomes a spec-

tator of his own fears and hopes,

embodied in grotesque or lovely

forms, and in turn those fears and

hopes become more manageable or

more meaningful, but always more

highly patterned.
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A photo series by Lilo Hess Description by John C. Pallister

They look so much Hke twigs that you may often

have seen them without knowing it; but the

camera discloses their curious life in intimate detail
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A What look like seeds or beans in this

picture are actually the eggs of the common
walking-stick, Diapheromera jemorata. About

one-tenth of an inch long, they are oval, pol-

ished-black in color, with a whitish area on

one side. All winter long they lie upon the

ground among the leaves or debris where

they settled when dropped by the adult which

was resting among the twigs above

STICK INSECTS

A About one hundred eggs are laid by each female in late

August or September. But in May (or sometimes as late as June

or even July) a marvelous thing happens. A little cap at the

end is pushed off and out struggles a weak and ungainly little

baby. One wonders how such a creature of lengthy legs and

body could ever have been fitted into such a tiny cell

^ When the young stick insects, first emerge they are about

one-quarter of an inch in length, greenish and quite wobbly on

their legs, swaying as though they were in a strong wind. They

soon commence to feed and rapidly grow in size. They prefer

the tender leaves of oak and wild cherry but if pressed by hunger

will feed upon locust, hickory, and to a slight extent upon

witch hazel, sumach, and thorn



< Immature walking-sticks
shed their skins about five

times, increasing in size with

each molt. Their feeding is as

slow and deliberate as their

movements among the foliage.

They frequently pause for long

intervals, looking like so many
greenish, leafless twigs. Much
to your surprise the twig slowly

comes to life and walks off be-

fore your astonished gaze

> In the fall, as the leaves

turn sear, the now full-

grown walking-stick puts on

a coat of polished-brown. It

rests among the twigs, and

its forelegs and antennae,

which are almost as long as

its four-inch body, are fre-

quently stretched out in

front. The jaws are stilled,

and only the eyes seem to

glint with life. The time has

come for the males to seek

out the females

•< Mating continues for a

number of hours, sometimes

ten or even twenty, after which

the male goes ofif and shortly

dies. In a few days the female

begins to lay her first eggs,

simply letting them drop into

the leaves below. In an oak

thicket infested with stick in-

sects, the dropping eggs sound

like rain drops falling. Egg lay-

ing is completed in five or six

days, and soon after the fe-

male also dies. Thus the young
never know their parents, but

they are endowed at birth with

all that it takes to live the life

of a stick insect





By Edwin D. Neff

WHEN you read this, a few

square miles of atoll and a

comparatively brief stretch of blue

Pacific in the Marshall Islands area

will be under a scientific micro-

scope in preparation for the great-

est explosion since Krakatoa.

Under the sponsorship of the

U. S. Navy, a preview of life on

land and in the sea before the im-

pending cataclysm is being pre-

pared by scientists from the

National Museum, the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey, the Coast and Geo-

detic Survey, the U. S. Fish and

Wildlife Service, the Woods Hole

(Massachusetts) and Scripps (Cal-

ifornia) Oceanographic Institu-

tions, and the Universities of Mich-

igan, Rochester, and Southern

California. They want to know ex-

actly what is going to happen bio-

logically when the mighty atom
bursts twice next month. To un-

derstand afterefi^ects, they must be
intimately certain of beforehand

conditions, a certainty which was
impossible in the New Mexico,

Nagasaki, and Hiroshima explo-

sions.

The Bikini explosions provide

nonmihtary science with the only

ideal opportunity so far to learn

just what atomic energy does to

Nature. What the scientists are do-

ing now is studying their "controls"

—normal conditions in the area.

This includes the waters immedi-
ately surrounding Bikini, the ocean
currents in the Marshalls area, the

land beneath the sea, and samples
of all plant and animal life in the
area, excepting only humans.
Even this is not a complete state-

ment, as will appear shortly. The
undertaking is one to stop the
breath and challenge scientific im-
agination. It is a "never before"

project.

With the beforehand, or "con-

trol," picture as complete as pos-

sible, science will measure in the

most precise terms possible just

what the atomic bombs have done
to Bikini and near-by areas. There
should be httle need for specula-

tion about the effects of atomic

explosion after Bikini.
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at the

CROSSROADS

The future of the earth and its human and sub-

human life hangs in the balance as the world awaits

scientific reports on the Bikini atom bomb tests

The Navy feels there has been

altogether too much speculation

already, by the public, as to the

effects of the Bikini tests. There

will, of course, be death and de-

stioiction of land and life—subhu-

man life. But the selection of tiny

Bikipi, insulated by the vast Pa-

cific (oh, classic misnomer!) will

hold that type of destruction to a

minimum. Then, the fact that the

explosions will be above or be-

neath the sea will tend to reduce

the effects of radioactive materials

released by the bomb. Since water

acts as a shield for radioactive ma-
terials, these effects will be less

than in air, the Navy explains.

But to return to the present

studies. Most interesting to the

general public is the problem of

commercial fish in the Bikini area,

including tuna and bonita. U. S.

Fish and Wildlife scientists, three

west coast fishermen, and a Ha-
waiian fisherman, all professionals,

are fishing these waters with the

help of four Navy minesweeper-

type vessels. Their voyages will

include Rongirik atoll, which will

not be affected by the bombs. In

a recent report to the Navy, the

expedition reported 143 species of

fish in a single haul at Bikini.

The concept of measuring the

effects of the bomb on fish popu-
lations began last November when

Secretary of the Interior Harold

L. Ickes pointed out to Secretary

of the Navy James Forrestal the

possible danger, and offered the

assistance of the Fish and Wildlife

Service in selecting a site of min-

imum danger. Bikini was named.

The intention is to estimate as

closely as possible the number of

fish in the Bikini waters prior to

the explosions. Another count will

be taken afterwards. Then it can

be learned exactly, or to a very

close approximation, the number
of fish killed. One big difficulty in

counting fish populations is the un-

certainty about seasonal migratory

habits of fish in the area. If the
,

bombs explode just before the ar-

rival of fish schools, then a false pic-

ture will result. The same is true if

the fish begin to leave the neigh-

borhood just before the bombs are

put off. The best information avail-

able will be used to minimize error

due to this variable.

Besides measuring fish mortality,

the Fish and Wildlife men—as well

as commercial fishermen—want to

know the rate and extent of repop-

ulation after the explosions,

through reproduction and immi-

gration. Later studies will deter-

mine this.

Samples of Bikini's atom-killed

fish will be studied to learn the

pathological conditions of the tis-
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sues resulting from exposure to ra-

dioactive materials. And the ques-

tion of whether injurious effects of

the bombing at Bikini will be con-

fined to the fish of that area or

imposed upon the Pacific stock in

a broader sense will be investi-

gated. To get the answer, the same

species found elsewhere in the Pa-

cific will be compared with the fish

counted and identified in the wa-

ters neighboring the several atolls

—Bikini, Rongirik, and Eniwetok.

Meanwhile, scientists from the

Scripps Institution of Oceanography

will be studying the plankton—the

multitudinous plant and animal

life upon which fish feed. This

study wiU include an intensive sur-

vey of the Bikini lagoon and the

open sea to windward and lee-

ward. Similar areas will be sur-

veyed at Rongirik and Eniwetok.

Rongirik will be unaflFected by the

bombs, and Eniwetok, which is

downcurrent from Bikini, will dis-

close the extent of the drift of ra-

dioactive materials. The studies

now in progress will be repeated

after the explosions to determine

the effects.

SCIENCE AT THE CROSSROADS

USAAF photo fr

One of the postbomb tests will

measure the extent of fixation of

radioactive materials in the plank-

ton and other biologic materials

eaten by fish, to determine the

longtime effects on fish life. Like

the fish studies, the plankton tests

will be principally quantitative to

disclose the extent of mortality.

A fascinating, but highly spec-

ulative, side light to the oceano-

graphic-biological studies is the

possibility of a change in the proc-

esses of evolution due to atomic

energy. Will new forms of animal

and plant hfe appear? Will there

be extensive changes in existing

forms because of radioactivity?

Will the clock-hands of Nature be

advanced? No one can say—yet.

How severely will the delicate

balance of life, set by the hand of

Nature, be shaken? Time will tell-

perhaps.

Scientists from the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution will be

studying the effects of atomic ex-

plosion on the water itself. Direc-

tion and strength of currents and

the net water exchange between

the Bikini lagoon and the open sea

will be determined by current

poles, drift bottles, and dye markers

in the lagoon, at its entrances and

exits, and in the surrounding waters.

Water samples will be collected

at the surface and beneath, and

special instruments will be used to

measure temperature, salinity, and

other chemical characteristics in

the lagoon and open sea, disclos-

ing the depth of the mixed layers

of water. These studies, together

with the current surveys, will in-

dicate probable diffusion. Informa-

tion on wind, waves, tides, and

weather will supplement that from

other sources to complete the pic-

ture.

Something new in tracking ocean

currents will be attempted with

the co-operation of radiologists.

Radioactive materials, distributed

by the bomb, will serve to "tag"

water currents. The water thus

"labeled" will be tracked to deter-

mine its movement perhaps many

hundreds of miles downcurrent.

Biologists from the National Mu-

seum and the University of Mich-

igan have been assigned to the

inventory of plant and animal life

at Bikini, Rongirik, and Eniwetok.

The inventories will be made prior

to the bomb explosions and as soon

as possible afterwards, as well as

at varying intervals for a consid-

erable subsequent period to dis-

cover any long-range effects. Shore

and land animals, reef and lagoon

fish, algae, and seed plants, will

also be studied.

The technique used in the

quantitative study of the atoll an-

imals and plants will involve the

cutting of a transect, or strip, about

a yard wide across the atolls, and

the counting and identifying of

actual specimens. All groups of

animals and plants will be repre-

sented, including parasitic worms

inside the animals.

Perhaps we should stop a mo-

ment to think what the Bikini ex-

plosions will mean. Probably all

life will be ended on the atoll,

creating an absolutely sterile strip

of seared earth and sand. Man will

be setting up a starting point from

which life, through immigration

and evolutionary processes, vdll
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re-establish itself. In a sense it will

be a de-novo animal and plant so-

ciety, a microcosmic new world,

a miniature rehearsal of an ancient

story.

So thorough are the atoll studies,

that even the coral will be scru-

tinized before and after the explo-

sions. This work will be done by

the University of Rochester and

the U. S. Geological Survey. It

should answer some puzzling

questions. A coral atoll, insofar as

it is coral, is a hving thing. As the

atoll base sinks gradually into the

sea, or is slowly worn by the ac-

tion of the water, the living coral

builds up to compensate. Coral is

a shallow-water organism. When
the bomb strikes Bikini, it will be-

come a dead atoll. Will it eventu-

ally wash away, vanish into the

sea?

What is an atoll? No one is cer-

tain, and that is another question

the Crossroads scientists may

solve, quite apart from the bomb

tests. Darwin thought an atoll was

a coral fringe growing on the crest

of a sunken volcano that once had

thrust above the surface of the sea.

Others believe the atoll base is an

ancient mountain platform, or pla-

teau, not a volcano. The question

may be answered by an old oil-

prospecting technique, called seis-

mic prospecting. A pattern of ex-

plosives (not atomic) vwU be laid

across the surface of the atoll and

discharged, the resulting vibrations

being carefully recorded by special

instruments. These instruments

will measure the travel times of

the vibrations through the rock of

the atoll, so that a graphic profile

of the base on which the coral rests

may be obtained. From the shape

of this profile may be determined

the atoll's origin. Sharply sloping

sides will disclose a volcano, gen-

tle slopes, an ancient mountain be-

neath the ocean.

Finally, the U. S. Geological

Survey and the Coast and Geodetic

Survey will conduct geological

studies in connection with the pro-

gram of oceanography and biology.

Radiological effects on bottom

sediments will be determined, and

changes in the underwater topog-

raphy will be mapped. Seismic vi-
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Insects in the House
THE ELM LEAF BEETLE

By C. H. CuKRAN
Associate Curator. Department of Insects and
Spiders, American Museum of Natural History

THERE are relatively few insect

pests of the forests that consistently

enter houses in large enough numbers

to become household nuisances. Chief of

these, perhaps, is the Elm Leaf Beetle.

Our main concern with the Elm Leaf

Beetle (GaleniceUa pallida) is the dam-

age caused to our elm trees by the

adults and larvae. When it enters the

house, however, the Elm Leaf Beetle's

nuisance value is fully as great. In the

autumn, the adult beetles seek sheltered

places in which to pass the winter while

they await the development of leaves on

the host plant the following spring.

Judging from the numbers of com-

plaints received from householders dur-

ing the winter and spring months, this

insect's practice of hibernating in the

walls of dwelhngs is increasing at a

rather rapid rate. The beetles find srrtall

openings in the walls, often around win-

dow sills, and crawl in—frequently by

the thousands. Later on, when the build-

ing is heated, the warmth stirs them to

activity and they try to make their way
into the warm rooms. Often it may take

a month or two before they locate such

an avenue, but once they have found

one, there may be a steady stream of

them,—from 10 to 100 or more entering

each day. They do not harm anything

in the house, but their presence is most

annoying.

The household control of the Elm
Leaf Beetle is usually difficult, but if the

place of entry can be discovered and prop-

erly sealed up, the problem can be

solved. However, it is not always pos-

sible to locate the opening; consequendy

the householder suffers all winter and

spring. During the summer or early fall,

the walls outside the rooms where bee-

tles have been found should be closely

examined and all cracks sealed. In the

summer, additional precautions should

be taken, in the form of a poisonous

spray, to kill the insects feeding on elm

trees.

< Living Elm Leaf Beetles

are greenish-yellow with

a black stripe on each side

and black spots on the

head and thorax

brations in rock underlying the

atoll may conceivably cause sub-

marine landslides on the steep,

outer face of the structure whose

crest is the atoll, which in turn

may set up seismic sea waves.

These, however, will be mild and

cause no damage, the Navy em-

phasizes.

This intensive program, costing

hundreds of thousands of dollars,

is financed for the most part by

the Navy. When at last the results

are in, they will be made known

in a series of publications by the

Navy's Hydrographic Office.

B^ini may do far more than

tell what another war would mean,

far more than settle the fate of fu-

ture navies. It may be that the first

pages of a new culture will be

written there.
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THE GREAT TIDAL WAVE
OF 1946 Continued from page 26S

3. A large naval vessel to be used

for trawling and for securing cores

of rock from the bottom b\' drill-

ing and by the use of explosive

charges in progressively deeper

water.

4. The creation of a large floating

laboratory based on the principle

of the Armstrong sea-drome—larger

than the largest aircraft carrier and

rendered stable against storms by

deep, counterpoised floats. Such a

unit could conduct intensive re-

search at selected spots and would

prove valuable throughout the

seven seas.

5. The studies to include meas-

urement of submarine rock heat at

different locahties, seismometry,

gravity, magnetism, earth electric-

ity, and earth radiation.

6. And special investigations on

the bottoms of shallow oceans, as

for example in Bering Sea, into

which the gold beaches of Nome
extend, and on the oil beaches of

Texas. A special submarine might

be devised for this work, capable

of undertaking direct quarrying of

the sea floor. It would be equipped

with buoyed hose for aii- supply,

searchhghts, watertight observing

ports, and electrical machines op-

erated from within for direct drill-

ing.

Postwar economic consideration

on these hues extends far beyond

safety from tidal waves. It concerns

the making of new jobs by new

methods of exploration for adven-

ture-loving young men and women.

This is Wilham James' "moral

equivalent of war." The rapid ad-

vances made during the past few

years in the fields of transportation,

communication, electronics, and in

the development of new materials

and techniques should be applied

in this direction as well as in other

fields that come more readily to

mind; there are no needs more

pressing than the exploration of

the ocean bottom. Endless possi-

bilities will be open in sea-bottom

exploration when geology directs the

most up-to-date techniques to the

now unknown 72 per cent of the

earth's surface.

THE STORY OF THE ROSES
Continued from page 275

taste for roses as a young man
studying under DuPont. He started

his nursery in 1810, and while his

hybrids ran mostly to GaUicas and

Bengals, he did produce some beau-

tiful Noisettes. In 1835 he intro-

duced Cramoisie Superieure, a R.

chinensis hybrid produced by a

neighboring amateur. It is still

listed in at least one American

catalogue. From 1816 on, M. Vibert

issued catalogues of his roses which

today prove valuable check lists.

He is also remembered for his Essai

sur les Roses first pubHshed in 1826

and reprinted in 1830.

Another horticulturist was Nar-

cisse H. F. Desportes, who has left

us three valuable monographs:

Rosetum Galhcum, ou Enumeration

Methodique . . . (1828), in which

he attempted to classify the roses

produced by Descemet prior to

1815; Roses Cultivees en France, au

nombre de 2,562 Varieties (1829);

and Flora de la Sarthe (1838).

J.
Prevost, a nurseryman and rose

specialist, with twelve acres under

cultivation in Rouen, found a good

market for his hybrids in England.

His catalogue of 1829 is a valuable

and comprehensive book. It would

put to shame the highly adjectival

rose catalogues of today, which are

concerned mostly with pubficizing

only the ephemeral catch-penny

novelties. For several years the Pre-
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vost fiiTii was carried on by his son.

Auguste de Pronville was an in-

defatigable rose authority. He be-

gan in 1814, four years after Jose-

phine's roserie had been completed,

by contributing a paper to the An-

nates de L'Agriculture Frangaise on

the names of species, varieties, and

subvarieties cultivated in gardens

in and around Paris. Up to that time

Paris was the rose center of France,

the industry not yet having moved

to Lyons and scarcely begun at

Rouen.

Among the nurseries that helped

carry forward Josephine's dream to

make the rose the first flower of

France, we find the name of Laffay,

a florist and nurseryman whose

gardens were at Anteuil, near Paris,

where the soil, a lank clay, was es-

pecially favorable for rose growth.

He produced several admirable

varieties of R. hanksia and is re-

membered for the first Hybrid Per-

petual.

In Rouen, beside Prevost, were

two other good rose nurseries—the

Valiant Nursery, which was de-

voted solely to orange trees and

roses and which introduced several

kinds of the latter into England;

and the Trianon Nursery. The

Trianon was started by an English-

man named Calvert, from London.

It was then beUeved that the cH-

mate and soil of this part of France

were the best to hybridize and start

roses and England the best place to

grow them to perfection. Mr. Cal-

vert raised many new varieties of

Noisettes. The extent of his rose

growing can be surmised from the

fact that when destructive pests

wiped out Vibert's nursery, they

destroyed over 50,000 rose bushes

in Calvert's.

Meantime at the Luxembourg,

Andre DuPont having died in 1817,

M. Hardy became keeper of the

garden and for 25 years continued

sowing rose seeds obtained from

aU parts of the world. This was con-

sidered the most scientific roserie

in Europe. The plants from this

garden and from the smaller pubHc

one at the Trianon were distributed

to distinguished amateurs and niors-

erymen or exchanged for other

plants. The recipients, when they

had raised suflBcient stocks, put

them into general circulation.

What was the actual result of all

this enthusiasm for the rose that

Josephine stirred up? Whereas in

1810 only 250 species and varieties

were available, by 1828 the named
varieties on the market had leaped

to 2,500, and by 1845 to over 5,000!

Nurseries specializing in roses

sprang up, and a Hvely trade was

developed both on the Continent

and in England. All of this progress

came within 30 years after Jose-

phine's death. True, there was much
duplication among these 5,000 roses.

The same rose would be distributed

under half a dozen names.
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Let us conclude tliis sketchy story

of the Rose with a scene from Jose-

phine's garden.

June 24, 1S15. It is near the close

of tlie Hundred Days. Napoleon is

dining in Paris with Hortense.

Josephine dead a year, Malmaison

is now Hortense's. Napoleon ex-

presses a wish to see it again. Would
she permit him to visit it? Of the

few remaining days of his life as a

free man, Napoleon was to spend

five at Malmaison. Immediately

after dinner he started out. Most

of that first night he wandered

around the gardens. The next morn-

ing, standing before a bed of Jose-

phine's roses, he remarked, "Poor

Josephine! I cannot accustom my-

self to living here without her. I

seem always to see her coming

along the path and picking one of

these flowers she loved so well.

Truly, she was the most graceful

woman I have ever seen."

LETTERS Continued from page 248

the Federal authorities have not been

able to make the proper cuts in cattle

population, a statement with which I can-

not agree.

The chief dlfiBculty that the Forest

authorities have had is that in all tiiese 40

years they have not secured the co-opera-

tion of the cattlemen. The main reason

for this has been the constant and im-

practical interference by Washington

bureaucrats in the local forest manage-

ment. There has been a constant shifting

of policy and an adherence to one bad

policy, namely, making a number of cat-

tlemen graze on the same range. In other

words, they do not say to a cattleman,

"This area is yours dvuing good behavior

on your part. Fence it in and take care

of it. If you harm it, you will be put off.

If you protect and improve it, you will

be allowed to increase the number of

cattle you may run on it."

On the contrary, they put from two to

several cowmen on one range, so that no

one of them can have any real responsi-

bility for what happens to it.

The forest supervisors I have spoken

to (incidentally, they are a fine lot of

men), would much prefer individual re-

sponsibihty, but they are overruled by

Washington.

Let me give an example of a ten-year

permit issued in the 20's. A single user

was allowed to fence a certain range and

during the life of the permit had exclu-

sive use of the enclosed area. Like a

great majority of cattlemen he preferred

a range that would keep his cattle aUve

and in good condition to one on which

they would starve to death, so for a
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b\ Hubert A. Lo~u

A The Eel River, on California's famed Redwood Highway, in the

heart of the coast redwood forests

time he dehberately kept the number of

his cattle under that permitted to him,

to allow tile range to reseed and get in

good condition. This is an expensive thing

to do, but a safe range is of fundamental

importance to a cowman, as he knows
better than anyone else. At the end of the

ten-year permit, this range was admitted

by tiie Forest authorities to be consider-

ably improved, but on orders from Wash-
ington, against the judgment of the super-

visor, the number of cattle the permittee

was allowed on this area was reduced and

a permit for the amount of the "cut"

was given to another cattleman to run

his cattle on the same range.

With things hke that happening on

every National Forest, you don't achieve

much spirit of co-operation between the

Forest authorities and the cattlemen. And
you don't encourage the cattleman to

take good care of his range.

Consider also that a cowman needs

exclusive control of his range. Fred A.

may want to improve his herd. He buys

good buUs and plenty of them. Bill B.,

whom the Forest has placed on the same

range, buys a few grade bulls and counts

on his cows making themselves attrac-

ti\'e to his neighbor's finer animals. Fred

A. buys plenty of salt for his cattle, while

Bill B. puts out httle if any. Fred A. is

particular to handle his cattle gently and

keep the fat on them. Bill B. likes to

"chouse" cattle and runs a bunch of

Fred's fine cows for miles before he can

rope one of his own that is in the bunch.

And so it goes.

This is, of course, an extreme example,

but the aggravations of joint use are many
and the responsibilities negligible.

The State of Arizona leases its grazing

lands to individual users, and by custom

the land is theirs as long as they pay their

leases. Not all State land is well cared

for, but it is a known fact that ranches
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lia\ ing State lands are valued higher than

ranches having Federal lands. Anyone

famihar witli die Arizona ranges will

admit diat State lands as a group are in

far better condition than Forest lands.

Mr. Carr concludes that, "a great war

has been fought and won to protect com-

ing generations from want and privation."

Also we hope from bureaucrats. It is just

possible that if there were fewer bureau-

crats, there would be less want and

privation.

Sometliing should be done about these

Forest lands. Maybe the catdemen and

Forest supervisors should be allowed more

say in their use. Maybe the lands should

be tiirned over to tlie States in which

they are located. Mr. Carr's article is

pretty good evidence that the present

system of complete government control

has not worked any too well.

Thomas M. Peters.

New York, N. Y.

Sms:

I have read Mr. Peters' letter with

interest. His remarks about range con-

ditions here in Arizona are quite sound

wherein he mentions the need for a

more equitable system of range manage-

ment. However, when he advocates re-

turn of Forest controlled lands to the

State and further writes that, "Anyone

famihar with the Arizona ranges will

admit that State lands as a group are

in far better condition than Forest

lands," then I must disagree with him

most heartily. The State grazing lands

that I have examined are far from being

in better shape than the ones found un-

der Forest Service control. In fact, I

have seen State lands that, through many

years of terrible neglect, are in the very

poorest condition one could imagine. It

would be nothing short of a national

calamity to return Forest lands to the

State.

The cattlemen are far from the blame-

less, ill-used people Mr. Peters' letter

would indicate. Many of them will agree

to my statement, for many of them have

followed Forest PoUcy to the letter and

have profited thereby. The Santa Rita

Range Experiment Station, located near

Tucson, Arizona, is the oldest station of

its kind in America. Here cattlemen co-

operate with Forest Service researchers,

wdth the result that some of the finest

herds of cattle in the country are pro-

duced, and the range does not suffer.

Let anyone who has any question as to

the relationships between cattlemen and

Forest Service personnel investigate the

management of this range before he con-

demns the operation of the Service in

this area.

Tucson, Arizona.

William H. Carr.

same island, 40 fur seals were found

dead on July 3-5, 1941. The cause of

their death is a mystery. A submarine

fumarole releasing a sudden burst of hot

gas might have killed the seals as tliey

were swimming in shallow water. Does

any reader know of an observation of

fish or seals killed in this manner?

Victor B. Scheffer,

Biologist.

University of Washington,

Seattle, Washington

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

For about tliree years it has been the

custom of my wife and me, along with

other tenants of the PrisciUa Apartments

in die northeast section of metropolitan

Miami, to sit out the last hour of twi-

hght on the veranda, enjoying the cool

of the tropical evening. We often noticed

and commented upon the fact that flocks

of common sparrows came in to roost in

the overhanging fronds of the two tall,

naked-trunked Washingtonian pakns in

the parkway in front. This thatch of dried

fronds seemed to form a favorite roost

for the sparrows, and also for several

bats that went out at the first dark, when

the sparrows came in to roost.

One evening, about one hour after

dark, while three ladies were sitting on

the veranda, their attention was drawn to

the top of the pabn tree directiy before

them by a frantic scream and loud flutter-

ing. Suddenly something came tumbling

down and landed with a dull thud on the

concrete pavement. The ladies, thinking

it was a young bird fallen from its nest,

rushed to its aid. The distance was only

about 20 feet, so no time was lost. They

were shocked and amazed to see only one

wing of a sparrow protruding from the

coils of a snake. The fall had temporarily

dazed the snake, so the girls picked up a

board and struck it several times, taking

care not to smash the sparrow. When the

snake uncoiled, they dispatched it with

several more blows and tossed it into the

stieet. The sparrow, released from the

coils of the snake, at first seemed dead

and lay quite motionless. But after a few

brief seconds, it revived, stood up, shook

itself, and flew away, apparently un-

harmed by its experience.

Sirs:

On Caton Island in the eastern Aleu-

tians, thirteen Alaska fur seals were found

dead on the beach, July 15, 1934. On the

LETTERS

NOTICE—Readers are encouraged
lo submit their own photographs of
natural history subjects. Those se-

lected for publication on these pages
will be paid for at $1.00 each, with
full credit to the photographer. Re-
turn postage must be included.

Being somewhat of a naturalist, I could

not beheve it possible that any kind of

snake could climb the smooth, straight

tiunk of a 40-foot palm tree; yet I defi-

nitely established the fact that it could

not have fallen from any other near-by

elevation. The snake may have lived up

there since the tree was a mere shrub

near the ground,—which was a great many
years ago—, or it could have been dropped

into the top of the pahn by some bird of

prey and lived there ever since, quite

happy and unmolested, feeding on the

young and old of the nesting sparrows

and supplementing this diet with palmetto

bugs, moths, and other insects.

What do you tiiink? ^ g q^^
Marineland, Florida

The following comments are offered by

Dr. James A. Oliver of the American

Museum's Department of Amphibians and

Reptiles.

Mr. Gray's hesitancy to give credence

to the snake's ability to climb the tall

palm is not surprising. Frequentiy even

professional herpetologists are amazed at

the agihty displayed by snakes in scal-

ing seemingly impossible heights. The

snake involved in this observation (to

judge from tlie photograph that Mr. Gray

sent of the damaged individual) is the

Com Snake, Elaphe guttata, a serpent

that is a good climber. It is commonly

active in the evening or at night, and is

known to feed on birds as well as mam-
mals. Undoubtedly the snake climbed

"the smooth, straight trunk of a 40-foot

pahn tree" and fell from the tree in the

process of eating the sparrow.

Some species of snakes cUmb better

and more readily than others. Those that

habitually Uve in bushes and trees have

structural features that enable them to

climb more readily than their ground-

dwelhng relatives. Three of the more im-

portant of these modifications are: the

relative elongation of the body and tail.
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wliereby the weight is distributed over

a long expanse; a longitudinal keel or

ridge on each side of the belly that en-

ables the snake to utilize minute crevices

or irregularities; and a lateral compression

of the body that affords increased rigidity

when an unsupported part of the body

is extended into space, as in getting from

one branch of a tree to another.

When the snake is long enough to

reach well more than halfway around the

tree, it climbs by gripping the trunk with

a loop or coil of the body. When the

front part of the body secures a grip, the

hind part is pulled up to get a higher

grip, and then the front of the body is

pushed up. By this action, the snake is

able to ascend such smooth objects as

ordinary metal piping or bamboo.

If the diameter of the tree is too great

for this method, the snake chmbs in a

zigzag fashion by utilizing irregularities

in the trunk. It is here that the keels on

the sides of the under surface are most

\aluable, enabUng the snake to take ad-

\antage of the smallest crevices. It is not

uncommon to find our native rat snakes

and king snakes in large trees, such as

elms and oaks. Whether they venture into

trees in search of birds is a question. I

once found two king snakes up in a

large elm feeding on whitefooted mice.

It is not impossible that, as Mr. Gray

suggests, the snake was dropped into the

top of the palm by a bird of prey. How-

ever, the numerous improbabihties in-

volved do not make this a likely explana-

tion for the occurrence described here.

The proposal that the snake might have

lived in the pahn since it was a mere

shrub is highly improbable. The explana-

tion that is more in accord with our

knowledge of the natural history of snakes

is that the snake climbed the palm, prob-

ably in search of food.

« « *

WISENT
In response to a brief discussion of the

postwar status of the almost extinct Euro-

pean bison, or wisent, in the March NAT-
URAL HISTORY, the following letter has

been received from the Duke of Bedford:

Sras- ^P"' ^^' ^^^^'

... It is stated on good authority that

a small pure-bred herd of European bison,

containing several young females, exists

in Germany and is being protected. There

may be another small herd in Poland,

two or three in Sweden, and about the

same number in the Zoological Gardens

at Amsterdam. In England there are 21,

of which I have 20, but I am sorry to say

they have bred badly for many years and

only one or two living calves appear in

any season. A heifer was bom yesterday

and I hope it wiU survive. We have never

had any cross-breds.

One curious difference between the

American and European bison is that the

European calf is dark brown at birth,

whereas the American calf is yellowash-
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red. The European bison is a more silent

animal than the American, though the

\oice is somewhat similar. Both species

enjoy rolling in the dust as well as in the

mud.

Incidentally, I am hoping in a few

months to send to America some Pere

David's deer so that the species may be

conserved there in the event of some

disaster overtaking my herd. This strange

deer, totally unlike any other variety, has

ne\'er been seen wild by Europeans and

is extinct in China, where it was first dis-

covered in the Imperial Hunting Park in

Pekin. For nearly 40 years the Woburn
herd, latterly numbering between 200 and

300, has been the only one in existence.

Woburn, Bucks, Bletchley,

England

* * *

Sirs:

Perhaps my question is ridiculous, but

I should like an authentic answer. Was
the red fox a native of North America?

In various books, which pretend to be

scholarly, I have seen it stated that it

was imported from England in tlie

eighteenth century, and that our only

"native" was the southern gray fox—

which I doubt. Am I right?

Alexandria, Va.
^°''^'' Warneb.

The following answer is offiered by

George G. Goodwin of the American

Museum's Department of Mammals:

Philosophers tell us that human tliought

creates that which it imagines. The cun-

ning, deceitful, cowardly creature known
as the fox might well be considered a

product of the imagination, as no such

animal exists. From infancy man is

taught a legendary version of wildlife,

handed down through the ages; and tliere

is little hope that this teaching will not

be fed to future generations. Regrettable

indeed is the fact that most so-called na-

ture writers of today are themselves ig-

norant of the true characters of wild

creatures and can do little to enlighten the

public.

The fox is one of the most familiar

animals figuring in children's stories,

natural history books, and illustrations

for advertisements; but always he is

shown in a deporable light.

Just how easily the public can be mis-

informed is shown by this letter. The
writer is honestly in search of informa-

tion, yet the vague date handed to him

is such that, if he were not cautious, it

might lead him to believe that the gray

fox is the only species native to North

America.

There are five distinct species of foxes

in North America, including no less than

three genera or widely separated types.

In America we have approximately as

many different kinds of foxes as there

are in the whole of Eurasia or Africa.

The commonest and best known is the

native American red fox. The silver fox

and the cross fox with the cruciform

markings are both color phases of the

red fox. In the cool regions of the ex-

treme north there is the Arctic or white

fox which has a color phase in blue.

Then on the prairies of the Middle West

is the little kit or swift fox, and on the

deserts a big-eared fox. Perhaps the most

remarkable of all is the gray fox, which

can actually climb and shin up a tree

trunk much Uke a schoolboy.

It should be borne in mind that foxes

render a valuable service to mankind

by helping to control the ever multiply-

ing hordes of rodent pests. The red fox

has successfully pitted his wits against

man, and despite the price set on his

valuable coat of fur he still maintains

much of his former range even in popu-

lated districts. For this he is branded as

deceitful and sly. Because he has sense

enough to avoid a man armed with a

double-barreled shotgun or to run from

a pack of dogs and overwhelming odds,

he is deemed a coward.

Anyone seeing a fox, especially a red

fox, must wonder at his enormous tail.

He has without exception the most mag-

nificent brush in all the mammal world.

For a runner like the fox such an adorn-

ment would seem to be more of a hin-

drance than a necessity; yet that \ery

brush is of vital importance to him. The
red fox belongs in a country of bitter

cold winters, and since he does not use

an underground retreat except when rais-

ing a family, he makes good use of this

protecting wrap. On retiring, Reynard

curls himself up and draws his feet and

bare nose together, snugly winding his

warm brush around himself.

If readers of NATURAL HISTORY
have specific questions regarding

photography in the realm of natu-

ral history or science, we shall be

glad to try to answer them.—ED.

/Announcing the I9th

EXPEDITION FOR BOYS
SUMMER OF 1947

Two months of field work in American

Southwest under competent staff. Open-

ings for embryo scientists, authors, and

radio operators. Prospectus available.

HILLIS L. HOWIE
School Service Department

Pe.\body Museum of Natural History

New Haven, Connecticut
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animal^

vegetable^

mineral

J. HE Jittlc metal animal papcr-wci^hts, wliicli

were |>iactica]ly extinct for a few years, have returned, and

we keep adding to our menajierie. The selection is still

rather small, but in a few months we expect to have most

of the old ones and cjuite a numljer of new ones. The ones

at 55 cents are approximately 1 to 2 inches high; the $1.00

ones about 2 to 3 inches, and the $1.50 size 4 inches.

The Hardness Scale is a new item; the specimens are about

1 inch thick. As an afterthought, we included the Flower

Cards. These little postcards may be used for any occasion

and are very handy to have around the liouse when you feel

vou must send someone a note and have no time to dasli

out shopping around at the last minute.

If you visit the Museum, come into our Book Shop and

browse around. You might have fun, and you might also

find just the thing you have been searching for and never

thoujiht vou would find.

METAL ANIMALS
At 55 cents each

(postage included)

RHINO
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Sms:

I should like to subscribe to your . . .

Natural History Magazine.

For your information, I made my first

acquaintance with your periodical at the

time when some American internees in

Java were transferred to another intern-

ment camp and left some copies to me.

Those issues have survived the many
surprise searches made by the Japanese

in our camp; and in the days I suffered

of starvation and diseases, tlie periodicals

became real friends and they remained

so up to now. My love for nature gave

me spirit, and though I read the articles

again and again they never bored me
but gave me diversion to appreciate life.

I am convinced that they helped me to

leave camp with a sound mind . . .

G. A. SOMBEEK.

Schiedam, Holland.

Sirs:

I was interested in W. B. Gray's letter

(June, 1946) on the climbing powers of

snakes. Last year I captured a common
gartersnake 18 inches long and put it in

an empty fish tank on the windowsill

until a more suitable container could be

provided. A wire screen was placed over

the tank and weighted down with a

large dictionary. The ne.xt morning the

snake was nowhere to be seen.

There was a great deal of excitement;

a search of the apartment revealed noth-

ing. A few hours later, however, I

chanced to lower the Venetian blind over

the window, and the snake fell out of

his hiding place atop the uppermost slat.

The only way the snake could have got-

ten up there was by chmbing up six feet

of A inch cord.

The snake was then placed in the tank

and watched. He (it was a male)

squirmed out of the tank, and with no

hesitation at all made straight for the

cord and climbed right up it, reaching

the top (after many sHps and slides) in

about two minutes. The cord had no

knots or twists that might have aided the

snake . . .

New York, N. Y.

Mark Behenson.

Sirs:

Something happened this morning that

seemed stranger than fiction! While phon-

ing from the ninth floor of our 68th

Street apartment, I looked out on our

terrace and saw a large park squirrel!

How he got there is a mystery.

He seemed so inquisitive and friendly

that I offered him various tidbits. What
made the greatest hit was some peanut

brittle from Savannah, Georgia. He could

LETTERS

not get enough of this and kept nibbling

away for over an hour, despite the pres-

ence of our Belgium schipperke, who
seemed to welcome the visitor.

One solution to the mystery of his

lofty appearance might be in the out-

side fire escape belonging to die Institute

for Deaf and Dumb Children which

adjoins our apartment house.

We are confident that he will return,

if only to recover the pecan nut he

cached under our weeping willow tree . . .

Mrs. B. H. Namm.

New York, N. Y.

Squirrels are frequently seen in rather

unexpected places, and it is not impos-

sible that this one might have climbed

up the wall. The fire escape offered an

easy route for him, and even a brick

or stone building usually provides many
footholds for an animal no heavier than

a squirrel.

The nearly vertical-sided Devil's Tower
in Wyoming ( described in Natural His-

tory for November, 1942, page 205) is

almost as difficult to climb as an apart-

ment house wall; yet when tlie top was

first explored, chipmunks were found

making their homes on tliis natural sky-

scraper.

Shiva Temple, one of the most isolated

rocky formations in Grand Canyon at-

tracted a great deal of attention a few

years ago. A press agent, whose imagina-

tion ran away vidth him, visualized a

"Lost World" on top of this precipitous

peak, with ancient types of animals living

in seclusion there. Actual exploration

showed that pack rats, chipmunks, mice

of several sorts, not different from those

of tlie main plateau, lived on tlie rock,

and even some of the larger mammals,

such as tlie bobcat, had climbed it.

John Eric Hill,

Assi^ant Curator of Mammals.

American Museum of Natural History,

New York, N. Y.

Sms:

The accompanying photograph shows

two curious white oaks growing in oar

neighborhood in Waukesha Coimty, Wis-

consin. They stand about 20 feet apart,

and both point west. I have long sus-

pected that these trees were crippled in

this manner by Indians who used them as

markers. But I have had no success in

verifying this explanation and would ap-

preciate it if you could give any opinion.

C. p. Fox.

Oconomowoc, Wis.

Mr. Fox's theory is indeed Hkely to be

correct. As explained in an illustrated

article by Dr. Raymond E. Janssen in

Natural History for February, 1940

(page 116), many trees deformed in this

peculiar manner have been found. The
Indians had the custom of bending sap-

lings over and fastening them in position

by means of a tough vine or piece of

rawhide so that the direction of the bend

would indicate die route to be followed.

Care was taken not to break the trees,

and as a result they continued to grow

in the deformed position. The tree would

then send up new stems, or secondary

trunks, and the original branches would

die and decay, leaving this strange "arm

and elbow" appearance.—Ed.

Continued an page 342

Curious trees: If you are as good a woodsman as the people who first made
use of these trees, you should know why they have taken this curious form

C. p. Fox Photo
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
This Kodachrome, taken by Tad Nich-

ols, shows a spectacular sight unfamiliar

to most persons outside of the tropics—

the gorgeous blossom that adorns a stalk

of growing bananas. It also shows—like-

wise unknown to many—that bananas

grow "upside down," that is, pointing

skyward. When they first appear they are

quite small and point downward, but as

they mature they turn upward. The stalk

usually hangs inverted in the fruit store.

The banana is perhaps the largest plant

on earth not having a woody stem above

the ground. About a year after the root-

stock is planted, the "tree" has attained

a height of from 15 to 30 feet. The stem

that is to bear the bananas emerges from

tlie top of the trimk and produces a flower

bud that grows and bends downward.

The bracts then drop off, disclosing the

young bananas, which originate from

clusters of flowers arranged spirally

around the stalk.

Occasionally a bunch is produced with

more than 300 individual bananas, hav-

ing a total weight of 150 pounds, but a

bunch with 150 bananas, weighing 60

pounds is more common. About 85S of

the "tree" is water.
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FOR LESS THAN 4 CENTS A DAY...

lo every teacher who wants to give her

pupils the dramatic and readily grasped

learning experiences found in instructional

films, we say: the cost of an Encyclo-

paedia Britannica Instructional Film is

surprisingly low!

Under our Lease-to-OWN Plan, your

school can obtain these authentic, scientif-

ically correlated films for less than four (4)

cents a day. If, as in many cases, your

school joins with others nearby to form a

Cooperative Film Library, this low cost

is reduced even more.

With Lease-to-OWN, you gain immediate
access to the films you want, assuring

continuity of your lesson plans.

Every Encyclopaedia Britannica In-

structional Film is produced for only one

purpose: to help you teach more effectively!

Every film is designed for use in the class-

room. Specialists in each subject collaborate

with us to present an authoritative, unbiased

treatment of the material covered.

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films offer your school the most complete

library of text films, both sound and silent, in America. Here, for

example, are a /ew of the sound films used in teaching Natural History:

TITLE COLLABORATOR
Aphids

I Clyde Fisher, Ph.D., American Museum of Natural
Dodder ) History

Gardening Ellen Eddy Show, Brooklyn Botanic Garden

Elephants i Arthur 1. Gates, Ph.D., Teachers College, Columbia
Goats ... University; Ernest Horn, Ph.D., The State University

Poultry on the Farm I of Iowa, and Celeste C. Peardon, M.A.

Production of Foods O. E. Baker, Ph.D., University of Maryland

Shell Fishing Wallace W. Atwood, Ph.D., President, Clark University

Snapping Turtle E. Laurence Palmer, Ph.D., Cornell University

Sunfish E. Laurence Palmer, Ph.D., Cornell University, and
Evelyn M. Van Duzer

Thrushes and Relatives. . T. Gilbert Pearson, Ph.D., President Emeritus, National

Association of Audubon Societies

Water Birds Arthur A. Alien, Ph.D., Cornell University

. . . AND MANY MORE

We'll be happy to send you more information about these and other

Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, and their ease of ownership under

the Lease-to-OWN Plan. Write today to Encyclopaedia Britannica

Films Inc., Dept. 15- J, 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6, Illinois.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA FILMS INC.

Encyclopaedia Britannic

to be used by teachers a

Instructional Films are professionally created

an integral part of the regular school curriculum.
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SCIENCE, LIBERTY AND PEACE • FIELD BOOK OF EASTERN BIRDS

CENTRAL AMERICA • TROUT FISHING • LOST AMERICANS

Science, liberty and
PEACE

by Aldous Huxley
Harper & Bros., $1.00

86 pp.

TT has become by now pretty apparent
^ to almost everyone tliat tlie world is

in a bad way. There are many who don't

tliink about it much one way or tlie

other. Then there are those who, inspired

by the progressive optimism of the nine-

teenth century, hopefully expect mankind,

particularly tlie representatives of West-

ern Civihzation, to pull out of tliis tem-

porary mess into an era of peace and

prosperity transcending anything known
in the past. Both tliese classes of citizens

should read Mr. Hu.\ley's brief and

sharply focused exposition of what is

wTong with the present trends in our

society. They should read him, if only

to reaUze tliat all is not rosy and that

our whole civilization is in mortal danger

of destruction by the very forces that

have brought it into being.

Those individuals who are fully as pes-

simistic of current developments as Mr.

Huxley should also read diis httle book

whether their diagnosis and prognosis are

the same or not, for he has many pungent

and acute things to say about tlie state

of our society.

Briefly, Mr. Huxley's thesis is that sci-

ence, particularly its inventive and tech-

nological aspects, has served to increase

the power of the oppressive forces in

society imtil the people no longer have

adequate means of physical resistance.

Science has also placed in the hands of

the few, overwhelming powers of per-

suasion and deception through the use of

cheap printing, radio, etc. At the same

time technology has served to develop

mass production, which in turn has up-

rooted the people, crowded them into

vmpleasant industrial areas, rendered them

insecvire, and deprived them of important

psychological values. Science also, says

Mr. Huxley, has except for a few philos-

ophers perverted man's view of nature

and destroyed respect for the individual.

These are serious charges, some of

which can, I beUeve, be controverted, at

least as the efl^ective causes of a situation

that Mr. Haxley depicts with great clarity.

His own solution is one of contraries. He
woidd reorientate science to aid the de-

centralization of society into small co-

operative groups engaged in subsistence

activities and in producing for local mar-

YOXJR NEW BOOKS

kets. He would also uproot die disease of

nationalism which now stands in the path

of co-operation among the peoples of

die world.

I liked diis httle book for its recogni-

tion that our society has reached a crit-

ical point in its development, its courage

in attacking one of the sacrosanct institu-

tions of our culture, and its exquisite

clarity of exposition.

Harry L. Shapiro.

Plants of hawaii
NATIONAL PARK. Illustrative of

Plants and Customs of tlie South

Seas

--byO. Degener

New York Botanical Garden,

Fordham P.O., New York, New York

312 pp., 45 illust.

'npHIS is a plioto-litlioprint reproduc-
-*- tion of Degener's earlier "Illustrated

Guide to the More Common or Note-

wordiy Ferns and Flowering Plants of

Hawaii National Park, widi Descriptions

of Ancient Hawaiian Customs and an

Introduction to the Geological History of

the Islands" ( 1930 ) . Reasons for the re-

production are that many of the plants

illustrated and discussed are widely dis-

tributed in the Pacific region, and that

many of the ancient Hawaiian customs

mentioned or discussed are identical with

those of the present inhabitants of other

Pacific Islands. Following a brief discus-

sion of Hawaiian geology, the origin of

the Hawaiian flora is reviewed, imme-
diately succeeded by the consideration

of individual plant species.

The work is not a dry, descriptive

botanical manual, but rather a popular

discussion of selected plants and plant

problems. The data are arranged under

the common names of plants, the tech-

nical names appearing in the text. Tech-

nical descriptions are lacking, for the

excellent iUustradons obviate the need of

these. On the other hand, extensive

essays are often included, covering die

economic uses of individual species, na-

tive beliefs regarding them, methods of

preparing plant parts for food or for

other uses, when and how certain species

were introduced (if an introduced

species), the significance of certain na-

tive plant names, and other human inter-

est data.

The author has brought together a

great deal of information regarding

plants, plant problems, and human rela-

tionships with plants. He has, moreover,

succeeded in presenting diese data in an

eminently entertaining and readable

manner. This reviewer does not hesitate

to recommend Degener's volume to any-

one who may be interested in Pacific

plants and plant problems; after all, as

the author claims, a high percentage of

the species he discusses are of wide Pa-

cific distribution, and thus the work ap-

phes to a vastly greater area than Hawaii.

E. D. Merrill.

Waters of the golden
trout country

by Charles McDermand

G. P. Putnam's Sons, $3.50, 162 pp.,

17 illust.

'"T'HIS is a most unusual httle book. In
-*- the first place, it fills a very real need

by supplying exact information about the

trouts of California's High Sierra. Fur-

thermore, the author writes extremely

well, and has a rare gift for transmitting

the sight and feehng of high mountain

country and the excitement of its trout-

fiUed lakes and streams. Very beautiful

photographs add to the fascination of

the book.

"A land of snow fed lakes and streams

inhabited by unsophisticated trout;

enough brush to shade the water; not

enough to tangle a back cast; and where

competition is nU." This is the length of

mountain country south from Yosemite

Park through the San Joaquin watershed,

the Kings Canyon National Park, and

Sequoia National Park. It can only be

reached by riding and walking, and it is

made accessible by the John Muir Trail.

Plants of Hawaii National Park

Illustrative of Plants and

Customs of the South Seas

By Otto Degener

fAuthor of Flora Hawailensis)

Devoted primarily to Hawaii, this book

draws attention to the South Sea Islands as

a whole, their origin and flora, and the cus-

toms of their kindly natives. Profusely illus-

trated. $2.50, from author, New York Bo-

tanical Garden, Bronx Park, N. Y. City 58.
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In tlie chain of lakes tliat form tlie

timber line sources of rivers, there are

Loch Levens and Eastern Brook Trout

planted years ago. Rainbows, and the

author's particular object, the vivid,

gamey Golden Trout. The angler works

his way around the icy lake shores,

clutching his rod in one hand and cUng-

ing to rocks with the other. He looks at

the "indescribably lonely panorama" of

Lake Marie and Mount Hilgard from

the 10,872-foot crest of Selden Pass. He
sees huge golden trout wallowing in the

shallows of Lake Wallace; takes husky

brookies from an unnamed blue lakelet

"ghttering stark and cold" near the snow

fields of Silver Pass. There is a morning

when, rubbing tlie sleep from his eyes,

he suddenly comes upon an unbelievable

sight in Long Indian Lake . . . "the

crystal waters swarmed with life. Fat and

lazy tadpoles swam in the shallows fear-

lessly. Myriads of slowly creeping caddis

larvae hauled their pebble cases over the

submerged rocks. And finning in and out

among the swarm were sleek, bulging

trout. Incredulous, I beheld Golden and

Eastern Brook trout actually tmm away

as chunky polUwogs waddled past their

snouts."

Charles McDermand set himself tlie

job of prospecting every lake and stream

of the Sierra for trout. This, he decides

happily at the end of his vacation, will

take all the summers he will ever have.

An Outline Guide to the

ART OF THE

SOUTH PACIFIC

By PAUL S. WINGERT

$2.00

"An extremely useful outline of the esthe-

tic achievements of the people of the

South Pacific, since it brings together not

only the cultural milieu in which the art

flourished but also a descriptive catalog

of the arts themselves. . . . Should be in-

dispensable both to the student of primi-

tive art and to the student of Pacific

cultures." — H. L Shapiro, American

Museum of Natural History.

"The descriptive and explanatory accounts

of the art of the various islands and

ethnic groups, presented In outline form,

are clear and simple, and the plates are

excellent."—John T. Fredericit, Chicago

Sun.

Columbia University Press

The last chapter of the wholly de-

lightful book is devoted to routes and

equipment, followed by several invalu-

able pages listing each lake, its locality,

and its trout. The end papers are maps

of the autlior's route. F.LaM.

All the best in
central america

by Sydney Clark

Dodd, Mead and Company, $3.00

288 pp., 18 illust.

qpHROUGH travel by air, the Central

-* American RepubUcs are now surpris-

ingly accessible to the United States and

will undoubtedly receive a flood of Amer-

ican tourists during these post-war years.

In as short a period as several weeks,

and with most of die comforts of home,

one can now visit a number of the great

Maya ruins of Yucatan and Guatemala

and get at least a glimpse of a half dozen

separate and quite individual Latin

American countries.

For anyone planning such a trip, this

book will be of real interest and value.

Directed toward the vacation tourist, it

is written in a hght and chatty narrative

style but, nevertheless, it contains a re-

markable amount of very practical infor-

mation on transportation, hotels, food,

official regulations, the currencies of each

country, and the clothes to wear. As a

background for the traveler there is a

good stock of generally rehable informa-

tion on the archaeology and history of

the Central American countries written

entirely from the traveler's point of view.

Mr. Clark seems to be keenly aware

of what the average American traveler

is likely to want to see and do and has

written a book that will be much used

and appreciated.

Gordon F. Ekholm.

Field book of
eastern birds

by Leon Augustus Hausman

G. P. Putnam's Sons, $3.75

659 pp., 466 illust.

TT is difficult for a professional omithol-

ogist to give tliis volume a fair ap-

praisal. The reason is that, to a greater

extent than any other handbook of recent

years, it assumes absolutely no prior

knowledge on the part of the user. He
may start with scarcely more discrimina-

tory power than an ability to tell the birds

from the flowers, and, by easy stages and

time afield, may learn to recognize and

name our whole rich bird fauna.

The introductory notes, and the 50

thoroughly illustrated pages of diagnosis

by families, prepare the neophyte for

the later steps of his analytical problem.

Then come ten pages of eye-and-ear

means of spotting birds commonly seen

about the home grounds.

All of the foregoing parts of the book

seem reasonable and logical, although

they do not necessarily represent die

process by which competent field ornithol-

ogists have mastered tlieir art.

The remaining systematic section

(pages 61-619) is for tlie most part ad-

mirable. There are simple keys to species

by families, and accounts of each species

headed by a black-and-white drawing.

These figures, by Jacob Bates Abbott,

are variable in quality but mostly ade-

quate. In the case of certain birds which

the illustrator may not know well in life

( sooty shearwater, snowy owl, etc. ) the

pictures fail to convince. Six color plates

by the same artist are attractive and

practical, despite tlie random assortment

of birds on some of them. Here and

there the colors have gone wild in re-

production (e.g. parula warbler), and

the attempt to distinguish between the

gray cheeked and Bicknell's thrushes is

specious.

The author's diagnostic notes and his

quick descriptions of characteristics,

voice, and normal environment are excel-

lent. Welcome inclusions are his fists of

regional vernacular names. The sub-

species question is simply and inteUigently

handled.

A well-selected bibfiography and an

index close this useful book. PCM

The LOST AMERICANS
by Frank C. Hibben

Thomas Crowell Company, $2.50

196 pp.

VyRITTEN for the lay reader, this

' ^ little book deals with our earliest

known Americans, when and by what
route they came here, and what they

did here after arrival. In a general way,

the subjects of origin and antiquity have

been under discussion almost since the

days of Colvunbus. The first concrete

evidence of geologic antiquity was pub-

lished by Peter Kalm about 1750. Since

then, and particularly since 1840, numer-

ous alleged "proofs"—some fantastic and

others doubtless genuine—have been

recorded all the way from Canada to

Patagonia, without, however, gaining full

acceptance on the part of conservative

investigators. This skeptical attitude is

now fortunately changed. Since 1927, a

number of well-authenticated associations

of unique artifacts and extinct animal re-

mains have been unearthed in both North

and South America, until today there

WILD BIRDS ADD /%»«^T0 YOUR GARDEN.

AUDUBON FEEDERS KEEP BIRDS
IN FULL VIEW WHILE FEEDING
Feeders with and without squirrel

guards, hanging and on pipe stands.

Write lor our IMer

audubon jg workshop
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AGAIN AVAILABLE!

A book "so filled with the pure delight of observing

and know ing birds of all kinds that it is a joy to read."

—Harry Hansen, N. Y. World-Telegram

Birds Across the Sky

By FLORENCE
PAGE JAQUES

lllusfrafions by

FRANCIS LEE JAQUES

At all bookstores

S2.50

HARPER & BROTHERS
47 E. 33RD ST., NEW YORK 16

The enchanting story of Mr. and Mrs.

Jaques' trip from the head-waters of

the ^Mississippi to the Louisiana marsh-

lands, when they followed the geese

and ducks down their traditional

autumn migration route, Mr. Jaques

sketching the birds and their environs

and Mrs. Jaques seeing new birds

and identifying old ones.

"With distinction and delicacy of per-

ception Mrs. Jaques conveys the moods
of the many places they have visited,

the seasons and the endlessly varying

individualities of the birds. Her prose,

alive and aware, has a poetic quality.

She writes with humor and a note of

deeper significance born of an increas-

ing sense of the unity of all life and,

in these troubled days, a support gained

from 'the strength and radiance of

nature.' "—A^. Y. Times Book Review

"For its drawings as well as for its

wit and good humor Birds Across the

Sky will make friends the world over."

—A'', y. Herald Tribune Book Review

"She makes bird life a fascinating sub-

ject. The illustrations by Francis Lee

Jaques, one of the finest wild life

artists in the world, are gems."
—Chicago Tribune

remains only the difficult task of properly

evaluating the facts at hand.

Dr. Hibben here narrates the more or

less dramatic discovery details of about

ten such North American sites (including

three important ones of his owti) ranging

from Alaska, through Wyoming and

Texas, to Southern California and dating,

it is supposed, from Late Pleistocene

times. He describes most of the artifacts

recovered but figures only the unique

Folsom, Yvmia, and Sandia chipped-stone

spearpoints. Fully two chapters are de-

voted to a rather suggestive presentation

of the associated Pleistocene fauna, dwell-

ing equally on its richness and its myste-

rious extinction.

Eminently readable, the book is neither

exhaustive nor exacting, and therefore

scarcely the proper subject for a really

critical review, even if space allowed.

The general reader may well complain

of the illustrations. All are unlabeled.

Two of them may lead some to think that

early man was left-handed, and another

may suggest that he was foolhardy enough

to attack an imfettered mammoth with

a mere javelin. The archaeologists may
properly object to the repeated statement

that early or primitive man was "dirty,

cowering, and a cave-dweller" as not

uniformly in agreement with the known

facts; and yet, at the same time, the mam-
malogists will hardly credit his bravery

YOUR NEW BOOKS

with having materially affected the

decimation of our Pleistocene fauna, even

if he made ingenious use of fire in hunt-

ing. But, aside from these and other

minor debatable points, the book is de-

serving of popular favor and will doubt-

less bring the author many a letter from

would-be archaeologists.
j^_ (-, n^-lson.

Revised lapidary .

handbook
by

J.
Harry Howard

J.
Harry Howard, 504 Crescent Ave.,

Greenville, South Carolina

220 pages, 50 figs.

'TpHIS book, designed as the author
-'- states "to provide practical instruc-

tion in all kinds of gem cutting for the

beginner and the advanced amatem:,"

does just that.

The handbook co\'ers tlie cutting and

poUshing of both cabochon or smooth

surfaced stones and faceted stones, usu-

ally transparent, cut witli angular faces

on the surface. Fascinating sidelines in

the handling of gems are described—the

making of beads, spheres, and jewelry,

such as complete rings and bracelets of

semi-precious stones. The manufacturing

of mosaics is also taught, and the earning

and engraving of stones. Mr. Howard has

e\"en included a chapter on diamond
cutting, despite the fact that this profes-

sion is usually considered distinct from

that of the lapidary.

Not only does the handbook teach in

simple, easily understood language the

use of lapidary equipment, but it also

describes the processes for the home
manufacturing of much of the machinery

needed.

Mr. Howard has imbued the book with

his own enthusiasm for the art, but, as

an instructor, he has been careful to

point out that the beginner cannot reason-

ably expect the same results in his first

attempts as the advanced amateur or

professional and that satisfactory meth-

ods for each individual must be deter-

mined to a large extent by "trial and

error."

The text contains lists of books and

magazines from which the amateur may
learn more about the stones that he is

cutting and also, indispensable to those

who are interested but don't know how
to begin, there are hsts of supply houses

where gem materials and lapidary equip-

ment can be purchased.

As far as any craft can be taught by
written instructions, this handbook serves

admirably, and Mr. Howard's obvious de-

light and interest in his subject are

extremely contagious.

Euz.'VBETH Simpson.



The

Photo by George E. Mushbach

"Big Medicine," the blond bull of Montana.

He is all white except for a brown skullcap

THERE are today t\vo white

buffalo in the United States.

This is two thousand times more

than would be expected in the natu-

ral state, according to the accepted

law of averages. The phenomenon is

made even more unusual by the fact

that the father of one of these ani-

mals is his own brother. Even aside

from these exceptional circum-

stances, the story of the white buf-

falo is one of the most interesting

pages in the most colorful chapter

of the history of our Old West.

The buffalo is something of a na-

tional symbol of America. No other

animal in our land is more impos-

ing in appearance or more cele-

brated in adventurous lore. No one

knows just how many buffaloes

there were when the white man
first came to America. Conservative
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estimates place the number at

30,000,000. Some say there were as

many as 125,000,000-practically

the present human population of

the United States and possibly more

large animals of a single species

than have ever existed anywhere

else on earth during the history of

man.

And yet, our American buffalo

is not a buffalo at all. He is really

a bison, scientifically related to the

Emopean animal of the same name.

A true buffalo is a creature without

a hiunp on his shoulders, such as

the African buffalo and similar va-

rieties found in Asia. There are

also other important differences,

which tlie pedagogic purists make

much about. But the white men
who first explored our continent

were not scientists. They named the

By

Harold McCracken

pride of our plains a "buffalo"; buf-

falo he was called by the plainsmen

and early settlers, buffalo he Uved

and died, so buffalo he no doubt shall

always remain. Just as our "Indian"

was misnamed by those first Euro-

peans, who believed him to be a

native of India rather than a resi-

dent of the New World of America,

which they had unknowingly dis-

covered. Nor were these the only

scientific errors made by oin: fore-

fathers. The animal they named a

moose is really an elk; our eUc is

not an elk at all; our mountain goat

is not a goat; and om- antelope, sad

to say, is not a member of the ante-

lope family. The explanations are

rather involved, and the layman is

supposed to take the scientists'

word for it without quibbling. But,

from the earhest times, this has

been a land of the free, and our

ancestors had the prerogative of

calhng our native wild animals

whatever they chose to call them.
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Sacred White Buffalo
By the law of averages, we might have had to wait several cen-

turies to see an albino buffalo. Now there are two in the United

States—reminders of the days when millions of hoofs thundered

across the plains and the Indians honored the spirit of the

ghostly creature that was a special gift from the Great Spirit

So when tlie scientists raise their

pedantic eyebrows and start ex-

plaining that our moose is not a

moose and our buffalo is not a buf-

falo, we can just as blandly tell

them to go jump in the lake—and

a lake is really a lake in America.

In spite of the tremendous num-
ber of buffalo tliat once roamed

America, these animals very quickly

disappeared. It took Nature a mil-

lion or more years to create the

buffalo; but we Americans took

care of that in a very short time.

They were killed for food, for their

hides, and for sheer sport. As early

as 1849, a single season saw as

many as 110,000 native-tanned buf-

falo hides shipped by river boat to

St. Louis from the Upper Missouri

Sub-Agency alone. A single hide

sold for $3.00, but the total value

of the shipment was more than

five times the combined value of

all other furs and miscellaneous

trade. Thus began the greatest and

most indiscriminate animal slaugh-

ter in history. It reached its climax

during the years 1872, 73, and 74,

when an average of about 5000

buffalo were killed every day of

every week, with no time off for

Sundays or Christmas. More than

5,000,000 were slaughtered during

those three years. The buffalo

melted away hke snow in the glare

of a midsummer's sun. Congress

talked of interfering—but did noth-

ing about it. By 1889 there were

exactly 541 buffalo left in the en-

tire United States.

The professional buffalo hunters

were a hard-bitten breed of he-

men and as such have never been

excelled. That was a time when onr

West was a wild, wide-open land

where neighbors who lived several

hundred miles apart felt close

enough to call one another by their

first names. In order to have any

real standing as a representative

The sacred skin of a white buffalo, worn here during a religious dance of the Mandan
Indians, was venerated more than almost any other ceremonial property by various tribes

of Plains Indians. (A drawing dated 1832-34, from the Maximilian Atlas)



citizen, a man had to ha\e a record

of killing at least a thousand buf-

falo a year—or its equivalent in In-

dians. Some of the better hunters,

such as W. C. Carver and A. C.

Meyers, killed as many as 5,500

buffaloes in one year. Some of the

men hunted alone. Single-handed,

Sam Carr regularly killed and

skinned 35 to 40 in a day. That re-

quired a good man, even in those

days.

When still something of a novice,

a young fellow by the name of

William Cody took a job as a

hunter to provide meat for con-

struction crew^s building the Kansas

Pacific Raihoad. He held down this

job for eighteen months, through

1867 and '68, and during that time

he personally kiUed 4,280 buffalo.

This proved him to be a young

man of promise. Later, when he

knew more about this business of

getting ahead in the frontier coun-

try, he won the first aU-American

championship sporting event, which

carried with it the title of "Buffalo

Bill" and a side bet of $500, by

killing 69 buffalo in a competition

supervised by judges and oflBcial

rules. The challenger was William

Comstock, who came off a poor

second with only 46 buffalo killed

during the eight-hour contest. The

event was properly publicized and

was witnessed by a large audience,

who reached the scene by a special

train from St. Louis, on which lunch

and plenty of liquid refreshments

were served. But neither of these

contestants set a record. Charlie

Roth, hunting on tlie Canadian

Ri\er in 1873, single-handed shot

107 buffaloes in one "stand," and

there are accounts of several other

men who approached the hundred

mark in one day's killing.

Buffalo hunting was far more of

a business than a sport, although

within the Hfe-span of many Amer-

icans now living, buffalo shooting

was advertised as the principal at-

traction of railroad excursions. The

following example appeared in a

Leavenworth newspaper:

RAILWAY EXCURSION & BUF-

FALO HUNT-An excursion train will

leave Leavenworth at 8:00 a.m. on Tues-

day, October 27, 1868, and return on

Friday. An ample time wiU be had for a

grand Buffalo Hunt. Tickets of round

trip from Leavenworth, $10.

Despite occasional sporting events

of diis sort, butffalo were slaugh-

tered chiefly for their hides, each

of which brought httle more to

the hunter than a poor skunk skin

brings today. In 1870 the men who

killed, skinned, dried, and trans-

ported buffalo hides across the In-

dian-infested plains to a place

where they could sell them, got

$2.00 each for the bulls and $1.75

for cows. Yet some men made as

much as $10,000 in a year.

One white hide in 5,000,000

Among all the milUons of buf-

falo hides that were taken during

this bloody history, there was an

average of only one white hide for

about every 5,000,000 of the nor-

mal color. In all the great "south-

ern herd," which was virtually

exterminated during the 70's, only

one white one is claimed to have

been found. This animal fell to the

gun of "Prairie Dog" Dave, who

sold it to Robert Wright for the

neat sum of $1,000.

George Bent, one of the foremost

traders deaUng extensively in buf-

falo hides, handled only five white

buffalo robes in all his many years.

He was born in the buffalo country

in 1843. His mother was a Cheyenne

woman, and his father was the

famous Col. William Bent, builder

of "Bent's Fort," the early trading

post on the Arkansas River and

a familiar rendezvous for such men

as Fremont, Kit Carson, and many

others who made history in the

West. Few men had a better op-

portunity to observe buffalo hides

than Ceorge Bent. Probably no

other individual ever possessed a

larger number of white buffalo

robes. Nor were aU of these "white"

robes completely white. The first

one Bent procured was from a five-

year-old cow, killed by Crazy Mule,

an Indian Medicine Man. Only the

tips of the hairs were white. The

second was of a three-year-old bull,

killed by another Indian, Big Wolf,

and it was the only pure white one

of the lot. The third was the dark,

cream-colored skin of a three-year-

Photo by Harold McCracken

Once there were over 30 mil-

lion buffalo in America. By

1889, only 541 remained. About

5000 exist today. In the early

1870's as many as that were

killed every day in the year
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old cow; tlie fourth was dappk-tl

gi-ay; and tlie fifth was the yellow-

ish fawn-colored skin of a two-year-

old bull.

\ sticred symbol

The Indians placed an even

higher value upon white buffalo

hides than did the wliite man, for

the Indians attributed to them

great supernatural and sacred im-

port.

One of the fundamentals of hu-

man natme is to cherish that which

is rare or particularly unusual. Lit-

tle wonder is it that the primitive

Indian, witli his strong penchant

for the exbaordinary, should hold

the white buffalo in such high re-

gard. The buffalo was the staff of

life to most Indian tribes of the

Plains. The skin, bones, hair, ten-

dons, hoofs, and even brains sup-

plied a large part of the necessities

of their daily Ufe. The animals were

hunted almost continuously. Yet,

there were but few Indian hunters

who had ever looked upon a hve

wliite buffalo. The skins, when pro-

cured, were either offered as a

tribal sacrifice or became a tribal

fetish. In all instances they were

looked upon with superstition, awe,

and reverence; if necessary, they

were protected with the hves of

the entire band or tribe possessing

them.

As one vmter expressively but

unthinkingly put it: "A white buf-

falo was so great a rarity that even

the Great Spirit must have been

surpised when one was born." The

Great Spirit was not surprised, for,

as every orthodox Indian knew, the

Great Spirit personally had some-

thing to do with the birth of every

white buffalo. That was why the

Indians looked upon them with

such veneration.

Some of the tribes beheved that

the white buffalo came from the

far north—the traditional place

where aU buffalo originally emerged

from an underworld beneath the

shell of the earth.

Ceremony

The Cheyeimes seldom used the

skin of a white buffalo for any pur-

pose, except as a religious sacrifice

THE SACRED WHITE BUFFALO

Photo by Harold McCracken

Visitors to some of our National Parks and other preserves can still

view the mighty animal that is a symbol of the unspoiled West

to the Sun or to Hiammawihio, the

Great Power. Such a ceremony was

witnessed in 1867 by George Bent.

The famous trader happened into

the Cheyenne camp just after a

white buffalo had been killed and

was privileged to see the whole

ceremony. *

The man who killed the animal

brought in the hide on his horse;

then he rode into the center of the

medicine ground or camp circle,

where he dismounted and stood

solemnly holding the horse. He
brought in no meat, for the carcass

of a white buffalo could not be

eaten; it had to be left ' on the

ground, otherwise no buffalo would

ever again return to that place.

*The George Bent account which follows is

taken principally from George Bird Grinnell's

book, The Cheyenne Indians, (1923). Other
sources of information on this subject are: -An-

nual Report, Commissioner of Indian Affairs,

1850; The Ox Tribe, by George Vasey, 1851;
Buffalo Land, by W. E. Webb. 1872; Hunting
Grounds of the Great West and Our Wild In-

dians, by Col. R. I. Dodge, 1877 and 1882;
Sheridan's Troopers of the Border, by De B.

Randolph Kein, 1885; and The Hunting of the

Buffalo, by E. Douglas Branch, 1929.

When the Indians saw what this

hunter had brought in, they began

to look through the camp for some-

one who was worthy of taking the

hide from the horse with the pre-

scribed ceremony. This could only

be done by a man who had pulled

an enemy off his horse in battle.

Soon such a person was found. His

name was Left Hand. He came up,

stopped beside the horse, and told

the people the story of the deed

that qualified him to carry out the

ceremony. While he spoke he
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A "Big Medicine" in the pro-

cess of shedding. He is now
thirteen years old

The few thousand remaining

buffalo may not produce another

albino in our time. A view on the

National Bison Range, Montana
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pointed with a stick toward the

locality where he had accomphshed

his feat. He told the story with

typical Indian oratory: he had seen

a Ute warrior riding in his direc-

tion and, hiding behind a tree, had

waited until the enemy was close;

then he had rushed out, pulled the

Ute from his horse, and killed him

with a knife.

When he had finished his story.

Left Hand struck the white buffalo

hide with the stick, took the skin off

tlie horse, and placed it on the

ground, where it remained for the

rest of the day.

While a pole was being set in the

ground near-by, a large sweat-

house was built.

The next day the hair side of

the white buffalo skin was cere-

moniously painted with blue paint

by an old man whose naked body
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was painted gray from head to

foot. He prayed while he worked.

When the hide was painted,

women came in crowds, bringing

their children and various offer-

ings of caUco, beads, moccasins,

and other gifts which were to be

tied to the sacrificial pole as offer-

ings to the Sun. As each child was

brought up, the old man passed his

hands over the child's head, arms,

and sides, praying for its long hfe

and health and for an abundance

of the things an Indian cherishes

most.

All during this time, many old

men went into the sweat-house to

sweat and prav. When they came

out, they gathered around the

naked master of ceremonies while

the white buffalo hide was folded

and tied to the pole. This was done

with great pomp and dignified pro-

cedure, and with fervent final

prayers.

Among those tribes who pre-

served the hides of white buffalo

as sacred harbingers of power and

"good medicine," meticulous care

and scrupulous ceremony accom-

panied every phase of the pro-

cedure.

In most instances, when a tribes-

man shot a white buffalo, he did

not dare to touch it. Fii-st he had to

find someone who was spiritually

qualified to do so. If the animal

had been killed with an arrow, the

man who performed the first part

of the ceremony had to be a war-

rior who had killed an enemy with

an arrow. If the buffalo had been

shot with a gun, the man must have

killed an enemy with a gun.

When the proper individual was

found, as many persons as possible
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were gathered to witness the cere-

mony. Respectfully, the white buf-

falo was propped up on its knees

and belly in such a manner that

its face was to the East. The man
who had killed it then ceremoni-

ously pulled tufts of hair from the

right shoulder, right rump, left

rump, left shoulder, and withers,

dropping each bit of hair on the

ground as he did so. With each bit

of hair, a prayer was offered.

After this, with much ceremony,

the animal was turned on its back.

It was disemboweled before the

skinning began. The man who
skinned the head had to be a war-

rior who had counted coup upon

an enemy and taken his scalp. (To

"count coup" means to have mshed
in and merely touched a wounded
enemy with a stick or anything

held in the hand, without inflicting

a wound. This was considered an

act of the highest bravery.)

When the skin was completely

removed, it could be loaded on a

horse only by a warrior who had

either taken a captive in battle and

carried him off on horseback, or

by one who had rescued a dis-

mounted fellow tribesman in like

manner.

To the man who had killed the

white buffalo went the honor of

leading the horse that bore the hide

into camp.

When the procession reached

camp, the hide had to be unloaded

by someone who had pulled an

enemy off his horse; and the man
who carried it into the owner's

lodge had to have broken into an

enemy's lodge.

All die warriors who had counted

coup on more than one enemy

were invited into the lodge. When
thev were seated around the white

buffalo skin, the woman who was

to tan and decorate it came in.

She sat down beside the skin,

dropped her dress to the waist,

and permitted the master of cere-

monies to paint the exposed part

of her body with a white paint

made of clay. He wiped away a

circle on her chest, to represent

the Sun; and on her back at the

right shoulder he wiped away the

paint in the shape of a crescent.

With his finger nails he scraped

stripes over her body from neck

to waist. He also hung small bun-

dles of white sage at her waist in

front, over each hip, and behind

each ear.

Among different tribes the

method of painting varied; but no

Indian woman would even dare to

touch the skin of a white buffalo

before she was properly painted

and prayed over by a medicine

man or warrior who had the specific

power to absolve her from the seri-

ous consequences of the taboo.

Even the knife she used had to be

blessed and purified for the task.

The woman held the blade rigidly

upright while the master of cere-

monies related the story of a coup

he had performed. At the end of the

story the woman cut a single hole

in the edge of the hide for staking

Continued on page 341

"Big Medicine" lives on the National Bison Range on the Flathead

Indian Reservation. A century ago wars might have been fought

over his hide; today he is a very rare scientific curiosity

Photo by George E. Miishbach
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Cat's-eyes

EXPLAINED

yy

When is a cat's-eye not a cat's-eye? A description of

highly-prized souvenirs from the Pacific coral islands

By William K. Gregory

Curator Emeritus of Fishe

Anatomy, American Museum
and Comparative

of Natural History

AMONG the curious natural his-

tory souvenirs brought home
from Pacific coral islands by mem-
bers of our armed forces, few are

as highly prized as "cat's-eyes."

This is especially so when they are

mounted in rings, necklaces, brace-

lets, and clasp pins. Small ones are

about as large as half a pea, large

ones the size of dimes or even

quarters. They are nearly flat on

the bottom, convex on top. They
have a gleaming "eye," often with

a greenish central area surrounded

by circular zones of pearly white,

ivory, and dark browTi; but their

colors vary, some having dark blue

centers, while others have red or

yellow.

Sergeant H. O. CoUier, III, U. S.

Marines, while in service on sev-

eral Pacific coral islands, specialized

in collecting, preparing, and mount-

ing cat's-eyes. In a thrilling article

on his collecting experiences, in

Rocks and Minerals, August, 1944,

he states that: "The very finest

stones are of a deep color all over,

though there are many intermedi-

ate shadings which when properly

pohshed and matched wiU find no

peer in the realms of gems. One
matched necklace, which the writer

is making from seven pure white

cat-eyes, will, he beHeves, have an

almost unearthly beautiful and

pearly sheen when finished—he can

think of no more beautiful neck-
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lace to go with a blue evening

gown."

The present writer's interest in

cat's-eyes began early in 1939, when

he first picked up one of them on

the beach at Heron Island in the

Great Barrier Reef, off the coast of

Queensland, AustraHa. Pretty soon

the diving member of the party

brought in another from the coral

reef, and finally one was found in

its natural position inside the coiled

tube of a turban shell {Turbo

petholatus). The cat's-eye is the

operculvmi or trap door of the shell,

which fits snugly into the trumpet-

like tube and protects its owner, the

living sea snail, from intruders.

The year before, on the beach near

Cape Town, South Africa, we had

bought from a Greek fisherman

three large turban shells of an allied

species (Turbo sarmattcus). In the

biggest one the trap door was as

large as a fifty-cent piece. These

opercula had no "eyes." Instead, the

convex side was composed of in-

numerable stony papillae, or warts,

springing from a rounded lump of

the same material. The flat side of

this trap door was firmly attached

to the upper surface of the rear

part of the snail's muscular foot.

When the turban snail is crawl-

ing, the whole shell rides on the

foot. If the animal is touched, it

quickly pulls itself into its shell by
means of bandhke muscles which

are wound around the columella

or axial core of the shell. First the

snail pulls its head in, and the deli-

cate eye-spots and tentacles disap-

pear. The last part to be withdrawn

is the rear end of the foot bearing

the trap door. The trap door rolls

over with the foot itself and closes

the opening of the shell as it swings

into place.

In his wonderful book on Growth

and Form, D'Arcy Thompson has

explained how it is that the oper-

culum of sea snails always fits ex-

actly the opening of the coiled shell.

Broadly speaking, it is because the

shelly tube and its lid are both

secreted by the same organism.

The rate at which the tube itself

grows is thxas harmonized vdth that

of the disc that fits into the tube.

But, we may ask, how is it that the

"cat's-eye" is nearly circular whereas

the opercula of other species of tur-

ban shells are more oval? The shell

itself is, so to speak, merely the

outer skin of a wormlike animal.

This covering grows so much faster

on the outer side that it pivots on

the inner side and forms a spiral

coil or hehcoid of regularly in-

creasing diameter. Even when the

snail comes out of its shell, its large

screw-shaped "hver" or digestive

gland is wound around the screw-

hke columella or central axis. If

the shell-secreting mantle grows

more rapidly on the outer side, that

side of the shell will bulge out-

ward and the aperture vdll tend to

become eUiptical. If the inner side

of the mantle keeps up with the

outer side, the apertinre itself will

be more cii-cular and less elliptical

in its outline, and so will the

operculum.
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A This gleaming cat's-eye is not a gem at all,

but the operculum or trap door of a sea snail

> A cat's-eye in the coiled tube of a turban shell {Turbo

petholatus) from the Philippines. The operculum fits

snugly in the tube and protects the snail from intruders

^ The other side of the cat's-eye. Its spiral pat-

tern is a record of the cat's-eye's spiral development

A.M.N.H. photos

^ The operculum of a South African turban shell (Turbo

sarmaticus). It lacks the eyelike spot and banded colors of the

cat's-eye and is not smooth but covered with stony warts or papillae
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Unlike the curved, outer surface

of the cat's-eye, the inner surface

is flat and is covered with brown

horny material which bears a spiral

design. As Sergeant Collier notes,

"Each cat-eye is difiFerent from all

others. And yet, as individuals, they

all have a certain internal cork-

screw-like pattern that once learned

can be used in their cutting." This

spiral pattern is a record of the

cat's-eye's spiral development. The
original center of growth can be

seen well to one side of the actual

center of the mature disc.

The essentially hehcoid or screw-

like origin of the cat's-eye pattern

is indicated in the opercula of a

small species of turban shell which

I collected along the shores of

Mayor Island, New Zealand. These

shells are thin and their opercula

are flat, possibly because there may
be less lime along the shores of

this island of volcanic glass (ob-

sidian). On their outside surface

these oval opercula each bear two

parallel-curved, rounded ridges,

which suggest portions of the

concentric color bands of the cat's-

eye.

The color bands of the cat's-eye

have their origin in the deeper

levels near the inner surface, on

which the spiral design can be seen.

Possibly some of the pigment cells

of this inner surface have had their

brown, red, yellow, or blue secre-

tion squeezed out by the pressure

of the hardening stony layers. Per-

haps the coloring matter has been

aided in spreading by the traces of

water which were noted by Ser-

geant Collier within the stony sub-

stance of the operculum.

How does the cat's-eye get its

glassy surface? The basal layers of

the operculum are secreted by the

back of the "foot," but the surface

layers may be laid down by the

adjacent margins of the shell-build-

ing mantle, which form the cor-

respondingly "glassy" inner and

outer "lips" of the aperture. Per-

haps the pigment cells of these

mantle-derived layers also are re-

sponsible for the color bands,

which, after all, are parallel to the

subcircular rim of the entire aper-

ture.

Does the cat's-eye help to protect

its snail by resembling a real eye?

Sergeant ColHer's account indicates

that when the snail is crawhng, the

cat's-eye is a conspicuous object,

as it also is when the snail is with-

drawn into the shell. Perhaps the

"cat's-eye" is really misnamed, for

it strikingly suggests the round,

glassy eye of a large octopus. In

the dim holes in the coral reef,

where snails and octopuses live,

such a "Keep-off" signal might well

scare away the alert, nibbhng fishes

of the coral reef, which are always

on the prowl for tender snails and

bivalves. If so, most turban shells

and their alUes lack this added pro-

tection. Many of them have oval

or subcircular opercula, with a

stony base and a round glassy sur-

face, but only the "cat's-eye" tur-

ban, so far as is known, has taken

the final step of developing a cen-

tral dark spot surrounded by more

or less spiral light and dark zones.

The Cat's-eye snail and some of its relatives

1
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By James P. Ciiapin
Associate Curator of Birds,

Till- American M usvum of Natural History

IN the spring and summer of 1942

our bombers began flying from

Brazil to Egypt and India. Even to

the enemy it must have been elear

that we would try to use a stepping-

stone in the South Atlantic, but no

American in military service dared

whisper the name of Ascension Is-

land to a civilian. Nearly eight de-

grees soutli of the Equator and in

the same longitude as tlie western

extremity of Africa, Ascension

would provide a strategic landing

field for planes that did not have

quite enough cruising range to fly

non-stop from South America to

Africa. Though not quite in the di-

rect hne, the island is 1,448 miles

from Brazil, and 1,362 miles from

Accra, our base on the Gold Coast.

To me—a civilian and ornithol-

ogist with graying hair—no one had

revealed in March of 1942 that an

American Engineer Regiment was

landing at Ascension Island to con-

struct an airport with a broad run-

way over a mile long. This barren

and hilly volcanic island offered lit-

tle level ground. It is roughly tri-

angular, about 8.7 miles long by 7.2

miles wide; and except for Green

Mountain, an eminence rising to

2,817 feet, is mainly composed of

bare cinder cones, craters, and lava

fields. Only on its liighest mountain,

which is often bathed in cloud, has

it been possible to plant many
bushes and trees, estabhsh green

pastures for cows, and cultivate

green vegetables.

On the southwest side of the is-

land, however, there are a few

plains and wide valleys. There, with

modem machinery and explosives,

it proved possible to complete the

needed runway in less than three

months. One volcanic hillock, to

be sure, was a serious obstacle and

required mining wdth tons of blast-

ing gelatin. On one occasion eleven

tons of explosive were set off. Once

the runway was in operation, the

herculean nature of the task could

scarcely be imagined.

Finally the airport was ready,

and on July 10th the first Liberator

bomber landed on it. Very soon an

WIDEAWAKE FAIR INVADED

Wideawake Fair

INVADED
Another "Birds vs. Airplanes" episode tells the adventures

of an ornithologist in making the airfield on Ascension

Island safe for planes with a minimum of destruction to the

bird life of the island

Air Force squadron with its little

Aircobras took over. At the begin-

ning of their work, the engineers

had noticed a few fair-sized birds,

sooty terns or "wideawakes" as they

were called locally, flapping about;

but these soon disappeared. The

irigate-birds, boobies, tropic-birds,

and noddies that frequent the

rocky coast of Ascension scarcely

showed themselves near the air

base. The weather was warm and

mild, the breeze blew always from

the southeast, and thunderstorms

> Accra-bound, a bomber climbs

above the shrieking mass of birds

that took to the air as soon as the

roar of the engine was heard

Alt plwtographs by the author
Drawing by Museum Illustrators' Corps

V
Y^

\^

Ascension

Island
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A Surf breaks on the rough lava shore of a bay on the south

side of Ascension. Much of the coast is like this, and what sand

there is in the bays contains practically no silica

A Bird isolationists. They make their homes

on distant islands, yet even they suffered many

thousands of casualties during World War II

were almost unheard of. The sea-

sons could not be distinguished.

If the new base had not been

named "Wideawake Field," one

might have supposed that no one

recalled the fame of the "Wide-

awake Fair," marked on navigation

charts in this quarter of the island.

Well known before 1870, it was

a huge nesting colony of sooty

terns, often said to number mil-

lions. Here the birds assembled not

armually in the strict sense, but

about every nine months, year in

and year out. The terns' eggs be-

came in season a valued addition

to the diet of men of the British

naval station, and later of employ-

ees of the Cable Company. They

were said to be especially good

when hard-boiled. For six months

the birds would swann about their

"Fair"; then they would disappear

for three months.

During July the Air Force began

its practice flights, preparing to de-

fend the base from attack by sea

or by air. Soon it became evident

that the new runway extended

right down into the valley that the

wideawakes preferred above all

otlier parts of the island, because

before the end of tlie month the

reinvasion by the birds began.

At first their flocks assembled

mainly toward sunset and settled

down on the very ground where

the majority had probably been

hatched. They did not care for the

hard black surface of the runway,

but there were still several acres
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of sandy soil and low lava rock

around its far end. These they

cherished as only retnrning sea-

birds, with their marvelous "bump

of location," can love an age-old

nursery.

Then if a plane started to take

off, the roar of its engine from

afar sent a mass of thousands of

birds up into the air, to hover di-

rectly in the path of the plane.

They were not large birds (none

weighed over eight ounces), but

they were an unalloyed nuisance.

Hundreds were killed as planes left

the field. There was real worry lest

they break windshields, clog air-

scoops, or get into open spaces in

the engines. As the birds gathered

in ever-increasing numbers, the

airplane traffic also grew, and the

attendant dangers multipUed. The
little pursuit planes could generally

chmb above the cloud of terns; but

two-motored bombers, now being

ferried in quantity, had a slower

rate of climb.

Shooting the bnds made no dif-

ference; the survivors had no fear

of their dead comrades. Firing air-

plane cannons and .50-calibre ma-

chine guns over the field troubled

them httle; smoke candles had only

a brief influence. The Engineers

laid strings of half-pound packets

of nitro-starch over the ground and

exploded them every two hours

from nightfall until eleven o'clock.

At first this kept the birds in the air

for about ten minutes. After four

weeks it was noted that thev set-

tled down again after five minutes!

Toward August 25th they had the

audacity to start laying eggs right

under the nose of our Air Force.

No wonder the ofiBcers at Wide-

awake Field complained to Wash-

ington. It was suggested then that

some bird student might contrive

a solution. At that very time I was

seeking a means of transportation

to the Congo after a personal invi-

tation by the Belgian Minister of

Colonies. Steamers were few, and

enemy submarines very active in

the narrow sea between South

America and Africa. Now I learned

that I might earn a passage by

plane if I could find some way to

chase those sea-birds off the secret

runway on that mysterious island—

a "Shangri-La" without seasons, ly-

ing west of the Guff of Guinea.

I knew little more about this par-

ticular Wideawake Fair than what

I had read 30 years before in the

Cambridge Natural Histoiy and

more recently in books by David

Bannerman and my colleague Rob-

ert Cushman Mmphy. But I had

known the terns on various islets

scattered from the Dry Tortugas

off Florida to Easter Island in the

South Pacific. If they could help

me fly to Africa, I should be glad

to try to dislodge them.

After dark on September 4th I

climbed into a Stratoliner at Natal

along with the military passengers

for Africa. These huge four-mo-

tored transport planes had extra

tanks for fuel, and often crossed
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A The broad airstrip at Ascension where Amer-

ican bombers made brief stop-overs on their way

to Egypt, shortly before we invaded North Africa

without touching at Ascension.

The tanks left less space for pas-

sengers. The quiet eflBciency of the

crew under Captain Fredericks im-

pressed me most of all, and I en-

joyed watcliing the navigator shoot

tlie stars from his perch under a

plastic dome. As day began to

break we were at 7000 feet, above a

solid blanket of grayish-white

cloud. It seemed breath-taking to

be heading into an orange sunrise

with om- objective so completely

obscured. Was the navigator's aim

so perfect? But then I realized that

he was only one of the expert team.

The radio-man was now getting sig-

nals that kept us on a beam.

Soon we were down to 5000 feet,

then we dived through the cloud to

1,200, where the ocean at last be-

came visible. The sun had risen

and was trying to shine through a

shower directly ahead. If there was

an island, it was hidden behind a

glowing mist. Before long a corner

of our objective, with one bare red

hill, broke into view. Visibihty was

so limited that we came in crosswise

over the runway and circled be-

fore landing. Later the grotmd

force pretended we had deserved

to be fired on, but I feel sure they

knew the ship that kept them in

touch vdth home.

After breakfast Colonel Ronin,

Commanding OflBcer of Wide-

awake, and his Executive OfiBcer,

Major Norwood, took me down to

see the terns at arm's length. The
Major's dog, Agnes, enjoyed rush-

WIDEAWAKE FAIR INVADED

^ This coconut palm, ovtilooking Southvvc!>t Bay, is the

only tree growing anywhere on the shores of Ascension. It was

already famous in 1877 and is marked on all navigation charts

ing at a few of the birds but seemed

awed by their vast numbers. The

Stratoliner refueled and took off for

Accra without me and roused the

birds to furious excitement. The

Admiralty Chart had long indicated

several different spots as "Fairs"

frequented by great numbers of

terns. Here I found myself in the

midst of the one that had been

most important in recent years.

The air seemed filled with tens of

thousands of squawking birds,

gracefully buoyant, yet the ground

was likewise covered with other

birds sitting dutifully on their eggs.

Many refused to take wing, open-

ing tlieir beaks and pecking at us

as we drew near. Had I been told

there were 100,000 birds right here,

1 might not have questioned the

figure. Colonel TomUnson, who is

still the British Goverimient's Rep-

resentative there, tells me that he

cannot decide whether there are

two miUion or only one milHon of

them, all told, on the southwest

portion of Ascension.

By early September in 1942 most

pairs had their nest, a bare spot on

the ground, with one egg. Only

about one nest in 70 has two eggs,

and a second laying is not the rule

if the first succeeds. This gives an

indication of the relative safety of

fife on the warm oceans and on

small islands in them, provided

man does not upset the balance.

We found that the usual distance

between eggs was 1.5 to 3 feet in

populous spots, or that each nesting

pair occupied from 6.5 to 7 square

feet. After pacing off the area close

to the end of the air strip I con-

cluded that 70,000 birds would be

a conservative estimate. Many
would, of course, be off fishing.

There were other busy colonies not

far away, some visible on the lava

farther off to the northeast, and

many more hidden behind the ad-

jacent hills.

Dead birds Httered the ground

in all directions, and wounded birds

wandered about, soon to die of

starvation. The Army had promised

to respect the fauna and flora of

Ascension. Yet our aviators hated

tlaese pesky birds, and with excel-

lent reason. What was to be done?

I find it hard to hate birds, no

matter how annoying they may be.

They can scold me roundly or even

peck at my hat or head. All my
training has been for their protec-

tion. An ornithologist is expected

to preserve, attract, and encourage

birds. In this situation men's hves

were at stake in war; anything was

evil that interfered with our bomb-



A Boatswain bird islet, only 220 yards from Ascension,

is a metropolis of frigate-birds, masked boobies, two

species of tropic birds, lesser noddies, and white terns

A Captain Richardson beside a lava boulder so

hard that it rings like iron on the outside, yet filled

with soft trachyte that has weathered away to powder

ers on their way to Egypt and the

Orient.

Hasty action was useless. The

engineers had proved that. I de-

cided to take a few days for watch-

ing and experimenting. I would in-

vite suggestions and try to save the

birds' lives while moving them out

of harm's way. What would do this?

Certainly not kilHng. "Paint all the

rocks bright red," was a suggestion

of doubtful value. Had the whole

area been paved like the runway,

it would not have been suitable for

nesting—but this was impossible.

Had it been covered with chicken-

wire, raised a foot or two above the

ground, the terns could not have

settled there—but there was not

enough netting to be spared from

use for camouflage. We did lay out

three rolls of netting over low

rocks where there were nests in the

hollows. With characteristic perse-

verance the terns struggled to get

down through it, and numbers of

birds became hopelessly entangled.

As I have remarked, fresh wide-

awake eggs, with yolks almost scar-

let in color, had been gathered for

food by the islanders for a century

or more. They are just as tasty as

hen's eggs. Egging was believed to

do no great harm, for the female

tern was said soon to lay another

egg near by. But would she come
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back to the place where she had

been robbed?

I measured ofF two rectangles,

each containing 1,100 square feet,

and cleared them of eggs: 161 in

one case, 167 in the other. The
next day only six or eight birds

were resting on each area, and dur-

ing the next few days only a half-

dozen eggs were laid on each. These

were removed, and the rectangles

became birdless spaces surrounded

by occupied nests on all sides. By
now the first layings were com-

pleted, and the birds that had lost

their eggs all moved away.

This was just what I had hoped,

both for military reasons and those

of conservation. The life of an

adult bird was far more valuable

than any egg. Within a few weeks

another egg would doubtless be

deposited somewhere, and the same

bird might go on living and breed-

ing for fifteen years or more. And
we'd be very happy to have it

breed so long as it stayed away
from our airport.

My studies had gone on for six

days, and I was in frequent con-

sultation with Major Clyde H.

Brown. However, the Army was

impatient, for the eggs were mostly

well past the edible stage. No
sooner had I related the success of

my simple experiment than the de-

cision I was so reluctant to take

was snatched from my control.

The Army wanted an omelet, and

as the French say, "You can't make

an omelet without breaking eggs."

On September 12th Major Brovwi

took a detail of three soldiers, each

with a long stick, and the break-

ing began. Every egg in the offend-

ing area was to be destroyed, but

no adult tern must be struck. We
felt sure they would leave within a

few days. That first morning's effort

accounted for 10,000 eggs, though

only one-fifth of the area was

covered. By nightfall it was esti-

mated that 35,000 or 40,000 eggs

had been destroyed. Two days later

another 5000, at least, were broken

on an adjacent area.

What an omelet! But it would

be eaten only by larvae of carrion

flies and the troublesome dermestid

beetles that swarm over this sec-

tion of the island. The unfortunate

wideawakes were highly excited,

and from time to time the major-

ity would rise noisily in a body

from the devastated area.

After a couple of days, relatively

few of the terns remained on the

ground save those with a fresh-laid

egg or one that had been over-

. looked. Those hovering above the

end of the runway seemed scarcely

one-fourth of the earlier number.
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A An American supply ship lies at anchor ofif

Georgetown, the sleepy little port of Ascension. Nor-

mally Georgetown is merely a crossroads of the ocean

cables, occupied by a station of Cable and Wireless, Ltd.

A Author meets tern. The up-

raised wings are not a gesture of

politeness, but rather of indignation

<The tern eggs have begun to

hatch. The newly hatched chick

{loiver lefthand corner), speckled

with light and dark gray, readily es-

capes notice on the ground

'^ Two CHICKS {scarcely discernible

at loiver right) are doubtless the

cause of this quarrel. "Why don't

you keep your baby at home?"

Small parties continued to fly across

the runway, going to and from

colonies a little farther back from

the ocean. During the evening

flocks of birds would still settle on

the ground where their nests had

been. This was annoying, even

though night departures of planes

had never been attempted. But

the birds were very nervous, and

soon they decreased to one-fifth of

the earlier number.

Gradually the numbers flying

over the devastated area dwindled.

I visited several other thriving

colonies of wideawakes at various
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points well away from tlie run-

way and made sure they were

unmolested except by the feral

house cats which have long been

known to prey on the nesting terns.

Even on September 22nd I could

find no chicks that had hatched.

Yet on that day a frigate-bird was

shot as it passed not far from the

camp, and in its crop and stomach

I found five newly hatched wide-

awake chicks. Somewhere on the

island the new brood had begun

to appear.

Eleven days after the fii'st whole-

sale destruction of eggs I noticed

few birds flying over tlie abandoned

area even after sundown, and none

afighting. On September 23rd I

watched from the control tower as

a great Stratoliner took off, and was

gratified to see no flock of terns

ahead or even beneath it. I had

made my written report, had

warned of the expected return of

the wideawakes at their next sea-

son, and suggested measures to dis-

courage them. I recommended that

if eggs had to be destroyed they

might best be gathered while fresh,

so they could be used in the mess.

Tliere was nothing more I could

do for the Air Force.

My cabled application to Wash-

ington for an air-priority, however,

brought no reply. I seemed to be a

forgotten man. Thus I continued

studying the terns, and on Septem-

ber 27tli I began to find chicks in

other nesting colonies which we

had been careful not to disturb.

Most of the eggs in any given col-

ony seem to be laid within a period

of a few days; but in different col-

onies on the island, nesting may

vary by three weeks or more. I re-

gretted having arrived after all

courtship had virtually ended, and

I was not sorry that my departure

was being delayed a week or two.

At times, it is said, exceptionally

heavy rains will wash out a whole

colony, and laying then begins

anew on a large scale. In view of

the birds' normal six-month stay on

the island, such a delay does not

seem necessarily to alter the nine-

month cyhc return. I often won-

dered where our refugees went

after leaving the end of the run-
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way, but this I never learned. It

was hoped they had founded a

new breeding community else-

where. I could not see that they

joined any of the other groups un-

der observation, and I felt sure

that a week or two at least would

be needed for the development of

a new egg.

Among the civilian employees of

Cable and Wireless, Ltd., Mr.

Thomas Dodge had quickly be-

come my best adviser on island

affairs. He was Harbor Master and

Superintendent of the Fann on

Green Mountain. Major Norwood

drove me up the mountain, and

Colonel Ross Baldwin, CO. of the

American Forces on Ascension,

took me by launch around the

north shore to see Boatswain Bird

Islet, a great white rock where vast

numbers of other sea-birds nest,

including frigate-birds, masked

boobies, tiopic-birds, noddies, and

white terns.

I found ample time to study

otlier pecuharities of the wide-

awakes. Exact recognition of their

nest was highly developed; other-

wise they could never succeed in

hatching chicks. Move an egg as

httle as eight inches, and the re-

turning bird would probably not

recognize it. Yet simple experi-

ments proved that landmarks, such

as neighboring stones, were uti-

lized. If the stone were moved, the

bird might not recognize its egg

until it was replaced in recogniz-

able relation to the altered land-

mark.

The exact coloration of the egg

was unimportant. If you added a

second egg, the tern would usu-

ally incubate both. A third egg,

however, made evident difficulties

in placing the feet, and would soon

be pushed away. A large photo-

flash bulb with gleaming surface

would not be accepted in place of

an egg, but a small one might be

incubated for a few minutes. There

was no reliable way of telling the

sexes apart, and some birds were

coming back to the nests at all

times of day. Dissections of several

birds killed during one afternoon

indicated that the majority then

incubating were females, while

three specimens taken from nests

at 11 P.M. were all males. This

is not sufficient proof that one sex

always spends the night on the

nest, for it has been stated that

incubating birds are reheved only

every 24 hours. It smprised me,

too, that I never saw a wideawake

bring in a fish eitlier for mate or

for young, and, stranger still, all

the birds I dissected had empty

stomachs.

When the eggs started hatching

in the ravines southeast of the run-

way, scores of chicks could be seen

the first day. One parent stayed

near the chick; the other may have

been off fishing, but during the

few remaining days of my stay I

never saw anything fed to the

downy young. If the young were

fed at all during these first few

days, it must have been done to-

ward evening. By day the chicks

moved about, sometimes crouching

in some angle in a rock. It was

plain that the parent bird recog-

nized its owTi offspring, and the

^ Male and female seemed to share

equally the duty of incubating the speckled

egg. Both develop two patches of bare

skin amid the feathers on the lower breast

I
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chicks did differ by tlie lighter or

darker tones of their speckled dress.

A chick straying into some other

territoiy was more than likely to be

attacked, and this brought on

duels between adults. But the old

bird could call its own chick with

a low vocal note, and the chick

quickly came to snuggle beneath

tlie pai'ental breast. We found

more than one chick dead, with

wounds on the head undoubtedly

caused by the pecking of other

adults.

It was not until tlie fiftli of Octo-

ber tliat I found a way to leave

the island. Meanwhile I accepted

an invitation to fly over Ascension

in a bomber, and thus gained a

much better knowledge of the is-

land as a whole. The eastern side

is formed mainly of light gray

rocks, and contrasts strikingly with

the burnt-brick appearance of the

western half. One amazing sight

was tlie Devil's Riding School, a

crater that contains a veritable am-

phitlieater with concentric ovals of

pale gray, Hght brown, and yellow

enchchng a flat, dark brown center.

Bombers were passing daily on

their way to Africa, but I had to

wait for a vacant seat in a trans-

port plane. That vacancy came

only as a result of a minor mis-

hap. The Stratoliner Navajo, taxiing

out to a take-off, punctured one of

its huge tires, and a spare had to

be flown from the mainland. Chief

of Police Eckel of Accra, becom-

ing impatient, found room in a

bomber, and thus his place was

available for me. As we circled the

northern comer of Ascension in the

early morning of October 5th and

set off for Africa, I cast a last fond

glance at the white bulk of Boat-

swain Bird Islet, wishing I might

have been able to study its bird

population as well.

Ever since 1942 the fortunes of

the wideawakes have been even

more on my mind, and I have

gained valuable information from

Mr. Thomas Dodge, Colonel
J.

N.

Tomlinson, and several American

officers who eitlier were stationed

on Ascension or called there on

transatlantic flights. The dates oi

retin^n and of egg-laying have been

noted from the last quarter of 1941

to the early months of 1946. Thus

far die interval between successive

returns has averaged 9.3 months.

A montli or six weeks after the re-

turn, eggs are expected, and the

eggs are known to be incubated

for 26 days. The young must be sL\

weeks old before they can take

wing, and six months elapse be-

tween the arrival and the final de-

parture of the terns. The birds are

usually able in tliis time to repair

tlie evil effects of inclement

weather, raids by cats, egging, or

even a local catastrophe such as

we had caused.

Every time the birds came back

they gave some worry to the Air

Force, as I had foreseen. It was

reported that in 1943 some 23,000

eggs were gathered from the nui-

sance area by the Quartermaster's

men, nor were these the total har-

vest. At times jeeps were sent out

at night to keep the birds in the

air and prevent interference with

early-morning take-offs. Flares and

Very pistols were employed, and

sometimes even shooting was re-

sorted to.

Colonel Tomlinson reported that

at the beginning of 1946 the wide-

awakes were no longer attempting

to nest near the end of the air strip,

although the usual numbers had

come back and were breeding ac-

tively elsewhere. One American

officer has vvritten me: "It is my
belief that the terns will win out in

the battle for Ascension!" I hope

he is right.

Each time the wideawakes leave

Ascension they seem to scatter out

over the ocean rather than migrate

toward other islands or coasts. The
birds are rarely seen along the

shores of West Africa. Four times

I have sailed tlirough the Gulf of

Guinea, and only once did I see

a party of about eleven sooty terns,

between the islands of Annobon

and Sao Tom6, on July 9, 1930.

How they spend their nights at

sea is a mystery. Their superb

homing ability has been demon-

sti-ated during controlled experi-

ments. How tragic would it be if

the Wideawake Fair of Ascension

were to be seriously depleted. It

has survived World War II suc-

cessfully, and I doubt that the air-

port will be needed for commer-

cial air lines of the future. I should

be happy to see nesting wide-

awakes crowding up once more

against the black pavement of the

air strip which served so nobly

during a global war, and even oc-

cupying stretches of sand that may
well drift over it if the world-vwde

longing for peace is realized.

^A LARGE BURNT-OUT PHOTOFLASH BULB replaces the

egg. "The spot is right, but texture and diameter are

wrong," the returning bird seems to think, for it doesn't

even try to roll the globe under its breast

5k Is SIZE more important than shape or texture? The bulb is

buried until only the brass base protrudes. One tern settled

down—but not for long. However, when a smaller bulb was

substituted, the bird incubated it for a few minutes

^



Photo from Emng Calloway

THE art of handwriting and the

art of painting are termed

sister- or twin-arts in China. Both

have the same exacting standards,

both require a talented hand, both

are cultivated with the same pas-

sionate sense of the aesthetic, and

both are held in high esteem by the

people.

Thus, when a Chinese picks up

his brush to compose a letter or to

create a poem, he starts out with

the same enthusiasm as the artist

about to begin a picture. In China,

a good calligrapher is usually a

good artist, and in both the manu-

script and the painting, the keen

observer will see the same stand-

ards: the sense of harmony and

space, the lines of beauty in com-

position, and the indication of

subtle movements. Animation in

artistic expression is the basis of all
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notions in Chinese art. Like the

painter, the good calUgrapher re-

quires years of persistent practice

to attain the supple wrist and nim-

ble fingers necessary to express his

full emotions through the brush-

strokes.

The development of Chinese

characters down through the ages

makes a fascinating story in itseK.

More than 40,000 characters sit

sturdily between the covers of the

Chinese dictionary, and the origin

of many of them is found in pic-

ture-writing from very ancient

times. The idea of drawing pictures

to represent objects is credited to

a legendary figure named Ts'ang

Chieh, who is supposed to have

lived nearly 5000 years ago, in the

period of Huang Ti, the Yellow

Emperor.

These early pictures were crude

and were hke the attempts of a

child having his first drawing les-

son. As time went on, the pictures

became more and more styHzed,

and important changes took place.

Pictures were combined and modi-

fied to represent abstract ideas, and

they came to represent sounds,

quite apart from the original mean-

ing. Today we have a fairly stable

literary language in clear-cut, uni-

form, and symmetrical characters.

To know 7000 or 8000 of these is to

be considered a well-educated man.

We can easily recognize many of

the Chinese characters if we look

at the more realistic pictures from

which they evolved. The pictogram

for "horse," for instance, used to

show quite clearly an animal with

a sloping back, a plumehke tail,

and four legs. Today this has been

simplified as shown at right.
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ir m TiCTUKE^
To the Chinese, handwriting is an art in itself—a fine art of

painting the pictures and symbols that tell of life and living

By Mabel L. F. Chong
Written characters by

Yeeping Shen Hsu

OLD MODERN
FORM FORM

If
OLD MODERN
FORM FORM

Ir .i,"Q EI
HORSE SUN

¥ ^
GOAT

D n
MOON

^ i-L
MOUNTAIN

A WATERFALL WATER

A pictuie of a goat showing

curved homs and straight legs

evolved into the character for

"goat."

The ancient symbol for "moon"

was the crescent form, which has

been stylized as shown at left.

The "sun" was originally a circle

and a dot. This has now given way
to a rectangle and a dash.

The old symbol for "mountain"

has likewise been simplified and

styhzed.

And a group of wavy hues sug-

gesting a waterfall gives us the

character for "water."

The character for "field" or

"farm" shows the division of a

square piece of land into

foin: equal plots:

SAY IT IN PICTUKES

w
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Many other Chinese characters

can be traced back to their original

pictorial versions, but this is not the

whole story of Chinese calhgraphy.

In any language, 40,000 different

pictures for 40,000 different objects

would be sure to result in a rather

cumbersome and complicated sys-

tem. Consequently, there are sev-

eral other ways for forming char-

acters.

One method is by repetition of a

s)'mbol. For example, if the charac-

ter for "tree" is dupHcated, it means

"forest." And if a third tree is added

to this, we have another character,

which, when written with "forest,"

becomes a compound noun mean-

ing "a deep woodland."

The character for "door" is a pic-

ture of two gate posts forming an

archway. When the gateway to a

shrine is added between the gate

posts, we have the verb "to open,"

as shown at right.

TREE



When the verb "to secure" is com-
bined with the noun "girl," we get

the character for "to marry."

This character, however, applies

only to the marriage of a man. An
entirely different character is used

to represent the marriage of a

woman. This is made up of the

symbol for "girl" and the symbol
for "family," signifying that when
she marries she enters another

household.

The character meaning "to sleep"

shows the use of a symbol figura-

tively. It is made up of the char-

acter for "eves" and die one for "to

let faU."

Anotlier group of characters,

called "indicating words," can be
illustrated by tlie ones meaning
"up" and "down."

AUTUMN HEART MELANCHOLY

_L T
There is a picturesque and poetic

quality to many Chinese characters

that would be hard to match in any

other language. For instance, when
you combine the symbol for "grain"

with that for "fire," you get the

character for "autumn"—the season

when the fields are burned by the

sun. And when you add to this the

"lieart" symbol, which incidentally

is a pretty good picture of a heart,

you get the character for "melan-

choly"—the mood of tlie dying year.

There are, of course, many ideas

that cannot be represented pic-

torially. And the problem in Chinese

is complicated by tlie fact that as

many as 20 unrelated words some-

times have die same pronunciation,

with variations in tone. If this seems

strange, remember that we have the

words "pear," "pair," and "pare."

Things that can be classified in

groups are sometimes indicated in

written Chinese by two characters

in combination, one to indicate

sound and the other to indicate the

group to which the thing belongs.

Thus the character for "copper" is

made up of a symbol giving the pro-

nunciation of the Chinese word for

"copper" plus the symbol for

"metal."

Other metals are also repre-

sented in Chinese by tlie symbol

for "metal" in conjunction with

other characters.

The character meaning "to eat"

is similarly used in combination

wdth other characters to represent

a varietv of ideas having to do with

food, such has "hungry," "to drink,"

"rice," "dumpUngs," "to nourish,"

"cake," and "sugar."

These are but a few of the manv
ways in which Cliinese characters

came into being, but they are among
the most interesting. The Chinese

vyritten language is one of the great-

est of all cultural contributions to

the world. It is an invention origi-

nated by the Chinese, and it boasts

many interesting features not found

in other languages.

Chinese children are taught from

infancy to become adept with ink

and brush, through which they

freely express themselves in form

and rhythm. As they dip their pi

(brush) in Chinese inkstone and

begin to trace out simple characters

on rice paper, the profound words

of a wise old Chinese sage come
back to them:

PHONETIC
CHARACTER COPPER

"He who can handle

a tvriting brush

will never have to beg

SAY IT IN PICTURES 323



By Clark VVissler

Curator Emeritus, Department of Anthropology,

American Museum of Natural History

MAN alone of all the creatiues

of tlie world carries bag-

gage. Animals often carry food and

building materials to their "nests.

'

And they sometimes migrate to dis-

tant points, but they carry no bag-

gage with them. People, on the

other hand, are apparently never

so primitive that they do not carry

something in the way of baggage.

This and speaking a language are

their most exclusively human traits.

Chimpanzees in captivity show

astonishing cleverness in learning

to use some of our baggage, but

when allowed to escape, they aban-

don such objects without hesitation,

nor do they entertain any observ-

able impulses to replace them with

gadgets of their oviTi devising or

selection.

Museum collections pertaining to

man are for the most part samples

of his precious baggage. Many of

the objects in early man's traveUng

kit are sufficiently indestructible to

tell us when and where he first ap-

peared upon the earth; and the cur-

rent of his history from that remote

time to the present can be read in

the rows of cases in your nearest

large museum. The museum mate-

rials are so real, so much a part of

human life, containing, as they do,

the unimpeachable truth about our

ancestors, free from designing falsi-

fications, that they are the unfailing

rock to which we can anchor our

faith in tlie reality of extinct races.

Without these reUcs of the past,

students of man would only floun-

der in a lost world of senseless

make-beheve.

The parts of man's baggage on

which the objective science of ar-

chaeology is based range from bits

of shaped stone and a broken or

carved bone, to skillfully fashioned

metal objects. As just stated, none

of the existing apes habitually con-

struct artifacts or carry such ob-

jects about with them, nor can we

assume that they ever did. Thus it

is that when a curious apelike skull

is found in bedrock, or in compact

earth, the decision as to whether
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>*'<*
All along the rough road from savagery to civili-

zation man has found it an increasingly complex

problem to carry the things needed for life

it is human or simian awaits the

finding of artifacts associated with

it or with other skulls of tlie same

species. The use of fire is one of

man's earHest habits, so when an

obvious fireplace with ashes and

charcoal is found near such a skull,

it is pronounced human. Yet the

additional discovery of artifacts is

even then awaited as confirmation.

Is fire a part of man's baggage?

It certainly was and is: we still carry

matches. The simplest savages ob-

served by the writers of books,

either carried living fire with them

or implements for rekindling it.

These may not have been the first

pieces of baggage to be carried,

a club or a stone hand-axe may well

have been the first. All this shows

us how impossible it is to conceive

of a human way of hving without

baggage. If any other form of ani-

mal has ever appeared with such a

trait of behavior, neither paleontolo-

gists nor archaeologists have ever

discovered him.

It is natural that there have been

many inventions to increase the

amount of baggage a family could

transport. Many inexperienced mu-

seum visitors overlook the most

commonplace devices, such as bas-

kets, bags, nets, pack-lines, carry-

ing frames, belts, pockets, etc. Even

a simple twisted string or strip of

skin may have been a great inven-

tion in the beginning. The lowly

Tasmanian women knew how to

twine together certain green blades

of plants to provide a crude con-

tainer for caiTying home the clams

they dug on the seashore. Both

they and their men tucked bits of

flint and other small tools into the

whirls of their hair, the forerunner

of the pocket.

Among every people some indi-

viduals have fewer than the aver-

age number of objects considered

desirable when on the march,

whereas others have more. In rela-

tive terms the rich and the poor

have always been found in every

community; they will certainlv be

with us to the end.
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Tllli: AUSTKALIANS OAKKY MIIVIMIJM BAGGAGli!

^

The aim of this article is to com-

pnrc the baggage carried by a few

contrasting geographical types of

mankind. The aboriginal natives

of the more arid parts of Central

Anstralia seem to carry the least

of any people known to us. A pos-

sible exception may be the Bush-

men of South Africa. These two

groups run about an even chance

to qualify as the world's champion

light travelers. In tlie first place,

the Australians wore no clothing

until required to do so by the en-

croaching white population. Thus

they had no need for packing re-

serve clothing. The average bag-

gage load carried by an Australian

woman would comprise a large

shallow wooden dish, called a

pitchi, usually balanced on the

head on a pad of fiber or skin and

steadied if need be by a free hand;

one or two small woven or netted

bags for food and trinkets; a

wooden, or bark, water bailer, used

Sir Baldzvin Sfcncer [•holographs

The implemenrs



also as a scoop, drinking cup, etc.;

a bark water vessel; a wooden fire

shovel and cooking implement; a

simple digging stick; and a small

roll of skins for bedding. When on

the march, the pitchi may be used

as a container for all the other ob-

jects. When the water vessel is

filled, it is suspended from one arm.

We have weighed these objects

in our museum collections; they ap-

proximate 12 pounds. To the full

load carried by a woman we should

add the weight of a small child,

usually held against the mother's

body in the crook of one arm.

Should a man possess two or more

women, each would, for the most

part, carry duphcates of the same

objects. Thus, including the infant,

the full load for a woman might

range from 20 to 30 pounds.

The Australian man vdll carry

two or three long slender wooden
spears, a wooden spear thrower,

one or two short throwing clubs, a

pail- of boomerangs, a wooden
shield, and a stone hatchet. The
spears may be carried in one hand,

the shield suspended from the

shoulder, the clubs and axe under

a slender belt made of human head-

hair. In addition, the man may sus-

pend from his belt a wallet, braided

of hair-cords, containing a supply

of hair for twisting new cord, and

a wallet of skin, for charms, feathers,

bird down, etc. The men are ex-

pected to be on the alert for game
and enemies, to pursue or flee as

the occasion requires. Likevwse the

women must be ready to mn at full

speed at any moment, holding on

to their baggage.

We found the weight of the ob-

jects carried by a man to approxi-

mate 21 pounds.

The popular behef is that the

savage woman always carried the

heavier load, yet here the loads

for women and men are about

equal. However, if food is carried,

it is added to the baggage of the

women. Even so the family bag-

gage would scarcely exceed an

average of 46 pounds.

The usual question is, "Why
didn't the Austrahans carry more

baggage?" Perhaps under the con-

ditions imposed by their way of
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living tliis was about all that could

be handled. We see that they must

run swiftly in case of need. They

possessed no beast of burden, and

seem not to have hit upon the idea

of enslaving captives as burden

bearers. Life was democratic in

that each must carry liis own bag-

gage. The individual's desire for

luxury was curbed by his strength.

To secure adequate food he must

more often abandon what he could

not carry. However, we note in-

genius devices to combine several

tools in one. The pitchi was for

the most part a food-bowl, but

when in camp it might serve as a

cradle for the baby. We have seen

photographs of women rocking the

baby to sleep by tipping the pitchi

between theii- feet while their hands

were othenvise engaged. The man's

spear thrower ' was sometimes

equipped with a small stone blade,

a handy tool for cutting, scraping,

carving, and many otlaer operations.

Again, the edge of its shaft was

used as a firesaw to kindle new
fire, or a war club in hand-to-hand

fighting. Women used the digging

stick for a club and its end for a

stabbing and cutting implement.

Travelers often teU us of a gang of

angry women armed witli digging

sticks driving a loafing, philander-

ing man from the camp. Devices

for carrying live fire from one camp-

ing place to another were in con-

stant use, thus avoiding delay and

annoyance in kindling new fire by
wood friction. Yet all speculations

as to "Why so little baggage" are

probably futile; it should be enough

to tell what they actually did carry.

Science is often impotent to tell

you "Why," but may be able to

tell you "How."

> The travois performed import-

ant tasks, because the Indians had
not developed the use of the wheel

Drawing by the Museum Illustrators Corps
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Tllli; NOMADIC PLAINS INDIJ

The Plains Indians lived in mod-

erately arid country but with suf-

ficient grass coverage to support

herds of buffalo, antelope, and

other grass-eating animals. The buf-

falo were the most numerous. The

food problem of these people was

simpler than that of the Australians,

yet its solution was not so easy as

we may imagine. To make his daily

kill of food the Indian was forced

to follow the drifting herds of

buffalo. Permanent housing was

impossible.

The earUest exploring expedition

into the Plains country was the

Spanish Coronado expedition of

1540-42. The translated annals of

that expedition should be interest-

ing to our readers. The scribes of

the party were famiHar with the

farming, sedentary Indians of Mex-

ico and what is now New Mexico.

After proceeding many days across

the plains they came to a settlement

of 200 tipis and noted the sharp

conti-ast in the way of hfe of these

Indians:

".
. . These houses were made of

skins of the cows [buffalo], tanned

white hke army tents. The mainte-

nance or sustenance of these In-

dians comes entirely from the cows,

because they neither sow nor reap

com. With the skins they make

their houses, with the skins they

clothe and shoe themseh'es, of the

A.M.N.H. photo

From the Maximilian Atlas

A Two TRAILING POLES Carrying a plat-

form or net and drawn by a dog was

the traditional method of carrying bag-

gage among the Plains Indians. This

scene showing Assiniboin camp life was
drawn more than a century ago

> When the Indians acquired

the horse from the white man, the

travois became even more useful.

From a model depicting the life

of the Blackfoot Indians



skins they make rope, and also of

the wool; from the sinews the\'

make thread, with which they sew

their clothes and also tlieir homes;

from the bones they make awls; the

dung serves them for wood [fuel],

because there is nothing else in

that country; the stomachs serve

diem for pitchers and vessels from

which they drink; they Hve on the

flesh; . . . they have no other means

of hvelihood. . . . [they] travel

around with these cows, moving

with them. They have [many]

dogs, which they load, which carrj-

their tents and poles and belong-

ings . . . they make saddles for

them like pack-saddles, and thev

fasten them with their leather

thongs, and these make their backs

sore on the withers like pack ani-

mals, . . . they have the poles of

their houses dragging along tied

to the pack-saddles, besides the

load which they carry on top, and
tlie load may be, according to the

dog, from 35 to 50 pounds.

"The sun is what they worship

most."^

No one since that day has permed
in so few words a clearer charac-

terization of Plains Indians' no-

madic life. Practically all their

physical needs were supplied by
the bu£Falo. Their whole round of

life was adjusted to the habits of

that animal. It is clear that the use

of the dog as a beast of burden
and a traction animal enabled these

Indians to carry a great deal more
baggage than the Australians could.

Hence, we are moved to say that

their standard of living was higher.

It is not definitely stated that

Coronado's party saw the dog tra-

vois of later days. This was an

A-shaped frame of two poles and
a cross-framework, an invention

seemingly suggested by the drag-

ging poles and the pack-load. Ob-
viously, a dog could drag a heavier

load than he could carry on his

back. The travois device was first

observed in the northern plains by
French fui traders, hence the name.

That it was invented before the

> George P. Winship (Translator), The Jour-
ney of Coronado 1540-1542 from the City of
Mexico to the Grand Canon of the Colorado and
the Buffalo Plains of Texas, Kansas, and
Nebraska; A. S. Barnes and Co., New York,
1904.

Indians came to use horses seems

probable. When horses were ac-

quired an enlarged travois was

made for them. Yet dogs continued

to be used long after horses became
common, both horses and dogs ap-

pearing in the same cavalcade.

Available collections from Plains

Indians of horse days dating from

1800 to 1900 suggest that the bag-

gage carried in 1840 was not essen-

tially different from that of 1540,

except that a few trade-objects had
displaced others of native make.

We find that the average family

outfit consisted of a tipi cover with

twelve to twenty poles, a pair of

back-rests and tripods for the same,

two lengths of tipi hning or back-

wall, 36 wooden stakes or tipi pins,

and four buffalo robes for bedding.

A woman's housekeeping equip-

ment would contain a trade-kettle,

spoons of wood and horn, a few
small wooden or horn bowls, two
or more water bottles of skin or

paunch, a tripod for the kettle, a

wooden kettle hook, sewing bags

with sinew and bone awl, carrying

straps, knife, stone maul, a steel

axe, a bag of skin-dressing tools,

toilet bag with hairbrush (tail of a

porcupine), paints, etc., rawhide

bags for pemmican and dried meat,

a digging stick, a baby-board, ex-

ti-a saddles and horse gear, pack-

ing gear for several dogs, and a

roll of tanned skins for new clothing.

The man had a bow, arrows and

quiver, shield, lance, possibly a gun,

stone-headed war-club, knife and

sheath, fire-making tools, bag vdth

paints, etc., pipes and tobacco,

bundle of charms and ceremonial

objects, ex-tra saddle and horse

gear.

The total weight of these objects

as required for a man and woman
was approximately 447 pounds.

Extra clothing for woman and

man would add about 31 pounds.

Children would require extra cloth-

ing, robes, toys, and games—about
17 pounds for each child. Thus a

man with one wffe and two chil-

dren would require, on the average,

541 pounds, making no allowance

for food carried.

So far we have weighed actual

objects. In a camp of 200 tipis, such

as noted by Coronado's party, we
might well expect at least one

family to a tipi. The total baggage

of the camp can then be estimated

at about 100,000 pounds. For the

transportation of this, about 2000

large dogs would be required, and

part of the daily kill of buffalo

would have to feed these 2000 dogs

and an indefinite number of pups.

Naturally if the number of dogs

was not adequate, surplus baggage

had to be carried on the backs of

the family. Dogs would seem a

weak substitute for horses, but they

were retained even after horse days

and helped to place the Plains In-

dians in a formidable position, mak-

ing them more mobile and raising

their standard of fiving by increas-

ing their baggage, or equipment for

better Hving. Discovery of how
dogs could be used in this way
must have created a "boom" in the

Hfe of the Plains Indians. The white

man's horse was a still greater gain.

The Indians could mount upon his

back, and by loading the baggage

on horses and ti^avois could move
the whole camp quickly. For ex-

ample, in 1877 the thousand-mile

retreat of the Nez Perce Indians,
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under Chief Joseph, outdistanced

a pmsuing U. S. Army, though the

Indians were moving their whole

tribal cavalcade, including women,

children, sick, wounded, and aged,

with their tipis and family posses-

sions.

Reindeer nomadism has survived

almost to the present, so it has been

possible to study it thoroughly as

a way of life. The pubUcations of

the Jesup Nortli Pacific Expeditions,

conducted by the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, give full

infomiation. Large museum col-

lections were made, showing the

heavy baggage carried by these

nomads as they followed theii" graz-

ing herds of domesticated reindeer.

Of all sui^viving nomads these were

the grandest and the most power-

ful. They suggest to us the glory

of the ancient nomads of Central

Asia with their herds of cattle and

horses. It appears that when the

Siberian nomads began to tame

reindeer tliey became even more
nomadic than they had been as

hunters of wild reindeer, because

the ambition was to own larger and
larger herds. The areas around the

camps, as a result, were quickly

overgrazed, necessitating more fre-

quent movements to new pastures.

We note that the reindeer-skin

tents of the herders were large and

heavy. They were 25 feet and more
in diameter and 15 feet high, circu-

lar but provided with vertical walls,

hke modem circus tents, supported

by elaborate frameworks of poles.

Several families would live in such

a tent, so there were internal skin

partitions that added to the total

weight. The cold climate required

heavy fur clothing and bedding.

Large sleds were used for trans-

port, and the amount of baggage

was considerable. A camp, or band,

usually comprised a minimum of

five famihes, living in two or three

large tents. With housekeeping

equipment and personal property,

50 or more sleds were necessary.

Such a camp would own some 400

reindeer, but a rich herder, lead-

A.M.N.H. photo



Tnciihivt methods still pufvail

ratio between the amount of bag-

gage a people carry and their way
of life. If they domesticate large

animals like reindeer, cattle, etc.,

they may possess a large amount

of baggage and still be nomadic.

If they are without such domestic

animals and doomed to travel

afoot, their load will be light in-

deed. There are intermediate levels,

in which the people, because they

must foUow wild herds of reindeer,

buffalo, etc., have increased their

baggage by use of dogs and thus

raised their standard of Uving above

that of the Austrahans and the

Bushmen. In previous articles we
have shown that the domestication

of plants is accompanied by drastic

changes in housing, resulting in

permanent villages and eventually

cities and city-states, or nations,

with corresponding increases in

personal property. The domestica-

tion of animals also changes man's

whole view of life and enables him

to carry more and live better.

However, we must not apply
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A In many parts of Central

America, most of the native

goods are still carried on the

back—a hold-over from Aztec

days. Modern Indians of the

Lake Atitlan region, Guatemala

^ With a baby in each basket,

the Chinese refugee can move
his family great distances on
foot, even when he lacks the

traditional wheelbarrow

these generalizations blindly, espe-

cially in respect to the relationship

between ways of living and the size

of the baggage load. For example,

the ancient Mexicans did wonders

without using carts or transport ani-

mals, but only human packers.

However, they did domesticate

plants. Here we can generalize with

greater assurance: where there is no

agriculture, populations are sparse,

with very low standards of hving.

It is when both animals and plants

are domesticated that large popu-

lations and great accumulations of

personal property are possible. Re-

cent history hints that draught ani-

mals may not be an important

factor in the future, when man will

be wholly dependent upon me-

chanical transport and may even

produce his food by biochemical

processes. Yet this threatens to in-

crease his baggage to larger and

ever larger proportions.

Some recent applications of sci-

entific principles lure man to ex-

pect great advances in the use of

atomic power, but realistic think-

ing offers no hope of escaping an

overwhelming load of new baggage,

unless man casts off civilization and

returns to savagery. That he will

do so wilhngly seems unlikely. So

he must bravely face the future,

striving for more mechanical de-

vices to carry and house the in-

creasing load.

Boury\ from Three Lit



"Brains

The story of some fighting men, a

"mouse," and an idea called Freedom

WE first saw Brains as he

crawled under the tent flap

and gazed around inquiringly at

his new neighbors. At first glance,

he looted much like a common
mouse of the Mickey, Minnie, or

Field variety, but on closer inspec-

tion he proved to have some fas-

cinating variations. First, and most

spectacular of all, was his amazing

tail. It was much broader and

longer than an ordinary mouse's

dorsal appendage, and was punc-

tuated at the extreme tip by a tuft

of hair. This tail was obviously

what had earned him the name
Bannertail, and he used it very

cleverly in hopping about and bal-

ancing himself. His front legs were

very short and were not used for the

purpose of locomotion but, as we
learned shortly, were employed as

feeding aids.

The sudden appearance of this

strange creature caused our con-

versation to die abruptly and all

eyes were fastened on the visitor.

Brains took hold of the awkward
situation by advancing in a series

of confident hops to the center of

the tent and surveying each of us

vdth a friendly glance. This dis-

play of poise and courage imme-

diately broke the ice and we set

Bij Rouen
J.
Westcott

out to establish friendly relations

with our tiny guest. Luckily one

of us had a package of peanuts that

had been obtained to augment our

nightly rationed bottle of beer.

Selecting a choice nut, he rolled it

over to our visitor vdth reassuring

words intended to allay any fears

lurking in the little rodent's mind.

This precaution proved unneces-

sary, because the nut was promptly

approached without any sign of

fear. Picking it up gracefully with

his forepaws, Brains casually de-

posited it in his mouth. It was at

this point that we naturally ex-

pected to witness a delighted ex-

pression of rehsh on the rodent's

face, but this pleasure was denied

us. Instead, he merely looked up at

his host with interest, and the fate

of the peanut was a mystery except

for a sHght bulge in one cheek. One

of the more astute persons present

exclaimed:

"He isn't going to eat it. He wants

more."

So we went through a process

that was to be repeated many times

in the future. We poured a little

mound of nuts onto the floor and

Brains proceeded to fill his oral

shopping bag until his cheeks

bulged to the bursting point. Soon

he had apparently reached his load-

limit and with one final courteous

good-night nod, he hopped out of

the tent.

It was at this point that Brains

was christened.

"Now there's a smart little rat,"

one of us observed, "He's got

brains."

So by common agreement among

the interested parties, our friend

was knov^rn, from that time on, as

Brains.

Every night at the same time.

Brains dropped in for a call. The

peanut routine became a ritual

that was performed wdth dignity.

It was a ceremony to which all of

us looked forward. Training for

war out on the desert was hard

work, and any small escape from

the monotony of our life was

eagerly grasped.

As the months passed. Brains be-

came more and more a part of our

evening entertainment. He seemed

to enjoy the visits as much as we

did, and not from the goimiaet's

point of view either. A Kangaroo

Rat's social life must be very hm-

ited and the advantages of his con-

tact with people were obvious. It

was an opportunity for Brains to

Continued r>n page 341



Africa's Cave Folk

ON A NEW TRAIL

The future of the Dark Continent looks brighter to

a tribe of "stone age savages" who, with the white

man's assistance, have transformed themselves

into settled agriculturists in the past few years

By a. R. Siedentopf"

Photographs hij the author unless otherwise credited

A "He-Who-Can-Run-Like-Wa-
TEr" (Di-a-duma), who has been

given a loin cloth by one of the

author's men, is still afraid of the

camera. Life with the bow and ar-

row was so uncertain that the

Watindigas were in danger of ex-

tinction

AFRICA is still rich in natural

wonders, but it has lost

some of the atmosphere of mystery

and peril that made it the Dark

Continent. Its face has been re-

modeled by the war. New harbors

dot its coast Une, air terminals link

its remote parts with aU quarters

of the globe, and modern conveni-

ences are invading its ancient vwl-

demess.

To most of its people the war

was a strange, unknown thing. For

some—livestock traders, stockmen,

and farmers—war meant bigger

profits; for others it meant work and

good wages, money to buy gewgaws
and luxuries. For a few it meant a

chance to don the much coveted

uniform of tlie amiy or police, with

its prestige and authority.

For those living along the coast,

war meant curfews and other re-

strictions in private and tribal life.

For some in the interior, the intern-
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ment of German and Itahan plant-

ers meant the loss of jobs. The

government only maintained essen-

tial, productive plantations.

But far in the interior of Tan-

ganyika Territory Hes a rugged

district, the wildest country in a

great wilderness. It is crossed by

only a few brooks and larger creeks,

which in the rainy season become

menacing torrents but in the long

dry period shrink to nothing. This

secluded country, encompassed by

tlie precipitous Serengetti tableland

and bv primeval mountain ranges,

and svvaiTning with tsetse flies and

mosquitoes, is the land of the

Watindigas, hke the remnant of a

world that used to be.

To the Watindiga, war had meant
nothing. In a sense, they had always

lived in a state of warfare, a con-

tinuous war for existence. And yet,

this terrible and destructive confhct

of which they knew nothing

brought them the hope of a more
stable Hfe.

They roamed back and forth

across this wild region, hunting to

wrest their scanty living from na-

ture, searching for wild berries,

roots and herbs, and following the

calls of the honey bird, which would

lead them to a beehive in the hol-

low trunk of an ancient tree. Some-

times their feathered friend would

give them a pleasant surprise, by

guiding them unexpectedly to a

drowsing rhinoceros. Expert bow-

men that they were, they would

soon kill the beast. The hunters

would invite tlieii' relatives and

friends to the banquet. The good

spirits had condescended to give

them a feast, so they would bury a

piece of tlie meat in the ground

beneath the animal as a tribute.

Then they would stuff tliemselves

until their stomachs protmded frog-

like and would depait only when
the last bite of raw meat had been

devoured and the marrow of the

last bone sucked.

They never owned huts or hovels

but sought shelter behind high

cliifs, in crevices, in dense gulches

°A. R. Siedentopf was educated as an

architect in Germany and emigrated to

the United States 35 years ago. After

travehng over most of the mountain

country from Montana to Texas, always

on horseback, he settled down in Colo-

rado as a cattle rancher. In 1926, how-
ever, die wanderlust hit him again, and
he set out for Tanganyika, East Africa.

As a hcensed African hunter he led

numerous expeditions of noted sportsmen

after big game; and as a civil engineer

he surveyed new roads through jungles

and primeval forests, and tliereby came
into contact with numerous nati\'e tribes

of Tanganyika.

Early in 1939, reaUzing diat war was

ine\'itable, he registered widi the Tan-

ganyika Territorial Force. Tliree years

later, he returned to the United States,

where he is now engaged in writing and

lecturing on Africa.—Ed.
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A Rock pictures, which may

have been made by the ancestors

of the Watindigas many centuries

ago

or canyons, or beneatli tall teees

with thick foliage and low-hanging

branches. Sometimes they crawled

into thickets to seek protection from

rain, cold, and the predominant

Mrican east winds.

"Why don't you settle somewhere

and learn to cultivate or raise live-

stock like other natives?" I once

asked a Watindiga.

"Master," he replied, "once upon

a time our good spirit asked if we
cared to farm or raise cattle. But

my forefathers replied, 'We prefer

to wander around in the bush, to

remain free as the game, and to live

from natme.' Since then we have

hunted. But the good spirit often

gives us poor hunting. We have to

go hungry for many days and bring

numerous sacrifices to regain his

good will."

Avoiding every exterior contact

with Europeans and with most of

the otlier natives, they seem to have

guarded their seclusion so success-

fully through scores of generations

tliat mere chance led to their dis-

covery by the white man only about

seventeen years ago. Stone imple-

ments indicate that tlie Watindiga

may be survivors from the Stone

Age. Today less than 400 of their

people remain.

While other Africans adapted

themselves to the changing times

by gradual development and be-

came tillers of the soil—patient,
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A A TYPICAL Watindiga HOME before the

people learned to build comfortable huts

Photo by the District Conunissioner of Mbulu, May, 1945

^ Slowly the settlement developed into a hamlet. Streets have been laid

out, and the natives operate two of the stores that help to supply their needs

obstinate peasants, or shrewd,

alert stockmen—, the Watindiga re-

mained a primitive folk. Their

mode of life continued to be a

facsimile of the primitive past.

They vs'ere wild men—cruel,

filthy, and versed in the dark secrets

and deadly poisons of the jungle.

Was it the idle, uncontrolled life

with its dubious existence that fas-

cinated them? Or was it only an

age-old tendency to remain what

they were? The white man after

his first contact with the aborigines

searched vainly for an answer; no

one could give it, least of all the

Watindiga themselves. Then fol-

lowed a series of events which was

to shape their future.

In 1935, a 2000-acre faim at the

junction of the Bahri and Migun-

gani rivers in Umbulu, the north-

ernmost part of the Watindiga land,

had reverted to the government.

Six years of futile effort on the part

of a European to develop this land

into a coffee plantation had finan-

cially and physically ruined him.

For the following three years this

farm, with an elaborate irrigation

system, lay idle. The soil was ex-

cellent for cultivation of maize, mil-

let, groundnuts, and potatoes, an

unprofitable kind of farming for

white men in Africa.

There had been some official

talk of settling Wambulu farmers

and stockmen on this land, but

their tribal leaders objected strongly

and the scheme was dropped.

Two years later nature decided

to take a hand. For three months

torrential rains poured down on

the country. Wind, cold, and fog
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followed, and for weeks and weeks

the sun remained screened behind

heavy clouds. The little wild men
suffered terribly from hunger, cold,

and illness. Through sheer luck I

had again contacted the Watindiga

and was hving among them in one

of their camps, which tlieir chief

Yaida insisted on calhng his "vil-

lage."

Behind some tall cliffs 105 humai i

beings were scattered over a scant)-,

boulder-strewn area. Men and

women, boys and girls, lived to-

gether in a mass. It satisfied the

Watindiga to define the boundaries

of each family or single man by two
forked sticks on which the head of

the household hung his bow and

arrows. A strict taboo against tres-

passing over this imaginary hne

was still rigidly maintained as i(

had been throughout the endless

ages past.

Twenty-five youngsters were crit-

ically ill—naked, dying children

strewTi on wet grass without any

cover. The medicine from my
tropical kit, the temporary shelter

that my men and I had erected,

and the blankets we had gathered

from our camp proved futile to

give rehef, comfort, and warmth.
In two days 22 of them had died.

"Why don't you do something to

save the lives of your children?"

I asked the stoical parents.

The unclad mother of two—al-

ready a knotted, stringy woman-
spoke up, "As only weak children

get sick, it is better to let them
die young. They would never grow
up into strong men and women."

I had come face to face with

nature's ancient and cruel law: "to

the strong, fife; to the weak, death."

They carried their dead into the

bush where the scavengers of

Africa-jackals, hyenas, and vultures

—performed the last rites.

Five months later when I re-

turned to my home in Mbulu, I had

learned to like the httle wild men,

though I was not blind to their

failings. I also thought something

could be done to save this remnant

of an ancient people.

The District Commissionerneeded

convincing. "What about the mos-

quitoes and tsetse flies?" he inquired.

"And will the Watindiga settle

down? The fact is, I have never

seen any—only heard about them."

"Clear the land of thorns and

drain tlie swamp," I answered. "As

to the Watindiga staying put, that,

of course, is another question. They
may; I believe Yaida can be in-

duced. A successful settlement

would be a pretty feather in your

hat. Tiy it."

The District Commissioner be-

came greatly interested in the proj-

ect. Letters were exchanged. Re-

ports were compiled. The official

file, "Proposed Watindiga Settle-

ment," began to bulge, and a year

later the matter was brought to a

conclusion.

In December 1939, tliree months

after Germany's invasion of Poland,

the first 30 aborigines under Yaida

were led to the vacant plantation.

The District Commissioner and

two native instructors from an agri-

cultural school met them. An equal

number of men from a neighboring

tribe had been hired to help the
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new settlers in setting np suitable

quarters.

Trembling and tenified, tlie little

men came, persuaded into this mad
\entine b)' the solemn assurance of

their chief and myself that no harm
would befall them. They saw for

the first time sharp axes, bush-

knives, and hoes—all new things,

and to tliem only deadly weapons.

'Tools with which to clear the

land, build huts, and prepare the

ground so that you can grow food

for yourselves," it was explained.

They stood and watched the na-

tive instructor as he felled a small

tree and converted the trunk into

the center post for a hut. Some
shook their heads, others laughed

like happy children over a new
toy, some sat on the ground and

stared ahead with bulging eyes and

wide-open mouths.

Not less strange was the issu-

ance of clothes. They solemnly in-

spected and carefully handled the

shirts and Idiaki shorts.

"To protect you from the cold

winds and the fever that follows,

which has already taken the hves

of so many of you," they were told.

For a long time there was con-

fusion. The right of possession was

something so new, so incompre-

hensible, and at the same time so

alarming that it would have been

a great rehef to them if we had
taken ever)'thing back. I shall never

forget the e.vpressions on their faces

when they were told to dress. Thev
could scarcely manage to put on

the garments for asldng questions.

When finally clothed, they ap-

peared to be entirely different

people. Hunching their shoulders,

hitching their bodies, and awk-

wardly moving their arms as though

they were encased in plaster of

Paris, they paced about with a

stiffness that is hard to describe.

They took short steps, long steps,

and bent over time and time again

as if they expected the shorts to

rip or fall off. When after a little

while they had become accustomed

to their clothes and discovered that

they looked hke other natives, they

laughed again, happy and carefree.

And thus began the slow but

steady education. It was by no

means an easy task. It took an enor-

mous amount of patience and per-

se\erance to teach them tlie use of

the hoe and axe. For weeks they

suffered from backaches, from sore

muscles, and from calluses in the

palms of hands that hitherto had
only pulled the bow string.

Suddenly a Watindiga came run-

ning. He had cut his big toe. While
the wound was being washed and
dressed, he said with a worried
face, "The knife has bitten me. 1

am going back into the hills."

"If somebody shoots at you with
the bow, do you run into the flight

of tht; arrow?" I asked. "No, you
don't. You dodge it by stepping to

one side," and I showed him how
to stand while using the sharp and
heavy bush-knife.

The young native remained si-

lent. The next morning he had left

the camp, perhaps to return to his

former existence.

The relocation work taxed the

endurance of the European and
the composvure of the native in-

structors. One harsh word, the

least display of annoyance or an-

ger, would have stampeded the

aborigines into the deepest wilder-

ness.

During the initial weeks and
months of their reformation, the

government took special care of

its proteges. They were well fed;

native dispensers alleviated their

ailments and illnesses; they were
not pei-mitted to work too long or

too strenuously until they had
gradually become accustomed to it.

To avoid the heat of the day,

work started at five in the morn-

ing. Three hours later, an instruc-

tor tried to urge a young bushman
to enlarge his small field.

"I am tired," the new farmer

said. "I have already hoed a big

patch," and he pointed with pride

to his work. Any other native

would have easily accomplished

the task in less than an hour.

"You have done well," replied

the white man encouragingly.

"Now rest; if you increase your
field tomorrow you shall receive an
extra ration of food." The Watin-
diga readily agreed.

Thus days passed into weeks;

weeks grew into months. Small,

comfortable huts were erected, the

land was cleared of dead coffee

trees, water flowed again in re-

paired iirigation ditches. The plan-

tation that had lain desolate and
deserted saw new fife once more:

patches of green maize, small hills

of blooming potato bushes, healthy

runners of groundnuts creeping

along the straight lines of ridges.

Clearings had been cut into the

thorn tree jungle, forcing the tsetse

flies to yield conquered ground.

The countiy around resounded to

the bleating of goats given to the

wild men by the govenmient.

When the first heavy showers of

the long rainy season soaked the

fertile soil, the httle men instinc-

tively ran for sheltering thickets.

The white man and his native as-

sistants were drenched to the skin

before they had rounded up their

charges and led them back into the

comfortable huts.

They stared at the roof, wide-

* Now THE Watindigas laugh, play, and sing widiout
fear. It is to be hoped that their tribal traditions can
be preserved as part of man's obscure history on earth



eyed. "Rain will not drip through

this grass?" they asked, cautiously

feeling the thatch as far as they

could reach. They could not seem

to comprehend: "Do not the dens-

est trees in the jungle leak water?"

Small fires were built, and soon

the heat of the flickering flames

filled their shelters with a cozy

warmth. As they dried their wet

clothes, they realized that they did

not feel the cold wind on their

naked bodies; and they suddenly

remembered their friends, exposed

to nature's forces. They were ready

to bolt again but now to tell their

fellow tribesmen about this won-

derful place.

When in April, 1941, the equi-

noctial storms again raged over the

land, over 90 aborigines had found

happiness and peace in the new
cantonment. The experienced eag-

erly taught the inexperienced.

The young native who had cut

his big toe returned. There were

cheers and shouts of welcome, for

he had come back with his parents

and his Httle brother. "It is better

and safer to be here," he said. He
wanted to explain everything to

them and pointed out all the new
gadgets as though they were his

personal discovery.

Freed from worry and hunger

and protected from their enemies,

the friendly Watindigas disposed

of their ancestral symbols of com-

munication. In the wilderness they

had communicated by signs cut

into the trunks of trees or by tiny

branches placed in certain direc-

tions in the grass near their nar-

row paths. With such marks, al-

ways fresh to avoid confusion, they

gave directions or locations of

camps, arranged for tribal coun-

cils, or warned of danger. Now
they gossiped openly with a great

deal of tongue-clicking and lip-

smacking.

While the shadows lengthened,

a Watindiga sat in front of his hut

and whittled. A year or so ago he

would have dressed a raw and

thick shoot of a bush wdth his stone

knife, intently, patiently, until it

was transformed into a perfect

bow. Now he prepared, diligently,

a post for a crude wooden bed,
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using a sharp steel knife. "Our

baby will soon be born," he said

proudly, and after a moment
added, "and the mother must not

lie on bare ground."

I felt no cause for worry. The
settlement would be a success, and

it would mean a great deal to my
friend, the District Commissioner.

With the coming of dusk, a small

fire burned in every hut. Formerly,

campfires had been considered

dangerous as they would have re-

vealed the aborigines' location to

their enemies, but now the flames,

visible through the open entrances,

did not bring death. Three well-

armed native pohcemen patrolled

the settlement; not to keep the

Watindiga in, but to keep their

foes out.

One of the men had finished his

supper. He belched loudly twice,

according to African custom, as a

sign of approval of a good meal.

"Is it not better than searching

for berries or digging for roots?" he

was asked.

"Much better," he replied cheer-

fully, "and look, I am no longer

hungry." He patted his full stom-

ach with great satisfaction.

Slowly the settlement developed

further and further until it became
a hamlet. Many huts have given

way to more substantial structures.

Streets have been laid out. One
Indian and two native stores,

dukas as they are called in East

Africa, supply the needs of this

small community. By slow degrees

the little men have been taught the

value of a coin.

They hne up outside the square

mud house that serves as a gov-

ernment office and wait to be paid

for their farm produce. It is al-

ways exciting to be paid, and they

look very cheerful standing in the

hot sun. They talk of work and

discuss what they can buy with

their money. With jingHng coins

in their pockets they go to the

stores to buy clothes, to barter for

a few gewgaws that will delight

their women, or to purchase soap.

The Watindiga have learned to

wash and bathe; they no longer

wait for the rains to clean their

bodies.

Many have married young wo-

men of their own tribe or of the

now friendly Wanyiramba, who
only several years ago barely tol-

erated their existence.

More than 200 Watindiga have

now settled on the new land. A

school will be erected in the near

future and trained native teachers

will come to coach the httle

woolly-haired children in Kisua-

heh, the universal language of East

Africa. They will be taught all the

rudiments of a simple education.

They will learn better farming

methods, brick-building, pottery,

and other useful crafts. With the

winning back of a country for-

merly infested with tsetse fly, cat-

tle will be brought to the Watin-

diga. A new dawn is breaking over

an age-old battlefield.

All the mystery of their tribal

councils and rituals, and the secret

of their deadly poisons may die.

History may never mention the

herbs, roots, and barks with which

their sorcerer or doctor concocted

his medicines. It will be a pity to

lose all this lore, for it is a part of

the history of mankind. With the

conversion of the aborigines, tlie

taciturn medicine man passes on

to his ancestors, his lips sealed.

Sometimes the treasury of folk-

lore can be tapped before the older

people have aU passed from the

scene, and it should be.

War is a ghastly experience, and

also a strange, mysterious thing.

It destroys hamlets, towns, and

cities. It brings grief and sorrow

to millions. But to the Watindiga

this war, which they knew nothing

about, has brought only happiness

and the prospect of a more useful

future.

The war has changed the ap-

pearance of Africa along the coast

and in many parts of the interior.

It has drastically afl[ected the ex-

istence of millions of people

throughout the continent and has

altered completely that of the

Watindiga. For the first time since

human life appeared in the Dark

Continent, the Watindiga land

looks green and peaceful from the
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SELF-REPAIR

By John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

ONE of the marvels of living

things is their ability to re-

pair injuries, to regenerate tissue,

and to repulse invasions of bacteria

or similar organisms. Wild animals

have no doctors, and they live haz-

ardously. The few individuals out

of the many born each year that

live to maturity have generally had

to survive injuries of various sorts,

and scars often remain—mute wit-

nesses to the recovery.

The skin of a male sea Hon or of

a fur seal is commonly a mass of

scars about the head and shoulders.

After the fights that occur for

harem grounds each year, the bulls

have gaping wounds that would be

serious indeed to man. The thick

blubber layer under the skin usu-

ally prevents serious injury, and the

wounds heal with little trouble. Oc-

casionally a deer's skin may show

the claw marks of a puma that failed

to make its kiU, and a rabbit's skin

may bear the scars of an owl's tal-

ons.

Mammals often have great resist-

ance to infection in wounds. The

Norway rat and its color varieties

SELF-REPAIR

used in laboratories will recover

without infection from operations

in the body cavity even when the

surgical tools are not sterile. What

would almost certainly produce

death from peritonitis in a human

patient causes the rat no trouble at

all. This abihty to overcome bac-

terial infection of wounds is wide-

spread among wild mammals.

Serious injuries to the skeleton

are also overcome. In every collec-

tion of skeletons there are some

with bones that have been broken

and have healed during the ani-

mal's lifetime. This is as true of pre-

historic animals as of recent ones.

Sometimes a bone that was bro-

ken has knit as well as if it had

been given the best treatment

known to medical science. In this

case only a small thickening and

roughening of the area of fracture

shows. But this is rare in naturally

healed breaks. More often the bro-

ken parts are pulled past each other

by the action of muscles. The two

pieces of bone lying side by side

then rub against each other if the

member is used, tearing the mem-
brane that covers the bones and

stimulating new bone growth. This

was the case witli the shin bone of

a deer that came to our attention at

the Museum. The injured animal

must have hidden away or, if it did

move about, it must have held the

broken hmb motionless for a week

or so. The bone had knit solidly

and was stronger at the break than

anywhere else. Although the leg

was shortened and slightly mis-

shapen, it was still quite usable,

and the deer had lived some years

after this serious fracture. Some-

times the broken Hmb bone knits

at an angle. This slows down the

injured animal for the rest of its life.

But some partly crippled individu-

als manage to survive longer than

might be expected.

A broken bone may not knit; the

broken ends may each heal over

and become rounded, forming a

false joint. This commonly happens

in the case of broken ribs. At least

once such a "joint" developed in a

frog that had broken the bone of

its lower leg near the middle. In

spite of this handicap, the frog was

able to jump and swim almost as

well as normal ones and was in

good condition.

Animals show remarkable pow-

ers of repair and recuperation, but

the stoiy of the bird that spHnted

its broken leg with a stick and mud
is sheer nonsense.
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City-Bred Duck
By E. W. Pfeiffer

Photographs by
J.

S. Luck

< Portrait of a duck hawk
who came to live in a large dty i



Hawks

Defying hazards, a determined falcon

raises her family on a ledge twenty

stories above a Montreal street

MANY large cities of the world

have Duck Hawks as resi-

dents. The tall cliiflike buildings

and flocks of pigeons are a great at-

traction to them. But nesting faciH-

ties are often inadequate, and that

was the case on the Sun Life Build-

ing in the heart of Montreal, where

a pair of duck hawks have made

their home for several years.

In the spring of 1940 I was work-

ing in a near-by building and had

opportunitv to obser^'e these birds.

For several \'ears prior to this, ac-

cording to local birdmen, these duck

hawks had laid eggs in the gutter

at the twentieth floor, but as soon

as it rained, the eggs were always

carried to obHvion down the drain

pipe.

My friend, Mr.
J.

S. Luck, and I

decided to help the birds. We
placed two boxes filled with rubble

and sand on the two comers of

the twentieth floor ledge where the

birds were most frequently seen.

In March we were elated to find

that a hollow had been scraped

out in the bo.x on the northwest cor-

ner. Some weeks later the falcon

was obser\'ed brooding, and after

prolonged observations, we were

able to see that she had two eggs.

A pecuHar thing then happened.

She suddenly moved to the north-

east comer box and laid two more
eggs. However, after a few days

she returned to the original box

and laid two final eggs. She had
evidently made up her mind and
continued to brood these eggs until

two eyases were hatched some
weeks later.

CITY-BRED DUCK HAWKS

A The arrow shows the ledge twenty stories high where the

pair of duck hawks were determined to lay their eggs. As soon

as it rained, the eggs were invariably carried down the drain,

until the author attached two boxes for them

^ The mother falcon readily took advantage of the help

that had been offered. In fact, she laid eggs in both boxes in

one season before finally choosing one of them



The nest was well placed for ob-

servation, and the birds were re-

markably tame. One could peer

over the balustrade directly at the

falcon, and she would stare back

with nothing more than a slight

show of annoyance. At times she

would take to the air and put on

a display of flying that would warm
tlie heart of any falconer, scream-

ing and stooping at very close range

in typical peregrine fashion. We
could easily determine what the

hawks were feeding upon. The main

item was, of course, pigeons, with a

considerable number of other birds,

such as fhckers and blue jays.

In the course of this work, Mr.

Luck and I sometimes climbed

over the balustrade to get close-up

photographs. One afternoon around

five o'clock when people were

streaming out of the building, we
caused something of a trafiBc jam

in the streets below. A few days

before, a local office resident had

thrown himself from the tenth

floor, and the morbid people in the

streets were obviously waiting for

a repetition of the tlirilling spec-

tacle.

Despite our intrusions, two young

duck hawks were successfully

reared both in 1940 and 1941. Dur-

ing rearing of the latter two, the

entire family almost met its doom.

The Sun Life Building managers

<The brooding mother was

remarkably tame, but when suf-

ficiently annoyed would take

to the air, screaming and stoop-

ing in typical peregrine fashion

chose this time to make some re-

pairs on the outside of the build-

ing. A squad of a dozen or more

men appeared on the ledge near

the eyrie and were promptly and

vigorously stooped at by the duck

hawks. Quite understandably the

men decided to retreat and com-

plain about the falcons.

This eventually resulted in much
debate about the fate of the birds,

including editorials in the local

press. An enthusiastic falcon fan

finally arrived to show, as he in-

sisted, that the birds were merely

bluffing. Confidently he assembled

the workmen in a safe place near

the eyrie and stepped out to defy

the hawks. Much to his chagrin and

discomfort he was rewarded with a

soUd blow on the head by the

stooping mother bird. After this

happened a second time, he re-

treated in consternation.

By this time, the workmen had

definitely decided against arguing

with the falcons. They were finally

persuaded to delay repairs and

spare the birds.

Since this narrow escape, the

duck hawks have managed to raise

at least one eyas every year, and I

understand that they are now
viewed benevolently. They keep

pigeons from the upper parts of

the building and have even become

somewhat of a municipal curiosity.

> Young duck hawks
shortly after hatching
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THE SACRED WHITE
BUFFALO ROBE

Conliniifd from pane 309

it out taut on the ground. Then
another warrior told another story,

and another hole was cut; and so

on until the necessary number of

holes had been cut all around the

border of the green hide.

After the woman had trimmed

shoe after slice of surplus flesh

from the hide to the accompani-

ment of furtlier heroic stories, it

was carried from the lodge by a

warrior who had dragged an enemy
from his lodge. Before the woman
could stake out the hide in the

center of camp, a warrior who had
captured a female enemy had to

count coup upon the tool she was
to use. As the woman drove each

stake through a hole, a warrior

struck the hide at that point, as

though counting coup upon it. And
before tlie actual tanning was be-

gun, the hide received an addi-

tional stroke fiom tlie leader of a

successful war party that had re-

turned witliout losing a man.

Great spiritual solemnity ac-

companied the whole procedure,

and all the old warriors watched
carefully to see that every detail

was followed properly. If the hide

was to be decorated, special cere-

monies had to be observed through-

out.

A tanned and decorated white

buffalo hide was considered one

of the most prized possessions of

the tribe, and an enemy might plan

an elaborate war campaign in the

hope of capturing it.

Among some tribes the period

of ownership was specifically hm-
ited. After a limited number of

years, it was beheved necessary to

retvim the treasure to the Great

Spirit, through the action of Rain,

Sun, Snow, and the mystery of

things unknown.

It is for these many historic and
traditional reasons that the two
Hve white buffalo in the United

States are so interesting. They rep-

resent a total of about 5,000 buffalo

that have been propagated and
preserved for posterity through the

efforts of the American Bison So-

ciety, the Fish and Wildhfe Ser-

vice, and various other Federal,

State, and private organizations.

All but a very few are confined

within man-made fences. On the

law of averages, we might have

expected to wait several centuries

before seeing a white buffalo. We
now have two, both oflspring of

the same mother. They were born

on the National Bison Range, a

Federal Fish and Wildhfe refuge

on the Flathead Indian Reserva-

tion, Montana. Both are bulls. The
first one was born on May 3, 1933.

His name is "Big Medicine." He is

entirely white except for a brown
patch that runs across the top of

his woolly head between the horns,

giving him the appearance of wear-

ing a small Eton cap. His eyes are

of noi-mal color, rather than the

rose-petal pink of a true albino.

When Big Medicine was about

4 years old, in 1937, he and his own
mother bred and produced a pure

albino calf, completely white even

to the hoofs, and with pink eyes.

He was, however, born partially

bhnd, and his mother abandoned

him at birth. He is now in the

Zoological Park in Washington, D. C.

It must be said that his birth was
not entirely in the nature of an ex-

periment and was not condoned

by the authorities. A repetition has

since been carefully avoided. It

must also be said, for the record,

that the two-time white-calf mother

has since shown no signs whatever

of producing more albinos, although

she has quite regularly shown her-

self an exponent of large progenity.

But all of her calves have been

bulls. As for Big Medicine, he, too,

has been the father of a credible

number of calves, but there has

not been another white hair among
them.

The saddest part of the whole

story is that the many present-day

Indians who have looked upon
these two hve white buffalo brows-

ing on the lush grass of the Na-

tional Bison Range in Montana,

have merely grunted in casual curi-

osity—and continued on about more

important business. Unfortunately,

the white man has exterminated

far more than the vast herds of

buffalo that once roamed the broad

plains of our Great West.

"BRAINS"
Continued from page 331

fill his larder and also to observe

these strange visitors to the desert.

But one day orders came that ter-

minated our work in Arizona, and
we prepared to move on for train-

ing elsewhere. One of us in our tent

group thought it would be a great

idea for Brains to come along as a

mascot. We all agreed because we
knew that we would miss our com-
panion and his nocturnal visits. So
we devised a trap for him.

That night Brains appeared at his

chosen time and found a httle pile

of nuts awaiting him. Just as he
became engaged in the famihar

process of filhng his cheeks, we
dropped a large glass jar over him.

I must say that he took this treach-

ery calmly. He made a few tenta-

tive tries at cUmbing the shppery

glass, and then resigned himself

to confinement. We picked up the

jar from the floor and put it on the

table so that the candle fight shone

on our httle captive. He merely

bhnked at us through the glass, and
his form, magnified by the curved

surface, took on grotesque pro-

portions.

As we turned in that night, there

was httle of the usual horseplay.

Instead of exchanging friendly in-

sults, each man seemed absorbed in

thought. I lay on my cot for a long

time watching the dry night wdnd
disturb the tent roof. Faintly, on
the table, I could see the outhne

of the prison we had created for

Brains, and a vague feeling of guilt

spread over me. Nothing tangible

—just an uneasy feefing. Something

wasn't right in this business. What
right had we to take possession of

our friend? Perhaps Brains had a

family. He was probably the master

of a home or the mother of a brood.

Carried away by this fine of

thought, I was soon vievdng our

simple deed as a vile crime. Unable
to stand the self-torture, I threw

aside my blankets and reached for

the jar on the table. My sudden

motion was arrested by a very quiet

"Ssh!" from the other side of the

table. As I hesitated, a hand grasped

the bottle and lowered it to the

floor. Quietly the cap was un-
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screwed and the glass container

laid carefully on its side.

It was too dark to see the de-

parture of Brains from his confine-

ment, but I could hear the little

clicking sound of his claws on the

floor as he hopped away. His Ub-

erator slipped quietly back to bed

with no sound except for the groan

of his cot. Then the silence was

shattered by a stage whisper from

the far side of the tent:

"Good night, you sentimentalists.

You beat me to it."

Soft chuckles echoed from cot to

cot for the next few minutes. Just

before I went to sleep, I made a

mental note to find the best peanuts

the PX had to offer and fill that

ill-fated glass jar to the brim with

them—for Brains. That's just what

we did.
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LETTERS Continued from page 297

The following letter on science and re-

ligion is similar to many that come to the

American Museum. Because it embraces

some of the main points in an unusually

clear and complete way, we take the

opportunity to publish it, with the answer

by Dr. George Gaylord Simpson of the

American Museum's Department of Geol-

ogy and Paleontology.

—

Ed.

Sms:

Would you please answer the following

questions?

1. Is tliere a missing link in tlie evolu-

tion of man?

2. Most Catholic schools teach evolu-

tion as a theory. Is evolution a fact or

theory?

3. If evolution is a fact, does it con-

tradict the Bible?

4. Are most anthropologists or men of

science agnostic, atheist, or do they be-

lieve in God?
I'm really confused and would like tlie

answers to these questions.

( Name witliheld.

)

Dear Sir:—

You have asked some very difficult

questions in your letter. I would have to

write a book to give the whole answers,

and you would have to do a great deal

of studying to understand complete

answers or to be able to decide intelli-

gently for yourself. I will try to answer

as well as I can in a letter, because I

see that you are sincerely interested and

because these important questions de-

serve the best sort of answer that a scien-

tist can give.

I. When the idea tliat man evolved

from a monkey-like animal was first widely

discussed, opponents of evolution pointed

out that no animal was known that was
intermediate between living monkeys or

apes and living man. They called this

hypothetical intermediate form "the

missing link." Since then not only one

but a whole series of fossils have been
found that are intermediate between mod-
em apes and modern men in their anato-

my. Therefore it is quite fair to say tliat

"the missing link" is no longer missing—

in fact, several of tliem are now known.

In another sense, however, it would be

possible to agree that there are still

"missing links," altliough tliis is not now
a valid argument against die truth of

evolution. If man evolved from a monkey-
hke ancestor, as I and most scientists are

siu-e is true, then there was probably

through the ages a whole series of crea-

tures, starting with one that was wholly

monkey-like and leading up to man
through thousands of steps, each a little

bit more manlike than the last. It is

only by a rather unusual accident that

such creatures are buried, become fos-

silized, and then are found again by us.

The chances of ever finding every single

one of those thousands of steps are prac-

tically nil. But some of them have been

found and they show that the series did

e,vist even though there is no real hope

of finding every last step in it.

2. Whetlier evolution is a fact or a

tlieory depends on what you mean by

"fact" and by "theory." Scientists and

non-scientists use the words in different

ways. A scientist often calls an explana-

tion a "theory" when a non-scientist

would call it a "fact," so that they do

not always vmderstand each other very

well. Someone who is not a scientist is

likely to mean "guess" when he says

"theory." To a scientist, a theory is not

guesswork but is an explanation of a set

of facts. Theories in science may be more

or less firmly established. If a scientific

theory explains only a few facts and

there is doubt as to how others would fit

in, tlien it is not considered well-estab-

hshed. If, however, it explains thousands

of known facts and scientists have looked

for opposing facts and have not found

any that do not fit in, then it becomes a

firmly estabhshed tlieory and is generally

accepted as true among tliose who have

made a real study of the matter. Speak-

ing in anything except super-cautious

scientific language, this sort of theory

would be called a fact by almost anyone

who understood it. Evolution is in this

class. To the scientists who study it, it

is a theory, thoroughly estabhshed and

accepted as true. In popular speech it is

a fact.

3. Whether evolution contradicts the

Bible also depends on definition. Some
people maintain that every word in the

Bible was meant to be taken in the most

Hteral sense. For instance, they claim

that the word "day" in Genesis means

precisely 24 hours, no more and no less.

If you take this view, then evolution does

contiadict the Bible, or the Bible contra-

dicts evolution, whichever way you want

to put it. Other devout students of the

Bible believe, on the other hand, that

parts of it are figiu'ative or poetic, espe-

cially those parts that have to do with

the creation of the world, airimals, and

man, and such subjects now studied by

NOT I C E—Readers are encour-

aged to submit their own pho-

tographs of natural history

subjects. Those selected for pub-
lication on these pages will be
paid for at $2.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-

turn postage must be included.
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scientific nietliods. Tlicy say tliat the

Bible was not meant to be a treatise on

science and it would not have been un-

derstood if it were, because science was

priiniti\e when tlie Bible was written. If

you look in tlie dictionary you will see

that "day" can mean either "twenty-four

hours" or "a time or period, an age."

These Bible students say that "day" in

Genesis has this second meaning, not tlie

first. If you interpret the Bible in this

way, tlien evolution does not contradict

the Bible. I would prefer to express tliis

differently and to say that modern scien-

tific knowledge, including evolution,

shows tliat the Bible should not be given

tlie most literal interpretation at all

points.

4. Some scientists are agnostics or

atheists, just as some business men or

some mechanics are agnostics or atheists.

Scientists may have more tendency to be

agnostics, because tliey are used to ques-

tioning evidence and not taking too much
on faitli, but I am not sure that there

would be a larger proportion of agnostics

among scientists if we really knew what

people beheve in their hearts. I do know
tliat many outstanding scientists believe

in God. 1 think that most scientists are

religious, in some sense of the word.

Many of tliem who are really deeply re-

ligious cannot subscribe to the narrow

dogmas taught in some churches. A scien-

tist who beheves in evolution and also

in God is naturally likely to rebel against

a church tliat teaches that belief in evolu-

tion is sacrilegious.

Sirs:

Several times last winter just before

heavy snow-s I noticed that the birds, tlie

juncos in particular, would congregate

in the yard to fill up on the grain we
supplied (about 40 pounds during tlie

entire winter). It seemed that the birds

almost knew when bad weather was com-

ing. After I had noticed this rather super-

ficially, I watched more carefully and

saw the same thing happen before tlie

next two snows. ... I can't help wonder-

ing whether they do not have an extra

sense, or some way of teUing what the

weather is going to do.

Mrs. Charles M. Kennedy.

Harrisburg, Pa.

The following comments are offered by

Dr. John T. Zimmer of the American

Museum's Department of Birds:

Birds have no "weather sense" that has

ever been proved. Unusual activity pre-

EXPEDITION OUTFITTERS
We know the outfitting business from over 54 years

of experience. Our equipment has proved satisfac-

tory to thousands of customers. Tou can save time
and expense by having a single reliable headquarters
for outfitting. Write us, teUing your needs. Address
DepL NH-9.

David T. Abercrombie Co.
311 Bro.-idway New Tork City

Gladys Diesing photo

^ Eucalyptus a tree that sheds its bark but not its leaves—at least not all

at once. The eucalypts were brought from Australia to the United States to

be exploited for their oil and hardwood, but they are now grown for shade

and ornamental purposes in many parts of California

ceding storms is due, I suspect, to a de-

crease in dayhght which may give the

birds a false impression of oncoming eve-

ning, with a consequent tendency to "get

filled up" before bedtime. The same sort

of increased activity has been observed

during eclipses of the sun.

If birds had an accurate sense of im-

pending storms as such, they probably

would seek shelter in advance and would

not be caught away from it as many of

them are. But a good piece of work could

be done by anyone who would keep a

careful record of exact weather condi-

tions, including apparent diminution of

light, and the attendant variation in the

activity of birds. There is sure to be a

correlation that would be worth investi-

If readers of NATURAL HISTORY
have specific questions regarding

photography in the realm of natu-

ral history or science, we shall be

glad to try to answer them.—ED.

Some insects react in the same manner.

Perhaps readers have noticed how

Stomoxys, the stable fly, ordinarily par-

ticularly obnoxious in the evening, be-

comes troublesome before storms.
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EXPLORATIONS
Rutherfurd African Expedition

Since die last issue of Natural His-

tory Magazine went to press, the

Rutherfurd African Expedition set out on

a journey of at least 10,000 miles through

the length and breadtli of Africa's moun-

tain and jungle regions for tlie American

Museum of Natural History. The expedi-

tion will travel by jeep and supply truck

from Capetown to Cairo, making numer-

ous side trips into the Kalahari Desert,

Tanganyika, Kenya, Uganda, the Belgian

Congo, Egyptian Sudan, and Lybian

Desert.

Leader of die expedition is Mr. Hugo
Rutherfurd, recendy Captain in the

United States Army. He is accompanied

by his wife and Mr. T. Donald Carter,

Assistant Curator of die Museum's De-

partment of Mammals, who has made
three previous expeditions to Africa. The
expedition will be in the field for about

one year.

Certain specimens needed by the Mu-
seum to round out its study collections

of African mammals are being sought,

but the principal objective of the expedi-

tion is to make extensive technicolor mo-
tion pictures and "still" photographic

records of African natives and wildhfe

for educational purposes.

Mr. Rutherfurd, an experienced motion

picture cameraman, plans to photograph

scenes of native Bfe in many African

communities which can be used in vari-

ous levels of curricula from elementary

grades through college studies in anthro-

pology. His cameras will be aimed toward

diose subjects which have become in-

creasingly important to educators as

visual teaching aids on the customs pecu-

liar to various African tribes, as well as

the family relationships and events of

daily life, their foods and cookery, cloth-

ing, agriculture, housing, hunting, trade,

music, dance, and crafts.

Wherever possible photographs of liv-

ing wild animals will be made from
"blinds" near waterholes or other hidden
spots where animals congregate. Incidents

of the expedition's camp life and activities

during the year's journey wtII also be
filmed.

Vi'ru Valley Project

Mr. Junius B. Bird, Assistant Curator

of Archaeology at the American Museum,
also left in May en route for Peru to

search for evidence of non-agricultural

people who lived some thousands of

years ago in a valley near present-day

Trujillo. Mr. Bird has joined several scien-

tists from various other institutions, co-

operating in the Viru Valley Project of

the Institute of Andean Research.

This is the first time that a concerted

effort has been made to work out the full

cultural history of a Peruvian valley. It

is expected that co-ordination of geo-

graphical, archaeological, and ethno-

sociological data will result in a broad

study of culture change and adaptation

in one of the most aboriginal culture cen-

ters of the New World.

Other archaeologists of the expedition

already in the field include Dr. William

Duncan Stiong of Columbia University,

who is concentrating on the chronology

of the ceramics available at many sites,

and Dr. Wendell C. Bennett of Yale Uni-

versity, who will make a study of the

architectural features of the ancient adobe

structures in the valley. Dr. Gordon R.

Wiley of die Smithsonian Institution is

making a survey of present-day land

utilization for an estimate of former popu-

lations. Mr. Andrew Dingwall joined the

expedition in June.

Mr. Bird vsill search for remains of the

earhest pre-pottery cultures never before

found in Peru in sheltered beach areas

where ancient fishing communities may
have had their camps.

Each speciahst wUl cover his own par-

ticular section of the 20-mile valley, but

a common field laboratory will be the

focal point for discussion and interchange

of ideas as the year's work progresses.

Several jeeps wiU be in use to transport

workers and equipment.

Mr. Bird is accompanied by his wife

and three small sons, Robert 8, Henry

6, and Thomas IK years of age. Making

a home in remote, sometimes uninhab-

ited places is not unknown to Mrs. Bird,

who has accompanied her husband on

several expeditions with their children,

the last to the desert region of Chile,

where Mr. Bird discovered remains of

prehistoric fishermen.

The expedition will be joined early in

the fall by Dr. J. W. Jobhng, former pro-

fessor of pathology at the Presbyterian

Medical Center. Dr. Jobling will study

the mummified human remains for pos-

sible tiaces of disease.

Junior
Natural History

Magazine

1.25 a year

(12 issues)

Address: Circulation Department

The
American Museum of Natural History

79th St. and Central Park West

New York 24, N. Y.
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Earth Treasure
(Mii'vsocollii, Arizona
Hh.il.d Halite, Calif..

Mcyeiholleiite, Calif 2.50 to 10.00

Orpiment, Nevada 0.75 to 3.00

Vanadinile, Arizona 0.75 to 15.00

Auiiclialcite, Arizona 2.50 to 5.00

Amethyst, Uruguay 4.00 to 10.00

Quartz Crystal, Arkansas 0.25 to 2.00

Desert Barite Rose, Okla 0.35 to 0.70

Rose Muscovite, New Mexico. 1.00 to 1.50

..$0.75 to 2.00 Dioptase, Arizona Sl.OOto 7.50

. . 0.50 to 1.00 Variscite, Utah 2.00 to 10.00

Colemanite, Calif 0.75 to 4.00

Sulphur, Nevada 0.25 to 1.50

Malachite, Arizona 2.00 to 10.00

Selenite, New York 0.40

Pyrite, Arizona 0.50 to 20.00

Wulfenite. Ariz. & Mexico 1.00 to 20.00

Cinnahar. Texas 0.75 to 3.00

Emerald. Colombia 1.00 to 10.00

iXfintir.t'tl

OpaliztMl

Agntc»i

Cinnabar

Jasper

>«vaculU«'

Thnnder eg^s

4«oo<Ios

Slabs Polished

Petrified wood from Arizona. Washington, Idaho. .S0.50 to 1.50 0.75 to 2.00
' .. 0.50 to 2.00 0.75 to 2.25

Brown moss, Texas 0.40 to 1.00 0.65 to 1.50

Green moss in thunder egg, Oregon 0.40 to 1.00 0.65 to 1.50

Clear scenic. Montana 0.50 to 1.00 0.65 to 2.00

Translucent colored, Calif., Nevada & Arizona.... 0.50 to 1.50 0.75 to 2.00

Translucent clear, Calif. & Arizona 0.50 to 1.50 0.75 to 2.00

Blue and pink, Arizona 0.50 to 1.00 0.75 to 1.25

Plume. Idaho 0.50 to 4.00 1.00 to 5.00

Sagenite, Calif 1.00 to 6.00 1.75 to 8.00

Fortifications (complete pattern I, Idaho 0.50 to 1.50 1.00to2.50

Nodules, Calif. & Idaho 0.50 to 1.00 0.75 to 3.50

In chert (red and white). Nevada 0.40 to 2.00 0.65 to 3.00

In agate (red in translucent agate), Nevada 0.50 to 2.00 0.75 to 3.00

In opal (red in while), Nevada 0.50 to 2.50 0.75 to 3.00

Picture (maroon), Nevada & Calif 0.40 to 1.25 0.65 to 1.50

Breccia (yellow and black), Nevada & Calif 0.40 to 1.25 0.65 to 1.50

White, Arkansas 0.40 to 1.25 0.65 to 1.50

Colored, Arkansas 0.40 to 1.25 0.65 to 1.50

Scenic, Oregon 0.40 to 1.00 0.60 to 4.00

Crystal lined, Chocolate Mts., Calif 0.40 to 1.00 0.60 to 4.00

Chuckawa Mts., Calif 0.40 to 1.00 0.60 to 4.00

Dugway Mts., Utah 0.40 to 1.00 0.60 to 4.00

Chalcedony (colorful and fluorescent), Florida... 0.40 to 1.00 0.60 to 4.00

HowIHc Called white turquoise, Calif 0.40 to 1.00 0.60 to 4.00

!^prii«'n<ine Green or yellow, New York & New Jersey 0.40 to 1.00 0.60 to 4.00

Obsidian Jet-black, Nevada & Oregon 0.40 to 1.00 0.60 to 4.00

Iridescent, Nevada & Oregon 0.40 to 1.00 0.60 to 4.00

Pe(o«-.skoy agates Fossil calcite, Michigan 0.25 to 0.75 0.40 to 1.35

Wonder stone Nevada 0.25 to 1.00 0.40 to 1.50

Mineral Sets at SI.00 12 specimens in each set

Minerals of U. S. A. New England No. 2 New England No. 3

American Minerals

36 small specimens Sl.OO Set of 20 specimens S0.50

Hardness Set

9 minerals Sl.OO

Miscellaneons Mineral Sets

Set of 50 large specimens 84.00 Set of 50 very large specimens SIO.OO

Set of 100 very large specimens S20.00

PoslafSe: Included in prices quoted for single specimens. Large orders will be sent

postage collect. Please allow two week? to lill your orders.

The Book Shop
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
77th STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST, NEW YORK 24, N. Y.
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LETTERS
SiBs:

I was \'erv interested to see the Koda-

chrome picture of tlie banana bud on

tlie cover of your September issue.

In addition to tlie information you

gave about the banana tree, some of your

readers may also be interested to hear

that this bud or blossom is edible and

very tasty when cooked in a stew with

some kind of meat. Many of the natives

in the Philippines use it for food, espe-

cially in regions where the banana tree

is very plentiful.

Anotlier interesting note is tliat once

the banana tree has produced a stalk of

bananas, diat tree will not produce any

more. The tree is always cut down when
the bananas are gadiered, and as the

root is perennial, die tree will then grow

back again in about a year, producing

another stalk of bananas. In the Phihp-

pines alone diere are about 35 different

varieties of bananas.

Donald H. Wills.

Freeport, New York

Sms:

I have noted widi interest the letter of

C. P. Fo.\ (September Natural His-

tory) and tlie accompanying picture

showing two deformed oaks. In tliis in-

stance, I think there is a simpler ex-

planation dian tiiat the trees were bent

by Indians as trail-markers. Early settlers

often hacked young trees and bent them

over to form a fence or hedgerow. This

picture shows a bank in die foreground

and a wire fence in the background.

Apparently a hedgerow was formed along

a roadway, and at a much later date a

wire fence was buUt along die same road.

I first noticed this condition while

working in central Long Island some 40

years ago. There a ditch had been dug
and the hedgerow formed along die top

of the bank, tlie combination forming a

more effective fence. As new branches

grew up diey had been hacked and looped

over again. In some cases this had hap-

pened two or diree times and had pro-

duced some fantastic forms. Trees vary

in their resistance to such treatment.

Some die in a short time. The oaks seem

to recover and continue to grow better

than any of the others. o T A

Birmingham, Alabama

NOTICE—Readers are encour-
aged to submit their own pho-
tographs of natural history
subjects. Those selected for pub-
lication on these pages will be
paid for at S2.00 each, with full
credit to the photographer. Re-
turn postage must be included.

I^TTERS

. . . This writer is convinced that those

trees were die work of some early settlers

—not Indians—who cut trees to make

what we of eastern Long Island call a

lop fence. This was made by cutting the

tree half-way through and then binding

it oN'er in die direction the fence was to

run, diis process continuing around tlie

field to be inclosed. Remains of these

fences are still in existence here.

To make a lop fence that would turn

horses, cattle, and sheep required real

skill with botii mind and ax, and the

writer well remembers several experts,

one of whom—it was said—could make a

fence that even a quail could not go

through. And I might add that there were

no strings or binders used in construction.

Morgan Topping.

Wainscott, L. I., N. Y.

Sms:

Can snakes sing or make gobbling

sounds like a turkey? In one of our na-

tional magazines I recently read an eye-

witness account of a large buU snake diat

raised its head and gave out a stiong

melodious tiill like that of a meadow

lark. I would very much like to hear

what an expert has to say about this.

Robert G. Worman.

Linden, N.
J.

All sorts of noises have been attributed

to snakes, and few species are entirely

silent. The vast majority are able to hiss,

and die sound produced by the rattle-

snake is too well known to warrant

description. A good many harmless snakes

produce a similar "rattling" by vibrating

their tails on dead leaves.

One of the more amazing methods of

sound production is that employed by the

saw-scaled viper of Asia and Africa. This

snake inflates die body and, by rubbing

one portion of its scale-covered body
against another, produces an unusually

loud rustling sound.

However, the nearest approach to

vocalization among snakes is the sound

produced by tlie American bull snakes

{Pituophis). A special membrane in the

throat, part of the epiglottis, is stiuck by
the jet of air forcibly expelled from the

lungs in such a manner tiiat an excep-

tionally loud hiss is produced, and some-

times a loud staccato noise results. An
mfuriated bull snake may have die mouth

Continued on page 390

"Just as the twig is bent .
." These trees were twisted

together twelve years ago. This unusual sight was photo-

graphed in Shawnee, Oklahoma, by Dean Burch



SERVING THREE GREAT GROUPS

OF PEOPLE

From statement by Walter S. GifTord, President, American Telephone

and Telegraph Company, at 1946 Annual Meeting of stockholders

"It is not without significance that our Annual Report opens with

the statement that 'The Board of Directors of the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company presents herewith the management's

accounting of its stewardship for the information of stockholders,

employees, telephone users and the entire American people who have

entrusted to private enterprise the responsibility for carrying on this

essential national service.'

"There is every reason for the management of your company to treat

equitably each of the three parties concerned, namely, the telephone

users, the employees and the stockholders. For in the long run, the

interests of these three great groups of people, individually and

collectively, are mutual and interdependent.

"More and better service at the least cost is as much in the interests

of stockholders and employees as it is of the telephone users.

"Well-paid employees with steady employment; with opportunities

open to all for advancement; and with reasonable protection against

contingencies of illness, accident, death and old age are as much to

the benefit of telephone users and stockholders as to employees.

"A stable and fair return on the money invested in the business—
sufficient to attract the new money needed to develop and expand

facilities — is as good for the telephone users and employees as it is

for the stockholders." WALTER S. GIFFOIID

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
THE SAMOAN KINGFISHER

We think of kingfishers as birds of the

water's edge which feed on fish and other

aquatic animals. This is true for the

American and European kingfishers but

not for many of dieir tropical relatives.

The Samoan Kingfisher (Halcyon re-

curvirosiris) , for example, which is shown

on the cover of this issue of Natural

History, is never found at die edge of

the water, and it lives on insects. It eitlier

catches them in the air like a flycatcher

or pounces down on them like a shrike.

Occasionally it also takes a lizard or small

snake, and it has been accused of killing

newborn chicks.

This bird is seen in the forest, in native

gardens, or in coconut plantations. The

nest is in a hollow, either in a decaying

tree trunk or in the nest of tree termites.

Its eggs are white as in all kingfishers.

The call notes of the Samoan species are

noisy, rattling, and often repeated. All tlie

kingfishers can be recognized by their

upright posture and by their habit of sit-

ting motionless on an exposed perch

( dead branch of a tree, post, or telephone

wire). New Guinea is tlie center of the

range of the kingfisher family, and more

different kinds are found on that island

than in any other part of the world.
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FUR SEALS • DRIFTWOOD VALLEY • BRITAIN'S TREES

JUNGLE IN THE CLOUDS • SCIENCE IN A CHANGING WORLD

Driftwood valley

by Theodora C. Stanwell-

Fletcher

Atlantic, Little, Brown & Company, $4,

384 pages, 22 illustrations and a map.

TWO young people set out to find

die land of their dreams somewhere

in the unmapped realm of British Co-

lumbia—a place unmarred by tlie inroads

of civilization where daily living is an

adventure in itself. They found diis

Eden on tlie shores of Tetana Lake in

the \'alley of Driftwood, more dian two

hundred miles from die nearest outpost.

Here diey built dieir snug log cabin

and spent two eventful years. With moral

fortitude and courage, they braved to-

getlier die changing seasons of Canada's

Nordiwest, catching the enchantment

of the wilderness with its background

of mountains, lakes, trees, and untamed

creatures portrayed in this engrossing

book.

Theodora's first impression of Tetana

Lake shows a sympathetic understanding

of die Northwest which gleams through-

out the pages of her work—"The after-

noon sun lay across the still svurface of

a small, shallow, crystal-clear, vividly

colored lake. The water reflected the

fantastic mountains of the Frypans, now

far to the soudi, and the bare rugged tops

of the Driftwood Range rising beyond

the western shore. The winding shores

were covered with dense luxuriant

sprucewoods. Clumps of poplars, dressed

in autumn gold, were scattered on hills

and banks. Small marshes on tlie east

and west, which hinted darkly of mos-

quitoes, added touches of red-brovro

and yellow. A htde "brush woU," or

coyote, stared at us from a high bank,

and vanished. Wild ducks and muskrats

swimming out from shore split in two

the mirrored forests and mountains. At

die moment it all looked peaceful and

pleasant rather than spectacularly beau-

tiful."

In this amazing story there are odier

colorful descriptions of the northern

country, introductions to its native in-

habitants, and accurate accoimts of

drastic seasonal changes. The careful ob-

servations and sketches from life by

John F. Stanwell-Fletcher gready en-

hance the value of this volume. As with

all seriously-minded young people, the

Stanwell-Fletchers had a definite mis-

sion. Their objective was to make a

YOUR NEW BOOKS

study, and bring out a representative

collection, of die fauna and flora of that

region for the Provincial Museum at

Victoria. Lists of plants and animals

found in die Driftwood Region will be

found in the appendix.

George G. Goodwin.

Trees in Britain

by L.
J.

F. Biimble

The Cambridge Press, London, Mac-

miUan, New York, $4.50, 352 pp.,

183 illust.

COMPARED with nordieastem United

States, Great Britain has very few

native trees, and it is only natural that

most of the species treated in this at-

tractive book are introduced or culti-

vated. This is a painless way of acquir-

ing a knowledge of British trees and the

way they appear in the landscape.

Though few trees of eastern United

States grow well in Britain, and they are

hard to identify even at close range,

the tulip tree is "outstanding"; and from

among the numerous photographs, the

bald cypress appears less changed than

any other. Our stately soudiem magnoHa

is a chmber-like wisteria—adorning the

walls at Cambridge. On the other hand,

trees of the Pacific Coast, being accus-

tomed to a foggy climate, thrive well-

redwoods, Douglas fir, Lawson cypress,

and arbor-vitae—as does also the Chilean

Araucaria, likewise accustomed to a fog

climate.

Botanically the book will appear

stodgy and not too accurate. The fam-

ihes in which the trees are presented

are unconventional, and there are some

tenuous arguments about common names.

But the author's genius displays itself

in folklore, history of plantings, and

those bits of information interesting to

the gardener, landscaper, historian, and

general reader, who wiU pick up easily

a surprising assemblage of fact and

fancy. Winter twigs and buds are illus-

trated in a series of 48 figures. Perhaps

the outstanding feature hes in Lonsdale

Rugg's beautiful drawings of trees, which

alone make die book well worth having.

Anodier feature is die profuse inclusion

of fragments of poetry about trees, a

sort of arboreal anthology, from the

Bible to the present day. All in all, it is

a dehghtful book.
H. K. SVENSON.

Science in a changing

WORLD (Sixth Edition)

- by E.
J.

Cable, R. W. Getchell,

and W. H. Kadesch

Prentice-Hall, $5.00, 622 pp., 349 illust.

/\ COMMON custom among authors

-^^ has been to decide what subject

they wish to write about, then develop

an outline and proceed widi the book.

In this instance, the availability of

rather mediocre photographs drawn

chiefly from industrial sources seems

to have dictated the territory. There are

few scientific fields into which the au-

thors have not e.xcursioned.

Among the subjects of the 43 chap-

ters will be found a description of die

beginnings of science and a listing of

the units of measurement, widi a well-

emphasized plea for the acceptance of

a logical decimal series by the American

people. Following this is an account of

some of man's macliines. Physics and

the structure of matter, chemistry, and

energy are well described. It is a good

attempt to show the relationships among

these sciences, and this is particularly

timely now because of the recent de-

velopments in atomic disintegration.

One is surprised that more information

on the latter subject is not given in a

book touching on this field nearly a

year after die release of the Smytli re-

port and die declassification of much of

the later research.

Several chapters deal with the at-

mosphere and weather, and another set

is devoted to light and fight phenomena.

Electricity and water are discussed in

the concluding chapters, along with a

few of the elements (two of them with

good commercial backing; sulphur and

carbon). One dien looks in vain for the

tieing-in of all the sciences promised

in the introduction.

At best, we can say that this is a

useful compendium of knowledge, ex-

ecuted with moderate care. One won-

ders for whom the book is intended. It

the CHRONICA BOTANICA Co.

International Plant Science Publishers

Catalogues sent on request

Waltham -:- Massachusetts
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cannot be rend as liglit reading, and

for real information one would go to

more specialized texts. Inaccuracies are

probably not rare, judging by the treat-

ment of geology, in which tliis reviewer

is best versed. The description and dia-

gram of a batholitli is no\'el, to say the

least, and tlie use of tlie word "lead"

when "galena" is meant may trouble

many who are not economic geologists.

SiMcon dioxide is principally quartz, and

one would not include sand as a special

variety of die compound; and it's

stretching a mineralologist's patience to

include agate, onyx, jasper, and flint-

all varieties of quartz—for that is giving

species status to varietal terms.

F. H. Pouch.

The hunting of the
silver fleece

Epic of the Fur Seal

- by Fredericka Martin

Greenberg, $4.00,

328 pp., 24 illustrations

'"T^HE tragic story of sealing, from the
•^ discovery of sea lions and fur seals

to the present day, is told by Mrs. Martin

with a student's attention to detail and

with an almost poetic intensity and syin-

patliy. It reveals tlie incredible greed

and corruption and the cruelty to man
and beast that resulted from this "fovmd

wealth." Friendly peoples came perilously

close to war and foreshadowed in tire

last part of the nineteenth century some

of tlie rivalry that lies underneath the

diplomatic maneuvering of this troubled

postwar period.

Fur seals were known long before tlieir

value as fur bearers was recognized, but

about 150 years ago die Chinese discov-

ered how to "pluck" tlie coarse guard

hairs, leaving only the silky underfur.

English and American furriers soon

learned die necessary secrets, and the

fate of the "sea bears" was settled. The
Russians had discovered and claimed the

nortliern islands where these animals

bred, but die southern fur seals inhabited

desert islands belonging to no nation or

only weakly controlled by minor powers.

Sealers, chiefly British and American,

visited the southern rookeries, killing

widiout thought of the future. Only a

pitiful remnant remains and many of the

island species are completely extermi-

nated. While die nordiern "sea bears"

were massacred by millions, die Russians

had a vague idea of conservation, and

the fur seals were royal property, cropped

rather than used up. When modem
mediods were applied to tlieir conserva-

tion tliey made a marvelous recovery.

The sad fate of die Aleutian people,

massacred and enslaved by the Russians

and bound almost like serfs to tlie islands

under American guardianship, is dis-

350

cussed at length. It will not do for diis

country to be unfavorably compared with

present-day Russia in regard to depen-

dent peoples in this critical region where

the two great countries come so close

togedier.

It is a pity that this valuable book is

printed on paper diat leaves much to be

desired. The story is one that should be

read by every lover of Nature and every

conscientious citizen. t ir u
J. Hj. rllLL.

Jungle in the clouds

(New Edition)

- by Victor Wolfgang von Hagen

Duell, Sloan and Pearce, $3.75,

269 pp., 59 illust.

O CIENCE and personal adventure are

good companions, especially when
united in a warm flow of picture-making

language and interspersed with history

and legend.

Mr. and Mrs. von Hagen went to

Honduras primarily to search for the

Quetzal, a bird which had never been

photographed or exhibited. Sacred bird

of the Aztecs, it lent its name to a god,

Quetzalcoatl, the Plumed Serpent. Stone-

carvings on pre-Columbian temples fea-

ture its plumes.

Not even the Aztecs could rear this

bird when taken from its lofty rain

forests. But die von Hagens tended

baby quetzals with success, getting them
alive to some of our zoological parks,

where, thanks to skillful care, this "most

beautiful bird in the world" may be seen.

There are two odier main adventures

in this well-illustrated book, and a host

of lesser ones, condensed into lively

reading.

Finding the Jicaque Indians, the "Lost

Tribe," led to winning dieir confidence

to the point of being admitted inside

their stockades. Even these shy Indians

are "helpful and pleasant" like every-

one on the von Hagens' patii, in town
or jungle, through months of travel by
foot, plane, mule, train, or bouncing bus.

The visit to Copan, soudiwesternmost

known boundary of the Mayan Old

Empire, is described in both factual and
poetic language; "So bewitching were

the silence and utter beauty of that

place that if a priest had walked through

the court in his rich robes and tall

plumed headdress, I think I should have

taken it quite for granted."

Army ants eatmg up the garden, a

sloth which is fearsome terror to super-

stitious natives, moths with an 11-inch

wingspread, howling monkeys, lead up
to the dramatic fight widi the serpent

of old legend: "I had lived tlie ancient

mydi ... I had captured tlie Quetzal

and killed the snake."

Gr.\ce E. Barstow Murphy.
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C ongite

y^actus

By Jeweli. Casey

III photographs by the author

'TpO die average person the word
*- "cactus" calls to mind the prickly

pear ( Opuntia ) , and this is not so strange

since there are more tlian one hundred

different varieties of this particular cac-

tus in America. But tiie Cow's Tongue

Cactus {Opuntia linguiformis) is a very

rare species.

Almost 40 years ago David Griffitlis

discovered this odd cactus, growing in

small quantities in the immediate vicin-

ity of San Antonio, Te.\as. And as far as

is known, it does not grow wild any-

where else in the world. Mr. Griffiths

first described the Cow's Tongue, or

Lengua de Vaca, in tlie Annual Report of

the Missouri Botanical Garden for 1908.

This oddity does not spread as rapidly

as other opuntias and is held down be-

cause of a black fungus that destroys

many of the plants. Anodier reason for

its not being more plentiful in its natural

habitat is that cactus collectors have al-

most exterminated it.

The outstanding characteristic of this

cactus is the shape of the pads, which

The cow's tongue cactus pro-

duces few blossoms. However

when they do appear, the flowers

are very large and beautiful—silky

textured and bright yellow with

orange centers. They are attractive

to bees and other nectar-seeking

insects and birds

taper off not unlike the tongue of a cow.

It is quite common for pads to reach a

length of three to four feet, with a width

of only three or four inches. Such size is

attained during the growing period from

late spring to early fall. When the long

pads die and fall to the ground, the flesh

and skin soon rot away, leaving a tough

fiber network. This is of a rich ivory hue

and resembles the most delicate lace de-

sign imaginable.

Fruit seldom sets on this cactus,

which, therefore, depends almost

entirely upon pad distribution for

perpetuation. In shape, size, and

color (rich reddish-purple), the

well-seeded fruits, shown here,

are similar to those produced by

other opuntias

The Cow's Tongue Cactus does excep-

tionally well in cultivation where the

soil is rich and water plentiful. It grows

rapidly into bushy plants and forms a

most formidable hedge, one not easily

penetrated by either man or beast.

While undoubtedly a native of south

Texas where winters are very mild, the

Cow's Tongue will stand cold weather

and is common in cultivated cactus

gardens.

When the flesh and skin rot away from the pads,

the fiber skeletons that remain look like ivory-colored lace

A collar and cuff set

made of the cactus fairy "lace"
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Bj/ William H. Carr
Photographs by MARVIN H. FROST

FOR nearly a year I had trav-

eled over the desert areas of

Arizona, always hoping to catch at

least a glimpse of the much talked

of, but little known, peccary, or

javelina—the so-called "Wild Pig"

of the Southwest border country.

The Mexicans speak of the small

animal as "The creature that sees

but is unseen." They pronounce his

name, "Have-ah-LEEna."

The peccary has inspired some

of the wildest hunting tales ever

to originate in America. He has

been depicted as a fierce, desperate,

and cunning enemy of those who
stalk him with or without a gun.

He is a piglike animal with a stout

chest, long head, and powerful

hindquarters. He stands some 30

A Adult wild peccary: an animal seldom photographed. A twelve-

inch lens caught Blackie in various typical poses as he applied his

nose to the desert floor. His ears were constantly in motion like

those of a deer. He was a compact bundle of muscle and sinew

inches high at the shoulder, has an

excuse for a tail, weighs as much as

60 pounds, and is about a yard in

length.

Many times, in arroyo beds, I

came upon peccary tracks so fresh

that sand grains were still falling

into depressions made by the small

hoofs. Actually, I suppose, the ani-

mals were often barely out of sight,

over a slight rise in the cactus-

covered desert, behind a large

growth of mesquite, or trotting

down a high-banked stream bed.

It seemed to me that practically

everyone except myself had ob-

served the animals, for they are not

at all uncommon in the Southwest

desert region.

I had heard so many stories of

the ferocity and diabolical behavior

of these desert and chaparral wan-

derers that I never trailed them

without some trepidation. Several

times I was taken to areas where,

only a few hours before, "Wild

Pigs" were said to have treed the

person who had encountered them,

or had driven him pell-mell from

the region. On one such spot, while

being entertained with the descrip-

tion of my guide's experience in

being treed, I looked carefully

about and failed to observe a tree
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Wild Pigs of the Desert

Curiosity led the author to discover that the peccary,

far from being the fierce, cunning beast of his reputa-

tion, is normally timid and may even become a pet

witliiii miles. All 1 could think of

was the Indian Rope Trick.

One person told of being charged

b)' 40 peccaries. It seemed that he

was hunting in a small box canyon

when, as he approached tlie rear

wall, he suddenlv spied the whole

"herd." An instant later they all

"charged" him. He thereupon

jumped upon a high rock as the

fierce animals went by. When asked

whether or not the animals, having

no other means of escape, might

not have been simply running away,

and through necessity had to pass

near him, my informant said, "Well,

it could have been that way, but

they certainly charged me!"

Anotlier intrepid hunter told of

being treed by an angry group of

the aniinals. He said that he stayed

up in the tree for two hours and

that the peccaries looked up at him

all the time he remained perched

upon a limb of doubtful strength.

He later remarked that he didn't

believe a peccary's vision would

permit it to see more than a few

feet. Indeed, the inconsistencies of

the various narratives began to sug-

gest that all was not aboveboard.

"Look out whenever you come
upon a mother peccary with young

ones!" said one acquaintance.

"They'll charge you sure!" The next

day another friend told of seeing a

baby peccary near the road. He
stated that he had stopped his car,

^This deer and peccary fed

and slept together. They greeted

visitors without fear of human
attack. The seemingly odd as-

sociation reminded a rancher

that he had once seen range

cattle and peccaries feeding

together

WILD PIGS OF THE DESERT

pursued the infant, and caught it.

While he held the Uttle pig it

"squalled and yelled bloody-mur-

der!" During the process, the

mother came into view some 50 feet

away. She stood there belligerently

and "champed" her teeth. However,

she made no attempt to charge.

The man who told me of this ex-

perience said that he released tlie

small animal after examining it and

walked back to his car. Among
other things, no one had told him

how dangerous peccaries were! "A

very unusual experience," my
hunter friends called it. Perhaps

it was. I had yet even to see a

javehna.

I once visited a woman who
owned a large estate on the out-

skirts of Tucson, Arizona. An ac-

count in the local paper about her

experiences with peccaries indi-

cated that she had actually been

trapped in her house by a group of

them. The animals made frequent

and unwanted visits to her bird

baths and charged any human who
\entured to approach. The woman
said she had appealed to the local

authorities to rescue her in some

way. When I arrived, I found her

in a high state of excitement. The
State Game Warden had been there

a short time before and had refused

to have any part in kilhng the pec-

caries. He warned the woman that

the hunting season had not opened

and that he would take into custody

anyone who shot the animals. He
further declared that if someone

were to shout "boo" at the animals,

they would run away! All of this

had totally failed to reassure the

estate owner, who was only too

well acquainted with the type of

fearsome peccary stories that make
stout hearts quail.

We investigated tlie neighboring

mesquite groves and found many
places—quite near the main house,

too—where peccaries had bedded
down in the shade. Their tracks

were everywhere—but no peccaries.

I was disappointed again, but fate

was not to be against me eternally.

One day, while engaged in a

house cleaning project, I received

a welcome caller, the Reverend



Carl H. Elmore, of Englewood,

New Jersey. He had a keen liking

for the desert and the mountain

country surrounding Tucson, and

frequently went abroad to see what

he could see. He had heard about

peccaries in a vague sort of way,

and on the preceding Week-end

had visited the wild country. He
had been pleased but not particu-

larly surprised to observe a group

of about 18 of the animals feeding

not far from the roadside. He
stopped his automobile for a while

and watched them, and then, with

his wife, strolled down the road

toward the busy pigs. Presently,

a small animal came over to him

and "snuffled at his trouser leg."

The gentleman remembered that

he had some peanuts in his pocket

and oflFered a few of them to the

exploring piglet. They were ac-

cepted with alacrity, and all went

well. As Dr. Elmore remarked, 'I

was not a bit afraid of them, and

they didn't make any trouble at all.

I stood and watched them as long

as I pleased and tlien got back into

the car and drove away. As I went,

a very large, black feUow, chevidng

upon a piece of prickly pear cactus,

looked up at me and kept right on

eating. I really had more interest

in him than he exhibited in me.

Peccaries? Why certainly I've seen

them!"

When I showed excitement over

Dr. Elmore's adventure and ex-

plained that I had sought the ani-

mals for months, he was surprised.

He carefully described the exact

spot where he had encountered

them, and I made plans to visit the

region as soon as possible.

Several days later, my indefatig-

able photographer-naturalist com-

panion, Marvin H. Frost, and I set

out for the region where the peccary

had "snufHed" at the Reverend's

trouser leg. We were to find luck

beyond our fondest dreams. The

place was almost in the center

of a picturesque mountain-desert

region about 25 miles south of Tuc-

son. The cactus growths stretched

out for many miles, and exceedingly

sharp-peaked mountains ringed the

region.

But first we called upon Joseph

Carruthers, who lived in the desert.

He had a very young, orphaned

peccary, brought to him by the

Game Warden who was desirous of

having the infant raised and re-

leased. Joe had worked long and
hard to tame this little pig, but it

was still pugnacious and did not

welcome strangers. Near-by was
another young javelina, kept as a

pet under conditions of perfect

freedom. He was about half grown
and was as tame as could be. One
of his principal objectives in life

was to remain in the area where
cars parked and beg for food from

<It was strange to see the

ill-assorted pair appear from

behind a desert plant. They

were inseparable. The peccary

often ran right under the mule

deer

the few visitors who happened

along. Unlike the somewhat aggres-

sive httle one, the truly docile ani-

mal was a favorite with many
people. He would approach parked

automobiles and sniff about until

someone shared a sandwich or some

fruit with him. He would gobble

the food and come back for more.

When filled to repletion, the placid

little animal would wander off to

the shelter of a large paloverde tree,

paw the loose sand, and then lie

down for a siesta.

I scratched its back and fed it

with an apple, and after watching

it for a time I began to have the

idea that some of my friends had

been pulling my leg with their

stories of the fierceness of the pec-

cary. I did notice, however, that

whenever I strolled toward the

sheltering paloverde tree, and the

javehna stirred from its slumbers

to the point of recognizing my pre-

sence, its hackles would instantly

stand erect. As I became famiUar

with the animal and visited it on

other occasions, it would dupHcate

the hair-raising performance when-

ever I encountered it suddenly.

The javehna had a companion—

a

gentle, half-grown desert Mule
Deer. The deer had also been a

family pet before being given its

freedom. Both animals, ill-assorted

pair that they seemed, had hun-

dreds of miles of desert in which

to roam if they so desired. Not
many miles off, the arid country

extended straight into Mexico and
far away. The relationship between

the two was not as far fetched, ac-

cording to scientific classification, as

first sight might have suggested.

The httle pig was not many steps

removed from being a close relative

of the deer. Peccaries and deer be-

long to the same scientific order,

both being known as "even-toed,

hoofed mammals."

Regardless of this more or less

technical kinship, it certainly did
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> Piglet—A xery young pec-

cary, bottle-fed and very

tame. It would follow one

about as though it were a

puppy

seem strange to see the two dissimi-

lar conipanions as the)' appeared

from behind some large desert plant

and approached to discover what

was in store for diem in the way of

food. The deer was as big a beggar

as his friend, if not more so, for,

thanks to his superior height, he

could and did reach into one's

pocket, as tame deer are wont to

do. The peccary, meanwhile, could

do no more than make tentative

nibbles at one's trouser legs as he

waited impatiently for a handout.

The little pig would sometimes

take the shortest course between

two points, and this often led him

to cross between the deer's hind

and front legs. The deer, meantime,

paid not the slightest attention. On
one occasion we followed along as

the two animals, having fed well,

walked together down the path.

Once more the peccary scraped the

ground with his forefeet, prepara-

tory to making as cool and fresh a

bed as possible. He had not com-

pleted this task before the young

deer stepped upon the same spot,

gave a few digs of his own, and

promptl)' lay down in the spot

,
';f

where the peccary obviously had

intended to lie. The pig took the

invasion in his stride and scraped

a new section of ground near-by.

Then he, too, lay down, his body
touching that of the reclining deer.

They went to sleep in this fashion,

and we walked away to leave them
undisturbed.

At various times I had been told

that the young of the peccary were

reddish in color, being quite unlike

the adults. Persons to whom I had
talked, who had captured and

raised the little wild pigs, stated

that the ones they had cared for

^:

had been grayish with a hght,

straw-colored cast in the coarse

hairs. Indeed, the ones I saw were

colored in this manner, though it

was easy to imagine that a reddish

shade could sometimes replace the

yellow. Dr. E. A. Mearns, a pioneer

naturalist in the more easterly jave-

lina country, reported reddish

young and wrote that the infants

retained their carrot-colored hue
until they were nearly fuU-grown.

Not so the half-grown individual

with which I became familiar. He
was a light gray from stem to stern,

with a hght sprinkling of whitish

hairs about his neck and undersides

and a darker streak along his back.

Persons seem surprised to learn

that the peccary is not even closely

related to the domestic pig. The
domestic pig has large htters, but

the peccary is believed to average

only two in each htter. On this point

my informants agreed. I also

learned that when a young one was
chased and caught, its brother or

C&yithiucd Oil page 392

<"Blackie," the full-
grown wild peccary, frater-

nized with his civilized cousin.

The younger animal, wfiich

had gray hair, did not seem
particularly interested in its

dark visitor
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Noi A iNAiiVE VILLAGE, but the headquarters of a scientific

expedition in the interior of New Guinea: an example of

large-scale operations in scientific exploration. The photo-

graph at left, also taken on one of the Archbold New Guinea

expeditions, shows how many people were needed simply to

load the huge seaplane that served to transport men and

equipment

"*

IN the years between the wars

newspaper readers frequently

came upon such headlines as "Lost

World Discovered," "Stone Age
Still Exists," "Museum Expedition

Finds New Guinea Jungle Para-

dise." Several American Museum
expeditions are now already in the

field or on the point of departing,

so we may hope that before very

long similar phrases will once more

appear in the press.

Wars breed restlessness, as most

of us know, and when the excite-

ment of military service with its rov-

ing and uncertain existence, is taken

away from a man, he finds it very

hard to settle back in the dull har-

ness of a civilian occupation. With

the advent of women into an activ-

356

ity once considered the exclusive

province of males, it seems reason-

able to suppose that the average

WAG or WAVE will experience the

same feelings as a G.I. or gob. She

may find it just as difficult to ad-

just herself to a less varied and

active life as he does.

Sometimes an ex-soldier strays in-

to the Museum and breathes again

the air of far countries. He wonders,

perhaps, who has collected the

groups and specimens that he sees;

he feels that maybe he is qualified

through his recent hazardous career

to join in the collecting of such

things. But he does not know what
qualifications tlie museum collector

must have, nor does he know the

tremendous amount of detail that

must be worked out before the col-

lector and his expedition can even

start out on their journey.

The picture that headlines like

those caused to float before my
eyes when they were young was

of the hardy, bronzed explorer lean-

ing on his rifle and gazing from a

mountain peak over a limitless ex-

panse of country, while his faithful

Indians rested and refreshed them-

selves. It never occurred to me that

if the hardy explorer did not have

a third eye in the back of his head

resting constantly on the same faith-

ful Indians, they would have de-

camped with aU his equipment and

lived happily for the rest of their

lives. Neither did I realize that in

addition to his rifle, he must have
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So You Want
to go

EXPLORING
Like any other scientific profession, exploring

requires a keen mind, plenty of resourceful-

ness, and highly specialized training—but there

is always room at the top

Bi/ Geoffrey M. Tate
Staff MemberJ Archbold Expeditions,

American Museum of Natural History

had such things as dental forceps to

extract his aching teeth, rat and

mouse traps with which to catch his

specimens, a few hundred pounds

of old newspapers to wrap diem in,

loose-leaf binders for his notes,

pencils to write the notes, spools of

thread, soap, bath towels, cameras

and photograplric equipment, trade

goods, and hundreds of otlier things.

Yery likely, on top of all that, he

was carrying dress clothes and won-

dering where he would get a clean

collar in a few weeks, particularly

if he was in British Colonial terri-

tory.

The man himself—well, probably

he was a Ph.D or an M.A. at least

and had earned his degrees by

studying at night while carrying on

some very prosaic occupation dur-

ing the day. He had shown unusual

interest in natural history and its

related subjects from his youth on

and finally, after studying in many
universities, had become a world

authority on such humble subjects

as snails or squirrels. Lions did not

interest him particularly; after all

there are only two or three kinds of

lions. But rats, ah, there you really

have something. Would you beUeve

that there are perhaps a thousand

different kinds of rats? An acquaint-

ance of mine, during his training

period for the First World War,
used to spend his off-dutA' moments
painting trees with beer, to attract

SO YOU WANT TO GO EXPLORING

A.M.N.H^ fhoto courtesy T. Donald Carter

A This is just as much the headquarters of an expedition

as the "village" at the left. Three men and a dog made

up this exploring party on top of mysterious Mt. Roraima

in the Venezuelan wilderness, but widely diversified scien-

tific investigations were pursued

butterflies and motlis. Such flagrant

misuse of beer brought him into dis-

repute with the whole regiment, of

course, but he could not help that;

he was following his destiny, and
now his name is known to mam-
malogists all over the world. Well,

that's the sort of man he was—
trained to search for the minutiae

but at the same time not to over-

look the obvious. Let's leave him on

his mountain peak for a while and

go behind the scenes to consider

how and why he got there.

He has one or two fellow scien-

tists with him, and their expedition

is one of three main t)'pes. It may
be a large-scale thing where- money
is no object. Probably in that case

it includes an airplane or flying

boat, quantities of radio gear, food

in many delectable forms, first-class

passages on luxury Uners, ware-

houses built in which to keep his

stores, native labor arranged for

in advance, everything of the best

and most expensive. Or it may be
a medium-size affau% not running

to a plane but nevertheless done
under very comfortable conditions.

In this case, though, finances are

more closely watched and very

lilcely, in place of a plane, a truck

has been provided, assuming that

the country can be traveled in that

way. Time and trade goods can be

saved if other transport than native

porters is available. Probably, in this

type of expedition, no radio com-

munication is to be kept up, and

consequently the cost of operators

has been avoided. Food, of course,

is plentiful but perhaps not so var-

ied as in the case of the larger ex-

pedition. Yet again, it may be a

small-scale or catch-as-catch-can

sort of expedition. If so, travel is by

freighter, river steamer, and other

forms of water transport in descend-

ing order of merit until finally the

explorer and his companions will

start out to cover the last hundred

miles or so on their big flat feet.

Most likely he will be compelled to

dump the few small luxuries he

starts out with, and later his cot

and spare clothing will go, because

he does not have enough trade

goods to pay porters for carrying

more than the bare necessities. His'

food is limited to rice, farina or

some other native fare, a little

bacon, and what he can shoot. He
will eat a lot of his birds and mam-
mals after he has taken their sldns

as specimens.

The subject of trade goods alone,

if covered in detail, would make
up the greater part of an article, but

there are certain staples such as

red cloth, salt, colored face paints,

fislrhooks, mii-rors, and beads, which

have a high value in exchange for

labor ahnost anywhere. Sometimes

though, our explorer, if he has a

merchandising turn of mind, will
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take along other things. Cowrie

shells, rubber dolls, lipstick, Wool-

worth jewehy, harmonicas, and ma-

chetes all have a labor value in

various parts of the world. A gang

of natives, full of half-cooked meat

and cashiri or some other local

hootch, paid off in harmonicas, can

produce sounds which no orchestra

would attempt to reproduce.

Getting back to our friend again,

you may wonder who pays his bills.

Well, there are several answers.

Museums are usually publicly fi-

nanced and consequently are almost

always short of funds. Sometimes,

though rarely, a museum will fi-

nance the whole expedition, or two

similar institutions will do it jointly,

but more frequently the bills are

paid either in full or in part by

private individuals who are inter-

ested in some particular form of

natural science. In that case, the in-

dividual who is paying has a lot to

say about where the expedition will

go, how large it will be, and so on.

Usually he will go along with it,

either as leader, as in the case of

Richard Archbold, or perhaps to

take part in the collecting of speci-

mens.

But perhaps I should have started

with the reason for the expedition.

There are still a good many parts

of the world about which very little

is known, and it is the job of a

museum to find out what is there

and to tell the public. Slowly mu-
seum activities have progressed and

gradually the unknown countries

have been opened up and their

secrets discovered, but in South

America, for instance, there are

thousands of square miles of terri-

tory that have never been scienti-

fically explored. They show on the

maps either in white or else are

marked "Region Httle surveyed,"

and so it is with New Guinea and

parts of Asia.

All the various phases of expedi-

tionary affairs up to the point where

the men actually commence field

work are interrelated. By that I mean

that the destination depends on the

purpose, the means and methods of

getting there depend on the destin-

ation, tlie equipment depends on

the purpose, and the costs to a large

extent depend on the equipment.

There can be no hard and fast rule

governing an expedition, neither

can it be broken down, department-

alized, graphed or charted as an

ordinary business can be. Its func-

tion is to gain as much knowledge

in one or more branches of natural

science as the time and money at its

disposal will permit. Consequently

as little as possible is left to chance;

in the small, or catch-as-catch-can

type of expedition, however, there

is likely to be a great deal of im-

provising.

Generally speaking, all members

of the expedition are speciaUsts in

some foiTn of natural science and

experts in more than one. A mam-
malogist may have to collect birds

as well as animals, and a botanist

may have to double in herpetology.

In the case of the large-scale expedi-

tion, where the costs may run into

the hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars, there should be a sort of semi-

business man. He has to be a com-

bination of banker, purchasing

agent, quartermaster, and mess

steward. \'erv likelv he also will

have the task of engaging and con-

trolHng tlie porters. He will have

the responsibility of the stores, and

he must be sure that nothing is lost,

stolen, or AWOL in any other way.

In addition to his diplomatic and

financial talents, he must be a com-

petent gang boss, with the drive of

an ex-sergeant. The selection of tlie

personnel, the compatibility of the

members, is of prime importance.

When two or three men hve to-

gether for months on end, seeing no-

body else, they are prone to get on

each other's nerves. Small things,

little personal habits, assume exag-

gerated proportions, and more than

one expedition has failed to achieve

all that it might have done, solely

through friction among its members.

Of course, other things may cause

the failure of an expedition, and its

members are expected to be able to

meet and overcome any incidental

accidents and disasters. In 1936

some members of an Archbold ex-

pedition were about 600 miles up

the Fly River in Papua. They had

been receiving supplies by plane

from their base, and the plane had

been taken to Port Moresby for

checking. While she was at anchor

there, a terrific squall arose and she

sank. No commercial plane could be

procured, and the field party was

marooned with no hope of receiving

further supplies. Newspapers in

London and other cities carried re-

ports of the men starving to death

in the bush, being eaten rather than

eating. Hope had been abandoned,

to quote the press, when they sailed

in on rafts, with complete personnel

and collections. One man said that

the worst part of it for him was

that he had broken his glasses and

bumped into a wasps nest, simul-

taneously. Another member, when
I commiserated with him, told me
that, far from being bedraggled

survivors, they formed a triumphant

procession.

The destination of the expedition

of course governs to a great degree

both the firearms and the type of

clothing carried. One would not use

a .30-.30 rifle for hunting on Long

Island and, as a matter of fact, it is

not of much use in Brazil either,

though for a different reason. In

many parts of Brazil the country is

so densely forested that a shotgun

is the only means of collecting,

other than trapping; one must have

a charge that will scatter, rather

than a single bullet, and a load of
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ball or buckshot has plenty of

shock-power at short range. On the

other hand, to hunt such a creature

as an elephant with a shotgun is an

unnecessarih' elaborate form of at-

tempted suicide. As for clothes, our

explorer wears warm clothing in

cold places and cool clothes in

wann places, just like you and me.

Frequently, though, if he should be
climbing a mountain, he will be

camped in the morning where tem-

peratures run up to 100 degrees

but will pitch his tent at night on

the mountain side where the ther-

mometer reads about freezing. He
must be prepared for both.

A very important part of the ex-

plorer's equipment is his medicine

chest. He is going to be a long way
from the corner drug store, and

while he will be profusely inocu-

lated before he leaves, he must

carry such things as snake-bite

serum, chlorodyne, quinine or ata-

brine, and a variety of drugs in

tablet form. He may have to extract

teeth, as nothing is more terrible

than to lose a filling and have tooth-

ache in the wilderness, and either

he or one of his companions may be

called upon at anv time to play

dentist. There are other reasons for

carrying some of the more usual

remedies; many natives like to be

doctored up a bit and some of them

take a childish dehght in being

dabbed vyith iodine, probably be-

cause it gives them an unusually

aseptic feehng. The chemical sec-

tion of his equipment will include

some of his collecting gear as well

as his personal medications; after

taking off a skin he must dust it with

powdered arsenic or some similar

substance to prevent destruction by
insect pests. If he takes a snake or

a lizard, probably he will keep it in

a can of formaldehyde. A collector

friend of mine was instructed to get

a group of chimpanzees from the

Ivory Coast and another group of

mandrills from the Cameroons. The

SO YOU WANT TO GO EXPLORING

chimps were duly collected and the

skins shipped, but by the time the

mandrills had been taken, word was

received that the chimp skins had

been badly preserved and had

spoiled. There was nothing else to

do but return to the Ivory Coast

and re-collect them. Extremely an-

noying, of course ,but no more diffi-

cult than the first time, but for the

fact that World War II had started

in the meantime. Vichy had taken

over the Ivory Coast, and our col-

lector was suspected by the author-

ities of being a foreign agent. He
left the Ivory Coast as fast as pos-

sible and finally got his chimps in

the neighboring country of Liberia.

Ultimately he arrived back in

Brooklyn, many pounds lighter and

acting in the capacity of a ship's

surgeon, after a trip during which

he dressed amputations and looked

after a crew broken by storms.

Versatility must be a collector's

middle name, and if skins spoil, it's

apt to be just too bad.

However, the use of chemicals by
native personnel must be watched

closely. A Peruvian Indian, em-

ployed as a bird skinner, once got

a sHght scratch on his leg. The treat-

ment of skins by chemicals had

been explained to him, so what
was more natural than that he

should treat his own skin in the

same way. He bathed the injury

with 40% formaldehyde and then

dusted it with arsenic to keep the

"bichus" away. He nearly burned

his leg off.

Each of the natural sciences has

its own collecting equipment, and

each of the collectors has his own
idea as to what it should include.

All of it has to be transported some-

how to the base camp. The business

man, or administrator, should take

a good supply of aspirin, for his

headaches will be many and severe.

There is still another thing that

our explorer must bear in mind—do
the people in the country to which

he is going want him, and to what
terms and conditions must he con-

form? With Peace still partly unde-

clared, those considerations at the

present are perhaps a little dis-

torted. Generally he is acceptable

in most places, but there is a tre-

mendous amount of documentation

about it. Of course, he has his pass-

port and must get a visa for the

country to which he is going, but

also he must get visas for all the

countries through which he passes

before he gets there. He must pro-

vide himself with certificates prov-

ing immunization from various dis-

eases; sometimes he must have a

document from his local Chief of

Police, certifying that he is a nice

sort of chap and has no criminal

record. A friend of mine, also a

member of Archbold Expeditions,

who is about to go out into the field

has had to be immunized against

typhoid, smallpox, yellow fever,

typhus, and para-typhoid, and right

now he feels as though he had them

all.

When our expeditioner gets so

far into the interior that civil law

no longer carries any weight, he

must observe scrupulously the na-

tive, or as some call them, the sav-

age taboos. His collections will be

more satisfactory and his head vdll

rest more firmly on his shoulders

if he does.

What he does in the field is quite

another story and does not fit into

this little essay. I am trying simply

to tell about some of the things our

explorer must do and some of the

equipment, mental as well as phys-

ical, he must have, before he even

starts out for that mountain peak

or that unexplored jungle. I feel,

and have tried to convey, that the

explorer must be born. He is in

tliat business because, primarily, he

cannot and will not be in any other

and is willing to go through the

monotonous years of preparation in

order to achieve eminence. Sec-

ondarily, new explorers will win

distinction in the coming years, of

course, provided that unquenchable

spark is in them, but they will be

the ones who prepare themselves

most effectively and tirelessly for

this exacting profession.
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Victor, a Gomeran, "speaking"

LEGEND has its own version of

J the origin of the whistled lan-

guage of Gomera. It tells us that the

inhabitants of that Ganary Island

had come from an African shore

where, for some reason or other,

they had had their tongues cut out.

They had been set adrift in boats

without oars and had floated over

to the rugged little island. There

thev landed silently, making out

so well without their tongues that

before long they had invented a

whistled language which, since the

days of the conquistadors, has been

adapted to a Spanish vocabulary.

This and countless other allu-

sions to an alleged whistled lan-

guage on Gomera detennined us to

visit the island and investigate. We
would try to arrange a test between

two whistlers and prove to our own
satisfaction whether the language

were myth or fact, and if fact, of

what use today in the usual trans-

mission of thought. With a letter to

this effect from the Cabildo Insular,
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How the goatherds of Gomera in the Canary Islands con-

verse at great distances by means of whistled speech

Bxj Annette Gest Very

Photogral^hs, imlcss otherzvise credited, courtesy of the

Cabildos of Gomera, Tenerife and Gran Canaria

or Government authorities, of Ten-

erife, to the corresponding office on

Gomera, we set sail for the primi-

tive isle.

Although Gomera Kes only about

twenty miles from Tenerife, the

interinsular steamer took a whole

night to get there, circumnavigat-

ing most of the larger island on

the way. We hoped to reach Her-

migua, where a giant crane lets

down an open basket for passen-

gers and hoists them 60 feet to the

top of the forbidding cliff that

guards the tiny bay. It seemed as if

such a landing might well rival

that of tlie tongueless Guanches,

but the waves were even too bois-

terous for our httle steamer to reach

the crane, and she made for the

quieter waters of San Sebastian.

There a small boat came out to get

us. Its boatmen had oars, and as

to tongues there could be no ques-

tion, as all of them were wagging

at once.

Of the entire population of Go-

mera, which amounts to about

25,000 persons on an area of 144

square miles, at least one-fifth lives

in San Sebastian. We went straight

to the fonda, for it was breakfast

time, and when the waitress saw

us entering the dining room she

began to whistle franticalh'. Both

my husband and I showed surprise,

and she turned to us apologetically.

"With your permission, seiiores,"

she said, "I am calhng my httle

boy. He's gone off with the goat

and you'll want milk with vour

coffee."

Nothing could have pleased us

more tlian to get this immediate

close-up of the language. "It's his

name, Pepe, that I was whisthng,

'

she explained. As a matter of fact,

it was the only word she knew how
to whistle. Women, she told us,

rarely learned because, being at

home most of the time, they had

httle need for long-distance con-

versations. It is the lonely goat-

herds on the mountain peaks, see-

ing each odier silhouetted against

the sky, who feel the urge to chat

in the whistled language. And so,

through generations of practice,

the whistled Guanche language has

become whistled Spanish.

"Watch me," she continued, "I'll

say Pepe over and over again."

With her lips drawn back in a

stiff smile and her teeth clenched,

she whistled tlie name several

times, vaiying the pitch, tone, and

timbre in successive attempts Lo

make herseff clear. Her Ups made
no motion to produce tlie explosive

sound of tire consonant p, yet we
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heard the twin syllables as dis-

tinctly as if she had spoken them.

The sound could not, however,

have been mistaken for ordinaiy

speech, because throughout the

many variations it still retained the

unmistakable quality of a whistle.

It was like the call of a bird. One

often hears birds approximating

human phrases, like the Gambels

quail of our Southwest who seems

to say, "What fine weather!" or

the eastern quail who calls, "Bob-

white. Bob-white!" Bird calls, how-

ever, are repetitious. Moreover, the

more closely the human phrase is

imitated—by, say, a parrot—the

less the result sounds like whis-

tling.

We had no trouble in locating

the office of the Cabildo Insular,

and no sooner had its President, Sr

don Manuel Gahan Gutierrez, e.x-

tended a gracious welcome, than

we were interrupted by distant

whistling. "That's some of it," he

said proudly, "that's what you've

come to hear." Don Manuel, like

mam' of the educated Gomerans,

could understand whistUng with-

out being able to whistle; in other

\\'ords, he could receive, but not

transmit. "It's a Chipuden goat-

herd, Avelino, and another Chipu-

den. asking me not to leave the

TALKING BY ^^'HISTLING

A A TYPICAL MOUNTAIN VIEW in Tenerife. Rough terrain comparable to

this forms the background of the whistled conversations of the Gomerans

office until they get here," he told

us, "and possibly you can have

your test very soon."

This was a thrilHng prospect.

We had already conducted a pre-

liminary test in Tenerife between

two Gomerans visiting there, the

perfomiance being attended by the

.\iTierican Consul, Mr. David
J.

D.

Myers, and by the President of the

Cabildo Insular, Sr. don Maxiinino

x\cea Perdomo. Unfortunately it

was far from successful, for al-

though the Gomeran Victor could

and did whistle as joyously as all

the birds in a forest, still his friend

could not understand a word of it.

"This," explained the brazen Vic-

tor, "is because he has just had an

operation on his ears!" In spite of

the fiasco, we presented Victor

with a coveted reward, a bottle of

Canary wine, the wane once re-

nowned as Canaiy sack.

As the Chipudens approached

the town, their whistHng gresv

louder. "They've something impor-

tant to discuss with me," don Man-

uel continued. "I suppose it's a

stolen goat, or a funeral to be

arranged. And most likely they

need money. You'll find these Chi-

pudens interesting when they get

here. They're illiterate and shy, but

smart as any of us. They're good

whistlers up there in the moun-

tains; they've got to be, it's their

telephone, and a lot quicker than

ours!" With a smile, he went on.

"Whenever we've a court trial down

here, we have to keep the windows

closed. Otherwise a whistler

crouching under the window would

whistle the proceedings to his

friends, and there'd be so much

noise we couldn't hear what was

CToin2 on in court. And as for the

tax collector," he laughed heartily,

"his inspection trips are a joke.

These fellows whistle that he's on

his way, and when he gets there,

nobody's home! ... If you Uke,

I'll go out and get some witnesses

for your test," and don Manuel de-

parted after giving us the three

ceremonious bows demanded by

Canary courtesy. In a few minutes

he returned with t^vo of tlie lead-

ing citizens of San Sebastian. One

of these was the Secretary of the

Cabildo Insular, Sr. don Carmelo

Luis Ros Alferez; the other, a law-

yer, Sr. don Sebastian Ascanio

Garcia. With them came also a few

others who wished to be present as

mere spectators.
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< Typical village street, el Monte,

Gran Canaria

When the Chipudens finally

strode into the office, we noticed

they carried long poles with iron

tips. These, don Manuel told us,

were for vaulting over the rocks

and leaping their way down to the

valley. We made the gross mistake

of asking them then and there to

whistle something for us. The ef-

fect was a blast so loud that it was

as if a giant locomotive had in-

vaded the room to try out its

whistle. The windows rattled, and

I thought we should be peiTna-

nently deaf.

When we had recovered, we
invited them to take part in our

test, and in due time we all chmbed
into the giiagua and drove to a

spot a few miles beyond the edge

of the town where the road came

to an abrupt end. There we filed

out, passing a group of peons with

picks and shovels who were ex-

tending the road. Two of them,

who claimed to be expert whis-

tlers, joined us. When once these

peons have pushed the lethal

needle into the heart of the island,

we thought, when once the road

has pumped modernity into the

mountain regions, then a new
island will arise and the Guanche

whistling will be cast aside hke a

worn-out coat, to fall back into

the dusty legends that shroud its

origin.

As the location here provided a

suitable barranco, we split into
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two groups, the one crossing, the

other remaining. I chose don Car-

melo as my witness, and the peon,

Jose, as my whistler. My husband

took don Sebastian as witness, and

the Chipuden goatherd, Avehno,

as whistler. The remaining per-

sons, equally divided, completed

the groups, and when we faced

each other across the barranco, we
tried to shout across, but the

sounds did not carry.

In tense expectation, I sent the

first message. It was, "Avelino, pick

up two stones," and while don Car-

melo repeated it slowly to Jose, I

wrote down the exact wording for

future reference. That was the pro-

cedure followed each time by both

the sending and receiving sides.

Jose, putting two fingers into his

mouth, sent forth some piercing

flutelike tones that slid up and

down the scale and ended with a

downward glissando, and my heart

danced when I saw the silhouette

of Avehno bending down to pick

up something. Comparing my
notes with my husband's later on,

we found that my message had

been received as, "Avelino, pick up
a stone." This slight inaccuracy we
atti-ibuted to the extreme diffidence

of tlie whistlers. To them, talking

by whistUng was almost as natural

as talking the usual way, but to do

so in an official test, tliat was in-

deed a strain.

The next message came over to

my side. Avelino commanded Jose

to take off his hat. Instantly the hat

came off with a flourish. We asked

each other what day of the week

it was, and got the right answer,

and likewise the date of the month.

Altogether nine other messages

were transmitted with manifest

clarity. All the commands were

properly executed and the questions

correctly answered except in one

instance, where a bit of confusion

proved irrefutablv the genuineness

of the test. Knowing that the oppo-

site side had a newspaper with

them, I told Jose to whistle to Ave-

lino to "read the newspaper." Noth-

ing happened because, of course,

Avelino could not read. I changed

the message and had Jose whistle

it as, "Tell them to hand you a

newspaper." Again nothing hap-

pened; Avehno had not understood.

"You see, Mrs. Very," interposed

don Carmelo, "there's no paper pub-

fished on Gomera, and I doubt if

these whistlers know the word

periodico, newspaper. Let's substi-

tute the word papel, piece of paper,

and see if Avehno gets it."

When the message was sent with

the more common word, Avehno
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instantly and tiiumphantly asked

them for "a paper." From this we

concluded that only everyday

words occur in the language,

and the experience of Dr. Rene

Vemeau, the eminent French scien-

tist and physician, may be looked

upon as an exception. Some years

ago he came to the island for an-

thropological research. He asked

his guide not to let it be known that

he was a physician, but the guide

whistled without restraint, and

when they reached the first pueblo

in the interior, all the sick from

miles around were waiting to con-

sult "the doctor from Paris." Pre-

sumably Paris was not a word in

their daily talk.

One of the questions in our test

brought an unexpected reply. I had

inquired, "Who are those persons

with you over there?" supposing the

reply would certainly include the

lawyer and the American "yanqui."

Quick as a flash came the answer,

"Some peons working on the road."

What should the goatherd care

about his foreign audience? He was

conscious of the near-by peons and

the road inching its way beyond

San Sebastian.

TALKING BY WHISTLING

A At Hermigua, a huge crane

hoists passengers from the boat

AFRICA

CANARY IS.

>-In rough weather like this,

visitors cannot be lifted in the

basket, because the waves dash

a full 60 feet into the air

The test over, we rose to join

forces. Some insistent whisthng,

coming from farther away, seemed

to puzzle and embarrass don Car-

melo. Reluctantly he said, "I can't

make head or tail out of it, but

somebody is saying, 'Bring me some

of the wine when you get it.'

"

Victor, who had performed for

us in Tenerife, had come back to

Gomera! Little did he know that he

was contributing the crowning fac-

tor of success to the performance

by referring to the reward. It was

a wholly unprompted expression of

thought and the final proof that

spontaneous conversations could

take place. This was truly talking

by whistling.

Back at the Cabildo office, our

Sebastian Olives, photograph

harranco notes were typed, with a

few words explaining the circum-

stances and purpose of the test. The

principal participants signed it, the

names of the whistlers were re-

corded and seals of the Island, the

Archipelago, and the Repubhc of

Spain were affixed. The document

was then deposited in the archives

of Gomera and was, we were told,

the only official test of whisthng

ever recorded there. Facsimile origi-

nals, bearing the same seals and sig-

natures, have since been presented

to the Library of the University of

Arizona and to the Free Library of

Philadelphia.

As President of his Cabildo, don

Manuel was eager to have us ex-

plore the regions of Chipude and
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Valle Gran Rey, where the best

whistling might be heard. Her-

migua seemed to be the logical

starting point, but to reach Her-

migua we would have to follow a

difficult trail over the mountains

or else get there by sea. Don Manuel

made the choice for us and ar-

ranged a fahia, manned by seven

sturdy Gomerans. As we shoved

ofiF, we took three punctilious bows

of farewell.

For several hoius we wobbled

tlirough seas so heavy that we had

to hold tight to the seat. The shore

was an endless line of impressi\e

cliffs, showing folds and tilts and

all the weird rock formations that

Mother Earth in her prehistoric

labor could have produced. There

was not a stick of vegetation, not a

goat path to be seen, and a more

bleak and inhospitable habitat the

Guanches could scarcely have

chosen.

Above the engine's roar and the

slapping of noisy waves, one of the

crew shouted to us, "See that house

up there?" He pointed to a cottage

jjerched like an eagle's nest among
the crags of the summit. "When-
ever anyone gets sick up there, they

whistle over to the next peak, and

from there to the next, and before

long the news reaches San Sebastian

and the doctor starts off on his

horse." Turning off the engine, he

came and sat beside us, and while

we rocked and bounced for all the

world Hke drifting Guanches, he

went on with his tales about whis-

tling. "It was about 1906, if I re-

member rightly," he continued,

"that Alfonso XIII came down from

the peninsula. We got a couple of

soldiers, in training for the militia,

to whistle for him. The King was

so pleased by what they could do

that he asked what they'd like as a

present from him. 'Three months'

leave,' they whistled. In those days,

three months was the period every

conscript on the island had to serve

each year. 'You can have it,' prom-

ised the King, 'and not for three

months, but forever!' " This story

we heard again from the Assistant

Mayor of Santa Cruz in Tenerife,

Sr. don Rafael Calzadilla Dugour,

who had stood at the King's elbow.

At long last we arrived, blown
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and weary, at the diminutive bay

of Hcrmigua. High above us lay the

giant crane, like a sleeping croco-

dile waiting for the steamer's unpre-

dictable call. When we had been

disgorged on terra firma, we found

ourselves being greeted by the

Nhrvor of Hermigua, Sr. don

Gregorio Ascanio y Ascanio. He
bowed us ceremoniously into a

wonderful automobile, one of the

\'ery few cars on the island, and

drove us to the end of the road and

back, a distance of three or foiu"

miles. One of his stories especially

bears repeating. It seems that his

duties as Alcalde included riding

a horse through the Chipude re-

gion to keep an eye open for illicit

charcoal burning. With a kindly

twinkle he confessed he rarely

caught the culprits because his ap-

proach would be whistled ahead.

Our drive ended at Villa Paz, the

private house of an English woman
who years ago had come to the is-

land for a fortnight and had never

chosen to leave. With inimitable

British hospitality, Sefiorita doiia

Florencia Stephen took us into her

home as casually as if we had be-

longed there from the start. She

had organized a private school in

her house and was devoting her

years to teaching the children of

Hermigua to read and write. Her

elation in this good work was tem-

pered, as was our own, by the

knowledge that when illiteracy had

been stamped out and the new road

connected the villages, there would

be no furtlrer need for the whistled

language, and one of mankind's

most ingenious achievements would

be lost.

During our stay with doiia

Florencia, we met a young Her-

miguan engineer, Sr. don Vicente

Leon Bencomo, a highly cultured

man of acumen and integrity. We
discussed with him the possibihty

of a musical basis for the whistled

language. He thought it possible

that certain phrases could be writ-

ten down by some system of musi-

cal notation. It was the opinion of

another Gomeran, Colonel Jose

Rodrigo Vallabriga, with whom we
had spoken in Tenerife, that whole

sentences could be played on the

piano! Don Vicente was more con-

servative, but he was convinced

that the vowels at least had their

fixed positions on the scale. When
he attempted to illustrate, he whis-

tled the first three vowels in ascend-

ing progression, followed by o and

II which dropped lower than the a.

He did it again, and again the a, e,

and i went up, and the last two

dropped down, but the intervals

were irregular and immeasurable.

"Listen closely this time," he cau-

tioned, "and see if it is a question

of quarter tones." His successive

renderings seemed capriciously dif-

ferent and we were more confused

than ever.

"What about consonants?" we
asked. These, our friend admitted,

were inexplicable even to him. He
said he could readily hear them,

but he was unable to say why. We
understood what he meant by hear-

ing them, because we had ourselves

heard the consonants when our

waitress whistled Pepe. And on an-

other occasion, in listening to a

whistled conversation, we clearly

heard the word muchacha, includ-

ing the consonants as well as the

vowels. It is my guess that words

as nearly alike as, say, cantado,

cargado, and casado, are distin-

guishable only by an intricacy of

tone, timbre, pitch, rhythm, and in-

tensity, much the same as by ac-

centuation and inflection in ordi-

nary speech. The variations in

whistling admittedly defy detec-

tion by the novice; they are as subtle

as the shifting of the wind or the

falling of rain.

We took to the mountains one

day with a guide who, in true

Gomera fashion, ran along behind

us. The trail was narrow and we
had to ride single file much of the

time. To pass the time away I be-

gan to whistle a song taught us bv

a caged bird at Villa Paz which

wakened us every morning with

the same notes. "Way-way-weeeeee-

wo," I whistled, as loud as I could

and with approximately the follow-

ing tune:

ij C J J S
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"What does the sefiora wish?"

asked the guide, suddenly appear-

ing beside me. I assured him

I wanted nothing. "But the senora

has been whisthng my name, Fed-

ericol"

Amazed and amused, I whistled

the second half of the bird's song,

"Ho-haaaaaay-heea," with the fol-

lowing notes:

^m13
">>

K

"This time," he told me, "the

senora is whistUng Florencia!"

Later we learned that doiia Flor-

encia's bird had once belonged to

a man named Federico, and each

day at dawn it loyally greeted both

its owners.

The farther inland we rode, the

rougher grew the topography. In

every direction mountains lay scat-

tered about with as httle symmeti)-

as chess men on an upset board.

To dizzy heights we climbed, fol-

lowing razor back ridges and then

down again into the deep barrancos,

passing here and there through a

forest hugging the less steep slopes.

Often tlie trail was terraced, to

keep hoofs from sHding down a

thousand feet at one swoop, and

^•Cave house, Gran Canaria

TALKING BY WHISTLING

long stretches were cobbled for the

same purpose. Federico had a habit

of stealing up from behind and

slapping our beasts, making them

jump without warning, so that the

only safe position was at the head

of the line.

We stopped to rest, and Federico

abruptly turned to my husband.

"Sefior, I can make a whistler of

you in six lessons," and he thrust

two large fingers into my husband's

unsuspecting mouth. Without such

inter\'ention, however, we learned

to whistle one single sentence, and

a useful one it proved to be. "No

entiendo, ... I don't understand."

We caught frequent glimpses of

Tenerife and its snow-capped peak

of Teide rising over 12,000 feet

< Folk-dancing, Tenerife

horn the sea and looking so close

through the clear atmosphere that

it seemed as if a whistler could be

heard there. As a matter of fact, the

distance a conversation can be

whistled has never been established.

On a still night the natives claim it

will carry five miles and more, but

(if this we ourselves have no proof.

Our time in Gomera was too short

to do more than to satisfy ourselves

tliat the language exists and that

it is in everyday use as a means of

exchanging spontaneous thought.

|[t is limited to common words, and

although most educated Gomerans

can understand it, only the isolated

goatherds in the mountains become

expert in using it. It is greatly to be

hoped tliat further investigations

will be conducted and that phono-

graphic recordings will be made, so

that at least a fragment of this

strange idiom may be preserved

among the wonders of the world.

As to lohy the Gomerans talk by

whistling, we need not accept the

myth of the missing tongues. We
have only to glance at the topog-

raphy of their island, with its high

peaks and deep barrancos. But if

you ask them how they do it, the)'

will tell you as they told us, "All

you have to do is, get ready to speak

the words and then whistle them."

As easy as that!



A Realistic ivory carving of a Japanese fisherman
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•^A STRANGELY FASHIONED IRON KNIFE

from the Congo, with decorated handle

A new temporary exhibit at the American Museum of Natural History will

present a selection of the most interesting carvings culled from one of the

world's largest collections of native handiwork. The exhibit will open

on October thirty-first and continue until February second

All photos by A.M.IS.H.

SINCE the days when Cro-

Magnon Man decorated the

walls of his caves in southwestern

Europe with highly artistic di-aw-

ings of animals now extinct, peo-

ple throughout the world have

given expression to the basic im-

pulse to create something beautiful.

Neither the hardships of a haz-

ardous life nor the lack of metal

implements has prevented man
from exercising his artistic talent

as a carver of wood, ivory, bone,

or stone. The so-caUed "savage"

brilliantly exemplifies the doctrine

that "a good workman never blames

his tools." He often shows a free-

dom of spirit that puts to shame

the modes and fads of our gadget

ci\ihzation. His spirit is not en-

slaved by economic objectives or

the technical demands of mass pro-

duction. Rather, his aim is to cre-

ate, against the background of his

native traditions, something that

transcends the commonplace.

Sometimes he carves simply as

a pastime; sometimes he works un-

der the stimulus of a rehgious emo-

tion. Fear of the unseen world

may, at one time, cause him to in-

spire horror through his artistry, at

another, to prove that a gift to the

gods should be beautiful as well as

useful.

Native carvings are not all good

carvings any more than an old piece

of furniture is necessarily a beauti-

ful piece. But against the mental,

spiritual, and physical background

of then- origin they are almost in-

variably interesting. Native carv-

ings from a given region are usu-

ally so distinctive in style that if

one examines the exhibits in any

large museum, he may soon begin

to guess from what part of the

world a certain piece has come.

As increased leism-e gives us

more time for the development of

artistic hobbies, we can learn much
from the ways in which native peo-

ples have appHed their talents.

Manufacturers are beginning to

^The carver's art expressed in tools of war and the

chase: Samoan spears and an Australian shield. The zig2ag

design makes Australian shields easy to recognize

draw upon the inexhaustible

sources of native art, and this can

enrich our daily Hves in many

ways. But we should remember

that there is a difference between

the unique hand-carved object and

copies that borrow from it and are

produced one-a-second by injec-

tion molding.

CARVESrCS



<A MEDICINE MAN DRUMMING,

caned in walrus ivory by a

Koryak in Siberia. The haircut

distinguishes this man from an

Eskimo

A Balinese carving that

reflects the influence of

local terpsichorean art

A Legendary figure of Bali, as carved by a layman, a crafts-

man, and an artist. The Balinese have distinguished them-

selves in woodcarving as a pastime. The American Museum
collections contain no fewer than 1000 examples of their work

>-An unusual wood carving from Japan
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A A WOOD CARVING display-

ing a West African's concep-

tion of a European woman

> China and Japan. (Left)

Japanese figure of Sastzu carved

in rock crystal, showing the

characteristic realistic treatment.

(Right) Chinese carved figure of

the Taoist hermit Takkai, show-

ing typical Chinese conventional-

Figures

HUMAN figures luid animal

carvings are among the most

plentiful objects of art both in

primitive and civilized society.

Note how grotesque posture and

the texture or grain of the material

impart a "flavor" to these figures

not attained by photographic or

other realistic likenesses of things.

The primitive artist, like his more

sophisticated cousin, makes free

CULTIC OR
ORNAMENTAL

use of caricature. By exaggerating

certain features he makes the per-

sonality of his subject more appar-

ent and in one figure sometimes

gives delineation to a whole class

of objects in a way that would be

impossible through slavish por-

trayal of a single subject. Imagina-

tion joins with a fine use of the

carver's tools to produce these

figures.

^A wooden elephant
from Southern Rhodesia,

which would adorn a mod-
ernistic mantelpiece as ef-

fectively as it would a

simple native hut

CARVINGS



AAn intricately
CARVED FEAST DISH of the

Maoris of New Zealand,

a people who, like the

Indians of our North-

west Coast, have distin-

guished themselves as

carvers of wood

>PaRT of the SACRED

CARVING at the entrance

to a ghost house in New
Ireland, in the Bismarck

Archipelago
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Sacred Objects

A A WOODEN BELL from the Congo

CARVINGS with leUgious im-

port command the native's

utmost artistry and offer a rich ave-

nue for insight into liis psycliology.

For the native will often lavish

more care on a carving that is to

win the favor of the spirits than

he will on a spear that is to get

him his next meal. And embellish-

ments on the latter, indeed, are

often of a rehgious sort. Sacred

carvings reveal the artist's concep-

tion of the spirit world, a world

scarcely less real to him than the

actual world but distorted in ways

characteristic of the religious

thought of his tribe. Frequently the

object is not merely a representa-

tion of the spirit; it is believed to

contain the spirit. The patience and

skill with which the carver fashions

these objects is the more remark-

able when we realize that many of

them are only brought out for use

once a year. Many that are well

preserved may be very old.

ACarved wooden
DANCE WAND from the

Trobriand Islands, a low

coral group southeast of

New Guinea

CARVINGS

A A ceremonial carving from New Ireland

>A Kachina Doll, South-

west Indians. Dolls of this

sort are fashioned in a mul-

titude of forms by the Zunis

and Hopis to represent the

gods in their dances, but al-

ways in a style that distin-

guishes them from fetish art

elsewhere
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A White jade cup carved with dragon handles

in Ming style. K'ien Lung period (a.d. 1736-1796)

A Ivory carvings: a decorated

box and oil dish from the Congo

> A GREASE DISH of WOod,

likewise from the North-

west Coast Indians

<A WOODEN BOWL carved by the Indians

of the Northwest Coast of North America
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Household Pieces

OB|ECTS of daily use in the

home frequently embody

(Iccoiative designs that are semi-

religious or mythological in char-

acter, and it is sometimes difficult

to draw the line between good luck

symbols and pure ornamentation.

People who hve by hunting, fish-

ing, or simple agriculture rarely

ha\e articles in the home that do

not serve some useful purpose. But

it is also rare for them to make an

implement without any attempt at

ornamentation, and sometimes it

seems as though the hours spent in

decorating an object must exceed

the hours spent in using it. But the

time is not lost, for there is pleasure

in the skillful use of carving tools

as well as in the beauty of the fin-

ished object. The native has, in a

sense, discovered for himself the

\alue of occupational therapy to

counterbalance the rigors of life

close to nature. And then there is

always the hope that he may dis-

tinguish himself among his fellows

as a skillful carver.

^ Ivory and wood box

from African Congo, illus-

trating a type of native hair-

dress

<A stool in the form of a man, il-

lustrating the carving art of the

D'Entrecasteaux Islands, New Guinea

t^ Covered wooden antelope
BOWL of the Barotse tribe in North-

ern Rhodesia: beauty achieved

through utmost simplicity of line



•< Spoons: (top) an example carved in wood, Philip-

pine Islands; (middle) a carving by the Eastern Wood-

lands Indians; (bottom) a horn spoon from Siberia

>• Ivory pipe stem dec-

orated with carved

whales, Alaskan Eskimo

'' Ivory and horn spoon from the Northwest Coast Indians
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Close to One's Person

A A PAIR of head rests, Southern Rhodesia

•<Wooden and wpe-

STONE pipes. Plains

Indians

>A woman's COMB carved by the

Bush Negroes in Dutch Guiana

IF
all of us had to carve our own

spoons, combs, and pipes, we
would have more difficulty conceal-

ing undeveloped artistic talents. In

the native village, finely carved ob-

jects are passed down from genera-

tion to generation, carrying with

them in family memory some of

the personality of the person who
fashioned them. Thus the use of

tools, whereby man raises himself

above other creatures, remains an

expression of the individual. Un-

like the workman on a long pro-

duction hnc, whose tool performs

only one operation, the native

craftsman has the satisfaction of

completing an article entirely him-

self. He usually works in his family

group, and he can vary the design

at will. But artistic tradition usually

holds him to the basic symbolism

of his tribe. The examples shown
here give some impression of the

distinctive modes in primitive art,

but they are only a few of the many
carvings that will be in the special

exhibit at the American Museum.

CARVINGS



A ".
. . For all the world as if he

could get a better shot than I could"

BEARS

By Lynwood Chace

All photos by the author

THE most amusing and inter-

esting experience I ever had

was in producing a movie of the

activities of two black bear cubs.

The required scenes presented

some difficult problems, such as

the cubs breaking into a wild bee-

hive in a hollow tree.

Now, to pack your movie camera

equipment on your back and start

hunting in bear country with the

expectation of coming upon just

such a happening would be almost

as hopeless as trying to reach up

at night and touch the moon. There

were other shots almost as diffi-

cult. I finally came to the conclu-

sion there was only one way to get

around all these obstacles. I would

have to procure some cub bears

somehow, then find a piece of

woodland where I could keep them

from escaping and yet have them

in natural surroundings. This was

not an easy matter. The various

scenes called for certain special

settings in this wooded plot, such

as a large tree that had a decayed

hole in it. This was to be the honey-
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bee tree. There were no honeybees

there, but I will explain that prob-

lem later.

Finally, after much traveling

about the surrounding country, I

found the ideal plot of woodland,

including the large tree with just

the right cavity in it. I obtained a

helper and fenced in a section 100

feet long by 50 feet wide. I was

now ready for the cubs.

I sent a telegram to Benson's ani-

mal farm, located in New Hamp-
shire, requesting two black bear

cubs. Fortunately they happened

to have the cubs. The cubs (my
two actors) were transported by

truck to the wooded enclosure I

had prepared for them.

Everything was ready to go, pro-

vided I could solve some problems

that seemed to be almost impossible

at the beginning. My foremost diffi-

culty was with the wild honevbees.

I had the right setting—just the type

of tree bees would select for their

new home—but there were no bees

in the hole—and this was one of

the most important scenes in the

script. Well, they just had to be ob-

tained, so I started concentrating.

Suddenly an idea came to me!

I had read a book about the life

of the honeybee, and remembered

reading how they would rob an-

other hive that was in a weakened

condition. "That's the answer to

my problem," thought I; so I went

to work on the idea.

First I secured a ladder to reach

the decayed spot on the tree, which

was about fifteen feet from the

ground. I cut out the decayed wood
until I had a sizable hollow in the

tree. My next task was to construct

a beehive in this cavity with comb
honey. I purchased four frames of

comb filled with honey from a bee-

keeper. Next I cut the comb from

the frames and began placing it

carefully in the hole in the tree.

While all this was going on, the

cubs began to get more friendlv

with me—in fact, one of them got

a little too much so. They seemed

to have a most inquisitive nature,

always wanting to find out what

was going on; and each time I
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LIKE HONEY
-but

THINK TWICE BEFORE YOU TRY

TO FILM THEM EATING IT

A "Well, after awakening from a nap,

a fellow don't always look so good"

climbed the ladder to put a strip of

honeycomb in the hole this one

cub would chmb the ladder after

me, close at my heels. Just when
I would get into an unstable posi-

tion in constructing the beehi\'e,

the cub would try to climb up past

me on the ladder. But, despite all

obstacles, I finally completed my
job.

Now tlie next procedure was to

get a shot of one of the cubs taking

honey from the hive. This meant a

lot of preparation and patience.

The first thing was to get the cub

to chmb the tree to the place where

the honey was located. I accom-

pHshed this, after a fashion, by

putting bits of honey at different

heights up the tree. I placed a

piece of comb five feet up tlie tree

and coaxed the cub to climb up
and get it. I repeated tliis until

the cub reached the beehive.

All I needed now was bees—

and this is where the big idea came
in. I hstened to all the weather re-

ports I could, and was assured of

clear weather the following day.

BEARS LIKE HONEY—BUT
A "When climbing the tree to construct the beehive for the

cubs, one of them followed me up the ladder. I climbed down

the tree trunk and took a shot of him stranded on the ladder"



<"1 GOT THE HONEY and the bees

into the hollow tree and then

finally coaxed one of the cubs up

to the hive by putting bits of

honey at different levels"

< "Chewing on a decayed stump

gave this cub a lot of pleasure"

So I started for the woods early

the next morning, carrying with me
a small box. On the way I had to

pass through a field, and when I

reached it I hunted about until I

found a honeybee and captured

it in the box. I headed for the bee

tree. Climbing the ladder I care-

fully let the bee out of the box

onto the honeycomb. The bee be-

gan to consume the honey and

when filled flew off. Believe it or

not, it worked! Shortly it returned,

bringing back more bees. This con-

tinued until a large number of

bees were coming and going and

flying about tlie cavity. This was
it!

I put my camera in readiness,

then loosed the two cubs, and

coaxed them to the base of the

tree. One of them immediateh'



< "Black bear cubs are

like any youngsters. To get

rid of some of their energy,

they just have to have a

good scrap occasionally"

^ "On a hot day this one

liked to cool off by stretch-

ing his tummy out on the

damp earth. He looked very

peaceful . .
."

started up the tree. I rushed to the

camera so as to get a shot of him

climbing. However, the second cub

followed me, evidently thinking

that in all my hurry I wanted to

play with him. When I had almost

reached the camera, the cub

grabbed my leg and stopped me
short—in other words, he had a

bear-hug on my leg. I reached down
and finally managed to free him

from my leg, after which I rushed

to the camera and started the

motor.

I was so intent on getting the

shot of the first cub climbing the

tree that I forgot about the playful

cub until very suddenly my camera

stopped. I rushed over to the bat-

tery box, and sure enough, there

he was, sitting on his haunches

beside the box with the plug in his



mouth chewing it. He e\ideiitl\-

hked tlie chew}' feeling of tlie

i-ubber. I grabbed the plug from

the cub and inserted it in the bat-

tery box. As though he had not

done enough mischief, the cub

jumped to his feet, ran to the

camera, and started to maneiuer

with the various gadgets on it. It

looked for all the world as though

he thought he could get a better

shot than I.

After jumping to the battery bo.\

se\'eral times, and se\eral times

pulling the cub loose from the

camera and m\' own legs, I finally

obtained the entire scene of the

co-operative cub getting the honey

from the bee tree. But I made up

my mind then and there that, in

the future, I'd let onl)' one cub

loose at a time, if onl)' one cub was

to be used in the scene.

"*TiME for a good snooze: a siesta with

a front paw for a pillow

> "Getting wild honey isn't all fun.

One cub got stung on the hind foot and
tried his best to do something about it"

^ "They were docile enough until I

started doing something important . .
."

^' "Some of the honey dripped to the

ground from the tree, and both cubs were

determined to get the last drop"



GIANT
Tree Frog

A resident of Florida which probably arrived

via hurricane from the Caribbean Islands

By Edna H. Evans

THE tenn "giant" is a relative

one but, in comparison with

other members of its tribe, the

giant tree frog realh' deser\es its

name. It grows to be from three to

five inches long, while the maxi-

mmn reached by other tree frogs

rarelv tops two inches. Scientists

give it a sizable name, too, for they

caU it Hijla septentrionalis.

The giant is an immigrant, or

possibly a refugee, in this country,

for its native home is fartlier south

in the islands of the Caribbean.

However, in recent decades it has

become estabhshed in the vicinit)-

of Kev West, Florida, whence its

forebears probably traveled via

hurricane.

How can a tree frog tra\el b\

hurricane? That is really quite sim-

ple. Suppose the palm tiee in

which a frog makes its home is

blown down by a hurricane wind.

The tree has been growing close to

the shore so. when it falls, it top-

ples into the water.

Away it floats, its long green

lea\'es acting as sails in the wind.

Its tree frog tenant travels along

with it, dining on the \'ariety of in-

sects that formerly were fellow ten-

ants and now are passengers on the

same ship.

Needless to say, such a journe\' is

a long, hard one. Only a few trees

e\er reach land again and onlv an

occasional hardv frog can survive

the trip. But some do—as theii' pres-

ence on the Florida keys indicates

—and they must hop gratefully

ashore when the voyage is finally

over.

Some frogs mav ha\e traveled

less romantically on shipboard,

hidden away in fruit and vegetable

cargoes. Even so, the trip is not an

easy one and a frog's chances of

survival are not great.

Once ashore in southernmost

Florida the tree frogs have no

trouble in making themselves at

home. The climate is warm. There

are plenty of insects. Tree fiog boy

meets tree frog girl under a Florida

moon—and soon there are tadpoles

swimming in some sheltered pond.

Members of the giant clan have

a great liking for cisterns and rain-

spouts. Their chief offense, so far

as their relations with human be-

ings are concerned, comes when
they accidentally clog downspouts

and drains. Their voices, heard just

before and after a rain, sound just

about as musical as an unoiled pul-

ley when a rope is yanked jerkily

through it.

Tree frogs have bright eyes and

rather cheerful expressions. Giant

tree frogs are no exception. Like

tlie rest of their clan they have

disks on their toes that enable them
to cling without difficulty to almost

perpendicular surfaces. Special

glands pour an adhesive liquid

onto the surface of these disks, and
tiny bristles provide friction. Since

the Hyla septentrionalis is large,

the disks on its toes are large, too,

and show up more than do those on

the feet of its smaller Hyla rela-

tives. A tree frog can walk up a

wall or across a glass window as

easily as a man can walk across a

room.

Giant tree frogs are mottled a

mixture of gray and green and, as

is customary in tree frog circles,

can vary their coloration to a cer-

tain extent, depending on the

weadier and the general state of

their dispositions. The happier they

are, the brighter they are, while

they save their dull brown colors to

express a "morning after" mood.

The Giant comes from Key
West, which is about the only

place in the United States where

these large fellows can be found.

The American Southern Tree

Frog (Hyla cinerea) is shown in

scale for comparison

Photo by William J, Evans

Drawing by Museum Illustrators Corps



Reptiles

Bred
TO ORDER

By Lewis Wayne Walker
Photographs by the author

Chart by Ray Schwenkmeyer
A Blondy the albino, and her normally colored mate

T HAT ancient riddle,

Brothers and sisters—have I none.

But that man's father is my father's

son,

can take a back seat when compared

with a five-year experiment in the

breeding of an albino gopher snake.

The assumption that any snake will

breed in captivity is in itself a pipe-

dream, at best a vague hope with

but slim chance of success. The

successful hatching of snake eggs

under artificial conditions has al-

ways been considered almost acci-

dental, and the breeding of captive

reptiles even more so.

On May 24, 1940, an excited

voice called the San Diego Zoo to

report the capture of an albino

gopher snake, Pituophis catenifer

annectens. C. B. Perkins, Curator

of Reptiles, withheld judgment un-

til the animal could be seen. If

pink-eyed, as described, it would

be the second example he had ever

seen of such a mutation from the

normal. Years ago on the prairies

of Colorado he had caught an al-

binistic rattler among almost 100

others procured the same day.

The gopher snake, later known as

"Blondy," was a beautiful young
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Principles of heredity illustrated by

the progeny of an albino gopher snake

adult female. Areas that on a nor-

mal gopher snake should have

been tan were almost white on

her. The blotched pattern on back

and head, usually black, was in

pastel colors of pinkish-yellow.

Blondy took well to captivity

and became a good feeder, fore-

going the weakening starvation siege

so common to newly caught rep-

tiles. On the 27th of May, just about

one year after capture, a normal

male gopher snake of equal size was

placed in her pen and soon became

known as "Blondy's Boy Friend."

Although they were friendly, the

association was unfruitful until

July 3, 1943, when three eggs were

laid. These were removed from the

pen and placed in a china crock

with a glass cover. Artificial hu-

midity was maintained (in the past

this had proved successful with

other reptile eggs), and 67 days

later two young were hatched. Al-

though normal in color, they were,

according to the Mendelian theory,

color "halfbreeds" with recessive

albinistic genes. While these young

were growing, another mating of

Blondy and Boy Friend produced

five eggs on May 27, 1944, all of

which hatched on August 8th. As

in the first case, the dominant genes

produced normal pigmentation.

Now comes the mixed-up rela-

tionship, incestuous to say the least,

but nevertheless interesting. The

male of the first litter from Blondy

and Boy Friend had grown to a

healthy adult. His dad was rele-

gated to the pen of ordinary gopher

snakes and forgotten, while the son

with the unseen albinistic genes

took his place with Blondy. This

association produced four eggs on

July 3, 1945. One was obviously

infertile, but two of the remaining

three hatched on September 5th.

Both offspring are perfectly formed

albinos. They now bear the names

Pinky and Rosy. Their mother is

also their grandmother, while their

father is also their half-brother.

By Mendel's law some of the off-

spring of this last union (second

generation for Blondy but first for

her son) should have been of domi-
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A Five of the offspring of Blondy and

her normal mate. They are normal in

color but have recessive albinistic genes

A Pinky and Rosy, shortly after emerging from their

egg cases: perfectly formed albinos whose father looked

normal but had recessive albinistic genes

nant normal color. However, these

normals may have been the two

eggs that did not hatch from the

clutch of four.

The remaining six nonnally col-

ored young of the first generations

are being kept in a segregated cage

to breed when they choose to, and

chance alone will unite some of the

recessive traits and produce a per-

centage of albinos. Blondy will be

kept with her present mate until

one of her albinistic "grandchil-

dren" matures and in turn becomes

her mate. Then, if all goes well, the

albino strain will be set for all time,

with ofiFspring that will be both

children and great-grandchildren

of the original Blondy.

Shortly before the gopher snake

eggs hatched to albinos a beautiful

pink-eyed albinistic king snake was

caught in San Diego County and

given to Mr. Perkins. Its general

body color is a hght slate or blue-

gray, while the pattern, normally

yellow, remains the same. Its future

will be similar to Blondy's history,

if it happens to be one of those rep-

tiles that is amenable to reason and

doesn't mind family ties that are

more than just binding.

NOPMAl A\An
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REPTILES BRED TO ORDER



THE THIRD IN A SERIES ON THE
FLOWERS OF THE FOUR SEASONS

The

—Yen Shu (An official in A.D. 1042)
(Translated by Helen Wiley Dutton and
used with her permission)

>This WINEPOT of

pewter and gourdshell

is enhanced by simply

carved chrysanthemum

sprays

TO many Americans the men-
tion of a chrysanthemum im-

mediately evokes a picture of cheer-

ing crowds at a football game. But

in the mind of the Chinese this

flower is associated with the peony,

lotus, and mei-hua or "plum flower,"

the other three members of the

quartet known as ssu chi htia, or

"four season flowers." Aptly called

"China's most glorious floral gift

to the West," the chrysanthemum

is emblematic of autumn. It is also

the symbol of joviality.

It has been suggested that this

latter meaning is due to the fact

that the harvest season is naturally

a time of joyousness. The period

of in-gathered crops brings its feel-

ing of abundant gladness which

may be fittingly tyiDified b\' the

flower of the season.
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Chinese Symbol of Autumn
"China's most glorious floral gift to the West," the chrysan-

themum, is emblematic of autumn. It is the symbol of

joviality and is commonly associated with wine and poetry

By Mabel Irene Huggins

It seems just as likely, however,

that the chrysanthemum is the

flower of joviality because of a dif-

ferent association. In the West

there is the hackneyed trio "wine,

women, and song"; but in China

the age-old companions of wine

are poeby and chrysanthemums.

The Chinese poet sits on the sunny

southern side of his house on a

chilly day in late autumn — and

what are his pleasures? A pot of

hot vmie and his yellow or white

chrysanthemums beside their wat-

tle fence. Here is the truly jovial

mood.

The cultivation of the chrysan-

themum, hke that of the peony,

extends far back into the long-past

centuries. Fully fifteen hundred

years ago the poet T'ao Ch'ien

(a.d. 365-427), in preference to

being a magistrate, raised chrysau-

themums in his garden. And ever

since, China's poets have kept

alluding to T'ao Ch'ien's enviable

existence—his life of soUtude and
freedom from the affairs of the

world. Their ideal is a quiet hut,

such as he built, with the accom-

paniment of wine and chrysan-

themums.

Twentieth-century Chinese chrys-

anthemums have as their ancestors

Chrysanthemum sinense, C.corona-

rium, C. indicum, and C. morifoli-

um, which are natives of China.

But before these wild flowers

attained their present development,

they were subjected to the horti-

cultural alchemy of a long line of

Chinese gardeners, wonder-work-

ers who produced the results that

THE CHRYSAISTTHEMUM

modern chrysanthemum fanciers

have shown in their annual exhibi-

tions throughout recent years. Any-

one who has had the good fortune

to attend such a show in Peiping

knows the unbeUevable diversity

of form and color that has been

displayed in those rare and price-

less collections.

For their innumerable varieties,

the Chinese have drawn upon their

descriptive powers in the selection

of appropriate names. There is a

graphic quality about them that

makes it easy for us to imagine the

appearance of the "Crimson Pearl"

and the "Yellow Ball" and the

"Golden Hook" and the "Dragon's

Eye."

Not only does the chrysanthe-

mum play an important role in the

spiritual life of China, but it is

also utilized in food and has a

share in huo-kuo, an extremely ex-

otic concoction which is popular in

Peiping restaurants. A charcoal-

burning Chinese dish, which is a

metal bowl with fire burning in

its center, is filled with steam-

ing chicken stock and placed in

the center of the table. Thin slices

of various meats, together vidth

spinach and Chinese cabbage, are

added to the hot broth, and the

> Lifelike chrysanthe-

mums in natural colors

serve as the decoration

for this cloisonne vase

A.M.N.H. photo
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Plwto by Corliss Hath:

A Chrysanthemums are a much loved and

difficult subject for the Chinese painter's

skill. By Chian Ting-hsi, a.d. 1669-1732

bowl is allowed to simmer. When
it is almost done, curly, fluffy white

chrysanthemum petals are sprinkled

into the boiling soup, which is

ready to be served an instant later.

Each of the "four season flowers"

has had a prominent part in the

arts and crafts of China. Not only

have they inspired artists and

poets, but they have provided

motifs for the decoration of many
household objects. The craftsman

often shows the spirit of the true

artist in his feeling for what is

appropriate, as in the use of the

chrysanthemum to adorn a pewter

wine flask.

^ It takes little imagination to recognize that the design for

this jade dish originated in a superbly beautiful chrysanthemum

blossom. Ch'ien Lung period (a.d. 1735-1795)

Courtesy. Seattle Art Museum



BUILT-IN KNAPSACK

WE are all familiar with the

camel in zoos and circuses,

but it stiU remains a curious beast.

And not least pecuhar is its hump,

single or double as the case may
be.

Unlike the hump of the bison,

which contains mostly bone and

muscle to support the massive

head, the camel's hump simply lies

beneath the skin of the back like

a built-in knapsack and contains

only fatty connective tissue. Con-

nective tissue is the stuff resem-

bling spider web that ties together

and sheathes the various organs

and attaches the skin to the muscles

and bones beneath. When more

food than is needed is taken in,

much of the excess is laid down as

fat in this connective tissue.

The Arabian camel's hump con-

tains as much as 80 pounds of pure

fat. This is food enough for about

10 days' hard work if all of it could

be made available to the body so

rapidly, and it is a welcome addi-

tion to scanty browsing on a long

journey.

There is much popular misunder-

standing about the amount of water

the "ship of the desert" needs and

how he carries it. Camels need al-

BUILT-IN KNAPSACK

By John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

most as much water as horses. Dur-

ing the dry season they drink about

five gallons a day, even when not

working. But when forced to do

without, they have performed re-

markable feats of endurance. There

are records of their marching 34

days and covering 530 miles witli-

out a drink. Only a few camels sur-

vived this ordeal, but many have

carried the standard load of 400

pounds 25 to 30 miles a day for

eight days without water. After

such a dry spell, the camel is likely

to drink as much as 20 gallons at

once. However, camels do not need

to drink any water during the wet

season when they can browse at

leisure upon moisture-filled forage.

Since the time of Pliny's Historia

Naturalis in the first century, books

have said that the camel stores its

water in two pouches opening off

the first chamber of the stomach

( the rumen ) . Folklore, on the other

hand, tells us that the hump con-

tains water just like a tank or can-

teen. Neither explanation is correct.

The pouches do sometimes con-

tain almost pure water, but they

cannot hold enough and appear only

to draw water from other parts of

the body to moisten the food under-

going digestion. The general supply

of water is stored in the muscles

and especially in the connective

tissue.

The amount of water a camel

can store depends largely on the

amount of salt he gets. If plenty of

salt is supplied, a thirsty camel

with shrunken body and wrinkled

skin will swell as it drinks almost

as if it were being inflated by an

air pump.

The "animal starch" or glycogen,

stored in the muscles, and the fat

in the hump also provide water in-

directly. When these are used by

the body as energy, water of

equivalent weight is produced.

Thus the fat of the hump, indepen-

dent of the water in the connective

tissue, makes some eight gallons

of water. It seems on this score that

folklore, while not exact, has been

nearer the truth about the camel's

hump than the learned authorities

who, to the present day, have gen-

erally repeated Pliny's stoiy about

water being stored in the stomach.
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WE have often heard of the

life cycle of insects, with

peculiar emphasis on that of the

butterfly, since it is one of the most

beautiful examples of this metamor-

phosis. Seldom, however, does such

an opportunity for a graphic illus-

tration of this wonderful process

present itself as that which was

opened up to me recently.

I took these photographs of the

Monarch Butterfly, Danaiis archip-

piis, to illustrate its development

from the time of the chrysalis

stage to full adulthood. The total

period covered by the pictmes is

approximately three weeks.

When I first found the clrrysalis

in the woods and brought it home,

it was a Hght green color with an

encircUng gold hne. During the

three-week period, however, it

gradually turned a dark brown-
almost black. After noticing this, I

discovered one evening that the

top of the chr)'sahs had started to

crack, and I realized it was about

to hatch.

I placed one floodhght close to

it, and the heat caused the butter-

fly to hatch more quickly. I set up

my camera and proceeded to take

the pictures; it was then 8:00 p.m.

I continued to take pictures until

12:00 midnight.

When the butterfly first emerged

from the chrysahs, its wings were

quite wet and not very fuU. Gradu-

ally it began to flap them and blow

them up to full size. It then tried

to get a better footing by climbing

over the chrysahs to the twig, but

when it reached the twig, it feU off,

and the rest of the drying process

was accomphshed on firmer sup-

port.

When it fell off the Hmb, it was

practically dry. After I had placed

it on more stable footing, I reahzed

that here was, indeed, a truly fine

representative of his species—an

adult monarch butterfly, one of the

most beautiful of insects.

A The light green chrysalis as it

was originally found in the woods

A After three weeks it had turned

dark brown—almost black. Here it

has started to crack

A Emergence. The Monarch strug-

gles free to take its first look at the

world
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-<At first, the butterfly's wings

were quite wet and not very full

^ Flapping its wings, it

blew them up to full size

•<JUST BEFORE IT FELL o£f

the twig the mature Mon-

arch Butterfly was almost

dry—a magnificent specimen

A MONARCH ElVIERGES
389



LETTERS CoiUiniu-d from Imijv 345

opened slightly when it is hissing, and

doubtless the noise serves to alarm tlie

enemv.

People sometimes get mistaken notions

about the vocal powers of snakes if a

bird happens to burst into song precisely

at the moment a snake is seen with its

nioudi open. The sounds produced by

many birds ha\'e a pronounced ventril-

oquial qualit)-, so it is very easy to sup-

pose that die melodious trill is emerging

from die snake. The same illusion is part

of die stock in trade of such expert

showmen as Edgar Bergen; when Charlie

McCarthy's lips move and Bergen's do

not, it is hard to believe that Charlie

is not talking.

Mexicans in Sonora attribute a sort of

whistling noise to die native moccasin,

and Ivan T. Sanderson in his book,

Animal Treasure, attributed a "dreadful

crescendo whisde—Uiat might have been

a really powerful fog-horn," to a rela-

tively small lizard, which he termed a

"whistling skink." But the more careful

naturalists, diose who prefer to verify

dieir facts before making unqualified

statements, have not reported any vocali-

zation or whistling in snakes. CrocodiHans

bellow, and many geckos produce sounds

varying from barely audible squeaks to

chirping noises diat in chorus have re-

peatedly been described as deafening.

The specific name of the South African

fringe-footed gecko is garnihis for good

Furi'pd and Foiii-Footpd QIIIZ

By Elizabeth Eicher

Everyone is probably familiar with the expression "a laughing

hyena," but do you know when he laughs? This and other

interesting questions are brought out in this quiz on animals

—

familiar animals that you've seen in zoos, and perhaps even in

their native homeland.

Scoring: 14 or over—excellent 11-13—good 7-10—average

Fewer than 7—well, we won't go into that.

1 The hyena laughs when he is:

A. mating: B. in danger; C. in search

of food: D. sad.

2 A naturalist on the lookout for a

manatee might go to the:

A. Andes Mountains; B. California

coast; C. Arctic Islands; D. Peninsula

of Florida,

9 The silky hair that is woven into

a Kashmir shawl comes from a:

A. gazelle; B. musk ox; C. goat; D.

Barbary sheep.

lO A Painter is another name lor the:

A. wild cat; B. leopard; C. puma;

D. lynx.

3 Which industry utilizes a product 1 1 The kind of monkey usually kept
of the sperm whale's alimentary

canal?
A. plastics; B. perfume; C. rubber;

D. papermaking.

4 The perspiration of a hippopota-

mus is:

A. colorless; B. yellow; C. red; D.

white.

5 At birth, the baby of even the larg-

est species of kangaroos is approxi-

mately:
A. an inch long; B. six inches long;

C. nine inches long; D. one foot long. -

6 A bahv elephant at birth weighs:

A. 30 pounds; B. SO pounds; C. TOO

pounds; D. 200 pounds.

7 An elk's or moose's "bell" is:

A. o long flap of skin hanging from

the throat; B. the hair on his tail;

C. his mane; D. his mating call.

8 The giraffe has one of the longest

necks in the animal kingdom. How
many more bones has he in it than

vou have in vours?
A. 20; B. JO; C. S; D. 0.

by organ grinders is the:

A. Barbary ape; B. rhesus; C. mar-

moset; D. gibbon.

12 An animal spoken of as "planti-

grade" is one which:
A. walks flat on his feet; B. eats vege-

tation; C. cannot climb; D. hibernates.

13 Ermine is the fur of;

A. a lemming; B. a northern stoat;

C. on Arctic fox; D. on aardwolf.

14 Spermaceti, which is used in mak-
ing candles, comes from what part

of the sperm whale?
A. blubber: B. muscles; C. cells in

the skull; D. ibones.

15 The largest ape is the:

A. chimpanzee: B. gibbon; C. orangu-

tan; D. goW//o.

16 The largest rabbit, 36 to 39 inches

from nose to root of tail, is the:

A. Arctic hare; B. Flemish Giant; C.

common hare; D. Jack rabbit.

Correct nnsirers on puae 392

reason. But 1 am afraid that the bull

snake's abilities have always been re-

stricted to a glorified hiss.

Charles M. Bogert,

Depaiinwnt of .Ainpljibians

and Reptiles.

American Museum of Natural History,

New York, N. Y.

Sirs:

I have heard that there is a species of

deer that does not shed its antlers, and

I would Hke to know more about tiiis

deer. Just what country or countries does

this animal come from? It e\'idently is

not a native of Nordi America, as I

have a history of all tlie animals of this

continent and there are no deer Hsted in

this book that do not shed tlieir antlers

annuallv . . .

Pueblo, Colo.

C. E. Fahrab.

The following information is offered

by George G. Goodwin, of the American

Museum's Department of Mammals:

From the number of inquiries on

horns, and more especially on antlers, it

would seem diat the average layman is

more perplexed on tiiis subject than al-

most any other wildlife question. This is

not surprising, since it entails a strange

phenomenon that is puzzling even to

those well-informed on natural science.

Horns, in tlie broadest meaning of tiie

word, are hard, excrescent growths on

die heads of animals. They are used as

weapons or diey may be purely orna-

mental. In function, dierefore, the "hol-

low" horns of tlie cattle, sheep, goats, and

antelopes may be compared with the

solid horns (antlers) of die deer. Solid

bone antlers are characteristic only of

the deer family, including elk, moose,

etc. Only the males have diem, except

in die case of die caribou, where bodi

males and females have antlers.

There is no deer in die world diat does

not shed its anders every year. What this

shedding means to die animal is more

fully appreciated when it is realized that

even die great anders of the elk or wapiti

and the enormous ones of the giant moose

are manufactured and discarded each

year. Imagine die tremendous drain on

an animal's vitality when it must annu-

ally feed and sustain growing tissue diat

in a few months produces up to 60

pounds of solid bone. Every year, as

regularly as clockwork and regardless of

size, die old antlers are automatically

dropped. Almost immediately a soft,

spongy bulge of fur begins to swell in
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tlu! empty place. These bulges, carrying

a full circulatory blood system, expand

rapidly and take tlie form characteristic

of the antlers of the particular species.

Gro\\di of the antlers continues until the

final dimensions are reached; up to tiiat

time diey are covered with fur or "vel-

\et." When maturity is reached, tlie

supply of blood and nourishment ceases,

tlie antlers harden to their normal bony

consistency, and die veh'et peels off.

As already pointed out, antlers can be

called horns, in die broadest meaning of

die term. In die stricter sense, however,

horns are permanent epidermal structures,

made of the same cutical stuff as claws,

fingernails, and hoofs, whereas anders

are bony and deciduous, or temporary.

Sometimes the term "hoUow horn" is

used to distinguish true horns from

antlers. Actually die true horn is a horny

sheath diat encases a bone core, and is

not literally hollow. Animals with true

horns retain diem diroughout life, widi

one exception. The American pronghorn

sheds die horny sheath, and a new one

grows over die bony core.

The horns of the giraffe are covered

widi skin and hair. Anodier peculiar type

is die horn of the rhinoceros, which is

specialized growdi composed of aggluti-

nated hair.

What happens to shed antlers? The

dieory tiiat deer bury dieir discarded

antlers is erroneous. Antlers grow quickly

and disintegrate more rapidly than nor-

mal bone. Few, however, are permitted

to decompose; most are chewed up by

rodents for dieir calcium content, and

even die deer diemselves eat diem—espe-
cially in regions where the water is de-

ficient in bone-building material.

From an artist: "Your beautiful maga-

zine which comes to our house each

month is one of the greatest pleasures

I have . .
."

From a mountaineering club:

"Our members diink diis magazine a

splendid pubhcation, and each issue is

read with great interest."
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Insects in the House
SILVERFISH

By C. H. CuRRAN
Associate Ctirator, Department of Insects and

Spiders, American Mitsemn of Natural History

IF
left alone, Silverfish can do a

perfect job of stripping wallpa-

per off the wall or destroying the

binding of books. They do this be-

cause they are extremely fond of

starchy foods and the paste pro-

N'ides them with an abundant sup-

ply. Quite often, too, they damage

starched clothing and linens. In

their attempt to obtain starch, they

bite into the fibers; and while they

seldom chew all the way through

cloth, they do weaken it so that

holes develop after the material has

been laundered a few times. New
cloth with plenty of the "sizing"

still in it is most subject to attack,

and bales are frequently severely

damaged by insects feeding along

the folds.

While silverfish may be present

in the house all the year round,

their numbers frequently iiicrease

in the fall, when they are attracted

into buildings by the warmth. Dur-

ing the day they hide in dark cor-

ners, coming out at night to feed.

Sometimes they establish them-

selves in the drains of bathtubs

where they can find shelter from

the outflowing water and where,

apparently, they can find sufficient

The firebrat, Thermobia

food for their needs. Two common
kinds may be found in houses in

North America, the common silver-

fish (Lepisma saccharina) and the

Firebrat (Thermobia domestica).

Several methods of control have

been recommended for silverfish.

One way is to make a paste by

adding a level teaspoonful of so-

dium arsenate to a cupful of flour

and a little water. Small dabs of tlie

paste are placed on paper butter

patties and scattered about where

the insects occur—behind books

and in dark corners. Where there

are pets or children, the poisoned

paste must be kept out of reach. A
second method is to spray the edges

of rooms with one of the standard

commercial mixtures containing

either pyrethrum or rotenone and

DDT. This should be applied so

that the surface of the treated area

gUstens in the light. This spray will

leave a residue that should be ef-

fective for some time. A third

method, and one which the writer

has found to be most effective in

heavy infestations, is to use a pyre-

thrum-DDT aerosol bomb at the

edges of the floors of all rooms.

This kills the silverfish immediately,

and if applied liberally leaves

enough of the material to provide

residual action.

^tjtTJ*'-
Dialing by Dot Kay



Do M Eu
Less than 100 of one of the

tallest and most fascinating birds

in North America remain alive

in the world today. Although
it lingers on the brink of ex-

tinction, a strong attempt is be-

ing made to preserve this all-

but-lost species, and the co-

operation of the public is earn-

estly sought. Read about it in

CAN THE WHOOPING
CRANE BE SAVED? by
Lealon Martin, Jr., in the

November

M\\n\ Hisbrj

In the same issue, Schuyler
Cammann will tell the unique
story of his experiences in the
tents and temples of the Mon-
golian lamas while on a special

mission to inner Asia.

You will want to visit the
Central American republic near-
est to Panama when you read
of the remarkable volcanic won-
ders to be seen there in Hobart
E. Stocking's ACTION IN
COSTA RICA.

Did you know that man has
employed ants to stitch wounds
together, monkeys to gather
fruit, and beetles to illuminate
jungle trails ? Do not miss these
and many other strange uses
for animals in a coming article

by the British nature writer,

Frank W. Lane.

Eighty-two years ago a strange
yellow bear was killed in Can-
ada's northern "no man's land."
Since then not another one like

it has been seen. Does this curi-

ous creature still roam the Bar-
rens, or was this the last of its

line—possibly the nearest mod-
ern relative we shall ever know
of the extinct giant bears of
long ago?

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

79th ST. and CENTRAL PARK WEST
NEW YORK 24, N. Y.

WILD PIGS OF THE DESERT
Continued jrom page S^^

sister, as the case may have been,

frequently dashed off in the oppo-

site direction when the pursuit was

under way. The two infants did not

attempt to stay together. A rancher

who said he had observed a mother

peccary with "a whole litter of Httle

pigs, at least twelve in number,"

must have been slightly confused.

On the six occasions when collared

peccaries have bred in the Bronx

Zoo, the number in each litter never

exceeded two. The wild piglets

have been seen at various times

throughout the year, indicating that

there is no particular season for

birth.

I found still another peccary in

the locality I visited, a full-grown

individual that came to call on the

tame pig on rare occasions. The
visitor, known soon as "Blackie,"

presented a real contrast to the httle

gray animal, because he was en-

tirely black except for a light-

colored "collar." The gray pig,

christened Winnie, also had a trace

of the collar, this marking being

typical of the species. Blackie was

not a pet and why he chose to leave

his wild brethren to visit the com-

paratively civilized surrounding, I

could not fathom, nor could anyone

tell me. He would appear and dis-

appear with no particular regu-

larity, and while he would permit

fairly close approach, he did not

encourage undue familiarity.

A herd of peccaries remained in

the general neighborhood but were

never seen by anyone in the im-

mediate vicinity of Joe's house. Joe

and his wife would sometimes see

them when di-iving into town or

when abroad on some other errand.

The animals were perfectly wild,

yet no one ever knew them to

molest a visitor in any way. There

was no hunting permitted in the

50,000-acre region surrounding the

house.

This acquaintaince with the little

pigs of the desert was, in itself,

satisfactory, but I still wanted to

see a group of the animals under
conditions that had no trace of civil-

ization whatsoever. Finally, after a

long wait, another friend and I

were drivins; near the Santa Rita
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LETTERS
Sms:

I always look forward to tlie arrival

of Natur-\l History, for it is one of my
favorite magazines because of its inter-

esting, weU-wTitten articles and its dis-

tinguished photography.

The other day I witnessed a strange

thing. It was about 6:30 in the evening

when I saw two cottontails on the lawn

and decided to watch diem. One of the

dusky httle shadows gave a graceful hop
straight up into the air. From points

three or four feet apart, the rabbits

hopped in a circle, then approached

each other, and one would sail up per-

pendicularly while the other dashed

under him so that when the first one

landed the distance betweeen them was

again three or four feet. This graceful

leapfrog game was played alternately,

first one hopped over, then the other.

Now and then both would "freeze" for

a second, or one or the other in a seem-

ing excess of high spirits would give an

extra hop, high and straight up so that

his hind legs were stretched out beneath

him, and his spoon ears poked straight

up above him. They seemed not to make

a sound and the whole effect was en-

tirely effortless and gay.

Is tliis a common thing? The rabbits

seemed to be performing a sort of ritual

or game that had been planned in ad-

vance. It lasted three or four minutes

(although it seemed longer as they re-

peated the movements of the game many
times), and it had a definite pattern and

rh)-thm. It was so lovely that I wish they

would dance on our lawn every evening.

Dallas, Texas
Florence Volk.

The following information is offered

by John Eric Hill, of the American Mu-
seum's Department of Mammals:

This "dance" of cottontails Miss Volk

witnessed must be unusual, for it is not

recorded in the various natural histories.

There is behavior somewhat similar in

the varying hare. J. Dewey Soper, writ-

ing in Field ir Stream (March, 1917,

page 396), reported a gathering of these

animals one moonlight night at which

they frolicked and played. Both occur-

rences may well have been related to

breeding and might represent a court-

ship play, as in some birds.

GEMS and CRYSTALS
From world wide sources. Send for illustrated

catalog listing choice crystals, rough and cut

gems, all genuine. Catalog is yours for the

asking. Write today.

V. D. HUX
Complete Gem and Mineral Establishment

RT. 7-H SALEM, OREGON
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Soaring Flight—a photographic study by S. R. Ramsey

Sins:

A few days ago you sent me some

literature describing your magazine Natu-
ral History, and I thought that it would

be just what my children, who are in

school, would need to keep them in-

formed on up-to-date things and events.

. . . The first copy arrived yesterday,

being the issue for September, 1946.

In looking through the magazine last

night, I noticed on pages 342 and 343,

the letter on Science and Religion and

the answer to it by Dr. George Gaylord

Simpson . . . After reading his state-

ments about evolution, I decided that

I did not want such a magazine coming

into my home for my children to read.

Please cancel my subscription immedi-

NOTICE—Readers are encour-

aged to submit their own pho-

tographs of natural history

subjects. Those selected for pub-

lication on these pages will be

paid for at $2.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-

turn postage must be included.

ately. Enclosed is a money order for fifty

cents, which is tlie regular price for a

single copy of the magazine.

It is too bad that you are holding on

to those "old fogey" ideas about evolu-

tion ... If you expect to hold the atten-

tion of tlie modem generation, which is

thinking for itself, you will have to stop

pubhshing such lies as those in Dr.

Simpson's article.

Delmar H. Bryant.

Big Prairie, Ohio

Dear Dr. Simpson:—

Your answers to the letter printed on

page 342 are, in my humble opinion, in-

spired. They must represent hours of

careful thought on your part. May I tell

you the time was well spent? I read it to

my husband last night. He said, "That is

a master stroke. Thank you for reading

it."

Continued on page 440

EXPEDITION OUTFITTERS
We know the outfitting business from over 54 years

of experience. Our equipment has proved s^atisj^ac'

tory to thousands of customers. You "—

id expense by having
time

_ le reliable headquarters

for outfitting. 'Write us, telling your needs. Address
Dept. NH-11. __^^^
David T. Abercrombie Co.

311 Brondwny Now York City
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It takes faith in the future. We're busy right
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sat^s

:

"k benison on this

book, through the chap-

ters of which the reader

will go on alluring excur-

sions, led by a kindly guide

who describes with scientific

accuracy and literary charm

the scenery and wildlife of

the Wild Acres he has known

so well and loved so long."

Wild
Acres
A BOOK OF THE
GULF COAST
COUNTRY

Henry Hazlitt Koptnan

WitU a foreword hy JOHN KIERAN

A\ all bookstores, $3.00

E. P. DUTTOn & [0.

ANIMAL TALES • COMPTON'S ENCYCLOPEDIA • IRAN

APES, GIANTS AND MEN • WEATHER

CoMPTON'S PICTURED

ENCYCLOPEDIA AND FACT-

INDEX

1946 edition, 15 volumes. Compton.

Prices vary according to the binding.

Average $94.50.

"pHE modern museum and the modern

encyclopedia were born at about the

same time. Who would deny that tliey

have had a vigorous growth? More and

more their problem has been one of in-

telligent selection based upon the needs

of our complex and changing hfe. In a

sense, tlieir value to mankind can be

measured by their ability to keep up

with tlie changing world. Man himself

is the priceless ingredient in the running

of a museum or the editing of an en-

cyclopedia.

Museums and encyclopedias are but

two of the aids we use in conquering

our envuonment and in learning to live

happily and successfully in the world

we have created. These two important

cultural weapons in the fight against

ignorance have much in common.

Compton's can be congratulated on tlie

strong staff of experts and educators who

have contributed in the production of

its latest endeavor, the 1946 edition.

They have handled the difficult job of

selecting material in an excellent man-

ner, keeping well in mind the function

which was its chief aim, namely, to

furnish for children and parents tlie

expert guidance they need in "putting

together the facts of a jumbled world!"

The editors have tried to keep in con-

stant touch with the changing needs in

the school-Hbrary field and to keep

Compton's abreast of the requirements

of those who use it.

Its fifteen volumes, well-bound and

printed on good paper, abound with ex-

cellent gravures, black-and-whites, and

a generous allotment of direct color

photographs and stimulating drawings,

diagrams, and maps. There is a great

deal of new material in this edition, and

one is amazed to find topics that were

seemingly headUnes just a few months

ago. Especially well treated are the

nattiral and physical sciences. The Amer-

ican Museum's friends and staff should

be pleased and flattered to see the nu-

merous illustrations from the exhibitions

in our halls and in the halls of other

great museums in our land.

The thousands of pictures in the set.

many in excellent color, were selected

from a stock of over 750,000. This tre-

mendous task of selecting the very best

pictures for each purpose from this col-

lection shows substantial results.

This, lest diere be misunderstanding,

is not a profound or ponderous work. It is

appeahngly laid out, and the writing in

the articles is brisk and entertaining with-

out sacrificing accuracy. Adults and chil-

dren will find the set a useful reference

work, especially since each volume has a

Fact-Index of its own which is, in itself,

a veritable treasure-house of useful infor-

mation. Included in the set, at strategic

intervals, are study-outlines which serve

amazingly well to develop larger and

more basic topics by indicating cross-

references to related articles in other

volumes of die set.

Appealing to the eye and mind, these

volumes invite browsing, as the reviewer

can vouch from personal experience. To
some tliis may seem a questionable virtue

in diat it would tend to distract the

searcher for specific information and

lead him off into the perusal of "greener

fields" of enjoyment. To the reviewer,

it is but an excellent indication of the

degree to which the editors have suc-

ceeded in producing a world on a sheff

that is bodi informative and intriguing.

John R. Saunders.

A PES, GIANTS AND MAN
by Franz Weidenreich

University of Chicago Press, $2.50

122 pp., 90 figs.

'"pHE title of this book describes appro-
•* priately enough the general topics

with which it is largely concerned. Pro-

fessor Weidenreich has here gathered a

few sheafs out of the rich harvest his

distinguished scholarship has produced in

recent years on the subject of human
evolution. As Hitchcock Professor at the

Continued on page 398
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University of California a year ago he

delivered five lectures, which are now

represented by tlie five chapters of Apes,

Giants and Man.

Man's relationship to his closest rela-

tives among tlie anthropoid apes is made

clear in tlie first chapter. That relation-

ship is one of cousinship with the living

antliropoids ratlier tlian, as is commonly

behaved, of a more direct connection.

Having disposed of man's "poor rela-

tions," Weidenreich tlien presents us

with his most matured conception of the

morphological changes that mark the

evolution of man himself. He classifies

the successive stages, marked by known

fossils, into 10 distinct groups distributed

in various parts of the world. He sug-

gests that human evolution was going

through parallel transformations in differ-

ent areas and perhaps at different tempos.

Here in a special chapter he presents in

simple form the sensational evidence he

has recently brought to Hght that the e,\-

tinct forms of man were giant. The final

chapters are concerned with tlie diffi-

culties and frustrations of racial classi-

fication and the recent changes in the

skulls of modern man.

There is no one today who speaks

witli greater authority on the subject of

man's evolution than Professor Weiden-

reich. It is, therefore, a happy occasion

to welcome this succinct and authoritative

account of those phases of human de-

The ALPINE CALENDAR,
12 pages lOVi in. by IIV^ in. in size,

in 14 natural colors, each page suitable

for framing. The perfect gift for nature

lovers . . . gorgeous mountain scenes in
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a delight to the eye the whole year

round. Also for the X-Serviceman who
visited Switzerland while overseas.

Only $3.00 postpaid

Flower Postcards,
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velopment tliat he has elected to discuss

in this book. Here is the last word on

die earliest man.

H. L. Shapiro.

Animal tales
An Anthology of Animal Literature

of All Countries

- - compiled and annotated by

Ivan T. Sanderson

Alfred A. Knopf, $5.00

511 pages, 31 illust.

jVyT R. SANDERSON, in his ovra right

'--' an author of a number of books

about animals, has gathered together 31

interesting animal stories from nearly

every corner of the world. The tales are

introduced by a short account of the

country in which each is laid and some-

diing of die flora and fauna, as well as a

short biography of the author.

One story, "The Last Moon of Azu,"

is published for the first time. It is a

dialect story told by a West African

hunter and recorded by Sanderson. The
other 30 tales are reprinted, often in

somewhat shortened form, from the works

of such writers as Alfred Russel Wallace,

Jean-Henri Fabre, Felix Salten, "Grey

Owl," Samuel ScoviUe, Jr., William

Beebe, W. H. Hudson, Ernest Thompson
Seton, and others, some not so well

known. The various stories were chosen

for their charm and effectiveness rather

tlian for accuracy. In fact, they range

from die fantastic and impossible to the

truthful reporting of scientific observers

who were also gifted with hterary ability.

Each is identified as to its nature by the

editor.

The choosing of one story from the

works of each author, to represent every

kind of animal tale and every major geo-

graphical area, was doubtless a difficult

task. It might be expected tliat the choice

of tlie compiler would not always agree

with tile reviewer's opinion. For example,

I can hardly believe that Buckland's ac-

count of the rats, sprightly as it is, is the

best available example of British natural

history. On the other hand, most of the

selections are to be commended, and Ken-

nion's story of gazelle-hunting in Persia,

Steven's "Way of a Lion," Pratt's "Ed-

ward" (the Koala), Stroock's "Vicuna,"

among otiiers, are wortiiy of a place in

animal literature.

Most of the stories are about mammals,

but birds, fishes, and arthropods are not

completely neglected. Lack of space

probably prevented inclusion of repKlian

and amphibian stories.

The book is handsomely illustrated by

brush paintings by Sanderson, one for

each tale. The originals were on

exhibition in the American Museum for

some time and have attracted much dis-

cussion. The technique is excellent, but

NATURAL HISTORY, NCVEMBER, 1 946
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the accuracy of some of the drawings

leaves sometliing to be desired—as in the

case of die white jaguar's head, the wolf's

tail, Bambi's hindlegs, and others.

The paper, typography, and binding

of Animal Tales are in tlie best tradition

of Borzoi Books, and this is a volume that

should find a place in the libraries of

many nature lovers.

John Emc Hill.

Iran
by William S. Haas

Columbia University Press, $3.50;

257 pp., 10 illust.

JN view of the prominence of Iran in

the news these days, an authoritative

and interesting volume about tliat ancient

land is overdue. In Iran, by William S.

Haas, one finds both requirements met

most admirably.

Not only did Dr. Haas hve in Iran

long enough to make his observations

worth reading, but his residence there

was such as to give him access to source

material about Iran's history, people, and

culture. For five years before coming

to tlie United States in 1940 he was ad-

viser to tlie Persian Ministry of Educa-

tion. He helped organize the new uni-

versity in Teheran and founded a museum
of Persian ethnology and antliropology

in the same city. His work in gathering

collections for the museum took him all

over die country. Since 1943 he has been

associated with tlie Iranian Institute and

School for Asiatic Studies in New York

City.

In his opening chapter, Dr. Haas gives

a brief and fascinating survey of Iran's

long history, in which he does full jus-

tice to her many and varied achieve-

ments. Other chapters describe religion,

society, government, Persian psychology,

and the cultural and economic situations.

Two more chapters are devoted to his-

tory, one to the reign of Reza Shah

Pahlavi, and the odier to the present

outlook. Dr. Haas is at his best when
discussing die racial background and

traits of the various peoples of Iran.

In view of the inclusion of the Armenians

in this account, tlie reader is apt to won-

der at tlie complete omission of the pro-

gressive and capable group of modern
Assyrians who long have lived within

the boundaries of Iran.

Especially suggestive and sympatlietic

is his discussion of Sufism and the place

it holds in die rehgious life of Iran. He
points out that in Persian Sufism "beauty

and Hght predominate as die attributes

of die divine essence," and he illustrates

this aspect of Sufi belief by well chosen

examples.

Perhaps Dr. Haas is unaware that since

the abdication of Reza Shah Pahlavi the

pendulum has swung back to such a de-

gree that in many places an unveiled

Continued on page 439
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BIRDS do the

strangest things

LIKE the tiny brown thrasher that fought a

jvicious snake to the death to shield her

incubating eggs . . . like the chickadee that

abandoned its nest when only half built . . .

like the sparrow that innocently hatched and

reared a cowbird only to find it ale so much
her own legitimate offspring starved.

Yes, birds do the strangest things, and you'll

get a lot of fun knowing the habits of such

friendly creatures as the downy woodpecker,

the nuthatch, the kinglet . . . knowing what

prompts the song of the fox sparrow, and the

"kee-you" of the red-shouldered hawk. But this

is only part of the deep, lasting pleasure you'll

derive from . . .

VOICES IN THE WOODS
The thrilUng story

of the Theodore Roosevelt

Bird Sanctuary

by Eugene and Mabel Stcope

"Voices in the Woods" is an absorbing chron-

icle of how one of the most interesting bird

sanctuaries in the country was created. It tells

how bird-enemies like cats and rabbits and

mink and mice and snakes had to be hunted

down and driven away, how the birds gradually

came to understand that these twelve acres of

i;reen earth were theirs alone. But even more,

this book gives you an intimate, close-up view

of how songbirds live and gather their food,

how they protect themselves, how they grow

restless and eventually head South.

READ IT ON APPROVAL
Here is a book that will prove as fascinating

lor those who know their Audubon as for those

who never before dipped into a book abont

l;irds and bird life. You may read "Voices in

the Woods" without risking a penny. Simply

fill out the coupon below and we will send this

hook to you for five days, on approval. The
Alan F. Pater Co., Publishers, Dept. A,

Newburgh, N. Y.

SEIVD NO MONEY WITH COUPON

The Alan F. Pater Co., Publishers
|

Dept. A, Newburgh, N. Y.
'

Please send me copies of "Voices in i

the Woods." When they arrive I will pay
[

the postman $2,50 for each copy, plus i

postage. If I decide not to keep the books,
j

I will return them within 5 days and you
j

will refund my money. i

Name
[

Street i

I

City Zone State
j

SAVE POSTAGE. Check here D if you \

send payment with order, and we pay all
j

postage charges. Same money-back guaran- i

tee, of course.
|
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<Irazu in mild eruption in 1940.

An ash-laden cloud of gas mounts

skyward. The soil is so fertile

that fence posts literally grow

into trees; hence every field is

outlined by them

By

HoBART E. Stocking

State Department Visiting Professor,

Department oj Geology, University of Costa Rica

Photographs by the Foto Shop; Costa Rica

Action in Costa Rica

COSTA RICA is a H\ ely coun-

try in more ways than one.

Politically it is believed by many
to be far in advance of any other

country in either Central or Soudi

^\merica; geologically it is in con-

stant ferment. It contains eleven

\olcanic cones, six of which are

actively engaged in subtracting ma-

terial from the interior of the earth

and adding it to tlie exterior.

The total area of Costa Rica is

about that of West Virginia, and

the active cones are in tlie nortliern

half. Six volcanoes located, say,

between Charleston and Wheeling,

West Virginia, would be no small

feature of the landscape; and in

Costa Rica, where the rich soil is

frequently cultivated almost up to

the smoking crater, volcanoes fig-

ure more than casually in the life

of the people.

These cones are prominent peaks

in the Western Cordilleras, which

corrugate the two American con-

tinents from Alaska to Cape Horn.

By the time the immense range

reaches into Central America it is

probing into cramped quarters, and

a considerable part of Central

.America exists solely by virtue of

volcanic heights sloping sharply

westward to the white breakers of

400

Costa Rica's volcanoes usually smoke quietly, but

they occasionally cut up, spouting lava, laying

waste to the countryside—and saluting presidents

the Pacific or eastward to the Carib-

bean Sea. Orosi, the northernmost

of Costa Rica's cones, smokes

quietly within sight of Lake Nica-

ragua. To the southeast rise Rincon

de la Vieja ( active ) , Miravalles ( ac-

tive), Tenorio, Arenal, Viejo, Poas

(active), Barba, Irazu (active),

and Turrialba (active). Barra-

honda, quite out of line, rises near

the head of die Gulf of Nicoya.

The word "active," as apphed to

volcanoes, is relative. Some, like

Mauna Loa in the Hawaiian Is-

lands, work seven days every week,

and their boiling lakes of molten

rock, or magma, are spectacular

sights. But in this sort of volcano,

when the inner demons roll rest-

lessly in their infernal beds, the

resulting eruption is usually a rela-

tively mild overflow of fluid, incan-

descent lava, peacefully pulled

down the slope by gravity. Only

incidentally does tlie molten rock

engulf bits of civilization carelessly

strewn in its patli. Such volcanoes

their eruption diverted by man-

made dikes constructed for the

pm-pose.

Other "active" volcanoes make
no daily display of their internal

power. Their craters hold no lake

of fluid rock; tliere is only tlie dark

orifice of the chimney, steaming

quietly, sometimes intermittently.

They are said to be domiant and

may remain deceptively peaceful

day after day, decade after decade,

even century after century. But

when dieir internal temperature

and their content of magma and

gas awaken to find themselves ripe

for activity, no man of the past,

present, or future could deflect

their eruption.

Violent Volcanoes

In the South Pacific, Krakatoa is

a classic example of this type of

volcano. In 1883, after two cen-

turies of silence, it threw a cubic

mile of pulverized rock 17 miles

into the air. The resulting sea-wavemay suffer the indignity of having
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washed 36,000 lives from the shores

of Sunda Strait; and the volcanic

dust from the eruption made eight

recognizable trips around the earth.

Mont Pelee, on tlie island of Mar-

tinique, has a similar- nature. In

1902, with but brief prehminary

fuming, a blast of superheated gas

shot from beneatlr the plug of

sohdified magma in its throat and

snuffed out the lives of all but two

of the inhabitants of Saint-Pierre,

six miles away. One of the survivors

provided an exception to the rule

that crime does not pay—he was an

inmate of the local bastille, and

his dungeon proved to be a life-

saving refuge.

The volcanoes of Costa Rica are

of the intermittently active type,

and the cones and craters of many
show unmistakable signs of long

periods of dormancy broken by

violent outbursts.

There are all gradations in the

activity of volcanoes, from the spec-

tacular but relatively passive over-

flows of lava at Mauna Loa to the

stupendous outbursts of Krakatoa

and Pelee. The violence of a vol-

canic eruption is related to the

physical (and chemical) character

of the molten rock, or magma, in

the chimney. In general, tliere are

three types of molten rock; those

that are acid in composition, those

that are basic, and intermediate

ones. This classification is purely

for tlie convenience of the geolo-

gist, and in reahty there is every

gradation from one type to another.

One of tlie chief components of

molten rock is usually sihca (also

a component of your window-

glass). Even at tlie high tempera-

tures encountered in volcanoes, silica

is a stiff viscous hquid. In addition

to the sihca, magmas contain a suf-

ficient quantity of other materials

to render them relatively fluid.

Basic magmas, such as those of

Mauna Loa, are sometimes very

fluid. The contained gases escape

constantly from such a thin fluid,

for the magma remains in a Hquid

state even after it has cooled con-

siderably. From an acid or inter-

mediate magma, in which the com-

pounds that lend liquidity are less

abundant, gas escapes with more
difficulty. Such magmas, with lesser

coohng, develop a crust beneath

which the gas accumulates. In a

year, a decade, or a century, the

internal pressure of the accumulat-

ing gas surpasses the strength of

the restraining congealed and semi-

congealed magma. Then there is

a sudden and violent outburst,

even one of Krakatoan or Peleean

magnitude.

In the periods between infre-

quent eruptions, the volcanoes of

Costa Rica are merely mountain-

ous slopes supporting coffee jincas

and dairy farms. Irazii, rising more
than 11,200 feet, is not only the

highest but also the most accessible

of tlie active volcanoes. Local pride

and a close eye on the tourist trade

led to the construction of a paved

road from San Jose, the capital,

directly into the crater. Aside from

thin and infrequent layers of lava,

the bulk of the massive cone is

built of fragments—blocks, lapilli,

cinders, and dust. Clots of magma
have been thrown upward during

an eruption and, sohdifying in the

air, have fallen in the vicinity of the

chimney, gradually increasing the

stature of tlie cone.

AsceMdmcT \razu

The road to the summit of Irazu

winds through tropical grow^,

some primeval, some cultivated,

and mounts steadily into cooler at-

The summit of Irazu on a smokeless day. Water on

one side flows into the Pacific, on the other into the Caribbean

A Most of Costa Rica's eleven
volcanoes, six of them active,

extend in a rough line southeast-

ward from Lake Nicaragua
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The crater of Irazu is as

weirdly sculptured as a mountain
on the moon. From the northern-

most point of Playa Hermosa one

can look down into the earlier

crater (lower left in photo) which
sometimes holds a shallow lake,

and into the active crater (center)

mosphere. Abruptly, about a thou-

sand feet below the crest, there is

a change in the type of vegetation,

and to the nonbotanical eye this

section might have been trans-

planted from New Mexico. The

crater itself, except for a few

stunted cedars, is as barren and

as weirdly sculptured as any moun-

tain on the moon. During normal

activity, Irazii sends up from its

largest chimney a thin column of

steam, pungent with sulphur diox-

ide. Infrequently there is an in-

crease in tempo, and a cloud of

ash-laden gas mounts skyward. In

such a cloud, the sulphur dioxide

gas from the volcano combines, as

it cools, with water vapor, to form

sulphuric acid. Acid-coated ashes

frequently lay waste to fertile cof-

fee plantations to the leeward. A
wet season (April through Novem-

ber) is usually sufficient to wash

the acid from the new covering of

the soil, which after this cleansing

is said to be even more fertile than

before.

Sometimes a visitor may have as

clear a view of the crater of Irazii

as that shown in some of the ac-

companying photographs, and at

such times the scars of earher out-

bursts are clearly visible. The flat

floor of Playa Hermosa is a rem-

nant of an earlier crater whose pro-

file was different from that of the

present active orifice. From the

northernmost point of Playa Her-

mosa, one may look down 400 feet

into a second inactive crater which

sometimes holds a shallow lake.

From the same point it is 525 feet

down to the largest of the chimneys

in the active crater. In a region of

more than 80 inches of rainfall,

every basin is likely to contain

water for at least short periods, and

^%^
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the craters, even the chimneys, of

active volcanoes are no exception.

From the edge of the playa one

can catch a glimpse of deep topaz

water within the central chimney

when it is not steaming.

From the high point that rises

immediately behind the playa the

ordinary observer, on a cloudless

day, may have the pleasure of

looking across a continent—to the

east Hes the dim blue of the Carib-

bean Sea, to the west the faint line

of the Pacific Ocean. Only a geog-

rapher is denied this thrill: his pro-

fession so sharpens his sight that

he can see only across an isthmus

that joins two continents.

Volcano Poas

Volcano Poas, to the north of

Irazii, is not quite as high as the

latter; its summit (8,895 feet) is

well below the altitude of vegeta-

tion change. The paved road up

this cone ends well below the edge

of the moderately flat crest. If the

trip is made on an early morning

in the wet season, the ox-cart road

from the end of the pavement to

the crater will be a slippery strug-

gle. The water-soaked trail will

divide every stride by half, and

the mud will hold one's foot as se-

curity for the remainder. The trail

reaches the summit beyond the

small hght-colored area in the right

<A CLOSE-UP of the smoking

chimney of Irazu
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>The summit of Volcano Poas

from the air. The active vent is in

the foreground. An inactive, lake-

filled crater is in the left back-

ground. The smaller area in the

right background is another,

partly overgrown

background of tlae view at upper

right and slopes downward to pass

through this clearing. This is a

shallow basin, an inactive crater,

now filled and partially overgrown

with tropical vegetation. The fre-

quent and heavy rains leave an

ephemeral lake here wliich is

quickly drained by seepage tlirough

tlie porous volcanic ash. In the left

background is a second extinct

lake-filled crater.

The denuded, fluted crater in

the foreground of this photograph

is the active vent of Poas. It, too,

holds a lake, but it is an exceed-

ingly restless one. Costa Ricans

maintain that Poas is the largest

"geyser" in the world. There is al-

most hourly evidence to support

this claim: a preliminary burbling

in the slate-gray water gives way to

a sudden roaring spout of steam,

mud, and water, as shown in the ac-

companying photograph. The me-

chanics of the action are indeed

like that of a geyser, and the sight,

even though it is dwarfed by the

yawning crater, is a spectacular

one.

Poas is an unusual volcano, seem-

ingly quite conscious of diplomatic

amenities in a country where com-

plete courtesy is a national char-

acteristic. For the casual tourista

norteamericana who has the en-

durance to walk or ride horseback

from the end of the pavement to

the crater (and there have been

a hundred of them in blue and

> Almost hourly eruptions

cause the 7900-foot cone of Poas

to be called the "largest geyser

in the world." The crater is 1500

feet across and 600 feet deep, the

water from 100°F. to 150°F.

ACTION EST COSTA MCA

khaki every week end from the

Canal Zone), this forge of Vulcan

never misses a performance. But

for a visitor of note, Poas can rise

to the occasion with a prompt dis-

play of stunning power.

Vulcan's Salute

Not long ago Leon Cortez, then

President of Costa Rica, led an in-

spection party up the slopes of

Poas. It was the intention of the

President to decide whether the

paved highway should be extended

farther up the cone and across the

summit to the active crater. Reach-

ing the end of the improved road,

the presidential party continued by

horseback, discussing with the en-

gineers the feasibility of the project.

The head of a State, any State,

merits a salute of 21 guns. Vul-

can's artillery is neither the mobile

nor the rapid-repeating type, and

presumably there is no surplus of

charges; but as President Cortez

dismounted stiffly and stepped to

the brink of the crater there was a

stupendous roar. With the sound

there rose from the lake a colossal

black and white column of steam,

water, and mud. As the unique

outburst shot skyward, the aston-

ished officials stared in amazement.

It was not the ordinary eruption

that Poas provides for common
visitors; it was a salute of 21-gun

presidential cahber. It was the

only diplomatic recognition Vulcan

ever accorded the head of any

country.

That the highway was never ex-

tended to the crater of Poas was

due to financial difficulties and not

to an oversight of diplomatic for-

mahties between Vulcan and the

President of Costa Rica.
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INOPINATUS-
The Unexpected

«i*-i^«fe/..

The only specimen of this bear

ever secured was speared by

Eskimos more than 80 years ago.

Does the animal possibly still

roam the "No Man's Land" of

By George G. Goodwin

Associate Curator, Department of Mammals.

American Museum of Natural History

ERE-on the Arctic tundra

along the polar shores of

Franklin Bay—you may meet a

rugged, sunbleached inhabitant of

Canada's Western Northland, the

Barren Ground Grizzly. "The char-

acteristic disposition of this formi-

dable animal may be fairly judged

from experience," wrote that famous

old naturahst and Arctic explorer,

Roderick R. Macfarlane, in his ap-

pended notes to Through the

Mackenzie Basin. He was thinking

perhaps of a particular incident that

occurred some 82 years ago when

two natives of Frankhn Bay met

and slew a great yellow bear. In his

notebook Macfarlane wrote: "About

three weeks previous to our arrival

at Frankhn Bay, in the end of Jime

1864, two Eskimo hunters observed

a brown bear at some distance, and

being, for them, well armed, they

went forward to meet it and did

their best to annoy it by uttering

very loud and shrill cries. They

made a stop, however, at a drift-

wood stand, shortly before con-

structed by them for the purpose of

shooting therefrom at passing geese

and swans, and there prepared for

<". . . Just as it was about to

spring ... the other man struck

fiercely at it with his spear"

Drawing by G. Frederick Mason
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action. One of them carried a Hud-

son Bay single-barreled flintlock

gun, and the other a spear formed

by firmly attaching a long knife of

Eskimo make to the end of a some-

what slender pole about six feet in

length. When the bear had closely

approached them, it was shot and

severely wounded, which, of course,

made it perfectly furious, and it

came on so very quickly that there

was no time to reload the gun; but

just as it was about to spring at and

close with the man who had fired

the gun at it, the other man struck

fiercely at it with his spear, and

both soon dispatched it with their

knives. This animal will not only

hug and if possible crush any un-

fortunate falling into its clutches

but will also bite with its sharp

teeth and scratch viciously with its

powerful claws, as Indians and

Eskimos have occasionally experi-

enced to their cost."

The bear was duly skinned, the

hide cured, and the following spring

shipped along with its skull to the

Smithsonian Institution in Wash-

ington, D. C. For Macfarlane, the

incident was now closed. Neither

he nor the two Eskimos who killed

the bear had noticed any signifi-

cant peculiarities about this partic-

ular bear. To them it was just an-

other Barren Ground Grizzly. In

the course of time it arrived in

Washington and was eventually

catalogued, No. 1979 of the Mac-

farlane collection, skin No. 8706

and skull No. 7149, collected June

24, 1864.

For more than 50 years this yel-

low bear lay unnoticed in the ar-

chives of the United States National

Museum. At last, when a sufficient

number of big bears had been ac-

cumulated to warrant a review of

the species. Dr. C. Hart Merriam,

dean of American naturaUsts, came

across Macfarlane's specimen. This

was no ordinary Barren Ground

Grizzly. Nor was its unique yellow

coat the basic character that sep-

arated it from all other hving spe-

cies. Because of the peculiar for-

mation of the teeth. Dr. Merriam

recognized it as a new genus and

named it Velularctos inopinatus—

"unexpected." He discerned resem-

blances between it and the extinct
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giant bears Actotherium and Tre-

marctos.

It was indeed fortunate that this

eminent scientist made his discov-

ery and was able to tell the world

of this surprising creature just two

years before Macfarlane's death.

A search tlirough the pubUshed

notes and records of early explor-

ers has added little or nothing to

our knowledge of this patriarchal

bear. However, a significant para-

graph in Casper Whitney's book, On
Snow-shoes to the Barren Grounds,

published some 50 years ago, is in-

teresting even if it does not prove

that he himself met with this par-

ticular bear. Whitney, who had ap-

parently seen a Barren Ground

Grizzly at the Smithsonian Insti-

tution, wrote, "A bear is found on

the Anderson River, which is near

the Rocky Mountains, that corre-

sponds to this one and it is possible

it may make out into the Barrens

in the summer time, but I doubt

if it is more than a visitor, and am
convinced its real home is much
nearer the mountains. It is a pe-

culiar looking bear, seeming a cross

between the grizzly and the polar,

and it has this pecuharity, that its

hind claws are as big as the fore

claws, while its head looks some-

what Uke that of an Eskimo dog,

very broad in the forehead, with

square, long muzzle, and ears set

on quite like the dog's. It is very

wide at the shoulders, and its robe

in color resembles the grizzly."

Where shall we turn for further

light on this remarkable survivor?

R. M. Anderson of the Canadian

National Museum believes that it

is not extinct, as its habitation is in

the remote realm of "No Man's

Land," the edge of which is seldom

reached by Indian or Eskimo. It is

possible that more of its kind may
still roam this vast Arctic tundra

of Northern Canada. But it is more

hkely that, as Ernest Thompson
Seton said, "this was, like Macfar-

lane, himself, the last of a rugged,

heroic wilderness race, and it sur-

vived providentially to fall in his

hands and furnish him a monument
in the records of the Bears of by-

gone days."

Although this strange bear has

not a great deal in common with

the extinct giant bears Actotherium

and Tremarctos, the resemblances

were sufficient to suggest that Mac-

farlane's specimen might claim an

ancient line of descent quite differ-

ent from the one that gave us the

better-known bears of today.

Anyone who has associated with

the friendly Indians of the North-

west has probably, at some time or

other, heard them tell the story of

a huge bear that in times past made
protracted raids in their country.

Strangely enough, I find no refer-

ence to this legendary story in

literature, though Seton, Macfar-

lane, and other noted explorers,

must have been familiar vdth it.

No matter where you go, in the

wilderness of the upper Yukon, on

the barren wastes beyond Great

Slave Lake, or the rugged moun-

tain passes in British Columbia, the

basic facts of this story are always

the same. As much as these Indians

love to tell exciting stories of vdld-

life and their hunting experiences,

I have always found them depend-

able and truthful. At first, they

were reluctant to tell this story of

their fathers, seemingly a little

skeptical themselves and doubtful

of the white man's readiness to be-

Heve it. But eventually, sitting

around the camp fire, one gleans

the story of a great carnivorous an-

imal resembhng a bear, which can

kill a moose with one stroke of its

huge paws and carry it away as

easily as a lynx can carry a rabbit.

If the listeners seem not too skep-

tical, the Indians will continue to

tell how, after one of these bears

had raided the country, you can

follow its trail by the blood spat-

tered on the upper branches of the

trees, until eventually it is lost be-

yond the timber hne. Where the

beasts came from or went, none of

the Indians seem to know. The
story no doubt has some truth and

could have originally been brought

by visiting Indians from the West

where the huge Kodiak bear, the

largest hving carnivorous animal in

the world, towers above the stunted

trees of the Pacific Coast. It is also

within the realm of possibihty that

some such giant bear actually ex-

isted here, as Inopinatus did, be-

fore the coming of the white man.
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HORSES X CAMELS W A PRINCE ^' LION ^ CAMELS HORSES

CHESS
A A ROYAL CHESS SET from Outer Mongolia, for-

merly owned by the Living Buddha of Shandagu.

These chessmen, carved from light wood and

brightly lacquered, are from the Red, or "good," side

rnt/f Mo^0olian Camas

The asking of a simple question at a lama

temple discloses some fascinating facts about

the evolution of chess and brings to light

certain aspects of Mongolian philosophy

By Schuyler Cammann*

««ir\ ONT you Mongols have any

\J games?" I asked the host-

monk at the lama temple we were

visiting. I had to come to northwest-

em Inner Mongoha two months be-

fore on a special mission, and, be-

ing interested in ethnology, had

been spending much of my spare

time studying the customs of the

Mongols in their tents and temples,

but as yet I had never seen them

playing games.

"We have shatara. That is "horse

chess,'" he explained in Chinese,

the only language we had in com-

mon.

"Is that anything Kke the Chinese

'elephant chess'?" I continued.

"No," he rephed. "The Chinese

have nothing Hke it."

I felt somewhat reUeved. Chi-

nese chess is a rather duU game

played with inscribed counters on

a maplike board. Its compUcated

CHESS WITH MONGOLIAN LAMAS

rules make it entirely different from

the chess played elsewhere.

My host tried to change the sub-

ject—it seemed to embarrass him—,

but I persisted and asked if I could

see a set.

He turned and mumbled some-

thing in Mongohan to one of the

young lamas who was clearing away

the remains of our evening feast,

and the latter hurried out of the

guest room. While we waited, he

explained quite frankly that the

Chinese merchants and settlers in

" After graduating from Yale in 1935,

Mr. Cammann went to China on a two-

year teaching contract with Yale-in-

China. In vacations, and during a third

year of travel, he visited all but one of

the eighteen provinces of China proper,

and Northern Indo-China, and made a

brief trip to Inner Mongolia. Nearly a

year after the outbreak of the Sino-

Japanese War, he left China by the Bur-

ma Road (which was stiU under con-

MongoUa always laughed at the

Mongols for having such a foreign

and barbaric game, so they only

played it among themselves, and

did not usually let visitors see it.

However, since I was a guest and

had come from so far, he felt

obhged to humor my request.

In a few minutes the young lama

returned with a red lacquered box

and a large wooden board. He
placed them between us on the

raised dais at the back of the room,

where we sat cross-legged in Mon-

gol fashion on a felt rug. Then,

since it was aheady getting dark;

he brought over a couple of butter

lamps from the row standing before

the shrine-box in the corner.

The board was about three feet

square, painted white, with a raised

edge of red. In the center, narrow

black lines marked off the 64

squares. They were not checkered

struction), and spent several months in

Burma, India, and West Tibet before

returning to this country for graduate

work in Oriental studies. He entered the

U. S. Navy before Pearl Harbor, and was
eventually sent back to Asia.

While serving in West China in 1945,

he was sent up to Inner Mongoha on a

special mission, where he devoted his

spare time to studying the life of the

Mongols.—Ed.
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This foreign khan {front

atid rear views) is the "king"

on the Green, or "evil," side.

This piece represents a Turk-

ish, or Central Asiatic, khan.

His hair is cut relatively short

behind, whereas Mongol
princes and Chinese viceroys

always wear pigtails. His

beard is also broader and

heavier than that of a Mongol

as in our chess, but were left white.

My host slid off the top of the red

box and removed a folded square

of coarse native paper, ruled in

lines like the wooden board.

"This is what we use to play on

when we go travebng," he ex-

plained. "The large board would

not fit well in a camel pack." Then

he shook out the gaily painted men
and began to arrange them at the

ends of the board.

Willow Chessman

I was surprised and pleased at

their appearance. They were carved

from willow wood, then painted

and varnished. The two sides were

distinguished by the colors of the

bases, one side red, the other green,

but there were also differences in

the form of the pieces.

The red 'Tdng" was a Mongol

prince, and the green one a Chinese

viceroy, both wearing colored robes

and hats with peacock feathers, and

seated on cushioned thrones. In-

stead of "queens," the Mongol

"king" had the sacred white lion of

Tibetan Buddhist folklore beside

him, while the Chinese counterpart

had an evil tiger.

It was not until after I left Mon-
golia that I found the explanation

for this radical change, which dif-

ferentiates Mongol chess from all

other varieties. The Indians, who
invented chess about the sixth cen-

tury, had made the principal

figures a king and his minister, or

vizier. From India the game spread

west to the Persians and Arabs, and

finally to the Europeans, who
changed the vizier into a queen,

as a more suitable expression of

European civilization. Sometime

later the game spread east to Cen-

tral Asia, where the Mongols found

it at the time of their great con-

quests in the thirteenth century.

Now the Persian word for "vizier"

is firz, but the Mongols cannot pro-

nounce an F, and changed it to birs.

They already had a word birs in

their language, meaning big cats in

general—lions, tigers, leopards, etc.,

—and in time they apparently forgot

the new meaning. Thus it happened

that when they began to use actual

figures to replace the almost shape-

less conventionahzed chessmen of

the Persians (whose rehgion did

not permit picturing men or ani-

mals), they carved hons and tigers

instead of the kings' ministers. This

clearly shows how an imported idea

can be changed by the new langu-

age and culture.

By another process of evolution,

the Mongols substituted camels for

the pieces which became our

"bishops," and the set that my host

had brought out to show me had

brown camels on one side and

cream-colored ones on the other.

Where we would have had simply

horses' heads to indicate the

knights, this set had the whole

animals, fat httle Mongol ponies;

and in place of our "castles" or

"rooks," it had the baggage carts of

the two opposing rulers. The latter

were very detailed, with miniature

grooms holding the heads of the

tiny ponies harnessed between the

shafts. In short, with horses, camels,

and carts, as well as the super-

natural animals who assisted them,

the two armies were complete. In

•< Camels from vari-

ous sets. The second is

a docile she-camel, the

others males. The Mon-
gols use camels in

chess where we use

bishops
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•<The evil red tiger is the

Green king's aide in Mon-
golian horse chess. It was wor-

shipped in the pre-Buddhist

religion of Tibet and consid-

ered by the lamas as a demon

^•A HORSE FAMILY from the

Shandagu chess set, used in

place of our horse's head.

Originally, in India, this piece

was invariably a horse, never

a horseman or knight

addition, the red side had a row of

small Buddhist peacocks (celestial

birds) as "pawns," while the green

side had a row of common hens.

I had long since learned of the

old Asiatic concept of the great di-

vision of all things into two original

elements, one representing the

good, the strong, the spiritual; and

the other, evil, weakness, and mate-

rial tilings. Here it came out even

in their games.

The Mongols consider red, as

they do yellow, a masculine, spirit-

ual color, the color of the Sun;

while green is a feminine, terres-

trial color, the color of the Earth.

The Mongol prince, to the Mongols,

would appear as the essence of

righteousness, while the Chinese

viceroy, as a representative of their

hereditary enemies and oppressors,

clearly stood for the powers of

evil. The Lama-Buddhist Hon and

the tiger-devil of the primitive pre-

Lamaist religion were also the re-

spective upholders of Good and

Evil. The camels, horses, and carts

of the two rulers did not express any

particular antagonism, but it came

out again in the pawns, which obvi-

ously represented the conflict be-

tween the Spiritual and Material,

Celestial and Terrestrial.

ftivHat'wn to Phy

I wondered how it was that this

philosophical system had so com-

pletely permeated the game, but I

did not have much time to think

about it. For, when I made the obvi-

ous remark that their game looked

very much in principle hke our Eu-

ropean one (as opposed to the en-

tirely different Chinese game), my
host immediately invited me to play

with him.

His face in the glimmering light

of the butter lamps looked shrewd

and sly, and I hesitated for a mo-

ment, imagining I would find him

too sharp an opponent. One of the

young lamas, who knew enough

Chinese to understand the host-

monk's invitation began to snicker.

I gathered he was amused at the

prospect of seeing a foreigner try

to play their national game. This

decided me, and I accepted.

I still was not sure of the moves,

so I made a few tentative ones be-

fore we began, asking if they were

coiTect. Yes, the khans could only

go one square, in any direction;

and the hon and tiger (like our

"queens" ) could travel any distance

along straight or diagonal hnes.

The camels used only the diagonals

(it was dilBcult to plot their

course on the uncheckered board )

;

the ponies, like our "knights,"

moved one step forward, and

one diagonally; and the carts

followed straight lines, Uke our

"rooks."

Cood, I thought, everything is

the same as in our European chess,

I shall not have to worry, once I

get used to the unfamiliar shapes.

I pushed out a peacock two squares,

and after my opponent made a sim-

ilar move with a hen, started to

advance a second peacock the same

distance. My host shook his head

angrily.

"Not good! Not good!" he ex-

claimed. "You can't do that; the

pawns can only move one square."

"But you let me move my first

^ Mongol carts, used

as rooks. Light carts

like these are practical

for fast traveling and
are big enough to

carry the folding tents

and meager household

equipment of the
Mongols
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bird two steps, and did the same

yourself. Why isn't it all right?"

"That's different," he said firmly.

"One is allowed the privilege of

making two or more moves on your

first turn. You made two, so I did

also. From now on, you can only

move your pawns one square at any

time." So the game was played

shghtly differently after all.

Coaching from sidelines

Another unaccustomed aspect be-

gan to get me down. My host had
two or three other monks behind

him, who increased his natural

skill by warning him of my appar-

ent plots and suggesting stratagems

to him. Sometimes they would even

lean over and make a move for

him, or retract a stupid one that

he had made. In a surprisingly short

time my host said "shat!" and then

"mat!" (sounding much like our

"check" and "mate").

My host sat back with a rather

smug expression on his face.

"Would you Hke to play again?"

he asked.

I said yes, and we switched sides.

By this time I was getting used to

the unfamihar form of the men and

I did better, but eventually found

myself with my viceroy standing

alone against his prince and sev-

eral other men.

My host sat back as he had be-

fore. Once more he asked if I would

care to play another time. My face

must have shown my bewilder-

ment. He smiled, and explained.

"According to our custom, when
a khan stands alone, no one has

won the game. We do not take
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advantage of a lonely man." What
a fine gesture, I thought. Frankly

it surprised me. After having had

several opponents ganging up on

me, and having seen my chief op-

ponent retract poor moves after he

had made them, I was not pre-

pared for such sportsmanship.

Finally, by the third game, the

unfamiliarity had largely worn off,

and I managed to beat him.

We played again several times

the following day, before and after

meals, and when I left, the third

morning, the host-lama presented

me with the chess box wrapped in

a ceremonial silken scari". It was

a gift from the abbot, he explained,

in return for the presents I had
brought to him when I first came to

the temple. I was delighted. There

was nothing I would rather have

had. Luckily they did not offer me
the larger board as that could

never have fitted into my saddle-

bags, but they gave me several

paper ones.

From then on, I carried the set

whenever I made a trip out from

camp to visit the Mongols. How-
ever, as I was anxious to see what
other types of sets they had, I did

not mention owning one until I

found out whether this particular

community had one. In this way I

saw many, including some that were
said to have come from Urga, in

Outer Mongolia.

Hand-carved sets

I found that the sets were all

handmade. Many of them had been
fashioned by amateurs working in

their spare time, and tliere were

naturally considerable difiFerences

in the pieces. Some were most in-

tricately carved, others were rather

crude, but none were so badly done

as to be unrecognizable, even after

they had been battered around in

the nomadic fife led by travehng

lamas.

The khans were always regal-

looking, and the red one was al-

ways a Mongol prince, while the

other was generally a member of

the out-group, a Chinese or a Turk.

The tigers and hons diEered from

set to set only in their greater or

lesser elaboration. The camels and

horses, too, were fairly constant,

except in that some carvers repre-

sented whole family groups instead

of the individual animal, and others

stressed the fundamental duahsm
still more by emphasizing the fact

that the animals on the red side

were considered males, and those

on the green, females. As the Mon-
gols have the same word (terghe)

to mean both "cart" and "wheel,"

their "rooks" were sometimes eight-

spoked Buddhist wheel symbols in-

stead of carts. These had a double

meaning, as the wheel in Tibet and

Mongolia is a symbol of royal

power, hke the orb and scepter of a

European sovereign, and was here

used as a symbol of the power of

the chess prince. Again, I noticed

that, by extension, Lamaist jewel

symbols were used as "rooks" to sig-

nify the riches of the chess princes.

The only chessman tliat differed

more than the "rooks" were the

"pawns." Some sets had lion cubs,

miniature editions of the Buddhist

Hon in the back row, pitted against

the sons of the tiger. Others had
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•< Rabbit pawns (one of

the original eight has

been lost). These Green

pawns were opposed to

Red falcons, another ex-

pression of the funda-

mental conflict between

the weak and the strong

in oriental philosophy

falcons versus hares, and birds of

prey opposed to harmless water-

fowl. Whatever the combination,

however, the "pawns" always main-

tained that fundamental antagonism

in the world of the chessboard

which was tliought to mirror the

dual forces in the greater world of

men.

The constancy of this funda-

mental idea baffled me. I was still

wondering about it when, on the

way back to China proper, I went

to visit a large monastery (Wojer-

in Sume) in the nortliwest part of

the Ordos Desert. At the monastery,

after the usual formahties of pres-

ent-giving, exchanging snuff bot-

tles, and tea-drinking, I mentioned

chess, and the young host-monk, the

disciple of the Living Buddha, who
was absent on pilgrimage, beamed
at me.

A forbidden pastime

At first I could not understand

his expression of mixed dehght and

mischief. Then as he set out the

pieces of his set, very small and

beautifully carved, he told me with

pride that it was the only chess set

in the region and that he had
trouble keeping it, as the Living

Buddha disapproved of so frivolous

a game.

"If he were to come back here

now and find me playing chess with

a guest, he would certainly beat me
for wasting my time," he said,

laughing.

It suddenly occtu-red to me that

this must offer the explanation for

the strong rehgious element, of op-

CHESS WITH MONGOLIAN LAMAS

posing good and evil forces, in

Mongol chess. The higher lamas had

probably not approved of the other

monks wasting their time over a

game, so either they themselves, or

one of the offending monks had

introduced the moral element to

justify the time spent over the

chessboard. Was this the whole ex-

planation, or was it that most if

not all of the sets that I played

with in the temples had been made
by monastic craftsmen, whose phi-

losophy had incidentally guided

them in their choice of figures?

Both factors have no doubt played

their parts, but as all traditions of

the origin of the game have appar-

ently been lost, we will probably

never know.

It amused me to find that the

young lama on this occasion played

very well. If chess was indeed a

forbidden game here, there must

have been a lot of clandestine play-

ing; for not only did he show con-

siderable skill, but his inevitable

advisers gave him shrewd sugges-

tions that could only have been

learned from long experience with

the game.

There was no doubt that what

he said was true, though. I found

that the game had almost entirely

died out in the Ordos region. At the

lesser temple near Wojer-in Sume,

where we spent some days when
the expedition truck broke down,

two of us were playing one day

with my set, when some lamas

strolled in for a visit. The younger

monks picked up the httle horses

and camels with grins of amuse-

ment at the Hkehke carvings, but

they obviously did not know what

they were used for. Finally an old

lama came forward, and said:

>The author play-

ing chess with a lama.

They are using a travel-

ing chess set, in which

the board folds in the

middle, forming a box

to hold the men

"Your game looks hke shatara,

our horse chess."

"This is a Mongol set," I replied.

He expressed his surprise that for-

eigners would want to play a lowly

Mongol game, and told me that he

used to play it years ago, but that

there were no longer any sets in

the Ordos, nor people who knew

how to play.

"How do you move the cats?" he

asked, as he seated himself in my
friend's place on the dais. I ex-

plained. "And the camels?" I

explained. The other moves he

seemed to know without asking, it

was only later that I understood

what he had been driving at. I dis-

covered that in the original Persian

chess from which the Mongol game

was taken, the vizier could only

move one step diagonally, and the

prototype of the camel could only

move two steps diagonally. Appar-

ently in the old man's youth, some

people at least still played in the

old way, so he asked me first to

make sure which system I used.

The Mongols must have learned

the more extended moves, devel-

oped in Europe, from Russian trad-

ers, or from the French and Belgian

missionaries who have Hved and

worked among the people of Inner

Mongolia for over a century. It has

made for a faster and more inter-

esting game; but I hope that Mon-
gol chess will not evolve stiU fur-

ther under foreign influence, to the

extent of exchanging its colorful

handmade chessmen for the dull,

machine-turned European variety.

If so, the game will have lost its

distinctive Mongolian character

and will no longer be an expression

of the philosophy of the Mongol

people.



Strange Uses

FOR ANIMALS
Fishing with spider web nets, reading by firefly light,

stitching wounds together with ants— these are

but a few of the many ingenious ways in which

man makes use of the natural world around him

have also been used for catching

buttei-flies, moths, birds, and bats.

These spider web nets appear to

be invisible in the water. As a re-

sult, the natives of the Fiji and

Solomon Islands have evolved a

unique method of fishing, which

was described by H. B. Guppy in

1887:

"The following ingenious snare

was employed on one occasion by

my natives . . . they first bent a

pliant switch into an oval hoop

ibout a foot in length, over which

By Frank W. Lane

NATIVES in many parts of the

world have discovered ciui-

ous ways in which animals could

help them in their daily lives, but

there can be few stranger uses than

that made of spiders by Australasian

natives. They get the spiders to

make their fishing nets for them.

Spider silk is remarkably strong.

Experiments have shown that a

thread 0.01 centimeters in diameter

will support a weight of 80 grams.

The silk also has elastic properties

and can be stretched nearly a quar-

ter of its original length without

breaking. Some of the spiders of

Australasia are among the largest

in the world. Francis Ratcliffe says

that he once blundered into a web
which spanned nearly six feet "and

almost literally bounced off." The

silk of which the web was made
was almost as thick as darning

wool. How the spiders make the

fishing nets is told by A. E. Pratt,

who spent two years among the

natives in the vicinity of Yule Bay

in New Guinea. "In the forest huge

spiders' webs, six feet in diameter,

abounded. These are woven in a

large mesh, varying from one inch

square at the outside of the web to

about one-eighth inch at the center.

The web was most substantial . . .

a fact of which the natives were

not slow to avail themselves, for

they have pressed into the service

of man this spider, which is about

the size of a small hazelnut, with

hairy, dark-brown legs, spreading
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to about two inches. This diUgent

creature they have beguiled into

weaving their fishing nets. At the

place where the webs are thickest

they set up long bamboos, bent over

into a loop at the end. In a very

short time the spider weaves a web
on this most convenient frame, and

the Papuan has his fishing net ready

to his hand."**

The native "goes dowTi to the

stream and uses it with great dexter-

ity to catch fish of about one-pound

weight, neither the water nor the

fish sufficing to break the mesh.

The usual practice is to stand on a

rock in a backwater where there is

an eddy. There they watch for a

fish, and then dexterously dip it up

and throw it onto the bank."

When Pratt's account was pub-

lished in 1906, it was regarded with

increduhty by many, because the

impression is usually given that

these fishing nets are made of single

threads of spider silk. A single

draghne thread is not very strong,

so many of them are combined into

a crude yarn to form a tough mate-

rial. Captain C. A. W. Monckton, a

resident magistrate in New Guinea,

has reported to Dr. E. W. Gudger,

of tlie American Museum, that he

has seen fish weighing tliree, or pos-

sibly four, pounds secured in spider

web nets. He adds that the nets

* Natural History would welcome further

information from Australasia on the strength

of a web that is "spun in position" as described

here and on the extent to which the natives mav
modify the original work of the spider.

—

Ed.
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they spread a covering of stout

spider-web which was found in a

wood hard by. Having placed tiie

hoop on the surface of the water,

buoying it up with two hght sticks,

they shook over it a portion of a

nest of ants, which . . . [they had

taken from] the trunk of a neigh-

boring ti^ee, thus covering the web
with a number of strugghng young
insects.

"This snare was allowed to float

down the stream, when the httle

fish, which were between two and

three inches long, commenced
jumping up at tlie white bodies of

the ants from underneath the hoop,

apparently not seeing the interven-

ing web on which they lay, as it

appeared nearly transparent in the

water. In a short time one of the

small fish succeeded in getting its

mouth and gills entangled in the

web, when a native at once waded
in, and placing his hand under the

entangled fish secured the prize.

With two or three of these web
hoops we caught nine or ten of

these little fish in a (quarter of an

hour."

Insects that shine in the dark have

been put to practical use by West

Indian natives, who fasten them to

their feet (and, according to some

writers, also to their hands) when
traveling at night through the forest

to light them on their way. A. Hyatt

Verrill says that on his expedition

to South and Central America and

the West Indies he always kept two

or three fight-giving beetles in a

small bottle to serve as a flashhght.

'^ Monkeys assisting in gathering fruit: an ancient Egyptian wall design from Beni Hasan
After Nina M. Davis, adapted by Ba
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He says the light of one beetle,

shining at full strength, enables

one to read a newspaper easily.

During the Spanish-American War
a surgical operation is reported to

have been carried out by the hght

from a bottle of fireflies.*

And, speaking of illumination, the

Indians of the North Pacific Coast

use the "candlefish" Hterally as a

candle. The entire body of the can-

dlefish is permeated with a peculiar

fat which will bum steadily. The
Indians thread a wick through the

fish's body, and when this is hghted

it serves as a candle. Sometimes

candlefish are used as torches, the

whole fish being set ahght and

burned until it is consumed.

A very different use for fish has

been found by fashionable ladies,

who have been known to wear tiny

glass fish bowls, complete with

small fish, as jewelry. During the

reign of Napoleon III, Parisiennes

wore goldfish-earrings, in blown
glass bowls. In our day, the Hmi-
garian actress, Margot Aknay, is

said to have worn exotic fish in flat,

water-filled containers of glass dan-

gling from her necklace. The colors

of the fish were said to match her

gOV(Tl!

Insects also have frequently been

used as jewelry. Malayans capture

some of the extremely beautiful

butterflies found in their country

and tether them to their hair as

ornaments. North American Indians

sometimes make a necklace by
threading on a string numbers of

small, brightly-colored beetles.

South and Central American In-

dians use beetle-wdng necklaces,

armbands, and ear ornaments.

Luminescent insects are perhaps

the most striking examples of Hving

jewelry. Sometimes they are con-

fined in gauze and tied into the

hair. Another method, used by the

beUes of Costa Rica, is to secure the

insects with tiny chains or cords

and then fasten them in their hair

or on their clothing with a pin. As
the insects crawl about and flash

their vari-colored Ughts the effect

is very beautiful.

Passing from the decorative to

the practical, beetles have been

* Scientific American, July 1935.
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used in primitive surgery, to stitch

wounds together. Salvator Furnari,

writing in 1845, described how
North African native doctors ob-

tained for their purpose specimens

of a beetle which he referred to as

Scarites pijracmon. These insects

have mandibles tliat end in two
Httle pincers. When placed against

the edges of a wound, these pincers

clamp together and thus knit the

wound.

If such a record stood by itself,

we might feel skeptical, but there

are a number of references to the

use of ants in a similar way. Dr.

WiUiam Beebe, for instance, says

that the Guiana Indians use the

giant Atta ant to close extensive

wounds. The edges of the wound
are drawn together, and the ants'

jaws are appUed to them. When
the ants take hold, their bodies are

adroitly nipped off, and the jaws,

looking hke a row of miniature

surgical chps, remain until the

wound is healed. He says that these

ants have a mechanical visehke grip

quite independent of fife or death.

A year after he had been exploring

in the homes of these ants, he un-

packed some boots he had worn and
found the heads and jaws of two
Atta ants still firmly attached to the

leather. Dr. E. W. Gudger has pub-

Hshed other accounts of the use of

insects in "stitching" wounds to-

gether and points out that this was
a regular practice among the phy-

sicians of southern France and
northern Italy several centuries ago.*

The Bahnese, who are great dev-

otees of cock fighting, Ukewase use

ants to chp together bad wounds
received by their feathered pugil-

ists. The procedure is describedf

as being much the same as in the

instances given above. This form of

ant-smrgery is appHed to other Bali-

nese animals as well.

Bees have several times been em-
ployed in war. When the Duke of

Lorraine laid siege to the forces of

Henry the First, the commanding
general, Immo, threw bees at the

attacking horses, which made them
Continued on page 434

* See "Stitching Wounds with the Mandibles
of Ants and Beetles," by E. W. Gudger, in
The Journal of tlie American Medical Associa-
tion, June 13, 1925.

t F. C. Knight, "Cock Fighting in Bali,"
Discovery, February, 1940.
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By John

The most famous geologic forma-

tion of its kind was not viewed by

white men until 1909. It is located

in one of the roughest sections of

the United States, but it can be

visited by the enterprising tourist

HIDDEN away in a remote
canyon in southern Utah,

sixteen difficult miles from Rainbow
Lodge, is this remarkable rock for-

,,
mation which the Paiute Indians

j|

called Nonnezoshe—the Big Arch.

There are many natural bridges

in the United States-the Natmral

Bridge in Virginia, Arch Rock on
Mackinac Island, one 8000 feet

above sea level in Bryce Canyon,
and a number of colorful ones in

southern Utah. But for sheer

beauty, for size and perfection of

form, and for its remarkable set-

ting between huge rock walls, none
compares with Rainbow Bridge,

truly a symphony in brilliant col-

ored sandstone.

It was not until l^^Q that rmnors

among the Indians of the existence

of a rock of unusual proportions at-

tracted attention and led to its dis-

covery by white men. None of the

Indians questioned had actually

seen it or could tell exactly where
it was, until the story was finally

traced to a Paiute Indian named
Nasja-begay, "Son-of-the-Owl,"who
had visited the spot. It was he who
led the first white men to this

natural wonder, in August of 1909.

The party included John Wetherill,

a pioneer trader in the region. Dr.

Byron Cummings of the University

of Utah, and W. B. Douglas of the

U. S. General Land Office.

It is not surprising that Rainbow
Bridge had remained hidden so

long, for to reach it the explorers

had to cross one of the wildest and

most barren stretches of territory

to be found anywhere. The terrain

is so rough and difficult to cross

that even the Indians avoided it. A
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confusing series of steep-vvallcd box

canyons, some of which still remain

unexplored, guarded the spot, and

the trails were so steep in many
places that the horses often had to

be led.

Today the energetic tourist can

make the trip, eitlier on foot or

with guides and horses. But it is

still an arduous one, as shown by

tlie fact that in the 37 years since

its discovery only about 4500 of

the most adventurous have seen the

bridge. You have to cross five of

the foiTnidable box canyons. From
the top of the last of them you look

down 2000 feet to the floor of Cliff

Canyon. But when you turn into

Bridge Canyon and have your first,

though distant, view of Rainbow

Bridge, between the deep red sand-

stone walls of the canyon, the

rigors of the journey are forgotten.

And coming closer to it, the size,

form, color, and beauty of this huge

stone arch never fail to excite awe

when one sees it for the first time.

Rainbow Bridge rises 309 feet

above the bed of the creek and is

278 feet long. At the top, the rock

is 42 feet thick and 33 feet wide.

When viewed from a distance,

the coloring of the arch blends so

well into the background of the

canyon that Rainbow Bridge seems

to be a bridge in reality, but it is

only half bridge, half arch. At its

northern end it is a bridge exten-

sion from the huge cliff, while at

the other end it is an arch, curv-

ing gracefully to a flat base, like

a rainbow of rock.

The river that carved Rainbow

Bridge is today but a small stream

flowing into the Colorado River

some six or seven miles away, but

one would have difficulty finding

an area anywhere that would show

more emphatically the power of

running water to carve the land-

scape." At various times in the

geologic past, the southern part of

* The way in which streams make natural

bridges and arches has been described in Natu-
ral History Magazine for October, 1942.

RAINBOW BRIDGE

photograph by John Henry Coon

A Rainbow Bridge, in southern Utah, whose graceful arch is so

high that the Capitol in Washington could be placed beneath it

Utah has been covered by the sea,

and rocks of great thickness were

laid down as sediments. At length,

the area rose to an elevation of

thousands of feet, and streams be-

gan to carve their channels. Be-

cause their downward cutting

greatly exceeded the weathering

of the sides, they left the plateau

scarred by steep-walled canyons.

Rainbow Bridge is now 3750 feet

above sea level, and Navajo Moun-

tain, just to the east, is 10,416 feet

high.

The walls of many of the canyons

in this region show almost unbe-

lievable results of stream erosion.

High above the floor, the perpen-

dicular wall of one of them is

pierced by an almost perfect cir-

cular opening 100 feet or more in

diameter. In another canyon wall,

hundreds of feet above the bottom,

the stream once partially cut an

arch and then, finding softer rocks

below, gave up the task and left

unfinished what might have been

the most beautiful arch of them all.

Whether you view Rainbow

Bridge from afar or near-by, from

any angle or from either side, at

any time of day in sunhght or

shadow, the spectacle is so strik-

ing that you will realize you are in

the presence of one of nature's

grandest physiographic formations.

It is probably the most famous one

of its kind in the world. When Presi-

dent Theodore Roosevelt saw it

shortly after its discovery, he char-

acterized it as "the greatest natural

wonder in the world."
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All these and some seventy others are found in a fifteen-mile stretch of Utah

By Hubert A. Lowman

T T 7 IND, rain, and the action of

V V frost have sculptured the sec-

tion of Utah known as the Arches

National Monument into as weird

an assortment of formations as

could be found in so small an area.

There, are five separate groups

of formations in the region, tlie

southern Courthouse Towers and

Windows sections being separated

by the Salt Valley Gorge from the

Devil's Garden, Klondike Bluffs,

and Dehcate Arch sections. The

Windows can be reached by road

directly from Route 160 a few miles

north of Moab. An ungraded desert

road down the center of Salt Val-

ley provides uncertain access by

motor car to within a few miles of

the three northern groups.

Cracks or irregularities in the ex-

posed slabs of red sandstone have

given nature's sculpturing agencies

a chance to work. Water filters

into the crevices and freezes, and

the wind works on the rocks hke a

gigantic sand blast. Gravity tugs

at the weaker portions until frag-

ments, sometimes large ones, break

oflF and fall. An opening, once

formed, becomes larger and larger;

and some of the arches thus formed

have become so vast that one al-

most hesitates to walk under the

span, lest it take that moment to

complete its evolution. For in time

the continuing process of weather-

ing wears the arch thinner and

thinner until it coUapses of its own
weight, leaving only lonely but-

tresses to recall its former grandeur.

Photography in this area is made
somewhat difficult by the fine sand

that works its way into the equip-

ment. The photographs shown

here were all made on panchro-

matic film, with a medium red filter

on side-lighted subjects where

shadow detail seemed important,

and a medium yellow filter where

lighting was more or less flat.

< Turret Arch does not al-

ways receive the visitor's atten-

tion, especially if the day is hot

and the wind-blown sand an-

noying, for it is separated from

the main mass in the Windows
Section of Arches National

Monument. Note the infant

arch beginning at the left. It

may in time join the main arch

NATXJRAL ABCHES 417



A Resembling a gigantic

pair of spectacles, the twin

arches known as the North

and South Windows are each

about 100 feet long and 60

feet high. The South Win-

dow is on the left

> It is an exhilarating climb

to the opening of the South

Window, but the view

makes the effort well worth-

while

418



A The North Window illus-

trates the method by which

natural arches are made. Note

the huge crack which may en-

large some day to let tons of

rock fall to the base of the arch

>A FAVORITE SPOT for pho-

tographer and artist is the

ledge behind the North Win-

dow which affords this view

of Turret Arch through the

100-foot opening

NATURAX AKCHES



A The giant "Double Arch," called the "Jug Handles" by the

early Mormons, is also in the Windows Section. The front span is

165 feet long in the clear, and 156 feet high—large enough to hold

a 15-story building. Note the human figures which the photographer

has conveniently included in this and other views
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A The balanced rock: one of many curiously sculptured

pieces in the area. This section of Utah also has old Indian

camp sites, rock pictures, and petrified wood

> Delicate Arch rises above

Salt Valley Gorge at the edge of

a precipitous red cliff. This wild

and lonely setting is in the Deli-

cate Arch section of the Arches

National Monument

NATURAL ARCHES



A Landscape Arch, in the Devil's Garden

Section of the Arches National Monument,
is said to be the longest in the world. It is

291 feet long (only 9 feet short of a foot-

ball field) and 118 feet high. It is salmon

pink, streaked with black

< Looking through Landscape Arch
from the other side, out upon the broad ex-

panse of plain. Note again the small human
figures for comparative size

NATURAL HISTORY, NOVEMBER,



>• Beautiful Pine Tree Arch. The
horsemen resting in its shade rented their

mounts from local ranchers. But farther

south in the Devil's Garden the land is so

rough that it can be reached only on foot,

and it has not been completely explored

^ This one was called "Arch-in-the-

Making" none too soon, for a large piece

of rock has fallen out since the area was

set aside as a National Monument.
(Devil's Garden Section)
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.n./AT.oKi THREATENED THE WANDERING
^ WINTER STARVATION THRtAi cinci^

A A SPONGE-RUBBER BALL

on an arrow provided the

solution. Paint of different

colors served to distinguish

the deer in the various

feeding areas

DURING the winter of 1940-'41

the U. S. Forest Service and

the Colorado State Game Depart-

ment began a systematic counting

of their deer to determine the num-

ber, age, and sex of the animals

that wandered from one feeding

range to another during the cold

western winters.

A great many deer were dying

because of lack of food. During

the winters their natural feeding

grounds were covered with snow,

and they had only the six ranges

near Gimnison, Colorado, to supply

them with food in that area. To

mark these deer so that the forestry

men cotdd tell which range was

their home and how far they had

traveled was a puzzling problem.

But it was necessary to find this

424

INGENIOUS W.IDLIFE WARDENS FOUND A WAY TC

out in order to provide the deer

with enough food at the right

places. It was solved by the use

of paint.

To put paint on a wild deer by

any ordinary method, however, is

just about as easy as it is to salt a

Bald Eagle's tail; so a new method

of paint branding was used. A
sponge-rubber ball was placed on

the tip of a regular target arrow.

These arrows were shot by Bun
Morgan, one of the rangers, from a

60-pound bow.

Mr. M. R. Hickel, who had served

with the Forest Service in different

jobs for some 27 years, was in

charge of the expedition. The men
started out to cover the six feed-

ing ranges located in the mouths

of tributaries to the Gunnison

River below the towTi of Gunnison,

Colorado. They looked like bandits

from the pages of a Wild West

book in their grease paint and sun-

glasses.

Many times these forays required

days of travel by snowshoe, ski,

and pack train. There are about

4,000 deer in all of the grounds,

but only from four to 600 were to

be foimd at one time on any one

range. The men were to paint

about 300 deer from all the feed-

ing grounds, which meant 50

deer at each station in the state.

The antics of the deer were funny.

If a buck was eating when the

sponge-rubber arrowhead smacked

his side and splattered a four-inch

circle on him, he usually acted as

though another deer had struck

him. The marked animal would lay

back his ears and go after the near-

est deer, striking him with his

front feet.

Paint of a different color was
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DEER Of COLORADO UNTIL J|%Y | |^ |j

BRAND • THEM FROM A DISTANCE ARRU Vf J

By
J.
Martin Yoxjng, Jr.

used in each feeding area, so that

the amount of migration could be

accurately determined. The spot left

on the deer was large enough to

be seen and distinguished with

binoculars at distances up to a

quarter mile. The paint spot re-

mained on the animal until it shed

its winter coat in the spring. Paint

heavier or thicker than usual was

used in order to keep it from flying

from the rubber ball during the

< Enamel paint made a

clearer mark than oils

flight of the arrow. The best color,

so far as visibility was concerned,

was yellow; blue was the poorest.

Enamel paints showed up better

than oils.

Most of the deer that tended to

wander proved to be bucks, but

occasionally an old doe would

travel quite a distance with her

fawTis. Older animals moved from

one feeding station to another more

than younger animals.

Drawing by Museum Illustrators Corps

This survey enabled the Colorado

Game Department to predict about

how many deer would feed at each

station and to make sure there was

an ample supply of food on hand.

The death rate due to starvation

was further reduced by opening

the hunting season on does. At

present the Department reports

that the deer are healthy and in-

creasing in good proportion of male

to female.

^When the sponge-rubber

arrowhead smacked the side

of a buck, he would art as

though another deer had
struck him and would at-

tack the nearest animal

LIFESAVING ARROWS

''^:'»^' »r*
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Be Saved?

THERE are probably fewer

than 100 whooping cranes

alive in the world today. Once this

majestic white bird was numbered
among the most plentiful of the

migratory fowl. But now it is about

to join the ranks of winged crea-

tures that have vanished forever:

the great auk, the passenger

pigeon, which darkened our great-

grandfathers' skies, the Labrador

duck, and the heath hen.

Only a concerted effort can save

the whooping crane from extinc-

tion, and there are those who even

believe that this is an impossibility.

As in the case of the trumpeter

swan, which was rescued from

near-extinction, something is be-

ing done to save the crane. The
National Audubon Society and the

United States Fish and Wildlife

Service are jointly sponsoring in-

tensive field investigations of the

bird in its whole range. These in-

vestigations will emphasize the re-

lation of the bird's welfare to all

factors including cUmate, water-

level, plant and animal life, and

man. The goal is to find ways and

means of restoring the whooping

crane as a common bird through-

out as much of its former wide

range as possible.

Doctor Olin Sewall Pettingill,

Jr., of Carleton College at North-

field, Minnesota, has been direct-

ing the endeavor, and Canadian

game authorities and conserva-
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Ironically, the whooping crane's manner of making

love and its wary nature hinder rather than help

man in his campaign to save it from extinction

Bij Lealon Martin, Jr.

tionists are co-operating, since the

bird's summer range involves Can-

ada. Part of the work includes the

sending out of thousands of copies

of a questionnaire and poster con-

taining information and pictures

of the whooping crane. In both the

United States and Canada, orni-

thologists, schools, conservation

officers, sportsmen, and other inter-

ested persons are receiving the re-

quest to help save the crane. In

Canada, mounted police stations

and officials of remote Hudson's

Bay Company posts are also being

asked to aid. By this effort, it is

hoped that valuable, up-to-date in-

formation may be furnished by

people living in the regions where

the cranes pause on their migra-

tory flights, pass overhead, or nest.

Oddly, though, it may remain

for the airplane, a product of the

civilization that has nearly de-

stroyed the crane, to have a large

share in saving the bird.

"Undoubtedly aerial reconnais-

sance is our best method of locat-

ing whooping cranes," says Doctor

Pettingill. "It is my guess that we
will find nesting whooping cranes

only in regions north of the culti-

vated areas of the provinces . . .

With so few remaining birds, the

hunt . . . will be like trying to find

needles in haystacks. In fact, our

quest for nesting whooping cranes

will be a great gamble!"

But it is a gamble that must be

made, or the whooping crane will

almost surely disappear from the

earth.

Already Doctor Pettingill has

employed the airplane in his quest.

In the winter of 1945, he flew over

the Aransas National Wildhfe

Refuge nearAustwell, Texas. There

he counted 25 whooping cranes.

Only three of them were immature

birds, hatched in 1945. He has also

been covering parts of the Mid-

west, including central Nebraska

and certain areas of the Dakotas

where whooping cranes may stop

over in migration.

If the cranes can be found, it

is planned to study their present-

day nesting habits and nesting

NATURAL HISTORY, NOVEMBER, 1 946



Drawing by Francis Lee Jaques

range thoroughly for the purpose

of determining just what can be

done to save them. It is imperative

to learn as soon as possible where

the crane nests, hatches its eggs,

and nurtures its young. Then con-

servation measures, strengthening

those akeady in force and perhaps

involving stricter laws or the estab-

lishment of more bird refuge areas,

can be decided upon and applied.

None of this is as easy as it may
seem to the uninitiated.

The whooping crane's range, for

instance, extends from northern

Canada to Texas and Louisiana,

and possibly but not probably into

Mexico. It winters in the south and

summers in the north.

The bird's winter range today

is believed to be fairly restricted.

A flock of 25 cranes was seen near

Vermihon Bay in Louisiana fifteen

years ago, but in recent years only

two have been seen. It seems to

pass the winter mainly in a rather

limited area near the Texas coast.

Although the whooping crane is

CAN THE WHOOPING CRANE BE SAVED?

known to have wintered in north-

eastern Mexico almost a centmy

ago, it has not been recorded there

for many years. Reports from cen-

tral Mexico that the bird winters

there are thought to be erroneous.

Once upon a time the whooping

crane nested in the middle western

United States (and to some extent

in Canada ) , but half a century has

passed since the last authentic rec-

ords of its breeding were obtained

in our Midwest. These came from

Iowa, in the year 1894. And no
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A Whooping cranes on typical feeding grounds. Most of the few

remaining birds apparently pass the winter near the Texas coast

authoritative record of its breeding

in Canada has been made since

1922. In that year an observation

of the bird was made in Saskatche-

wan. It probably nests now, orni-

thologists tliink, only in northern

Alberta and Saskatchewan, and

perhaps in Northwest Territories

and northern Manitoba.

This means that vast spaces of

these prairie provinces must be

examined. Although the airplane

will prove a boon, it by no means

solves all the difficulties. The re-

gion is hard to explore thoroughly.

There is a lot of land, and there

are a very few birds.

Beyond this, the whooping crane

The female lays two (sometimes three) eggs each year on a nest built

in some quiet, desolate, marshy area. She is easily disturbed while nesting.

This is a view in a habitat group at the American Museum

A Here in the Aransas Refuge,

Dr. Olin Sewall Pettingill, Jr.

is perhaps the wariest bird in the

world. And well may it be! From
colonial days, when the crane first

met civilized man, down to the

present, its tall white body has

been an irresistibly attractive target

for the gun. The crane has learned

that man means death. Justifiably,

it is hard to approach.

"Should we find nesting whoop-

ing cranes," declares Doctor Pet-

tingill, "our problem will have only

begun. They are the wariest of our

North American birds. When a per-

son approaches to within a quar-

ter of a mile, they seem almost

panic-stricken and start fleeing."

How we are to learn anything

about the nesting whooping crane

is a problem that will have to

be worked out after they are found.

The case of the whooping crane

is not, however, completely hope-

less. Eminent bird specialists like

Frederick C. Lincoln, of the Divi-

sion of Wildlife Research of the

United States Fish and Wildlife

Service, believe, as do Doctor Pet-

tingill and others, that positive re-

sults can be achieved.

"We were able to save the trum-

peter swan from oblivion," Mr.

Lincoln recalls, "and it may be pos-

sible to preserve the whooping

crane. Not many years ago there

were only a few of the swans left,

perhaps no more than 50 or 60.

Now their number has been in-

creased to over 300 in the Red Rock

Ledge Refuge in southwestern

Montana."

Mr. Lincoln emphasizes, though.
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saw 23 whooping cranes from

a plane in 1945

that the range of the whooping

crane is great, while that of the

trumpeter swan is not. "It will be

a great deal more difficult, all

things considered," he says, "to in-

crease the numbers of the whoop-

ing crane. But we hope it can be

done."

There are game laws to protect

the bird, but a game warden can-

not follow every man with a gun

who fives or hunts in the isolated

marshes and plains where the crane

may be seen. The result:

A man with a gun sees this tall-

est and most magnificent of North

American birds. He has never seen

anything fike it! He trembles; he

thrills; he throws gun to shoulder;

he fires away! He makes the kill!

He does not remotely suspect that

he is doing a terrible thing. He
does not know that he is murder-

ing one of the few, surviving ex-

amples of this noble bird.

Against modern rifles and shot-

guns, the crane's big, foru and one-

half foot bulk has fittle chance.

Yet no one would help to kill off

the whooping crane if he knew
what he was doing. Consequently,

those who are trying to protect the

crane beheve that the education

and the co-operation of the pubfic

are of paramount importance in the

program to rescue the bird.

But the bird's nature makes the

problem pecuharly difficult. It is

intolerant of the advances of civih-

zation. It cannot abide cramped

quarters. "So wild and so wary a

bird must be much influenced by

James 0. Stevenson photos. Courtesy Fish and Wildlife Service, U. S. Dept. of Interior

A The whooping crane stands four feet tail and has a seven-foot wing-spread.

Its coiled-up wind pipe, if straightened out, would be almost five feet long

the settlement of the country,"

Elliott Coues, the ornithologist,

wrote many years ago. As once-

uninhabited wilds gave way to the

roamings of pioneer hunters, then

to the scattered cabins of settlers,

and finally to the clusterings of vil-

lages, tov^Tis, and cities, the great

crane withdrew—as long as there

remained open to him suitable areas

and cfimates where man was not.

Today the crane must have

reached its limit, or nearly so. With
its back to an intangible, environ-

mental wall, it has turned around

to die, hopelessly. The female lays

only a couple of eggs (sometimes

three) each year, upon a piled-up
Continued on page 436

HAVE YOU SEEN ANY?
This chart shows you how to recognize the whooping crane. If you see any, please

report your information to ROBERT P. ALLEN, c/o The National Audubon Society,

1006 Fifth Avenue, New York 28, N. Y. Tell when, where, and how many you saw

WHOOPING CHANE WHITE PELICAN

AMEHICAN EGRET WHOOPING CRANE WHITE PELICAN

AMERICAN EGRET
"VT

Note the pictures of the Whooping Crane

and of other white birds with which it may

be confused.

THE WHOOPING CRANE:

Stands over 4 feet toll.

Has G wing-spreod of 7 feet.

Flies with neck and legs out straight.

Has a white plumage excepf for block tips

Has black legs and yell

Has a bore red crown.

Usually nests in big marshes,

bill.





A Wild Cat

Kitten

Bij Ralph H. Anderson
Photographs from Frederick Lewis A Mischievous, as any kit-

ten, he would play around

the tent by the hour

^JEVERAL years ago a fisherman

O stopped at the Big Oak Flat

Ranger Station of Yosemite Na-

tional Park carrying in his hat a

tiny wild cat kitten he had found

just outside the Park. The hungry

little fellow was apparently or-

phaned and was so young that he

seemed to be quite unafraid of his

captor.

Rangers at the entrance station

undertook to keep the Httle wild

cat ahve. They fed him milk with

a medicine dropper and gave him

a warm place to sleep in the corner

of the tent they were using for

quarters.

The wild cat thrived and grew

<In keeping with a policy of the

National Park Service not to make

pets out of wild animals, the little

cat was never confined to a cage.

He roamed the forest at will and

only used the food and shelter the

rangers provided if he needed it

> Climbing and chewing
were favorite activities. The
kitten chewed up and ate any

loose socks left around

A WnS) CAT KITTEN

rapidlv on his new fare. He liked

to play with his new friends, the

rangers, and chewed up and ate

any socks they left around. Often

he would sneak through the grass

and suddenly leap out to grab the

men's trouser legs. On one occa-

sion when one of the rangers used

a chamois skin to wash his car, the

kitten literally chewed up the skin

and swallowed it.

One day a motorist with a dog

arrived at the Park entrance. The

dog sighted the kitten in the dis-

tance and leaped out of the car to

chase the Uttle fellow. The rangers

smiled when the cat turned quickly,

struck the dog a few quick blows

with his strong paws, and sent the

pooch yelping back to the car.

One of the rangers, Jack Cul-

breath, was a student at the Uni-

versity of Cahfornia. When autumn

came, he took the little cat with

him to Berkeley. There he became

the center of attraction as well as

an interesting wildlife study prob-

lem. But as so often happens when

animals are taken out of their natu-

ral environment, the cat met an

untimely end. One day a bicycUst

suddenly rode close to him, appar-

ently causing extreme fright. The

wild cat dashed frantically across

the campus for a few hundred feet

and fell dead.



THE FIRST

IN CAPTIVITY

The 75-pound baby was only two
weeks old when found and taken

to the Pretoria Zoological Garden

Martin Gibbs photograph

By Robert Broom
Transvaal Museum

THE so-called White Rhinoc-

eros or, as it had better be

called, the Square-Upped Rhinoc-

eros, was discovered by William

John Burchell in 1812 in the region

to the north of the Orange River

in vi^hat is now called Bechuana-

land.

Large numbers of this huge rhi-

noceros Hved in this section during

the middle of the last century. It

differed from the Black Rhinoceros

in being considerably larger and

having a square upper lip instead

of a pointed prehensile Up such as

is seen in the Black Rhino. Why
the early Boers called it the White

Rhinoceros might seem dilBcult to
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understand, as there is really little

difference in color. The true rea-

son appears to be that the White

Rhinoceros lived on the plains and

was fond of wallowing in any river

or muddy swamp, so that its skin

was often covered with mud. When
the mud dried, the skin appeared

from a distance to be a light fawn

color.

As civilization advanced, the

number of White Rhinos was

rapidly reduced, so that by the end

of the century fears were expressed

concerning its survival. Fortunately

it was learned in 1894 that a few

had still survived in Zululand. Then
in 1899, small herds of a variety

of the White Rhino were found

in the Lado district of the Upper

Nile. These northern herds con-

tained an estimated 150-200 indi-

viduals, and it is thought probable

that about this number still exist.

In South Africa, the White Rhi-

noceros ceased to exist in Bechu-

analand some time ago, and pos-

sibly in Southern Rhodesia. In

Zululand it was thought that only

about a dozen head were left.

Richard Lydekker, in a book pub-

lished in 1917, did not seem to

think there was any hope of the

Zululand herd surviving. Fortu-

nately with strict governmental

protection the small herd has stead-

ily and rapidly increased, and

about 200 White Rhinos are be-

lieved to be Hving now in Zululand.

Just recently it was resolved to

make a rearrangement of the re-

serves, one being reduced in size
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and the other enlarged. When part

of the herd of rhinos was shifted

from one reserve to the other, a

recently born young one was left

behind. It was guarded from tlie

hyenas in tire hope that the mother
might return, but as she did not

come back. Dr. Bigalke of tire Pre-

toria Zoological Gardens was noti-

fied. He acted with the greatest

promptness and sent a motor lorry

with a well-padded crate tlirough

the night 400 miles to Zululand.

The Uttle rhino, a female, was

rescued and brought safely to Pre-

toria. She is quite strong on her

legs and goes about actively. At

present she has only one wish-

milk, milk, and more milk. She

consumes a gallon a day. Her

height is two feet six inches, and

her weight 75 pounds. There is

practically no hair on her except

for a nice little tuft on the tip of

her tail. She has, as yet, no teeth.

The base of the forward horn is

a smooth, rounded, hard boss; there

is no trace of the other horn,

though two httle crescentic hol-

lows on the sides of the brow show

where it will grow. Behind her

eyes are two Uttle knobs on the

cheek bones; and on the top of tlie

neck just behind the back of the

head is a curious little patch of

thickened skin.

As will be seen in the photograph

the head is relatively large and the

legs well developed. When stand-

ing drinking out of her bottle, she

holds much of the weight of the

Herbert Lanij photo

Herbert Lang photo

A White rhinos are rare today. Two hundred are esti-

mated to be living in Zululand, with perhaps the same

number of the upper Nile variety in the Lado District

body on the front toes, the lateral

toes being off the ground.

Young as the rhino is (and it

can't be more than two weeks old )

,

it is full of fight; and if it thinks

it is being petted too much, it

runs back a step or two and charges

with a snort.

The two photographs of adult

White Rhinos shown here were

taken nearly 20 years ago in the

Umfolosi Reserve, Zululand, by

Dr. Herbert Lang. They are prob-

ably the best pictures ever taken

of adults in their native wilds. The
square lip is well shown, likewise

the peculiar pad on the top of the

neck behind the head.

When Dr. Lang took these pho-

tographs, he estimated that only

about 25 head survived. It is thus

gratifying to know that the herd,

with careful protection, has now
increased to about 200, and there

is some hope that we shall be able

to re-establish the White Rhino

as successfully as the United States

has re-established the Bison.

[A late report indicates that the

baby White Rhino is thriving nicely.

At two months it weighed 105

pounds.—Kt).
]

'* The white rhino is considerably larger than the Black

Rhino, but its whitish skin is the result of mud-wallowing.

The two are actually very similar in color

-TK^
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STRANGE USES FOR ANIMALS
Continued from page 414

SO wild that the siege was lifted.

Richard Coeur de Lion reduced tlie

citadel of Acre by the same method.

He ordered as many beehives as

could be gathered together to be

hurled among the defending garri-

sons. To escape the stings of the

mishandled and therefore enraged

bees, the defending soldiers fled for

refuge into their cellars, and before

they had emerged, Richard's fol-

lowers had battered their way into

the citadel.

Even in modern times bees have

put soldiers to flight. In India once,

a cavahyman put his lance through

a beehive, and the indignant insects

swamied out to the attack. Their

nearest objective was a company of

Highlanders, whose bare knees

were no match for the bee stings.

The soldiers broke and ran. I have

read that during the first World

War, German troops in East Africa

used bees to fight British soldiers,

but how this was done I have not

been able to ascertain.

The bee has even been used as

an accomplice in illegal activities.

After the collapse of Italy in World

War II, a Swiss trader and bee-

keeper wanted to smuggle some

Italian honey into his country. The
difficulty was how to get it across

the frontier. He decided to make
use of a well-knowia trait of bees.

He managed to get an uncensored

message through to his Italian honey

merchant, asking him to bring his

honey pots out to the edge of a

forest near the border and leave

them there uncovered. The trader

then moved his beehives to a near-

by point on the frontier. About

1000 yards separated the bees from

the honey. Now, when bees find a

rich, ready-made supply of honey,

they concentrate all their energy

upon exploiting it. That is what

happened in this instance. Within

three days the Swiss bees smuggled

more than 200 pounds of Italian

honey across the border under the

very eyes of the unsuspecting fron-

tier guards.*

Another animal accomplice iji

crime is the Indian monitor or

lizard. Native burglars sometimes

The Times (London), October 18, 1945.
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use the larger kinds of these animals

as living grapnels. The burglar ties

a rope around the monitor's loins

and sends it up a wall in which

there is a convenient crevice. The

monitor enters this and holds

strongly enough to support the

weight of the burglar, who then

scales the wall. This sti-ange use of

lizards seems to be confined chiefly,

if not entirely, to India. The com-

mon Indian monitor {Varanus mon-

itor) attains a length of two yards

or more, and has amazing strength.

One of these animals, or even a

smaller Hzard, would undoubtedly

be equal to the task described. Liz-

ards have been put to similar use

in war. An otherwise inaccessible

Mohammedan fort was once taken

by Mahrattas, who used monitors in

this way, according to Sterndale.*

Considering the high intelligence

of monkeys, it is not surprising that

man has pressed them into his serv-

ice. One of the most interesting

and ancient of these services is in

harvesting. The baboon is today

considered a rather savage and in-

tractable animal, but paintings on

the tombs in the valley of the Nile,

dated about 2000 B.C. show baboon-

like primates gathering figs and

palm fruits for their masters. Sir

Gardner Wilkinson, writing in

1879,' refers to this as well as to

another strange use for monkeys.

In tlie Jimma country of Abyssinia,

he explains, monkeys were still

taught several useful accomplish-

ments. Among tliem was that of

officiating as torchbearers at supper

parties. Seated in a row on a raised

bench, they would hold the lights

until the departure of the guests,

patiently awaiting their own repast

as a reward for tlieir services. Some-

times a refractory one would fail in

his duty, and the harmony of the

party would be momentarily dis-

turbed, particularly if an unruly

monkey happened to throw his

lighted torch into tlie midst of the

unsuspecting guests. The offender

would be punished by the stick and

by privation of food—disciplinary

measures that alone were enough

* Gadow, Cambridge Natural History, vol. 8
(Amphibia and Reptiles), 1901, and Mammalia
of India (revised edition by Frank Finn), 1929.

t J. G. Wilkinson, The Manners and Customs
of Ancient Eavptians, new ed., vol. I, London,
1878, page 382.

to prevail upon them to perform so

dehcate a duty.

The pig-tailed macaque, a highly

intelligent monkey, is employed iu

Malaya and Sumatra to pick coco-

nuts for the natives. R. W. C. Shel-

ford, who was curator of the Sara-

wak Museum for several years, saw

the monkeys thus employed in Bor-

neo and describes the procedure as

follows:

"A cord is fastened around the

monkey's waist, and it is led to a

coconut palm, which it rapidly

climbs; it then lays hold of a nut,

and if the owner judges the nut to

be ripe for plucking, he shouts to

the monkey, which then twists the

the nut around till the stalk is brok-

en, and lets it fall to the ground. If

the monkey catches hold of an un-

ripe nut, the owner tugs the cord

and the monkey tries another."

Some monkeys, this author explains,

were so well trained that the cord

was dispensed with altogether, the

animal being guided by the voice

of his master.*

Botanists in Malaya have used

monkeys for collecting specimens iu

tall trees. A string some 200 feet

long is attached by a swivel to a

collar on the monkey. Instructions

are given in the native language,

and the monkey understands such

commands as "Go up the tree," "Pull

that twig," "Come down," and sev-

eral other simple directions. E.
J.

H. Corner says that one of his mon-

keys knew tlie meaning of eighteen

words of Malay and, when shown

flowers and fruits on the ground,

was able to find them in the trees

and bring them down.'

These are, of course, only a few

of the hundreds of ways in which

man has found animals useful. Some

of them are a credit to tlie intelli-

gence of the animal, others to the

ingenuity of man; all of them are

particularly interesting in this

machine age when, beguiled by

mechanical contrivances, we are apt

to forget that we have not yet

learned mucfi about the natural

world around us.

* R. W. C. Shelford, A Naturalist in Borneo,
London, 1916, page 8.

t In "Wavside Trees of Malaya," Hongkong
Naturalist. 1941, Vol. 10, Nos. 3 and 4, page 239.

See also "The Annual Report of the Director of

the Garden, Straits Settlements," Singapore,

1937.
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MEAT SUPPLY

IN recent times we have come

to look upon the meat supply

in a new Hght—absence makes tlie

heart grow fonder, as they say. At

least in this temperate climate we
human beings can get along with-

out meat, httle as many of us hke

the prospect and important though

it is in nutrition. The Httle arctic

foxes, however, depend upon meat,

and in v^dnter it is often scarce.

During the summer season the

smoky-colored foxes find abundant

supphes of food in tlie arctic tundra

and along the seashore. Ground-

nesting birds are everywhere, in

unbehevable numbers. The httle

canines steal eggs and young birds,

and eat the carcasses of those tliat

die from natural causes. Often they

seize the parent birds while they

are sitting on the nest. Young seals

and sea lions that have died or have

been killed by storms, and even

whales that run aground on

beaches, provide feasts for many
foxes. Inland, the moss, lichen beds,

and the clumps of dwarf willow

and birch teem with lemmings,

those chunky, short-tailed cousins

of our meadow mice.

As with most meat-eaters, when

food is plentiful, the foxes gorge.

A naturahst once saw one eat nearly

the whole of a large salmon and

By John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

then, hunger still unsatiated, it

chewed down a thick leather strap.

But for some eight months of

the year the meat situation is not so

much rosier for the foxes than are

our own prospects now. A few

lemmings can be caught in their

snow tunnels, and occasionally a

fox will catch a ptannigan or a

white hare, and feast upon it. Some
foxes, now clad in dense white fur,

go out onto the ice and follow polar

bears in their hunt for seals. A bear

rarely eats all that he kiUs; often

enough remains to keep several

foxy hangers-on happy and well-

fed. But there are many more arc-

tic foxes than there are polar bears,

so this parasitic habit provides for

only a small percentage of the fox

population.

The habit of storing meat is

common to most members of tlie

dog family, from the domestic dog

that buries a bone in the back yard

to tlie red fox with his more ex-

tensive bm-ied larders. It reaches

an extreme in the arctic fox, faced

as he is vidth more severe shortages

during winter than most dogs ever

have to worry about. An arctic fox

in captivity rarely fails to hide or

bury an extra piece of meat. Wild

ones have been seen to carry oflF

duck eggs and later, months after

the nesting ducks have left, to dig

down through the snow and un-

cover a cache containing many
eggs. One fox was found to have

laid away several hundred lem-

mings, in hoards of from one to

fifty carcasses, as well as the best

part of a large hare. A httle spoil-

ing of the stored meat only makes

it taste all the better to the fox, but

in the Arctic many of these food

"lockers" are close enough to the

external ice to keep pretty well.

Reserves of this sort must often

mean the difference between hfe

and death for an arctic fox.

Even the arctic fox, however,

does not store living provender,

which is what the short-tailed

shrew does. This little creature

gathers snails and stores them alive

in its burrows until they are needed.

In cool weather the snails remain

dormant and cannot escape. It has

even been suggested that the shrew

may bite them and paralyze them

with its poisonous saliva, which if

true would explain why the snails

seem to remain in the storage

chamber even in mild weather.
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CAN THE WHOOPING CRANE
BE SAVED? Continued from page 429

mass of grass and debris about five

feet in diameter, a foot or more
from water a foot and a half deep
in some quiet and desolate marshy
area. If something happens to dis-

turb her, away she goes, perhaps

never to return to her nest. The
whooping crane is not reproducing

itself in sufficient quantities to in-

sure its place on the earth.

"It has retreated before our ad-

vancing civihzation," asserts Arthur

C. Bent, an outstanding ornitholo-

gist, "farther west and then farther

north, for it is one of our wildest

birds, it cannot stand human com-
panionsliip, and it loves the great

open spaces in primitive solitude."

So, in the heart of Canada lies

the region where the last stand of

tlie whooping crane is being made.
Here must be sought the answers to

many questions about this strange

and fascinating bird.

It stands almost as tall as a man
and, on tlie ground, has often been
mistaken for a man or some large

animal. Coues once thought that

he saw an antelope feeding, with

its broad white stern toward him.

Cautiously he stalked it—until the

"antelope" suddenly took wing and

soared away. It was a whooping
crane!

The crane has great wings that

spread seven feet. The adult's

plumage is snowy white, except

for the black wing-tips and feather-

less head, which is a dull red on

the crown and the sides of the

face. The feet and legs are black.

The long bill is dark greenish-

yellow.

No wonder that this most stately

of all our birds has excited man's

interest since colonial days. When
the first_ white men came, the

whooping crane was not nearly as

wild as it is today. There were many
of them then; and when a bird is

in a flock or in large numbers it

is not apt to be as wild as when
alone. Reports of early encounters

with tlie whooping crane say that

it could be approached to within

a fairly close distance.

The crane would then move

away, not in panic but with a

436

stately tread, "taking it easy" as

one early writer put it. Its stiltlike

legs would carry it across marshy
ground without effort at a pace a

running man could scarcely equal.

Only if forced did it fly, taking

off by a curious httle running start,

as if "going up a stairway of air."

As the bird soared higher, it would
bring its legs up, finally stretching

them out in a line with the body.

In flight the long neck would be
fully extended, the sharp, rapier-

Hke bill pointing ahead. The wings

would not beat swiftly, but with

slow, powerful strokes. Sometimes

tlie cranes would fly in bunches or

in triangular form, but the favored

formation was apparently in single

file.

Strangely, this bird dehghted in

aerial games. Not many men have

been privileged to witness the mys-

terious sky-play tliat the whooping

crane apparently indulged in often

in the days when there were many
of them. But it must have been an

inspiring sight. One of those who
did see this air circus reports:

"They proceed to go through

many graceful evolutions, flying

about in a circle, forming sides,

and crossing over and back and

dancing in midair to their own
loud music." This "loud music" was

tlie characteristic resonant, trum-

pet-like cry that gives the whooping

ing crane its name—"such a cry,

redoubled by many echoes, as if

an army of men had shouted to-

gether," declared an early British

explorer who heard a flock of the

birds. The sound was one that

might have been produced by a

great trumpet.

The cry actually is produced by

a natural triunpet. The crane has

an enormously long windpipe,

nearly 60 inches in length, which

is partly coiled up and encased in

the breastbone and which, if

stretched out, would be nearly as

long as the bird itseff. As the call

notes pass through the long neck

by way of the v^dndpipe, they are

tremendously amplified by reso-

nance. On windless days the power-

ful cries can be heard for three

miles.

But the most enchanting thing
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about the great crane is the wa\' in

which it conducts its courtship-

enchanting and, ironically, tragic.

For its manner of making lo\-e—

a

part of nature's plan to perpetuate

this creature—has been, because

of man, a contributing factor to

the bird's extinction.

The \\'hooping crane sta\'s chiefl\-

in low places, according to our best

information. But in years gone by,

when the birds were numerous,

mating time brought them together

on high knolls, in the early morn-

ings and again about sundown, in

spring and summer. There they

would congregate in a courtship

dance. There would be much bow-
ing, capering, and the courteous

or coquettish flapping of graceful

wings. Prancing and scraping about,

the elegantly plumed ladies and

gentlemen of crane society would

happily mingle together. They
would trumpet in joy. But while

they were thus happy, forgetting

their usual caution and making

love, the whooping cranes were,

alas, visible a couple of miles away.

Man, with his gun, came close.

He easily made the kill. And so

the crane's innocent, charming

dance helped it on toward oblivion.

All this is mostly past history,

and most of our knowledge of the

crane is based upon early scattered

observations. Published scientific

knowledge is extremely scanty. Yet

there are many stories about the

crane, even stories (mostly legend)

of how the bird has turned sav-

agely upon man and fought back.

Ernest Thompson Seton has writ-

ten of how a young Indian shot

down a whooping crane. The In-

dian stooped to pick up the bird,

which was wounded in wing and

leg. As he did so, the crane drove

its sharp bill vdth all its force into

the Indian's eye. The next day the

youth's wife found him lying, dead,

across the body of his victim.

To add to the knowledge of the

crane is one of the primary pur-

poses of the investigation now be-

ing conducted. Dr. Pettingill has

suggested several ways in which

everyone in regions through which

the whooping cranes pass or in

which they may dwell can add to

Insects in the House
LADY BEETLES

By C. H. CuRRAN
Associate Curator, Department of Insects and
Spiders, American Museum of Natural History

MANY of the insects that en-

ter our homes are not pests;

some of them are our friends and
are so recognized by householders.

Among these are various kinds of

Lady Beetles, or Ladybugs. Both
the larvae and adults feed on plant

hce and other small insects, and a

single larva may eat from 20 to 50

aphids a day. The adults are much
less voracious but nevertheless play

a very important part in keeping

aphids under control.

When cold weather sets in, the

Inset shows actual size

adult lady beetles seek a sheltered

place in which to pass the winter,

and many of them find such a place

in a house. This is not ideal for

them, because the warmth induces

activity, and it is doubtful that

many of them survive the winter.

Most persons who ask for infor-

mation about lady beetles in the

home during the cold months of

the year are anxious to protect the

beetles, but there is httle that can

be done. If a warm conservatory is

available they may do all right pro-

vided there are aphids on the

plants, but they show very little in-

chnation to feed on aphids on win-

dow plants. Up to the present we
are not aware of any method by
which the householder can protect

the beetles so that they will survive

until spring, but it seems possible

that they might survive if placed in

a really cold cellar. Otherwise it

would seem advisable to release

them out-of-doors on a warm day,

thus permitting them to search for

a satisfactory place in which to

hibernate.

this knowledge and help save the

crane. They are:

1. Report at once any observa-

tions you may have made on

whooping cranes at any time. Es-

pecially desired are exact dates,

localities, numbers seen, and ac-

tivities noted.

2. Encourage everyone who
hves in a region thought to be in-

habited by whooping cranes to

watch for and report on the birds.

"The smallest item of informa-

tion," says Doctor Pettingill, "may

provide an important clue, so send

it along."

Urgent other duties have very re-

CAN THE WHOOPING CRANE BE SAVED:

cently obHged Doctor Pettingill to

pass on the responsibihty of direct-

ing the whooping crane survey to

an able successor, Robert P. Allen.

All information should be sent to

him, c/o The National Audubon
Society, 1006 Fifth Avenue, New
York 28, N. Y.

Can the whooping crane be

saved?

Yes, we are told on good au-

thority, if the remaining stock re-

mains vigorous and keeps a well-

balanced sex-ratio, the whooping

crane may be restored. There is yet

hope for this tallest and most fas-

cinating of North American birds.
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A An ouricuri palm grove in Brazil. The strangler fig (encircling

the palm in the center of the picture) has taken root in the soil and

could probably stand erect without the support of the palm

Strangler figs
By Robert W. Schery

Photographs by the author

ONE of the most curious plants of the

tropics, attracting the immediate

attention of travelers, is the picturesquely

named Strangler Fig. This name, although

not to be taken too literally, is not en-

tirely a misnomer. Strangler figs often do

twine their stems and roots about other

plants and, if circumstances permit, con-

tribute to the death of the host plant by

completely encircling and overburdening it.

The strangler fig begins life as a mi-

nute, sticky seed borne inside the ball-like

fruit of the mother plant, a fruit from a

receptacle so speciaUzed that only cer-

tain insects are normally able to fertihze

some of the many small flowers within

it. This small seed, meeting no adverse

fate, may be carried some distance, per-

haps on the beak or foot of a bird. When
it comes to rest on the trunk of a tree

or in some crevice of a cliff, or falls

among mankind's ephemeral ruins or

other earthly debris, it germinates, and

there its destiny unfolds.

The young, newly germinated seedling

is able to Hve the life of an epiphyte—

a

plant whose roots do not need to reach

soil but can derive all the necessary ele-

ments for Hfe from the tropical atmos-

phere. Nor does the young seedling need

to derive nourishment from the tissues

of the host plant, as would a parasite.

The seedling produces a blunt root-

stem, which gradually works its way
around the trunk of its host or snakes its

way down the cliff toward accumulated

soil below. Eventually many dovimwardly

directed root-stems and upwardly di-

rected leafy branches are in evidence.

Stems encircling a tree trunk may grow

together to form a living, ever-thick-

ening girdle. Eventually roots reach the

soil, and if the supporting tree dies, the

strangler fig may remain standing as a

malformed but independent tree. The

strangler fig is dien no longer an epi-

phyte; it is "standing on its own feet."

Giant strangler figs may completely

overgrow the face of a cliff. In southern

Brazil I have seen venerable strangle!

figs whose thin, flat trunks have in this

way become about fifteen feet wide. If

the cliff is high, few of the roots reach

the soil. Instead they penetrate almost

every crack or crevice on the rock face.

That an ouricuri palm may be overpow-

ered by a strangler fig is plain to be seen

in the accompanying photographs.

Aside from their curious strangling

tendency, the various kinds of strangler

figs appear little different from tlieir mul-

titudinous fig brethren of lesser strangling

habits. Sometimes natives use their sap,

a gooey fluid, to gum branches of trees

where small birds are accustomed to

perch. The birds, stuck by their feet, are

dien easily caught. Wild figs offer sus-

tenance to parrots, toucans, and other

animals, but very few have a wortii-while

fruit from the point of view of man.

Few plants could be called more rep-

resentative of tlie tropics than the figs,

and, among them all, the curious "stran-

glers" best convey diat feeling of unique-

ness and weirdness we commonly asso-

ciate with the tropics.

A A CLOSE-UP of the lower trunk of the

same palm, showing how it has been com-

pletely encircled by the strangler fig

A A BACK VIEW of the upper trunk of the

same tree. The encircling branches have

grown together, and a small lateral branch-

let has twined itself about the trunk of

the palm
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YOUR NEW BOOKS
Conti:u,cd fr. faiic 399

woman does not dare go out on tlie

streets, and tliat nearly all those classes

who wore tlie veil before Reza Shah

Pahlavi are wearing it again; The state-

ment also tliat "elementary education is

now compulsory and free" is true in

principle, in tlie sense tliat universal and

free education has been accepted as a

goal by the government, but it is very

far from realization in towns and villages

and scarcely even a hope among tlie

tribes.

However, the reader will find between

the covers of Iran a truly streamlined and

very satisfactory survey of the country

and her civilization.

Herrick Black Young.

The weather
by George Kimble and

Raymond Bush

Pelican Books, $0.25

185 pp., 20 illust.

'TpHE "Pelican Books" series, the seri-

ous works issued by the pubHshers

of the Penguin books, has maintained

unusually high standards of accuracy of

text and of good popular presentation.

The present work, written by expert

meteorologists, merits a high place in

this good company. The senior autlior is

now Professor and Chairman of the De-

partment of Geography and Director of

the Meteorological Service at McGill

University, following war service as an

expert in the British Naval Meteorologi-

cal Service.

Although listed as an American revi-

sion of an original English work issued

in 1943, the book is so thoroughly di-

rected to the American reader as to lead

one to believe tliat it would be difficult

to recognize its relationship to its British

progenitor. Nearly all illustrative ex-

amples cited are from American weather

records, phenomena peculiarly American

are discussed, and even the photographic

illustrations are wholly from American

sources.

In addition to the usual descriptions of

weather factors, measurements, and phe-

nomena, such as occur in all works on

this topic, the present book adds a num-
ber of exceedingly interesting discus-

sions of pertinent subjects tliat are not

usually to be found. Paragraphs describe

the effect of frost on fruit trees and give

advice on the selection of planting sites

that wiU be least subject to severe dam-
age; others discuss the best montli for

vacations (so far as the weather is con-

cerned) in various parts of the country.

The effect of the Gulf Stream on our

climate is contrasted with its effect on

that of Europe; and the methods used

to combat fog around the airports in

YOUR NEW BOOKS

Britain during tlie war are described.

The range is wide, and the attention is

always held.

This book is to be rated as a "must"

for everyone who is at all interested in

die atmospheric blanket in which we
live.

H. E. VOKES.

Ocean harvest
by Carl I. Wick

Superior Pubhshing Co., Seattle, Wash.,

$3.50, 185 pp., 21 illust.

'TPHIS gives a fairly comprehensive
-*- picture of tlie commercial fisheries

of our Pacific Coast, their extent, mediod,

and tlie life of the men they employ.

Boats and gear are described authorita-

tively and in detail. There are readable

chapters depicting life aboard.

Fur seal, whale, sardine, tuna, halibut,

shark, and shell-fisheries are included,

but well over half the book is devoted to

the Pacific salmon fishery. This is appro-

priately so, considering the extent and

interest of this last. The emphasis here

is on Alaska. For instance, generalizations

apply chiefly to Alaska and not so well

to the Columbia River, which is also dis-

cussed. Some of the interesting features

of the salmon fishery soudi of Alaskan

waters are not mentioned.

The five species of Pacific salmon are

differentiated radier well for the general

reader; and enough of their natural his-

tory is described to make their capture

understandable. However, here as else-

where in tlie book, the natural history

background is sketchy and weak, and

not much good for reference. Most of it

is obviously secondhand. One notices few

statements which might be branded as

incorrect, but plenty that might have

been worded differently to advantage.

At the same time there are items scat-

tered through, presumably drawn from

the author's personal observation or his

familiarity with fishery statistics, that

are likely to interest a naturafist studying

marine Iffe of this coast.

J.
T. N.

The birds of kutch
- by Salim Ali

Oxford University Press, $10.00,

175 pp., 51 illust.

npHE province of Kutch is in north-

'- western India on the Arabian Sea.

Without high mountains and with a rain-

fall of only about fourteen inches a year,

the vegetation as well as the birds and

other animals are predominantly of des-

ert types. Small fertile valleys occurring

here and there contain groves of shade

soesee
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ON PIGS AND PECCARIES
Sirs:

William H. Carr's article on Peccaries,

with excellent photographs by Marvin

H. Frost, interested me greatly. These

animals have had a fascination for me
ever since I was a small boy ... In older

books of travel they are always referred

to as the American representatives of the

pig family, whereas the more recent writ-

ings emphasize the differences between

peccaries and true pigs. Would it be ask-

ing you too much to give us a little more

information on tliis point? I feel sure

a lot of people would like to know more

about the differences between these

animals. M. M. Young.

Ridgefield, Conn.

The following answer is offered by

Dr. George Gaylord Simpson, Chairman

and Curator of the Department of Ge-

ology and Paleontology at the American

Museum of Natural History:

Among native American animals, pec-

caries are the closest relatives of the true

pigs. They evidently were derived from

the same remote ancestry as tlie pigs,

and they are pighke in many of their

characteristics and habits. CaUing them
American wild pigs is, therefore, natural

enough in popular speech, although it

is not technically correct. The ancestral

lines of the pigs and the peccaries have

been distinct since at least the early

OUgocene, probably 35 to 40 million

years ago. During this long period they

iiave developed many differences that

make it quite easy to distinguish the two

groups when they are more closely ex-

amined. For instance, in modern pec-

caries the hind foot has tliree hoofs and

in the pigs it has four ( two that carry the

weight, and two odiers above and be-

hind these). The tusks in pigs are large

and curve outward and upward, while

in peccaries they are directed more down-

ward. The posterior grinding teeth of

pigs are much enlarged and very com-

plicated, but in peccaries they are of

normal size and considerably simpler.

These and numerous other differences,

together with the long separation of the

two groups, cause zoologists to classify

them in different families, the pigs in the

family Suidae and the peccaries in the

Tayassuidae. So far as is known, true

pigs, Suidae, never occurred in America

until introduced as domestic swine

by man, but they have long lived in a

wild state throughout most of Europe,

Asia, and Africa.

Peccaries have lived over much of

North America since the early Oligocene.

They invaded South America about a

million years ago and are now very much

at home there. They have never been

truly domesticated. A few fossil pec-

caries are known from Eiu-ope and Asia,

but they were never common there and

are now completely extinct in the Old

World, perhaps because they could not

successfully compete with their cousins,

the pigs, on their own ground.

Besides the domestic pigs and their

numerous and varied wild relatives in

Eurasia, there are three quite distinct

types of living pigs: the African wart hog,

die likewise African forest hog, and the

East Indian babirussa. There are two

kinds of living peccaries, which are

closely similar ( being, for instance, much

more alike than are the wart hog and

the babirussa), but they are sufBciendy

distinct that they do not interbreed. Of

course pigs and peccaries cannot inter-

breed.

Sirs:

Again I have the pleasure of sending

you my check for $10.00 to cover my
dues as an Annual Member of the

Museum. I am looking forward with

pleasure to the lectures and magazine

that I enjoy so much.

Elizabeth H. Ward.

New York, N. Y.
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W^t gulettbe Jfloto^
The familiar blossom that decorates the cover

of this issue honors the name of a man who

won distinction both in botany and diplomacy

By DOLORES BUTTERFIELD JEFFORDS

^,
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i\>

You see it in florists' windows, and

on Christmas cards, and in the deco-

rations of stores at Christmas time; it is

printed on rolls of gay wrapping paper,

and stamped on ribbons for tying gifts

—the brilliant poinsettia that we have

come to associate inseparably with the

Yuletide season. And the story of its

Nettie L. Smith, from Black Star



name, and of the man for whom tliat

name was given, is as colorful as the

flower itself.

It was discoN'ered in Mexico by Joel

Roberts Poinsett of South Carolina, first

United States Minister to that young re-

public from 1S25 to 1829. A man of many
accomplishments and extensive travel, a

member of Congress and later Secretary

of War, Poinsett was keenly interested in

botany as well as diplomacy. In 1828, he

sent tlie plant to Charleston, and after-

ward to a Mr. Buist of Philadelphia, an

enterprising collector of plants. From
there it soon went to tlie Botanic Garden

of Edinburgh. Poinsett co-operated with

the famous naturahst, Dr. Henry Perrine,

in bringing to light tliis striking but

neglected flower, and in 1836 it received

die name Poinsettia pulcherrima in his

honor. Anotlier name for it, though not

often used, is "Mexican Flame Leaves,"

and botanists also know it as Euphorbia

pulcherrima.

The actual flower of the poinsettia is

very small and insignificant, and yellow

in color. It is the large, bright red bracts

surrounding the flower cluster tliat give

the plant its beauty and distinction. There

is, however, a white poinsettia, alba pul-

cherrima, and a pink, double variety,

plenissima, but these are hardly known,

the red ones being the original and by

far the most popular variety.

The vast majority of the plants one

sees are grown in greenhouses and are

small, but in Southern California and parts

of Florida and die Gulf States, the poin-

settia grows outdoors, to a height of ten

feet or more. Despite tlie fact that it is

a winter bloom, it requires a careful

simulation of its native climate in order

to thrive. The potted house-plant must

be protected from drafts of cold air, in

a temperature of 70 degrees through the

day and not less than 60 degrees at night.

In watering it, only tepid water should

be used. The soil around it should be

kept constantly moist, but not soggy, and

water should not be allowed to stand in

the saucer under the flowerpot. It was

originally a jungle flower, however, and

must ajso be protected from too long

exposvure to the sun.

The poinsettia belongs to the spurge

family, which gives it an odd assortment

of relatives. The castor oil plant, which

in the tropics grows to be a tree, is also

a spurge, as are the many and varied

crotons, from which croton oil is made.

So is the tung tree from China, the oil

from which is widely used for industrial

purposes, and the cassava, which is the

source of tapioca.

From this family of lowly, utihtarian

plants, by some whim of nature, sprang

die flaming poinsettia, definitely a deco-

rative glamor girl—to immortalize the

name of the brilLant man who introduced

it to the world, and to enhance the glow-

ing warmth and cheer of Christmas in

the homes of our land.

YOXIR NEW BOOKS

YOUR NEW BOOKS

PRAIRIE WINGS • PHILIPPINE BIRDS • POND FISHES

NATURAL HISTORY OF NONSENSE • RUFFED GROUSE

Prairie wings.
Pen and Camera Flight Studies

------ by Edgar M. Queeny

Explanatory sketches by Richard

E. Bishop

Ducks Unlimited, New York, $15.00

256 pp., 276 photos, 140 sketches

'TpHIS volume is a treasure of book-
-'- making, fine sentiment, and useful

and fascinating information. As a monu-
ment to intelligent love of nature, to

patience, ingenuity, trutli and co-opera-

tion, it does credit to everyone concerned

with its production.

No strings are attached to its sponsor-

ship by Ducks Unhmited. The author ex-

presses appropriate acknowledgment to

diis sportsmen's organization, his tribute

standing in welcome contrast to recent

exaggerated claims by a writer whose

book endangered tlie cause more than

it helped it.

Prairie Wings is primarily a display of

photographs more revealing than any

hitherto made of ducks in flight. Scores

of critical pictures are interpreted by

means of sketches and descriptive text

in which two men have effectively com-

bined their talents.

The photographs include the first wild-

life exposures by a "magic-eye" camera,

which is a 35 mm. motion picture camera

adapted to taking sequences of still pic-

tures. They were obtained with lenses

up to 17 inches in length and at speeds

up to 1/2000 of a second, altliough gen-

erally at 1/1000 or shghtly less. The ex-

quisite reproductions comprise the pick

of more than 60,000 negatives. The tech-

niques, including the printing of enlarge-

ments of 30 diameters, are elucidated.

Explicit statements cover the few photo-

graphs tliat have been tricked up by any

artifice and likewise the instances in

which odier than free wild birds are fig-

ured. The palpable honesty and forth-

rightness of the book are among its many
refreshing features.

Good photographs of any wild ani-

mals are a pleasure to look at, but the

aim of this book is much more than

esthetic. By purposeful investigation, by

seeking the collaboration of such students

of aerodynamics as C. T. Ludington and

Glenn L. Martin, and by paralleling—

one might say "synchronizing"—the

magic-eye shots with crystal clear draw-

ings, the authors have cast more light

upon the mechanics and procedure of

bird flight than can be gained anywhere

else. They show no cocksureness, admit-

ting tliat interpretation of photographs is

limited to well-based inferences. In only

a very few cases, however, would it be

feasible to depart from tlieir conclusions.

How does a river duck rise vertically

from a swimming position? "Jump" is the

usual term among naturalists and gun-

ners alike. But Queeny's sequences show

that it flies, striking the surface of the

water with outstretched wings on the

first beat, then climbing into the thinner

medium with strokes that complete ten

or twelve cycles a second. All of this is

too rapid for the eye to foUow.

Despite the advantages tliat a birds

wings hold over an airplane, the author

shows convincingly tliat a duck is sub-

ject to stalling and to other hazards of

mechanical flight. Its powers of rectifica-

tion and recovery are, however, far supe-

rior to those of any machine.

Items for criticism are hard to find in

this admirable book. There is an occa-

sional lapsus or misprint in the penciled

descriptions of Mr. Bishop's sketches,

such as the substitution of "ventral" for

"dorsal" on page 139. The audior under-

estimates the extent of precise informa-

tion now available on the physiological

basis of migration. Some of his explana-

tions, such as why a moulting duck loses

all of its quills together, are superficial.

Many organic characteristics evolve not

because they are necessary, but because

diey are not incompatible with survival.

Certain implications of the author's com-

ments on bird artists (page 225) might

be questioned. The function of art is not

to express knowlege gained through in-

struments of precision; a good painting

or print need only reproduce an im-

pression obtainable by tlie normal human
eye.

Space does not permit due praise of

Mr. Queeny 's unobtrusive philosophy,

his moving story of a Labrador retriever,

written without a trace of sentimentality,

and his description of the alluring "Grand

Prairie" of Arkansas.

Continued on page 447
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Altogether, Piairie Wings is a superb

job. It is commended without stint for

its enlightening and thrilhng attributes.

It is worthy of all the recognition it is

bound to receive from de\otees of nature

and of science. „ ^ »

.

R. C. Murphy.

Birds of the
philippines

- bv Jean Delacour and

Ernst Mayi'

Macmillan Company, $3.75

309 pp., 69 illust.

'TpHERE has long been a need for an
* up-to-date handbook of Philippine

birds. McGregor's Manual, though still

useful, has long been out of date, and

Hachisuka's more recent book was never

completed.

Owing to the well-known distinctions

between the birds of the Palawan group

of islands and those of the rest of the

Philippine Archipelago, the two areas are

here treated separately, with cross refer-

ences where needed. AU of tlie PhiUppine

species are briefly described, with the ex-

ception of some of the wide-ranging sea

birds and shore birds. The various local

subspecies are noted and their distribu-

tions stated, so the account is complete

for the region, both for residents and for

migratory visitants. Frequent notes on

habits are added and keys for the identi-

fication of most of the species add greatly

to the utihty of the work. The line-cut

illustrations, by Earle L. Poole and

Alexander Seidel, are exceptionally good.

The authors have united many genera

whose distinctions appeared to be too

slight to warrant their continued separa-

tion, and they have reduced many of the

species to subspecific rank. Consequently,

one who worked with the older Mc-
Gregorian volumes wiO find a great

change in nomenclature. The result, how-

ever, is to bring tlie Philippine avifauna

into more modern perspective in associa-

tion with groups of wider known dis-

tribution.

The reviewer is somewhat less sympa-

thetic toward the changes in many of the

vernacular names. English names are

provided for all tlie species (but not the

subspecies). Some alterations, undoubt-

edly, were needed to cover all the mem-
bers of die newer species-concepts. Tliis

is also true in cases where tlie species to

which the PhiUppine forms are now as-

signed were already known elsewhere

under otlier names. Where the changes

were not required by some such conflict,

die reasons for the proposed alterations

are not always obvious. Some of the

older names are retained while local

names are used sparingly. It might have

been helpful if more of the local names
had been given parenthetically, even

though there is some variation from is-

land to island.

The volume has been very carefully

prepared and bird students in the Philip-

pines will find it an outstanding aid to

the identification of the feathered in-

habitants of an unusually interesting

^«^g'""-
John T. Zimmeb.

The ruffed grouse
----- by Henry Marion Hall

0,xford University Press, $6.50

91 pp., 8 illust.

'TpHE Ruffed Grouse is a tribute by a

sportman to America's finest upland

game bird. Of the 20 brief chapters, five

pertain to life history, three to conserva-

tion, and the rest to grouse hunting ( or

so we would say, tliough Mr. Hall, who
has a great liking for British expressions,

never uses the word "hrmting" ) . The open-

ing chapters give a sympathetic account

of tlie habits and haunts of tlie Grouse.

A discussion of conservation, more factual

and less anecdotal than the remainder

of the book, witii some mention of rele-

vant literature, leads the way to the ac-

counts of grouse hunting under varying

conditions and seasons, the latter being

the main theme of the book.

The author's entliusiasm sometimes be-

comes a bit rhapsodical: ".
. . these up-

land partridge have always used the

strategic glen. Once within its shades,

they become intangible as moonbeams,

vague as abstract ideas, unattainable as

wraiths." At otlier times we are brought

BIRDS OF THE PHILIPPINES
the latest addition to ^
The Pacific World Series J

by Jean Delacour and Ernst Mayr
c-

This volume, written by two internationally-known ornitholo-

gists, is designed to help the reader recognize and identify the

rich bird life found in the region of the Philippines. Principal

characteristics of 450 species are given, together with simply and
clearly worked out keys. Summaries on distribution, habitat,

and behavior are included. 70 excellent line drawings by Earl

L. Poole and Alexander Seidel illustrate the volume.

At all bookstores i.75
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interested in

bird life

THE RUFFED
GROUSE

and

WOODCOCK
WAYS

by Henry Marion
Hall

ILLUSTRATED BY

Ralph Ray

In each of these handsome vol-

umes Henry Marion Hall writes

informally and engagingly of the

bird itself, the secrets of its nest

and its eggs, the behavior of the

hen, the conditions under which

the bird flourishes both in the

wild and in captivity, the steps

taken to preserve the species, and

many other matters that only a

keenly observant naturalist and

skilled writer can convey.

Each book is handsomely illus-

trated with 8 full-color plates and

10 black-and-white drawings by

Ralph Ray.

Each • $6.50

At all bookstores,

or from

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
1 1 4 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 1

1
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In The

Forests oftheNight
By JAMES RIDDELL

A /TR. RIDDELL and a friend departed for the wilds of the Belgian Congo armed

-'-'-*- with cameras, and returned to civilization six months later with some of the

most amazing photographs ever seen. Life Magazine published several of them

last June. The photographs themselves—there are over 100 in the book—are fas-

cinating. It so happens that James Riddell is also a delightful and entertaining

raconteur; so the combination results in a thoroughly enjoyable book. Illustrated.

At your booksellers. $3.00.

ALASKA'S
Animals and Fishes

by Frank Dujresne

'

I
*HIS handsome book covers

*- the vast and amazing animal

and fish life of America's out-

post, the wonderland of Alaska.

One of the most talented of

young wild -life artists, Bob Hines,

has illustrated the book with

fourteen full-color plates and in-

numerable drawings. The author's

broad experience and training

(for which he is famous throughout the length and
breadth of Alaska) coupled with his unusual gift for

writing make this a unique and enduring work.

Limited Edition signed by author and artist with special

color plate, 450 copies, $15.00 each.

Regular Edition, 352 pages, illustrated, $5.00 each.

CARL RUNGIUS
Big Game Painter

by

William
J.

Shaldach

npHE life story of America's most
J- famous painter of big game. In

this magnificent example of distinc-

tive bookmaking, William J. Shal-

dach gives an estimate of the artist's

work, his methods in the field and in

the studio, and his many interesting

adventures in the Yukon, Alberta,

Wyoming, and New Brunswick.

The book contains ten full color

reproductions of Rungius' work—be-

sides a large number of dry-points,

pencil drawings, and several pages

of photographs from the artist's collection, showing life in

camp and on the trail. A collector's item you will treasure.

"An exceptional book, a well-written biography of a big

game painter, and a high class example of fine printing."

—Natural History Magazine.

Edition limited io 1,250 numbered copies, 120 pages,

boxed, $17.50.

A. S. BARNES AND COMPANY
67 West 44th Street Pub/is/iers Since 1838 New York 18, N. Y.
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down to solid earth with a jolt by such

sentences as, "I liavo known a domestic

hen to kick stuff o\er her eggs on being

ousted." Although die audior's narratives

of days afield widi gun and dog max
fall a bit short of tlie very top level ( as

represented, for example, by John C.

Phillips" delightful essay "Grouse-shoot-

ing with George"), diey are usually well

done and entertaining.

The large o\-er-all size of the book (8

by 11 inches) increases the effectiveness

of tlie plates. Their reproduction, unfor-

tunately, does not always do justice to

the rich colors of die subject. The book

is dedicated to the memory of Mr. Hall's

nephew, Hugh Birckhead, formerly of

the Bird Department of the American

Museum, who was killed in action dur-

ing die war. The Ruffed Grouse is a

handsome appreciation of a fine bird. It

should find a ready welcome in the li-

braries of sportsmen, r-, a1 Dean Amadon.

The coming of the
pond' fishes
----- by Ben Hur Lampman

Binfords and Mort, Pordand, Ore., $2.50

177 pp., 8 pp. of illust.

/^ UR East is predominandy lowland;
^^ our West is predominantly mountain-

ous. Even tliough fresh water fishes have

been able to cross divides from one river

system into anodier, various types of

eastern lowland fishes were unknown in

similar waters of the Pacific slope, pre-

sumably because die broad mountainous

belt of die Rockies was an insurmount-

able barrier to their distribution. But man
has taken them across the mountains, and
they are now established there.

The story of how and when they ar-

rived has several interesting aspects. It

is a part of die history of a "new coun-

try," a subject for pleasant argument

among anglers, and important data for

students of changes in the balance of

aquatic life. The coming of these fishes

to die Columbia River basin some 60

years ago is told in detail. In his intro-

duction Stanley Jewett says: "For manv
years Mr. Lampman has patiently and

conscientiously assembled the material

for diis important and delightful book."

It is weU that it has been written before

the record is further obscured by time.

An excellent index enhances its reference

value.

The book is comprehensive in scope;

carp, bass, catfish, crappie, and even

bullfrog receive tlieir due. The abundant

historical detail, which it must necessarily

include, is flavored witii the human inter-

est of biography and character sketch.

There are delightful bits scattered

through—we would refer the reader espe-

cially to the closing chapter, entitled

"The Full Creel."

One of the best things about fishing

is diat it holds an attraction for many
diverse tastes and temperaments. Some

would seek the giant marlin on the high

seas, some would whip with a dry fly

along fast streams for trout. But probably

a larger number of persons enjoy the

contemplative pursuit of less spectacular

fishes in quiet waters—^a group of an-

glers whose interest, as the audior points

out, has been fully expounded by Izaak

Walton in Tlie Compleat Angler.

J. T. N.

M ERRILLEANA

A Selection from the General Writ-

ings of Elmer Drew Merrill

Waltham, Mass., The Chronica Botanica

Co.; New York City, G. E. Stechert and

Co., $4.00, 267 pp., 9 illust. and maps

'
I 'HIS volume commemorating the

^ seventieth birthday of one of the

leading botanists of our day contains a

"chapter" tliat may be of special interest to

readers who recall the article "Lost Con-
tinents," in Natural History for Mav
of this year. In his "Scuttling Atlantis and
Mu," Dr. Merrill here brings together an

imposing array of botanical evidence that

likewise refutes the arguments of those

who adhere to the existence of these

hypothetical continents during man's time

on eartii. This is only one of a host of

interesting and scientifically valuable sub-

jects in tliis compendium, ranging from

"Leprosy Bows to Science" to "On the

Flora of Borneo." It forms Volume 10,

No. 4/5 of Chronica Botanica.

The natural history
OF nonsense
---..._. by Bergan Evans

Alfred A. Knopf, $3.00, 275 pp.

Or in the night, imagining some fear.

How easy is a bush supposed a bear?

—WiUiam Shakespeare.

"C^ VEN today, bushes become bears and

one of tlie greatest increduhties is

man's own credulity. Here is a noble at-

tempt by an author who, we suspect,

sees more bushes than bears to produce

a "study in tlie paleontology of delusion."

When a professor of English witii a keen

sense of humor and a mastery of satire

writes a thought provoking attack upon
man's display of the absence of common
sense in as wide a range of fields as to

include practically all the sciences, social

and natural, he opens himself to criticism.

When one analyzes this masterful work,

satisfactorily documented to meet the ex-

pected criticism, one feels that here is a

contribution to rationality tliat deserves

notice.

It all started with a hitchhiker Dr.

Evans picked up. This hitchhiker was
CoMtinxicd on page 492

cJ3cal

The ALPINE CALENDAR,
12 pages IOV2 in. by 111/4 in. in size,

in 14 natural colors, each page suitable

for framing. The perfect gift for nature

lovers . . . gorgeous mountain scenes in

summer and winter . . . idyllic mountain
lakes in their shimmering beauty . . .

a delight to the eye the whole year

round. Also for the X-Serviceman who
visited Switzerland while overseas.

Only s^3.00 postpaid

Flower Postcards,

"FLORA'S CHILDREN," No. 1 $2.50

A collection of 50 different fall and
spring flower postcards in 14 natural

colors. In attractive Gift Box.

Flower Postcards,

'TLORA'S CHILDREN," No. 2 $5.00

A collection of 100 different postcards

of flowers of all seasons in 14 natural

colors. Boxed.

AUGUST HUMMEL, Importer

55 'West 42d St., New York 18, N. Y.

An enthralling book

Volcanoes
New and Old

by

SATIS N. COLEMAN
This book opens with the "birth" of

the volcano Paricutin in Mexico, and
goes on to discuss the causes of vol-

canoes, their variety, locations and
legends.

"An interest-stirring story that will

appeal to general readers at all age
levels."

—

Science Counselor.

"An exciting work that completely ab-
sorbs the reader,"— C/iica^o Sun.

"Excellently presented, readable, scien-

tifically worthy, and dramatic, a rare

combination,"

—

Scientific American.

With 98 illustrations

At dll bookstores $3.75

The JOHN DAY Company
Sales Office 2 W. 45th St.. N. Y, 19
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NATURE was lavish with

Count Waldeck; she not only

pemnitted him to be soldier, artist,

explorer, courtier, revolutionist,

and archaeologist, but in an out-

burst of prodigality allowed him
109 years of life to encompass them

all. Yet in creating this almost leg-

endary man—he lived from 1766

until 1875—, Nature left out an im-

portant ingredient, the critical

faculty. And because of this lack,

Jean Frederic, Count de Waldeck,

has disappeared into the limbo

of half-remembered, half-forgotten

men who helped to create the fas-

cinating subject of American ar-

chaeology. For—to give a pioneer

his due—Waldeck was one of the

first to penetrate the green curtain

of Central America's jungles in

search for Maya ruins. He explored

the unknown Maya sites of Palen-

que and Uxmal seven years before

Stephens and Catherwood'^ under-

WALDECK
The life-story of one of the most extraordinary per-

sonalities ever to follow the lure of lost civilizations

—explorer, soldier of fortune, artist, and fantasist

Bi/ Victor Wolfgang von Hagen

took their classic investigations.

Yet, by the time of his American ad-

ventures, Waldeck was already in

the evening of his life, and he had

by then—as Humboldt once said of

himself—"lost all sense of the pass-

age of time."

Waldeck's life opens like a pica-

resque novel. He was born March

16, 1766, in either Paris, Prague, or

' See "The Strange Story of the Stephens
Stones," by Carl C. Daiiterman, in Natural
History for December, 1939,

Vienna, depending on whatever city

a biographer wishes to choose from

the conflicting data. Of German
emigre parents, Waldeck was a

descendant of the dukes of Wal-

deck-Pyrmont, the tiny principahty

embedded in Prussian territory be-

tween Westphaha and Hanover.

For centuries the Waldecks had

been born in the shadows of the

Hegekopf until—for reasons un-

known—one branch of the Wal-



> Waldeck, photographed on

his 100th birthday, shortly be-

fore he published his second

book. At this time he was living

on a 2000-franc pension given

him by the Republic of France

decks migrated to Paris. Nothing

is recorded of Waldeck's early life.

At 19 his life-adventures began; he

was chosen to accompany Fran9ois

Le Vaillant on his second expedi-

tion to Africa, in 1786. Le Vaillant

liad previously been among the

Hottentots. His first book, Voyage

dans rinterieur de VAjrique, pub-

lished in 1790, contained fine plates

of the giraffe, but it became notori-

ous because of the figure of a naked

Hottentot, which the authorities

suppressed. Traveling wdth Le

Vaillant, Waldeck earned the

golden spurs of an explorer.

On his return to Paris he entered,

as apprentice, the studio of the fa-

Frederick Catherwood's accurate drawing {left) of the Temple of the

Magician at Uxmal, Yucatan, reveals the extent of Waldeck's imagination.

Actually the temple is situated atop a rough pyramidal mound about three

times as high as the part shown here. But Waldeck's drawing {beloiv), of

which we show only a portion, portrays the pyramid as faced with smooth,

finished masonry from bottom to top. And it omits entirely the startling

gateway bordered by the long-snouted symbol of the Maya God, Itzamna



mous artist Jacques Louis David.

In the atelier of David—famous as

tlie court painter of Napoleon and

the master of Audubon—Waldeck
had his head filled with art-theory

—and republican ideas. He took an

active part early in the French

Revolution, exhibiting witli some

courage a tricolor cockade in his

three-cornered hat. As revolution

swirled about him, he changed

masters, entering the atelier of

Pierre Prudhon just as the blood-

stained besom of the revolution

was sweeping up the debris of the

ancien regime. After their majesties

had deposited their severed heads

in Monsieur Guillotine's basket and

the crescendo of violence had pro-

duced—as a sort of reprisal—Na-

poleon Bonaparte, Waldeck became
a soldier. He took part in the siege

of Toulon and fought the campaign

in Italy. A year later, in the capacity'

of "artist," he was attached to the

scientific branch of General Bona-

parte's Egyptian conquest. In that

brief moment of French triumph,

Waldeck looked upon the archae-

ological remains of Egypt and was

entranced. He became so fasci-

nated by what he saw and drew
that when the French were de-

feated in 1801, Waldeck, instead

of surrendering, fled up the Nile

with four others as far as the

cataracts of Aswan. They then

started a ti-ek across the Nubian

Desert in an attempt to reach Don-
gola, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. Every-

one—except Waldeck—perished.
These youthful years had been

years of violence. But time sped by,

and at 40, Waldeck had nothing to

show for his strenuous life. He had

wanted to do archaeological draw-

ing, but at every step he had been

defeated by the reaUties of the mo-
ment. On his return to Paris, he

found Napoleon emperor and the

British holding the continent un-

der blockade. Again the age of

corsairs; and since a man of Wal-

deck's experience was greatly in

demand, he sailed, in 1807, with

Robert Surcouf, as an ofBcer on

the Revanant, to the Indian Ocean

to prey on British commerce.

And now—a twist of the vwist

and the bits of glass in the kaleido-
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scopic hfe of Waldeck have

changed pattern. He is now, in

1819, in the Pacific—and fighting,

at the age of 52, with the Spanish

revolutionists. When Lord Coch-

rane—the famous lend-lease British

Admiral—sailed to Chile on an

ex-Spanish frigate renamed the

"O'Higgins" Citoyen, Waldeck ac-

companied him. For the next two

years he saw action along the coast

of Chile, at the bombardment of

CaUao, and around the Robinson

CiTjsoe-island of Juan Fernandez.

Then, on December 28, 1821, when
Lord Cochrane's squadron put into

the Gulf of Fonseca in Central

America, Waldeck left the fleet.

For some months he wandered in

Guatemala. In 1821 he saw his first

vestiges of Maya ruins. This was

enough to arouse his interest, for

when he arrived in England—car-

rying letters of recommendation

from Lord Cochrane—, he received

an assignment to illustrate the first

book ever pubhshed on the Mayas.

^

This he accompUshed by making

copies of an earHer set of drawings

of Palenque.

With this book, Waldeck was

brought to the attention of Edward
King, Thii-d Earl of Kingston-

known as Lord Kingsborough. A
wealthy peer and an Oxford under-

graduate. Lord Kingsborough had

been suddenly flung into American

antiquities—and the Mayas—by see-

ing a Mexican hieroglyphic tribute-

chart in the Bodleian Library.

Deeply interested, he began to col-

lect from all sources then available

everything known about the ancient

American civihzations. Lord Kings-

borough had a theory—neither new
nor unique—that the American In-

dian had descended from the Lost

Tribes of Israel. This anthropologi-

cal obsession caused Kingsborough

to publish over a period of years—

between 1831 and 1848—nine huge

volumes priced at £175. These

books. The Antiquities of Mexico,

were commingUngs of fact, fantasy,

legend, and fable, and they indi-

rectly cost Kingsborough his life;

he died, in 1837, in Dublin's

debtors' prison for failure to pay

-Description of the Ruins of an Ancient City
Discovered near Palenque by Antonio del Rio,
London, 1822.

a debt to a London papermaker.

In 1826 before the death of "mi-

lord," Waldeck sailed to Mexico

under, as he said, the "genereuse

protection" of Lord Kingsborough.

He was engaged as an engineer at

the British Mines at Tlalpuxahua,

near Mexico City, the understand-

ing being that he would scour the

country on his Lordship's behalf

for antiquities and "evidences of

the lost tribes of Israel."

Waldeck arrived in Mexico in

1826, not as citoyen but as Count

de Waldeck, accoutered in a velvet

coat and a neckcloth of Brussels

lace. There, for the next six years

between mining operations, he

painted backdrops for the theater

in Mexico and explored all the

archaeological remains in the Val-

ley of Mexico. In 1831 he was given

pennission by Anastasio Busta-

mente, one of the junta ruhng Mex-

ico, to visit tlie ruins of Palenque in

the jungles of the State of Chiapas.

He obtained a saiif conduit, put to-

gether a small retinue of Indian

retainers, resigned his sinecure at

tlie mines of Tlalpuxahua, and de-

parted for Palenque.

On May 12, 1832, at the age of

66—when most men take their ease

—Waldeck erected a palm-thatched

lean-to at the foot of the pyramid

of the Temple of the Cross at

Palenque and began to draw the

Maya ruins. Palenque, constructed

during the seventh century by tlie

Maya of the Old Empire, had been

built in the foothills of the Tum-
bala mountains, overlooking the

flat Tabasco plains. There on the

very edge of an outlying finger of

a jungle-range, these Indian build-

ers had reared a rehgious center of

fantastic proportions. Palenque con-

sisted of a number of temples built

upon truncated pvramids and tlie

so-called Palace, an architectural

complex of many chambered rooms,

grouped about four main court-

yards, with a square tower which

rose from its center to a height of

about fifty feet.

Palenque is without a name of

its own. The barbarically beauti-

ful stiuctures, with tlieir high roof

combs, moulded in stucco and riot-

ously colored, are embellished with
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< In the topmost
FACADE of the Tem-

ple of the Magician,

Waldeck added life-

size figures dressed in

costumes more like those

of ancient Phoenicians than

Mayas. There is no indica-

tion that figures like these

were ever there

glyphs which merely suggest the

time in which they were conceived,

erected, or finished. All the other

glyphs within the famous Temple
of the Cross and Temple of the In-

scriptions give no indication of its

name or why it, like all the other

cities of the Old Empire, was aban-

doned. The history of Palenque

even disappeared from tribal mem-
ory. When Cortes conquered the

Aztecs and made his famous trek

from Tenochtitlan to Honduras

through the Tabasco plain, Palen-

que was unknown.

American archaeological history

began at this city. In 1564 the

Spaniards had founded a small post-

village seven miles from the site,

calling it Santo Domingo del Pa-

lenque. It was not until the middle

of the eighteenth century that the

attention of the Spanish authorities
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Maya heiroglyphs, as copied accurately by A. P. Maudslay

(left) and imaginatively by Waldeck {right). Note the elephant

heads that Waldeck imagined he saw in the symbols. Elephants

were not known to the inhabitants of Central America, and (Z^
Waldeck's inventiveness unfortunately led many persons to be-

lieve that the Mayas had brought knowledge of them from Asia

But this does not hold for all of

Waldeck's work. He was a pioneer,

threading his way through the

labyrinthine complications of a

civilization then without a name;

and to give him a further apologia,

he was under the influence of the

current misconceptions about the

American Indian. His drawings of

natural history, and of the people

themselves, are something else

again. As one leafs through his

original journals, now reposing in

the Edward E. Ayer coUections

within the Newberry Library at

Chicago, one can see the protean

manifestations of his interests. At

one place he attempts to unravel

the Maya glyphs; at another, under

the obsession that the shape of the

head denotes mental faculties, he

distorts Maya profiles to fit the out-

hne of the South American conti-

nent! At Palenque he conceived a

plan to write an entire history of

Ancient Mexico in three parts:

1 ) The Ancient History of Mexico,

2) The Ruins of Palenque, and 3)

The Voyage to Yucatan. In antici-

pation of this, he drew his Indian

mestiza, in the nude, in many atti-

tudes, with Palenque as a back-

ground, for he had, as explained

by John Lloyd Stephens (who at-

tended her funeral in Palenque

many years later), taken her por-

trait "to embellish his intended

work on Palenque." Then in the

midst of all these speculations-

trouble.

Adversity came to Waldeck in

the person of the Mexican police.

The celebrated and terrible-tem-

pered Mexican general and presi-

dent, Santa Ana, suspected this

French artist of political intrigue

and put his agents upon him. In

1834 the pohce fell on Waldeck at

Palenque. They sequestered all his

drawings and ordered him from

the ruins. He fled to Campeche,

where he came under the protec-

tion of the British Consul. But after

what he considered a violent dia-

tribe against him, he fled from

Campeche to Yucatan.

On December 21, 1835, Count

Waldeck—now approaching 70—ar-

rived in Merida. There displaying

the sketches of the original draw-

ings that Santa Ana had taken from

him, Waldeck secured permission

to visit the then mysterious ruins

of Uxmal which lay some miles dis-

tant from Merida. With a passport

signed by Lopez de Llergo per-

mitting him "para Viafar todos los

pueblos del estado," Waldeck went

to the ruins of Uxmal.

It is unfortunate for archaeolog-

ical science—and for Waldeck's

reputation—that he was possessed

of so much imagination, for under

his investigations, Uxmal, one of

the most famous of Maya ruins,

lost all identity with the original.

The Temple of the Magician, one

of the most barbarically beautiful

of all Maya edifices, became, un-

der Waldeck's brush, a pyramidal

structure bearing not the slightest

relation to the original. On the

apex of the truncated pyramid he

drew a finished structure, decorated

with life-size figures of men, carved

of stone in the fuU round, accoutred

in the costumes of ancient Phoe-

nicians. These figures he called

"caryatids," and he assured his

readers that they were "la coupe

exacte." One has only to compare

the superb drawing that Frederick

Catherwood made seven years later

of the same Temple of the Magi-

cian to see why Waldeck has been

placed in an archaeological Umbo.
And, too, Waldeck saw elephants—

not the bones of the mastodon,

which have been found in Central

America, but the carved heads of

elephants—which he claimed the

builders of the Maya ruins had de-

veloped as a decorative motif. It

was unimportant that actually there

never existed such designs; Wal-
deck imagined them, so he drew
the elephant heads.

This gave substance to ideas long

current that the American Indian

was actually a Mongol. One English

writer went so far as to say that

these Mongols brought elephants

to America with them in the four-

teenth century. This "dispersion"
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Coiiyfcsy of the Edward A. Aycr ColliLtwn \c:fbcity Librarv Chitago

A At 98, Waldeck was still a remarkable artist, as shown by this drawing of

Aztec priests dancing in the flayed skins of their sacrificed victims. Note the

femur bone in one hand, and the victim's heart in the other

school of anthropology has pre-

vailed in some quarters down to

the present time, and Sir Grafton

Smith is the high priest of the cult.

His theme is that the Mayas, "chil-

dren of the sun," spread from Egypt

across the world, disseminating

their system of beliefs through

India, Cambodia, and Polynesia.

These people, he reasons, reached

America, and hence Yucatan, by

outrigger canoes. Sir Grafton does

not believe that elephants actually

reached America, but that the idea

of the elephant, personified in

Ganesa, the elephant-headed god,

was transmitted down the centuries

to the Mayas and that they, in deco-

rating their stone palaces, actually

carved the Ganesa elephant-headed

god. His book. Elephants and Eth-

nologists, which is based on some

of Waldeck's fantasies, undertook to

prove that the Maya structtn-es were

built by an invading force from

Cambodia in historical times. This

began a vituperative controversy.
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When Eric Thompson, the ac-

complished Maya scholar, discov-

ered Waldeck's drawings of ele-

phant heads, copies were sent to Sir

Grafton as a jest. And he, claiming

that they were the final proof of

Asiatic influence in America, de-

manded the right to publish them.

Mr. Thompson refused on the basis

that Sir Grafton would give undue

prominence to Waldeck and that

this would muddy the antlnopo-

logical water. After a protracted

correspondence. Sir Grafton pub-

lished the drawings in the Ilhis-

trated London News and wrote a

letter to the Times. For weeks

thereafter the letter columns were

torn with the controversy—all be-

ginning over Waldeck's "elephant

heads."

In I838-at tlie age of 72-Wal-

deck pubhshed his first book, Voy-

age pittoresqiie et archeologiqiie

dans la province d'Yucatan, a large

folio volume illustrated with hand-

colored lithographs. Dedicated to

Lord Kingsborough, it was awarded

the gold medal by the Societe de

Geographic. But time, which alone

makes masterpieces, has in final

judgment placed it merely among
archaeological curiosities. Yet er-

ror is not necessarily error if it in-

spires truth. Waldeck's folio was

one of the books that John Lloyd

Stephens read, and one of the in-

spirations for his Central American

tour.

And Waldeck?

Waldeck lived on and on to be

a veritable Methuselah. When he

was eighty-four, he married an

English girl of seventeen and sired

one son, whom he named Gaston.

Surrounded by the mementos of

his travels in his house at No. 2

Chaussees des Martyrs, in Paris, he

watched the growth of interest in

American antiquities, an interest

for which he had been partly re-

sponsible. He read the books of

John Lloyd Stevens and saw the

accurate engravings of Frederick

Catherwood.

He could not have but winced

when he read, in the Conquest of

Mexico, William Prescott's scath-

ing criticism of his archaeological

inventions. But it did not affect

him. When he was a hundred years

old (and this should be an in-

spiration to aspiring authors ) , Wal-

deck published his second book.

It did nothing to enhance his repu-

tation, for scholars had before their

eyes the drawings of Frederick

CatheiAvood when Count Waldeck

released his archaeological fantastia

of the ruins of Palenque. Age had

not brought wisdom to Jean

Frederic.

There is a final episode.

On the 29th of April, 1875, when

he was walking down the Champs

Elysees, Waldeck turned to look

at an attractive girl and was felled

by a stroke. Thus, there ended on

the streets of Paris, where it had

begun one hundred and nine years

before, tlie fantastic life of Jean

Frederic, Count de Waldeck, the

first Maya archaeologist.

Enlarged from a chapter in the aU'
thor's manuscript John Lloyd Stephens,
an Archaeological Biography. To be pub-
lished in the spring of 194T, by A. A.
Knopf.
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Poisonous at birth and attaining a

maximum length of over eight feet, it

probably causes more deaths than any

other reptile of the western hemisphere

Bij Paul L. Swanson

THE letter "X" may mean any

one of a number of things,

depending on how you look at it.

To a mathematician it represents an

unknown quantity. It may mean
ten, or in a tabloid photograph it

may mark the spot where the body

was found. I once knew a Pennsyl-

vania Dutchman to whom "two X"

meant breakfast. To an etymologist

it is a poor letter with which to

start a word. To a love-sick corre-

spondent it symbolizes a kiss. But

to a naturahst with a memory of

rural Panama, it has a much more

sinister meaning, for there it is the

succinct appellation of a deadly

serpent.

This simple name has been given

the snake because of the X-shaped

markings on its back. The Spanish

pronunciation of "X" is equis, or in

English "eh - kees." The snake

D. D. H. March photo

bears many other descriptive names

in Spanish, Portuguese, and Indian,

in various parts of its range, but

the accepted English name, para-

doxically, is French. For the French

Creoles of Martinique originated

the name by which it is known to

most of us: the fer-de-lance ("the

iron of a lance" )

.

My introduction to this scourge

of the tropics was a memorable

affair. As I look back upon it, I

realize how true it is that a little

knowledge may be more dangerous

than none at all, as the following

experience will indicate.

It was on Barro Colorado Island

in Gatun Lake—that naturalist's

paradise where you can see more

of tropical wildHfe in a day than

you could in a week on the main-

land. I was walking down a rather

steep hill. Astraddle my neck was

the three-year-old daughter of two

of my friends. Following me, in

single file, were her parents, an-

other man, and an army nurse. The

nurse, who was immediately be-

hind me, rather casually remarked:

"You have just stepped over a

snake."

My thrill in the prospect of add-

ing another snake to my collection

was marred a little by chagrin at

not having been the first to see it.

I was the one who was supposed

to be the herpetologist. I excused

myself with the thought that per-

haps baby Ethel had diverted my
attention. I looked back, and there,

in a neat coil right on the trail, was

a snake which I had no trouble in

recognizing as a fer-de-lance, or

Bothrops atrox.

Handing the girl to the nurse, I

got out my camera. I had photo-

graphed rattlesnakes scores of times

and believed that I knew enough

about the temperament of a snake

to predict its actions reasonably

well. This snake was definitely in

a quiescent mood. If he were not

unduly disturbed, I should have

no trouble in getting a good photo-

graph. I approached from the

down-hill side, and with the lens

.3M feet from the center of the coil,

as nearly as I could judge it, I
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snapped the shutter. I took a sec-

ond photo and pocketed my camera.

Then I looked for some sort of

a stick, and soon found a dead

section of a branch about two feet

in length. Pressing this against the

neck of the snake, I grasped it by

the neck and worked my hand up

close to the head before releasing

the stick. I held up five feet of

squirming fer-de-lance.

It is well to know that when men
are travehng single file along a trail,

the leader is less apt to be struck

by a snake tlian one of those fol-

lowing. The snake is alerted by

the leader, and by the time two or

three men have walked by, it is

excited enough to strike at the

next movement it sees. In one such

case with the fer-de-lance, the third

man was bitten and died in a short

time. Once in Florida, three other

men and I had passed a cot-

tonmouth moccasin that was rest-

ing at the edge of the path. We
might not have noticed it at all,

but the sHght "pop" it made when
it opened its mouth attracted our

attention as the fifth man was going

by it. It is possible that my Barro

Colorado Island fer-de-lance might

have struck at one of my friends

if the nurse had not called atten-

tion to it.

I hooked the fangs of the fer-de-

lance over a stick and milked out

a surprisingly large quantity of

venom from it. Besides providing

my friends with a little exhibition

that they had not witnessed before,

it rendered the snake much less

dangerous in case of any possible

accident.

I made a makeshift sack of my
undershirt, and we carried the fer-

Je-lance back to the laboratory,

where it was kept aUve for some

time. It subsequently gave birth

to twenty or more young. This

event was unexpected. The mother

was in a cage made of half-inch

mesh wire, and it was no wonder

that many of the snakes were found

crawHng around the laboratory

floor!

When I got back to the United

States, I read a number of interest-

ing accounts of the fer-de-lance

and found convincing testimony
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A It is not ner\ous and irritable like a rattlesnake but ^aits patiendy

and strikes deliberately. The X-shaped pattern that gives it the shortest

name of any snake may not be easy to distinguish against a leafy background

regarding its unusual tempera-

ment. Instead of being nervous

and irritable like a rattlesnake,

it is rather phlegmatic and does

not bother to put up the rattler's

antagonistic display of defense. In-

stead of rearing the fore part of its

body and exhibiting alertness, it

quietly waits until its enemy comes

within range and then strikes de-

liberately. If I had suspected as

much on Barro Colorado Island,

I certainly would not have taken

photographs within 3/2 feet of a

five-foot fer-de-lance!

Although I did not realize it at

the time, my supposition that be-

cause the fer-de-lance was not

showing any resentment at my
proximity it was not in an ugly

mood, probably was a dangerous

one. It recalls an experience I once

had while collecting copperheads

in Pennsylvania. I had just put a

second specimen into a thin mushn
sack, when I felt a sharp jab on

my Uttle finger. I looked around,

but saw no berry bushes in the

thick vegetation surrounding me,

nor any other plants with thorns. I

noticed a drop of blood on my
finger, and a drop of amber-colored

fluid near the top of the sack. It

dawned on me that one of the

copperheads had struck at me
through the sack and had succeeded

in placing one fang in my finger!

Up until that time, I knew that

snakes wouldn't bite through a

sack. I had often carried such sacks

in my belt, rubbing my thigh with

every step. There's one born every

minute! Perhaps one dying every

minute.

The secret of getting along with

snakes is never to make any sudden

motions, but I had stepped right

over that fer-de-lance, or at least

very close to it. Perhaps it might

have been sleeping; if a snake ever

sleeps; iQuien sabe?

The fer-de-lance is found on the

island of Martinique, and one story

has it that it was brought there to

discourage slaves from wandering

from the plantations at night. The
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eiTiptioii ot Mt. Pelee in 1902, which

took a high toll of human Hfe, was

supposed to have eUminated great

numbers of these serpents as well.

Another factor that probably helps

to keep the fer-de-lance population

down is a certain procedure followed

in the cutting of sugar cane. When
cutting a field of cane, the men
work toward a predetermined cor-

ner. The commotion caused by the

laborers in cutting causes the

snakes to retreat toward that

corner. When only a small patch

of cane remains, it is set on fire

from all sides, thus Idlhng the

snakes that remain in the field.

The fer-de-lance is also found on

St. Lucia, Tobago, and Trinidad,

but it is absent from most of the

other islands of the West Indies.

The mongoose was brought to

Martinique, St. Lucia, and Trinidad

more than 60 years ago to destroy

the snakes, but there is no evidence

that it will attack a viperine snake,

and it is generally agreed that the

importation of the mongoose was

a serious mistake. The mongoose

preyed on the birds, including

poultry, but made no apparent

dent in the population of Bothrops

atrox.

The fer-de-lance is found in the

lowland tropics from San Luis

Potosi in Mexico to Missiones in

northern Argentina. The adult

ranges from about four feet in

length to a little over eight feet.

Like most snakes, it attains a larger

size in some parts of its range than

in others. In Honduras a specimen

8 feet 4 inches long was taken, but

a 6-footer is probably large for

Panama. They do not have the

weight or girth of our big difimond-

back rattlers of equal length, but

the fangs of the fer-de-lance are

proportionately longer.

The female gives birth to very

large numbers of young for a pit

viper. One brood in Honduras

numbered 71. These young snakes

have a yellow tip to the tail, simi-

lar to that of the copperhead of

the United States. WriggUng the

tail may be a method of attracting

lizards for food, the latter thinking

it some sort of larval insect or worm.

The young are born with the fangs

developed and are capable of in-

flicting poisonous bites. Their habit

of climbing bushes and trees,

coupled with a vicious disposition,

is responsible for many snake-bite

accidents. Fortunately the adults

are content to remain on the ground

and are most active at night.

The food of the adult fer-de-lance

consists of small mammals, par-

ticularly such species as the opos-

sum, which is nocturnal like the

snake. Lizards also form a portion

of the diet of the fer-de-lance.

< Extracting venom
from Mr. X. His fangs

are proportionately
longer than those of

a diamondback rattler

D. D. H. March photo

As is the case with many other

snakes, the fer-de-lance is often

more numerous around human
habitations than in the jungle or

forest. The accumulation of trash

heaps around the plantations, and

refuse from native houses, afford

both food and cover for rats and

other small mammals; these in turn

attract the snakes, which find them

an easily procurable source of food.

Douglas March, who himself

met death from the bite of a fer-

de-lance, reported a case from Hon-

duras in which a native was bitten

by one of these snakes. The man's

wife bathed the fang punctures,

which bled profusely. Her fingers

had many cuts and scratches, re-

ceived from a coconut grater. The

man died in a couple of hours, and

the woman the following morning,

presumably from the venom that

had entered her broken skin!

There is not much doubt that

the fer-de-lance has been respon-

sible for more snake-bite deaths

than any other snake in the west-

em hemisphere. In one part of its

range, it is known as the mata

caballo ("kill horse"), and quite

probably it is responsible occa-

sionally for the death of a horse or

a cow. A more common name for

it in Mexico is cuatro narices ( "four

nostrils"), the pits being mistaken

for an extra pair of nostrils. It is

also called rabo hueso ("bony tail"),

owing to the yellowish tail. The

names hatha amarilla ("yellow

beard") and terciopelo ("velvet

skin") are frequently used in vari-

ous parts of Central America. There

are, in addition, a wide variety of

other names, so you may be quite

content to call this serpent Mr. X.

While the danger from this and

other poisonous snakes should not

be minimized, the tropical traveler

may be comforted to know that his

chance of encountering a fer-de-

lance on his visit is probably a great

deal less than that of meeting a

diamondback rattler or cotton-

mouth moccasin in Florida. If by

chance you are one of these few

who are not particularly terrified

by snakes, you may be disappointed

at seeing so few of them in the

tropics.
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BACK in the old days, Harry

Karstens and Tom McGoni-
gal were driving their respective

dog teams down the Yukon to the

Xanana. Karstens, the "Seventy

Mile Kid" as he was called, then

cut cross-country to the Tanana to

pick up some moose meat in a

cache they had built. Tom kept on

to the junction of the two rivers,

for his dogs were below par and

the water level route was the

easiest.

After heading up the Tanana,

Tom's team broke through an over-

flow and in a split second man and

dogs were floundering in slush at

40" below. Countless men have

died from similar accidents, but

Tom didn't figure on "cashing in."

Cutting loose one of the dogs that

couldn't pull, he dragged the sled

and dogs to firm footing. For a mo-
ment man and dogs rolled in the

soft snow to absorb the water, and

then he started them on the run for

the river bank. As he ran, Tom
thought hard and by the time he

reached the bank his plans were

made.

Cutting the sled lashings, he

brought out dry socks and mocca-

sins, and cutting his frozen moc-

casin lacings, he made the change

at desperate speed. Frozen willows

were in sight, but some lusty pulls

tore the handle bars of his sled loose

and with the aid of the candle that

the old time dog-mushers always

carried he soon kindled a blaze.

With his legs and feet dry and

some hot tea warming him, he was

safe . . . for the moment.

Shelter for the night was the next

essential, and his tent was on Kar-

sten's sled. His eye caught a deep

snowdrift by the river bank. With-

out wasting a second, he began

digging a cave, using a snowshoe

for a shovel. When the cave—a small

one—was completed, he dragged

in his tarp and blanket of twisted

rabbit fur, called in two of his

dogs, rolled them and himself in

his bed, and slept warmly through

the night of bitter cold.

In the telling, it all seems logi-

cal and easy, but in a liftime of

northern experience, it is the only

case the writer knows of where a
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It's not something that only an Eskimo can

do, and besides being a lot of fun, you

may find the skill useful on a winter hike

Bij Belmore Browne"

white man caught in such an emer-

gency has used snow to keep him-

self warm. Practically everyone

knows that bears hibernate in snow
caves, that the ruffed grouse spends

the night buried in soft snow, and
that the Eskimo lives in domed
snowhouses; but with the exception

of Stefansson, Peary, and a few
other arctic explorers, the white

man has stubbornly refrained from

using snow to increase his comfort

or save his life.

Late in the winter of 1943, the

Lovat Scovits were undergoing

transformation from a Commando
to a Mountain Regiment. The of-

ficers, Scotch and English, had

been well chosen for such a com-

mand. Included in their number,

were men who had camped and

climbed among the snow peaks of

many of the world's great snow
ranges.

During a field trip, a group of

these officers and the writer found

themselves at nightfall on the

frozen surface of Maligne Lake,

high in the Canadian Rockies. The

long blue shadows were reaching

outward from the wall of snow-

covered mountains to the west. You
could feel, by baring your hand for

a moment, that the temperature

was well below zero, and from the

look of things, it was going a lot

lower. From an emergency camp-

ing point of \'iew, the outlook was

grim.

Lt. Col. Frank M. Smythe gave

voice to the only answer. Turning

to the writer he said, "Now's the

time to try out that igloo you were

telling us about."

The Eskimo snowhouse ( igZoo

in the Eskimo language means any

kind of shelter whether in winter

or summer) is usually built of

blocks cut from wind-pressed snow.

Such a block is solid, strong, easy

to cut, and, because of its low

moisture content, a nonconductor

of cold. In this case, however, the

snow covering the lake had been

subject to repeated changes in tem-

perature and consequently had

turned granular—"corn snow" moun-

taineers call it. In addition to its

relative coldness, corn snow at best

is friable, and a treacherous build-

ing medium. But on cutting a trial

block, the snow seemed to possess

°At the age of 9, the author was li\ing

in lumber camps and on ranches. In

1900-02 he served as artist and collector

on Andrew
J.

Stone's Alaskan Expeditions

and has since made countless expeditions

into the Northwest, tra\'e]ing with \ari-

ous Indian tribes. He surveyed the bound-

ary for Mt. McKinley National Park, se-

cured the largest Alaskan bear scientifi-

cally measured, and captured I\an, the

famous Brown Bear of the Bronx Zoo. In

1921 he built a home in the Canadian

Rockies, where he spent 21 summers and

parts of winters painting wildlife from

Mt. Assiniboine to the Athabaska Ri\er.

His work is represented in the National

Gallery and in other exhibits, and his col-

lections have enriched many museums.

He is the author of The Conquest of Mt.

McKinley, several other books, and many

magazine articles. He is a leading au-

thority on woodcraft and camping.—Ed.
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enough cohesion to ni.ike the experi-

ment worth while. None of the men

present, with the exception of the

writer, had ever taken part in the

building of a snowhouse, or even

seen one constructed. However, the

team of Scotch and English block-

cutters fell to with a will.

The first tier was soon in place

and the spiral dome began to take

form. Manv of the blocks broke,

but in less than 50 minutes the

"king block" had been fitted into

place, the cracks between the

blocks had been fitted with small

blocks and soft snow, and the

house was ready for occupancw

The entrance door should ordi-

narily be made beneath the level

of the floor, permitting the cold

air to settle in the door tunnel and

thus increasing the warmth of the

npper portion. In this instance, the

snow on the lake was only about

one foot deep. Therefore, a snow-

le\el door was tin- only choice.

The finnishing of the snowhouse

was a simple matter. We laid a

canvas tarp on the floor, unrolled

our sleeping bags, and placed our

rucksacks at the head. The door

was closed from the inside with a

snow block, and we were "at home."

What had the snowhouse accom-

plished for us? Col. Smythe, a mem-

ber of three Everest Expeditions

and a man whose experience and

interest in cold weather procedure

was based on many years of high

altitude camping, took over the

temperature readings. On enter-

ing the snowhouse, he found it was

27- below zero. In addition, a night

wind was "making." The surround-

ing wall of ice- and snow-covered

mountains formed a gigantic fun-

nel through which the winds from

the higher peaks were beginning

to siphon in a frigid gale. But

within the snowhouse not a sound

of the gale could be heard, and a

lighted match burned unwaveringly

with a bright, steady flame. Frank

removed his parka and gloves—it

was beginning to get warm! For

20 minutes we rested and talked

in complete contentment; then

Frank took another temperature

reading. "I can't beheve it," he said,

staring at the thermometer, "but

the oflBcial temperature is now 33"

above zero—one degree above

freezing!"

Put in another form, in twenty

minutes our body heat alone had

brought the temperature up to a

point where men could live through

a night of subzero storm with no

other protection than their cloth-

ing. There is no other man-made,

"^ Ready to cook dinner in a

snowhouse from which the roof

has been cut away for photo-

graphic purposes : a scene at 1 1,000

feet in the mountains of Colorado



GROUND PLAN OF SNOWHOUSE
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KING BLOCK
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<The bed platform is three

feet or more above the floor

emergency shelter tliat can dupli-

cate this feat, except the snow cave.

After our period of relaxation,

hot tea and a bedtime snack seemed
the proper move. Our only artifi-

cial heat consisted of an "Aladdin"

lamp—a small gas-vaporizing stove

issued to mountain troops by the

U. S. Quartermaster Coi-ps. Filling

a pail with snow from the floor of

the snowhouse, we put it over the

flame to melt. In a minute or two

the rise in temperature caused by
the small flame became apparent.

Off came our fur caps and mukluks,

and before we reahzed it we were

enjoying all the warmth we could

wish for.

After the Aladdin lamp had

burned for 20 minutes, Frank read

the thermometer again. As on the

previous occasion, he studied the

instrument with a look of astonish-

ment. Then, with a note of sur-

prised conviction, he said: "Beheve

it or not, it's 65° hot!"

That night we slept with our

sleeping bags unfastened and the

upper flap drawn loosely over our

shoulders. Men could not have

slept more comfortably. On subse-

quent occasions relays of ofiBcers

passed the night in the snowhouse,

and they invariably expressed their

amazement at the warmth and

shelter enjoyed.

Why is it that the warmest,

strongest, most dependable, storm-

proof emergency shelter known

has remained practically unused

by northern outdoor men the world

over? On the Byrd expeditions to

the Antarctic—the most lavishly

equipped and costly ventures ever

organized—not one member could

construct a snowhouse. Byrd's dog-

drivers were equipped with fabric

tents, which in a subzero storm are

not even efficient windbreaks. Lt.

Col. C. A. K. Innes-Taylor told the

writer that when he was in charge

of the dogs, the bitter cold endured

by the men—within the tents—af-

fected them mentally and physi-

cally. Had snowhouses been used,

with the same equipment and un-

der Uke conditions, they would have
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>Here the upper blocks, were
placed irregularly to show how
time can be saved when haste is

urgent. The well-known Arctic

explorer Stefansson, instructing

troops of the U. S. Army, is seen

inside the almost finished house

enjoyed perfect eomfort. And the

best quality of snow for snow-

house building is common in the

Antarctic.

At the outbreak of World War II,

the writer was appointed adviser

to the newly formed Arctic Train-

ing School of the U. S. Army Air

Force. In this work, Vilhjalmur

Stefansson was wisely awarded the

role of Adviser on Arctic Procedure.

First by the use of diagrams and

later by the actual construction

of a snowhouse, he inducted the

writer into the art of snowhouse

building. Since then, the writer has

made snowhouses under all sorts

of conditions. Some of them have

been unortliodo.x, such as by form-

ing blocks from soft spring snow
or even "powder snow" (prevalent

throughout the subarctic in winter

)

by tramping the snow evenly with

snowshoes and allowing it to so-

lidify overnight. This experience

shows that wherever snow exists it

can be formed into a snowhouse

by the use of patience and a shght

amount of ingenuity. From the wet,

heavy snowfields of the Sierras and

lower Appalachians to the dry

snow of the northern states, the

snowhouse can be built and has

proved its usefulness in many ways.

During the long periods the

writer spent on the snowfields of

Mt. McKinley, especially during

1910 and 1912, subzero tempera-

tures were often recorded within

the tents. In addition to the tents,

we carried a shovel with which to

make holes in the steep slopes in

which to pitch our tents. The snow

blocks that we removed were of

the finest quality for making snow-

houses, yet we never thought of

using them. If we ever did con-

sider it, the thought in our minds

was that only Eskimos could build

snowhouses and that their construc-

The colder it is outdoors the warmer it can be made in the snowhouse

without melting the roof. If it is as cold as 50° below, the tempera-

tures indicated in the drawing are possible, according to Vilhjalmur

Stefansson

—50° F.
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LETS BUILD A SNOWHOUSE

tion required a lifetime of experi-

ence in the "polar wastes." Nothing
could be farther from the truth.

The principle that makes the

snowhouse possible is the spiral

dome, based on a circular inclined

plane. The Eskimo alone among
all mankind has discovered how
to build a dome without scaffold-

ing. Yet an understanding of this

principle and a little experience in

its application covers all the secrets

of snowhouse building.

The inclined plane is cut in the

first tier of blocks. Thus the suc-

ceeding tiers rise in a spiral forma-

tion. This enables each block to be

supported on two sides—on the bot-

tom and on the side resting against

the block laid before. This in turn

enables the walls of the snowhouse

to lean inward without faUing. Care

must be taken that the block rest

only on its two lower corners. If

the center of the block rests on the

tier below, it will twist on the ful-

ciTjm thus formed and fall. Because

the walls slope inward, tlie builder

must stand within the circle of

blocks, facing outward. Each block

as it is placed, rests on its two

lower comers as stated above, and

in addition, one of its upper comers

impinges against the upper comer

of the preceding block.

In the curve of the dome, where

the blocks he almost horizontal,

cohesion comes to our aid. Every-
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STEPS IN CONSTRUCTION OF SNOWHOUSE

Blocks of snow are cut about

3 feet long, a foot and a half

wide, and six inches thick

The blocks in the first tier are

placed nearly perpendicular

First tier connpleted, showing three

blocks cut to fornn an inclined plane

Second tier, showing continuation of spiral formed by inclined plane

THE ONLY TRICK IN SNOWHOUSE-BUILDING. Shaving down

the corner until it "packs" against the preceding block. If the snow

is of good quality, this may not be necessary

wv:j.

The snowknife should be about 27 inches long.

Any large butcher knife will do
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one knows that two handfuls of

snow can be clapped together to

form one piece. In a similar way,

each block adheres to the one next

to it. When a block is being laid

well up in the roof of a snowhouse,

it can be made more secure by a

simple trick. Slide the blade of

your snow-knife gently back and
forth under the corner of the block

farthest from the block you just

laid. The block then settles a quar-

ter or a half inch with a slight

crunch and becomes more firmly

joined to the block next to it. This

simple procedure, which can soon

be mastered, is the only trick in

snowhouse building; and if the

snow is of a good quality vou may
not even need to use it.

The writer once built a snow-

house for the instruction of a group

of army engineers who were bound
for the North. "The use of the in-

clined plane? Sure—any one would

savvy that much," were the open-

ing remarks, but as the dome took

shape and each succeeding block

tilted farther inward until the 45°

angle was safelv passed and the

final roof blocks lay almost level,

a burst of incredulous laughter

broke from the group, and cries

of, 'It can't be done!" "It's against

the law of gravity!" filled the aii-.

As the engineers were on the

outside of the snowhouse, they

could not see the method or the

effect of shaving down the free

corner and fusing each block in

turn. When the procedure was

demonstrated to them, their in-

credulity changed to admiration

of the "Unknown Eskimo" who had

discovered the process.

While any long-bladed knife,

such as kitchen bread knife, can

be used for cutting snow blocks,

it follows that a longer blade and

handle are preferable. The snow-

knives used by the Aictic Training

School of the Army Air Force were

about 27 inches overall, and the

thin wooden handle was about 11

inches long. A knife of this lengdi

can easilv be forced under an

18x30 inch snow block, which is

about the average size used. Such

a block, six inches thick, when cut

from wind-pressed snow, will weigh
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about 65 pomicls and is slioujj;,

easy to shape, and ol a Ix-autilu!

consistency to work with.

The snow blocks when first hiid

do not fit closely. Wedge-shaped
blocks are genth- forced into the

larger apertures, and the smaller

ones are filled with soft snow gentU^

rubbed in—not patted. When the

joints thus filled solidify, they be-

come stronger than tlie original

blocks, and after a period of set-

tling, the entire structure becomes

\'ery solid.

When a snowhouse is to be used

for some time, it is "iced." This is

accomplished by closing the door

and raising the temperature by

artificial heat. When the walls,

which absorb moistiu-e like blotting

paper, become spongy, the door

block is removed and a ventilation

hole is made in tlie roof. As the

hot air rushes upward, cold air

enters the door and in a few min-

utes the walls are coated with a

film of ice, making it wind-proof

and strong.

If you have any sort of a fire in

a snowhouse, just as in any tightly

built house, it is necessary to have

a ventilation hole or else open the

door every now and then; other-

wise carbon mono.xide may ac-

cumulate and cause asphyxiation.

The presence of this gas is inde-

tectable, and its effect is sudden,

so do not wait until you think you

notice the effects.

Another type of snow shelter is

the snow cave. As its name impHes,

it is a shelter shoveled out of deep

snow. As developed by the Arctic

Training School, its interior is

identical witli that of the snow-

house, with a domed roof, a raised

sleeping platform, and a low door.

During the war large numbers of

men were taught to build these

shelters and lived in them comfort-

ably on tlie snow and glacier slopes

of our high mountains. The side

walls of crevasses proved to be ex-

cellent sites for snow caves.

A comparison of the two types of

snow shelters, by actual use, re-

veals the following differences:

1. The snow cave, while it re-

quires less skill to make, entails

more physical labor. In addition,

let's build a snowhouse

tlif work is "'sloppier,' because dig-

ging out a chamber in deep snow
results in tlie worker getting wet

Irom tile snow that covers his

clothing.

2. Only one man can work in

the early stages of snow-cave build-

ing, whereas any number of men
can cut snow blocks for a snow-

house.

3. The snow cave is darker. The
comparatively thin blocks of a

snowhouse admit a strong diffused

light. Stefansson states that in pe-

riods of bright sunshine men have

even become snow-blind while in-

side of snowhouses.

4. Unless the roof of a snow cave

is generously thick, it may collapse,

whereas the domed roof of a snow-

house will bear a heavy weight

after the house has been "iced."

Sir Hubert Wilkins told the writer

of an occasion when his snow roof

was tested in a manner that, while

con\incing, will never become
popular. While he and his com-

panions were inside, a polar bear

climbed over the roof!

Let us now consider the prac-

ticability of the snowhouse for use

by outdoor men in our snow areas,

its extreme importance in any form

of northern warfare is beyond dis-

pute. If, in any military unit, be it

a company or a regiment, one out

of every four men is a trained

snowhouse-builder, the entire unit

can be snugly housed from the most

savage cold or wind in about 45

minutes. In addition, a scattered

group of snowhouses is less con-

spicuous than any other type of

military camp.

Experienced mountaineers are

universally outspoken in their

praise both of the snowhouse and

snow cave for use in high altitude

climbing. However, one does not

have to go to the far-off places to

Continued- on page 486

Nearly finished. The door through which
the blocks are passed is shown at right

Fitting the king block. The temporary door has been closed, and
when the main entrance is shoveled out the house will be completed



Black-Footed Ferret
By Walker Van Riper and Robert

J.
Niedrach

Colorado Museum of Natural History, Denver, Colorado

THE black-footed ferret, {Mus-

tela nigripes), pictured here

by means of the high-speed flash, is

a rather uncommon animal found

from western North Dakota and

Montana south to Texas. It is seen

most often around prairie dog

towns, where it preys on the inhab-

itants.

The black-footed ferret has the

distinction of having been lost to

science for many years. It was first

described by Audubon and Bach-

man in I85I, after which no more

specimens were reported by nat-
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uraUsts until around the turn of the

century.

Unhke some of its near relatives

the weasels, which sometimes play

havoc in the poultry yard, killing

for the mere love of kiUing, this

animal should be regarded as bene-

ficial to man, as it helps to keep

down prairie dog populations and

seldom, if ever, comes around

himian habitations.

The animal is a fight buff in color

with a dark area in the middle of

the back and on the tip of the tail.

The feet are black, and there is a

black mask across the eyes. It is the

largest of the weasel-ferret group

in the Rocky Mountain region.

Mature males run a Httle over nine-

teen inches from tip to tip.

When teased a Httle, the ferret

suddenly pops its head out of the

burrow and emits a startUng, chat-

tering bark much Hke a Hallowe'en

whirligig noisemaker. This one was

trapped and placed in an artificial

burrow in the laboratory for photo-

graphing. The pictures were made
with the Edgerton high-speed flash,

at 1/30,000 of a second and F/22.
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<Drapi:i) abundantly
from cypress trees, Spanish

moss, the trademark of our

Southland, here frames a

beautiful semi-tropical sunset

>-LONG, GREY STREAMERS
festoon trees and tele-

phone lines, particularly

in southern Florida

Bij

Hugo H. Schroder

Photographs by the author

Wl HEN the Florida-boundW traveler passes through Vir-

ginia, his attention may be attracted

to long, gray streamers hanging

from the branches of trees and elec-

tric wires along the roadside. As he

proceeds through the Carolinas and

Georgia, this gray drapery becomes

more abundant. In Florida it

reaches its peak. It not only flour-

ishes in the cypress swamps but

on lone trees of various kinds

throughout the countryside, and

e\en cities and towns have streets

garlanded with the streamers.

Spanish moss is an air plant, or

epiphyte. It is related to the pine-

apple, though it would be difficult

to find two plants that, on first

sight, look more different. Most of

Florida's dozen or so other plants

VEGETABLE HAIR

Spanish moss is neither Spanish nor moss,

but it serves man with many uses and adds

an exotic touch to our southern landscapes

belonging to the genus Tillandsia,

however, show the relationship

more plainly. Some of them when
viewed from, a distance look like

large birds' nests; others are small.

Spanish moss extends abundanth'

into the American tropics.

Ordinarily the streamers of Span-

ish moss are from one to eight feet

long, so it is sometimes called long

moss. If the twisting strands were

straightened, they would be nearlv

doubled in length. Often a number
of the plants grow so close together

that they form a dense cluster that

is almost impossible to see through.

Actually these air plants take no

nourishment from the tree. Unlike

mistletoe, which derives part of its

nourishment from its host, Spanish

moss asks only an anchoring place.

It makes all of its food from carbon

dioxide, drawn from the air, from

water derived from rain or other

atmospheric moisture, and from

dust or other particles. It is possible

for a dense growth of Spanish moss

to smother the twigs and leaves

where it is hanging, but ordinarily

it seems to do little or no damage.

During dry weather, the plant is

a dull, lifeless gray. When a shower

descends, the hungry moss drinks

up the moisture and quickly

changes to a much greener hue.

But the next day it returns to its

usual monotonous gr£.y.

In the spring, a tiny, greenish

three-petaled flower appears, which

is so inconspicuous that few people

notice it. The flowering season ex-

tends over a considerable period.
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A Three stages of Spanish moss processing (left to

right) : green moss as it arrives, matted strands after

exposure, and the finished product after ginning

When the seeds ripen, the slender

seed pods spht open and discharge

their feathery contents into the air.

The seeds are very Hght and are

provided with silky "parachutes,"

so they float through the air and

perchance make a landing on the

bark of some tree, there to start

new growlli. If the winds carry the

seeds against an insulated power

line, they attach themselves to worn

places in the insulation just as read-

ily as they would to the rough

bark of a tree. Thus we find stream-

ers of Spanish moss growing from

electric wires—a sight which, par-

ticularly in southern Florida, sur-

prises the traveler on his first

visit. One of the small Tillandsias

likewise finds power lines suitable,

and both plants may often be seen

together. They seem to grow there

just as readily as on the bark of

trees, proving that they do not need

a living host.

Long before the era of man, birds

and animals made use of Spanish

moss. It provided a handy material

for home building or to screen their
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nests from the eyes of enemies.

Parula warblers often nest in a

dense moss cluster, where they are

almost invisible unless one notices

the bird leaving or returning.

Hawks and various other birds

sometimes use strands of the moss

for ucst-building or build their

homes beJiind a screen of sheltering

moss. Other animals find a shelter

from rain and cold winds among

the dense moss clusters.

Spanish moss used to be known

chiefly for the pictmesque touch it

added to the southern landscape;

today it is a valuable crop, used

for a variety of purposes. Hunters

and other outdoor men, when camp-

ing in the wilds, find that a thick

covering of Spanish moss under

their tent floor, or under their

blankets, provides a dryer and more

comfortable sleeping place. A wad
of the moss plus some sand makes

a useful pad for scouring pots and

pans.

I have seen Spanish moss used

to protect furniture in transit un-

der a wrapping of gunny sack. It

A Soaking the moss at a moss

yard, where it will be left to

weather for 60 days so that the

outer covering will decay

is also used for screening plants

from the sun. Strands of moss are

draped from wires or slats, and the

degree of shade can easily be regu-

lated. For a screen around plant

sheds, strands of moss are pulled

through the meshes of chicken wire

fencing. Where trees or shrub-

bery are lacking, poultrymen drape

long strands of the "vegetable

hair" over their fencing to give the

fowls shade.

A small animal hospital used

moss to shade its outdoor dog runs.

A shuffleboard court in a Florida

community used it over a frame-

work of iron pipes to provide a

roof above the seats at the ends

of the courts. Urban residents have

used moss festoons hung over wire
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rial covering the inner fiber. One
of the Florida moss gins I visited

sorted the dried moss into six dif-

ferent gra les before ginning. Fur-

niture manufacturers use the inner

fiber for filling upholstered furni-

ture and "hair mattresses." In the

past, many automobile seat cush-

ions were filled with it.

Spanish moss is economically im-

portant to a good many people in

the South, because it provides a

crop when other products are out

of season or under par. Spanish

moss does not have to be planted

or cared for; Mother Nature pro-

vides for it. As the State Forester

of Louisiana put it, "To the totirist,

Spanish moss has esthetic value and

is appreciated for the weird and

mysterious aspect it gives to our

swamps and hardwood regions; but

to the citizen of Louisiana, Spanish

moss is a veritable gold mine of the

air. It is a savings bank, and always

at hand to gather whenever he

needs funds." The wind distributes

its seeds, and birds help to carry

moss to new trees at nesting time.

It requires no cultivation or fertiliz-

ing, and no spraying to keep insects

from devouring it. In fact, those

who gather "vegetable hair" say

that "money does grow on trees."

> Weathered moss being spread

over wires for drying before ginning.

The finished product will serve as

upholstering and packing material

fences to provide greater privacy.

It also came to the rescue when

cloth awnings were out during de-

pression days. But indoors it should

be used guardedly, because of the

fire hazard.

After the green Spanish moss ar-

rives at the moss yard, it is spread

over the ground to a depth of about

five or six feet. The next step is to

thoroughly wet the entire mass. It

is then left to cure for a period of

60 days or longer. During this time

the outer covering of the plant

rots, leaving the entire mass a dark

brown color.

After proper curing, the strands

are hung over wires to dry in the

sun and wind before they are

ginned to remove the rotted mate-

VEGETABLE HAIR



AN INTERESTING AND UNUSUAL PET OF EAST AFRICA

By Arthur Loveridge

Curator of Reptiles and Aml^hibiaiis at
Harvard's Museum of Comparative Zoology

THE bat-eared or great-eared

foxes of East Africa are so un-

like ordinary foxes that few people

recognize the relationship. More
often the adults are mistakenly sup-

posed to be the young of jackals or

hunting-dogs. Back in 1864 this er-

ror even crept into a scientific pub-

lication when a communication

from that able botanist, Sir John

Kirk, stated that bat-eared foxes

hunt in packs and, though inferior

in speed to the antelope, i-un buck

down by wearing them out. At

times, continued the article, they

may even kill a buffalo. This ludi-

crous libel on a timid animal the

size of a fox terrier, is clearly due
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to someone's having confused the

bat-eared fox with the better-known

hunting-dog. The fox's scientific

name is Otocyon megalotis virgatiis.

It was a native of Tanganyika

Territory who brought me the first

I ever saw. The fox had been killed

by his dog, and with it were two

charming little cubs. At that tender

age they were an almost uniform

smoky-gray color, with but a faint

indication of the handsome black

marking that would later adorn tire

tail. Their eyes were open and they

were just able to stumble about.

As the cubs were to share mv
tent for the next month, I arranged

cozy quarters for them in a box

from which they could not wander.

During the first few weeks they

saw to it that I rose once or twice

each night to give them their bot-

tle, for when hungry the\' an-

nounced the fact with sibilant

whistling calls. At all times tliey

could produce a large and varied

repertoire of noises to scare un-

welcome visitors. Except for a

couple of hours at noon, when they

took a siesta, the cubs were hvely

all day. This was apparently nor-

mal, for at Saranda I had been

shown a burrow around which

eight foxes had been seen basking

one sunny morning. Cubs that are

Hvely by day and sleepy at night

probably suit parents who have to

go out foraging at night. Later my
cubs liked to be out after dark,

particularly in bright moonlight,

but if shut in a room they would

go to their box, settle down, and

sleep till morning.

A month after I got them, to mv
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great regret, one of the euhs sud-

denly died. It was then about six

weeks old and measured si.xteen

inches from nose to tail-tip.

By the time the surviyor was six

months old he had lost all traces

of cubhood and rather resembled

a perky little Pomeranian, though

with shorter hair. But he bore a

thick, ^vooll\•, bufl'-colored under-

fur, for cold winds sometimes sweep

across his upland home at night.

This under-fur was almost con-

cealed b\- long, black-tipped, whit-

ish hairs, so that the general hue'

was a grizzled gi'ay. Howeyer, the

black of the muzzle extended on to

the forehead between the eyes and

still farther back on the cheeks.

The tips of the large ears were

likewise black but their edges

were fringed with pure white hairs,

and there was much buff about the

base of each. The legs were darker

than the body; indeed, from the

knees do\\'n they were black. Black,

too, was the tip of the bushy tail,

as well as a wedge-shaped patch on

its upperside that reached almost

to the root. At this time the cub

might be considered grown-up, for

he was only two inches shorter

than his 30-inch father.

I called him Kip, short for kipara,

the Chagga name for a bat-eared

fox. Had I known at the time the

word was bill in Ramba, bii in

Nyaturu, and nchenjeji in Gogo, I

should probably haye called him

bill (pronounced beelee), as he

came from near Ramba territory.

When past the milk stage Kip was

giyen a good deal of finely chopped

meat. At three weeks old he took

a green grasshopper. Shortly after-

wards he pounced on a striped

hawk moth, chewed it well,

dropped it, and then gobbled it up.

He was passionately fond of butter

and honey, and would also eat

porridge, bread, and eggs. He drank

milk or tea witli relish. Bananas

and papaya were also eaten read-

ily, but he would not touch man-

goes or pineapple. Not all bat-

eared foxes share Kip's tastes, for

two that were brought to me as

adults refused to touch papaya or

svyeetened cereals. Milk, or bread-

and-milk. the\' took in moderation,

but rarely finished hard-boiled

KIP

eggs if minced with meat. In fact,

finely minced raw meat alone was

about the only food they nexer

refused.

As he grew older Kip was free

to wander all day and spent much

of his leisure turning stones in

search of millipedes, which he ate

a\idly. I often tossed him one. He
would run to the spot where it fell,

pause for a second as if to make

sure it was edible, then deyour

it. Once I offered him a black-and-

\ellow relatiye of the millipedes

known as a polydesmid. For three

minutes he pawed it oyer and oyer

but would not eat tlie acrid crea-

tine. This was in strange contrast

with his attitude toward a stink

ant (Paltothyreus tarsatus) which

came out of a hole waving its

antennae right under Kip's nose.

He looked at the insect, then seized

and crunched it despite the foul

smell, which was noticeable even

where I was standing a couple of

feet away. He would gobble up

temiites greedily, for "white ants

"

form the staple food of these foxes.

Cautious

When he was feeding, Kip was

always neryous of anyone approach-

ing. Toward natives in particular

he displayed a conspicuous an-

tipathy that was difficult to under-

stand, for all my boys were fond

of him. Probably this was an in-

herent trait shared by monkeys and

some other African animals. At

four months old he took to menac-

ing the boys, snarling, growling,

and looking very wicked, with

bared teeth. His bites were harm-

less, even when he was furiously

annoyed at being caught and car-

ried in for the night. His feeble

teeth, designed for crunching in-

sects, drew blood only when they

nipped a knuckle or some other

thin-skinned spot. If Kip were

chased, he would zigzag this way
and that with the greatest rapidity,

his bixish waving behind him in

such a manner as to "cover his

retreat" and render it difficult for

a pursuing animal to seize him. Kip

himself enjoyed chasing fowls. He
would canter after them witli his

brush arched, and though he never

attempted to bite any of the cluck-

ing birds, he would run beside

them snapping his jaws loudly.

In view of his natural timidity.

Kip's behavior toward baboons was
strange—as was their tolerance of

him, for baboons are alleged to kill

dogs. The first time I witnessed a

meeting was one sultry afternoon

when the boys were either asleep

or away, so there was no one about.

A very big baboon, sneaking up to

the kitchen door, aroused Kip's

curiosity. With head held down,

the little fox followed the ape un-

til the latter caught sight of him
and cantered away. For 200 yards

Kip flew after the big beast, with

only about six feet between them.

A month later baboons were daily

in the vicinity of the house, and on

several occasions I saw Kip play-

ing with them. The fox lay

crouched upon the driveway until

a big dog-baboon, walking slowly

toward him, would come within

a couple of yards; then Kip would

spring up and rush straight at the

larger animal. The baboon, loping

easily away, would look back over

his shoulder at the pursuer he could

so easily kill. Many other baboons

would be close by, either watching

the play or grubbing among the

fallen leaves and branches in the

vicinity.

At the age of six-and-a-half

months Kip met his first dog, a

quiet little mongrel dachshund ac-

companying a visitor. Growling and

bristling. Kip advanced toward the

stranger, and for the first time we
saw a large rufous patch of fur

that had hitherto been concealed

among the long black hairs of his

tail. That was all that happened,

but the dachshund's owner, who
was very fond of dogs, offered to

care for Kip any time I should be

off on a long safari.

So some months later Kip did

go to the farm—a week's journey.

He rode in state in a basket poised

on an African's head, with one of

my boys as chaperon. It was a

relief to receive word that "Louis

and Kip arrived safe and sound

yesterday and we adore Kip. He
has the run of the house, but until

he is used to the dogs I do not want

to let him out. He is an ideal pet,

Continued on page 490
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A A GIANT BULL, his chest scarred from harem battles with

countless rivals, roars full-throated defiance at the camera
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The Sea Lions
OF BOGOSLOF
A visit to the "Disappearing Isle" of Bering Sea, whose

beaches are the summer home of the largest breed-

ing colony of Steller's sea lions in American waters

By Ben East
All photographs by the author

OGOSLOF is a queer island.

Even in a chain of islands

as strange and starkly beautiful as

the fog-shrouded, treeless Aleu-

tians, it stands out. It is a soHtary,

temperamental, explosive speck of

land rising from the wide and

empty reaches of Bering Sea. It

was born only a minute ago in earth

time, within the last two centuries,

and is the smoking, steaming crest

of a young volcano building on the

ocean floor. It ei-upted so often in

its infancy, popping up, sinking

down, changing shape, sometimes

fonning two islets, sometimes one,

sometimes almost none at all, that

the Russians called it the Disap-

pearing Isle. They never found it

twice alike.

It is hardly more than a mile

long, perhaps a quarter as wide. It

lies in the open sea less than 50

miles north of Umnak, in the Aleu-

tian chain, a little farther north-

west of Dutch Harbor.

Its beaches are of black volcanic

sand, sterile and dead. Its cliffs

rise sheer and forbidding from the

sea. It stands by itself, a tiny out-

post of land, swept by endless

winds, pounded by endless surf,

treeless and barren and alone. And,

as if its jutting headlands and

jagged pinnacles were not sufficient

reminders of the subterranean fires

that forged it and still smolder be-

neath its thin crust, a pillar of

steam rises from a boiling basin as

"^ Big bulls, driven from their harem grounds to the sea,

pause at the water's edge to protest in bellowing roars



big as an average duck pond, just

above the beach.

Yet Bogoslof—queer, restless is-

land of hot springs and cold surf

—is far from the lifeless spot you
might expect it to be. Its cliffs har-

bor sea birds by the thousands,

murres that nest in close-packed,

crowded ranks on the tiny ledges,

puffins that stand on the headlands
hour after hour, as solemn as feath-

ered judges, staring motionless out

over the sea. A sloping meadow of

sparse grass, on a plateau a hundred
feet above the beach, is turned into

a busy bird city by hundreds of

glaucous gulls that regularly raid

the murre ledges for eggs. And
from spring to summer each year

the beaches are the home of the

largest breeding colony of Steller's

sea lions found in American waters,

probably the biggest single colony

left on earth.

Above all, it is the sea hons that

make the island a strange place.

You come in off the sea to Bogos-

lof in a small ship, feeling your

way over the shoals on the lee

side, for there is no harbor and no
safe anchorage. You lie-to perhaps

a half mile off shore, and the sights

and sounds of the sea lion colony

assail you together.
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Ranged along the black sand
beach just above the line of silver

where the surf is breaking, sea lion

bulls, upreared on their front flip-

pers, form an unbroken rank, spaced

only a few yards apart. Huge, yel-

low-brown brutes, they look like

sentries guarding the lonely island.

Behind them, scattered over the

rock-strewn beach as far as you can

see, are scores and hundreds more
of the colony, cows and bulls to-

gether, and clusters of darker,

brownish pups scarcely visible on

the dark sand. Some are upreared

like the bulls at the water's edge,

some are sprawled out at full length

as if asleep. A few are shuffling

around, ponderous and deliberate,

creating a scene in slow motion.

And coming out over the water,

rising and falling in irregular

rhythm, there beats a bawling, bel-

lowing roar, incessant as the sound

of surf, but with a wild quality

unlike any noise you have ever

heard on a beach. It is the voice of

the great herd, bulls and cows and

pups barking and roaring and bleat-

ing. The unending summer conver-

sation of the sea lion colony breaks

from perhaps 5000 animal throats

in chaotic unison. It speaks of

their loves, their battles, their par-

•<Steller sea lions in the

crowded breeding colony on
Bogoslof Island give way be-

fore the camerman, bawling
defiance as they retreat. Note
the size of the animals in com-
parison with the men

^The Steller sea lion is a

mammal of strong instincts and
low intelligence, but the pups,

for all their moronic looks, are

appealing little fellows

enthood, their resentment at your

intrusion. It is a sound you will

never forget.

If you plan to go ashore to study

or to photograph, you will probably

worry about how you can make a

stealthy landing. How can you gain

the beach in the pounding surf,

how shall you put your dory in,

without alarming the sea lions and

driving the whole colony into the

sea?

You can rest easy on that score.

There is hardly a sea lion in the

herd that fears you, that has any

thought of retreating from you,

that will move from his usual place

if you seek to land. The bulls along

the water will stand their ground.

Of that you may be sure. And be-

hind them the cows and pups will

watch you warily, but without

panic. As a matter of fact, you may
even have difficulty in establishing

a beachhead at all.

The surf will give you trouble
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I'uough, unless tlie da\' is luuisually'

fine for those waters. You will ap-

proach cautiously, shouting and do-

ing your best to breach the line of

sentry bulls. Don't force the issue.

A half-dozen men are no match for

a bull sea lion in hand-to-hand

combat; and while you are landing,

the odds are all on his side. Break

the courage of one or two bulls first,

bluff them off, dri\e thein back be-

fore you make the run in through

the surf.

Once ashore you can move near

to, or through, the herd with safety

if you are careful. They respect you

on land and will give way to you.

Now and then you will meet a bull,

mounting guard over his chosen

liarem site, who will stand his

ground. Take no chances with him.

He is slow and lumbering, but his

mood may be that of an enraged

bear, and he can harm you danger-

ously if he succeeds in closing with

you. Circle around him and seek

out another family with a guardian

less steadfast.

However long you stay ashore

vou will have an interesting time.

The Steller's sea lion was named

after the scientist who accompanied

\'itus Bering to this region two cen-

turies ago, and he is one of the most

dramatic of the marine animals of

the north Pacific. He is a pinniped,

a '"feather-foot," belonging to the

family that also claims the fur seal,

the California sea lion, and the wal-

rus. Among these, he ranks only be-

low the walrus in size. His smallest

kinsman is the fur seal. Second

comes the better-known sea lion of

the California coast—whose cows

you may have observed as the

"trained seals" of circus or carnival

—then the Steller himself. A Steller's

sea lion bull in prime condition may

weigh more than a ton. The average

weight commonly listed by author-

ities is about 1400 pounds, but the

Chicago Natural History Museum

has a record of one that exceeded

2200. But big as he is, this sea hon

of the north reaches hardly more

than half the weight of the walrus,

king of the family.

With all the members of the

group the males are far larger than

the females. The Steller cow weighs

only from 400 to 600 pounds, and

her lord and master rules her with

an iron hand, as might be expected

where the odds of power are stacked

so heavily on the masculine side.

The sea lions come in from the

•«*- '-"^'-ISfrr^*

'Tilt|ti"»^

-.^^^'...

A Sea lion pups, too young to take to the sea, are left deserted on

the beach when the older animals are driven off. Their strong gre-

garious instinct impels them to huddle together in a tight cluster.

As with the fur seals, a group of this size is called a pod

sea in early summer to breed and to

bear and suckle the awkward, stu-

pid-looking brown pups. Theirs is

a society based on polygamy, al-

most as spectacular as that of the

Alaskan fur seals. The harems of

the sea lion are smaller, however,

and harem discipline is less strict

among the sea Hons. In fact, the

whole organization of the crowded

colony appears to be more loosely

knit, perhaps not quite so efficient

as that of the seals.

One advantage the sea lions pos-

sess over the seals is their coat of

coarse, yellow-brown hair, without

the silken underfur that has kept

a blood price on the seal's head for

more than 200 years. Since they

were without value in the market,

the sea lions partially escaped the

slaughter that reduced the seal

herds to the threshold of extinction

40 years ago.

In primitive times the Steller's

sea hon was the staff of life for the

Aleut native, taking much the same

place in his economy and culture

as the walrus still plays among the

Eskimos farther north. His pelt sup-

plied a mat for the floor of the

Aleut bara bara, a covering for the

skin boats (baidar and baidarka)

in which the natives cruised these

waters. The intestines furnished

raincoats, the sinews thread, the

blubber oil for Hghting and heating.

The Aleuts hunted sea lions for

food and clothing and many other

needs, and even 50 years ago the

drives on the Pribilof Islands were

bloody spectacles. But in modern

times the sea lion has no commer-

cial worth and so has gone largely

unpersecuted. Had he worn fur, it

is hardly likely he would have

fared better than the sea otter or

as well as the fur seal. Indeed, in

that case the Bogoslof beaches prob-

ably would have been empty long

ago.

As it is, Bogoslof is part of the

Aleutian Island Refuge patrolled

by the United States Fish and

WildHfe Service. The sea lions are

protected on their breeding grounds,

and there is every reason to believe

the big herd will continue to as-

semble there as long as the strange

island does not blow up beneath

them and sink into the sea.
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•<A MOUNTAIN RAM
in his native range, the

Rockies of Alberta

Retrace the Northwest trails

with a veteran guide who

has lived all his life with

game, big and small,—and

draw your own conclusions

01^
SHOWING clear and sharp

_ against a background of craggy,

snow-covered peaks, the big bull

elk made a fine picture in the field

of my binoculars, as he lay bedded

deep in the snow on the slope of an

alpine meadow at timberline. Al-

though the sun was shining, it

was a snappy ten below. Hunkered

down in the lee of a wind-blown

pine, I watched through my glasses,

shivering in the biting wind. Up
on the meadow, a thousand yards

away, the big bull seemed com-

fortable enough, well insulated by

his heavy coat of hollow hair.

Through my twelve-power Zeiss

glasses, I could see every detail as

he lay peacefully chewing his cud.

When he tipped his head a httle,

all twelve points of his mighty

antlers were cleanly outlined

against the white slope.

After half an hour had passed,

he stood up in his bed, looking

doviTi over the country below as
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though trying to decide where he

would go for his afternoon feed.

Apparently he saw nothing more

attractive than the meadow where

he stood, for, stepping out of his

bed, he began pawing down
through fourteen inches of snow

for the tasty bunch grass beneath.

After watching him feed for 50

yards along the meadow, I caught

a flash of movement on the edge

of a stunted clump of balsams 200

yards farther up the mountain be-

yond. A second later a big gray

coyote stepped into view. After

looking down the slope for a min-

ute at the elk, the brush wolf

trotted down into the meadow in

a business-like way. There he poked

through the tufts of grass sticking

up out of the elk's tracks, looking

for mice. Although I watched him

carefully, I did not see him catch

a mouse. Slowly he investigated

each of the pawed-out places, un-

til he came up within a few yards

of the bull's rear. There he stood

for a few moments sizing up the

situation. Obviously his technique

was wrong. Apparently deciding to

change his tactics, he trotted casu-

ally around the bull, until he was

directly in front of the big animal.

Stopping again, he looked up into

the elk's face from a range of only

a few feet.

If the old bull saw him, he did

not show it. To say he ignored the

saucy coyote would be an under-

statement. He was the royal rajah

suddenly confronted by one of the

untouchables. He didn't look at

the httle wolf—he looked right

through him, and went on feeding

as though he didn't exist. As for

the coyote, he seemed to think this

lack of recognition was just what

he wanted. After a moment or two

of close study, he dodged around

to one side of the bull and stood

practically in his shadow. The elk

still igfnored him, so he moved
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^•"This fine elk used his

ears and eyes to spot us

through a screen of boughs"

tb
By

Andrew G. A. Russell
F. H. Riggall photos

even closer. Then as the bull lifted

a forefoot to paw away the snow

from the grass, the coyote stood

poised to pounce on any mouse that

might be kicked out of his cover.

Almost unable to believe what I

saw, I watched that smart Uttle wolf

use the proud old bull for a sort of

unsuspecting mouse digger for the

better part of half an hour. Sev-

eral times I saw him duck right

under the elk's belly and snatch a

mouse from under his feet. Finally

the old bull lay down again, and

the coyote went happily on his

way, much benefited by the use

of his smart, well-developed brain.

There are people who explain

the many curious actions of ani-

mals by the use of one word—in-

stinct. To my way of thinking, the

word instinct covers a very small

part of animal behavior. Anyone

who doubts this need only go afield

with a pair of good binoculars, and

all the patience he has. To see wild

CAN ANIMALS THINK?

game meet the everyday emer-

gencies of their hves and solve the

ever-changing problems of their

existence is the surest way to be

convinced that animals use more

than instinct to stay alive.

Different species of animals have

highly developed senses to suit their

particular needs. Some have finely

developed eyes, others depend

upon their ears, while a well-de-

veloped nose is the outstanding

organ of protection used by many.

The Indian has a way of explaining

this.

He says, "A needle fell from the

pine in the forest. The bear smelled

it as it fell. The deer heard it. The

eagle saw it fall."

In the Rockies of the far West

we could exchange the mountain

sheep for the eagle in that quota-

tion, for the sheep has marvelously

keen eyes.

In addition to highly developed

organs of sound, sight, and smell,

or combinations of the three, most

animals have a well-developed

brain. Furthermore they can use

that brain to good advantage.

A number of years ago, a small

colony of beaver estabhshed them-

selves on our ranch. At first there

was only one pair in a small dam
on the headwaters of the creek that

wanders down through a muskeg

before coming out on some flats,

where our hay meadows are lo-

cated. Under careful protection,

the beavers increased and spread

out, until their dams were actually

flooding a good part of our meadows.

Then they energetically began to

build a dam that threatened to

flood a bridge crossing the creek,

and we began to reaUze that some-

thing would have to be done.

Optimistically we pulled out the

offending dam in hope of scaring

the beavers into another part of

the creek. It wasn't as easy as

that, for in a couple of days the
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dam was as good as ever. Then

began a contest to see who was

the most stubborn—we or the

beavers. Every night after work

we pulled out the dam. Every

morning it would be as good as

new. We tried scarecrows. They
worked for one night. The next

night the beavers ignored them,

and built up the dam. It soon be-

came quite plain we weren't get-

ting anywhere, for the beavers got

so tame that they often swam down
to repair the breach, while we
were in the act of making it. In

spite of our failure, it was amus-

ing to see a big beaver come pad-

dling down stream with a huge

mustache of weeds and mud stick-

ing up from his face. If we were

too close, he would slap the water

indignantly with his broad tail and

dive. But just as soon as we re-

treated a little, the dam would be

once more under repair.

Finally when we were about

ready to give up, our hired man
had a brilliant idea. Taking a few

old boards and nails he fashioned

a water wheel with bright tin cans

for paddles. Then tearing out the

dam he placed the wheel on up-

rights, so that it would turn in the

strong current. Then with an added

touch of genius, he hung a huge

cowbell on an overhanging limb,

so that the paddles of the water

wheel would clatter on it, as it

revolved. We all rubbed our hands

together with satisfaction. At last

we had those persistent animals

beaten.

The morning after the wheel was

installed, everything was as it

should be. The creek gushed

through the breach in the dam
merrily turning the wheel, which

made an ungodly racket on the

bell. We had visions of beavers

scrambling madly upstream to get

away from that devilish contrap-

tion down by the bridge. The sec-

ond morning we investigated to

find a surprising sight, which

caused the hired man to swear

mightily, and made us realize we
were dealing with some very smart

animals.

Although none of us was there

to see what had happened in the
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night, the signs were plain to read.

Sometime in the night a big beaver

had come out on the bank upstream

to think over this new threat to

the peace and well-being of his

colony. A few feet farther up the

bank a six-foot chunk of half dry,

peeled poplar pole lay where it

it had been discarded the season

before. The beaver went up to it,

and in less time than it takes to

tell it, rolled it over and pushed

it down into the water. There the

current picked it up and carried

it downstream. In a few minutes

it floated into the breach of the

dam, jamming the wheel solidly, and

like magic the silence of the night

was restored. In a matter of min-

utes the whole colony was at work

lepairing the dam. When we ar-

rived next morning the pond was

brimming full again, and to add

insult to injury, the cheeky beavers

had used the water wheel for rein-

forcement.

Today we don't use that bridge

any more. It is under about two

feet of water. At the moment we
have about 150 beaver dams on the

ranch. As a matter of fact, there

is some doubt as to who owns the

ranch—we or the beavers.

To most of us the skunk is just

a smallish black animal with white

marks on his back, a touchy dis-

position, and armed with a gun that

is always "loaded for bear," or any-

thing else that threatens him. We
don't particularly dislike him. We
respect him. When we do think

of him at all, it is with our noses

wrinkled, and our thoughts may
wander to prominent newspaper

advertisements featuring pink soap.

When threatened, he has the habit

of "shooting first and asking ques-

tions afterwards," but aside from

that we don't give him a great

deal of credit for having much
sense.

One fine April morning three

years ago I had reason to revise

my opinion. I was out riding, look-

ing for strayed horses, when I

spotted a skunk feeding away out

in the middle of a hundred-acre

flat. He wasn't much out of my
way, so I rode over for a closer

look. When I was still well out of

range of his scent gun, he sud-

denly saw me and flagged his tail

up in warning. Keeping at a dis-

creet distance I stopped my horse,

waiting to see what he would do.

After a few minutes' hesitation he

decided to move, making off at a

shambling gallop for the nearest

timber, a quarter of a mile away.

Keeping back at a safe distance I

followed. Then I rode off to one

side trying to turn him away from

the trees. To my surprise he re-

sponded perfectly, heading away
at a new angle and apparently

satisfied just to travel. After a little

more experimenting I discovered

I could drive him anywhere. If I

had had a bucket, I am sure I

could have corralled him in it. Just

for fun I decided to try and drive

him home—a distance of two miles.

Heading him across the big flat,

I chased him toward a chain of

meadows leading to the buildings.

He drove better than most domestic

animals, and we made good time

for the first half-mile. But he was

short-winded, and his gallop soon

fell off to a shuffle. Then, while

crossing from one meadow to an-

other through a narrow strip of

brush, he came close to a willow

bush, and, seeing his chance, dove

into it.

Stopping mv horse I cautiously

approached him on foot from the

windward side. I had given up all

hope of getting him home, but was

curious to see what he would do

if I stayed awhile. When he showed

signs of uneasiness, I squatted on

my heels and just watched. Facing

me, he stamped his front feet threat-

eningly a few times at first, but

after a few minutes he settled

down, and began to dig and eat

the fresh green shoots of new grass

growing at the base of the willow.

Cautiously I moved closer. Several

times he lifted his head, giving me
a long look, and I could almost

see the mental cogwheels turning

through those bright black eyes.

After considerable thought he

seemed to decide that I meant no

haiTTi, for he allowed me to come

up almost within reach. i\fter a

reasonable length of time, I care-

Conthuied on pdge 490
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A One of The Twelve O'Clock

Owls, which made the news-

papers in a Trailside "Murder

Story"
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great

horned
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<The great horned owl is less

docile than his Barred cousin and has

been called the Tiger of the Air.

But this one helped teach thousands

of Park visitors that Great Horned
Owls are useful in preserving the

balance of nature

could actually set our watches by

them. Sometimes we would fail

to hear the whistle, perhaps be-

cause the wind was blowing in the

wrong direction, but the owls would

hear it and respond without fail.

There were a number of skeptics

who came back to Trailside several

times to test our claims for them.

However, after a few visits they

were convinced. We never knew

exactly what quality in the whistle

prompted the birds to respond-

perhaps something exciting in the

timbre of the sound. Whatever it

was, the birds answered back day

after day, month after month.

These birds received extensive

pubhcity on one occasion, even be-

ing accorded a picture and consid-

erable space upon the second page

of the Netf York Times. It hap-

pened in this wise: Early one morn-

ing we left our cabin to start the

day's work, only to discover that

Joe, our likable and very well-

knownn tame crow, lay dead upon

the floor of his cage. We were sad-

dened by the loss and were ex-

tremely curious to learn the cause

of the death. Joe had been with us

for seven years and had shown

every sign of surviving for at least

another seven. The previous day

we had played with him, taking

him upon our shoulders and walk-
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A Caught in the act of blinking his eyes, this Great Horned Owl
shows how the nictitating membrane serves as a sort of second eyelid

ing about with him. He seemed in

fine fettle and enjoyed his outing

as usual. We simply could not un-

derstand what had happened.

We entered the cage and took

the poor creature in our hands. At

first we could not discover a mark.

In fact, we were still examining his

feathers when one of the boys

shouted, "Hey, look! The weasel is

gone! He made a hole in one cor-

ner of his cage and got away. I'll

bet he killed Joe!"

The weasel had a fair-sized cage

to himself, not far from the crow

enclosure. Sure enough, upon closer

examination, we discovered that

there were tiny tooth marks on

Joe's neck. There was no question

about it, the weasel had killed the

bird. Just as we verified this fact,

we chanced to look into the owls'

cage adjacent. The two gray birds

were resting upon their perches as

usual, but one of them had some-

thing very interesting in one of his
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A The pupil of the eye narrows greatly in bright light. Here one is smaller

than the other, because it was exposed to the full glare of the photographer's

light. But, contrary to popular belief, owls can see in the daytime

unrelenting talons. There, in fact,

was the weasel, hanging down as

limp as a rag and dead as the pro-

verbial doornail. The weasel had

made a fatal mistake. Upon finish-

ing with poor Joe, he had entered

the next cage only to meet swift

retribution from above in the form

of large, sharp, and powerful talons,

which plunged through his neck

and skull and held on until Ufe was

gone.

We aU felt momentarily better

about the affair, but on reflection,

we realized that both creatvures had

only followed their own instincts

and that we were really two-time

losers—we had two cages to fill,

instead of one.

OWL FRIENDS

The newspapers detected a per-

fect story of murder and revenge,

and they made the best of it. We
received letters from England and

from other distant places expressing

interest in the events. One woman
in Brooklyn wrote to suggest that

justice had been done but that we,

the keepers of the birds and ani-

mals, were really the ones to blame,

and she was absolutely correct. If

we had built a better cage, the

weasel would not have escaped in

the first place and all would have

been well!

This brought additional visitors

to admire the two owls, and we
heard some interesting remarks. As

we stood near the cage one Sunday,

a man with a Httle boy explained

at length that these were indeed the

birds that had become heroes over-

night. Said he, 'Tou know, owls al-

ways do things like that. I remem-

ber when I was a boy, whenever

anyone did anything wrong, the

old owls would come around the

next night and get 'em, time after

time. So, whenever you are a bad

boy, look out! The owls will get

you, sure as you're bom!" Folklore

is indeed the stuff of which dreams

are made; nightmares too!

It was no wonder that the weasel

had been caught napping. Owls

possess the most marvelous ability

to drop noiselessly upon their prey.

The vdng feathers are of such soft

construction that scarcely the sug-

gestion of a sound is heard as they

sail downward. The unwary animal
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screech

owl

that receives the initial thrust of

those great claws often has no idea

of what stmck him until it is too

late.

Many were the photographers

who tried their luck with our owls,

including Harold K. Whitford who
made the portraits accompanying

this article. He spent many a pa-

tient hour waiting for just the "right

pose" and for the hght to reflect

from the large eyes to give the feel-

ing of life he desired. Incidentally,

it was no uncommon occurrence to

have visitors stare at the birds and

declare that they were mounted.

"Why!" they would exclaim, "Those

birds aren't ahve!" Then one of the

"Twelve O'clock Owls" would turn
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•<Many visrroRS insisted the owls

were mounted specimens until one

would wink at them or turn its head.

These Screech Owls became quite

used to human companionship

its head, and the effect was almost

imcanny.

Not far from the barred owls"

cage was a pair of Great Horned

Owls, the birds that Dr. Frank M.

Chapman called, with considerable

justification, "Tigers of the Air."

These birds were larger than the

barred owls, and their weapons

were larger as well. Among feath-

ered creatures, the great horned

owl is possibly North America's out-

standing nighttime hunter. He sits

quietly upon the dead stub of a

tree as his eyes search the surround-

ings for some trace of motion that

will give promise of a meal. Then,

noiselessly, like his barred cousins,

down he swoops. His beautiful,

gray-brown and reddish body hur-

tles witli precise aim through the

shadows of the forest. In a flash

some unfortunate woodland resi-

dent has breathed its last. Mice,

rats, rabbits, and other animals fall

before his attack.

Many citizens have been quick

to condemn this wonderful bird,

but they should stop to reahze that

the great horned owl is an impor-

tant link in the often mentioned

but little understood "balance of

nature." It is essential that certain

birds and animals e.xist to keep

others in check, to the end that one

species may not increase beyond

bounds and become a Uabihty to

the neighborhood, a detriment to

other creatures and to plants as

well, through sheer weight of num-

bers.

In the long run, the great horned

owl does more good than harm and

should not be killed indiscrimi-

nately where it has not been proved,

beyond the shadow of a doubt,

that his demise is necessary. The
fact that an individual great horned

owl may be observed kiUing

chickens or young turkeys is no

reason for killing all the owls wher-

ever they may be found. The hand

of man has been turned against

these birds for so many years that

it is a wonder any are left to grace

the wilderness areas of our land.

In captivity the great horned

owls, especially the ones caught as

adults, are fairly uncompromising

individuals. However, they have



> Sound asleep on his feet, after

a hard day at the Trailside Mu-
seum. In his livelier moments, this

little Screech Owl was an agile

mouse-catcher

occasionally been tamed. We kept

several with only a falcon's jess,

or leash, upon the feet, instead of

confining them to a cage. The large

owls soon learned to accept tliis

form of restriction and, as they sat

upon their specially constructed

perches under the deep shade of

a tree, they seemed to be far more

content than when behind wire.

In fact, we soon learned that the

birds did not particularly object

to riding about on one's wrist. It

should be added that the wrist was

first protected by a hea\y leather

gauntlet for, if tlie large birds had

decided to clamp down with their

talons, the result would have been

disastrous. Once a great horned

owl closed his talons upon my own
hand, and the scar will remain tliere

always.

Many of the great horned owls

that were brought to us had obvi-

ously had a passing acquaintance

\\'ith skunks, and the evidence

l-*-^.'
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satisfying to change a person's

erroneous ideas when some wild

creature is the beneficiary. We em-

ployed small owls as well as large

ones in our missionary work.

The relatively diminutive Screech

Owls in our collection always

brought forth exclamations of ap-

preciation from onlookers. These

little birds, possessing a quaver-

ing voice, were kept indoors a good

bit of the time and often became

very tame. They were great favor-

ites with those responsible for their

welfare. One small bird, in par-

ticular, behaved almost like a kit-

ten. Indeed his attractive soft head

reminded one of an affectionate

little cat's. This bird, Charlie by

name, would perch upon one's fin-

ger with perfect confidence and

ride about wherever one chose to

walk, indoors or out. He would

make querulous httle sounds when-

ever his head was stroked and

would sometimes work his way up

one's arm until he sat upon a shoul-

der and pressed closely to his ad-

mirer's neck, where he would often

go to sleep.

One day while being thus carried

about, he chanced to open his eyes

suddenly and spied a small dog that

looked up at him inquiringly. Charlie

was ready for battle instantly. His

feathers fluffed up until he seemed

twice his original size. His beak

snapped with a noise that was

doubtless supposed to be ominous,

and he also uttered a hiss that

sounded like steam escaping. Then,

without warning, he suddenly

raised one foot and grasped the

ear of the boy who was carrying

him. The result was starthng. Char-

lie's talons were much smaller than

those of the larger owls, but they

were sharp and surprisingly strong.

Before the surprised owl-bearer

could move, he experienced an

excruciating pain in the ear lobe,

which caused him to jump into the

ail-. But Charhe did not let go. In

his excitement over the proximity

of the dog, he simply held on to the

ear for dear Hfe, and we had to

"pry" him loose. The sufferer found

that, with a bit more pressure, he

would have been able to wear an

earring, for his lobe was nearly per-

forated. The activity amused every-

one except Charhe and the boy,

who learned just how sharp a

screech owl's talons are!

The little bird fed well upon

scraps of meat and showed great

dexterity in capturing an occa-

sional mouse. Like all others of his

kind, he proved an interesting and

desirable creature to have about.

Yes, we admired the owls and

never failed to appreciate their

ways, whether they were confined

in cages or held in check on out-

door perches. But we prefer to

have them free and in the open,

and that, of course, is where they

belong.

LET'S BUILD A SNOWHOUSE
Cotitinued from page 465

find a use for them. Any outdoor

man living within the cold areas of

our country would increase his ef-

ficiency by mastering the few, sim-

ple principles required. Trappers,

lumbermen, prospectors, engineers,

bush pilots, game and park war-

dens, and commercial fishemien

might at any time find a snowhouse

convenient or necessary.

Sportsmen, commercial fisher-

men, and farmers who fish through

the ice of the countless lakes scat-

tered across our northern states and

Canada would find the snowhouse

invaluable. The hole through which

the fish are caught can be made in

warmth and comfort—after the

house is erected. The experience of

sitting snug and warm in a snow-

house while fishing through the

ice is one that will delight both

old and young.

Men who operate where winter

accidents may occur should be

snowhouse-builders, for winter ac-

cidents usually happen where

houses are not available, and not

infrequently the injured person

would profit by treatment before

being moved.

In the realm of outdoor sport
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snowhouse-building merits a popu-

lar reception. Winter sportsmen,

campers, skiers, boy scouts, skaters,

and pupils of country schools would

add greatly to the zest and pleasure

of their winter sports by the use of

these "Eskimo bungalows." It is

safe to forecast that within a few

years this new winter activity will

become a part of the training of

Boy Scout troops throughout the

northern states.

Speculation as to the origin of

primitive procedures is a fascinat-

ing pastime. How did the Eskimo

learn to adapt the principle of the

spiral dome to the construction of

a house completely of snow?

The discovery, while it may seem

simple when you know the answer,

probably required hundred of years

of trial and error. Eskimos are con-

stantly building snow walls for tem-

porary shelters. With the increase

of experience and skill in the use

of snow blocks, some Eskimo

genius must have noticed that when

a curved wall was built around a

depression, the end blocks could

be sloped inward at a considerable

angle from the perpendicular with-

out falling. Such a wall would gain

preference over the sti-aight wall

as it would furnish greater protec-

tion. The final triumph came when,

seeking protection on all sides, the

Eskimo hit upon the principle of

the spiral dome and had a roof

over his head as well. Imagine the

joy and awe with which the first

Eskimo family crawled through

the door of the first snowhouse!

Gone was the age-long terror of

storm and cold; ended for ever, the

horror of an animal existence dur-

ing the polar winter.

After one night in a snowhouse

of your own building, your tradi-

tional attitude toward snow and

cold will change completely. You

will stand shoulder to shoulder

with the Eskimo and enter the

realm of King Boreas with a joyful

anticipation and confidence you

never thought possible. The eyes

of men are turning toward the

North. The great fly-ways of the

future lead across the great snow

areas. It is time tliat we lost our

fear of the magnificent land "up

yonder" and prepared ourselves to

play the part of men in the world s

most healthful environment.

A vacation in Florida, imparting

a he-man tan, may be relaxing, but

the tan is only skin deep. A vaca-

tion in the northern snows will

build you up from the inside out!
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THE SNOW LEMMING
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FEW mammals live so near the

North Pole as the chubby,

short-tailed little rodent known as

the varying lemming. Its name

comes from the fact that it changes

its grayish summer coat for a snowy

white one when winter comes.

No land mammals except the

polar bear and arctic fox go closer

to the legendary home of the Christ-

mas spirit. The varying lemming is

found from northernmost Green-

land and Ellesmere Land to the

southern edge of the arctic tundra,

and from Labrador to the River Ob
in Siberia. Once, in the Ice Age or

Pleistocene Period, the animal

ranged as far south and west as

Central France. Except for another

kind of lemming, found in the New
Siberian Islands, the snow lemming

is the onlv true rodent that turns

white.

A tawny marking across its throat

in summer has caused this animal

to be known also as the "coUared

lemming." Its summer coat is other-

wise grayish, often clouded with

black, with bright buffy sides and

underparts washed with buflF. Upon
the approach of winter, the hairs

of the summer coat fall out and in

their place grow long white hairs

with lead-colored bases. Both coats

THE SNOW LEMMING

Bij John Eric Hill

Drawing by

G. Frederick Mason

are much like those of the snow-

shoe rabbit.

In many ways, the collared lem-

ming looks more Hke a miniature

woodchuck than a mouse, having

about the same build. Its ears are

hidden in the fur, and its large eyes

are placed near the top of the head.

Snow lemmings measure five or six

inches in length with a tail only

half an inch long.

During summer they dig bur-

rows underground with the long,

sharp claws on their two middle

fingers. But when the ground

freezes sohd each year, they can no

longer do this, and a remarkable

change takes place, fitting them

for work in the snow. The claws

grow larger and become doubled,

one above the other on each of the

two fingers. The upper part of the

"snow claw," which sometimes be-

comes half an inch long, seems to

be formed from the true claw. The

second claw, below the ti-ue one

and separated from it by a notch,

apparently develops from the su-

btmguis, which in man is the soft

pad under tlie nail. The whole ar-

rangement is well suited to digging

in the snow.

In many places where these lem-

mings live, deep snow blankets the

treeless plains from October to

early May. For these little animals

the snow is a great advantage. It

keeps them warm and safe from

predatory creatures while they for-

age beneath it for buds, grass, and

the bark of bushes. When, as some-

times happens, strong winds sweep

the flats clear of snow, great num-

bers of lemmings perish.

Underneath the snow, varying

lemmings build nests of dry grass

and musk-ox wool, nests a foot or

more across. Here a whole family

may live through the long arctic

night, and before the snow melts

in the returning sun, a new genera-

tion of four or five lemmings may

be born. In good years breeding

may continue through the summer,

producing as many as five "blessed

events." However, snow lemmings

only rarely become abundant

enough to migrate en masse like

their cousins the famous migrating

lemmings of Scandinavia, which

were described in Natural His-

tory for April, 1945.
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FISHING

One of the world's strangest methods of getting a square meal from

the sea is practiced on Dobu Island, off the coast of New Guinea

Bij Malcom Forbes**

ANTHROPOLOGISTS have long

^ shown a great interest in the

people of Dobu, and many books

and articles have been written

about these strange Melanesians.

This island is but a dot on even a

huge map of New Guinea, but the

people themselves are known far

and wide. They are a virile group,

though very small in number. Not
many years ago they were famous,

or rather infamous, for the fact that

they made fierce raids against vil-

lages as far as one hundred miles

away, kilhng and capturing, and

then escaping in their fast war
canoes.

Anthropologists raced against

time to record the strange customs

of these people before the influ-

ences of civihzation had completely

changed their mode of hfe. Today
there is little evidence that the

Dobuans were once among the most

vicious caniubals in the Pacific.

However, they still occupy a promi-

nent place in native culture. For

one thing, their language is spoken

"Malcolm Forbes, a newspaper edi-

tor who has studied antliropology at the

University of Washington, spent a year

and a half with the Army in New Guinea.

This curious method of fishing by means

of a kite was one of the native customs

that he had opportunity to witness on

several extended trips into the D'Entre-

casteaux Islands.—Ed.

Photographs by the author

or understood throughout the

D'Entrecasteaux Islands. And there

is one old custom that the Dobuans

still practice to this day—kite-fish-

ing. Somehow or other, writers on

Dobuan society have nearly always

passed off this unusual custom with

a few words as though it were not

at all peculiar.

While stationed at Milne Bay, on

the southeast tip of New Guinea

in 1944, I had opportunity to make
several extended trips into the

D'Entrecasteaux Islands, and it was
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on one of these trips that 1 lirst

saw the kite-fisheiinen. Sailing

along the coast of Normanby Island

in a pearling lugger one morning,

I noticed a lone native in his out-

rigger canoe (lakatoi) about a mile

offshore. He was flying a kite. In

all innocence, I pointed out to the

Aussie in charge of our boat that

this native certainly had chosen a

stfange place to fly his kite. Sup-

pressing a smile, the Aussie ex-

plained to me that the native was

working, not playing, and that he

was using one of the local methods

of catching fish.

That evening at Salamo Mission,

across from Dobu, I spoke of the

kite-fisherman I'd seen. My host

expressed the opinion that this

strange method of fishing had prob-

ably originated on Dobu Island,

but that the people on adjacent

islands were taking it up. He sug-

gested that I hike over to tlie next

village and get some firsthand in-

formation from one of the native

fisheiTnen living there.

For a few sticks of trade tobacco

I was able to examine one of the

kites, talk to its owner, and see a

demonstration. The kite is made of

paper-thin, dried banana leaf and

has four sections neatly sewn to-

getlier with pandanus fiber threads.

The cross-sticks are cane. The line

to the kite, and from the kite to the

water, is also made from pandanus

fiber. This unbeHevably strong

twine is taken from the aerial roots

of the pandanus palm and is the

source of most of the material used

in making fishfines, nets, and bags.

If kite-fishing itself is most un-

usual, what would you say about

the bait the natives used? Spider

web! The hand-size New Guinea

spiders weave huge nets, and it is

these nets that the natives use.

'I'lic\' gather the webbing by means

of a forked stick, rolling it into an

elongated ball and fixing it at the

end of their fine. No hook is used.

It seems that only one type of

fish is caught with this lure-bait:

the gar. Playing his kite about

fifty feet above the water, the native

merely sits in his outrigger imtil

he gets a strike. An occasional pad-

dle stroke keeps his canoe in posi-

tion. The kite, meanwhile, flutters

above and in front of him. The line

to the kite, and from the kite to

the water, is a continuous one. The

silvery, waterproof bait goes skip-

ping lightly on top of the water,

simulating the darting motions of

a small flying fish, which is evi-

dently what the garfish thinks it is

going to get when it sinks its sharp

teeth into tlie dancing ball of spider

webbing. Once contact is made,

few escape.

Just what prevents the fish from

escaping seems to be a matter of

much discussion among the natives,

for they do not all agree that the

fish, because of its mouthful of

teeth, simply gets entangled and

can't get away. Some natives as-

sured me that the web sticks to

the fish's mouth, sealing it, as well

as getting entangled in its teeth.

But one man went so far as to tell me
that the web also poisoned the fish.

When the strike is made, the fisher-

man pulls in his kite and line; or,

if he is not alone, his companion

will swim out and pick up the

struggling fish.

While I have used the term "gar-

fish," I only met one person who

referred to it by that name. The

natives have many names for it,

but it evidently belongs to the gar-

fish family. All the specimens I

saw were about eighteen inches

long, four or five inches in circum-

ference, and weighed possibly two

pounds. Other types of fish are per-

haps also caught with this tackle, but

so far as I could determine the kite-

fishermen went out to catch this

species and nothing else.

In talking with some of the old

European residents afterward, I

discovered that kite-fishing is not

confined to the D'Entrecasteaux Is-

lands but is practiced in other parts

of the southwest Pacific as well.

One of my informants, a former

native-recruiter, stated that he fre-

quently saw kite-fishing in the

Solomon Islands and that the meth-

ods used were much the same as

those of the Dobuans except that

butterfly cocoons were also used

as bait or lures. He furthermore

thought that pandanus leaves were

used instead of banana leaves and

that the lines were bush-vines, not

fiber.

Western civilization long ago in-

troduced metal fisliliooks into New
Guinea, but the garfish-loving na-

tive clings to his ancient way of

fishing with a kite. This probably

seems a slow method of fishing,

but as many as fifty fish a day are

reported to have been caught by

these fishermen. What is hard to

understand is just why the natives

want to catch this scrawny, almost

inedible fish they call the Needle-

fish.

<The kite is made of dried banana

leaf, sewn together with pandanus

fiber thread, and has a "pleated"

palm leaf tail (at bottom of photo-

piaph)

^•Launching THE kite.

The bait, made of spider

web, skips lightly on top of

the water, like a small fly-

ing fish
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KIP CoiiHiitied from page 473

eats well and revels in fresh milk

and butter."

The next letter announced that

Kip was as fearless with the big

dogs as he had been with the

baljoons, so three of them were

turned loose in the evenings to

play with him. But the dachshund

remained his special pal. Kip

"flea'd" the pups by nibbling them

all over, and when they were old

enough, he loved to romp with

them.

Being full of mischief. Kip delib-

erately set out to scare the pigs by

running round the fence and growl-

ing at them through the rails, until

they must have thought that a

leopard, at least, was after them.

Another of his pastimes was to wait

till all the pigeons were on the

ground, then charge among them.

Indeed, he loved chasing every-

thing but would hurt nothing. Even

the chickens seemed aware of his

harmlessness, for they paid him

scant attention, whereas they went

into hysterics at sight of a serval

kitten. Though Kip showed a fond-

ness for ratting in the store, he was

never known to catch a rodent, and

I very much doubt if he would

really do so.

Naturally inquisitive, he liked to

have his nose in everything and

would wander all over the farm

until 9.30 A.M. Then, becoming

sleepy, he was quite willing to be

shut up in his box. This he kept

scrupulously clean, for Kip was as

well behaved as any dog. When he

wanted to be let out, he would ask

by scratching at the door. So dog-

like was Kip that eventually my
correspondent ventured to take him

on safaris far from home. Once he

disappeared but, as a letter in-

formed me, "he could find nobody

in the bush to cook rice for him,

and this must have been a great

disappointment, for he likes to

have his meals regular." So three

days later a somewhat muddy and

unkempt Kip trotted into camp and

was very pleased with the recep-

tion party. However, the call of

the wild proved too strong and

Kip departed once too often, never

to return.

CAN ANIMALS THINK.'
Continued jroni page 480

fully picked up a six-inch twig

from the ground and held it toward

him. Stretching out his neck he

sniffed it, and then he went back

to his grass.

Moving very slowly, I reached

over with the twig and gently

touched him on the ear. Other

than to twitch his head, he paid

no attention. Then I scratched him

a little just back of the jaw. That

was his weak spot. He must have

been itchy there for a long time,

for he stretched out his neck and,

with his eyes half-closed, enjoyed

my scratching as much as any dog

or cat ever did. After a few minutes

I discarded the twig and offered

my bare hand. He would allow me

to reach him, but just as soon as

my fingers touched his fur, he

would rough up his tail in alarm.

Being too close to take chances,

I didn't press our acquaintance.

If I had only had the time and a few

titbits in my pocket, I am sure I

could have handled that skunk in

a comparatively short time. What

interested me most was the way

he seemed to know that I meant

no harm. Most wild animals are

extremely shy of man and take a

great deal of persuasion before

they will allow any famiharities.

Of all the big game of the North

American continent, the bighorn

ram is considered by most hunters

to be the most difiBcult to stalk.

In the first place nature has given

him a marvelous pair of eyes-

eyes equal, I beUeve, to a man's

aided with a fine pair of six-power

glasses. Then, too, his native range,

WOODMAN'S PAL



the liigh, rugged peaks of the

Rockies, offer him protection on

their craggy flanks, helping him to

put distance between himscll: and

his enemies. Mountain sheep are

not only masters at making fools

out of their enemies and finding a

living in a country noted for its

hardships, but diey actually play

organized games. The young of

most animals enjoy a good frolic,

but this play is usually just an aim-

less scufHing or scampering. The
j'oung and old of the mountain

sheep family play organized games

startlingly similar to those played

by schoolboys.

One summer my partner, Bert

Riggall, noted authority on wild

life, was camped with a party of

trout fisheiTnen near the British

Columbia border in southwestern

Alberta. It was a wami evening in

early July when Bert stepped out

of his tent with his glasses for a

look at the mountain face back of

the camp. A quarter of a mile to

the west the sheer cliffs of the Con-

tinental Divide rose three thousand

feet to the sky line. Bert played

his glasses back and forth over the

mountain looking for game, and

was not surprised to see a lone

mountain sheep ewe standing sil-

houetted on tlie summit against the

sky. In a few minutes the old ewe
was joined by nine other sheep-

all ewes, lambs, and small rams.

Directly under the sheep, a steep,

hard snowdrift ran down a hun-

dred yards to the top of the main

cliff, which dropped off sheer, and

overhanging hundreds of feet into

airy space. To Bert's great surprise

the old lead ewe suddenly stepped

over the edge and shot down the

snowdrift with her feet set, straight

for the cliff below. Plowing down
over the crust at high speed with

the snow squirting up from her

hoofs in showers, she seemed bent

on suicide. When only a matter

of feet from the lip of the cliff and

a terrible plunge to a sure death,

that astonishingly active old grand-

mother made a sort of four-legged

Christi turn, and galloped merrily

off the snow onto a dry, rocky rib

to one side. Then she began chmb-

ing as fast as she could leg it to

the summit. One atter another the

rest of the band followed her gUs-
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sade, each making that hair-raising,

nonchalant turn on the edge of

disaster and climbing back for an-

other turn. Down in camp the

whole party sat breathless with

glasses glued to their eyes watch-

ing every move of that daredevil

game, played so expertly by those

masters of the crags. The sheep

went on with their play with no

letup until it was too dark to see.

At another time, Bert and a party

of mountain climbers watched for

two hours while five young rams

played "I'm the King of the Castle"

on a small conical pile of loose rock

left by a receding glacier. One ram

would take his place on top of the

mound and stand off repeated at-

tacks by the other four, until he

was disloged. Then the winner took

his turn and so on.

One autumn we were out camera

hunting with a party in sheep ter-

ritory. Climbing up the side of a

high dividing ridge one morning,

we cautiously poked our eyebrows

over the sky line to glass the basin

beyond for game. In spite of a care-

ful combing, we could see nothing,

so we got to our feet and walked

boldly out onto the summit and

headed up the crest of the ridge

toward another basin higher up.

We had not gone 50 yards before

Bert spotted a bunch of fine big

rams. Bedded deep in a boulder

field, they were so well camouflaged

that we missed them completely on

our first look. One thing was quite

plain. They all had their eyes fas-

tened on us as we stood outlined

against the sky a thousand yards

above them. There were five of us

in the party, and we held a hur-

ried council of war before moving
on. We decided to continue on

along the sky line as though we
hadn't seen the rams, until we came
to a huge boulder a couple of

hundred yards farther up. There,

while momentarily hidden, two of

us would drop under the ridge to

try a stalk for some pictures, while

the other three continued on in

plain sight to draw the ram's atten-

tion.

At first things went as we hoped.

We arrived at the boulder, and

while brieflv screened, two of us

doubled back, keeping out of sight.

When Bert and the rest of the party

stepped out into the open, the rams

were still bedded down and ap-

parently not alarmed. But they had
not gone 50 yards, before the big

sheep jumped up and hit the rocks

running. When last seen they were

stringing out over a pass a mile

away and still going strong. I won't
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say that mountain sheep can count,

but they acted as if they knew that

three plus two makes five. This is

a good example of the keen intelh-

gence of the bighorn, and a good

sample of what the sheep hunter

is up against.

Ever since I was able to walk,

I have been observing animals,

both wild and domestic. The longer

I live, the more astonished I am at

the limited scope of my knowledge

of their ways. Although I have

spent a good deal more time than

most people watching them, I still

see but a fraction of their lives.

What are they doing in their dens

and way up in the fastnesses of

the peaks, where I cannot follow?

Can they converse in languages of

their own? These are some of the

questions that puzzle me. Of one

thing I am sure. For the most part

they have keen brains and know
how to use them. Give them a fair

chance, and they will survive to be

enjoyed by countless generations

to come.

BOOKS Continued from page 449

friendly, but more than that he was talka-

tive. Evans became "awestruck at the

immensity of his ignorance." The talka-

tive wanderer was not only wrong about

many things; he was so colorfully and,

what is worse, so confidently wrong that

he "seemed to be Rumor personified."

Realizing tliat tliere were others as hap-

pily misinformed, Evans determined to

dig deeper into tlie story of delusion and

to make an attack upon the more prepos-

terous errors and legends that mankind

insists upon believing. Starting with tlie

controversy over Adam's Navel and con-

cluding with H. L. Mencken's vigorous

lioax about the batlitub, Evans leads us

through the intriguing, but painful cor-

ridors of man's credulity, including sev-

eral chapters on unnatural history. Espe-

cially timely are the chapters that deal

with misconceptions concerning race.

This book should arouse controversy,

but it will stimulate Uiose who are seri-

ously interested in real freedom of

thought. Some who read it will find good

ammunition for interesting table-talk,

but tlie autlror, despite the hghtness of

his style and the welcome air of good

humor, indicates that this is an appeal to

rational men to arm themselves mentally

in the cause of common sense. Aware
of the rarity of skepticism, which he

calls the life spirit of science, the audior

calls for mankind to demand the cre-

dentials of all statements that claim to

be facts.

This book is one well wordi reading

and one wortii passing on to others to

read. The author's concluding statement,

in a far more serious tone tlian the bulk

of the book, indicates his purpose, "For

in the last analysis all tyranny rests on

fraud, on getting someone to accept false

assrmiptions and any man who for one

moment abandons or suspends the ques-

tioning spirit has for that moment be-

trayed humanity." It probably does little

harm to believe tiiat bats are blind, that

hair turns white overnight, and that ori-

entals have slanting eyes. But who can

calculate die harm that may result from

an ignorance of zoology, physiology, or

anthropology, or from forming an opinion

without evidence?

John R. Saunders.
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X-RAY SURVEY ON DUCKS

Airplanes and a portable X-ray machine

wOl be used this year by lUinois Natural

History Survey technicians in an intensi-

fied study of migratory waterfowl. The

planes will take censuses of migratory

ducks along the Illinois and Mississippi

rivers and attempt to locate major feed-

ing grounds. The X-ray, or fluoroscope,

wUl be used to determine the percentage

of wild ducks that carry lead shot in

their gizzards or other parts of their

bodies. Sportsmen and wildlife tech-

nicians know tliat lead poisoning among

ducks and geese is not uncommon. The

birds pick up lead shot while feeding in

hea\ilv hunted areas, and as a result

some of them become ill and die. The

portable fluoroscope is expected to throw

light on diis oft-disputed topic.

GEMS and CRYSTALS
From world wide sources. Send for illustrated

catalog listing choice crystals, rough and cut

gems, all genuine. Catalog is yours for the

asking. Write today.
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